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THE SCOTTISH AET REVIEW lias for its

object the dissemination of Art knowledge.

Interest in the Arts is manifestly increasing through-

out this country, and for intelligent guidance of this

interest there is a generally felt desire. While pri-

marily intended to meet this want, the aim of the

Magazine will be to treat the subjects considered in

a spirit calculated to make it of value as a contri-

bution to Art thought, independent of mere locality.

In periodicals of this kind it has become more and

more necessary that certain subjects should be

handled by those whose knowledge of them is not

only special but practical. Accordingly it is our

intention that, in this paper, those actually engaged

in the various Arts should express thd ideas they have

of necessity formed regarding the Arts which are the

work of their lives. In the pages of this Review the

Painter will write about Painting, the Sculptor about

Scui-PCTJEE, the Architect about Auchitectube, the

Musician about Music, and the Man of Letters about

LiTEKATUKE ; but not to the exclusion of those who,

though not themselves professionally engaged in the

Arts, may yet have general culture or special know-

ledge qualifying them to deal with subjects coming

within the scope of the Journal. Endeavouring, as

it does, to carry the treatment of Art to a point

parallel to that attained by well-directed journalism

in other fields, we sincerely hope that our action

will commend itself to the press. Assured that it

will be endorsed by serious Art-workers, we trust

that those who care for the Arts will help to advance

the work by giving it an encouraging support.

PROGRESSIVENESS IN ART.
BY PRINCIPAL CAIRD.

I.

THE history of knowledge is that, on the whole

of a continuous, ever accelerating progress. In

some departments this may be more marked than in

others, but on the whole the law is a constant one,

which constitutes each succeeding age the inheri-

tor of the intellectual wealth of all preceding ages,

and makes it its vocation to hand on the heritage

it has received, enriched by its own contributions,

to that which comes after. And it is\this char-

acteristic of knowledge which lends an incalculable

quickening influence to thought and research. If

we cannot assent to the paradox that the\ chief

value of knowledge is not in the possession but

in the pursuit of it ; if there are few who would

endorse the well-known saying of Malebranche— ' If

I held truth captive in my hand, I should open my
hand and let it fly, that I might pursue it again,'

yet this much must be conceded, that the known,

the mastered and established facts of knowledge

derive a great part of their value from their relation

to the unknown and the undiscovered. It is the

new hopes that are ever arising in us in the search for

truth, it is the stir of unresting endeavour, the

impossibility of stagnation, the excitement of in-

quiry, the wonder and delight of the world of

thought breaking upon us with the ever-unabated

charm of novelty ; it is the sense of the ever-increas-

ing amount of our intellectual possessions and the

prophetic glimpses of richer, but as yet unappro-

priated, treasures ;—it is, in short, the atmosphere

of progressiveness which lends a peculiar interest to

the vocation of the searcher after truth. But whilst

this characteristic is obviously true of the physical

sciences, whilst, as respects this great department

of knowledge, we see at a glance that modern times

are at an almost incalculable distance in advance

of ancient, and whilst there are obvious reasons on

which we may base the conviction that the progress

of these sciences will be still greater and more rapid

in the future, is there not some ground for maintain-

ing that in some branches of literature and in

almost all that belongs to the province of art, a

point of excellence was reached in past ages which

has never been transcended, and that here all that is

left for modern times is only the attitude of reverent

study and admiration, the humbler task of imitat-

ing those exquisite works of the genius of antiquity

which we can never hope to excel ? Moreover, if we
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reflect on the conditions by whicli progress is deter-

mined, may it not be argued that science and art

stand on altogether different grounds ? The causes

wliich conduce to the progressive advancement of

the former do not apply to the latter, and it might

even, witli some sliow of reason, be maintained that

the growth of scientific knowledge constitutes a hin-

drance to artistic originality and productiveness, so

that as science advances, art must necessarily decline.

How far, let us ask, is tliis contrast ti'ue, and what

are the lessons which, as students in both these pro-

duces of Jiuman thought, we may gather from it ?

In the first place, it is obvious that in art (and

under this general term I include not only what are

ordinarily meant by the Fine Arts, but also that

which may be regarded as the highest of tliem

—

Poetry) attainment depends much more on individual

ability and genius than in science. A modern man

of science may not be of greater mental power than

many of its earlier pioneers, but he is immeasurably

in advance of tlie latter in a sense in which we can-

not say that a modern poet or sculptor is in advance

of Homer or Pindar, of Pliidias or Praxiteles. In

those departments of human attainment in wliicli

observation and experiment are the instruments of

knowledge, or again in tliose which, though they do

not advance by the mere accretion or accumulation

of facts and results, have in them a principle of

development by which each successive age absorbs

and uses up tlie thought of the past, it is plain

that, witli the same ability, tlie modern inquirer has

immense advantages over the investigator of bygone

times. Every real contribution which any past

observer or thinker lias made to science is, to him

who begins now' to labour in the same field, not only

a ready-made part of knowledge, but a means of

further discovery. Even a student of ordinary abil-

ity and diligence may in a few years make himself

master of the best results of the lifelong labours of

those who have contributed to the marvellous pro-

gress of physical science since the close of the 16th

century. Nor does it need any great or exceptive

powers of mind, any genius akin to that of the Kep-

lers, Galileos, Newton s of past times, to be able to

advance beyond their point of knowledge and to

carry on the march of discovery into regions which it

was not given to them to penetrate. For every new

fact, every fresh application of a principle or law, is

a distinct addition to the existing body of know-

ledge. And so, science progresses not merely by

the intellectual activity of the highest minds, but

by the patient toil of those who can only furnish

materials for fresh induction, or work out applica-

tions of ascertained principles. In science it is not

men of genius only who are capable of doing any-

thing, laborious mediocrity has here also its most use-

ful part to play, and even the veriest intellectual day-

labourers, the hewers of wood and drawers of water,

may do something to iielp on the common work.

Moreover, from the same cause it arises that the

work of many of tlie greatest contributors to science

speedily loses any other than an historical interest.

However valuable what they did in their own day,

their methods of investigation are no longer followed,

their books are not read, the precise results of their

researches are not attended to in ours. In many
cases what were really valuable discoveries, measured

by the existing state of knowledge, have been only

stepping-stones towards greater discoveries, or have

been superseded by wider generalisations. Even in

the case of tliose great discoveries which remain per-

manent contributions to man's knowledge of nature,

the form in wliich they were first propounded may
have been greatly impi-oved on by the labour of

otlier and inferior minds, in whose works alone they

are now read. Who now reads, not to speak of a

host of earlier lesser lights, the writings of the great

discoverer of the primary laws of the planetary

motions ? how many men in England know what

Newton did in the precise form in which it was pre-

sented in the Principia ? We can get what is of

permanent value in such woi-ks in a simpler and

clearer form, and with those modifications and exten-

sions which subsequent research has suggested, in the

scientific manuals of our own day; and so whilst

tiiese alone are read, the dust gathers on the works

of the masters.

But if now we tiu-n to that department of human
activity whicli is embraced under the general desig-

nation of Art, it is obvious that the conditions of

progress, if here there be any such thing, are alto-

gether different. The achievements of tlie painters,

sculptors, poets, of the past, are not handed on to

their successors like those of the men of science, so

as to make it certain that each succeeding age shall

be in advance of all that went before. Here, what

a man does depends comparatively little on what

others have done before him, but mainly on the

quality and temper of his own mind. It is true

that, as time progresses, there may be a greater

command of the accessories of art, and also tliat the

works of the great masters, as they increase in

numbers, furnish more examples to kindle the

artistic enthusiasm and to guide the efforts of later

generations. To get his ideas conveyed to us, the

painter uses the language of lines and colours, the

poet of melodious words, and the traditions of their

craft may do something to perfect both in the use

of the organs of expression they employ. But tlie

chief element in the perfection of a work of art is
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that wliich lies deeper than expression—the creative

faculty, the ineffable gift of genius, the capacity

—

define or describe how you will, by which comes that

intuitive insight into the life of nature and man,

that strange susceptibility to what is noble and

tender and beautiful which touches and thrills us

in the works of the great masters of art and song.

Now this is an element which cannot be transmitted

or handed down. It is independent of tradition

and education ; it comes as an inspiration on elected

souls fresh from the eternal fount of light, and the

men of later times have no nearer or freer access to

it than those of ages the most remote. As the

world grows older and the Arts can look back on a

longer history, it becomes indeed easier for minds of

average ability by dint of culture to get up the

external accessories of Art, to mimic the voice, the

tone, the manner, the forms of expression, which,

once peculiar to genius, are now the stock conven-

tions of the poet's or painter's craft. By laborious

study of models and of varieties of style and treat-

ment, the clever art-aspirant may gain a specious

facility of execution, and so qualify himself to pro-

duce manufactured articles that impose on the

unpractised, and pass with many for the genuine

fruit of inspiration ; or he may so steep himself in

tlie atmosphere of some great master as to catch

the trick of his manner, and produce on undiscerning

minds an impression in some faint measui-e akin to

his. It is one result again of the varied literary

culture of our time to rendei- it easier for talent and

cleverness to write well, to write with a seeming

flow of ideas and facility of language which at an

earlier time would liave been to the mass of clever

bookmakers an altogether impossible achievement.

The stage properties of literary art have gone on

accumulating for many ages, and are now accessible

to all. Not only the machinery of versification, the

knack of an ingenious and pleasing arrangement of

melodious syllables, but a vast repertory of poetical

effects, choice words, happy epithets, graceful

images, metaphors, similes from every realm of

nature, has so accumulated, that a competent

literary artisan, endowed with a retentive memory,

a cultivated taste, and a light and facile touch, may
easily throw off" lyrics, sonnets, epics, dramas, by the

dozen—electrotype productions so closely resembling

the real metal that very many purchasers never

know the difference. But how little this increased

facility of production is any sign of real progress in

Art is made evident by the fact that, though a

great poet or painter may, as in well-known

instances, have a most perfect mastery of the

medium of expression, yet the soul of Art may
shine through the rudest and most imperfect forms.

and that with an ineffable force and fervour which

at once eclipses the borrowed light of laborious

culture. A few rude scratches from the pencil of

genius, a note or two struck from the lyre by a

hand all innocent of artificial culture but in sym-

pathy with the soul of nature and vibrating in

response to ' the still sad music of humanity,' may
be instinct with a power and pathos, a capacity to

cliarm and elevate and delight, which are the irre-

fragable tokens of a true inspiration.

From the same cause it follows that great works

of art do not, like the works of many great scientific

writers, become in course of time antiquated and

obsolete. If Science possesses a character of pro-

gressiveness which Art cannot claim, those who

labour in the realm of Art have this compensation,

that here the results of individual effort have a per-

manence which is impossible in Science. A great

work of art has a value which is all its own, which

is independent of any step it marks in the progress

of Art, and which therefore it never loses. So long

as the material form lasts men do not cease to

admire and cherish it, and even in the most distant

ages, amidst a thousand changes in the thought and

life of the world, it remains, in and for itself, a

cherished possession of mankind. Not less' now

than when the chisel of the Athenian scidptor gave

the last touch to the Theseus of the Partlienon, or

the groups of citizens gazed for the first time on the

glorious procession of festive forms, moving, leaping,

dancing amidst garlands and song, to which tlie

hand of genius had given immortal expression in tlie

frieze that swept round the great temple of the

Acropolis—with not less admiration in this far

distant age, torn away though they be from their

place and little more than defaced fragments of the

great originals, do thousands from all lands gaze on

these monuments of ancient genius preserved for us

in the great English repository of Art. And so,

too, are not this and otlier schools of learning in

this country bearing daily their silent testimony to

the undying interest which the world retains in

whatever survives to us of the treasures of ancient

literature.? Time has not antiquated the great

classical writers of antiquity, nor the progress of

knowledge rendered their thouglits obsolete. Their

ideas have indeed been assimilated by the minds

and absorbed into the language and literature of

succeeding ages, but not less do their works them-

selves, in their original form and shape, remain the

subjects of our study and admiration. Our best

intellects teach and comment on them. Our most

skilled critics spend their lives in eliciting and set-

ting in fresh light their beauty of thought and

exquisite perfection of form. AVe are not satisfied
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to get tlieir contents conveyed to us through the

medium of our own language ; for we feel that, in a

work of art, thought and language, idea and form,

so interpenetrate each other, the impression pro-

duced is a result of substance and expression so

subtly interblended, that we have only an imperfect

reflection of the great epic or tragic poem, or the

ode or elegy, until we can know and experience for

ourselves all the flow and rliytlim of its verse, all the

delicate point and precision of its expression, all the

majestic pomp or tlie tender music of the language.

As there are wines which, it is said, can only be

drunk in the country where the vine grows, so the

flavour and aroma of the best works of art is too

delicate to bear importation into the speech of

other lands and times ; to appreciate them truly,

we must breathe the very air and steep ourselves in

the spirit of their own age and country, and receive

them in the very form in which they were produced,

fresh and fragrant, on the soil to which they are

indigenous.

(7o he continued.)

ART AT THE GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

I.—PAINTING.

THE Art Section of the Glasgow International

Exhibition will take an important jilace among
the Exhibitions of recent times, for it contains not

only what is perhaps the best collection of Sculpture

that has yet been shown in this country, but also a

widely inclusive and representative collection of the

works of British and Continental painters.

After the exceptionally fine character of at least

one room in Edinburgh two years ago, and the in-

teresting grouping of works in Manchester last year,

there has naturally been some curiosity as to what

the issue of the endeavour at Glasgow would be, for

it was felt that there was a something in eacli of those

Exhibitions which it would be difficult to rival in

interest. Yet the Glasgow collection is quite dis-

tinctive in its own way, equalling, if not excelling

Manchester and Edinburgli in interest, and sujserior

to either in facilities for the enjoyment and study of

modern art in a large and catholic spirit.

Before further considering the quality of the

Exhibition, however, it may be well to review shortly

the general scheme whicli has been adopted in

arranging it. The galleries, ten in number, are

commodious, well-lighted, and convenient in plan
;

and, but for an excess of light, easily obviated, they

are well-nigh perfect for tlieir purpose. The use of

muslin screens under the glass roof, to temjoer the

light, is a laudable step in the right direction.

The treatment of the Sculpture is a feature of the

Exhibition showing a marked improvement on the

somewhat apatlietic attitude that has hitherto been

adopted towards the art in Scotland. Instead of

being distributed throughout the rooms primarily

intended for pictures, it is arranged by itself in a

gallery planned for tlie purpose. It is also gratify-

ing to observe tliat the same wise spirit of advance

is shown by the introduction of decorative panels in

this and in two adjoining rooms, indicating an effort

to encouraae a form of art that has been too long

disregai'ded in this country. At the ends of the

Sculpture Gallery there are two moderate-sized rooms,

one filled with architectural drawings, and the other

with photographs. The remaining seven galleries

are devoted to pictures—British and Foreign—on

loan and for sale. While it is satisfactory to note

such an excellent departure in tlie matter of Sculp-

ture, it is unfortunate that a backward step has

been taken in the treatment which lias been given

to the fine collection of Works in Black and White.

It is incomprehensible why this collection, containing

some of the best works of art in the wliole Exhibi-

tion, sliould have been excluded altogether from the

Fine Art Galleries, and placed in a passage wliere

these works can hardly be seen, and certainly cannot

be studied, while one of tiie rooms is occupied with

the results of the different processes of jjliotograpliv.

It is quite desirable tliat these results, so varied in

their interesting developments, should be exhibited

in a suitable place ; but the fact that they ought to

be properly shown does not justify the preposterous

exclusion from tlie Fine Art Collection of the works

in Black and White, a form of art expression whicli

lias been freely adopted by the great masters in all

time, as a means of embodying some of tlieir

happiest inspirations.

As has already been mentioned, the pictures are

divided into two sections—Loan and Sale. In view

of the great difficulties of getting up a good sale

collection, it might well be doubted whetlier the

attempt should have been made in an undertaking

of the kind. The results certainly do not indicate

that the Fine Arts Committee have been wisely
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guided in making the endeavour, for tlie sale sec-

tions, occupying no less than three galleries, cannot,

with the exception of a few works, be regarded as

doing anything but detracting from the art value

of the Exhibition. Doubtless the few fine pictures

tliey contain might have been secured just the same

had the Exhibition been made entirely a loan one.

If this had been done, tlie collection would have

gained by the exclusion of valueless examples, and

the space thus set free might have been occupied

by some of the excellent loan works rejected for

want of room, or else the pictures retained might

have been arranged to ftir greater advantage.

In the British Loan Section there are important

and characteristic works by such masters as Rey-

nolds, Turner, Whistler, Burne Jones, Watts, Gains-

borough, Cecil Lawson, Rossetti, Raeburn, Constable,

Cox, Thomson of Duddingston, Roberts, Richard

Wilson, and Wilkie. A chef-cVccuvre of Corofs is

the great work of the Foreion Loan Section, whicli

contains quite a number of excellent examples of the

same master. Tliere are, besides, representative

works by the other men who, on the Continent, have

led the movements in modern art to their liighest

developments—Millet, Mattliew Maris, Puvis de

Cliavannes, Monticelli, Rousseau, James Maris,

Troyon, Bastien Lepage, Courbet, Daubigny, Diaz,

Delacroix, Jacque, Israels, Bosboom, etc.

In addition to these numerous examples of tlie

art of the modern masters, wliich constitute the

strength of the Exhibition, tliere are also displayed

many characteristic works by such men as Orchard-

son, Mark Fisher, Alexander Eraser, E. J. Gregory,

Alma Tadema, G. P. Chalmers, Albert Moore, Peter

Graham, Henry Moore, John Pettie, Jolin Phillip,

Horatio Macculloch, Sam Bougli, and others of

similar calibre.

The pictures of Sir John Millais, of which there

ai-e several, occupy such a peculiar middle position

in art that they are difficult to class. Millais" work

would be that of a master—of the commonplace

—

did the commonjilace not so often master him. His

personality constitutes him the very genius of British

Philistinism, in its best and its worst aspects, his

big humanity, and his strong weaknesses and weak

strength having exactly fitted him to typically em-

body and represent in his works the British Public's

conceptions—and misconceptions—of what pictorial

art should be. These pictures will therefore afford

a convenient standard for reference in dealing with

this subject in detail in a future paper.

While thus rich in examples of men who have

done, or may now be doing the ripe work of their

lives, it will be found that of work which is indica-

tive of the art tendencies of the day—a feature

notably awanting in Manchester—-there are here a
few examples, not, however, sufficiently important

to form an adequate representation of present

activities and the directions tiiey take.

Popular pictures have long been deemed necessary

by the promoters of Art Exhibitions to draw the

unreflecting crowds who like a show of things they

can easily comprehend, and tlie liabit has too mucli

been to appraise the ' success ' of exhibitions by
the figures registered at the turnstiles. Hundreds
of pictures calculated to tickle the fancy of careless

sightseers, and mislead the understanding of those

who come with more serious aims, are yearly hung
in the prominent places in exhibitions throughout

tlie country. Thus public exhibitions, avowedly

organised to foster the public taste for art, are made
to exert a powerful influence for the lowering of

the very thing they exist primarily to conserve and
elevate. Exhibition managers may not be able to

count on educating the public, but tliey can at

least ensLU-e, and the public have a right to demand,

that all spurious work, which can only mislead, shall

be excluded. The Fine Art Council of the present

Exhibition, after tlieir praiseworthy action in setting

energetically to work, and gathering a mass of ex-

cellent material from public - spirited collectors

willing to lend it, might well have made an admirable

new departure, by exhibiting only Art of a high

class. It is to be regretted that they have failed

to avail tliemselves of this opportunity. And so

there are plenty of popular pictures by the fasjiion-

able painters, whose ])rolific inanity and mediocre

talent, often combined with tlie industry of an

enei'getic commercialism, enable them to produce

the myriads of meaningless works which, if they

serve no other purpose, keep the names of their

producers before the country—as manufacturers of

padding for picture galleries, public and private.

It is a pity that considerable artistic ability

should so often be misdirected by men from whom
we have not only had fair promise, but even good

performance. In this connection it cannot but

make the judicious grieve to find, in the Exliibi-

tion, work from Sir Frederick Leigliton, Luke

Fildes, and Hubert Herkomer, which has in it no

more of the vital spirit of Art than has the learned

inability of E. J. Poynter and Sir J. D. Linton,

the cheap sentiment of Faed and Phil Morris, and

the sentimentality of Marcus Stone, the hideously

unreal realism of Brett, and the meretricious

prettiness of MacWhirter and Murray.

The productions of the fashionable painter are

at any time out of place among the works of

the serious artist. But their presence becomes

specially obnoxious, when round and round tlie

a2
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Exhibition they have been accorded positions of

the best, while works of art are relegated to

obscure and inconvenient places— among them

portraits by Watts, Sir Joshua, and Raeburn, and

landscapes by Constable and Turner. The worst

case is the hanging of the pictures of Cecil Lawson,

the greatest English landscape painter of recent

times. His most important works, a close study of

which would liave been a source of pleasure and

profit to every discerning lover of art, have been

placed in inaccessible jwsitions. Such hanging as

this is as peculiar as it is indefensible. With

spacious galleries, and a wealth of fine material, the

entire arrangement is such that no wall conveys an

impression at all equal to that of the best room at

Edinbursli—the Fiench and Dutch Loan Section

•—or equal to tliat attained by the grouping

of the works of the best British painters at

Manchester. If demonstration was required

of a thing which every one witii art feeling-

knows, Edinburgh and Manchester demonstrated

that, to show good pictures properly, it is necessary

to keep them in good company. After the example

of Edinburgh especially, it is deplorable that the

Foreign Loan Section here should be hung as it is,

instead of being arranged so as to ensure that the

grave harmony of the noble works contained in it

shall be preserved unjarred. The Foreign Section

might have been as cosmopolitan as it is, but the

good pictures might have been kept on walls by

themselves, with clear gain all round. Whatever

may be the educative value of such Art Exhibi-

tions—a thing about which there is a deal of

cant in the air—it is evident that the best lesson

Edinburgh and Manchester had to teach, from

an art exhibition point of view, has not been

learned by the hangers of tlie very next that has

followed.

The Water-colour Section is by no means so

strong: in art of a hig-h class as are the sections

already alluded to ; indeed the collection is only

redeemed from failure by the presence of a few good

drawings, some of which might surely have been

better placed. The art interest of the collection

centres in the sketches and pictures by Turner,

David Cox, Rossetti, Burne Jones, James Maris,

Bosboom, J. M. Swan, E. A. Walton, Mauve,

Williamson, and Mesdag. A perfect example of

Turner at his best is hung in the centre of a screen

in the middle of the room. To the right of it is a

particularly beautiful sketch by the same master—

a

nocturne, wrought witli the delicate sensibility and

artistic power that are so remarkable in Turner's

best work. It is a pity that Mr. Ruskin's devoted

admiration for Turner, and avowed reverence for

art, have not prevented him from scribbling, in ink,

on the face of this exquisite work

—

' / donU know the place

J. Ruskht, i88o.

J.M. W.T. Late Time
and very badfor him

,

'

—spread over four lines upon the picture, as here

printed. ' The place ' is evidently somewhere in

the heaven of the painters dreams. No wonder Mr.

lluskin does not know it !

From this general survey of the various sections

an estimate may be formed of the chai-acter of the

whole. This may be best indicated by comparing

and contrasting it with the two remarkable Exhibi-

tions that went before. In Edinburgh the out-

standing feature was the French and Dutch Loan

Section, in marked contrast to the inadequate

collection of British pictures, which, tliough it

comprised fine examples of a few of the masters,

was, as a whole, far from being representative of

the Art of tlie country. The special interest of the

Manchester Jubilee Exhibition lay in its displaying

in one grand collection what tlie powers that be

—

namely, the Royal Academy and the dealers who
exploit the Academy, have recognised—or have

been constrained to regard—as representative British

Art produced during the last half-century. That

Exhibition was widely popular independently of its

art value, because it contained hundreds of pictures

with which the British public were already familiar,

from their having been engraved. Continental Art

did not come within the plan of the Manchester

Exhibition, and British Art was so imperfectly

represented at Edinburgh, that, though each had

distinguishing features of interest, neither of these

Exhibitions afforded opportunity for comprehen-

sively viewing the scope and direction of modern

European thouglit in art, and deducing therefrom

the lessons it may teach. The distinguishing-

feature, therefore, of the Glasgow Exhibition is,

that, being truly international in spirit, it is rich

in sufficiently representative examples of what the

modern world has been doing in art to allow ample

scope for comprehensive and intelligent study of the

subject. This is what differentiates it from all

other recent Exhibitions, and gives it a special and

peculiar value ; and lovers of art would do well

to avail themselves fully of the opportunities it

affords.

II.—SCULPl'URE.

HERE may be seen, without doubt, the best

collection of recent Sculpture that has ever

been exhibited in this country. This, however, is

the most tliat can be said, and it is not much when
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we consider that the collection is neither large nor

fairly representative of its aims. We were led to

indulge in great expectations of this section by the

glowing terms in which it was officially heralded in

the columns of a contemporary, but feel ratlier dis-

appointed with tlie result. ' The special gallery,'

in which this ' International Exhibition of Sculp-

ture ' is shown, is not specially adapted to its use,

being little else than a big corridor. In this place,

whicli might liave been suitable for pictures, the

comparatively small collection of one liundred and

seventy numbers is ' cribbed, cabined, and confined,'

with scarce a single piece seen to advantage. Ar-

ranged against the wall, in niches, or in groups,

with outlines broken and interrupted, the collection

is robbed of at least half its worth and effect.

As to the international phase, it is not important,

being mainly English and Frencli, with an undue

preponderance of the London or English school,

whence nearly half tlie exhibits hail. Scotland has

about a fourtli, France (Paris) has less than a fifth
;

the rest of the world is represented by Germany,
five, Italy, seven, and Belgium, four, pieces.

Russia, America, Austria, and Japan are not repre-

sented. Japan, considered by some authorities the

most artistic country in the world, has found no

consideration for her magnificent sculptures in

bronze. From wonderful Italy there are a few

pieces of the very ' Brummagem ' of sculpture,

believed to be representative of tlie Italian scliool

only by the benighted tourist.

In glancing over the collection we miss several

important names, and observe that others are very

poorly represented. Of the latter, we may mention

Fremiet, the sculptor of the extraordinary Gorille ct

Femme, sjiown in last year's Salon ; of the former,

Mercie, Falguiere, Saint-Marceaux, Barrias (Paris),

Saint-Gaudens (New York), and Gilbert (London),

all men of the highest ability.

Judging from this exhibition, sculpture would

seem to be an art of even more limited expression

than it really is ; for, apart from life-size figures and

busts, there is scarcely any variety. Of one of the

most interesting modes—bas relief—there are few

examples, and the work of the anhnalic)- is scarcely

to be seen. Wiiy is there no work of the giant

Barye or of Cain .''

If the collection is not all that was expected, and

might have been, it is pleasant to find that the

public take great interest in it. The narrow pas-

sages of the gallery are constantly crowded. The
ordinary visitor is evidently surprised into gazing

with the intentness of those who look for the first

time. Some express themselves as preferring the

sculpture to the pictures. As there are neither

seats nor room for any, one is sorry those lovers of

tlie plastic art cannot remain and feast their eyes in

comfort. The appreciation shown amply justifies

the promoters of the Section, whicli, we understand,

was discredited, as being of insufficient public in-

terest to warrant the expense connected therewith.

The most effective work in tlie gallery, as it is the

greatest technical effort, is what appears to be the

original model of Alfred Bouclier's remarkable group
of runners at the goal, on the production of which

he was occupied for three years. It was cast in

bronze at the expense of the French Government,
and shown at last year's Salon. The Committee
have been fortunate in securing this exhibit, which

we may safely say is the most wonderful thing of the

kind ever sliown in this country ; indeed it is almost

unique. It is there, with all the fresli, vivid life of

a sketch, full of abandon ; but to think of the labour

and diflSculty of bringing such a work to a successful

issue is truly appalling.

One is inclined to tliink the result has somewhat
of a tour deforce character, wanting that quality of

repose whicli is at once the chief virtue and limita-

tion of the art. As one looks at the three fellows

rushing through space witli outspread limbs,

wide-mouthed and shouting, the conclusion is forced

that such works can at best only be a rendering, as

in sculpture everything has to take definite forms,

and such a group of ffying bodies could not be seen

or studied, unless by the eye of the instantaneous

camera.

Hamo Thornycroft is shown at his best in

'Teucer,' 'The Mower,' and 'Lot's Wife,' all

different in character, but alike in strength and

refinement, eminently English in tlieir feeling of

dignity and reserve, and interesting in contrast with

work in the French spirit. In the ' Teucer ' we

have a phase of action worthy of close consideration,

and calculated to throw light on the question of

repose referred to above. Having just discharged

an arrow, the figure stands rigid and tense, with

bated breath and eagle eye. The moment selected

is when a certain tliought and action are completed

in nice unison, the intensity of whicli petrifies. We
feel tliat it is right that the figure, although instinct

with quick life, should be dead still. With the

runners it is different. The action is not dis-

charged, it is being discharged ; there is conse-

quently a disturbed impression conveyed to the

senses wjien we are asked to behold runners running

in perfect stillness—asked to observe the invisible

action of a bird's wing in full flight.

(To be contiriued.)
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III.—FOREIGN LOAN PICTURES

{Gallay No. 4).

THE great feature of this collection is un-

doubtedly the fine examples of Corot. No. 748

'The Wild Man of the Woods/ is the largest

and most striking sketch I have yet seen by Corot,

its very incompleteness lending it a charm seldom

to be found even in his more finished work. On the

other wall facing this is Mr. White's well-known

and beautiful picture, No. 651, ' Landscape.'

This picture, when shown in Edinburgh many years

ago, excited much interest, and was the means of

attracting attention to this great French painter.

No. 769, ' Danse des Nymphes,' is a w-eU-known

and splendid example. Nos. 706 and 728, 'The

Woodcutters,' and 'Twilight,' old Edinburgli

friends, are distinguished and beautiful specimens.

No. 728, ' The Bather,' showing Corot's treatment

of the nude, is a fine and interesting picture, such

pictures being rare in this country. No. 681, ' The

Lake,' is a fine small Corot. The other examples

range from good to bad and doubtful.

Millet, whose name stands at the head of the

recent French School, is only represented by Mr.

Donald's fine 'Going to Work' (No. 667), 'La

Bergere ' (No. 729)—the fact of this example being

hung may be explained by the small choice of ^fillet's

work in this country, though I must say that it

rather goes to lower than raise the artist's reputa-

tion,—and a beautiful small drawing. No. 718,

' Sheplierdess.' This is much to be regretted, as

this great artist has never been fully shown in this

country.

Rousseau is not largely represented, though No.

730, ' Le Soir,' is a fine picture, and No. 755,

' Forest of Clairbois,' is interesting from its splen-

did treatment of masses of green. No. 634, ' The
]Mill,' is an impressive sketch.

Of Daubigny, whose name is so well known in this

country, there are only two striking examples, No.

739, 'Sea Piece,' and No. 797, 'Mantes (Soir),'

giving him in his finest mood of dark grey. No.

768, ' Landscape,' is a good though somewhat con-

ventional Daubigny.

Diaz.—There is not much of this artist's more

distinguished work. No. 654, 'Flowers,' is how-

ever an exceptionally fine piece of painting. No.

649 is also good. On Screen 2, No. 832, ' The
heart of the Forest,' is a good if somewhat con-

ventional landscape. There are no fine specimens

of his figure-painting in this collection.

Troyon cannot be said to be strongly represented.

No. 659, ' Off Honfleur,' has a wide reputation from

having been in the Wilson collection. No. 772,

' Sheep,' is a fine picture, and No. 683, ' Resting,'

a fair example.

There is but one example of that great and

original artist, Delacroix: No. 751, 'Lion and

Tiger,'—a great picture on a small canvas, full

of nervous, palpitating life.

Decamps is represented by his grandly solemn

picture—strangely weak in the sky, however—No.

753, ' St. Jerome in the AVilderness.'

Michel, thougli little known in this country,

deser\-es to be more fully represented tlian by one

small example. No. 662, ' A Hill Road.'

Vollon's ' Strawberries ' (No. 642) is fine, and the

same may be said of No. 708, ' Fruit.'

The only very fine Dupre is No. 747, ' Sea

Piece.'

Tliere are two or three pictures by Frere so

unlike his ordinary work as to make one at first

almost doubt their being by the same hand that

produces the common Frere in the market. I never

remember having seen any work by this painter so

good as Nos. 660 and 815, ' The Cooper's Sliop,'

and ' Les Sabotiers.'

No. 760, ' Fishmarket, Dieppe,' is a fine Isabey,

and No. 736, ' River Scene,' a very interesting JNIun-

kacsy, though reminding one strongly of Daubigny.

No. 735, 'Retour du Troupeau,' is a good

Jacque, with much of jMillet's feeling.

Monticelli.—There are only two pictures by this

artist, No. 721, ' Paysage, Automne,' and No. 775,
' Adoration of the Magi ' ; this latter is a very fine

picture.

Courbet's two fruit pieces. No. 746, ' Fruit,' and

No. 685, ' Fruit Piece,' are fine. I much wish one of

his large figiu-e-pictures or landscapes had been added.

Turning to the Dutchmen—Israels is fully repre-

sented. No. 661, 'The Sleeping Child,' is in my
opinion the best work of his in this Exhibition.

No. 638, ' The Frugal IMeal,' is a good picture of

its period, thougli not so masterly.

James Maris is at his best in No. 645, ' Near

Rotterdam.' No. 639, ' Montmartre,' by M.
Maris, is a fine example of this painter's weird land-

scape. No. 821, 'Boy Feeding Pigs,' is an early

and beautiful W. Maris.

Bosboom never, to my knowledge, painted a

stronger picture than No. 825, ' Interior of the

Bakkenesse Kerk, Haarlem.'

The early death and great promise of Mollinger

have, I think, induced many to overestimate the

value of his work, and the large canvases shown here

confirm this opinion. They are good, not great

pictures.

Readers will, I hope, excuse these rough jottings

of my first impressions hastily put do^vn.
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Had this collection been weeded of nearly half the

jiictures, and the remainder properly hung, it would

have been an honour to Glasgow.

R. T. Hamilton Bruce.

MADONNA DI SAN SISTO.

Safe-guarded by immortal charms,

She clasps her Heaven in folded arms ;

And, starlike, over tempest knows

Bright unassailable repose.

Thomas Woolxkis.

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTION.

Glasgow Exhibition.

THE ' old London "' idea, whicli was improved

upon at Edinburgh, has readied a much higher

development on the slopes of Kelvingrove. Here

we have not merely a picturesque and interesting-

representation of a building of the olden time, but

an attraction of surpassing interest in its contents ;

—

an immense collection of objects of great historical

and antiquarian value. In comparison with what it

contains, the Bishop's Castle itself nnist be regarded

as an object of quite subordinate interest ; and here-

in it differs from any of its quasi-antique predeces-

sors, although both in design and execution it will

compare favourably with any of these. It was neces-

sarily to a large extent an original conception ; for

not only is the site peculiar and entirely different

from that on which the ancient building stood, but

the views of the old castle which have come down to

us—and from which alone we can now gain any idea

of its appearance— are of comparatively recent date,

and by no means so exact as one could wish for

purposes of restoration ; and, what is of more conse-

quence, we have no representation whatever of the

main building as it existed in tlie 15th century. The
architect of the castle of 1888, therefore, had to

draw largely on his imagination, and he had, more-

over, not only to deal with a difficult site, but also

to face another difficulty, which, in less skilful hands,

would have been fatal to the verisimilitude of his

work, namely, the adaptation of the building to its

intended purpose by providing sufficient light for

the various apartments. This has been managed
without any apparent incongruity, and the erection

as completed gives an excellent idea of a baronial

tower of the 15th century, with many picturesque

characteristic features. But the treatment of the

interior is not less careful nor less creditable. The
massive walls, about five feet thick, the vaulted Hall

with its spacious fireplace, and the turret stairs, with

ribs springing from the top of their newals, are all

in excellent keeping ; the whole will be readily recog-

nised as a most appropriate temporary home—so far

as appearance goes—for the many curious and pre-

cious relics of the past which it containg.

It is impossible, within the compass of this short

notice, to do more than indicate in the most general

terms how the collection is arranged, and what are

some of its special features. Besides several small

rooms, there are three principal apartments in the

Castle—one on the basement floor, another on the

ground floor, and another on the first floor. The
last of these, which is the great Hall, contains three

groups of relics specially interesting in their histori-

cal connection. In the first of these we find such

objects as the Brooch of Lome, the sword and the

battle-axe of the Bruce, many objects found on tlie

field of Bannockburn, and other things belonsins- to

the period antecedent to the reign of Mary Queen
of Scots. The second group comprises Queen Mary
relics only. These are exceedingly numerous, and

many of them are of great value and exceedingly

interesting. The third group consists exclusively of

Jacobite relics, of which there is a very large collec-

tion. In the room immediately below, on the

ground floor, there is much greater variety. Here
there is a small collection of prehistoric remains

—

weapons and implements of the stone age, and of

the bronze age-—^^jiist enough to give an idea of the

characteristics of such articles, but the series is not

continued downwards chronologically. There is,

however, a most extensive and interesting collection

of old armour and weapons, including cannon and

fire-arms of the most ancient make ; also many
curious instruments of torture and punishment, old

Scotch furniture, mechanical appliances, spinning-

wheels, and the like. Also personal ornaments,

ancient charms, jewels, enamels, medals, tokens, mini-

atures, ' Tassie ' gems and medallions. Another
interesting group here is the ecclesiastical, muni-

cipal, masonic, and academic insignia, which includes

several magnificent maces. A totally different group

consists of what may be called implements and

trophies of amusement, ancient golf clubs, curling-

stones, and the like. And yet another group, which

will have a peculiar interest for many a west-country

visitor, is made up of relics of Covenanting times.

The ' Solemn League and Covenant ' itself is there,

the flags the Covenanters bore, and the swoi-ds they

wielded at Drumclog and Bothwell Brig, and many
other objects. Coming- to a still later period, we

find a large assortment of Burns relics ; and besides

all these, a miscellaneous collection—literary, artistic,

and antiquarian, which would be hard to classify,

but which will well repay careful examination.

The room in the basement is devoted to old
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(ilasgow knick-knackets, and contains, among other

things, a large number of drawings, engravings, and

maps, illustrating the changes which have occurred

from time to time during the growth of the city,

and whicli in recent years have been so remarkal)le.

In all the rooms the walls are adorned with paint-

ings of liistorical personages, including the most

authentic portraits of Mary Queen of Scots, trophies

of arms, drawings and phot<)gra])]is. Some of tlie

articles brought together are of great intrinsic value ;

many are ijuite unicjue and priceless. It is there-

fore extraordinary, and most creditable to tlie public-

s])irited owners, that so many liavebeen found willing

to part with their treasures for a time, and liand

them over to tlie custody of the Connnittee.

From this rough sketch of the scope of the

Exhibition in the IJishop's Castle, it will be evident

that the collection is well calculated to be attractive

and instructive to many classes of visitors, and to

awaken a wide diversity of sympathies. Its charac-

ter is eminently popular, and as the objects are all

plainly la])elled, tlie peculiar interest attaching to

most of them may be apjireciated by any one who

has had the advantage of a IJoard School education.

Many of the relics, here in curious juxtaposition.

must excite profound, it may be conflicting, emotions,

in every leal Scottisli lireast. No one can look un-

moved on the veritable Brooch of Lome, the sword

and battle-axe of the Bruce, the prayer-book the

unliappy Mary held in her hand at her execution,

and the Bible which was on the scaffold with the

good Manjuis of Argyll, the embroidered sash worn

by Charles at Edgehill, the claymore of Claverhouse,

and tlie blood-stained lianner of Drumclog ; but the

grim contrasts suggested, the conscious quickening

of latent loyalty to one or other—or above and be-

yond all to tliat land of his sires which claims his

fealty—who but a true-born Scot can understand .''

Yet the citizen of the world, viewing these memo-
rials of bygone times with impartial eye, undimmeil

by the perfervidum 'uigen'ium, and recognising in

them the mementoes of a noble national record, will

be slow to attribute blame to either factions or in-

dividuals, and ready to see that each had his own

proper and indispensable jiart to play in working

out the great problem of the nation's civil and

religious emancipation—that the passionate Edward
was a ' maker " of Scotland as well as tlie jiatriotic

Bruce, and the vacillating Charles not less than the

uncompromising Covenanter. John Honeyman.

NOTES ON SOME LONDON EXHIBITIONS.

THE ideal critic may be gifted witli an insatiable

appetite for picture-seeing, but the most ro-

bust would quail before atteiii])ting to examine with

any degree of care one-tenth of tlie galleries whose

doors are thrown open in the beginning of May.

The Royal Academy and the New Gallery must be

left for a future notice, and little more than a cata-

logue of the outstanding works in some of the other

exhibitions can be attemjited in the space at our

disposal. The true interests of art suffer grievously

through crowding into the space of two months a

series of picture-shows, each deserving a certain

amount of attention which it is almost ini])ossible

to give them.

Enough, and more than enough, has been said

and written regarding the quarrel between Sir

Coutts Lindsay and liis lieutenants. The Gros-

venor has certainly suffered tlirough tlie withdrawal

of the artists whose work in former years gave the

gallery its rainon (Veirc, and its rooms have now

little or nothing to distinguish tliem from an un-

usually good section of the Academy. The hanging

is no better : numerous really good pictures are

badly placed, while the line is largely occupied by

works of little character. Mr. Arthur Hacker, Mr.

W. ]<;. F. Britten, and Mr. John R. Reid, have been

accorded the places of honour. Mr. David Murray
shows no fewer tlian seventeen canvases of no special

elevation, while we hear of several very hard cases of

entire exclusion.

Among the very good pictures is a boy's head,

by Mr. Geo. Clausen, soundly and ably painted, of

astonishing truth of tone. Mr. Mark Fisher has a

cattle subject which shows liim at his best. Mr.

Arthur Lemon's fine canvas is badly liung, while

Mr. H. W. Gilchrist's interesting portrait of Walt
Whitman can hardly be seen among so many sickly

jiroductions. Mr. Wellwood Rattray's fresh land-

scape brings one somewhat in touch with nature,

and Mr. R. W. Allan's ' Passing Showers ' holds

its own with its neighbours.

On the whole, however, the Grosvenor is decidedly

uninteresting.

The New English Art Club has fully warranted

its formation, and occupies a place unique among
London exhibitions. Its members include many of

the ablest young men of the day. Though some of
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them are represented by unimportant pictures, the

Art Club is less open to hostile criticism than any

collection at present on view. Tiie connnonplace

self-satisfied productions which bulk so largely else-

where are here conspicuous by their absence. There

are undoubtedlyseveral more or less absolute failures,

which need not be specified, but there is scarcely a

canvas in the room which does not show artistic

motive. Among the more notable examples of

really high attainment is Mr. Whistler's 'White

Note,' which has the dignity of a master. Mr.

Hubert Vos, Mr. H. S. Tuke, and Mr. E. A. Wal-

ton are each represented by portraits of great

excellence. Mr. George Clausen, Mr. Fred Brown,

Mr. Frederick Bate, Mr. Edward Stott, Mr. Norman

Garstin, and Mr. Alex. Harrison, all well merit

attention and study. Of tlie landscapes, there are

several of unusual interest. Mr. E. A. Walton

sustains his success of Isist year witii a sober and

powerful water-colour, and Mr. Alexander Mann
and Mr. James Paterson are represented by impor-

tant landscapes. Did space permit we would like

to draw attention to several works which add charm

to this unique exhibition. Mr. T. S. Lee's head

in bronze is worthy of study, and there are etcliings

by Mr. Whistler, Mortimer Menpes, and F. Short,

and a masterly pastel by Degas.

The Royal Society of British Artists shows signs

of a return to its former humdrum. Mr. Whistler's

desertion is lamented by some, but the rejoicing of

the genuine original R.B.A.'s is open and sincere.

The yellow drapery is still in situ, but the pictures

it shades are in many cases beneath criticism, and

connnonplace to a degree. There are nearly 500

exhibits, of wliich the majority would be better

away. It is only on careful examination tiiat here

and there, often in obscure places, we discover work

wliich has some artistic impulse, most often bearing

names little known. Mr. Stott's 'Endymion' is

without ([uestion the picture of tlie exhibition, and

amons tlie canvases which save the character of the

gallery are Mr. Horace Hart's ' Henry the Seventh

Chapel,' Mr. Tuke's portrait of Judge Bacon, Mr.

Jules Lessore's Churcli at Rouen, and pictures by

Mr. E. Simmons, Mr. Alexander Harrison, Mr. T. C.

Gotch, Mr. James Paterson, and Mr. Walter Sickert.

A peculiarly cruel piece of hanging is the placing

Mr. Frank Brangwyn's impressive ' Rye Ferry

'

where it is almost impossible to see it. As an

exhibition open to outsiders, the Society would do

well to consider tlie principle on which tlie works

received are accorded their respective places on the

walls. It would seem to be members first, good or

bad outsiders, anywhere.

^Ve have left no .space to refer but in a line to

tlie Water-Colour Societies. The Institute indeed

can be dismissed in a word : it is a poor exhibition,

with .scarcely lialf a dozen drawings one would axre

to see a .second time. Tlie Royal Society has no

lack of inane prettyness and threadbare sentiment,

but tliere are several exhibits of note. Miss Clara

Montalba, Mr. R. W. Allan, Mr. J. W. North, and

Mr. Albert Goodwin, among otliers, maintain the

interest of the gallery, wliile Mr. Arthur Melville,

in his masterly eastern drawings, shows a thorougli

command of the technitjue of his medium, a ([uality

and depth of colour which make surrounding pic-

tures look poor and thin.

MUSIC IN GLASGOW.

IN a journal such as this, it will, we presume, be

scarcely necessary to urge the importance of a

serious and widespread cultivation of music. Most

of our readers are already conscious of its importance

as a factor in the progress of mankind—thougli it

cannot be overlooked that very many persons still

regard it as a frivolous amusement, unworthy of the

attention of earnest men. One might easily fill

columns with tlie sayings of the profoundest thinkers

on social and political questions in all ages, which

prove the very high value they attached to tlie study

and practice of music, as a humanising, elevating,

and refining influence in the intellectual and social

development of a people. We need do no more

than remind our readers of the teaching of Plato,

Sir Thomas More, and Bacon, not to mention Goethe

and others in more recent times ; but we will

take the liberty of quoting the opinion of one

who has been regarded as perhaps the most prac-

tical legislator the world has seen, but who has

not generally been credited with mucli ai-tistic

enthusiasm—Napoleon I. He said :
' Of all the

liberal arts, music has the greatest influence over the

passions, and is that to which the legislator ougjit

to give the greatest encouragement. A well-com-

posed song strikes and softens the mind, and pro-

duces a greater effect than a moral work, which

convinces our reason, but does not warm our feelings
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nor effect any alteration in our habits.' Compare

this with the teaching of the founders of tlie

Chinese legislation—a system of government in whicli

music was regarded as a powerful political instrument

for smoothing away ruggedness of disposition, and

making men more amenable to law and order,

and which has existed in much the same form till

our own day—expressed more than 2000 years

before. One quotation must suffice, from Mencius,

remarkable for its similarity to that of the modern

statesman. ' If the king''s love of music is great,

the kingdom will be near a state of good govern-

ment.' This idea naturally suggests the late Prince

Consort, a devoted student of music, who did much

to promote general culture and refinement, by

fostering the arts of peace, and giving an impulse to

all intellectual pursuits. It is largely due to his

influence and example that music lias so rapidly

attained a more prominent place in our social

system.

The true value of music as a means of expressing

our spiritual and emotional nature, and as a necessity

of our lives, has certainly not yet been fully appre-

hended in this country. Assuming, liowever, that

among more thoughtful minds the importance of

encouraging a healtliy delight in music throughout

the community has been clearly recognised, let us

see what has been accomplislied in Glasgow in this

direction. For the last twelve or thirteen years we

have had, through the liberal-mindedness of some

public-spirited citizens, a series of orchestral concerts

in the winter season. These concerts, after experi-

encing various financial vicissitudes, have at length

become practically self-supporting, the debt due to

the deficits in the earlier years being now paid off.

The orchestras are of exceptional excellence, and

perform the finest classical and modern orcliestral

music, besides taking part in the oratorio perform-

ances of the Choral Union. In addition to these

concerts, we have from time to time lieard the

orchestras under the direction of Mr. Halle and

HerrRichter; and we have also had many opportuni-

ties of hearing, both with orchestra and in smaller

concerts, most of the prominent soloists, vocal and

instrumental, now before the public. As far as

music brought from the outside is concerned, we in

Glasgow can congratulate ourselves on being as well

supplied as, if not better than, any town in the three

kingdoms, except London.

Tlie question naturally arises, however, what

influence have these facilities for hearing good music

exerted on the general taste of the community .''

Have they to any very marked degree raised the

standard of appreciation of music, or caused it to be

regarded as more worthy of serious study ? Have

people generally begun to appreciate more keenly

the power of good music to bring peace and sun-

shine into their workaday lives, to awaken their

nobler emotions, and enable tliem to grow more in

sympathy with their fellow-men ? Do persons who

either in public or private undertake to interpret

the exquisite creations of the great masters of

melody and harmony feel more deeply the respon-

sibility of their task, and study these works more

carefully and reverently in the effort to discover all

their latent beauties, and reveal tliem to, and make

them felt by, others ?

To these questions it is difficult to give a satisfac-

tory reply. We can only judge from the public exhi-

bitions of musical societies which are given from time

to time, and from a few otlier sources of information

open to all interested in the subject. With regard

to choral societies, other tlian the Choral Union

—

which does good work, and has existed for many
years—we regret to say that things are eminently

unsatisfactory. The members of these societies do

not as a whole show an appreciation of the respon-

sibility of their position. In many cases they seem

to regard their meeting together to study the works

of the great composers as in a great degree a matter

of amusement, which may be neglected if anything

more attractive turns up. The rehearsals are badly

attended, and in anything but a thoughtful spirit.

A concert is given ; and their friends are invited, and

come in full dress, to see the poor conductor labour-

ing to make the cliorus present anything of a musical

appearance—and failing. How often do we tm'ii

away from such an exhibition, knowing the troubles

of the conductor, and feeling grieved that his earnest

efforts to make the glorious nnisic enjoyed and

appreciated are thus miserably seconded. Is it not

possible to get togetlier even a small body of earnest-

minded amateurs who are willing to devote tliem-

selves to the serious study of choral music_/6;' its oion

sake, who will value as a privilege their power to

interpret to others, and to make them feel the charm

and beauty of the music when it is rendered as per-

fectly as possible 't In one society we know of, the

giving of a concert is made the occasion of an even-

ing's dancing ; while in another, fashionable philan-

thropy seems to be the excuse for an unappreciativc

performance. The solos sung by members of tlie

choir usually suffer most—for being originally written

for thoroughly-trained vocalists they are beyond

the powers of an amateur. The impression, however,

seems to prevail, in the charity musical organisations

particularly, that to make music appeal to the

general public—the less-cultivated especially—a very

moderate performance of a work will do well

enough. It seems to be overlooked that, besides the
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insult offered to the composer and the more enlight-

ened part of the audience, tlie music is certain to

fail altogether in its effect on the unmusical, as its

power to move and impress must depend on its

beauties being properly brought out, and on its being

rendered as the composer intended. To the educated

musician, a moderately good performance of a new

work may be of interest, as he himself can feel the

beauties latent in the music ; but the less-instructed

audience can only judge of it by the effect produced

as it is performed.

To what extent tlie love of music has penetrated

into the homes and private life of the people, it is

very difficult to estimate. The number of pupils

from our city who pass the Local Musical Examina-

tions does not give a very reliable indication ; for in

many cases success in this direction has been at-

tained at the expense of the love of music for its

own sake. Instead of being taught to feel the

beauty of the music, to take deligjit, and find

emotional expression, in the lovely melodies, and in

the exquisite poetic feeling, of the works of Mozart
and Schubert, the pupil is made to grind away
at particular pieces in order to obtain as much
mechanical dexterity and imitative expression as

will satisfy the examiner. Evidence of this fact

may be found in the fashionable concerts given by
teachers to exhibit the attainments of their pupils

to their admiring friends and relatives. At these

concerts the feeble, tentative efforts of juvenile pre-

cocity are warmly applauded—to the almost certain

injury of the pupil. The audience, liowever, in the

long run becomes wearied of the imperfect render-

ings of high-class work, and feels a sense of relief

wlien the performance is over. Were there a

musical school in Glasgow, there coidd be no ob-

jection to selected pupils of the various masters

giving a periodical recital before the professors and

a critical audience of people interested in musical

progress. This is done in the principal Conser-

vatoires abroad, and serves a useful purpose. But
the setting of fifteen or twenty young persons

—

more or less musically endowed—^to give utterly

inadequate performances of good music before a

fashionable audience in a concert-hall, cannot, we

think, serve any good end.

Still, the air is full of talk about music—talk, we

fear, more or less superficial. From pulpits and

platforms we are taught the necessity that exists

for its widespread cultivation. Even the Town

Council of our city, a body usually more remarkable

for economic astuteness tlian artistic sympathy, lias

tliought it advisable of late years to provide music

for the people, and has established open-air band
jjerformances, and a weekly Corporation concert by
local performers. At the International Exhibition,

concerts of tlie ' promenade ' order will be frequent

—

though, considering tlie important place in the scheme

which the sister art of painting occupies in its most

serious form—it is perhaps a pity that the artistic

aspects of music have not come in for more considera-

tion. We might have had a few high-class recitals in

a suitable building, and a chamber concert or two, by

efficient performers. As, however, the Committee
dealing with the musical arrangements entirely

ignored the musical profession, and did not seek the

aid of experts, the result arrived at is not surprising.

On J of the most hopeful signs of a happier future

is tlie existence in a flourishing state of the Society

of Musicians. This Society was formed four years

ago for the purpose of bringing the professional

musicians of Glasgow together, that they might get

to know each other, and act in concert for the

advancement of tlie best interests of music in Glas-

gow. It now numbers among its members and

associates the best musicians in the city, and also

many gentlemen who have been intimately con-

nected with the promotion of music and musical

organisations. The Society has already done some

good work in giving encouragement to composition,

and forming a library of valuable orchestral, chamber,

and other music, besides promoting the free dis-

cussion of musical questions and the study of various

phases of musical thought and activity. Already

the example of Glasgow has been followed by the

formation of similar societies in Edinburgli and

Dundee. There can be no doubt that the existence

of these organisations will exercise a most beneficial

inHuence on tlie progress of music, as from tliem

will proceed tlie future development and extension

of musical education and culture.

In this paper we have been able to deal only with

the more important circumstances which affect

musical life and progress in Glasgow. There are

many interesting features which we have not been

able to notice, such as tlie settlement among us

during recent years of many accomplished musicians,

the development of a taste for chamber music, etc.

With these, we may take occasion to deal in future

articles. G. W. H.
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MUSIC IN EDINBURGH.

SEASON 1887-88.

INSTEAD of reporting our Musical doings in the

orthodox form, I give the following list of the

principal concerts, etc., that have taken place this

season.

4 Orchestral Concerts, conductor Mr. Manns, enterprised by

Messrs. Paterson & Sons.

2 Orchestral Concerts, conductor Dr. Charles Halle (Reid

Festival).

I Orchestral Concert, conductor Mr. Carl D. Hamilton (Scottish

Professionals).

4 Choral Concerts, conductor Mr. Collinson (Choral Union).

I Do. Concert ('St. Paul'), conductor Mr. Collinson (St. Mary's

Cathedral ).

I Choral Concert, conductor Mr. Millar Craig (Waddell's Choir).

1 Do. do. (Haydn's Passion Music), (St. John's Episcopal

Church).

2 Choral Concerts, conductor Mr. Kirkhope (Kirkhope's Choir).

3 Ballad Concerts (Mesdames Adelina Patti, Sinico, and Nordica).

I Chamber Concert (Dr. Halle, Mme. Neruda, and Mr. Franz

Neruda).

I Chamber Concert (Dr. Halle, Mme. Neruda, and the principals

of Halle's Orchestra in connection with the Reid Festival.

)

6 Chamber Concerts (Messrs. Townsend, Delia Torre, Colin Mac-

kenzie, and G. Macneil).

3 Chamber Concerts, under direction of Mr. A. Gallrein.

1 Chamber Concert (Miss Fanny Davies, Mile. Soldat, and Signor

Piatti ; Philosophical Institution).

2 Pianoforte Recitals (Joseph Hoffmann).

I Do. Recital (Franz Rummel).

1 Do. do., (Delia Torre).

I Violin do., (Carrodus).

I Do. do., (Sarasate, accompanied by Herr Schonberger,

pianist).

Besides these, many smaller concerts liave taken

place, in which tlie following local artists have made
their appearance :—Mme. Anne Grey, Mrs. Millar

Craig, Messrs. Arthur Edmunds, A. Bach, Millar

Craig, and W. Ives, vocalists ; Messrs. Bridgman,

Hartley, Lingard, Tom Craig, and W. Waddell,

instrumentalists.

Add to this various musical performances in con-

nection with churches and bazaars, and it will

readily be seen that as to quantity there has been

no lack.

Much may, however, be said about the haphazard

way in which a good many of these concerts were

produced. Too much is left to cliance ; there is a

want of organisation, and in my opinion, as far as

regards local performances, co-operation on the part

of the local musicians would produce a far better

result from every point of view. For instance, when

larger choral works are attempted, the orchestral

accompaniment has almost always to be ignored

;

the choral part may be well rendered, but when, for

the full orchestra, a couple or so of strings, with

piano and harmonium, are substituted, the result is

scarcely satisfactory. Then, the public can scarcely

be expected to be continually patronising the smaller

concerts—the attraction is not sufficient.

If concerts were definitely organised for the season,

and duly advertised, I am convinced there is talent

enough among the musicians resident here to enable

them to give orchestral concerts regularly through-

out the season, and, as far as the pecuniary result

goes, more would be gained by co-operation for a

few really important and good performances than by

so many smaller ones, which tax the public far more

without giving any distinct and valuable result.

Tliat this matter is quite feasible has been amply

proved by the Orchestral Concert given on the 19th

of April in the Music Hall, under the direction of

Mr. Carl Hamilton, led by Mr. Daly. The per-

formers, numbering about sixty, were all professional

musicians, brought together by Mr. Carl Hamilton ;

among them were a few from Glasgow and Dundee.

The following was their programme :

—

Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony ; Oveiiiires :—Mozart's ' Zauber-

flbte,' Mendelssohn's ' Ruy Bias,' and Weber's ' Oberon'

;

the Saltarello from A. C. Mackenzie's 'Colomba'; and

Beethoven's Third Concerto for Piano and Orchestra ; with

Mr. Delia Torre as pianist, and Mr. Glencovse as vocalist.

Tlie great success of the performance, looking at

it from a strict and critical point of view, ouglit to

induce the public to support and keep together this

orchestra for regular concerts, so that our local choral

performances may have a chance of being heard in

their entirety, besides the orchestra per se giving

regularly a series of really good concerts at a mucli

more reasonable price than is charged for the or-

chestras that have liitherto been brought together at

enormous expense.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Carl Hamilton will

succeed in this scheme, and I am sure he has all

music-loving people on Jiis side. Of course these

concerts need not do away witli the occasional visits

of other orchestras, such as Dr. Halle's and Dr.

Richter's.

There is no doubt that as a pleasure, a fashionable

entertainment, or an accomplishment acquired with

other branches of education, music plays an important

part in this and other cities of Scotland. There is

certainly no lack of excellent academically-trained

masters for the different branches of our art who de-
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vote themselves almost exclusively to teaching ; those,

however, taught by them are the amateurs of music.

Why are there, among the many really talented

pupils who wish to study music as an art and make

it their profession, so few now remaining with us to

acquire that wished-for knowledge of tlieir art in all

its different branches ?

Because to do so it would be necessary for them

to attend a properly established school—call it

Academy, or High School of Music—so organised as

to give them all the opportunities wished for at a

reasonable expense, enabling them to pass progressive

examinations and receive certificates, and such aSchool

does not exist in Scotland. This, then, is clearly the

reason why our young music students have to leave

us and go either to London or the Continent to

pursue their studies. Tlie establishment in Scotland

of sucii a School, organised on carefully defined

principles, is therefore strongly to be advocated.

Meanwliilc, looking at the results gained in a

general way, progress lias been made in Edinburgh

of late.

We have followed the good example given us by

our Glasgow brethren, and created an ' Edinburgh

Society of Musicians," which counts at the present

time about sixty-five members, all professional

musicians, and twenty-five associates.

At the meetings of this Society lectures and

musical performances are given by its different

membe)-s at regularly fixed intervals, discussions on

given subjects are started, and friends—musical

celebrities visiting our city—are entertained.

Another move in the riglit direction has been the

formation of a Bach Club by Mr. Franklin Peterson.

It consists of thirty-five members at the present time,

more or less enthusiastic, who meet fortnightly for

the study of Bach's compositions.

Otto Schweizer.

LOCAL MUSICAL EXAMINATIONS;

THEIR INFLUENCE ON MUSICAL ART.

IF there is any one characteristic which may be

relied upon as affording some proof of the

reality of a musician's devotion to his art, it is his

earnest desire for some sign tliat music is beginning

to take its place, not only in the Art world, but in

the estimation of all, as something not only beauti-

ful and worthy as a pursuit, but deeply serious in

intention. That the works of Beethoven or Schubert,

when performed, have to be classified in our news-

papers under the heading 'Popular Entertain-

ments' is, to any one who reverences art, strikingly

significant of the attitude the greater portion of the

public assumes towards some of tlie greatest crea-

tions the soul and intellect of humanity have ever

produced. Although Literature, Painting, and

Music seem, in a way, to lower themselves in order

to affbrd mankind his indispensable entertainment,

it is not really so. The sister arts, as arts, and as

amusements, are totally different things, and we
require new terms for art in the form of the railway

novel, the popular illustrations of the same, or the

comic opera. These are all well in their way, but

must not be confounded with serious art. The
true musician feels this very keenly, and lives with

a perpetual longing for the time when all will at

least acknowledge that music is a deeply earnest

pursuit, and not a thing to trifle with. Nothing-

shows more strongly the irreverent spirit of tlie

age than this heartless trifling witli art.

The question that natm-ally arises out of this is

—

How is it that, notwithstanding tlie immense amount

that is being done in the way of education, the

pi.d)lic is more apathetic with regard to its apprecia-

tion of music tlian in any previous age ? It is now
almost impossible to bring an audience together to

listen to anything except a musical phenomenon,

or a concert with Madame Patti as the principal

attraction. (The ' Queen of Song,' by the way,

takes care to avoid an artistic progrannne altogether.)

Even orchestral concert schemes get financially a

little worse year by year, not only on this side the

border, but in Manchester, where things ought to

be better. That education is required, no one for

a moment will doubt, but one may surely ask the

question whether the Icind of education universal at

the present time is not, somehow, at fault ? The
whole country swarms with professional musicians

who have Mus. Bac. or Mus. Doc. after their names,

and although we know that, in order to jDOSsess this

degree, a certain amount of musical study must have

been gone through, how few there are, out of the

number, of any value to the musical world from an

art standpoint ! This brings us to the real subject

of our article, that is : Do musical examinations, as

at present conducted, do anything for the cause of

musical art .''

The London training schools desire to assist

education in the provinces by fixing a certain stan-
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dard to be aimed at, so that no person may have a

right to call himself musical, or enter the profession,

without documentary evidence that some amount of

attainment lias been readied. This is of course so

far good, but is it not working in the wrong direction ?

Let us take the case of the individual. There is

not much use in driving, or trying to drive, technical

information into the head, or mechanical execution

into the fingers of an individual, unless he show

some sign of appreciation of the end to be gained.

If the love of the art is there, all is right, but if

not, one should endeavour to foster the love ; or if

this prove too difficult a task, there is another

resource, and that is, to convince the student of the

desirability and importance of what he is to be

taught. If this is true with the individual, so it is

witli the public. To attempt to cram the masses

with tecluiical education before there is any founda-

tion to work on is surely a mistake. If there is no

responsive desire on the part of the public, not even

a proper estimation of the serious nature of the art

aimed at, all the examinations, all the standards,

all the documents so much talked of and so much

rushed after, will not further the cause of nuisic in

tiie smallest degree. Examinations may be, and

are a good paying speculation, but if we look at

the matter a little more closely, it will be seen that

this is about the only good result we can ascribe to

them.

Let us take the objects which nuisical examina-

tions aim at, and inquire for a little as to whether

they achieve, or seem likely to achieve, any of the

ends for which they have been promoted. It is

obviously in every way desirable that those who are

employed as teacliers of the young should be able

to sliow some guarantee of efficiency, and that this

guarantee should be reliable. If it is not thoroughly

reliable,itisworse than useless to its owner, misleading

to an employer, and an imposition upon the public.

Without referring to those qualifications which any

one undertaking the duties of a teacher ought to

possess, we require, Jlrstli/, that the music governess

be thoroughly familiar with the elements of the art

she means to teach the first principles of ; secondly,

that she be possessed of the natin-al gifts of ear for

time and tune ; and tliinUy, that she must be

appreciative.

With regard to the elements. What does a

knowledge of the elements imply ? Surely more

than a mere absorbing of so many facts. A
Jcimiliarity with the groundwork of our musical

notation is required. A student—say a young lady

—may study with the utmost care a book on the

elements, and be able to answer any question therein

contained, owing to the fact of its having been

crammed into the head within a short space of time,

and therefore fresh in the memory. But the same

individual, althougli glib enough with an answer

for everything, would perhaps astonish you by play-

ing tied notes, knowing perfectly well all the time

the meaning of a slur over two similar notes : or

she woidd possibly fail to give the due value to a

dotted minim in the face of the fact that she knew

it was equal to three crochets ! In other words,

that young lady's knowledge of the elements might

be practically useless. It is no use saying that sight-

reading should be a test for this, because many very

slow sight-readers are most correct. The local

examiner asks a few questions, and if these are

satisfactorily answered, he is in duty bound to pass

his candidate for the elements.

Secondly, we referred to the ear for time and tune.

Regarding this, most are inclined to agree tliat,

although a good ear is lai-gely a natui-al gift, a great

deal may be done by cultivation. A better system

of training beginners ioj'cel time instead of to count

it, and a persistent attempt to impress on the

learner the difference to tlie sense of hearing between

a correct and incorrect harmony is sure to have its

effect. Also, a good ear implies moi-e than an ap-

preciation of pitch. It implies a perception of

difference in quality and quantity in tone : legato,

staccato, portamento, piano, pianissimo, fortissimo,

must all have a distinct meaning to the correct ear.

Can tlie local examiner see to this in the space of

five minutes ?

Regarding the last qualification—appreciation of

music—the examiner should have a chance, for it is

easy to judge whether a candidate plays or sings in

a manner showing sympathy with the composer's

intention, or simply with so much correct or in-

correct manipulation of the keys ; but, does he use

his judgment.? Certainly not. Because he knows

that were lie to make the appreciation of music a

a test, none, or next to none, would pass, and the

great local examination scheme would soon prove a

huge financial mistake.

Why is this all-important matter so much ne-

glected ? If musical training does not succeed in

kindling some desire on the part of the student to

inquire into and discover what composers have

written—some desire to work for love of the art

—

then either the training is one-sided and wrong, or

the individual is hopelessly destitute of musical

feeling, and tlierefore quite incapable of instructing

others.

The appreciation of music—be it only the sim-

plest air in an instruction book—can be encouraged

from the very beginning, and it is the teacher's

business to see to this with tlie same care which
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he gives to ensure tlie correct position of the hand

on the key-board, or the fingering of a scale.

Obviously then, as local examinations do not pre-

tend to educate, and as the examiner only makes

the best of things as he finds them, the London
colleges, instead of doing anything for education in

the provinces, simply do nothing for it. Musical

education—sucli as it is—is simply helping to pay

vast sums of money to the London colleges : a suffi-

cient amount, possibly, to have established a school

for music !

Glasgow and Edinburgli have long acknowledged

that musical art can never make real progress in our

midst until a centre of musical education is estab-

lished and conducted on the same principles as the

best Conservatoires on the Continent or in London
;

but there has been notliing as yet but talk. Nor is

there much probability of anything being done in

the future unless the matter is taken up by the

professional musicians tliemselves. The London
institutions have been quick to see that the pro-

vinces required something authoritative—something

bearing a name and a red seal—and have come
forward with their Local Examination Scheme.

This has replenished their coffers, but has it done

any good besides ? If it has, the good is rapidly

becoming a flagrant evil, because a thorough musi-

cal education is not sought for as it should be.

The would-be musical public no longer asks for

education, it only wants to pass an examination.

And what is tlie consequence .'' More incapable

teachers than ever. Fortunately principals of

schools are gradually finding this out, and candi-

dates for a situation find tlieir examination certi-

ficates viewed with a considerable amount of

suspicion.

Before leaving tlie educational side of this

question, a few words remain to be said regard-

ing the influence of examinations upon the in-

dividual. A student, whatever his pursuit, requires

encouragement ; not, of course, tlie encouragement

of his friends, for that, even although judicious and

well intended, often does more harm than good.

Tlie interest of the student is aroused wlien lie

begins to see his way into a subject ; and only when
tlie true purpose of music as an art—(not as a short

cut to an examination)—begins to reveal itself to

him is he really encouraged to pursue his studies

furtlier. If a candidate succeeds in passing an

examination, it has one of two effects. Either

she (for the candidates are mostly ladies) stops

at that point, and her friends exert their influence

to procure her a situation ; or, if she does not

require to teach, the document may be framed and

luing on the wall, while the owner is expected to do

her best for tlie entertainment of friends at musical

' At Homes ' or Charity Concerts. Seldom indeed

does the possession of an important-looking docu-

ment have the effect of encouraging a lady to pursue

tlie art for its own sake. Those who are really in

earnest go to Germany or London as soon as they

can. Then, in the case of failure. The poor unfor-

tunate is either pitied or laughed at ; and although

a few kind souls endeavour to show her that she was

unfairly treated, or the victim of nervousness or

miscliance, tliey cannot succeed in rekindling the

latent spark of enthusiasm which may liave existed.

It has been our endeavour in this article to show,

that the influence exerted by Local Examinations

on musical education is worse than useless, or posi-

tively injm'ious. In a future number we shall take

up the matter briefly from the professional point of

view, and, at the same time, say a few words as to

the plans which might be adopted for promoting

the establishment of a School of Music in Scotland.

Libra.

THE NEW COVENANT' ODE.

TO be called upon to write a work for a special

occasion—and more especially such an occa-

sion as the inauguration of an International Exhi-

bition—must at all times be rather a thankless

task for a composer. It is quite a different thing

when the choice of a subject is left in tlie hands of

the musician himself, and he is at liberty to select

a theme which may inspire liis imagination, or, at

all events, absorb his attention sufficiently to enable

him to forget that he is engaged upon a work that

must contain certain effects, and be written to a

given pattern.

Dr. Mackenzie seems to us evidently to liave felt

this, for lie has made no attempt to free himself

from conventionality. He has been given what
was, to liim, an uninteresting subject, and the result

is an uninteresting composition. The composer

of ' La belle Dame sans Merci ' and ' Colomba '

would, we have no doubt, make an attempt to work

himself into a condition of mind that might bear
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some sort of resemblance to a state of inspiration

—

but the effort was fruitless. There can be no good

work without inspiration. We take this term, of

course, in a somewhat restricted sense—for we do

not mean to imply that it is necessary to be in a

trance, or a state of ecstasy, in order to create

beautiful music. It is only required that the com-

poser feel thoroughly in sympathy with his theme

—

impressed by it to the extent of complete absorption

for the time being. Mr. Robert Buchanan's ' Ode

"

has been alluded to in all our journals, so it is not

necessary for us to say more than that the author

seems to have felt very much the same as the com-

poser, but has done his utmost—that utmost being,

we are sorry to say, mediocrity.

The opening section of the work, which contains

the principal subject of the work, is the most effective

portion of the whole. This subject, which of course

stands for our city itself, is distinctly Norwegian in

character, the composer evidently going as far back

in Scotcli history as he could for his material, and, not

being able to find anything in the \\ay of national

music—by ' national ' we mean purely Scotcli

music—which could fittingly refer to the Clyde,

and give us a suggestion of the sea, he takes us to

the indefinite period of Norse invasion, in order to

give a somewhat less prosaic turn to his theme.

Tenors and Basses,

^^r^
;ee Eilig^^ilii

Dark sea-born City, witli thy throne set on the surge-vex'd shore.

This primary subject, wliich is bold and effective,

is delicately treated in the duet for sopranos and

altos in page 3, and we are sorry when this portion

is finished, for it is tlie only passage in ^vhich we

can trace the composer's individuality. After a

short instrumental interlude, we are introduced to

the principal chorus, but, we are sorry to say, it is

painfully dull in treatment througliout. There is

none of that refined colour in the instrumental

portion which we are accustomed to associate with

the name of Dr. Mackenzie, and nothing in the

choral writing to compensate for the omission. At
tlie words " Lo ! raising now the palm and not the

sword," there is a new subject, vastly inferior to the

one at the beginning, and possessing very little

meaning in a musical sense.

t6=P5^f-f-^EEgrl JEpte3ESEfe^:m. ~^m^f
— >«=1-F-

*^T
r Ld ' I f 11
Lo ! raising now the palm, and not the sword.

'/

chorus, and although not occurring more frequently

than the 'working out' demands, these four notes

soon begin to irritate the nerves—a pretty sure sign

that the idea they suggest is not a happy one.

We are glad to refer to a little bit of brightness

which occurs on page 11. At the words, ' Symbols

of plenty and of power,' an accessory tlieme used

througliout the chorus appears in a sharj) key. It

is beautifully defined, and in perfect sympathy with

the idea of sunshine and shower.

The prevalence of flat keys throughout the com-

position may be noticed in passing as a not unim-

portant cause of the heaviness of the entire work.

There is a broad close for chorus in unison (see score,

page 16), used for the words ' Praise ye tlie Lord.'

When at a loss for a good finisli, it is always a great

temptation to adopt unison for the voices, thereby

obtaining a big effect with the least possible amount

of trouble. In the ' Epode ' the composer introduces

us to a Scotch subject for the first time. Scotch it

is, because it contains a portion of the Scotcli scale,

but this is the only national characteristic it con-

tains.

i^m^iii

The latter bar is used as a figure throughout the

Till all our kind are free To spread the gifts of peace with br.tve

The passage ' This is our Covenant ' might have

afforded an opportunity of introducing some really

good national music, and we are considerably sur-

prised that our representative composer should treat

us to so feeble an attempt in the very direction

where we should have expected to find him strong.

There is, however, one extremely powerful piece of

writing, where the artistic musician is shown to

advantage ; and we feel a sense of satisfaction in find-

ing that the work, if unsuccessful as a whole, still

bears the hall-mark of true musical expression. The
words,

' To share our substance, proving to our neighbours

The gain is God's, not ours,'

are magnificently treated. Nothing could possibly

be more impressive than '•iX^&Jhrthsmio unison passage

leading the sopranos up to high A—the only liigh

A in the work—and the instantaneous pianissimo in

full harmony following. Just before the ' Hun-

dredth Psalm,' we find the last appearance of the

Norwegian subject, but given in the major key, a

change wliich causes it to lose all its Scandinavian

character. After an effective modulation, the chorus

in unison delivers the time-worn old hymn, but in

the key of E flat ! The composer has sacrificed

what might have been a grand choral effect, for the
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sake of the organ and the band, and we tliink the

result proves him to have made an artistic mis-

take. The four voice parts are, of course, all em-

ployed in the lowest portions of their registers, until

the last three bars at the end, where the sopranos

are suddenly taken an octave higher, giving the

audience the impression which would be created by

a soloist trying to sing in an unsuitable key. The

effect is not by any means improved by the fact of

the key being well adapted for tlie band, because, just

at the very end, where the inspiring old psalm tune

should appeal in stately grandeur in its true shape,

it is disguised utterly, and the chorus, which the

composer lias treated as a grand solo, seems as if it

were lost and only managed to right itself at the

last three bars. ' Old Hundred,' we think, should

have been treated in a more popular form, as no

other version but the familiar one could possibly

reach so directly the hearts of a Scotch audience.

LiBItA.

MUSIC IN NEW YORK.

ALL prejudice being laid aside, it will doubtless be fieelyadmitted

among well-informed musicians, as well as among intelligent

artists of all kinds in Europe, that true talent finds its warm patrons,

as it dees its bountiful reward, in New York, and the country which

that metropolis represents. It is an ungenerous, ungrateful, preju-

diced mind which denies this fact. But America must recognise,

as Europe must remember, that in Music and Art the United States

are the successfully educated of their distant parent. The true-

born Americans of the first half of this century were not musical or

artistic in any respect. Their interests were all too material, their

necessities and inspirations too local, the temptations and sugges-

tions all too commercial, for time or taste to be given to much that

was cesthetic or spiritual. It was not until after success in all busi-

ness connections became known that we began to receive here the

influxes of English and European taste and talent which led us

on. But American nature was ambitious also, and aspiring. It

was not willing to open a New World and not emulate the Old.

Every taste and study and elevating pursuit of the older nations has

been most zealously followed, and every impulse for novelty and

originality, so characteristic of the American people, has been

brought to bear strongly on its study and practice of all the Arts

of the Old World.

In this, too, it has been aided by the strangely cosmopolitan

character of the growing population. New York, like every part

of this sixty millions of people, is made up of every nationality in

Europe, and the largest contributions to the population have come

from the most advanced among the nations of that Continent. It is

needless to enumerate the causes that have sent thither so many,

from the better classes even, of German, P'rench, Russian, as well

as of British people during the last quarter of a century ; and the

additions that have been made in music and the various arts to the

scanty repertoire that existed here before is a very marked feature

of the progress of this people in that time. New York prides itself

very justly on the high standard that its taste and judgment have

reached at this day in all these matters, but it is by the invaluable

aid of the spirit infused among its population by importations from

abroad, that it has been enabled to reach that high position. We
may be able to set forth in these pages conclusive evidence of the

high grade to which musical judgment, performance, and culture

have attained in New York and her sister cities, but in doing so it

will be too plain how much she depends on English, German,

French, Italian,— in fact on European instmction and inspiration

for gaining and for maintaining that standard. Europe is the

mother in a thousand ways of these growing cities and states, but

she must recognise how wonderfully her children have progressed

in their training, and try to feel only a cosmopolitan pride, if she

sees them leading the way in appreciation and execution of what

has been given them to learn.

Almost every kind of musical culture has reached as high a

perfection in New York and in this country as anywhere in the

world ; every style of composition, vocal or instrumental, is as

well rendered here as in any part of Europe. But it is because

Europe herself is here, and not in the least because America has

herself oulstripped the mother countries. She has lent the spirit,

the motive, the ambition, the material means for the study and

practice of mus'c, as well as of other arts, but it is European

talent, skill, experience, and elevating influence that are guiding

and controlling all the artistic successes of this country. It is

not easy to see to this day what head Great Britain would make in

rendering the great orchestral compositions of the German classics

\vithout German performers themselves ; and when your readers

consider that New York city contains a larger Geriimn popula-

tion than any German city itself (except Berlin), they will easily

see that orchestral performances of the concert room and opera

can be carried here to the utmost limit of perfection now known.

Italian Opera relies here, as in London and in other European

centres, on Italian artists for instruction, resident or imported, and

few countries supply so many successful native-born singers in

this field as the United States. Then again, in the great school

of Oratorio, and religious harmony, which are peculiarly, almost

exclusively, the stronghold of British musical talent, nowhere is

the appreciation stronger, and study of these compositions carried

to higher success, than here in New York and the other cities

about her. Abundant facts shall appear to illustrate the no

longer growing but mature and elevated tastes that characterise

the spirit of New Yorkers in their attention to this style of com-

position. This is perhaps the British, or the Anglo-Saxon, nature

cropping out in her people, and here more than in anything else

the English element in the population asserts itself. There are very

many oratorio and sacred choral societies successfully in existence

in our cities, and a striking feature of the musical life of the last

few years in New York has been the formation of very numerous

private amateur societies for the rendering, simply for their own

enjoyment, of many of the less-known works of this sort from

British composers. It is noticeable, too, that these gatherings

for oratorio-singing bring together more of our native Saxon or

British stock blended, now and then, with the addition of the rich

voices and natures of other Teutonic branches.

Indeed, New York is hardly or fairly an American city, except

in the sense that what is of the United States is of Europe,

enlivened, animated, impelled by the freedom of a new home and

a new World. The people are, to a feverish degree, hastening in

their progress, and after what is new, but they are guided by

European rules and standards, when such exist, and are fully

abreast of Europe herself in all that pertains to the study and

appreciation of science, as of any of the arts.

WORTE.
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ALLAN RAMSAY.

BY PROFESSOK NICHOL.

ENGLISH literature lias often found its best

echoes in the North. After tlie compara-

tively barren period of the seventeenth century,

during which Poetry was shrivelled under the frown

of Presbyteries, in the early years of the eighteenth

the genius of Lindsay seemed to revive in Ramsay's

verse. When Chaucer was half-forgotten or lan-

guidly imitated by Lydgate and Hawes in England,

James I. and Dunbar took up the Chaucerian lyre

and struck from it fresh cadences. Similarly, in a

later age, the muse of Spenser wandered across the

Tweed to Hawthornden. Pope, in the eighteenth

century, had many imitators : but among the poets

whose verses bore trace of his versification and

manner of thought, none added so much from native

stores, none set his music to songs so decidedly his

own, as Allan Ramsay. That he was a pupil of

Pope is proved by one of his first publications, the

' Morning Interview,' in which the early visit of a

beau to liis mistress is made the pretext for a light

satirical description of the hcau-monde in Edinburgh,

in the style of the ' Rape of the Lock.' In like

manner Ramsay's humorous manner of antedating

the decease of his contemporaries seems to have

been suggested by Swift's account of the death of

Partridge, closely mimicked in the elegy on John

Cowper. But as regards matter, thouglit, and

lantruaee, he borrowed as much from the Scotcli

ballads, and more from his own resources.

He made his appearance as an author when the

freer spirit, evoked by the commercial activity of

the northern towns, was beginning to revolt against

the extreme rigidity of Puritanic asceticism ; and he

found the nation ripe for his native humour, ' his

manners' painting strains,' and his lively sketches of

Scottish life. The circimistances of his own career

connected him with various classes of the com-

munity, and contributed to his power of sympathis-

ing with, and successfully addressing various ranks

of his countrymen. Born in 1686, in a Lanarkshire

village, the son of a manager of Lord Hopetoun's

mines, he traced his descent to a branch of the

family he apostrophises in his famous adaptation of

Horace beginning

—

'Dalhousie of an auld descent,

My chief, my stoup, my ornament.'

His youth was spent amid the fresh breezes of Low-

land braes. But, his father dying early, the poet

was, on his mother's second marriage, sent to Edin-

burgh as apprentice to a wigmaker. After ten

years spent in this somewhat unpoetical employ-

ment, we hear of him emerging into authorship as

member of the Easy Club—a northern recast of the

Kit-Cat, Wills', and White's, of the southern metro-

polis. In 1712 he married, and having found his

talent, began to eke out his living by comic ballads

and elegies whicJi, sold at a penny a piece, were in

great demand in the alleys of the town. His first

considerable effort, a republication of ' Clirist's Kirk

o' the Green,' issued in 1716, witli two parts of

liis own in continuation, made his reputation as a

homely humorist. It is an idyll of rustic manners,

quaint as a sketch by Teniers, occasionally coarse in

expression, but unsurpassed in vigour by any similar

production of the century previous to the publication

of the ' Jolly Beggars.' Ramsay now left off making-

wigs, and betook himself wholly to writing, editing,

and selling books. In 1721 he published a quarto

of his own miscellanies, ending with a prophecy of

his fam& (adapted from the ' Excgi monumentum'),

which its reception seemed to justify. His success

at this time began to excite expressions of envy, to

which he replies, ' I have been honoured with three

or four satires ; but they are such that several of

my friends allege I wrote them myself to make the

world believe I have no foes but fools.' After

another volume of tales, lie published, in 1724-27,

the 'Tea-Table Miscellany,' a collection of old

Scotch and English songs, interspersed with several

of his own, wliicli ran through twelve editions in a

few years ; and, in the same interval, ' The Ever-

green,' purporting to be a collection of Scotch

poems written before 1600. Half of these, how-

ever, have been shown to be of later date. Ramsay
was no scholar ; he could scarcely read even Horace

in the original, and was no critic of the antiquities

of his own tongue. In the ' Evergreen ' he pub-

lished ' The Vision,' said to have been ' compylit

in Latin anno 1300, and translatit in 1524.' It is

as unmistakably Ramsay's own, and one of his most

vigorous patriotic effusions, as Rowley's ' Ella ' is

Chatterton's. In 1725 appeared ' Tlie Gentle

Sheplierd'—an expansion and refinement of pre-

vious minor pastorals—by which the author's fame

was established. It was received with acclamation,

republished in London and Dublin, and procured

him the friendship of Gay and the admiration of

Pope. In 1730 Ramsay put forth a collection of fables

in verse, and then ceased writing, in the exercise of
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a deliberate judgment rare amongst poets. 'I

e^en gave over,' lie wrote six years later, ' in good

time, before the coolness of fancy that attends ripe

years should risk the reputation I had acquired.'

He set up his bookseller's shop on a larger scale,

and with it the first circulating library in Scotland,

associated on terms of equality witli the leaders of

wit and fashion, and sent his son, afterwards tlie

famous painter, to Rome to learn his art. Having

saved a considerable sum of money, he misinvested

it in the establishment of a theatre, and suffered

his only severe check at the hands of liis only real

enemies.

In the Golden Age when the lamb and the wolf lay

down together, so did the minstrel and the monk.

In the ages of authentic Scottish history the Muses

have, by some vmhappy fatality, been almost always

antagonistic to the dominant church. Even pious

old Barbour exercises a sage incredulity with regard

to the miracles and predictions of his time. ' The
King's Quhair ' is a rich Pagan fantasy, conceived in

a spirit alien to that of the Acta Sandoruin. Doug-
las and Henryson may pass free from the ' Index

Expurgatorius.' But Dunbar writes like a dis-

frocked ecclesiast, assailing with invective and scorn

unsurpassed for centuries the abuses and shams of

which he had in his youth largely availed himself.

Lyndsay, in the attitude of a more imdisguised par-

tisan, alternately mocks and denounces every cere-

monial and institution of the fold of his fathers.

The scene changed in tlie 16th century, and 'New
Presbyter' took tlie place of 'Old Priest.' The few

versifiers of the 17th more or less directly assailed

the Covenant. Puritanism having done its worst

to put down Poetry, it was natural that when the

reaction came Poetry should lead tlie assault on

the Puritans. Their rule, as censors of life and

manners, was more firmly rooted in the northern

than in the southern section of our island ; and the

magistrates of Edinburgh, acting on their dictation

in 1737, refused to license Ramsay's Theatre while

the small fry of litterateurs in their train assailed

him with a shower of lampoons. He protested

vigorously in prose and verse ; but, appealing in vain

to the legislature for compensation for his unexjiected

loss, had to succumb. The bigots triumphed, and

more than a generation elapsed before they were

shot through and through by the arrows of a mightier

genius. Ramsay threw himself again with energy

into his business, repaired his fortunes, and died at

the age of 72, in general content with his lot, having

looked through half a century on the bright side of

nature, and made the best of both worlds of fancy

and of fact. He was no hero, but as honest as a

man can be who is above all thint^s resolved to be

popular. As is generally the case with such tem-
peraments, his genius never takes a very high flight.

His thoughts are seldom subtle, his passions never

intense, his good-natured view of men and things

never penetrates to the Tragedy that underlies the

Comedy, the misery beneath the merriment, of life.

He is a stranger to the mood represented in the

refrain of his great predecessor, Dunbar, ' Timor
mortis conturbat me,'' or in that of his yet greater

successor, ' Man was made to mourn.' According

to Ramsay, he was made to drive an honest trade,

to mix in good society, to collect old songs, to sniff

the fresh country air, and, watching the manners

and loves of gentle hinds and village maidens, to

reproduce their adventures, their dialogues in more
polished speech, and dedicate the i-esult to the

Countess of Eglintoii. YiaOi'i^ara /xadij/xara : he

who has never suffered cannot thrill the world's

heart : he who is all smiles will have all smiles, but

tlie end of him is the sod. Yet the superficial

observer knows his role, and with the sound sense of

a canny Scot, adheres to it. Ramsay has written no

absolute nonsense, is never guilty of bombast or the

drivel that conceals itself under a show of violence,

and only here and there of the mild affectation and
classical pedantry of his age. As long as hi* best

verses are read they will continue to please ; for his

genius, so far as it goes, is genuine.

' The pastoral,' says Addison, ' which flourished

when cities had not been built or commerce estab-

lished, belonged to a state of ease, innocence,

aud contentment where plenty begot pleasure, and
pleasure begot singing, and singing begot poetry.'

Perhaps there never was such a state or time, but
when every shepherd ' told his tale under the liaw-

thoriie in the dale ' it ^^•as easier to imagine it, and
Ramsay came as near to the imagination as possible

in an artificial age. One merit of ' The Gentle

Shepherd ' is its rapport with external nature. Tlie

character he assigns to Scotch poetry in general

specially belongs to his verse. In it ' the morning
rises as she does on oiu' own horizon ; we are not

carried to Greece and Italy for a shade, a stream, or

a breeze ; groves rise in our own valleys ; the rivers

flow from our own fountains ; and the winds blow

upon our own hills.' His landscapes resemble those

of Claude : a haze of classical refinement is thrown

over real features. Towards the close of the last

century the hinds of the Pentlands used to point

out to strangers the waterfall of ' Habbie's Howe,'

the cottages of Glaud and Symon, Sir William's

Tower, the avenue of shady groves, the strand

where Patie

' Took delight

To pu' the rashes green wi' roots sae white ;

'
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•tlie uplands, where with

' Ane Shakespeare and a famous Ben,

He often spoke and ca'd them best of men.'

Tlie variations in tlie dialect of the ' Sheplierd

'

cannot always be maintained on dramatic grounds.

For thougli familiar witli tlie rural speech of liis time,

the author seems to have occasionally left it for tlie

fine language of the capital. The plot of the piece

has little originality. From Theocvitus and Virgil,

the Aminta and tlie Pastor Fido had introduced

into Elizabethan pastoral the contrasted couples,

—

the pair of frank lovers, the bashful swain and

proud beauty,—whose colloquies make up the dia-

logue. The ' Sad Shepherd ' and ' The Faithful

Shepherdess" have higher poetic merit,but are marred

by incongruities. Tlie simplicity of Rainsay''s story

made it for half a century a favourite in Lowland

cottages, and the scenes could easily be represented

on a rustic stage. The characters, lauded as types

of the finest peasanti-y in the world, are too merely

typical, and their vagueness marks the limits of the

authoi-'s dramatic power. Peggy has by some inju-

dicious eulogist been compared to Miranda. The
real parallel has escaped the critics—that of Piince

Florizel and Perdita. The bulk of 'The Gentle Shep-

herd ' preaches—' A man's a man for a'' that,' and a

'Simple maiden in her flower
;

' but in the denoue-

ment the poet characteristically—as is done in the

more recent ' John Halifax '—puts liimself right

with the caste of Vere de Vere.

Ramsay's songs, among which we may include

the snatches shoved into the ' Siiepherd ' to make

it read like a Vaudeville, are partly his own, partly

adaptations from older models. Many of those

which most contributed to his popularity, written

for literary assemblies or convivial gatherings, are

interesting to us as rejDertoires of eighteenth cen-

tury compliment, or specimens of invariably harm-

less satire. Among those more decidedly lyric we

may name ' Tlie Lass o' Patie's Mill,' ' The
Yellow-hair'd Laddie,' ' Farewell to Lochaber,'

' Bonnie Jean,' ' Bessie Bell and Mary Gray,' and

'The Higliland Laddie.' Ramsay's misfortune is

tliat Avhere he lias improved on others he has been

afterwards eclipsed. He adds to the old tune and

the rough old words the grace and refinement of

the wits, wjio, in the 'Easy' and 'Johnstone'

clubs talked over their cups of Prior and Pope, of

Addison and Gray. Burns, with the fervour that

came direct from above and his own hot heart, sets

the most wooden of his race on fire. We may
clinch the difference by comparing Ramsay's ampli-

fication of Francis Semple's ' Auld Lang Syne'

:

' Methinks around us on each bough

A thousand Cupids play,

Whilst through the woods I walk witii you

Each object makes me gay.

Since your return the sun and moon
With brighter beams do shine,

Streams murmur soft notes while they run,

As they did lang syne,'

—by comparing and contrasting it with this :

' We twa hae run about the braes
An' pu'd the gowans fine ;

But we 've wandered mony a weary fitt.

Sin' auld lang syne.

' We twa ha'e paidl'd i' the burn,

P'rae mornin' sun till dine
;

But seas between us braid hae roar'd

Sin' auld lang syne.'

MATTHEAV AliNOLD AS A CRITIC.

WHEN a great writer dies, the immediate and

universal sentence is tliat in his death litera-

ture has suffered a serious loss. In most cases this

is a mere obituary platitude, with no special signi-

ficance beyond a tribute to the dead man's skill or

eminence in his craft. But in the case of Matthew

Arnold this commonplace which is now on the lips

of every one has a very definite meaning, and is

indeed perhaps the fittest comment on the event.

The death of Mattliew Arnold is the most serious

loss which the cause of letters, in this country at

least, has suffered during the present generation.

It is not so much the loss of a great artist in letters

—that happens every day or every decade—and

even the last ten years have robbed us of more than

one writer of genius far above Arnold's. It is

rather the loss of a man wholly penetrated with the

literary spirit, and devoted to the spreading of that

spirit as of a religion,—of a man who, in his teacji-

ing, in his practice, and in all the subtler influences

of his character, was the great witness and cliampion

of literature among the men of his time. It has

been the fashion to call Matthew Arnold the apostle

of culture, but the phrase is not quite an adequate

one. There is a culture of the intellect, a culture

of conduct, and also a culture of the aesthetic emo-

tions. Of the last of these, and of its gospel of

art for art's sake only, Matthew Arnold could in no
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sense be called an apostle. A man of fine and cul-

tivated feeling he undoubtedly was, but his festhetic

perceptions were not what in the strict sense of the

term we may call pure. They had not the note of

perfect agstheticism—they were not extra-moral, but

always with a strong and importunate admixture of

ethics. So far from abiding by his own articulate

standard of criticism—to keep aloof from practice,

and allow a free play of the mind on all subjects

—

there probably never was a writer who had practice

more constantly in his view, and his whole work of

criticism is a violation of his own set rule. As
Malebranche saw all tilings in God, so Matthew

Arnold saw all things in Conduct, and at times his

perpetual insistence on morals grows positively irri-

tating. His pulpit manner is a very peculiar one

—

not liarsji and imperious like Carlyle's, nor yet

puerile and jsetulant like tliat of Ruskin—but a

style bland, persuasive, and tautological—some-

thing between the polished suavity of an Anglican

archdeacon and the affectionate maundering of

one's grandmotlier. The diction, too, lends itself

to the deepening of this impression. It is lucid and

idiomatic enough—yet somehow one cannot call it

classical. Imaginative vigour may be the bane of

our vernacular prose, but if the French are to be

our masters, we must aim not only at their clear-

ness, but at their piquancy as well. But in point

of style, Arnold is a P\-enchman manqtie ; his prose

is above all things pointless. It is a neutral prose

—

as clear and wholesome as fair water, but also as

colourless and as insipid.

Yet to say of Matthew Arnold that he was a

preacher of right conduct, is still to leave his exact

position imperfectly marked off. Mr. Herbert

Spencer, in his own way, is also a preacher of con-

duct, and so in their ways are all the ministers of

all the churches. Tlie end in all these is very much
the same, but the difference lies in the method
which each employs—in the intellectual guide and

stimulus to conduct which he proposes. And
broadly, it may be said that the distinction between

these others and Matthew Arnold is notliing else

than the distinction between literature and dogma.
Tlie men of science give us their data and inductions

of ethics ; tlie Cliurchmen offer their articles of

theology—all more or less definite and exact. And
what, then, is Arnold's method ? Simply this

—

' to know the best that is known and tliouaht in

the world, and by, in its turn, making tliis known,

to create a current of true and fresh ideas.' Not,

surely, a very definite or rigorous method this

;

above all, not in the least a scientific one. Indeed

it is essentially the very antipodes of science, for it

relies mainly, if not altogether, on authority. It

cares little for necessary sequences, unless these have

been expressed in some beautiful saying, or incar-

nated in some interesting person, or exemplified in

some memorable deed. It asks not for trutli in se,

but for men's ideas about truth ; it finds its mate-

rials in precepts which have a literary form, and in

examples which are capable of literary presentment.

In short, it is out and out a literary method ; and

this is why at the outset it was said that in the death

of Matthew Arnold literature had suffered such a

grievous loss. For the tendency of intellect now-a-

days is altogether the other way. AVe are asking

for exact truth, and getting impatient of the per-

sonal equation. But with Arnold the colouring

medium of personality is everything. Truth tinged

with character is indispensable to him—truth so

fii-ed with emotion tliat it glows and flames up into

poetry is best of all. This is the true spirit of the

litterae humaniores—this keen and catholic interest

in all the recorded words and deeds of men. For

practically it is an all-embracing interest—not alto-

gether indeed, for there are often notable excep-

tions—yet in contrast to the theological spirit we
may fairly enough call it catholic. Theology also

relies on authority—but then its canon is strictly

limited. It has its sacred books and its sacred

persons rigorously marked off from the multitude

of the profane. But with Matthew Arnold every

book is sacred—every, or nearly every, man is,

potentially at least, a doctor of the Church Uni-

versal. There are grades, of course, in this vast

ecclesia of the race—and Israel, for very plausible

reasons, sits undisturbed on the Episcopal throne ;

—

but not far beneath liim there is room for Hellas

—

there is room, too, for the great Romans, and,

in short, for everything and everybody, except Mr.
Spurgeon and the ' Readings from Eliza Cook.'

For it is here that we touch the weak point of

the literary method. It is the excellence of that

method that it applies itself to conduct tlirough

the higher a?sthetic emotions—tliat it clotlies the

impalpable laws of right living with flesh and

blood, and invests them with an august historic

garment. On the other liand, its fault is in the

incurable vagueness and irrationality of its test.

' The best that is known and tliought in the

world '—this itself would need a criterion, but in

the hands of Arnold it means—what it would pro-

bably mean in tlie hands of any one—simply the

most attractive from a literary point of view, the

most thoi-ouglily penetrated and sublimed with

emotion, the richest in all the clustei'ing associa-

tions of story. Perhaps there never was a man for

whom tlie magic Quod semper, quod ubique, quod ah

ornnibus, had a more overmastering fascination than
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for Arnold. Tlie power over him of tliis influence limited and lacking of the liigliest reaches in his

was the secret at once of his weai<ness and of his craft—a critic witli a fastidious horror of all vagrant

strength. It made liim, on tlie whole, an eminently developments, a C'atliolic who Jiad not rid himself of

sound and safe thinker, a classicist in literature, and that last infirmity of Catholicism—tlie hatred and

in morality what we may call a Catholic of the the misunderstanding of dissent,

higher and broader kind. But it left him also R. A.

TWO SONNETS.

I.

CHAUCER.

SiXGEU of spring, sun-flooded songster thou.

In what far fields dost rove, thy book in hand,

With eyes tliat beam love-light across tlie land .''

Who held all hearts alive, who, dead, canst bow

All hearts to honour ; never may'st thou know

The weary weight tlie long rolled ages bring

On folk and country thou wert apt to sing ;

So will no shade of sorrow gloom thy brow.

Do young flowers freshen, Cliaucer, now for thee ?

Do shy buds burst and grasses grace the earth .''

AVhat birds in May make music to thy mirth ?

Rest, lifeless, lightless, so thou shalt not see

With wild-wo'ed eyes the desolation we

Have wrouglit upon the England of tliy birth.

II.

'CHRISTMAS EVE AND EASTER DAY.^

Who erst made music for thy sister's sleep

(She parting presence liere one Christmas Eve),

Passed from our praises now, thyself dost leave

Thy fields part gathered, part yet ripe to reap :

On tliat glad day, when one immortal leap

Burst the tomb's bonds, nor stayed the sky to

cleave,

—

Which those deem bright myth, these blest birth

believe,

Night's death-shade chilled thee on earth's upland

steep.

Poet, whose first fair song-flower bloomed for death,

Whose eyes oft strove to pierce that cloudland grey.

Through which, too swift, thou wing'st unwavering-

way.

Won at dear dowry of thy cherished breath

;

Hast caught at length the words the sea-song saith.

And found in night the secret shunned of day.

J. Pringle Nichol.

Edhibnrgh ; T, atid A. Coristahle, Printers to Her Majesty.
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THE SCOTTISH ART REVIEW starts un-

hampered by traditions, but not witliout a

definite policy. An indication of that policy will

be found in the succeeding article

—

The Gospel of

Art. The Dilletante and the Dryasdust, and all

whose hearts have been eaten out by the pride of

caste, or the dry-rot of a self-sufficing ' Culture,' will

have no place here. We are not for them, nor they

for us. What we want is living truth for living

people. These pages will therefore be open to

the contributions of those who write from know-

ledge and conviction on the subjects to be dealt

with by the Journal, and in harmony with the spirit

which animates it. The Scotttsh Art Review

is run to supply at the cost of production, and

largely as a labour of love, the best thought we

can command. We want good men to help us.

And we require the public to co-operate with us,

by buying and reading what we thus supply for the

furtherance of no individual or class interests, but

the furtherance of a knowledge and a love of tliat as-

pect of divine truth which it is the privilege of Art
to present to men—a knowledge and a love which

this nation stands in dire need of at the present day.

THE GOSPEL OF ART.

I.

THE importance of Art in human affairs, and the

advantage to man's higher well-being of his

clearly recognising that importance cannot be over-

rated. It is a poor and low ideal of life which

would regard Art as only ornamental, only a sort of

refined source of pleasure ; and it is a narrow and a

false one which would have us believe that Art is

only for the few. Art is for every man and woman
who in childhood gathered flowers and shells because

of their beauty.

But there are tendencies in our life making us grow

away from and lose tliose first affections, and life

becomes sadder and more sordid for their loss. Art

is the tangible expression of the spirit which retains,

tlirough life, the child's spontaneous delight in what

is beautiful, as a perennial spring of purest joy,

^^•elling up through all our being. No bitterness

that life may bring can blight the fair growth of

souls thus nourished at the roots. Art, therefore,

is the visible proof of a spirit which can triumph

over all life's ills. Beginning in the innocent joys

of childhood, it culminates in the manhood which,

cognisant of all the trouble and the tragedy of life,

and even, mayhap, a prey to them, can yet look out

unfretted, from the sweet serenity within, that has

learned how to resolve all human discords in the

Divine harmony.

To the millions of toiling, sad, baffled and suffer-

ing men and women in tliis land whose lives are

kept sordid, and barren, and mean for tlie want of

this joyous spirit of Art, surely this is a matter of

some importance. It is not expected or hoped that

men are to be suddenly translated into heaven on

earth by looking at painted pictures, or listening to

sweet strains of music. But it is certain that, until

men become endued with that spirit of wjiich all

true \\orks of art are the generous expression, tlieii-

lives will be bereft of an ennobling joy which is the

inalienable birthright of every human soul. Not

for the dilletante, or the idle rich, who, indeed, can

but rarely understand its spirit. Art is for every

man who, with a single eye and a pure heart, desires

to learn how to recognise, in all the aspects of life

and nature, rightly seen, a tangible expression of the

Divine love, and who is thereby moved to share with

his fellow-men delight in that recognition. For

Art is the language by which such things are told.

Most men and women regard works of art with a

certain affection, of a kind, frankly deligliting in

them, even though sometimes with no more than a

child's insight into their meaning. Yet too many
seem to get no further, believing, it may be, that

Art is a very fine sort of thing, but with a be-

wildered notion that the knowledge and under-

standing of it are for critics and connoisseurs only,

being much too precious and profound to be shared
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in by tlie ruck of men. So long as this unfortunate

misconception prevails, Art must remain a dead

letter to tlie workaday world, instead of being, as it

ought to be, a living power to enlarge and ennoble

our lives.

We as a nation have too much neglected Art.

Engrossed in our scientific researches and in our

marvellous developments of mechanical powers, we

have taken too little heed to grow in other needful

directions. Nor lias our feverish quest for material

wealth been without its hurtful consequences to

ourselves. But tlie love of the beautiful is part of

our very being ; it cannot be crushed out ; it will

live while human nature lives. And our surround-

ings, and our life as a people, are rich in countless

influences to nurture it. We dwell in a land

glorious with the majesty of the silent and ever-

lasting hills ; ricli witli happy breadths of fertile

valley ; watered plenteously with limpid stream

and noble river, beamed on with the ever-changeful

glory of heaven's liglit, and all set in the silver sea.

Our sons go down to that sea in ships ; they go

forth upon the great deep ; we make for all men of

the earth all material things that handicraftsmen

can devise ; our ships carry them to foreign lands ;

we come and go in every corner of the earth ; our

flag is everywhere. In our myriad labours here, in

this workshop of the world, with the pathetic

undertone—' Tlie still sad music of humanity '

—

that the pensive ear hears ever, even amid the

deafening roar of our factories ; in tlie exploits of

our brave, strong sons, who, over all our wide

empire, hold the races of men in awe ; in the sweet

loveliness and majestic grandeur of our island-home

—in all these we have an exhaustless store for the

nurture of that love of the sublime and the beautiful

which is an imperishable instinct of tlie human soul.

There is hardly a man who is not, at times,

touched by thouglits like these. And there are

men among us who are so touched, and so stirred,

by an ever-present sense of tlie beauty and glory of

the natural world, and of the great pathetic drama

of human life, that they must give utterance to the

things their souls feel with sucli passionate intensity.

Art is the language by wliicli alone sucli things can

be expressed—Painting, Sculpture, Architecture,

Music, and Literature, its various forms.

Art, therefore, is, to man's higher nature, nothing-

less than one of the primary necessaries of life^an

absolute essential to the growth and prosperity of all

that finer life of tlie soul for which mere material pro-

sperity is, at best, but the preparation and the basis.

For Art is the language through which alone much

of what is highest and deepest in the human soul

can find expression. Moved by what the common

consent of men calls inspiration, the artist is irresist-

ibly compelled to seek expression for the divine

feeling with which he contemplates all life and

nature, that he may share that feeling with his

fellow-men. As speecli for communication between

mind and mind proves man an intellectual being, in

nature far above the brutes. Art, the language of the

soul, proves that his nature is divine. The artist

presses material things into their highest service,

caring for them not for their own sakes, but glad to

have them that he may, by moulding them to forms

of beauty, stamp indefeasibly upon the grosser

world of matter his spirit's exultant joy in its own
divinity.

Man, made in God's image, delights to exercise

the divine privilege oi thinking—of projecting ideas.

When these ideas are truly related to physical

things they are Science; wjien truly related to mental

things they are Philosophy ; and when they are truly

related to spiritual things they are Religion. But one

comes who, with a rare instinct tliat includes them all,

looks on the beauteous order of tlie world, and,

telling what he sees, re-expresses them in a more

perfect form, revivified by love and clothed in love-

liness. His work is Art—Art which divinely shows

truth so clothed in vesture of visible beauty that

men are irresistibly drawn to it in love. Thus Art

is the perfect flower of human thought.

It is believed, and even insisted on by some, that

while this may be true of the Art of Literature—and

especially of Poetry—it is not true of those arts such

as Painting and Sculpture, which deal with a more

material basis than words. Human tliought in

Painting and Sculpture must depend for its expres-

sion on the successful manipulation of materials taken

crude from the inanimate world—pigments,inarble,or

clay ; wliile words, the basis of Literature, are already

divested of material, being, indeed, a sublimated

and selected product of vital thought. It is there-

fore contended that for the expression of the highest

aspirations and the purest and farthest-reaching

thoughts, man must refuse to be trammelled and

clogged by anything more material than words ; in

short, that Poetry, pure and simple, can express

thoughts and feelings and aspirations diviner far

than can ever be embodied in Painting or in Sculp-

ture.

This belief is not only prevalent, it is all but uni-

versal in our day. The language of words is at

present far more intelligible to Western civilisation

than is the language of the painter's or the sculp-

tor's art. There are reasons why it may always

remain so, one alone being enough to account for it

—from infancy we are all accustomed to use words

as the vehicle of ideas. Most people for half a life-
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time, and many for nearly a whole lifetime, are thus

unconsciously familiarising themselves with the Art

of Literature, in which all men are, at least, adven-

turers, if not experts, ere ever they begin to form

anything more than a mere casual acquaintance with

the other arts. Little wonder, then, if so many
hastily conclude that the highest possibilities of

thought are for Literature alone.

The various Arts might rather be likened to the

sides of a great pyramid, all springing from the

broad base that is as wide as humanity, nearing each

otlier the higher they rise, until at the apex they

meet in heaven. Our modern industrial civilisation

has merely regarded that side which happened to

be within its view, but has not sought to know of

those otlier sides it could not see.

While in no way disposed to detract from, or,

indeed, to do other than delight in the noble aims

and achievements of Poetry, and of Literature gener-

ally, we cannot for one moment concede that the

specific limitations of the graphic and plastic arts

are such as to prevent them from embodying the

loftiest ideals of wliich the liunian soul is capable.

There is a certain convenience in the using of words

as the instrument of thought and expression ; but it

by no means follows that all ideas must, or even can,

be formulated in words. Indeed, it may well be

doubted whether the noblest of all our ideas, our

highest spiritual aspirations, can be formulated in

words, any more than can our most subtle and preg-

nant emotions, such as love, grief, or desjjair. These

declare themselves at their greatest intensity in what

we habitually speak of as ' unutterable ' looks, when

the invisible soul moulds the material body to ex-

press and promulge by a vivid flash, in one intense

moment, what volumes were powerless to describe

with equal potency, but which Painting or Sculpture

could well convey.

This sense of the inadequacy of words is expressed

by Goetlie, himself one of the greatest masters in

Literature that the modern world has known. He
says, referring to man's sense of God's existence :

—

' Fill thy whole heart with it

—

And when thou art

Lost in the consciousness of happiness

—

Then call it what thou wilt,

Happiness !—heart !— love !

—

God !

I have no name for it— Feeling is all

;

Name, sound, and smoke.

Dimming the glow of heaven ! '

—

Faust.

Goethe thus declares his sense of the impossibility

of conveying the most exalted feeling by words, and

indeed only succeeds in suggesting by a negation

what he would have us know

—

' I have no name for it—Feeling is all.'

But here, where words fail, Painting and

Sculpture succeed, using, as they do, a language

based upon the primal expressions of Nature,

wherein the Creator has not deemed it unworthy of

His perfect thought to write that thought, not

merely in words, but to embody it in material forms;

in man, whose face, illumed by noble thought, is as

the face of God, and in every flower that blows, and

in every tree that draws its bodily sustenance from

earth and lifts its face to heaven.

Indeed, so far from it being the case that man''8

noblest thoughts cannot be embodied in actual mate-

rial by those arts, such as Painting and Sculpture,

which use material as a basis, it would rather appear

that man is singularly deficient in a sense of his high

calling and destiny till he thus emulates his Maker's

exaiuple—till he realises that, endued with the

Divine Spirit, he is himself a creator, and, looking

out upon all life and nature, and recognising there

the elemental expression of the Divine thought, the

Godhood in him makes him delight to mould inert

matter with Divine purpose, informing it with his

spirit and vitalising it, till even the dead rock is

made to live in the majesty and loveliness of Beauty,

and declare to time, and almost to eternity, man's

exultant joy in the Divine Spirit within him, that

has produced the glorious Work of Art, which, ex-

pressive of the triumph of the living soul over dead

matter, is thus the continual answer to all doubt

and all pessimism, an irrefragable proof of the

existence of God, and a sure ground for unconquer-

able and eternal hope.

Religion, led from the great main track of life

by the unconscious misdirection of Theology and

Philosophy, has travelled from dissent to doubt, and

from doubt well-nigh to despair ; and she has need

of the restoring, and consoling, and ever-joyous

fellowship of Art, to revivify her for the conquest

of the new world that is now expectant of the New

Revelation which it so sorely needs. It is with a

profound sense of this need that a few earnest men,

here and there throughout the land, are being con-

strained sometimes to turn from the arts that are

the work of their lives, and, by spoken and written

words, to help forward this New Renascence.

The EnrroE.
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THE ART OF JOHN CRAWFORD WINTOUR.

THIS painter may be said to occupy a position

among Scottisli landscapists that is in some

respects unique ; and, if we would trace tlie sources

of his art and its methods, if we would rightly

place the man, and cleai-ly define his position among
his contemporaries, it will be necessary to take

account of certain phases of modern art that are

other than Scottish.

The present is a fitting time for attempting such

an estimate as we have indicated, for a very fairly re-

presentative collection of nearly one hundred and fifty

of the works of Wintour is at present before the

public in tiie gallery of the Messrs. Dott, Edinburgh.

Enougli, perhaps more than enougli, has been

said as to the influence of Constable upon the land-

scape art of France. We all know tliat the sturdy

Englishman won fame and decorations on the

further side of the Channel at a time when he was

little regarded on his own ; and we are ready

to believe—indeed we know indubitably—that ' The
Hay Wain ' and ' The Small Waterloo '' gave power-

ful stimulus, and even definite direction, to the work

of those younger Frenchmen who studied and

praised them when they were visible in tlie Salon

of 1824. But the painters who were tluis stimu-

lated, and the men who surrounded and followed

them, went on to produce work different enough

from that of Constable. Were we unacquainted

with the records of Art in France, were we unable

to trace, link by link, its historical sequence, it

might be difficult to guess that the landscape of

Rousseau, that the landscape of Diaz, was descended

in directest line from the landscape of Constable.

The painters of France had been roused from

the stupor of habitude and routine ; the art of

Constable, with its \'ivid flash of novel insight,

had startled them into a perception of new aspects

of nature, in which lay unsuspected artistic pos-

sibilities. These fresh possibilities they proceeded

to develop, each in his own way, with a ])erfect

care for those qualities of harmonious tone and

colouring which have been and will always be dear

to tlie masters of every period, but certainly "itli

little of that painful effort after demonstrable

accuracy of natural tone and relation in wjiich so

many of tlie younger Frenclnnen are now weary-

ing themselves in vain, and wliich—liowe\er interest-

ing as a scientific experiment or as a student's

exercise—has but slight connection ^^•ith anything

that may be rightly regarded as final art.

A somewhat similar history, a somewhat similar

absorption of the mind of Constable, and re-utter-

ance of it in fresji and varied ways, may be traced in

the work of more tlian one English landscapist—is

visible, for example, in the art of Cecil Lawson ;

though he, like other Englishmen working on simi-

lar lines, was faithful in a more literal and rigid

manner to the example of their prime master

and ' first begetter ' than were tlie landscapists of

France. But in Scotland the art of Constable has

been, until the very last year or two, practically un-

known ; has been, certainly, entirely inoperative,

either as stimulus or guide, upon any of her land-

scapists, with the single exception of Wintour.

He, like the Frenchmen, had his period of submis-

sion to the master, a period of yet more complete

identification tiian was theirs with the scope, aims,

and methods of Constable's art. And then—still

like the Frenclimen, though working independently

of them, and in entire ignorance of the results which

they had attained—he passed on to express himself in

more original and individual fashion than hitherto ;

adopting however, all unconsciously, a method which

is not witliout kinship and likeness to that charac-

teristic of the ' romantic ' landscapists of France.

Trained in the 'Trustees' Academy' under Sir

AVilliam Allan, Wintour began liis art upon tlie old

Scottish lines that were current at tlie time. Por-

traits at first occupied him, portraits that showed

neither freshness of method nor yet fresli power and

insight enougli to justify a technique that was tra-

ditionary and outworn, or—as we should ratlier

say—to make us forget the technique altogetlier in

our contemplation of what that technique expressed.

He busied himself, too, with figure-subjects, and

the earliest of these in the present exhibition—the

' Prospero and Caliban ' and the ' Puck and the

Fairies '—show in their pronounced colouring some

effort after the typical excellences of Etty. A
later picture, 'The Cottage Door,' wliile perfectly

atrocious in its mis-shapen and ill-drawn figures,

contains an excellent, broadly treated vista of land-

scape distance, delicately expressive handling of

foliage, and, especially, a delightful passage of tone

in that touch of rosy grey given by tlie bird-cage

tliat is placed among the quivering leaves.

We then pass to a second period of ^^'^intour's art,

to tliat represented by delicate and refined water-

colours like ' At the Mill Sluice,' and ' Boys Fishing,'

which, however, want that certainty of crisp, telling

touch, and that emphasis of definite, strongly-struck

colour which charm us in such of the painter's rather

later essays in the same medium as those which

represent, in a singularly attractive and artistic

fashion, various of the quaint castellated houses of

Perthshire and the north.



OF LOVE IN ART.

Coincident in period witli these latter water-

colours are 'The Miller's Cottage,' 1856; 'The

Cottar's Well,' 1855 or 1857; and the large, effec-

tive, powerfully blocked-out sketch of ' The Minnow

Fishers,' to which a curiously recent date is, tenta-

tively, assigned in the catalogue,—important subjects

in oil, in all of which the influence of Constable is

unmistakable, and, indeed, overmastering.

But in works like ' A Border Castle,' 1872, and

the ' Gloaming on the Eye,' 1880, the painter shows

more clearly his own essential individuality ; thougli

in these, and in all that he did in later years and

tliat was most typically his, he approximates—quite

independently, and of his own proper motion—to

the aims and methods of tlie Frencli landscapists of

the generation that is just passing away. Detail,

in works like these, has become subsidiary ; tlie

artist has chosen to sacrifice the ' each ' to the ' all

'

of nature ; he is engrossed witli the large relations

of things, with composition, with the general balance

of opposed or blended colour, with facts of tone, of

atmosphere, of gradation ; and into his treatment of

these he infuses as much as we could well desire of

true ^painters' poetry '—the excellent phrase is Mr.

"SVliistler's—of that beauty and suggestiveness which

can be gained by accomplished technique, and can

be gained in no other way. On similar lines, and

—

though of smaller size—of even more perfect quality,

is tlie ' Blairlogie ' and the ' On the Ellwand.' We
have seldom, indeed, seen a rendering of moonlight

more satisfyingly liarmonious and rich in tone than

is afforded by the first-named of these two pictures.

Altogether the little exhibition is a most interest-

ing one, full of the instruction and the delight which

true art always brings to us hand in hand. We are

disappointed to learn that, as yet, the great bulk

of its visitors have been painters. These have not

failed duly to appraise its value ; but the exhibition

is one which has the strongest claims upon the

attention and the patronage of the entire body of

tlie art-loving public of Scotland.

J. M. Gray.

OF LOVE IN ART.

LOVE moves men to do great things, and is

assuredly the truest incitement to production

that the artist has. Imbued with the spirit of

beauty which he drinks in from the world around

him, his nature makes him long to express its love-

liness, to tell the message he has received, and

lovingly in song, on canvas, or in stone, doth he

spend his force.

Cupid will not serve as representative of this

amour, for he is blind ; but artist-love is ever watch-

ful and bright-eyed.

Love's power is divinely sympathetic and com-

municable ; to sliare delight its end ; and once

aroused—be its affection what it may, for good or

bad—it influences all. Its glamour is magnetic,

Joy and Beauty hasten to lend their enchantments,

and the artist-lover breathes forth his soul in his

art ; for is not tliis ecstatic perception of the beauti-

ful the artist's patrimony par excellence? And
thougli others may feel intensely, yet to produce

requires of the mind the most passionate absorp-

tion ; and exactly in proportion to the rapture of

the love felt by the artist for his subject, will be the

beauty of his annunciation to others expressed

through his work.

Want of enthusiasm is indeed an unforgivable

fault in the artist ; in fact, an artist wanting enthu-

siasm is a contradiction in terms. If the name
artist means anything, it surely means one to whom
' vital feelings of delight' are habitual ; so much so,

tliat, being liimself continually filled with tliem, he

must express tliem to his fellows, that they also may
share them. True, there are those whose apprecia-

tion of what is lovely is very deep and sincere, and

who are yet unable to tell, through the medium of

any art, what they feel ; but it holds good gener-

ally, that the man of unusual sensibility finds some

method of making known to his fellow-men the

consciousness of his delighted observation.

This artist-love is patient. Nature gives up her

secrets grudgingly, and only to those vigilant

watchers who are ever waiting, ready to receive and

thank her, doth slie mete out from her bountiful

stores. It follows, then, that the artist should be of

large and generous vision ; of simple and unbiassed

mind ; one who with kindly eye will note the

beauty of his life and surroundings, and, with Love

as his inspiration and his guide, write of men and

things,—for is not Love the only true narrative

power in the world .''

The long, oftentimes dreary, term of probation

that the artist is willing to endure to enable him at

last to express what his soul would be saying, might

be lightened and sweetened if it were impressed on

the student that the mere science of Art is scarce a

definable thing, so intimately is it wedded to feeling

and instinct ; and what is known as ' technique ' is

not a teachable quantity, for what constitutes

perfect technique in one master means ineptitude in

another. At best, erudition or academic formula is
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but a poor substitute for that quick vital learning-

which comes of delicious moments of rapt entrance-

ment ; and though such a mode as this may be

questioned by many as a system of education at all,

yet a consensus of opinion among artists would

assuredly prove this to be the prevailing opinion.

The reasoning that makes the colour of a red rose

pleasant because contrasted witli its green leaves,

would not be so cogent or true as the intuition by

the artist of the fact that the beauty of the red lay

in its being some subtle particular tone of red, in-

tensely felt to be beautiful ; and the welling-up of

the heart as the loveliness of this colour was per-

ceived would make the painter express it beauti-

fully thougli tliere was no complementary green to

balance it. It is just on such points as this, how-

ever, that the painter finds language inadequate to

express his emotions ; but when a man puts down,

in form or colour, a mark or tone, and the putting-

down of this is exquisitely enjoyable to him—be the

form or colour learned or unlearned—the thing pro-

duced has the elements of truest art, because it is

Love's sign, and is for ever acceptable. Experience,

practice may cultivate, modify, or amend many of the

mechanical parts that go to make up the whole, but

the meaning expressed, the ' sometliing indefinable

'

that is inseparable from this love-product, will not

bear maturing,—it is complete. This may be better

illustrated by comparing the difference felt between

the work of two men working from the same model

—the artist and the non-artist. The one is enrap-

tured with his subject and its fitting translation into

the forms of his art. The other, possibly the better

craftsman, so far as surety of hand and accuracy of

superficial detail go, but colder in his emotions,

makes up with science what he lacks in love
; yet,

though he produces a marvel in execution, and, to

the vulgar, a perfection of accomplishment, he has

missed what led him to attempt to reproduce, which

the other following Love would achieve, namely,

that spirit or divinity tliat owns homage to naught

but Love, and without which true Beauty is impos-

sible.

A. Roche.

ART AT THE GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

SCULPTURE.—II.

IN the general westward progress of art crafts and

traditions from their warm birtliplaces in the

Orient, France has been the last camp. Wlien the

torch that lighted the revival in Italy grew dim, it

was passed to her, and slowly made to glow again, as

it does now, perhaps at its best, and soon to depart

further into the ever-widening and opening west.

When we remember that tlie French occupy the

first position in the art of sculpture, and that their

activity in it is so great as to produce an exhibition

annually niuiibering over a thousand pieces, we need

not be surprised that the few works here sliown

by them surpass, in execution and expression, the

rest of the collection. This is tlie more remarkable

in that the examples shown cannot fairly be called

representative, and are mostly in the form of piece-

mould casts with the quality of artistic surface

almost entirely obliterated. The defect of the

French School of Sculpture lies in its chief excel-

lence. Its followers are craftsmen first—^poets of

the beautiful afterwards, hence tlieir best produc-

tions are frequently soulless pieces of perfection.

They exhibit the correct canon, and speak by the

card only to weary us of their learning. A fair

illustration of these things may be seen in Uage
de fer—a purely gratuitous title—by A. Lansox, a

heroic group of two young men. The workmanship

is brilliant and accomplished, but the thought is

neither deep nor sincere. Free and effortless, all is

on the surface, and the result is a kind of decoration

which one feels tlie sculptor could go on producing

ad lib. Although akin in accomplishment, Lc

Genie militmre, by Paul Dubois, is a work of very

different character. Remarkable for its expression of

latent power, strong in the most ideal qualities of fine

sculpture, it transcends the School. Taken as a speci-

men of technical skill and judgment, with every mass

and line in its place, it is faultless. Military courage

is represented by a young warrior in classic costume,

seated. His face with resolute expression looks to

the riffht from under the shadowing helmet. His

strong right arm is brought forward, shield-like,

and the closed hand rests on the thigh—great seat

of physical strength. Tlie right side throughout

bespeaks the dauntless front of war, which the

straight sword grasped in the left hand tells us

could be pitilessly urged. Work of this kind is not

a personal outcome, it belongs rather to the culture

of the art. The creation of such a thing requires

the help of races and ages. We see in it a combina-

tion of the best knowledge of the Greeks and of the

Italians of the Renaissance. While it is of to-day,

and could not have been before, it yet breathes of

the Parthenon, and the tomb of the Medici, com-

pelling us to stand, and in considering it, forget the

slight things of Uage defer.
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La Foi, a companion figure from tlie same

monument, has the effect of a simple portrait statue

in a strained pose, and fails in general interest.

Althouffh showing: the hand of the master in its deli-

cate and graceful lines and maiden purity of expres-

sion, it is deficient in monumental dignity and char-

acter, and lacks the force and meaning of its title.

Lc Matin, by Lemaire, is a lighter theme, full

of simple charm and naive grace, neither a platitude

of the school nor a mean copy of a model. This

figure of a young girl seated, binding her hair after

the morning bath, is chaste and natural. Her playful

smile invites to sunny places by rivulets and leafy

Dryade homes,where in fine marble and golden gleams

her beauties would enchant. Byblis changie en

Source, by Sdchetet, is a beautiful and naturalistic

rendering of well-understood forms. It shows that a

thorough knowledge of the craft has been acquired

and digested. The sculptor has not said much, but

he has expressed himself with the polished fluency

that pleases. Conscious, and too nmch insisted

upon, the treatment of surface is yet agreeably

artistic, and must be very interesting in the original

model of which this is only a cast. M. Auguste

RoDix is represented by several minor works, the

chief among which is the remarkable portrait head

in bronze. No. 1512. The astonishing connnand of

the medium has completely emancipated the art

from the material—it is all fire and spirit ; thor-

oughly dramatic, it seems to express the life and ex-

citement of hot debate. That such a work shoukl

receive its final form by the cire perdue process and

the flow of molten metal was most fitting. In the

head of Victor Hugo by the same liand, grasp of

character and power of execution again predominate.

We wisli this had been the original model. No.

1609, Idyll, shows that M. Rodin's fire and vigour

are in rein. Nothing could be finer than the dimp-

ling softness and babyhood of this naturally-modelled

group of infant loves. No. 1517, also by M. Rodix,

is a small and interesting nude sketch in marble.

No. 1544, by Ringal d'Illzach, is worthy of more

than the passing notice which it is sure to attract.

It represents the decapitated head of John the

Baptist, placed on a broad dish, with a short sword

thrust through the neck. The thin worn face looks

upward with wide stare of horror and fallen jaw.

In spite of the subject being scarcely suitable for

the medium, and the almost fantastic character of

the work, it has nevertheless a weird individuality

that exercises a certain fascination. It is in terra-

cotta, but the peculiar handling reminds one rather

of wood or of metal. The dark colour of the latter

material w'ould have suited the sharp detail and

hard style. This sculptor shows a case containing

six medals, each one worthy of detailed notice, so

remarkable are they for strength of character and

exjjression. The enthusiasm displayed in the

medallion of Gambetta is particularly striking.

Tlie name of Freiiiet is in the Catalogue, but it

is only supported by two bric-a-brac pieces of trade

reproduction in bronze, good enough in their way,

especially the hounds, but not calling for serious

mention.

DOEYTHORUS.

THE BISHOPS CASTLE COLLECTION.

THERE are several points from which the collec-

tion of Scottish Archaeological and Historical

relics in the Bishop's Castle may be regarded. The
personal interest of a large proportion of the objects

is that which will touch and aft'ect the majority of

visitors. Though we in Presbyterian Scotland

affect to despise and abhor as idolatry the venera-

tion of relics, yet human nature is deeper than

Presbyterianism, and the tangible memorials of the

great and the notorious possess an interest and an

attraction strong in proportion to the strength of

the character with which they are associated. As
illustrations, again, of historical events and of epochs

in the national annals, the collection possesses vast

significance for patriotic Scots. Still further, those

who desire to know what manner of men our fore-

fathers were, how they lived, what were their

employments, habits, and mutual relations, will find

much to satisfy tliem in the collection.

It is from this last point of view that the Bishop's

Castle Collection presents itself to readers of the

Scottish Art Review. The country of our forefathers

was poor, the habits of the people were rude, their

habitations were not luxurious, and the national life

was one constant worry of self-defence and internal

strife and aggression. Notwithstanding these things,

there was much of distinctive character in such arts

as were practised ; just as there were very powerful

national characteristics evolved by the restless striv-

ings of the race.

Nothing more distinctively national in its way is

to be found in any country than the ancient castel-

lated architecture of Scotland, fine examples of which

are exhibited by Mr. John Fleming. Mr. Fleming's

series of photographs includes views of such fine old

buildings as Glamis Castle, Neidpath Castle, and

the House of Traquair. In spite of comparatively

modern additions and improvements, these mansions,

dating for the most part from the fourteenth to

the early part of the sixteenth century, retain in

the main portion of their buildings sufficient evi-

dence of the thoroughly characteristic and national
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style of their architecture. The central feature out

of which this Scottish so-called baronial style de-

veloped was tlie square tower or keep which in

itself often rose to a great height, as, for example,

in the case of the Tower of Lethington, whose walls,

ten to thirteen feet in thickness, rise to a height of

eighty feet. These towers in their original object

speak eloquently of the insecurity of life, of the

unsettled condition, and of the poverty of the

people. The tower was the stronghold and tlie

dominating feature of the district. Internally it

consisted of single square apartments rising story

above story, with one outer door placed high in tlie

wall, and with narrow slits for windows. On such

bald and unhopeful foundation by degrees became

grafted the charming turrets, the gables, and tlie

otlier decorative accessories which add such a grace

and dignity to the square sombre masses, tliat form

the central feature of medieval Scottish mansions.

In the furnishing of these ancient houses, native

talent contributed comparatively little. Rich and

luxurious furnishings were out of place in strong-

holds where the clank of arms and the rough hand

of the freebooter were more familiar than the sound

of the lady''s lute or the work of her embroidery

frame. Such furniture as was of native origin was

strong rather than elegant, and the ornamentation

it bore was large and bold in character. Tlie

cradles in which our ancestors were rocked, tlie

chairs on which they sat, and the beds on whicli

they slept, were strong enough to withstand the

rough usage they received in the frequent attacks

made on them by unfriendly neighbours, and the

workmanship of such a tliorough nature that many
of them remain to the present day, proof also

against the assault of time.

Several pieces of furniture of more than usual

interest have been collected in the Bishop's Castle.

Of these may be mentioned a black oak cabinet,

which is said to have been the work of a prisoner,

the head of the noble family of Gordon of Earlston,

who, during an imprisonment which lasted for

eighteen years, employed his leisure time in carving

the whole wood-work of this cabinet. It dates

from the seventeenth century, and as the carver

must have worked from designs either before him

in his confinement, or from such as were familiar to

his memory, it forms a testimony to tiie state of

the art in Scotland at that time. Some of the

carvings are most elaborate and beautiful, but in

general they are of rather a bold and grotesque

nature. Wood-carving of a much older date

appears on what is known as tlie bed of tlie Black

Douglas, a relic which can be distinctly traced back

for four hundred years, but of which the decoration

points to a still earlier date. The figures of the

main subject are very rudely and grotesquely exe-

cuted, but the framework carving by which they

are surrounded, and the ornamental panels below,

are done in better taste and with more ingenuity,

and may have been added to the main 25ortion of

the work by a later hand. A very fine example of

carved oak Scottish work of the period of James IV.

is seen in the sideboard lent by Miss Laing of

Portobello. This sideboard, believed to have

belonged to Margaret Tudor, Queen of James IV.,

is riclily decorated with the rose, thistle, heart and

crown, and bears Queen Margaret's cipher set in a

profusion of rich Tudor carving, altogether forming

a piece of remarkably beautiful open-work carving

and fine workmanship.

Among the chairs which liave been lent to the

Bishop's Castle Collection, the most important are

those which came from tlie Trinity House, Aber-

deen, being the property of the Incorporated Trades

of that city. These chairs show dates of manu-
facture extending over two hundred years. The
oldest of them is that known as King William's

cliair, which in all probability formed part of the

plenishing of the ancient monastery of Trinity, tlie

panels (showing carved heads of monks and warriors)

evidently belonging to the early monkish period.

Another very fine chair is that presented by

Jerome Blak in 1574, which bears his coat of arms

and crest, a hand holding a cooper's adze ; and the

chair of Alexander Idle, Deacon-Convener of the

shoemakers, besides showing the crown and cutting-

knife of the craft on the back, bears his name, A.

Idle, and the date 1679.

When Scottisli scholars and Scottish soldiers of

fortune went out to seek their spheres of activity in

the wide fields of the European continent, they

brought home with them on their return a know-

ledge of the arts, and a love for the amenities of life

which were not easily gratified from native sources.

From these causes there is no doubt that many of

the finer things which found their resting-place in

the strongjiolds of powerful Scottisli nobles and of

wealthy ecclesiastics were of foreign origin. These

objects were the models on which native workmen
executed their ruder copies, and from wliich native

taste moulded itself. Above all, French influence

was conspicuous in tlie arts, dress, furniture, and

implements of Scotland. The French alliance was

long and intimate, knit by the common hatred of

the English foe. One of the most striking examples

of the French connection, and a remarkable testi-

mony at once to the skill of French workmen and to

tlie fine taste of a Scottish ecclesiastic, are the six

silver maces whicli, in the year 1683, were found in
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the tomb of Bishop Kennedy at St. Andrews. Of

these maces three remain the property of the St.

Andrews University, one being that of tlie Univer-

sity proper, the second and tiiird being the insignia

of the United College and of St. Mary's College re-

spectively. The University mace in particular is

one of the most magnificent examples of Gothic

metal-work anywhere to be seen. It bears to have

been made by a Parisian goldsmith to the order of

James Kennedy, in the year 1460. It is about 4

feet in length, having on its stem three highly

ornamented knops or bosses, and terminates in a

hexagonal head of elaborate Gothic tabernacle

work, with window-like openings, buttresses, and

projecting turrets. It sliows also the arms of the

see of St. Andrews, those of Bishop Kennedy, with

other appropriate figurings and ornaments.

As examples of Scottish silversmith work and of

native engraving, the great series of silver and other

medals connected witli the various archery competi-

tions throughout the country may be examined

with interest and instruction. Here again some of

the finest medallions come from the University of

St. Andrews, wliere, from the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, an annual archery competition was

held between the St. Salvador and the St. Leonard's

Colleges. These medals were originally attaclied to

prize silver arrows by the winner of the prize for the

year, but now tliey are hung and better displayed

in two glazed cases. They have an interest beyond

that they owe to their artistic merit in the names of

St. Andrews students engraved on some of them,

which names subsequently became great in Scottish

history. Early in the series we find the Marquis of

Montrose holder of the silver arrow, and at little

distance in time there is a similar memorial of the

success of his great rival and adversary, the Earl of

Argyle. Tlie archery medals of the Royal Company

of Archers and the splendour of their nunierou.s

prizes form a gallant show of Scottish silversmith

work, and though less imposing, not less interesting

are the silver bow and medals of the famous Papingo

of Kilwinning, which for full four hundred years

was one of the public competitions and recreations

of the people of the West of Scotland.

J. S. Paton.

ON THE EXHllilTING OF ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS.

THE many admirable drawings which cover the

walls of the Architectural Gallery in the

Glasgow Exhibition have been very fully and

fairly noticed in the pages of the professional jour-

nals, and we do not intend to go over the same

irround now. The collection is acknowledged to be

of exceptional excellence, and this very circumstance

should lead us to expect it to be exceptionally in-

structive, not to architects only, but to a much

wider circle—all true lovers of art. It is such we

ask to come along with us and consider some of the

many lessons which this great series of drawings may
be expected to teach.

It is a remarkable and suggestive fact that very

few even of those who take a real interest in art

think the architectural gallery worth visiting. Here,

as at Burlington House, it is the one corner of the

crowded building where peace and quietness may
always be found. The collection is perhaps the best

of the kind that has ever been brought together

;

but it is perfectly clear that even this superiority

has no attractive effect—or at best, so little that we

may with strict accuracy speak of the whole as de-

spised and neglected. Now, if we are right in saying

that this fact is suggestive, it may be profitable to

consider what it does suggest. All true art is, and

must be, attractive. It appeals to the deepest sym-

pathies as well as to the loftiest emotions of the

human heart, inspiring love as well as reverence.

The cultured mind is tlierefore drawn to it by an

irresistible impulse ; but where there is no indication

of this overmastering power—where it is conspicu-

ously absent—is it unreasonable to doubt if art in

any true sense exists at all .? Is there not rather a

strong presumption that it does not—that what

professes to be art, destitute of such an essential

characteristic, is something false and unreal—a delu-

sion, a mockery, and a snare ? We have already

seen that the architectural exhibition will not bear

this test of attractiveness, and the inference is inevit-

able. There is nothing more abhorrent to the artis-

tic sense than falsehood. It takes but little of it to

break the continuity of the sympathetic current, and

dissipate its magnetic influence, and we may almost

certainly conclude that where the circuit is incom-

plete, it is falsehood that intervenes. Is this, then,

the clue to the mystery of the deserted galleries .?

Let us follow it up and see wliere it leads us.

It does not require much insight to perceive that

this distracting element of falseness does exist in

architectural exhibitions in rather an aggravated

form. First of all, they profess to be exhibitions of

architecture, and they are not ; secondly, the draw-

ings exhibited are not, strictly speaking, architec-

3
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tural drawings, and tlie majority of the best drawings

are not even executed by the ostensible authors

wliose names appear in tlie catalogue ; and, thirdly,

most people look at them under a totally false idea

of what they really are, and what they mean. The

deception may be unintentional, but being real, there

is no escape from its consequences—tliat is the point

we wish to emphasize.

We speak loosely of architects exhibiting 'ex-

amples of their works,' and we annually see articles

headed '"Architecture" at tlie Royal Academy,'

and elsewhere, and there is small blame to the

public if they are misled by such expressions, and

if they utterly lose siglit of the fact that in the

nature of things it is impossible that a work of

architecture can be exliibited except where it stands.

It seems almost as if architects themselves were in

danger of falling into the same forgetfulncss. This

would not merely be a mistake, but a calamity.

Nothing jierhaps has done more to degrade archi-

tecture both as a profession and as an art tlian the

popular misconceptions wliich these exhibitions tend

to foster ; and the question wliether sucli exhibi-

tions ought not to be entirely discontinued is one

which demands the most anxious and careful con-

sideration of every one who is really interested in

the art.

It is probable that for reasons quite apart from

the interests of art such exhibitions will continue.

It is therefore all the more incumbent on us on all

fitting occasions to protest against the idea that

they are exhibitions of architecture. They are

exhibitions of drawings of arcliitecture, which, as we

shall presently see, is a very different thing. Many
of these drawings possess great artistic merit, even

when the architecture they illustrate is contemptible,

but it may be fairly suggested that if the interest is

to turn on the work of Haig, or Brewer, or David-

son, it would be very much better to leave these

artists free to work at their best, among the monu-

ments of Westminster or the terraces of Mont St.

Michael, rather than under tlie harassing limita-

tions whicli tlie modern designer is obliged to

impose. But the very best efforts of the best artists

cannot enable the architect to exhibit liis art in tlie

same sense that the sculptor or painter exhibits his.

The architect acknowledges no superior in the world

of art, and before his masterpieces the greatest

achievements of the sister arts sink into comparative

insignificance, but in the modern exhibition he can-

not possibly assert his pre-eminence. The truth is,

that between tlie exhibition work of the architect and

that of the painter or sculptor there is absolutely no

analogy : so true is this, indeed, that it is not even

possible to imagine corresponding limitations applic-

able to each. If, for example, the sculptor could

only exhibit a part of his statue—a half either way,

or even a leg only, or a hand—he would not be in

the same unhappy case as the architect represented

by a perspective drawing; because he might stiU

make what he did exhibit perfect—a faultless ex-

ample of the sculptor's art ; but tlie architect can

only liope to make tlie perspective a faultless speci-

men of another art altogetlier—the art of tlie etcher

—not of the architect. Tlie beauty of detail, the

harmony, fitness, truth, sublimity, are not tliere,

and cannot possibly reach the mind through the

medium of ])en and ink. In the same way the

]jainter, if denied the use of colour and re.stricted to

black and wliite, would not labour under the same

kind of disadvantage as the architect. He would

still be free to show his best in monochrome, and in

spite of the limitation might produce a consummate

work of art—tlie painter's art ; but there is no

such possibility open to tlie architect : a consum-

mate specimen of his art can only appeal to the

imagination and the emobions, through the medium

of stone and marble, oak and cedar, gold and

azure.

Again, whatever style may be adopted in illus-

trating a piece of architecture—whether etching,

monoclironie, or water-colour— the drawing is

necessarily in a double sense conventional. It is

conventional not merely in the sense that painting,

sculpture, or arcliitecture itself is conventional

—

namely subject to the restrictions which the materials

employed by the artist impose ; but in the further

sense that it is a conventional way of representing a

conventional thing. A painting is not ; it is tlie

thing itself. So is a piece of sculpture ; so is a

piece of architecture. But a drawing of any of

these, however excellent in itself, is after all only a

conventional representation of them. It is com-

paratively uninteresting and valueless, and the less

it does justice to the original the less it is esteemed.

No one who could paint would dream of resting his

rejjutation on the j^opular appreciation of such

imperfect presentments of his art. He, jealous for

his art, would refuse to exhibit if he had always to

submit to such misrepresentation ; but the arcliitect

who exhibits has no alternative—he must, in short,

submit to be misrepresented. Besides, it must not

be forgotten that while it is possible to rejjresent

conventionally, by drawing, sculjjture or painting,

so completely as to give some adequate conception

of the whole work, it is impossible so to represent a

work of architecture. That can only be shown in

part—probably an insignificant part. The immense

difference whicli this makes will be readily under-

stood by artists, but a simple illustration may not
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be amiss. In the Glasgow gallery, among the many

good etchings, are two by Mr. Alex. M'Gibbon of

parts of Glasgow Cathedral. Consider liow many

such drawings would be required to represent even

in this soulless conventional fashion all the charms

of tiiat one magnificent work of art ! The lifelong

labours of a Prout or a David Roberts would yield

but a sorry substitute for the original, and transmit

to us not even an echo of its harmonious and im-

pressive eloquence. So it is in varying degree, but

unvarying certainty, with e^ery work of architecture.

The architect, like every other artist, speaks through

his art, which even in these degenerate days may be

made the vehicle of a noble language ; but if he

shoidd masquerade as an etcher or a water-colourist,

let him use tlie appropriate accessories and the

appropriate tongue—not an imintelligible jargon ;

and above all things let him make it perfectly plain

tliat he is not exhibiting himself as an architect, but

that he desires his art to be judged by what he

does in his true character, and by that alone. How
different would our estimate be of the artistic merit

of men like Inigo Jones, or Wren, if we had only

their drawings to guide us !

Compared with the painter and the sculptor, the

architect is always sufficiently handicaped without

subjecting himself to gratuitous depreciation. Even

if he confine himself to his own proper work, he

labours under the enormous disadvantage of being

hampered by vexatious conditions and limitations,

so tliat it may almost be said that lie never has an

opportumty of doing his best. As a rule lie has to

make the sorrowful confession that he has only done

as well as he could in the circumstances. This is a

condition almost unknown to his brother artists.

As a rule the painter may tiirow his whole soul into

liis work, and without let or hindrance lavish upon

it liis wealth of imagination, skill, knowledge, and

love. How different the arcliitect's unhappy lot,

tied and bound by inexorable economic conditions !

From the very conception of his theme he labours

under a cruel disadvantage, for which no allowance

is made in estimating the artistic value of his com-

pleted work. Hence from the very first he is mis-

understood, even if he stick religiously to his ' last."

But since he cannot do his best to begin with, and

since he cannot exhibit even what he does except

through the imperfect or distorted medium of a

conventional representation of it, which is not recog-

nised as sucli, surely tliere are strong reasons why

lie should abstain from challenging invidious com-

parisons, which have always hitherto resulted in his

relegation to a third-rate jjosition in the world of

art, and which must inevitably under the same

conditions always have the same result.

John Honeyman.

LONDON EXHIBITIONS.

The New Gallery.—The news that some of the leading pro-

moters of the Grosvenor Gallery had felt themselves obliged, from

conscientious motives, to sever their connection with it, was

received everywhere with interest by Art lovers, when it first came

out some months ago. This interest increased when it became

known that a new Gallery was to be opened, for the purpose of

placing on record what those who had seceded deemed best in the

art of the season, to the exclusion of the bad elements that had

crept into Sir Coutts Lindsay's Gallery. It was felt that as the

Grosvenor had lost its primary characteristics, an attempt to pro-

vide for these elsewhere was well-timed, and that an opportunity

had occurred which the developments of recent years had rendered

even more promising than that which presented itself to

those who erected the Grosvenor. It is unfortunate, there-

fore, to find that while, as in the case of the Grosvenor, the

difficulties of accommodation have been more than sufficiently met

by the erection of a handsome building, skilfully planned and well

adapted for the purpose in hand, the main object of the under-

taking appears to have unaccountably slipped from the hands of

its promoters. The Exhibition is of works by one or two notable

men, simply in echo of the somewhat inferior Grosvenor of recent

years, which in its time had come to be little better than the

Academy, whose abuses it was formed to protest against. That

the opportunity has thus been allowed to pass cannot but be

disappointing to those who have for years perceived the necessity

of doing something better than repeating the errors of the Academy

and bolstering up the fictitious reputations created by that body.

No severer condemnation could be passed than that which the

Committee have passed upon themselves, by placing in the centre of

one of their Galleries an absurdly helpless production by Sir John

Millais, and allocating other important positions to works whose

chief characteristic is a seeming conventionalism of the tamest,

but, none the less, of the most pernicious kind. While, however,

the general effect of the Exhibition is of this usual mixed and

characterless description, it is the case that a few of the best and

most complete pictures exhibited in London this season are shown

here. Prominent among these are works by Signor Costa, Messrs.

E. Burne Jones, Watts Legros, Mark Fisher, Corbett, Richmond,

La Thangue, Christie, Peppercorn, and D. Murray.

The Maris Exhibition.—We have only a few lines to devote

to this interesting collection in the Goupil Gallery. Nearly

seventy examples are hung, including half a dozen by Matthew

Maris, and about a dozen by the youngest brother of the third

William Maris. The examples of James Maris, which form the

tenth of the exhibition, vary from one of his very earliest works,

painted in 1867, which has a decided feeling of Pieter de Hooghe,

to his most recently executed 'Dutch Port,' which as yet is raw

when compared with his earlier work, over which the refinement

of age has thrown a charming quality. Recently James Maris has

been p.ainting figures both in oils and water-colours, and it might

almost be said he excels more as a figure-painter than as a land-

scapist. Matthew Maris' very subtle qualities are scarcely adapted

for an exhibition room : they are more like jewels to be kept under

lock and key, and examined alone and at leisure. William Maris

paints cattle in Dutch landscapes, but he lags somewhat behind his

illustrious brothers.
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LOCAL MUSICAL EXAMINATIONS
THEIR INFLUENCE ON MUSICAL ART.

II.

IN dealing with the subject of Local Musical Ex-

aminations, in our last article, we endeavoured

somewhat briefly to show that, so far as pianoforte

playing was concerned, any attempt on the part of

an examiner coming from a distance to gauge the

attainment reached by a candidate must of necessity

be almost valueless. Largely owing to the reasons

adduced, and possibly also to other minor causes,

such as nervousness, and in tlie case of singing,

indisposition, the results of all musical examinations

are in tlie nature of things more or less unsatisfac-

tory, both to those who have worked for them,

and to the public generally. It is an acknowledged

fact that the most musically gifted, and in every

sense the best candidates, come off second best, while

the careless, showy, and altogether inferioi-, manage

to obtain a first-class certificate ; yet in no way

would it be just to blame the examiner. In all

cases we are bound to believe—for we have no

reason to do otherwise—that the many excellent

musicians who have been sent from London to per-

form an irksome and thankless task, have fulfilled

their difficult duty to the utmost of their ability,

but we must at the same time remember tiiat they

were employed by certain institutions, and in this

capacity were in duty bound to do their work in

such a manner as would carry out the system iden-

tified with the body by whicji they were appointed.

Be the causes, however, what they may, all persons

interested will admit that the allotment of certifi-

cates has not been perfectly fair, and the public has

been imposed upon to tliis extent that it has taken

for granted that, as a ride, the best has been

awarded the best, and incomj)etency received its

due. Some express even stronger opinions, and

say flatly that nmsical examinations are a popular

fad—a fashion of the day—and tliat until the

public begins to tire of its own accord of the

money-making schemes and hopelessly unsatisfac-

tory results achieved generally, notliing can be

done, and it is therefore wisest to adapt one's-self to

circumstances, and submit with a good grace to a

necessary evil. Tiiis way of speaking, whicii, we are

sorry to say, is widely prevalent in the musical pro-

fession, should, it seems to us, be commented on,

both on behalf of parents, and of those who are

anxious to urge the necessity for a centre of musical

activity in Scotland.

Tlie outside public is hardly aware to what an

extent tiiis questionable attitude on tlie part of

instructors of music exists among us. By ques-

tionable we mean solely as regards their own

interest from a professional point of view. To see

tills, let us take a supposititious case. A parent,

anxious to do the best his means will admit of for a

daughter more or less musically gifted, and unable

to afford the expense connected with musical educa-

tion in London or on the Continent, naturally has

recourse to the only alternative on this side of the

border, and sends his child to a local teacher with

the express purpose that she be ' prepared ' for an

examination. The teacher, on his part, altliough

ready to admit that this is not quite satisfactory

from an educative point of view, instead of dis-

couraging a system which is avowedly only promoted

«.? a substituteJbr something hcttci\ invariably accepts

the situation, and thereby does everything in his

power—unwittingly, it may be—to make the present

condition of affairs permanent ! The responsibility

lies especially with the profession to do the best

possible for musical art ; and as every one admits

that the best possible in the meantime would be the

establishment of a scliool of music in Scotland,

the profession, by doing simply nothing in the

matter, is ignoring this responsibility. This seems

to us short-sighted, because only a very small

proportion of the candidates who succeed in

obtaining certificates make any effort to pursue

their musical studies further ; whereas if tliere

existed in Glasgow or Edinburgh a thoroughly-

equipped school of music, the hundreds of young

ladies who go up for examinations would take

advantage of tlie means of education thus pro-

vided, and continue their studies possibly for some

years. There is at present little or no inducement

for lovers of music, old or young, to study for the

sake of the art,—more especially does this apply to

young men. Tliere are evenine; classes, and means

of education in all departments largely sought after

by the youth of the present generation, but in tiie

way of music there is almost nothing. The very

fact that tlie classes for harmony and counterpoint,

ably conducted by members of the profession in

Glasgow, ai'e so well attended shows clearly that,

were there fin'ther ad\ antages offered, male students

would turn up in large numbers, to study music in
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the wide and only true way it can be studied. Nor

are tliese the only reasons why all classes of the

community, and musicians particularly, should bestir

themselves on this important (|uestion. Although

it is true tliat our Orchestral Concert Scheme goes

on,—by the skin of its teeth, so to speak,—yet the

time is not far distant when no artist, instrumental

or otherwise, will risk the attempt of concert-giving

in Glasgow. Even excellent musicians of European

reputation know that, if they were to venture to give

a chamber concert hei-e on their own responsibility,

they would most certainly have to pay for it out of

their own pockets.

The earnest lovers of nuisic in Glasgow have had

recourse to a praiseworthy stratagem so as to secure

that we are not left destitute of chamber concerts

altogether. Now, if there were an active centre of

nmsic in our midst, it would go a long way towards en-

suring an audience for any worthy musical enterprise

attempted ; even the students themselves would make

this a matter of tolerable certainty, so that local

musicians might once more venture to give concerts

on their own account witli some chance of success.

It would be an easy matter to bring forward any

number of illustrations showing the unsatisfactory,

and in many cases unfair, results of musical examina-

tions, but we prefer to leave the question on the

broad ground on which all can agree, viz. that Scot-

land should do something better for herself than to

calmly rest contented with a system which does not

provide education, and is promoted for the benefit

of institutions at a distance.

The way is well paved in many directions, and the

present time shows a large and increasing tendency

towards doing all in its power to further the interest

that we have so nuich at heart. In all our Board

Schools the foundation is being securely laid for the

future edifice which should ultimately be erected

upon it, and the Tonic-Sol-fa System of instruction

is also assisting materially in making music an indis-

pensable factor in tlie training of the young, while

in private and other schools every effort is being

made to prepare ]3upils for a liigli -class musical

training on the same lines as for a university course.

But it all stops at this point, because, after school

is finished tlie musical aspirant has no resource left

except to take a few lessons in pianoforte or singing

from a local teaclier, or leave the country. The

local teacher may be excellent in his department, but

he is most assuredly unable to provide a musical

education in the full sense of the term.

This brings us to note a misundei-standing which

exists in the minds of a large number of people

reaarding the nature of a musical education. The

idea is widely prevalent that to study music, or to take

some music lessons, simply means an attempt to attain

a sufficient amount of proficiency on the pianoforte

to enable the student to fumble out a Mendelssohn
' Song without Words,'' or murder a Sonata by Beet-

hoven, or, in the case of singing, to gain just enough of

self-confidence to be able to inflict ' True till Death "

on a longsuff'erino- audience brought together for

charitable purposes and mutual appreciation—or

depreciation, as the case may be. It does not yet

seem to be at all iniderstood by parents and others

that the compositions of great musicians afford as

much scope for study as do the works of standard

authors in the field of literature, and tliat the

primary consideration in musical education should

be, not only to play and sing well, but also to be-

come acquainted with the works of Bach, Beethoven,

Mozart, Schubert, Bralnns, and Wagner—acquainted

in the sense of knowing them from having heard

them, just in the same way as one knows poems of

Milton or Tennyson, or the plays of Shakespeare,

from having read them. The mistaken impression

that the enjoyment of the great works of the com-

posers depends upon a profound knowledge of the

science of music is a totally erroneous one. It

cannot be too strongly urged that, until tlie majority

of persons are brought to see this, and to believe

that the want of interest they feel in listening to

good music is solely due to the fact that they liave

not taken a sufficient amount of trouble to put

themselves in the way of frequently liearing it, the

apathetic condition of our audiences will remain as

it is, or grow gradually worse. Again, it is a mis-

take to suppose tliat, because of the existence of a

certain musical community, the appreciation and

desire for the art are in any way on the increase.

The circle which forms the regular attendance at

our concerts, taking into account tlie population of

a city like Glasgow, is a very small one.

It is true that a large audience meets every

Saturday evening during the season in St. Andrew''s

Hall, but this may be taken as a proof of the

sincere desire among a certain class to learn some-

thing ; it is not the fashionable West-End circle

wliich attends on tliese occasions, so niucli as the

musical contingent just mentioned, augmented by

a fair sprinkling of artisans and ordinary workaday

people, who recognise the fact that the hearing of

a large orcliestra, or chorus and orchestra, is very

good value for the small sum of one shilling. But,

be this as it may, it only goes to strengthen our

case—viz. that there does exist a large section which

requires direction. Tliis can only be attained by

focusing all who are sincere in their endeavours to

know more about music, as well as those actively

engaged in the profession, who feel that their art
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could be more thoroughly studied, and be of more

real benefit to the people by their woriving in con-

cert and helping to establish and keep alive a musi-

cal centre whicli should include orchestra, cliorus,

pianoforte, and instrumental instruction of all kinds,

concerted and chamber music practice, voice training,

organ, harmony, coimterpoint, composition—and, in

sliort, everything that is meant by that well-known

and yet sadly misunderstood word, Music.

Music, indeed ! It is not to the concert liall

alone we should look to discover the true state of

affairs. Let us glance at the homes of tliose who

might do a little to encourage an art which, besides

being most purely beautiful in itself, would prove

an endless source of deliglit and ennoblement to

all brought under its influence, and might be tlie

means of brinaina; about a healthier tone in the

artificial and often aimless existence of the youth

of both sexes in the present generation. In our

homes—speaking broadly, of course—we have no

instrumental trios, duets, or quartettes, only ' Braga's

Serenade,'' with an obligato out of tune and badly

played—no fairly interpreted Beethoven sonatas,

Cliopin nocturnes, or Schumann love poems—only

' The March of the Mountain Gnomes,' Rubinstein's

unfortunate melody, and all the jjopular waltzes of

the day ; we have no beautiful Schubert, Sclunnann,

Franz, or Jensen songs, only ' Ora pro Nobis,' ' Tlie

Better Land,' or a host of stuff either unpardonably

bad, or sung to shreds. And when we do find a

member of a family wlio, thanks to her teacher's

influence or her own natural artistic sympathies,

really shows a genuine appreciation of what is

good and true in art, her parents and friends take

no trouble that her home or surroundings slioidd be

such as to foster and encourage the young aspirant.

The father must have his Scotch tune, or the

mother must beg her daughter to stop that horrid

noise, and come and help with tlie cooking ; or if

there be a party of friends in for the evening, the

carefully and sympathetically studied Romance of

Schumann is accompanied by a jargon of con-

versation. If a reciter were declaiming a scene

from Shakespeare, no one Mould dream of disturb-

ing the speaker by talking, but Beethoven—the

Shakespeare of music—may be insulted with abso-

lute impunity by those who have neither the musical

intelligence nor good breeding to perceive that by

taking advantage of the licence that Society in

general allows in treating everything that is beauti-

ful and refined in music with contemptuous indiffer-

ence, they are doing a grievous wrong to art.

The actual experience of the writer has shown

that it is idle to hope for any real growth in musical

culture among us, so long as those who show any

appreciation and soul for music have all their enthu-

siasm and small flame of artistic fire quickly ex-

tinguished for want of a congenial atmosphere.

It is impossible to make any headway in art

without the sympathy and companionship of tliose

who feel with us, and understand the longings and

aspirations, be they modest or ambitious, of our

inmost nature. If our musically-inclined cliildren

of to-day could be brought together, their studies

properly directed, their knowledge of the literature

of music increased, and all their efforts treated witli

earnest interest, there is no doubt that by degrees

our little musical world would become a world to

itself, independent, and invulnerable to the attacks

of ionorance or artistic soullessness. It is true that

a College of Music might be only a very small influ-

ence at first, and perhaps for some time to come, but

it would be a step in the right direction ; and until

every one becomes convinced of the urgent necessity

for this primary and all-important matter being seri-

ously considered without further delay, the condition

of music in Scotland is not likely to improve, but

will grow worse year by year. Liuka.

MUSICAL ESTHETICS IN

THE strife whicli exists in oiu' various Presby-

terian communities bet\veen those wjio would

gladly see more aastheticism in our Church service,

and those wlio think that any departure in this

direction savours of ' Papacy,' and betrays tlie cloven

foot of tlie Tempter, is no new thing. Ritual is not

confined to the Roman Catholic Churcli ; there

are bishojis ' in esse ' outside of Episcopacy, and

just as the 'High' party in the Anglican Church

surpasses in ritual that of many Romish chin'ches,

so the services in many of oin- Presbyterian churclies

PRESBYTERIAN WORSHIP.
I.

surpass those of the 'Low' Church party among

the Episcopalians. Tliis tlien is a question with its

own inherent difficulties for each succeeding genera-

tion. It was by no means settled when our fore-

fiitliers destroyed so much that was beautiful in

their fierce hatred of the Cluirch wliich contained so

much that was objectionable.

As early in tlie history of tlie Christian Church

as 363 A.D., we read of an agitation, got up among

his own congregation, against St. Basil, bishop of

Neocesarea, for introducing ' innovations and new
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tlevices into tlie service of God.' St. Basil was able

to refute his adversaries, and to lieal the breach in

tlie congregation, by referring to the example of

older churches in wliicli Iiis ' innovations ' had long-

been established. Unhappily, tlie two parties are

not so easily reconciled to-day.

Perhaps a consideration of tlie controversy in its

past and present aspects may not be out of place

liere. Before entering on the discussion, however,

it will be advisable to define what is meant by
' -Estlietics.' There is no question of an 'absolute

pitch ' in ritual, or in the proportion of tlie various

parts of a service. ' Esthetics,'' rightly understood,

refers to what li fitthis,' in any given circumstances.

It will not be denied tliat tlie most a-sthetic and

artistic arrangement, for instance in dress, when

placed among surroundings utterly out of sympathy

witli it, becomes inartistic and in bad taste, and

indeed its inherent a?stheticism is the measure of

its violation of the canons of art when taken as part

of an inharmonious whole.

In the earlier developments of musical science, all

nuisic was written for the Churcli, and was founded

on the old ecclesiastical chants. In the search for

new subjects, musicians, without intentional irrever-

ence, were driven to select well-known secular, and

even irreligious, songs, the \\ords of which were in

all probability occasionally supplied by some

cliorister during service (inodo siio) for the anuise-

nient of his colleagues.^ In their efforts to excel in

variety of musical invention, composers mixed up

parts of the liturgy and passages from the Gospels

without reference to their coherence, and so, while

doing great work for tlie development of the science

of music, they were yet transgressing most flagrantly

all the canons of aesthetics in worship. Practices

of this nature increased to such an extent, and were

frauolit witli such grave dangers to the Church

services, that in 1564 it was a question under the

serious consideration of the Council of Trent

whether all development of musical science should

not be forbidden in the Church, and only plain

unisonal singing of the Gregorian tones permitted.

Fortunately for art, more moderate counsels pre-

vailed. A committee was appointed to consider

and report on the whole subject. This committee

invited the famous chapel master of St. Maria

Maggiore to compose representative masses, and

Palestrina nobly responded to the invitation. In

the following year (1565), three masses (one^

' Thus we have the mass ' L'Homme Arme ' founded on a

popular French song, which was used as a ' Cantus Firmus ' by

almost eveiy composer of any note : also the mass ' Red Noses,'

and 'Adieu, my loves'; all receiving their titles from the song

which served as their foundation or ' Cantus.'

- The famous Missa Papa; Marcelli.

dedicated to Palestrina's old patron—Pope Mar-

cellus), were performed before the Council and the

Pope. Their nobility of purpose and beauty of

form, their fine expression of strong religious feel-

ing, delighted the judges. They were adopted by

the authorities, and recommended to all future

Cimrch composers as worthy models ; and Pales-

trina's name is honoiu-ed to this day as tlie sa\iour

of music at a most critical period in its history.

In this controversy, brought on by tlioughtless

licence on the part of musicians, intensified by the

uncompromising attitude of the authorities, and

settled by an honest and successful attempt to

arrange a common platform, there is a valuable lesson

for us of to-day. From it our conservative cliurch

members ought to learn tliat it is not by blind

opposition to general tendencies that they will best

further their own cause ; while those whose sym-

pathies run in an opposite direction ought to be

warned not to forget the danger they may jirepare

for their party if they ignore the arguments of their

opponents, and allow their love of art to dominate

their sense of proportion and fitness ; botli may learn

that a common platform may be reached by a com-

promise in wliich each side acknowledges the force

of some of the arguments submitted, and agrees to

surrender some of its theories.

At the lleformation, Luther, appreciating the

effect on the people of congregational singing, intro-

duced ' chorale' siiig-ing into the Reformed Cliurch.

These ' chorale ' were in many cases pojiular songs,

with the secular words scarcely veiled, and the music

identical. A good example is afforded by a well-

known Journeyman's song, which, transformed into

a hymn, has been a favourite in Germany for

generations.

I 'Spruck ich muss dich lassen

(Innspruck I must forsake thee,

Ich far dahin mein Strassen

And on my way betake me

In fremde Land dahin.

In - to a distant land.)

became :

—

=^u^A--i-iS|i_liSit^|l3iiir3i
O welt ich muss dich lassen Ich fahr dahin mein Strassen In s

(O world I must forsake thee, And on my way be - lake me, To

e - wis' Vater - land.

mine e - ter- nal home.)
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The beautiful hymn, ' Wie scluin leuchtet der

Morgeusteim,' was derived from a love-song begin-

ning ' Wie sclion leucliten die Aeugelein, der Schonen

und der Zarten niein.' The people joined in the

movement most cntluisiastically ; and tliese grand

old 'clioralc' have liad an abiding influence in Ger-

man domestic life, Church history, and literature,

most markedly, in the development of the musical

genius of that great nation. When the melody set

in our hymn-books to ' O, Sacred Head' is in-

stanced as one of tliese ' secular ' tunes (it being in

its original form a love-song^) it will surely be

seen tliat such a precedent cannot be regarded as

an argument for tiie vulgar secularity which has

been introduced into many liynui-books, upon the

plea of api^ealing to tlie ])eo])k', or the children.

A short digression on tliis widespread jiractice of

trying to utilise secular elements in divine service

may best find a place Jiere. First, tlien, it may

be conceded that, with very few exceptions, no

melody is incapable of serious treatment. Sometimes

the change is effected by a metamorpliosis, as in

the case of the pathetic melody, ' Oft in the stilly

Night,' wjiicli was originally a straths)iey, the live-

liest of dances ; but, most frequently, it is by a new

setting. Too often, however, a secular melody and

its setting are appropriated for sacred purposes

intact, thus tending to obliterate tlie distinction

which should be drawn between music fit for tlie

Chin-ch and nuisic wliicli only has its proper place

outside. The most flagrant example of this is pro-

bably the tune we all know set to 'When Motliers

of Salem,' a tune familiar all over Germany, and to

all visitors to German student clubs, as the most

jovial of the jovial German drinking-songs. I shall

not soon forget tlie sliock with which I once heard

a young student—with more sense of the lunnour of

incongruities tlian of tlie reverence due to sacred

subjects and to the associations of his own childhood

—substitute the German refrain, ' Crimbim-bam-

bambuli, crimbambuli ' for the Saviour's words in tlie

last line of tliat well-known hynm. The number of

available tunes is quite large enough to allow us to

dispense with those whieli, liowever great tlieir ap-

parent suitability, are familiar in tlie opera,^ or

amidst other secular surroundings.'' It is, likewi.se,

an artistic mistake of the worst kind to appropriate

melodies from symphonies * and other instrumental

compositions '•" for sacred purposes. Rut even these

blunders are not so injurious to a riglit appreciation

of music suitable to sacred words and occasions as

are the too common examples of a meretricious

style of so-called ' popular tunes.' I am tempted to

quote examples, but it is difficult to select one worse

than anotlier, and humiliating to contemplate the

deptjis to which so-called 'sacred' songs have de-

scended. Those who wish will find only too many
examples by looking into any 'revival' or children's

hymnal.

FllAXKI.IN PkTKUSON.

HAMISH MACCUNN.

THAT musical composition in the present day is

becoming a reflex of the nationality of the

composer is every day more apparent. Recently

we liad a visit from Tschaikowsky, who is looked,

upon as the typical Russian composer ; followed by

one from Greig, whose music breathes the very spirit

of Scandinavia ; wliile Dvorak, wlio owes the recog-

nition of his works to this country, is never more

successful than when lie allows liis inventive faculty

free play to express purely Slav characteristics.

Tliis fact receives further confirmation when we

come to consider the compositions of the young

Greenock composer, Mr. Ilamisli MacCunn ; for not

only have the subjects treated been suggested by

Scottish nature or poetry, but the themes and

rhythm have quite a distinctively national charac-

' Harmonised as such in five parts by Hans Leo Hasler as

early as 1601, the name of the song being 'Mein G'miith ist mir

vei'wirret.'

- ' Batti Batti,' 1

'VedraiCarino,'/^""^'''^''""'-
' Leisc flehen ' (' Softly Sighs '), Der Freischiit:.

ter. This must surely be a matter for congratula-

tion, as, among the immense quantity of music com-

posed nowadays, one seeks almost in vain for new

ideas or fresh inspirations—for music, in short, with

some soul and vitality in it. We have too long

been conijiosing our music on the lines of our

favourite composer, quite forgetting tliat by doing

so originality must be lost. What has been the

foundation of the music of Reethoven, Mozart,

Schubert, or Chopin, but tlie folk-song of their

countries ; and should we in Scotland, who possess

national songs equal to those of any motherland

in the world, forget to study that lore, to imbue

ourselves with its spirit, and thus cast off the

trammels of the so-called Classic or Romantic

Schools, and found a distinct national style .?

' Hofer's Tod : 'Crimbambuli,' ' Ach wie ist's moglich dann,'

' Now, O now, I needs must part,' and other songs and

madrigals.
* Larghetto : (Beethoven's 2il Sytnfhoiiy).

" Dead March in Saul\ (U.P. Hymnal, No. 237), Schumann's

' Nachlstuck.'
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Mr. Hamish MacCunn's first introduction to the

musical world was his Concert Overture, ' Cior

Mhor,' a work suggested by that peak in the Island

of Arran as seen under two aspects of nature. This

composition was followed by another Overture,

' Land of the Mountain and the Flood ' (a title

surely suggestive enough) ; an Orchestral Ballad,

' The Ship o' the Fiend ' ; and lastly, a Ballad for

Chorus and Orchestra, ' Lord Ullin's Daughter.'

All these compositions were performed at the

Crystal Palace, London, under that conductor to

whom native composers owe so much for the pro-

duction of their works, Mr. August Manns. It is

with these compositions that this article will deal.

The Overture 'Cior Mhor' was looked upon as

a very talented work, revealing freshness of idea

and power of orchestration ; but the succeeding

work, produced a year later, ' Land of the Mountain

and the Flood,' marked a decided advance. The

two principal subjects here are distinctly Celtic, the

first having the characteristic ' snap,' the second, in

admirable contrast, being more typical of the Ballad.

A peculiarity in this Overture is the repetition of

the first portion, a circumstance in the composition

of the great composers' works in tliis form quite

without precedent. The working out is very clever

;

portions of botli subjects being heard as if echoed

one to another among the mountains, and tlien a

very powerful passage—a modified and extended

version of the principal subject being given in its

rugged fierceness to the trombones, accompanied by

tlie rest of the orchestra in a manner wildly sug-

gestive of the warfare of the clans. Tiiis is quite

the most daring point in tlie Overture, and recalls to

mind 'The Ride of the Walkyries' of Wagner.

After the usual recapitulation the work ends with a

lengtliened Coda, included in which is a passage for

brasses only—evidently a favourite device with the

composer, one somewhat similar occurring in ' Cior

Mhor.'

Of ' The Sliip o' the Fiend ' I cannot speak

;

no opportunity of either hearing it in Scotland or

of studying the work having been possible. But

the opinion of a London critic may be noted.

Writing of a performance of the composition at

the ' London Symphony Concerts ' the Musical

Times says :
' The Scottish poem which forms the

source of his inspiration in the present instance

bears a resemblance to that of Burger's " Lenore,"

the Bohemian legend on which Dvorak has founded

" The Spectre's Bride," and to many another story

of an erring bride and ghostly bridegroom. In Mr.

MacCunn's work the foundation is nautical, and is

wonderfully vivid and picturesque, both in tlie treat-

ment of the themes and the orcliestral colouring.'

It is hoped that an opportunity of hearing this

ballad may soon be aftbrded us.

We now come to the largest effort Mr. Mac-

Cunn has yet made—' Lord Ullin's Daughter.' Pro-

fessor Stanford, in his setting of Lord Tennyson's

Ballad of the Fleet ' The Revenge,' inaugurated the

composing of a dramatic work for chorus and

orchestra alone, and it is natural that Mr. MacCunn

should follow in the footsteps of one of the pro-

fessors in his Alma Mater, the Royal College of

Music, London. We are here once more struck

with the national colouring so characteristic of

the composer, the first subject having quite a

Highland ring about it. As a whole the work is

exceptionally clever—for a youth of twenty, won-

derfully so. Its only drawback to popularity may

lie in the exacting demands made upon the

voices in some portions ; evidently our composer

has something yet to learn as to the manner of

writing for the voice. Of the orchestration nothing

can be said, as the score is not yet published ; but

that is Mr. MacCunn's strong point, and judging

from the pianoforte version it should be most effec-

tive. Where the composer has not come up to

expectation, seems to be in repeating the words of

tlie ballad, for the sake of the music, thereby spoil-

ing their dramatic significance ; and in failing to

mark the action of the narrative either by short

pauses or by the cessation of the vocal parts, the

nuisic going on from beginning to end with ceaseless

energy and ever-increasing interest.

Enough may have been said to induce the

readers of this Journal to watch with interest the

future career of Mr. Hamish MacCunn. His forth-

coming compositions for soli, chorus, and orchestra,

'The Lay of the Last Minstrel,' commissioned by

the Glasgow Choral Union for performance during

the ensuing A\inter, will be eagerly awaited. It is

hoped it may then be possible to chronicle another

and still greater success in the Art of Music, and

possibly another effort to establish a distinctively

national style. W. T. H.
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PROGRESSIVENESS IN ART.

BY PIUNCIPAL CAIRD.

II.

WE have seen, then, tliat in whatever sense

progressiveness can be predicated of art,

inasmuch as excellence in this department depends

more than in any other on an original creative

activity which knowledge and culture cannot pro-

duce, and the results of which are not, like those of

scientific research, capable of being antiquated or

absorbed by tliose of later times, the conditions

which determine the advancement of science and

philosophy do not apply to art.

But not only is art thus incapable of sliaring in

the progress of science ; there are some considera-

tions which might seem to favour the notion that

the capacities which lead to progress in science

are inimical to artistic excellence, so that as science

advances art must necessarily decline. An age or

period of the world's history whicli is marked by

great scientific advances cannot, it may be held,

from the very nature of the thing, be one of great

artistic productiveness. As in the individual life,

so in the intellectual life of the world, there is a

period before reflection and rational observation

liave been awakened, when the only explanations we

can give of ourselves, and of the world around us,

are those which imagination furnishes. If it be the

function of art to idealise the world, the child is

often an unconscious artist ; for, out of tlie com-

luon matter-of-fact world of sense and siglit, it

creates a new and brighter world, or sheds around

the real world an atmosphere in which ordinary

objects and appearances are transformed, refracted,

recombined. To its eyes dead nature becomes

animate with a life akin to our oivn, fanciful

explanations are read into its phenomena, and a

thousand dreams, stories, legends, are woven around

its ever-changing forms and aspects. So, it may be

said, there is in tlie general history of human
intelligence a stage analogous to this, wliich, like

this, passes silently away when awakening reason

dissipates the illusions and visionary interpretations

of things in which the imagination runs riot. When
that change has come, when the world has out-

grown its intellectual immaturity, we may still of

set purpose play with the illusory creations of

imagination ; but when scientific knowledge has

obtained a firm hold of human intelligence, any

other than rational explanations of nature and life

can only be to ourselves a conscious imposture.

The charm they once had for us is impossible when

we must get ourselves into an attitude of make-

believe in order to feel it. As the sport of idle

hours they may be permitted to survive, but as a

genuine form of human experience, the age of

]3oetry and art is gone, never to be recalled.

Something like this is the view of the relations of

art and science, and of the fatal influence of civilisa-

tion and scientific progress as the production and

enjoyment of works of art, which has been set forth

with his usual rlietorical eff^ectiveness by Lord

Macaulay in a well-known essay. ' We think,' says

he, ' that as civilisation advances, poetry almost

necessarily declines. Perhaps no person can be a

]5oet, or even enjoy poetry, without a certain un-

soundness of mind. By poetry we mean the art of

employing words in such a manner as to produce

an illusion on the imagination, the art of doing, by

means of words, what the painter does by means of

colours. Tims tlie greatest of poets has described

it in lines which convey a just notion of his art :

—

'
" As imagination bodies forth

The form of things unknown, the poet's pen

Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothings

A local habitation and a name."

Truth,' he goes on, ' is indeed essential to poetry,

but it is the truth of madness. Tlie reasonings are

just, but tlie premisses are false. . . . Hence of all

people cliildren are the most imaginative. They

abandon themselves without reserve to every illusion.

Every image which is strongly presented to their

mental eye produces on them the effect of reality.

In a rude state of society men are children with a

greater variety of ideas. It is therefore in such a

state of society that we may expect to find the

poetical temperament in its highest perfection. In

an enlightened age there will be nmch intelligence,

much science, much pliilosophy ; abundance of verses,

and even good ones, but little poetry.'

The gist of this argument is that poetry and art

produce their effects by an illusion, which advanc-

ing knowledge dissipates, and tliat they lose their

hold over society when the scientific habit of mind,

which rejects everytliing but exact knowledge and

reality, has begun to predominate.

I cannot but think, however, that the argument

partakes of that weakness which its author ascribes

to art, viz. that its premiss is false. True art does

not produce its effects by illusion, and therefore the

progress of science does not tend to subvert its
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power. The progress of science is fatal to folly, to

superstition, to all kinds of false admiration and

reverence—to the realm of falsehood and lies in

general; but I do not think tliat in its furthest

advances it will ever intrude a hostile step into the

domain of imagination, or lay rude hands on a

sinarle fair creation which the true life of art has

ever inspired. Nature and art, the world of sensuous

existences in time and space, and tlie world of ideas

which thought produces, cannot be contrasted as

reality and unreality. The notion lurking in many

minds is that tlie external objective world of earth

and rocks, and streams and mountains, is a reality

wliich God created, whilst the thoughts about it,

even of the most brilliant minds, are mere human

speculations and fancies, devoid of any claim to be

called real substantial existences. But if it be the

divine creative power which entitles anything to be

called real, is there more of it in stones than in self-

conscious thought ? Have dead rocks and streams

more of a divine presence and activity in them than

the ideas of the intelligences which have been made

in the divine likeness ? The smallest original inven-

tion in the mechanical arts contains in it something

which has never yet existed in the world of outward

realities, and in that sense is unreal, a mere fiction

of the brain. But even before it has been embodied

in material shape, shall we say that lumps of iron

or brass or zinc—inorganic matter, and the forces of

material nature,—out of which the macliine is to be

constructed, are realities, and the conception spring-

ing from the creative realm of thought, that is to

infuse into them new power, and compel them into

new relations, has as yet only an existence that is

unreal and illusory. And when the matter-of-fact

world of nature and of human life has yielded up

its most precious content to furnish materials for

the conception of genius, and they are reproduced

on the canvas of Raphael or Perugino, or on the

page of Homer or Dante, or Shakespeare or Goethe,

in a form of living harmony and beauty, such as the

eye of sense has never seen or can see, shall we say

that a lump of clay or a block of stone is a reality,

that the details of domestic life or the vulgar

incidents which a daily newspaper chronicles, for-

gotten ere the eye has ceased to skim them, are true

and real, and the noble creations of genius whicji

live in our thoughts for ever are only empty

phantoms whicli produce an impression of reality on

us by a childish illusion ?

But we may go further than this. So far from

conceding that the creations of art are unreal, there

is a sense in which it may be maintained that all

great works of art are more real, certain, and ex-

press a deeper truth, than the matter-of-fact world

for wjiicli exclusive reality is claimed. For truth

or reality is not that which lies on the surface

of things and can be perceived by every cursory

observer. What meets the eye or is the object of

immediate observation is but a chaos of accidental

and transient phenomena, of facts and occuiTences

succeeding or crossing eadi other in endless com-

plexity and multiplicitv. To know the truth of

things, to have cognisance of that which is real, we

must penetrate beneath the surface, eliminate the

accidental and irrelevant, and grasp the principle or

essence wliich underlies and interprets appeai'ances.

Now, whilst tliis hidden reality is imveiled to us in

one way by science and philosophy, it is the function

of art to reveal it to us in another and, for many

minds, a more expressive and intelligible way. Art

does not analyse, or abstract, or classify, or gener-

alise ; it does not lay bare the mechanism of thought,

or evolve by the process of a rigid dialectic the secret

order and system of nature and history. But the

idea which, gazing on nature and human life, by the

intuitive force of imagination the great artist has

divined, he gives shape and expression to in sensible

forms and images ; he incarnates anew in a represen-

tation, borrowed indeed from the actual world, but

closer to thought, more speaking and significant,

more true tiian nature and life itself. For there is

a sense in which it may be said that nature speaks

her own meaning with an indistinct and faltering

voice, and needs some inspired interpreter to make

music of her stannnering accents. And thougli our

common life is replete with spiritual significance, yet

its pathos, its beauty, its harmony, the secret rhythm

that runs through it, and the more than tragic

interest that underlies it, are but too often obscured

and lost amidst the perplexing confusion of its acci-

dents and the triviality of its meaningless details.

Now it is the mission of Art to speak, indeed, in

Nature's language, but to lend to her a voice more

clear and articulate than her own ; to represent

human life, but so to do it that, through the forms

of tlie ideal world, tlie obscured plot of the real

world shall unfold itself in its true significance and

grandeur.

I can only refer, lastly, in briefest form, to one

other consideration derived from the very nature of

art whicli has been urged in proof of its unpro-

gressive character. If there ever was a time when
art could be a religion, drawing into its own sphere

all the force of the religious element of man's nature,

must not that, of necessity, have been the time when
art reached its culminating-point ? Can we con-

ceive of a period of human development at which

religion is the worship of tlie beautiful, when our

deepest thoughts about ourselves, about nature,
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about things invisible and spiritual, our highest

liopes, our loftiest admirations, our most exalted

reverences, can all find adequate expression in the

beautiful forms of sense ? There may be in man's

nature that whicli transcends the capabilities of ex-

pression contained in sensuous form, ideas, emotions,

experiences, which matter, however moulded, can

only hint at, or which, from their very nature, are

at war with and make havoc of material grace and

beauty. When the human consciousness has become

receptive of these higher experiences, it is indeed, it

may be granted, at a more advanced stage of its

spiritual career ; but is it not one of the penalties

of such advancement that it has left behind it for

ever that bright and sunny region where it could

make a home of art ? In the year's course the

fruit season may be the most valuable, but when it

has come, the time of gay-tinted blossoms has passed

away. On the other hand, can we conceive the race

as having just reached and not yet passed the point

at which the mind has indeed awakened to a sense

of inward freedom, and feels fermenting in it a

thousand thoughts, desires, ambitions, such as lend

its joyous fervour and hopefulness to the heart of

youth, but has as yet never turned inward to brood

over itself, or felt the shadow of spiritual doubt and

conflict creeping over and marring its light-hearted

enjoyment of the bright world without. It has

become aware of no aims vaster than the finite and

visible can satisfy, of no aspirations after a limitless

perfection. In one word, can we go back in thought

to a time when man's highest ideal neither fell below

nor yet surpassed what lovely forms of human grace

and nobleness, only with the stain of human imper-

fection removed from them, could perfectly express

;

and therefore a time in whicli the a2sthetic and

religious elements were inextricably interwoven, and

man's deepest spiritual susceptibilities could find vent

in the worship of the beautiful—then must not such

a time have been, beyond all others, in the history

of our race, that whose conditions were most favour-

able to the perfection of art ? Now is it not pre-

cisely such a stage of human development which was

realised at a definite historic period in tlie life of

ancient Greece ? There, for once in man's history,

art and religion were all but identified. Greek

religion was the worship of the beautiful. In the

conceptions of its poets, in the creations of its

sculptors, in its beautiful temples and shrines, it is

nearly impossible to discriminate between the

aesthetic and tlie sacred, the poetical and the mytho-

logical. It is the poets and artists of Greece who

are at the same time its prophets, the creators of its

divinities, and the revealers of its tlieological beliefs :

and that conception of the divine which the genius

of Homer and Hesiod originated found its perfect

embodiment in those sculptured types of human

beauty and nobleness in which the spiritual motive

and the exquisite finite form were indistinguishably

united. Greek thought had reached but not passed

beyond the stage at which in sensuous form, and

especially in that form in which soul and sense are

most closely implicated, the individual human form,

its highest ideal could find adequate expression.

No mystic dreams of an ascetic piety had come to

trouble the tranquillity of its humanistic devotion.

No sense of humiliation before an infinite standard

of rio'ht had darkened the bright horizon of tlie

present and the finite. Tlie spectral form of an

awful fate dominating all things human and divine

might lurk in the background, but it did not ob-

trude itself or mar tlie fairness and completeness of

that seemly human life in wliicli the spirit found

satisfaction and rest. Sin and sorrow and pain,

the hidden overruling presence of inexorable moral

powers working out in the predestined doom of

mortals the solution of moral conflicts, may consti-

tute the main motive of Greek tragedy ; but it

never interfered with that air of victorious serenity

which art imprinted on brow and face and form of

its beautiful humanised divinities. The Hellenic

ideal is simply that of finite completeness, of a finite

consciousness in harmony with itself and the world.

And for the expression of that ideal the resources of

art were quite sufficient ; in representing it, art

had its congenial function. A felicity untroubled

by internal struggles or outward infirmities, a self-

complacent repose superior to accidents and ills, a

serene fairness unmoved by passion, or want, or care

—what more was needed to express all tliat, what

was there in it that could not be fitly and fully ex-

pressed by external sensuous symmetry and fairness .''

And so, as the modern artist contemplates tliose

antique forms in which Greek plastic art embodied

its ideal of the divine, as he notes the free and bold

yet deUcate modelling of shape and outline, the

charm of rounded fairness and unworn strength in

feature and limb, the delicate gradation of curves

that melt into each other by insensible transitions,

tlie poise and dignity of attitude, the suppression or

the subtle hinting of minor details, and finally, the

exquisite art tliat can suggest, in its colourless

purity, a nation free from the vulgarising taint of

passion, or from those sad experiences that grave

their record deep on mortal face and form—what

wonder that these monuments of tlie genius of tlie

past should be tlie admiration and tlie despair of

modern art, or tliat the modern artist should pro-

nounce, to use tlie words of one of the most famous

of the sculptors of our day, that to surpass the best
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works of the Greeks is a hopeless task, to approach

them a triumph ?

But now, admitting the force of this argument,

granting that the Greek of a definite liistoric age

was endowed with a genius for art wliicli, in one

point of view, has never been surpassed, the answer

wliich I can now only indicate is simply tliis, tliat art

has not exliausted its resources of expression when it

lias told all that the perfect loveliness of corporeal

form can express. There are secrets of tlie lumian

heart, there is a whole world of moral and sj)iritual

ideas, whicli lie beyond the range of the one art

—

that of sculpturesque beauty, in which tlie excel-

lence of Greek art is undisputed. Tlirough the rent

veil of mortal flesh a diviner light has streamed on

Christian thought than when it was only a seamless

garment wliich the spirit wore. The art that can

leave behind it as its ideal the superficial serenity

that ignores or defies pain and sorrow and unrest,

to grasp the ideal of a purity that has been won by

struggle and conquest, and a peace that has known
and triumplied over temptation and evil, is surely

nobler far. Even in the one art of sculpture, the per-

fection which Greek genius acliieved, however admir-

able, is but a limited perfection. It could print the

idealised likeness of sensuous bliss on many a fair

and stately brow ; but if hidden springs of joy

deeper than pagan thought knew have been opened

up to the heart of man, if the radiance of a loftier

hope, the light of a deeper, diviner blessedness, has

kindled on many a human face since pagan art passed

away, surely to the art that has that to portray

grander possibilities of excellence have been afforded

:

' Shall man, such step within his endeavour,

Man's face, have no more play and action

Than joy which is crystallised for ever,

Or grief, an eternal petrifaction ?

'

And if we turn to that which, in one point of view,

may be regarded as the highest of all arts, poetry,

surely the deeper, fuller, more various, more com-

plex life of the new world supplies materials for

the creative imagination to work on richer far tlian

the old world possessed. A religion which strips

human life of its completeness, which accentuates

the spiritual in contrast with the material, and

turns from the pomp and glory of the present and

visible life to gaze with eager, trembling hope and

aspiration on tlie future and invisible, can no

longer wholly identify itself witli art. But for

that very reason that its ideas transcend the highest

existing forms of art, they infuse into these forms a

deeper interest and significance. A richer, deeper

tone is breathed into lyric song when it is no longer

the light effusion of sprightly feeling or sensuous

desire, but tlie utterance of a heart whose most

transient emotions are touched by the pathos of an

infinite destiny. And if the interest of the game
becomes more absorbing when the stakes are incal-

culably increased, surely tlie materials which human

life now supplies to the dramatic poet give him a

power to move our pity and our terror, such as ancient

tragic art in the period of its greatest splendour did

not and could not possess. All the passions, situa-

tions, characters, collisions, out of which genius

weaves the great work of dramatic art are replete

with riclier possiliilities, now that on tlie stage of

life is tlirown back the reflection of the awful mys-

teries of the world unseen. Love has caught a new

touch of passionate tenderness ; courage, fidelity,

generosity, honour, self-sacrifice, the glow of a loftier

heroism ; hate and fear, and remorse and crime, liave

in them the capacity of stirring in us a horror of

moral repugnance such as pagan art has no means of

awakening ; and the ideas of man's spiritual worth

and immortal destiny offer, ready to hand, to the

imagination that can comprehend them, contrasts

which the most daring invention of an earlier time

could not have surpassed—contrasts of greatness and

littleness, of weakness and nobleness, of inward

essence and outward circumstance, of things infinite

and eternal, hustled in the crowd by things of the

passing hour—contrasts which move now our laugh-

ter at their incongruity, now our terror at their

awfulness.

The conclusion, then, to which these reflections

lead us is, that there is nothing in the nature of

art to exempt it from that character of progres-

siveness which, as we have seen, belongs to science

and philosophy, and in general to all spheres of

intellectual activity. Art is but one of the ways

in whicli the thought and culture, the spirit of an

age expresses itself. It is, in one sense, the deposi-

tory of its richest intuitions, its deepest reflections,

its purest aspirations. If man progresses, therefore,

art must progress. But though this be so, tliere is

one great advantage attendant on the study of the

productions of ancient art, and especially on the

study of the poets, orators, historians of classical

antiquity, viz. that they furnish models of a

kind of perfection which in modern times we

cannot hojie to surpass. The ideal of modern

art may be far in advance of ancient, but in point

of literary form, in precision, purity and beauty

of expression, no modern literature can cope with

the best literature of ancient times. It may be

that, from tlieir structure and genius, the Greek and

Latin languages lent themselves to greater perfec-

tion of form than is possible for our own or any

other modern tongue. But, apart from that, the exi-

gencies of modern life lower, necessarily, our standard
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of excellence, and render us less fastidious. We write

and speak more, and therefore we write and speak

worse, at least in style and manner, tlian the great

authors and orators of the past. Not to speak of

the host of smaller men whose poor thoughts clothe

themselves on the platform and through the press in

poorer words, no one can read the speeches of even

our foremost statesmen, or the novels, poems, essays,

articles that pour forth with such rapidity from the

pens of our most notable writers, witiiout being con-

strained to admit that, in comparison with tlie great

orators and autliors of the past, we have fallen on

degenerate times. ' They liad more time to write,'

says Mr. Mill, ' and they wrote chiefly for a select

class. To us, who write in a hurry for people who

read in a hurry, the attempt to give an equal degree

of finish would be loss of time.' But it will be no

loss of time for those to wliom, by reason eitlier of

their special vocation in life, or of their general

position and exigencies as educated men, the capa-

city to speak and write well will in future years be

an invaluable endowment—it will be no loss to

them to become familiar by patient study with

those unapproachable models of the art of expres-

sion which are supplied to us by the literature of

ancient times.

AaCTORlAN rJTERATURE.

VICTORIAN literature commences at the close

of that brilliant period which boasts the

great names of Scott, Byron, Wordsworth, Cole-

ridge, and Landor. It was therefore born to a

glorious heritage, and it would have been no wonder

had such a splendour eclipsed it entirely. But

while it would be impossible to mention so many
names of the first order in the literature of the

present age, there is no doubt as to the greater

living interest it possesses for us.

Literature is affected powerfully by, as it in

return affects powerfully, the period to which it

belongs. Elizabethan literature is that of an age

when the human spirit, awakened by religion and

adventure to a consciousness of its dignity and free-

dom, sought new ideals, and breathed a larger air.

The literature of Queen Anne's reign, again, is that

of a time when life and religion had become artifi-

cial, form taking the place of reality, and scepticism

that of faith—a time lacking that earnestness which

is the prime condition of true greatness of life, of

which literature and art are the ideal expression.

The literature, again, which immediately preceded

that of our era, was moulded to a large degree by
those profound influences which found political and

social expression in the French Revolution. Burke,

Southey, Wordsworth, and its other great writers,

were, each in his own way, so affected, and their

works cannot be intelligently studied without bear-

ing this in mind. Literature is no mere spinning of

intellectual or fanciful cobwebs, but a real, substan-

tial structure, having its foundations deep down in

the life of an epoch. Yet while this must always

be remembered, tlie genius of a literature is a some-

thing belonging to and springing from itself, and

not received from without as an inheritance. It

must, in a word, have a character of its own. Vic-

torian literature has some of those marked features

which go to make up character. Self-consciousness

is one and perhaps the most marked. What a con-

trast it presents in this respect to that of the Eliza-

betlian era ! Men were then so young and fresh in

spirit that they lost tliemselves, as it were, in the

creations of their genius. The critics of to-day

laboriously endeavour to trace the man Shakespeare

in his works with more or less success. The greatest

poem of our era, ' In Memoriam,' is introspective

throughout. Autobiography is the most popular

form of our literature. The inner mind and char-

acter of an author, as much as his works, are de-

manded as public property. A Mill and a Carlyle

are laid before us in the inmost recesses of their

being, open to the scrutiny of a generation—curious,

certainly, but perhaps also earnest and reverent

before true worth and greatness.

This introspective, self-conscious character of the

age is fatal to the growth of the higliest form of

creative genius in literature, viz. the Dramatic, which

is the outcome or expression of a certain zest in life

quite unknown to the introspective spirit of our

time. Hamlet, it is true, is tlie very embodiment

of the introspective character, but he is always

Hamlet, an ideal creation, and not a mere personi-

fication of a certain order of cjualities to which a

name has been given by the poet. Hamlet lives and

acts as a man, if not always as a gentleman accord-

ing- to Mr. R. L. Stevenson's notions of one.^ The

cliaracters of modern drama are, on tlie other hand,

so many phases of the poet's mind duly labelled.

They are like the gods of the heathen, ' the work of

men's hands,' and ' they that make them are like

unto them.'

It was recently well said by a critic, ' The widest

expansion of mental cultivation does not ensure any

commensurate growth of creative genius.' Victorian

^ See Siriliiier's Magazine for June 1888.
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literature is to a great extent an example of this

truth. For never in the history of our country has

culture been so wide as it now is, and on the other

hand never was there so much literature lacking the

creative element. How much, or rather how little,

of all that is written in these days has that real,

jDcrmanent quality which is the soul of all great

literature ! How little of it deals with life in the

truest sense, and not with the accidents of life, or

with mere theories concerning life ! Even some of

the best work of a writer so great as George Eliot

is marred by this latter tendency, and the name of

those writers who are wjiolly given over to it is

Legion. In some directions, however, real progress

has been made. In the field of History the Dryas-

dusts of the past have vanished before such writers

as Carlyle, Froude, and Green. Historical literature

has undergone notliincr short indeed of a revolution.

The old arbitrary landmarks of kings and queens

have passed away, and more rational, scientific

divisions have taken their place. The doctrine of

evolution has been applied to the phenomena of

history, and where cliance and accident before

reigned, order and progress are found.

In no department of literature has more marked

progress been made than in that of Criticism. When
Jeffrey reigned supreme, there was no standard

liigher than the fashion of the day, or the critic's

unreasonable and unreasoning likes and dislikes.

All this is now happily altered. The air has been

cleared of prejudice and conventionality. The work

done to effect this by such a book as the late Mr.

Ai'nold's Essays in Criticism cannot be overesti-

mated. It represents an epocli in the literature of

criticism, if not indeed the beginning of a real idea

of criticism. The hasty ' This will never do ' of

Jeffrey is replaced by such teaching as the follow-

ing :
' Criticism must be patient, and know how to

wait ; and flexible, and know how to attach itself to

things, and how to withdraw from them. It must ]"

be apt to study and praise elements that for the

fulness of spiritual perfection are wanted, even

though they belong to a power which in the prac-

tical sphere may be maleficent. It must be apt to

discern the spiritual shortcomings or illusions of

powers that in the practical sphere may be bene-

ficent;' and again: 'Criticism must be sincere,

simple, flexible, ardent, ever widening its knowledge.'

We have, however, it may be feared, lost some-

thing in another department, that of the Essay.

^A'"hat a laboured, ponderous, and intellectual pro-

duct it has become in the present day, to what it

was in Bacon's hands, or later in Addison's or

Charles Lamb's ! The essay then was a dainty little

dish—a sort of dessert ; now it is a solid meal de-

manding a powerful digestion, and too often affording

but a modicum of nourishment. We have no really

great living essayist, though never did a literature

possess so many essays. We read strenuously what

our magazines place before us, and feel we have done

our duty, but we do not return again and again to

their pages with ever fresh delight as we do to the

pages of those we have named. AVe apologise for

our own inability to write such essays by the most

careful editing of them.

The Novel has been put to new and higher uses

in our era, and has become a medium for the venti-

lation of social abuses, and the discussion of the

profoundest problems in philosophy and religion.

It is not without significance that the novel of the

present season

—

Robert Elsmere—is the history of

spiritual doubt. Nowhere indeed is the intro-

spective character of our literature more marked

than in the novel. In such a work as Daniel

Deronda, the culminating effort of George Eliot's

genius, it attains quite a painful pitch. The

development of this bias in the novelist's mind is

steady throughout her work, and is in proportion

to the degree in which she came into the full current

of modern thought. Her ever-growing sympathy

with the aims and methods of science is another

phase of the same tendency, science being the

application of the analytic method to Nature

—

' Considering everywhere

Her secret meaning in her deeds.'

In Arnold the effect of science has been tlie culti-

vation of a lofty, calm fortitude.

' And with joy the stars perform their shining,

And the sea its long moon-silver'd roll
;

Nor self-poised they live, nor pine with noting

All the fever of some differing soul.'

The scientific spirit has, however, affected literature

in other ways. Its ideas of heredity and environ-

ent have afforded a new standpoint for the

literary student of human nature, and it may be

said that in this respect we are on the borders of

a land of promise in Literature.

There have been writers, Iiowever, such as New-

man and Rossetti, who have looked the scientific

spirit in the face, and finding nothing

' In world or sun,

Or eagle's wing, or insect's eye
;

Nor thro' the questions men may try,

The petty cobwebs we have spun,'

to satisfy the aspirations of their intensely spiritual

natures, have turned to those primal sources of in-

spiration from which the great Elizabethans drew,

when hope was fresh, and faith unchilled by the

coldly analytic methods of modern science.
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In the case of Rossetti, the origin of the poet,

and the peculiar bent of his genius, have determined

that the form should be chiefly based on Italian

models, which, be it remembered, were also tliose of

the Elizabethan writers. Characterised alike by

intellectual power, passionate fervour, and spiritual

exaltation, taking an expression in which the art

quality is of the first order, his poems—unique in

the age in wliich tliey liave appeared—may be taken

as the first-fruits of that New Renascence of to-day

which finds voice in the first of the sonnets on Old

and New Art.

ST. I.UKE THE PAINTF.Ii.

' Give honour unto Luke Evangelist
;

For he it was (the aged legends say)

Who first taught Art to fold her hands and pray.
Scarcely at once she dared to rend the mist
Of devious symbols ; but soon having wist

How sky-breadth and field-silence and this day
Are symbols also in some deeper way,

She looked through these to God, and was God's priest.

' And if, past noon, her toil began to irk

And she sought talismans, and turned in vain
To soulless self-reflections of man's skill,

—

Yet now, in this the twilight, she might still

Kneel in the latter grass to pray again.

Ere the night cometh, and she may not work.'

But another view of the prospects of literature

has been taken. ' We have passed,' says Mr. Leslie

Stephen, ' from a land flowing with milk and

honey into a comparative desert.' No authority

could be more worthy of our acknowledgment than

his. Yet it must be remembered that our literature

is to a large extent that of a transition period.

Men liave drifted away from the old moorings, and

liave failed to find new. The leading minds of the

age seem to iiear the ' melancholy, long, withdraw-

ing roar of the once full sea of faith ' retreating to

the breath

' Of the night wind, down the vast edges drear,

And naked shingles of the world.'

But there are not awanting signs that we are

about to witness the flow of a deeper, fuller tide of

faitli than we have yet seen. If tliat be so, there

will be another and a richer literature than any the

past of our liistory has yet given us. All great

literatures have been the outcome of ages of belief.

In such ages only is life felt to be a divine thing,

latent with untold possibilities, and of such a sense

of life literature is the flower and fruit.

William Martin.

R E ^'^ I E W S.

A Book of Verses. By William Eknest Henley.

London : David Nutl.

To read poetry as a duty, and review it as a task, is neither fair

to the poet nor to the reviewer. So when A Book of Verses

by William Ernest Henley was placed in our hands, almost on
the eve of our going to press, it was intended to hold over the

hook for review in a later number. But a certain charm of freshness

and simplicity led us on to perusal, and made a re.iding, which
might otherwise have proved a task, become in this case a delight.

And so it is with pleasure we now set down the impression formed

on a first reading. There is about some of these 'Verses' the

higher element of true poetry. The book begins with ' In Hospital,

Rhymes and Rhythms.' Here is a 'rhyme' entitled 'Before':

—

' Behold me waiting—waiting for the knife.

A little while, and at a leap I storm
The thick, sweet mystery of chloroform.
The drunken dark, the little death-in-life.

The gods are good to me : I have no wife,'

No innocent child, to think of as I near
The fateful minute ; nothing ail-too dear
Unmans me for my bout of passive strife.

Yet am I tremulous and a trifle sick,

And, face to face with chance, I shrink a little :

My hopes are strong, my will is something weak.
Here comes the basket ? Thank you. I am ready.

But, gentlemen my porters, life is brittle :

You carry Ccesar and his fortunes—steady I

'

There are some exquisite touches of nature throughout, such as

the following :

—

' White fleets of cloud.

Argosies heavy with fruitfulness.

Sail the blue peacefully. Green flame the hedgerows.
Blackbirds are bugling, and white in wet winds
Sway the tall poplars.

Pageants of colour and fragrance
Pass the sweet meadows, and viewless
Walks the mild spirit of May,
Visibly blessing the world.'

There is a minute, loving observation about these lines that is dis-

tinctively personal ; and, because the feeling expressed in them is

sincere, it cannot fail to appeal to the reader. This quality of

sincerity is essential to poetry. It is no reproach to Mr. Henley that

some of his passages remind us of Tennyson, not in the sense of

being mere imitations, but because the poet has experienced moods
akin to those of the Laureate, and expressed them for himself. The
sonnets ' In Fisheirow ' and ' In the Dials,' dealing as they do with

human subjects, are notable for the same sincerity of feeling taking

here a different direction. The feature of the book is its being the

work of a living man, and not the mere skilful exercises of a

versifier. It is tastefully printed and bound.

Pictures at Play. By Two Art Critics.

London : Longmans, Green, & Co.

Since Mr. Whistler, some years ago, introduced into this country

the exhilarating sport of critic-scalping, at which he is such an

adept, the lines of the critics have not fallen in pleasant places.

They have been called in question, made to give an account of

themselves, in a \^ay that has tended to exercise a wholesome

discipline, and even to be a terror to the evildoers among
them. In this connection it is satisfactory to find two writers

of acknowledged ability—it is an open secret that they are

Mr. W. E. Henley and Mr. Andrew Lang—following suit by

cleverly satirising the minnows among the tritons of criticism in

the piquant little volume before us. As a skit at those ready

writers who are a pest to all serious workers, it performs good

service to Art, showing up, as it does, the thin society patter,

superfluous knowledge of things in general, and ignorance of the

thing in hand which have so long been the stock-in-trade of the

average art-critic.

As a specimen of the caustic style in which the little book is

written, here is a remark, put into the mouth of ' One of the Lady

Portraits,' which hits off the whole situation :

—

' Men are idiots, of course ; and art-critics are (if I may so

express myself), a kind of men.'

Eiiinliiirgh : T. and A. Coiistaili, Printers to Her Majesty.
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RENASCENCE.

ART once an outcast in a wintry land,

Far from tlie sun-built house where she was born,

Did wander desolate, and laughed to scorn

By eyeless men who counted gold like sand :

Nor any soul her speech would understand

—

A friendless stranger in the city lorn.

Toil-grimed and blackened witli tlie smoke upborne

Of human sacrifice of brain and hand.

Tlien Art, aweary, laid lier down and slept

Beneath an ancient gate, and, dreaming, smilcil.

For Hope, like Spring, came full of tidings good ;

And Labour, huge and free, and Brotherhood

Led her between them like a little child

—

In time new born, to glad new life that leapt.

WaLTEII CllANK.

GEORGE ROMNEY.

T) OMNEY was born at Beckside, near Dalton le

JLli Furness, Lancashire, in December 1734. His

father seems to have been tolerably well to do,

and gave his children good educations. George,

however, having shown a turn for mechanics, was

apprenticed to a cabinetmaker. He began to draw

in a rough-and-ready style, and his productions

having attracted some attention, his father bound
him, at the age of nineteen, apprentice for four

years to a wandering and disrej^utable artist of the

name of Steele, who happened tlien to be liv-

ing at Kendal. At twenty-fi\e llomney married,

and set up as a portait painter. Before long he

was attracted to London, where success speedily came
to him, and he was soon recognised as the most
popular portrait painter of the day. His income

from his profession was sometimes nearly i'4000 per

annum, and he lived in good style, leading his family,

whom he had deserted, to console tliemselves for liis

absence with the money he sent to them to keep

them from poverty.

The prominent passages in Konmey's public life

are his two years' stay in Italy for the piu-pose of

study (1773-1775), his friendships with the sickly

poet Hayley and a coterie of female ' Muses,"

his connection with the famous ' Shakespeare

Gallery' of Boydell, and his long years' devotion

to Emma Lyon, one of his models, afterwards the

notorious Lady Hamilton, llomney was undoubtedly

a weak man, yet he had the knack of keeping

about him troops of friends, of whose injudicious

Hattery he never seemed to sicken. The one man
in London \\lio held aloof from him and aU his

ways was sturdy Sir Joshua Reynolds, who used to

speak contemptuously of his rival as ' tlie man in

Cavendish Square.' It must have been owing to

this enmity that Romney never exhibited at the

Royal Academy, and therefore received no honour

from that body. After a most prosperous career

he retired from active work in 1798. Broken

down completely both in body and mind, he at

last remembered the affectionate wife whom he had
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so cruelly neglected. He returned to her loving

care, and she welcomed him. He gradually sank

into ' helpless imbecility,'' and died at Kendal on

15th November 1802, nearly sixty-eight years of age.

Romney's is altogether a curious story, and none

of the excuses put forward by liis biographers can

make us think of liim as other than a selfish, heart-

less man.

The high reputation Romney acquired from his

contemporaries, as a portrait painter, has not been

fully maintained to the present day. He lias left,

liowever, some beautiful work, of which 'Lady

Derby,' belonging to Sir Charles Tennant, Bart.,

and now on loan in the Glasgow International

Exhibition, is an admirable example. He excelled,

it may be mentioned, in females'' portraits. There

are fine ease and grace in the portrait of Lady

Derby, tlie colour is sweet, and the painting of

botli textures and flesli tints exceedingly true.

Ronmey, of course, essayed to be an historical

jjainter in tlie classic style as well as a mere maker

of portraits. ' His best finished work is probably

his Infant Shakespeare.' In this ' note '' on Romney,

a long list of tlie portraits he has left would be out

of place. Tliey nearly all possess one valuable

charm : the faces and figures are not so idealised as

to have obliterated out of them all the character

and fashion. Robert Walkkk.

COllOT AS AN EXAMPLE OF STYLE IN PAINTING.

TO speak of Corot is to speak of style in paint-

ing, and yet no one was less of a pedant, and

no one more in sympathy witli his subjects. Few

men in any art have seen so clearly what they

wanted to do, and have done it with so little sign of

labour, fuss, and pretension. His serene and well-

balanced mind, liis fine judgment, his exquisite per-

ception, and his delicate sense of measure proclaim

him a countryman of Moliere. It is pleasant to

look from amidst Teutonic vagueness of ideal and

technical blundering at the Grecian clarity and

elegant accomplishment of Corot. We, indeed,

love to mystify ourselves in this island, to wrap our

ideas in enthusiastic fogs of high-falutin, that we

may deceive ourselves into accepting feeling for

imagination. We willingly remain in the visionary,

unrealising state. We fear to find our fervour

inexpressible in the terms of any art. We turn

rather with disgust from the very idea of feeling-

made concrete in some artistic medium. Yet real

imagination is no other than the creation of an

image of our sentiment in some arrangement of

material stuff—something as material, definite, and

capable of gradation and climax as words, musical

intervals, colours, or marble.

The elements of form and colour, mere orna-

mentation, in fact, even when used to imitate

nothing, display intrinsic cjualities to the man
gifted with percejstive powers. Every interval in

music, every fragment of a phrase, has its character.

So has every line, every pattern, every arrangement

of colours. You may emjiloy the elements of music

to produce a symphony with a distinctly marked

individuality. You may recognise in it a unity of

feeling as definite as the smell of a flower, and just

as little representative of anything in the world.

Thus, apart from wliat it may represent, every

picture makes a certain statement in virtue of the

character of its decorative pattern. This voice you

cannot suppress by the clamours of pretended

symbolism or literary story, and no true artist would

try to cry down what holds as important a place in

art as piu'e symphonic music. An artist, like any

other man, j ust gets a vague sentiment from looking

at a scene. When he would represent it on canvas

his imagination conjures uji an image. According

to the man''s nature, form, colour, tone, etc. enter

into this conception in varying proportions of im-

portance. Taste in style and a special feeling for

the intrinsic characters of forms and colours then

enable him to carry out his design in keeping with

the sentiment of his original impression. He makes

the pattern of his picture to suit tlie scene.

Imagination, treatment, and technique should all

co-operate in a general ensemble of feeling.

Sometimes, when you know a picture well, and are

not consciously thinking of the scene it represents,

it appears to you as a rebarbative collection of

mechanically laid spots, wires, and spikes. People

are apt to call you a materialist if you object to

such a careless use of material. The word seems

sadly out of place as a term of reproach in this con-

nection. It is the particular office of imagination

to materialise. Those who wish to keep in the

more abstract regions of thought—who, in fact,

dislike the sensuous—should pretend to no love for

art. The Teutonic visionary too often disdains

the eye and ear, and regards them as slaves to be

brutalised in the service of liis whims. He is a

moralist, a philosopher, what you will, but it is

doubtful whether he is often an artist, keenly alive

to the cliaracter and capabilities of the material he
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is using. One doubts of a race and an age that

tliinks it fitting and reasonable to preach Schopen-

liauers philosophy on a trombone and teach

morality with a double-bass. Tliey must be

wonderfully careless about artistic beauty, and

equally unconcerned about explaining their philo-

sophic ideas with clearness.

Corot had no need to whip up dull wits and blunt

perceptions witli long words and vague pretensions

to symbolism, to profundity, to divine missions, and

to superior morality. Looking at tlie good works

of the past, his fine taste sliowed liim how much they

owed to consistency and beauty of style, to tliat

general harmony of design which never wearies, to

that beauty of aspect which slowly penetrates the

spectator even when he has become indifferent to

the subject. The general aspect or pattern of a

picture does not always strike tlie uneducated ob-

server at first sight ; but it is the most persistent

and durable of its effects. The impression that a

canvas makes on the eye unbeknown to the looker

returns in fact again and again with increasing

strengtli, and, having once gained a place in tlie

consciousness, cannot be easily dispossessed. When
we feel tired or dreamy, we cease to send literary

meanings into a work of art. We become receptive,

and, if we ha\e nerves fine enough to sympathise

with the gradations and finesses of art, we absorb

the aspect of the picture like so much nourislnnent.

After fancying one's-self occupied witli other things,

liow often one catclies one's eye in the act of being-

worried by something inartistic in the arrangement

of a picture which one had never before perceived.

This may be seen even with wall-papers, and by

most people perhaps more readily than with pic-

tures. A feeling for style is the gift which enables

an artist to make his canvas speak with this har-

monious voice, and it is a faculty quite as valuable

in painting as in literature.

You may count Corot the most complete stylist

of this century. This it is which makes his work so

finished, and yet so free from troubled and embar-

rassed detail. His canvases seem empty only to

those who call nothing a fact that is not enclosed

in a hard line of contour, who turn a deaf ear to

suggestions of atmosphere and the third dimen-

sion of space. The magic of art lies in modelling

or the science of giving the illusion of depth on a

flat surface. Every inch of a Corot is full of subtle

gradations of air and effect. Tliese are facts, and

more important facts tliau can be got from the dots

and lines of the niggling school. Corot ever souglit

a larger and a larger view of nature. From sparkles

and speckles lie passed to the great moods of the

weather, from grasses and reeds to big and aerial

plains, from twigs and leaves to vaporous and rust-

ling trees, and from spots of local colour to the

general envelope of atmospheric tone. Before him

no one suggested with so much art a multiplicity of

detail subordinated to a mass. You may niggle and

niggle, but you will never make the thousands of

leaves on a tree or the myriads of wrinkles on the

face of the sea. Through a lack of feeling for style,

or sense of measure, you are trying for the impos-

sible clumsily and mechanically instead of aiming at

the possible with ease and elegance. Inevitably

your art speaks of pettiness, of failure, and of

inadequacy more distinctly than of anything else.

These judicious and parsimonious touches of Corot's

make an artist despair. They are so beautiful in

themselves, and they so aptly sinn up and explain

his masses. Floated on a vaporous liaze of paint,

they stimulate the imagination till it perceives the

whole underlying mass instinct with suggestions of

similar forms and details. Nowadays we are open-

ing our eyes ; we are beginning to study the

Japanese ; we are almost about to accept decora-

tion for the basis of painting as melody is tlie

basis of music. Wlien we do so we shall find

Corot supreme ; we shall find the quality of his

decoration not only fine but appropriate. His style

is used with intention ; it befits, it explains, it

enhances his poetical view of nature. It is like a

tune, beautiful in itself, and used to good dramatic

purpose in an opera.

R. A. M. Stevenson.

COROT AT WORK.

THERE is no artist about whose methods of work

there is more discussion amongst painters

tlian Corot. His effects are apparently so easily

obtained, the results of his labour are so light and

airy, and the completeness of his compositions is

achieved with so little seeming trouble and anxiety,

that it is constantly being asserted, by those who
consider finish must mean ' niggle,' that tliere is no

difficulty in making pictures in the fashion of the

celebrated French landscape painter.

But the practised artist very soon finds out that

Corot's success does not lie on the surface. Never

was a painter's life-work more accurately set forth

than in the words of Sir Joshua, ' God does not give

excellence to man save as a reward of labour,' and

this can be literally and strictly applied to Corot.
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The long and inglorious early training he went

through, the discouragement of his father, the want

of appreciation by the public, and the many weary

years he had to wait before he was admitted to be

a master in his art, all tended to impress on him the

necessity of study ; and even up to within a com-

paratively short time of the end of his nearly eighty

years, he drew fi-om the nude at night every winter,

so tliat his hand might retain its power of drawing

correctly. Those, too, who have seen the earliest

work of Corot ^ will remember that it is laboured

and ' tiglit,' and even ' niggled,' tliat the drawing is

severe and the composition almost servilely classical.

And later, his pictures were sincere echoes of his

master, Aligny, and the well-known picture of

this artist, now hung in the dark at Fontainebleau,

shows many points of similarity with Corofs works.

Indeed when one examines the relation of Corot

to Aligny in his youthful pictures, no pupil need

be ashamed when he is accused of following his

teacher, for Corot simply accepted his master's

style until, after several years, he found he could

improve on it.

It is always an interesting question to those

practically engaged in painting to know what

methods of work and what colours were on the

palette of the great artists tliey admire. Some

painters are absurdly jealous of their palette being

known ; these are they who, having learned a trick

in painting, and profited thereby, are meanly

afraid to tell it to any one else. There are

painters who, for such reasons, refuse to allow any

one into their studios while they are engaged on

their canvases ; but great artists, witli becoming

magnanimity, will tell anything that they know, for

the sake of helping others. That wonderful if

sometimes weird artist, Matthew Maris, told a

visitor the other day tliat tlie chief colour he used

was black, that he never used any of the umbers,

and he showed his palette, with which he was work-

ing on a very tender and exquisite landscape, and at

the time it contained only black, white, cobalt blue,

and a touch of vermilion.

Corot showed his palette to many people, and

although little has been written about it, there is

enough to show how he worked, and what pigments

he employed. Corot mixed his colours on his pal-

ette ; he always used the definite tones in each

colour, and in commencing his pictures used black,

white, and raw umber. As the writer has men-

tioned in another place,- Corot preferred half-

primed canvas, sometimes toned, and never strained

too tightly, as he could knock up the ' keys ' after-

^ In the Louvre, for example.

- The Magazine of Art for April 1888.

wards. Mattliew Maris, too, it may be mentioned,

also prefers half-primed canvas. Corot put in the

composition of his pictures in the method of tlie old

masters, blocking them in with the three colours

mentioned, and heightening them witli the siennas

or yellow ochre, if necessary. He thus got his high-

est lights and deepest darks, and toned them with

transparent colours afterwards. It is worthy of

remark that, as a rule, Corot and others of the

French School worked from dark to light—that is,

they laid their colours in at first heavier than they

required, and in their painting gradually caused

them to become lighter in tone. One famous sunset

sky by Tlieodore Rousseau was laid in with black at

first, and gradually worked up into its present golden

russet colour.

Corot seldom painted a picture right off. He
began it one day, put it away for a time, took it up

again, carrying it forward to get the effect, put it

aside once more until it dried, and then took it up

and painted it several times until it was completed.

When young at his painting, Corot walked back-

wards after he liad painted a bit to see the eff^ect,

then he would return and again paint, and again

walk back, until, as he used to say, 'My first pic-

tures have caused me to take so many paces back-

wards and forwards, that eacli one represents over a

hundred miles.' But after much practice Corot was

able to paint at liis pictures without rising, and late in

life he said, ' I could mention certain pictures which

truly I never really saw until they had been signed,

framed, and paid for,' meaning that he had been

seated so close to his canvas, and felt so certain of

the value of his touches, that it never was necessary

for him to step back to look at his work as a whole.

This, however, is not a commendable practice until a

painter's knowledge is as extensive as was Corot's.

At another time Corot spoke to a friend about

his difficulty in sky-painting in a very interesting

monologue which is worth repeating in entirety.

' At first,' he said, ' I often felt sorely tried when

wishing to paint a sky from nature. I found the

clouds stealing off" too quickly. Stop ! said I, trying

to do as Joshua did with the sun ; but Joshua had

a command over the firmament whicli evidently I

had not ! My clouds continued to drive along the

sky, changing in colour and form, and setting one at

defiance by the rapidity of their alterations. One

morning,' he goes on, ' I went to tliem, calling in

my vexation, Norn d'une pipe ! remain there for a

minute before me, for I do not want to paint you

wrongly ! It is with shame I confess these trans-

ports, for after all a sky standing still is no sky at

all. The talent of the painter consists in rightfully

rendering the changing tints and majestic move-
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ments of tliese luminous masses in light and shade

which float in the atmospliere driven gently or

strongly according to the state of the wind."

Then when Corot was painting out-of-doors he

would rise and observe carefully what he wanted to

represent, and re-seating himself before his canvas,

would touch here and there to complete his picture.

All the while he was humming and singing, ' Let us

put that there, tra-la-la-tra-la : A little boy ! ding-

dong, ding-dong,' and as the brush called into being

le petit garpn, at the same time he completed the

air he was singing. Then again, to use the freely

translated words of one of his literary friends, ' Oh,

a little boy ! he wants a cap, la-di-da-tra-la ; the cap

is tliere, voila ! tra-la-la-tra-la,' and the cap too was

flnislied by this time. And so Corot went on almost

all the day, ever happy and bright and cheerful, his

heart running over with joy and good-fellowship, a

thoroughly good man, with a full fountain of love

for all humanity. A man adored by all who knew

him, a friend to the poor, an example to the ricli

;

one of the finest characters in private, and a splendid

proof that a man may be an artist of the greatest

power while he remains modest, lovable, and kind,

and makes no exactions of superiority over his less

gifted neiglibours. David Cuoal Thomson.

*^* THREE PLATES are issued with this

number of The Scottish Art Review. The repro-

duction of RoMXEv's 'PoRTRArr OF Lady Derby'

we are enabled to give by the kind permission

of Sir Charles Tennant, Bart. To Mr. J. Forbes

AVhite we are indebted for kindly allowing ns to

reproduce an important work by Corot now in the

Foreign Loan Collection at the Glasgow Inter-

national Exhibition, the ' Pastorale Souvenir

DTrALiE.' The etching of Corots 'Evening in

Normandy,' by AVilliam Hole, is illustrative of

a Review of the ' Memorial Catalogue of the Edin-

burgh Loan Collection of French and Dutcii

Pictures.'

—

Ed.

NOTES ON PAINTING.

Dumfries: Kirkcudbright Fine Art Association Ex-

hibition.—The executive of tliis young Society is to be congratu-

lated on the interesting collection of works of art lately opened

in St. Mary's Hall, Dumfries. Minor exhibitions previously held

at Kirkcudbright and Castle-Douglas received encouraging support.

It is, therefore, likely that this really important gathering of

pictures now placed within reach of the public in the south of

Scotland, will be even more successful. The loan pictures are

sufficient to indicate the enlightened counsels which have guided

the executive. For the most part they are examples, small, in-

deed, but of high quality, of the great landscape painters of the

early days of this century. Two lovely Constables, a superb

Turner, a Richard Wilson, two Miillers, a Dawson, an Old Crome.

There is a most dainty Gainsborough, and at least one fine Sir

Geo. Harvey 'The Schule Skailin', ' while in the Water-Colour

room are examples of David Cox, Girtin, Copley Fielding, and

other masters in the art. To Dr. Porteous of Crofts and Mr.

Dudgeon of Cargen the committee are indebted for the loan of

the majority of these. Other pictures of note are Orchardson's

tender ' Ballad,' a very original MacTaggart, and works by many

of the younger men, such as Geo. Henry William Kennedy, Alex-

ander Mann, A. Roche, A. K. Brown, Geo. Pirie, Tom M'Ewen,

James Paterson, J. M. Nairn, E. A. Hornel, T. C. Morton, J. B.

Docharty, R. M. G. Coventry, C. Steadman Hartrick, Mouncey,

Martin Hardy, W. D. Mackay, and others. The Faeds, being

local men, are fully represented. John Faed, Tom Faed, James

Faed, and several Faeds of a younger generation, all contribute

typical examples. The exhibition, which will remain open till the

end of August, ought to be successful, if its success prove pro-

portionate to its merits as a collection of works of art.

Munich.—The International Exhibition of the Fine Arts is

now complete with more than 3000 works, occupying eighty-eight

rooms. This admirable collection will of course require and

receive special reference, but now we shall confine ourselves to

noticing its principal characteristics. The subjects show upon the

whole a most decided leaning towards pesiiinisiii ; crimes, acci-

dents, illness, famine, poverty, decrepitude, contribute a large

contingent : an Italian artist goes so far as to pierce with a large

blood-stained poniard—a real one—the frame of his picture, which

shows us the rigid form of the corpse of a murdered man covered

with fresh-fallen snow ! A Spanish picture represents the corpse

of a traitor, whose gory head is comfortably placed between his

own legs ! And these amiable pictures are not the only ones of

the kind. Even in the landscape, gloomy skies, agitated seas,

storms, and rain, are in the majority. Humoroiis subjects are

conspicuous by their scarcity, if not absence. Animal painters are

few and far between. Portrait painting, on the other hand, is

largely and admirably represented, and, by common consent, the

English are in the fore. The Spanish section is the only one in

which Historical painting is represented in that grand effective

style which it comports. Battle painting is but scantily repre-

sented, and here it is curious to notice that the great German

victories have not inspired German artists to any very great

efforts, though hundreds of them have fought in the ranks of

tlie victorious army. On the other hand, a number of eminent

French painters—to mention only Neuville and Detaille have

produced battle-pieces of a high order.

As regards School and Style, the victory of the I/npressionists

and 'pleinair ' painters over the old school is everywhere apparent.

It is most markedly so in tlie noble collection of works by

James M'Neil Whistler, which are so striking a feature of the

Exhibition. The German artists who were the last to submit to

the new fashion of aerial lighlsomeness of colour are now its

most fervent partisans ; not so the German public, who take up

almost an antagonistic position against the more extreme disciples

of the new creed and its prophet, F. Uhde.

Exhibition of Pastels at the Grosvenor.—The holding

of an Exhibition of Pastels at the Grosvenor is a commendable

step on the part of Sir Coutts Lindsay. The Exhibition, contri-

bution to which is by invitation, will open on Saturday, October 20.

The receiving days will be Monday and Tuesday, 1st and 2d

October.
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SCULPTURE AT THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION.

III.

AT the present time, after the French the Eng-

lish school ranks decidedly next in importance.

If we do not find in it the quick fancy and modern-

ness of the Parisian, there is not the heavy Grseco-

romantic sentiment of tiie German, nor the trivial

prettiness of tlie Italian sculptors of millinery.

In the art of England, as in the people, there is

that wise reserve and valuable strain of judicious-

ness which avoids alike the shallows of realism and

the barren rock of conventionality, and may be

expected to win sucli victories as will be worthy of

the national poetry.

With such young men as Thornycroft and

Gilbert as precursors, there is e\'ery liope for the

sculptors of the coming generations. In the works

of those men and one or two others we have for the

first time true sculpture distinctly national in

character, bearing the culture of the art, but in the

following of no foreign school.

At the Glasgow Exhibition recent English

sculpture is to be seen at its best. Its strength

and character may be estimated from the works

shown by Thornycroft, Leighton, and Woolner

;

its variety from the exhibits of Bates, Lee, Birch,

and Tinwortli.

Of all these, Mr. Hamo Thornycroft is the most

important exhibitor, and we feel prompted to

examine his work searcliingly, to seek behind his

armour of art and learning for some weakness other

than fault of form or error of j udgment. In his work

generally we should be pleased to find a little more

of the abandon of life and a little less of that classic

calm by which it is distinguished ; but would we be

more satisfied ? Is it not this very cliaracter of

balance, this freedom from aught of eccenti-icity in

form or sentiment, wliich gives it permanent value ?

It has nothing fleeting, nothing of the electric effect

of A. Boucher''s group of runners, which takes us

by storm, and goes whirling past to forgetfulness.

In the Fencer we have a motive demanding

fire and activity, and allowing an opportunity for

the dramatic ; but the instant selected for repre-

sentation has been perfectly calculated, and its

expression realised with mathematical precision in

a fine form like a regular crystal. Here, it may be,

lies the direction of defect. Mr. Thornycroft's

work, in its well-understood parts, balance of form,

and rhythm of line, is like architecture, more a pro-

duct of the intellect tlian the lieart, and deficient in

the expression of that ' fine frenzy wliich gives to

great imaginings in art their soulful element of

suggestion and mystery. But after all, this is a

very fine kind of hair-splitting and somewliat hyper-

critical. Hamo Thornycroft is the first of Englisli

sculptors, and his work is worthy of careful study

and the highest appreciation.

The work of Sir Frederick Leighton in Sculpture

has a certain grace of line and expression peculiai-ly

its own, partly no doubt the outcome of the artist's

study in the lighter freer medium of painting.

Needless alarms is specially cliaracteristic of this

quality. It is a dainty statuette, full of niceties of

movement, and as airily poised as a butterfly on tlie

tip of a flower. Sculpture is not in fashion, else

surely this little gem now exliibited for the third

time would ere this have found a purchaser. Tlie

Sluggard is a work of marked distinction in style,

intended to represent a noble youth wlio has fallen

a prey to slothful ease. He stands lazily stretching

his graceful limbs after a too prolonged siesta, and

treads underfoot, symbolically, the laurels he might

have won. Although affording a fine opportunity

for movement and line which lias been ably treated

in a most dignified and chaste manner, the pose

selected is insufficiently determined in action ; it is

too transient and trivial in character to be worthy

of expression in a life-size bronze. This fine figure

of a liandsome young fellow about to yawn, even

with the help of trodden laurels, fails adequately to

express wliat is to be inferred from the title of wasted

hours and golden opportunities lost. For all it says

to tlie contrary it might represent instead of a

sluggard a sleepy victor retiring to his tent con-

temptuous of fleeting honours.

Mr. T. Woolner's large panel entitled Virgilia

heicailing the banishment of Coriolanus is clearly ex-

pressive of its sentiment, and breathes of the Greek

spirit well understood. Virgilia mourns over the

arms of lier absent lord, and, in tlie background, in

low relief, he is seen cliarging in the thick of battle as

her higli -wrought imagination has conceived. The

^\'ork is of classic, monumental simplicity, and shows a

thorough perception of the limitations ofthe medium.

The panels of Mr. Harry Bates are very fascinat-

ing. The breadtli and strength of handling in the

Mneas and Dido are quite remarkable. The Homer
is also very fine, but shows a slight overbalance to-

wards decorative arrangements of mass and line,

which jars somewhat on the realistic detail in the

figure of Homer. In the spacing and placing of

parts of the composition, the element of calculation

is just a little too apparent, and tends to detract
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slightly from works which are the best of their kind

recently produced in this country.

In Mr. Lee's work in bas-relief, we find a seeking

after the suggestion and mystery which belong

more properly to the atmospheric envelope of the

painter. His marble relief, No. 1519, might be

styled impressionism in sculjitm-e, and is as futile as

if reversely tlie painter souglit force by modelling

on paint in likeness to the round. We sympathise

with the vague and subtle in art, but believe that

the strength of sculpture demanding the grasp

of tlie master hand lies in definite form and clear

pure idea. Shorn of all vagueness and indecision,

tliere can be no higher test of a thought than

sculptured form. Mr. Lees' Dmon of Womanliood

has a certain fancifid response to its very complex

title, such as might be found in a wordless song of

Mendelssohn's. It is a reclining figure of a young

girl near to womanhood. The eyes are closed, but

the ecstatic expression of her upturned face is not of

sleep—ratlier of consciousness ; the left arm lying

by her side, inertly, and the right, raised to the

head, seemed to betoken the moment of awakening

—from the dreams of girlhood into the dawn of

womanhood.

A Slave Girl, by Mr. J. Havard Thomas, is a

life-size figure of a woman in marble ; the work is of

the character of a materialistic study, laboriously

careful. It is a portrait of the particular, without

the value of a photograph as a scientific fact. It is

naked, without a vestige of that beauty which is the

vita] necessity of the nude in art. We cannot

define beauty, but it is a pleasure to behold, and

this is not. It is a pity that this artist's evident

desire after truth and simplicity should be so per-

verted in its expression, and so oblivious of the fact

that what men most expect from the artist is some

permanent expression of the swift and changeful

life and thouglit that play around them.

DOUYPHOUUS.

NOTES ON SCULPTURE.

The Proposed Wallace and Bkuce Monument in Edin-

burgh.—A sub-committee of the Edinburgh Town Council had

under consideration yesterday a remit with reference to the

erection of a monument to Sir William Wallace and Robert the

Bruce, the cost of which is to be defrayed by a legacy of ^2500
bequeathed for that purpose by Mr. Hugh Reid, a citizen of

Edinburgh. The legacy has been accumulating, as the testator

desired, for twenty-five years, and the proposed memorial has

been more than once under discussion in the Council, The

committee resolved to recommend the Council that it should be

gone on with, and that the matter should be recommitted to

them, to report upon the site, design, and cost. In this connec-

tion it may be mentioned that on page 56 we publish an account

of what has been done about the Chambers iMemorial Statue.

We have also much pleasure in reprinting, from The British

Architect of 20th July, part of an excellent article on the Gambetta

Monument, from which it will be seen that 'they manage these

things better in France.'

At Aberdeen, on the i6th ult., there was unveiled a bronze

statue of General Gordon, executed by the late Thomas Stuart

Burnett, A.R.S.A. It was his last work of importance, and is

distinguished by its expression of frank and manly character.

In the same city the statue of Sir William Wallace, by Mr.

W. G. Stevenson, A.R.S.A., was unveiled on the 29th ult. The
statue is of bronze, 16 feet high, on a granite pedestal 17 feet high.

The figure weighs about six tons, and there are upwards of two

hundred tons of granite in the pedestal. The work has occupied

about four years, and the artist has received ;^30oo. If not a

successful realisation of the character of the heroic patriot, the

statue has yet a certain decorative effect, for which the sculptor

deserves credit. He has also overcome no inconsiderable amount

of technical difficulty in carrying out a work of such proportions.

The tower of the new city hall, Philadelphia, which is to be

five hundred and thirty-five feet high, will be surmounted by a

bronze statue of William Penn thirty-six feet high, and surrounded

by four other figures twenty-five feet high. Than this last, it

would be difficult to imagine anything more ridiculous. A bronze

statue of William Penn thirty-six feet high, in seventeenth century

costume, with its head among the clouds at an altitude qf nearly

six hundred feet, can only be a monster oddity, useless as a por-

trait, and without decorative beauty of form. The tower, archi-

tecturally the main feature of the design, we may suppose, will

have its expression of height destroyed by the figure of a man, the

natural unit of proportion to the eye, being placed on its top on

such an exaggerated scale.

'Making them Look like New.'—The fine bronze group

of a lioness and cubs in the Glasgow West End Park, the most

artistic if not the only work of the kind in Scotland, has been

spoiled of its effect for years to come. Only a few days ago

we admired on it the beautiful silvery-grey and green patina

which only time can give, and which is so much desired in all

bronzes, and now the thing is shining in black paint and varnish

like a new grate. It is really sad to think that the vaunted second

city, with an International Exhibition of art in its midst, is yet in

a position to have its best public monuments defaced by their

keepers and almost ruined in a night. To black-paint or varnish a

noble bronze like M. Cain's Lioness and Cubs is a vandalism

which we would have hardly thought possible in the back settle-

ments of America. But here it has been perpetrated in our midst,

black and bright enough to mirror the visages of the vandals who

did it. Doubtless we may expect suddenly to find the statues in

George Square following in black suit, and the new municipal

buildings to be painted before the coming of Her Majesty. But if

they spare the hoary grey of time on the walls of the ancient

cathedral we won't mind.

Sculpture in America.—Sculpture is rapidly gaining ground

in America. The erection of statues to Farragut, Lincoln, and a

dozen other northern heroes in New York, Boston, Chicago, and

Philadelphia, with those of Lee, Jackson, and other Confederate

leaders in Richmond and Charlestown, has been attended with all

the sentiment and enthusiasm that need be desired ; and just now six

monuments of special prominence are projected or under way. One

of the mother of Washington at Fredericksburg ; a monument to

President Harrison ; one to Francis Scott Key at Fredrick ; one

for Valley Forge ; and one for the battle of Point Pleasant in West

Virginia. It is also proposed to give Brooklyn a revolutionary

monument that will cost about ;^25,000.
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CIVIC CONNECTION WITH ART.—I.

EDINBURGH: THE CHAMBERS MEMORIAL STATUE.

THE Town Council of Edinburgh, with a laud-

able desire to encourage sculpture in Scotland,

invited sixteen Scottisli sculptors to enter the com-

petition for this Memorial. A bronze statue of the

late Dr. William Chambers, 10 feet 6 inches, on a

granite pedestal 15 feet high, cost not to exceed

^1250, was specified in the invitation ; and it was

stated that the Town Council would have tlie aid of

an 'artist' in judging the models sent in. It might

have been well to call in the ' artist,' not only after

the designs came in, but before the invitations were

sent out. Had that been done, possibly our good

Councillors would have specified less material and

more art for their money.

As it is, to have the work well done may be cal-

culated to involve an actual outlay to whoever under-

takes the memorial of about =£"1000. Few eminent

sculptors would take in hand a piece of work of such

magnitude without meaning to expend on it the

best part of a couple of years. ^^125 a year would

therefore appear to be sonietliing like the valuation

thus placed on art work that is to stand the criti-

cism, not only of to-day, but of the centuries. Yet

a leading paper bemoans the character of the work

sent in by the six sculptors who competed. ' In

the submitted designs,' it says, ' a plentiful lack

of invention is displayed.' Inferences are drawn as

to ' sculpture—or sculptors in Scotland.'

Five of the six models sent in showed the late Dr.

Chambers in court dress—which he probably never

wore more than once or twice in liis life. The treat-

ment thus indicated a timidity, or inability, to leave

the beaten path of classical prejudice, and cope with

the difficulties of present-day costume. Yet these

difficulties are not insuperable, as has been demon-

strated by the French in their recent monuments

—

the new Gambetta, for instance, and in such statues

as St. Gaudens' Abraham Lincoln.

That which is natural, familiar, and agreeable in

everyday life should not, surely, be unfit or unworthy

of representation in sculpture. It is an absurd

fashion, this of handing down to posterity the image

of a plain good man, wrapt in the incidental gown

of a Lord Provost, and not in his liabit as he lived

and moved among us. The coat and trousers cos-

tume, marked by the action of the wearer, is not

ineloquent of the character of the form beneath.

But it is as difficult to model and treat as the nude

itself: notliing short of the highest ability can give

living interest to those stiff, dry forms.

It has been rightly suggested that ' less material

bulk ' would have been vehicle enough for the art

in this case. It is preposterous to spend four-fifths

of the price of a work of art on mere material and

mechanical processes. The frame is important, but

it is not the picture. It is more particularly art

we invest in when we commission a statue, not

blocks of stone or tons of metal. Quantity is not

ciuality : and, notwithstanding precedent, we think

memorial committees would in future do well to

order no more of those huge bronzes, which are

ratlier feats of engineering than creations of fine

art. Even as architectural adjuncts statues from

ten to thirty feet high are questionable things ; but

as portraits of great men they utterly fail to strike

that chord of human sympathy and love for which

they are produced.

It may be observed that when a colossal statue

is set up, the people feel that they have discharged

their duty to the great departed in a visible form,

and all further interest ceases with the unveiling.

They do not come again and again to view the

lineaments of tlie liero and liberator, and, considering

what manner of man he was, allow his image to jjlay

its part in ennobling the common mind. Why ?

Because such exaggerated forms are unhumanly big,

and unlovable as the face of the Spliinx.

AVhatever form numicipal connection witli art

may take, it is right tliat in all undertakings

of this kind the public should get the worth of

their money. Such monuments should therefore

be examples of the best art tliat can be got, and

nothing less than the best. Thus they would not

only commemorate the virtues of our citizens but

would also record to posterity the highest level of

art in the time and place where they are produced.

This can never be the case until our municipalities

seek the best art guidance available in all matters

connected with public buildings, monuments, and

purchases of works of art. But tliey will never do

this unguided. It is the clear duty of artists and

those who have knowledge of art, in some practical

way to make their influence felt. It is the supine-

ness and lack of public spirit of those who know
better tliat makes possible the triumph of bourgeois

ideals of art.
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PARIS: THE GAMBETTA MONUMENT.

THE statue erected to the memory of Gambetta

in the Place du Carrousel, Paris, was unveiled

on Saturday, 14th July, in presence of immense

crowds. We have pleasure in calling attention to

the following interesting and instructive remarks

about it, which appeared in The BrU'tsh ArcMtect

of 20th July :—

'A model erection, it was also preceded by a

model competition. One well fitted to fill our

hearts with envy to hear of. Let us re-sketch an

outline of that contest, which, it will be remem-

bered, took place in 1884. The nation, having

gathered an offering of some ^f'lSjOOO to the

memory of Gambetta, designs were invited, and

eighty-two came in. What a contrast to the

miserable fiasco for the statues we asked for

!

'The eighty-two projects were then publicly ex-

hibited, and in an apartment right worthy of them

—the great hall at tlie Ecolc des Beaux-Arts. There,

no mere handful of journalists went to discuss them

as a dreary task, but every lover of art in a country

of lovers of art. Again, what a contrast

!

' Then came the arrangements for an assessorship.

One solitary professional man granted .'' One man,

as a great favour, after much supplication, and on

the sole condition that his award shall not in the

slightest degree bind the committee of wealthy city

butchers and bakers at the head of affairs ? No,

no, not so. The assessorship settled upon was none

less than the following fifteen uninipeacliable experts,

and empowered to act with a veto supreme and

binding :—MJ\I. Cliarles Gamier, Bailly, Guillaume,

Paul Dubois, Chapu, Dreyfus, Spuller, Adrien

Hebrard, Paul Strauss, Ranc, Antonin Proust, Paul

Bert, Joseph Reinach, Castagnary, Isambert. Again,

what a contrast

!

' These gentlemen were then set to work, and they

terminated the first act of the concours by a selec-

tion of six designs for a second epreuve. They were

those by MM. AUar and Dutert, Falguiere and

Pajol, Aube and Boileau, Dalon and Faure Dujarrie

Coutan and Lambert, Injalbert and Dalou. Observe

that every one of these are partnerships, and com-

posed, respectively in every instance, of one architect

and one sculptor, working in combination. In no

case a sculptor found working without his proper

helpmate, an arcliitect. In no case (as in this

unfortunate country) the sculptor found fancying

himself a Michael Angelo mixture of both one and

the other, resulting in an infatuated state of mind
wliich has caused our squares to be filled witli

statues stuck on to architectural accessories which

are abortions. Again, what a contrast

!

' And tlien, finally, came on the second round of

tlie battle, and tlie eventful awarding of the palm

to MM. Aube and Boileau, whose masterful idea

was, last week, unveiled to the public.

' One parting glance before we return to grimy

London. We remember saying, at the outset, that

there were some trifles about it we—with an egotism

singular to our calling—fancied we could have done

better, but we beg to say tliat these do not include

one single line of the central figure of Gambetta
himself. We have heard complaints that his podgy
limbs, his styleless " go-to-meeting " coat, and other

ungainly characteristics, jar on the e7isemble. We
differ. Thirst for genuine truth of the ancient

artists, so scantily responded to by the moderns,

has been MM. Aube and Boileau's inspiration, and

we have here Le'on Gambetta, represented as we
actually knew liim in tlie flesh, to the very ungain-

liness of his ungainly necktie. It will go down to

posterity an actual plastic photograph of tlie actual

man. No graceful clothes (which he never wore)

nor finely proportioned bones (which ' he never

possessed) have been availed of for a grand effect,

which has, nevertheless, been obtained without any

of these cheap and false means.

' We wish we could say the same of many another

statue.'

GENERAL INDIFFERENCE TO JNIODERN ARCHITECTURE.

MR. HONEYMAN, in his able article on ' The
Exhibiting of Architectural Drawings,' has

struck deep at the root of the lack of interest in

such exhibitions. If this lack of interest were

confined to architectural drawings it would be a

matter of comparatively little regret, as an architect

would no more desire to have a final judgment

passed upon his art work from a conventional

drawing representing his building from one fixed

point of sight, than he would desire to have his

deportment judged by a 'carte de visite' repre-

senting his person in one single aspect. He could

equally well afford to dispense with both representa-

tions, or, if you prefer it, 7?;ij-representations. The
indifference of true lovers of art to architectural

drawings is an unpleasant fact that architects must

admit, with more or less reluctance, according as

they feel it, touches their art ; but they might

endure this neglect with calmness did it measure

the full extent of the indifference. I fear, however.

c3
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the evil is a deeper and more serious one—that it is

not limited to architectural drawings, but extends

to architecture itself.

Before we can accept the theory that the deserted

condition of the architectural gallery is to be wliolly

accounted for by the absence of the buildings them-

selves, we must be persuaded that, viere it possible

to have them present, they would be studied by all

true lovers of art with an interest and an affec-

tionate regard equal to that bestowed upon the

paintings in the adjoining galleries ; or that, in the

places ichere they stand they are so studied and

lingered over. I am not sanguine enough to believe

that they are so. Do tlie various buildings that

are within the grounds exercise this attractive

influence ? And I seek to apply the question to

two buildings only, which are most favourable to

that view of the question. Is tlie Bishop's Castle

regarded with that loving interest that a local

r

building called back into life from the grave of

past centuries might be expected to excite, were we

to accept Mr. Honeyman''s theory ? Is the clever

reproduction of a Dutch House, in which Van

Houten's cocoa is dispensed, studied or lingered

over with one tithe of the affectionate regard

bestowed on a single picture of Maris or Israels .''

And yet these have much in them to attract the

curious, a more numerous multitude than true

lovers of art. But it may be urged that these are

not real, that they are but representations, neither

cleverer nor better than many of the arcliitectural

drawings, and equally false as far as true art is

concerned. Then surely the University Buildings

on Gilmorehill are sufficiently real ; and how many
of the refined and cultured men who enter its gates

daily, study or think of it as a work of art, though

seeing it just where it stands .'' The Royal Exchange

is sufficiently real ; and how many of the wealthy

merchants who pass under its noble portico regard

it, or think of it, as a work of art ? Yet many of

these men are art patrons, with worthy sculptures

in their halls and exquisite paintings in their rooms,

and who shall say they are not, many of them, true

lovers of art ? And what shall we say of gifted

and successful painters who are content to live in

houses innocent of architectural art .'' or of Royal

Academicians voting for the election of Architect

Associates on hearsay, without a knowledge of or

opinion concerning their art work ? Surely this, that

even true lovers of art do not love all the arts equally ;

and there are many reasons, technical and other,

why architecture must always have fewer admirers

than the sister arts of painting and sculpture.

Architecture is their elder brother, more practical

and hard-headed tlian they, and less lovable than

the softer, fairer sisters.

There seems, then, to be a weightier problem re-

quiring solution than that Mr. Honeyman has dealt

with, and which bears much the same relation to

his that the substance does to the shadow. Will

modem architecture bear the test of attractiveness

which Mr. Honeyman applies to the exhibition of

architectural drawings ? And if it will not, is the

inference inevitable, ' it is falsehood that inter-

venes ''
.'' If the test and inference are true as applied

to architectural drawings, can we escape them when

applied to architecture ? Or, is the test unfair and

the inference untrue in one or both cases ?

It appears to me tliat the lack of interest taken

in architecture, outside the profession, whether it

be in conventional drawings or in the buildings

themselves, is due in large measure to the absence of

any personal identity of the arcliitect with the art-

work he produces. The personal identity of the

artist with his work, of the producer with the thing

produced, is a special characteristic of modern life

and thought. The value attached to a picture,

attributed to a great master, is determined rather

by the presence or absence of an authentic signature,

than by tlie intrinsic merit of the picture itself.
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The personality of tlie architect is seldom thus

identified with his buildings, and this has much to

do with the lack of interest taken in them by lovers

of art as well as by the general public. Add to this

that a building is not the work of the architect's

own hands in the immediate and direct sense that

a picture or a statue is the handiwork of his brother

artists of the brush and cliisel, and his personality

becomes more obscure, and the interest in his work

diminishes proportionately. "Wliy sliould not the

architect inscribe his name on his building as the

painter does on his canvas, or the sculptor on his

marble and bronze ? It is done in France, and the

French take a deeper and more real interest in

architecture than we do. How many of those mer-

chants or students we spoke of know the name of

the architect of the building they frequent, or would

be interested in remembering it though they heard

it ? Yet one never looks at a painting or a statue

without asking, ' Who is it by ? ' Erase the names

from the canvases in tlie picture galleries, and how
much of the interest vanishes with them ?

Let me not be understood to say that by inscrib-

ing the arcliitecfs name upon the corner of our

buildings, general interest would at once be excited

in architecture. The interest would not be im-

mediate, and I have already indicated my belief that

interest in architecture will never be so general nor

so deep as in painting and sculpture. But I submit

that the absence of a personal identity of the archi-

tect with his work has much to do with the lack of

interest in this important department of art.

G. WaSHINGTOiV BltOWNE.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION BUILDINGS.

^&«c

-•«k;«3., -

THE critic of architecture must ever have regard

to the limitations, economic, practical, and

constructive, under whicli the subject of his remarks

has been produced. This is especially true in the

case of such a work as the Exhibition buildings,

where the temporary character of the structure, and
the brief time available for working out the design,

form hindrances to its artistic completeness alto-

gether abnormal. In passing, it may be remarked

that the first of these limitations has to a largeo
extent been disregarded, the necessarily short

existence of the building has been overlooked,

and the design has been invested witli so much
of a serious arcliitectural character as to consti-

tute in itself an architectural fault. 'To what
pui'pose is this waste ' of brick towers, painted

arches, and plaster capitals (for once in such a cry

the economical public and tlie architect may agree),

seeing that wooden struts and iron ties would in

many cases have served as well constructionally, and

artistically would have been more consonant with

the character of the work.

Be this as it may, in the design and execu-

tion of the Exhibition buildings Mr. Sellars has

undoubtedly furnished fresh proof of his ability

as an architect. Grave faults there are, faults

of judgment in planning, of artistic perception

in decoration, yet, alike in the selection of the

style, in the general conception of the design, and

in the elaboration of the details, the Exhibition

shows itself the work of a clever artist. The selec-

tion of the Oriental style of architecture as one

which naturally lends itself to gay and fantastic

treatment, and the logical use of it throughout all

parts of the design, give the Exhibition a marked

character thoroughly in keeping with its pur)30se,

and differentiate it from all previous efforts in this

country. At the same time, the facility with which

its forms can be imitated in wood is a snare which

has been only too readily fallen into to the sacrifice of

constructional beauty and truth in design. Witness

the great arches under the dome, which but serve to

mask the horizontal iron girders upon which the

whole is carried.

The general design and grouping are in every

way admirable ; each of the three elevations has

been made interesting, while each has a charac-

ter of its own. As regards the details, a very large

amount of credit is due to the architect for the

variety and interest with which he has treated them.
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especially when ^ve take into account tlie limitations

of time already referred to, and the natural tendency

in such circumstances to make one or two designs

serve as far as possible throughout. The main
entrance is especially well studied, with the excep-

tion of the square blocks which serve as capitals to

the engaged columns, and which look curiously bare

as compared with the richness of the arch-mould-

ings ; and the interest of this central is fully sus-

tained by the two semi-octagon porches which

support it on either flank. The lines of the dome
are fine, especially when we remember that in this

case, there being no possibility of an outer and inner

dome, the proportion must be made to suit both.

Tlie various minarets are characteristic

and good.

ferred to become regular cids-de-sac. Owing to this

want of circulation, while this corner of the buildincr

IS a struggling mass of people, courts in out of the

In the interior

we have similar evidence of study,-

in the squinches of the dome, in the balconies placed

in each of the brick towers, in tlie reception rooms,

and indeed wherever detail is admissible.

The main defect of the building we take to be its

plan. Much has been said in favour of the grand

longitudinal and transverse avenues as forming the

ideal j)lan ; experience has shown, however, that such

an arrangement inevitably produces congestion of

traffic, and in the present instance this defect is

heightened by the Grand Hall, itself too limited in

accommodation, being placed at one end of the longi-

tudinal avenue, witli direct entrance to it from the

street, and without any adequate independent exit to

the rest of the building—passage through the Picture

Galleries and Women's Industries Section counting

for nothing in a crush. For the same reason the hall

is of little use as a passage-way, and the sections re-

way corners lie deserted save for the attendants ; and

if the wayfarer grows weak in his wanderings, he has

need of a ship's compass to find the dining-rooms.

This, however, is an architectural fault, not an

artistic one, such as is mifortunately furnished by
the scheme of decoration. What should liave been

the finishing touch to a beautiful design has to a

large extent proved its ruin, and the dome, which

siiould have been the crowning beauty of the interior,

is its crowning defect. Tliis may seem exaggerated

language, but that it does not go beyond the truth

must be felt by every one who had the opportunity

of seeing the dome before it was touched by the

painter, and comparing the effect it then had with

its jiresent appearance, its ajDparent size reduced by
one-half, its beautiful lines disguised, its dignity

extinguished. But, we are told, it is in the style,

as if, even were this true, it would be any excuse for

its vulgarity and crudeness. That it is true is more

tiian questionable ; we have never yet seen chrome

yellow and prussian blue form the basis of an Eastern

scheme of colour, witliout at least a larsre groundins

of white. Moreover, where there are cool deep

shadows to take the edge off, blazing, blurring sun-

light to suffuse, and, over all, the flickering reflec-

tions from the polished tile surfaces to modulate

and vary them, colours such as these have a very

different effect from what they produce when

tattooed, in an uninteresting series of patterns, of

huge scale, with ordinary oil paints, on dead dull

boards, over a surface many hundred yards square,

the whole rendered more emphatic by a clear un-

interesting top light, or the glare of a ring of electric
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lamps. This exaggerated scheme of colour runs

through nearly the whole building, and the dis-

tressing effect is largely increased by everything

being ' picked out ' to the last degree, so that Kiosks

and gables and towers, which once looked beautiful

by reason of their graceful outlines and play of

light and shade, are now commonplace and tawdry.

By way of contrast with all this, note tlie charming-

effect of the main vestibule, where the tones, though

warm and briglit, are tones and not crudities, and

where the medium used gives a pleasant play of

reflected light, instead of the uniform flatness

characteristic of the rest of the painting.

In conclusion, it may be said tliat the excellences

of this design are many and evident : he who runs

may read tliem not only in the building itself, but

in the many descriptions of it in the press ; but it

may be a good thing for architects and the public

to recognise that we have not yet reached perfection.

AxDEEw Hat.i,.

Mr. JAMES SELLARS, Architect. —In the record of

modern architectural design Glasgow has held a prominent posi-

tion for the quality of work executed there and the ability of her

architects. Amongst the latter we could hardly name a better

representative than the designer of the Glasgow International

E.xhibition Buildings. Mr. Sellars was born at Glasgow. He
entered the office of Mr. Hugh Barclay, Glasgow, about thirty

years ago, and there served his apprenticeship. Early in his ex-

perience he became known to the public by the selection of his

design for the Stewart Memorial Fountain, out of over fifty others

from all parts of the country. This work, which commemorates

the introduction of Loch Katrine water to the city, stands in the

Kelvingrove Park, near the present International Exhibition, and

has been illustrated in the Britisli Architect. It is a clever

Gothic design of good outline and proportion, exhibiting much
thought and careful effort. About this time Mr. Sellars entered

the office of Mr. Campbell Douglas, and subsequently became his

partner. In conjunction with Mr. Douglas he has carried out a

number of important works, which have given the firm a leading

provincial reputation, not confined to one special branch of practice,

but including public and domestic, commercial and ecclesiastical

buildings.

We have not been slow to point out examples of modern skill

which, to our thinking, \x\dac?At. progressive quality in architectural

art, for in the leading these may give to contemporary students we
must look for hopes of better things. In England we have every

day practice of a high order in Chester, Liverpool, and Manchester,

which places provincial work on a level with the very best which

can be found in the metropolis, and in Glasgow and Edinburgh

the best work is of an equally encouraging sort for the future de-

velopment of architecture. In this development Mr. James Sellars

has made a distinct and valuable record.

—

British Architect,

NOTES ON ARCHITECTURE.

The New S. S.C. Library.— ' Notwithstaiiding the reports

and information received from professional gentlemen consulted,

the Council of the Edinburgh S.S.C. Society have unanimously

resolved that in their opinion the plan bearing the motto
" Wisdom, Health, and Beauty " is entitled to the first place in

the competition, and that the plans bearing the mottoes

"Scottish Seventeenth Century " and "S.S.C." are entitled, the

former to the first, and the latter to the second premium. The

author of the plan "Wisdom, Health, and Beauty" is Mr. James

B. Dunn. The second design is by Messrs. M'Arthy & Watson,

and the third is by Mr. G. Washington Browne.' The fore-

going is the account given in the newspapers, with a trifling

alteration of our own (italicised) which makes the facts of the

case a little clearer. The interest in architecture would appear

to be growing-^at an alarming rate—when learned gentlemen of

the law thus sit in judgment on the merits of art designs.

The criticism which these learned gentlemen thus pass upon

themselves, especially when they make awards counter to the

awards of professional experts on art, is the aspect of the affair

which people will notice, a legal dictum on an art question being

a matter of no consequence. Want of space compels us to hold

over, till next month, an article dealing with the whole subject.

BiGGAR Parish Kirk.—Scottish art lovers and antiquarians

have reason to be thankful for the recent decision of Lord Eraser

in the Court of Session granting perpetual interdict against a pro-

posed extension of Biggar Parish Kirk. The collegiate Church of

Saint Mary was founded in I545i though parts of the structure are

said to date from as far back as 1164. Spared by the Reformers,

it was attacked by Vandals of later times in 1795 and 1S34, and

has lost a west porch, sacristy, and lych gate, as well as the gilt

oak chancel roof and organ loft. It still retains, however, its

original cruciform disposition, with low central tower and belfry

turret, crow-stepped western gable and embattled choir with

trigonal apse. Scarce indeed in Scotland are such architectural

relics, but this did not hinder a doubtless well-meaning minister

and kirk-session, under the direction of a 'local architect,' from

proposing to knock down the greater part of the north wall of the

nave and the west side of the north transept in order to secure

additional sittings. The opposition of Mr, Ralston of Loaning-

dale and a minority of the heritors having proved ineffectual,

recourse was had to the law-courts, and with success. It is true

that Mr. Ralston, the champion of antiquarianism, was himself at

first prepared with a rival set of plans, and that the decision of the

Court seems to have been given solely on the ground of possible

danger to the stability of the church, and not because of the

intended barbarous interference with an ancient monument. But

perhaps, after all, this latter circumstance is not an unmixed evil.

The bare imagination of the ' legal mind ' setting itself to form an

artistic judgment, is enough to make one shudder. It is not from

Parliament or Law Court, but at the hands of artists themselves,

that the future will require an account of those artistic relics which

we are happy enough to possess.

Glasgow : The Panorama of Bannockburn.—For the

credit of Glasgow it is satisfactory that the piece of ground, in

Sauchiehall Street, to the west of the Corporation Buildings, has

been reclaimed from the chaotic and unsightly condition in which

it had been standing for so many years. The building which now

occupies the site is pleasing, both in form and colour. The colour,

of rich red, is refreshing to the Scotch eye, too much accustomed

to blues and greys. The style of the architecture is of the

Renaissance, and the detail is as refined as the work always is

which is designed by Dr. Rowand Anderson. Taken as a whole,

the ten arcades, with their balustrade coping, and the large Pano-

rama building proper rising behind, form a most interesting group.

We only wish ourselves more often privileged to see such an honest

treatment of a public building destined for a peculiar use.
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A GLANCE AT ITALIAN GLASS.

SO far as is known, the art of glass-working was

introduced into Italy in the days of the Early

Empire, sometime during the first century of the

Christian era. The antique Roman civilisation was

then in its latest and most gorgeous blossom ; it

was the time of the banquets of Vitellius and the

o-olden house of Nero, when every land was vexed,

and all invention exhausted, to give a new relish to

the pleasures that began to pall. Among the tliou-

sand appliances of luxury it was hardly possible that

one so obvious and delightful as the use of glass as

an art material should be forgotten. Forgotten

assuredly it was not ; indeed it seems to have been

even more widely recognised and taken advantage

of than at the present day. The Romans of tlie

Empire, we know, had cups, basins, and platters of

glass—they formed glass into armlets, beads, brace-

lets, and rings. These, however, were the least

important uses of the material, from an artistic

point of view. When we examine the Portland

vase, and determine, so far as possible, the enormous

difficulties overcome to produce it, we shall more

readily conceive the high development which, even

at that distant period, the art of glass-working had

attained.

This celebrated work of art was found in the

tomb of Alexander Severus, who died in the latter

half of the third century. The vase is composed of

two bodies of differently coloured glass : first was

formed a ball of blue glass, on that was imposed a

layer of white enamel glass, then the whole was

fashioned into a vase, as yet entirely without decora-

tion. At this stage it was merely a vessel of white

glass with an internal surface of blue. But the

glass-cutter, with his rapidly revolving wheel, carved

away the glass from the surface, and as the white

layer was removed, the blue beneath began to appear,

and thus was produced an elaborate gradation of

light and shade. JosiaJi Wedgwood, referring to

this vase, said, ' It is apparent the artist has availed

himself very ably of the dark ground in producing

the perspective and distance required by cutting the

white away nearer to the ground, as the shades

were wanted deeper, so that the white is often cut

to the thinness of paper, and in some instances quite

away, and the ground itself makes a part of the bas-

relief—by which means he has given to his work the

effect of painting as well as sculpture ; and it will

be found that a bas-relief, with all the figures of a

uniform white colour upon a dark ground, will be a

very faint resemblance of what this artist has had

tlie address to produce by calling in the aid of

colour to assist his relief^ It is needless to say that

the mere production of two bodies of glass, which

would coalesce firmly without subsequent fracture,

would require a glass-maker thoroughly cognisant

of his art.

But the Portland vase is not the only relic of its

kind and age. In the National Museum at Naples

are many fragments of cameo glass ; and besides we

have the Auldjo and Alexandrian Vases, botli of

similar fabrication. No doubt the skill displayed

in these and like fabrics was largely acquired by

antecedent practice in the carving of chalcedony,

onyx, and rock crystal, whicli were lavishly used by

the Romans in mural and other decoration. Rock

crystal, in particular, prior to the general introduc-

tion of glass, was cut, carved, and polished into

vessels possessing remarkable whiteness and great

brilliancy.

Roman glass in its outline possesses all the charac-

teristic feeling of classical art ; if we compare it

with Venetian ware we at once perceive how distinct

and dissimilar are the forms. In the Kelvingrove

Museum, Glasgow, may be seen a small case of

Roman glass consisting of amphora;, basins, cups,

lachrymatories, and bottles. The amphorae are so

much corroded, that to a casual observer they have

more the appearance of clay or stone, than of glass.

There is a small basin partially corroded, but where

the surface is intact it shows the beautiful pearly-

iridescent lustre so peculiar to old glass. The
lachrymatories are entirely corroded. This case of

glass is peculiarly interesting, but it is hardly

admissible to compare it with otlier ware, or assume

it as a standard. A more valuable collection
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is the one made in the neighbourhood of Rome

by the Earl of Northesk, and presented in 1877

to the Museum of Science and Art in Edin-

burgh. This museum also contains the valuable

collection of antique glass formed by M. Piot of

Paris. From an examination of all extant remains

of antique glass we are permitted to conclude that

the Romans were adepts at staining, enamelling,

glass-cutting, blowing, and casting ; they had glass

in their windows, they walked on pavements of

mosaic glass, their walls were empanelled with glass.

The majority of amphone distributed throughout

the country show great beauty of form, while

lachrymatories and smaller vessels are delicately

wrought and not inartistic. But, when Rome from

the brilliant and luxurious period of the empire

descended into a state of semi-barbarism, the art of

glass-working was lost, and revived in Italy only

with the Renaissance.

HIS CR/ICE

TH£ OVKE of-

BVCCLtVCH ®

In Venetian glass is breathed throughout the true

spirit of the great art revival of Italy. In it we
find embodied that harmony and simplicity, the

first expression of an awakened sympathy for the

beautiful. Glass-working is peculiarly an Italian

art, and the Venetians are entirely its masters. In

their hands it is sometimes simple, plain, and light

as air ; at other times rich, bold, and brilliant,

trained and woven into a thousand adventurous

shapes. Various theories have been put forward as

to the exact period at which glass-working began to

be practised in Venice ; but it was in tlie thirteenth

century that it first attracted attention, as is

evidenced by decrees of the Council of the Re-

public. The sixteenth century, however, is the

period marking the real rise of the art. The glass

of this period is remarkable for lightness and

purity of material, for delicacy of treatment and

beauty of form. In the liands of the skilled artist

its plastic and pliable nature permitted him to

fashion it into the most intricate lines witli facility.

In earlier times, on the other hand, it was some-

what difiicult to obtain glass of absolute purity,

and beauty of outline therefore is the only merit

tlie early glass lays claim to. But as the art pro-

gressed, like the old heraldic shields in wliich

bordures, bars, and bosses, while playing their

heraldic part, at the same time strengthened the

shield—so the glass of Venice blossomed out into

ornamental handles, flowers, rosettes, masks, etc.,

but all primarily affixed for strength.

Venetian glass possesses various distinct styles

and methods, though often in one piece all styles

are combined. Of these various types mille-fiore

began to be produced in Venice about the end of

the fifteenth century. In this process long ' canes
'

of glass are formed, in the centre of which there is

a pattern, and when the cane is broken, the pattern,

running all through the length of it, becomes

visible. Small cubes are then broken from these

coloured canes, and enclosed within two surfaces

of glass ; the air between is exhausted ; the whole

is reheated and rendered homogeneous and finally

fashioned into a vase or bottle. Examples of this

^^

type may be met \\ith, in almost any stationers, in

the round polished paperweights, in the interior of

which are clustered little groups of flowers. There
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is every reason to believe that niille-fiore was derived

from a study of the Roman ware. Specimens of

botli Roman and Venetian mille-fiore are to be seen

in South Kensington Museum.

\'itro-di-trina was produced about the beginning

of the sixteenth century, and, like the preceding

process, has a Roman origin. Vessels of this

method are laced with lines of white or coloured

glass, dexter and sinister-wise, and between the

intersections of these lines a tiny bell of air is

confined. The ware is fashioned after this manner :

first is formed a cup of glass, on the surface of

which are raised lines or threads of glass running

slanting from right to left. Another cup is

fashioned in tlie same manner, but it is turned

inside out, and then placed over the first cup. The

raised lines running in opposite directions prevent

the two surfaces of glass coming together closely,

the air also becomes heated and expands between

the intersections, and the ware has the appearance

of being studded all over with drops of dew.

Latticinio, or filligrane, is but a simpler form

of vitro-di-trina. Tliis ware has white or coloured

Uowvrt. ?^r\f.

lines, spiral, plaited, etc., winding through the

body of it ; dexterity and skill never overpower the

character of 'fineness' expressed in the purity and

delicacy of the glass.

Crackle ware has the appearance of being

' frosted.' The mass ere it is fashioned is dipped

suddenly into cold water, the hot glass is instantly

cooled and becomes cracked throughout its mass.

It is then carefully reheated and becomes again

homogeneous, the surface alone being crackled.

Sanded-gold ware has the surface powdered, as it

were, with gold. The glass, ere it is fasliioned, has

a leaf of gold applied to the surfsice, and the whole

is suddenly distended; the gold being drawn asunder

expands with tlie glass, and the space between each

molecule is increased, giving the vessel its poudree

appearance.

Avanturine glass has a sparkling iridescent lustre,

obtained by the reduction of the copper and iron

oxides added, tliough in the earliest specimens

metallic copper alone appears to have caused this

colouring.

Schmelze is an opaque coloured glass, and is often

a mixture of various colours. The intention in

Schmelze was originally to imitate chalcedony and

otlier hard crystals, but the term is now applied to

any opaque coloured glass.

The foregoing are the most common of the early

processes, but the mille-fiore, vitro-di-trina, and

latticinio are the methods on which all the marvels

of dexterity are based. The beauty of sixteenth

century glass is due to a great extent to the con-

sonance of form with the character of the material.

The glass is light, thin, ductile, and pliable, and all

these qualities are expressed in the form of the ware.

The lines are delicate, winding, and sinuous, and

the whole form is generally expressive of lightness

and ease. In the seventeenth century, however,

the true feeling of the art was lost, and artists

devoted their attention to displaying skill and dex-

terity alone, putting these in tlie place of beauty of

character. The simplicity, lightness, and delicacy

of the early ware were abandoned, and in the

eighteenth century England, France, and Bohemia

drove the glass of Venice from its own market.

To Dr. Salviati belongs tlie honour of instituting

tlie revival of glass-working in Venice. The modern

art is based entirely on a study of the best examples

of early glass, and in many cases surpasses its model.

Dr. Salviati recognised the fact that the form of

the glass was its principal beauty, as by its means

colour and thinness were alone displayed ; so col-

lecting specimens of the best early glass he en-

deavoured to accustom the eye of the workman to

the best types of beauty, and with no mean measure

of success. Oscar Patekson.
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PAUL ADOLPHE llAJON.

THIS accomplished etcher and true artist, who died

on <)th June last, was born at Dijon in 1S42.

His artistic sympathies manifested themselves at an

early age, and, while still quite young, he left Dijon

and studied in Paris. His genius was not long in

discovering for itself the direction in which it could

best develop its powers. About 1865 he took up

etching as the serious employment of his life, and his

success as an etcher has been so great as to quite over-

shadow his power as a painter. But those who have

seen examples of his skill in both oil and water-colour

painting know well that his own original work pos-

sessed all the qualities of distinction that are the

outcome of artistic feeling, added to cultured judg-

ment and taste.

Rajon first appeared in the Salon in 18()5, with a

drawing—' Portrait of Mdlle. C But it was his first

important plate, ' Rembrandt,' etched after Meissonier,

that made his reputation. Critics recognised at once

the seriousness, the simplicity, and the power of his

work, and his position as one of the best aqua-fortistes

of the day was gained at a bound. At the Salon he

gained two medals in 186".Q and 1870, and in 1873 a

medal of the second class for his ' Fumeur flamand,'

after Meissonier. In the great Paris International

Exhibition of 1878 there was a collection of his

principal plates, and for these he was awarded another

medal of the second class.

In 1872 Rajon paid his first visit to England, and

was afterwards frequently in London. He engraved

many admirable plates for the ' Portfolio,' whose editor,

Mr. Hamerton, has always been a warm admirer of his

genius. Induced by the appreciation shown of his

work across the Atlantic, Rajon of late years made

several visits to the United States, but his permanent

home was at Anvers sur Oise, where he loved to dwell

amid the soothing sounds and sights of Nature.

Rajon also paid a visit to Scotland, and with his

friend, Mr. George Reid, R.S.A., went to Edinburgh

and Aberdeen. Among his chalk drawings and pastels

are his fine head of Sarasati—a mastei-piece of skilful

drawing—and a portrait of the daughter of Mr. Forbes

White of Aberdeen.

Rajon was devoted to his country and fought bravely

in the army of defence during the first siege of Paris.

His nature was generous, fi-ank, and spiritual. Charm-
ing in manner, unaffected and kindly, he well deserved

the success that crowned his earnest labours. For

some time his health had not been of the best, but his

death (on yth of June) was quite unexpected, and was

the direct result of an attack of acute pleurisy.

There is a fine simplicity in Rajon's work—a simpli-

city and directness that flow from consummate know-

ledge and from complete command of all the resources

of his art. His etchings are absolutely free from

vulgarity and from all forced effects. He was a master

of light and shade, and understood well the power of

the line. He threw- himself into entire sj'mpathy with

his originals, and endeavoured to interpret faithfully

their meaning and spirit. His work is the result of an

artist's hand, guided by an artist's brain and heart.

He is one of the most notable of the great etchers

whom the latter-day revival of the Art of Etching has

produced in France.

Rajon's fine collection of works will, by his express

desire, be sold in London, and his old friend Monsieur

Thibandeau will prepare the catalogue.

Robert Walker.

REVIEW

MEMORIAL CATALOGUE op the French and

Dutch Loan Collection, Edinburgh Interna-

tional Exhibition, 1886. Edinburgh: Printed

at the University Press by T. & A. Constable,

and published by David Douglas, 1888.

This book is a worthy memento of a noble Art

Exhibition. Dealing with Art it partakes so thor-

oughly of the spirit of its subject that, as a book, it is

itself a work of art. It is beautifully printed on heavy

hand-made paper. The folio page admits of the con-

venient insertion of numerous etchings and sketches,

which are thus done full justice to by handsome mar-

gins. The book consists of A Note on Romanticism

short Biographies of the Painters, and Descriptions of

the Pictures, by William Ernest Henley ; six Etchings

by Zilcken, and eight by William Hole, with the addi-

tion of one by B. J. Blomraers, all on full-page plates.

Fifty-four Sketches are printed in the te.xt.

All the Etchings are good, and some of them ai'e

specially fine. We are enabled to give our readers a

specimen in one of the plates issued with this number of

the Scollish Art Review—Corot's 'Evening in Normandy,'

etched by Mr. William Hole. It shows that sympa-

thetic and intelligent power of translation so vital to

good etching. The spirit of Corot's work has been

caught and feelingly rendered. Mr. Hole's etching of

'The Hunt,' by Rousseau, is particularly fine, impressively

conveying the very spirit of the small but yet great

picture which it represents. The plates from the

works of Jacque and James and Matthew Maris are

also specially noteworthy ; while the one after Monti-
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celli is surpassingly fine, interpreting, as it does, with

a success one could hardly have hoped for in an etch-

ing, the wealth of colour and peculiar glamour of that

remarkable painter's work. The plates by M. Zilcken

show power in dealing with the resources of etching as

etching. Their technical grasp is effective in the pre-

sentment of certain works—for instance, the picture

by Mauve. But on account of Mr. Hole's frank self-

surrender, and evident desire simply to render sympa-

thetically the qualities of works in which feeling is the

dominant molif, his etchings have a subtle charm tran-

scending all technicalities. Alike in inception and

execution, therefore, they are thoroughly in sympathy

with the spirit of Romanticism in Art.

The focusing of so much good work of this kind in

the volume under notice not only forms a peculiarly

satisfactory memorial of the exhibition the book

commemorates, but it should also stimulate others to

emulation, and result in turning the efforts of some of

our artists into a useful and beautiful direction. The
poor we have always with us, in art as in life ; in the

nature of things the comparatively few fine pictures

the world contains cannot be the property of many
persons, nor can they be continually accessible.

Therefore art can perform no kindlier office than in

adequately transfusing the spirit of such works into

foi-ms that bring them within general reach, thus mak-

ing possible the gracious presence of art of a high

order in the homes and in the lives of many. No less

for their intrinsic worth than for this reason these

etchings are therefore especially welcome.

The sketches printed in the text show Mr. Hole's

efforts in another direction, wherein he has not been

so successful as with the copper. Tlie work in these

sketches is mostly ' tight '—as if the artist had been

troubled in using his material. Going beyond mere

outline translation of the works sketched, they attempt

to give light and shade without suggesting the tonality

of the pictures from which they are taken. As line

sketches they go too fai-, and as light-and-shade

sketches they are not treated in a way to make suc-

cess possible. With a few exceptions—notably that

of an excellent sketch of a picture by Israels, on

p. 103,—they fail to catch the spirit of the works they

are intended to indicate. An etching by M. Zilcken,

printed in the text on p. 130, is also a good example

of slight treatment adequately conveying the spirit of

the picture sketched.

Turning to the letterpress, Mr. Henley's Note on

Romanticism introduces the subject to the reader. It

is chiefly the Romantic movement in literature that is

dealt with. The field surveyed is a large one. As

the result of wide research a myriad of facts are col-

lated and compared, and deductions are made from

them. The whole is presented to the reader in a

well-ordered way, and in a literary style admirably

lucid and pointed. Yet having regard to the wealth

of noble works of which he required to treat in dealing

with the Loan Collection, it is disappointing that Mr.

Henley should thus linger on the threshold of the

subject. Especially is this felt when, after peiiisal of

so much information more or less gennane to the

matter in hand, it is found that there has not been
laid down in the foi-m of a handy definition a clear

statement of the nature of Romanticism in Alt. This

would have been practically useful in entering on con-

sideration of the pictures of the Romantic Painters of

France and Holland, which formed the collection under

notice. It is precisely by such means that Literature

may throw upon the sister arts that side-light which is

the only raison-d' etre of any writing on art. In this

respect Mr. Henley's thirty-six folio pages contain less

of practical value than do the following pregnant

sentences by Professor Sidney Colvin on the distinction

between Romantic and Classical Art :

—

It is a distinction much less of subject than of treatment,

although to some subjects the one mode of treatment may be more
appropriate, and to some the other. ... In classical art every

idea is called up to the mind as nakedly as possible, and at the

same time as distinctly ; it is exhibited in white light, and left

to produce its effect by its own unaided power. In romantic art,

on the other hand, all objects are exhibited as it were through a

coloured and iridescent atmosphere. . . . The temper, again, of

the romantic artist is one of excitement, while the temper of the

classical artist is one of self-possession. No matter what the

power of his subject, the classical artist does not fail to assert his

mastery over it and over himself, w'hile the romantic artist seems as

though bis subject were ever on the point of dazzling and carrying

him away. On the one hand there is calm, on the other hand

enthusiasm : the virtues of the one style are strength of grasp, with

clearness and justice of presentment : the virtues of the other style

are glow of spirit, with raagic and richness of suggestion.

Mr. Henley says that craftsmanship is the strong

point of the romantic artists. The opposite is surely

the case, both in literary and pictorial art of this

school. Byron, whom Mr. Henley justly places in

the front rank among romantic writers, produces his

effects not because of good, but in spite of indif-

ferent technique. Gainsborough in his day was a

romantic painter as compared with classical Sir

Joshua, par excellence the stylist of English art. Yet

untutored Gainsborough produced works that evoked

Sir Joshua's admiration for the very fact that, in

spite of technical deficiency, they achieved results

quite equal to those of the accomplished Sir Joshua.

Passing from the Note on Romanticism to tiie rest

of the literary part of the book, the sense of disappoint-

ment felt on concluding the Note is all but wholly

counteracted by the admirable character of the short

Biographies of artists. Mr. Henley's comprehensive

grasp of facts and felicity of literary presentment have

here produced excellent results, in the way of succinct

narrative in which much is related and more suggested.

But, besides this, in these Biographies fine discrimina-

tion and judgment are shown in 'placing' the various

men. Here is a specimen from the note on Millet,

of which we would gladly quote the whole did space

permit :

—
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Millet left Paris for Barbizon (1849). ... He returned to the

ideals of his youth, and became, by swift and easy stages, the epic

painter of rusticity. At Barbizon, where he laboured till his

death, he produced that long line of masterpieces in which the

new capacities of landscape, the conquests of Rousseau and

Diaz and Constable, are found in combination with an heroic

treatment of the figure. This development was Millet's work,

and remains perhaps his chief contribution to pure art. ... To his

fellow-craftsmen his work must always present extraordinary

interest ; for, while his gift was immense, and his accomplishment

in its way unrivalled, there have been few whose study of reality

has been more searching and profound, and few the record of

whose observations is so charged with brain-stuff and so pregnant

with significance. But he did not work for his fellow-craftsmen

alone. He has touched the scenes of that ' epic in the flat,' which

was his legacy to time, with a dignity, a solemn passion, a quality

of fatefulness, a sense of eternal issues, which lift him to the

neighbourhood of Michelangelo and Beethoven, and make his

achievement, like theirs, the possession of all mankind.

Until this Memorial Catalogue appeared, it was

not generally regarded as possible to do such book-

work without going to Paris or elsewhere for it. But

the book itself attests what can be done by determina-

tion, enterprise, and good taste among ourselves. It

is in its own line the finest thing of the kind yet pro-

duced in this country. Indeed it is more than merely

that, for it is a new departure altogether. It is worthy

to take rank with the best art books produced on the

Continent. Its get-up reflects honour on all who have

had to do with it. M.-vcaulay Stevenson.

GENERAL NOTES ON ART.

The National Association for the Advancement of

Art.—The first meeting of 'The National Association for the

Advancement of Art and its Application to Industry ' will be held

in Liverpool in November of this year, and it is contemplated to

hold future Congresses in other great centres of industry and manu-

facture. The Congress will be divided into sections, dealing with

Painting, Sculpture, Applied Art, History and Museums, and the

National and Municipal encouragement of Art. This last, but

most important section, is to be under the presidency of the Right

Hon. A. J. Mundella, M.P., with P. H. Rathbone, Esq., as

secretary. Messrs. Alma-Tadema, Alfred Gilbert, and Walter

Crane preside over the sections devoted to Painting, Sculpture,

and Applied Art. On the immense power of such an influential

association to promote and further the interests of Art in this

country, it is not necessary for us to make any comment. Steps

should be taken to secure its holding a Congress in Scotland at as

early a date as is found suitable. For we feel certain that a meeting

here would be productive of benefit. As is now pretty generally

known, the idea of such an association emanated from the Liverpool

Art Club, and, as it received great encouragement from the Mayor

and many of the most influential citizens of that city, a public meet-

ing was held in the Town Hall, and an executive council appointed,

with the object of holding an Art Congress in Liverpool, for the

purpose of bringing together those interested in the subject, and

the furtherance of schemes likely to promote the interests or diffuse

a knowledge of Art. At a later meeting in the Duke of West-

minster's house in London, there was formally inaugurated a per-

manent Association for the advancement of Art, somewhat on the

lines of the British Association for the advancement of Science.

Looking at the influence which the British Association has exerted

on the development of Science and Inventions, we cannot but

expect a future of great usefulness for the new society.

A Practical School for Ilujstrative Artists.—It is

proposed by the directorate of the Graphic to found a school for

artists, who will be instructed in the different methods of produc-

ing black and white drawings, most suitable for engraving on

wood, or for the different processes now employed for illustrations

here and on the Continent. Candidates for admission to the school,

who must not be more than twenty-five years of age, will be required

to submit a set of original sketches of figure subjects ; consisting

either of scenes of actual events, portraits from life, drawings from

animals, or humorous sketches. Studies from still life, the

antique, or landscape sketches will not, however, be received.

No premium will be required, but the students will be chosen

according to the merit of the drawings submitted, and after selec-

tion they will have a fortnight's trial before being definitely

accepted. The instruction from capable masters will be free, but

the students must find their own materials and share the expense

of models. We trust this new educational undertaking may be

productive of good results.

The National Gallery, London.—The Annual Report

for the year 18S7 has been issued as a Parliamentary paper.

The Trustees and Director have renewed their application to the

Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury, urging them to

reconsider the question of restoring, either wholly or in part, the

annual Parliamentary grant to the National Gallery for the pur-

chase of pictures (suspended since 1885), and suggesting that at

least the yearly sum paid by the public for admission on students'

days (which may be estimated at ;f 1200, as well as the profits

derived from the sale of catalogues, might be placed at the dis-

posal of the Trustees for the purpose above mentioned. Although

their Lordships were unable to accede to this request, they under-

took to sanction an advance of ;^2000 from the Civil Contingencies

Fund for the purchase of pictures in 18S7-88, should an oppor-

tunity occur of expending that sum with advantage to the Gallery.

The Panorama of Bannockburn, Glasgow.—A panorama

of this kind is a novel thing in Scotland. It is so much beyond

any panorama that has been shown here—indeed, it is so entirely

difl'erent—as to approach, if it does not reach, certain of the

qualities of a work of art. The best part of it is the landscape.

The figures of the opposing hosts battling with each other are not

quite satisfactorily enveloped in the same atmosphere as the land-

scape. This detracts from the sense of naturalness. While the

scene appears real, the warriors look like the painted men they

are. Nevertheless the action is good, and a fine idea of the

memorable struggle is conveyed by the representation. From an

art point of view it is specially on the landscape we have to com-

ment. At the present time there is a great deal of nonsense talked

about men * painting with a foreign accent,' because many of the

more earnest of the younger artists of this country go abroad, to

Paris and elsewhere, to be disciplined in the craftsmanship of their

art, where teaching is done thoroughly, and at moderate expense.

Wiseacres tell them to look rather to the noble examples of

the Scottish or the English School, as the case may be—our

artists are to be ' national,' and 'individual,' etc. Well, here, in

this Panorama of Bannockburn, is a Scottish scene—a ' national

'

scene—painted by a foreigner, who, we are bound to say, has

surpassed in sense of naturalness the work of men who are popu»

larly supposed to be the leading landscape painters of the day in

our own country. There is more truth of feeling in Mr. Flei-

scher's panorama than there is in many of the works of Mr. Peter

Graham and Mr. Vicat Cole. Why? Because, having been well

trained in the painter's craftsmanship where training is thorough

and not left to hap-hazard, Mr. Fleischer has been able to come to

this country and beat our popular painters on their own ground.
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ON THE ART OF ACCOMPANYING SONGS.^

' He whose deepest feelings are not touclied by the power of

music can never hope to arouse the sympathies of others with his

art.

' A performer can never get near to the hearts of his hearers if

his own heart be not truly in his performance.'—C. Ph. E. Bach.

WHEN on one occasion Lablache, the celebrated

singer, was asked what he considered abso-

lutely essential to the formation of a great artist,

he replied, 'Each of these three qualifications is

indispensable, viz. firstly, voice ; secondly, voice

;

thirdly, voice." Although this answer may be

regarded as only a witticism, yet it is not without a

considerable measure of truth. Like Lablache, who

merely desired to express that without a genuine

foundation of voice no one could become a great

singer, no matter how musically gifted and educated,

one might reply, if asked tlie question, what are the

essentials of a good accompanist, firstly, he must be

genuinely musical ; secondly, he must be genuinely

musical ; thirdly, he must be genuinely musical.

But as neither the reader of these pages nor the

editor would be satisfied with this laconic answer, I

will look at the question a little closer, and try to

make a few suggestions on the points I consider to

be most important, as it would be impossible to

exhaust the whole subject in this paper. In the

first place, it is scarcely necessary nowadays to

refer to tlie necessity for a good technical education,

as good piano executants are becoming so general

that even Schubert's 'Erl Konig' or Lowe's more

difficult ballads would present no insuperable diffi-

culty to the average player. On the other hand,

the art of transposing is not sufficiently studied. It

is as indispensable for the accompanist to be able to

transpose as it is for him to possess the requisite

execution, as he may at any time be called upon to

play a song a tone lower on account of sudden indis-

position or temporary embarrassment on the part

of the singer. When it is only required to trans-

pose the song half a tone lower or higher tlie diffi-

culty is not great. For example, transposing from

E Flat to E Major may be accomplished by substi-

tuting four sharps for three flats, and reading, dur-

ing the course of the song, a sharp for a natural, a

double sharp for a sharp, and a natural for a flat.

Should there be little modulation this is compara-

tively simple, but, in tlie case of transposing a whole

tone or a tliird, certainty can only be attained by a

clear knowledge of harmony, coupled with self-

possession and natural aptitude. The public, as a

rule, has very little idea of the difficulties which

have been successfully overcome by the pianist, or

' Jiights of translation and repr

some of its applause might be reasonably vouchsafed

to him, instead of being reserved entirely for the

singer. Those who are quite familiar with the alto

and tenor clefs will find the following suggestions

of some assistance :—In order to transpose a whole

tone higher, suppose we substitute the alto clef for

the G clef, and play an octave higher. Taking an

example from Scluibert's ' Morgengruss.'

i E^SaEEfeBgg
In order to transpose from C Major to D Major, let

us adopt the method, and read thus :

—

8="

This gives the following result :

—

To transpose a third lower we can substitute tlie

tenor clef, and in like manner read an octave

liiglier, thus :

—

S="

r i

\\ith the following result :

—

XT p
I

With the bass it is only necessary to use the alto

L-lef, and play an octave lower thus :

—

i^^^E^i
miES w^m

' tower

For the sake of practice other examples may be

thought out by the student anxious to gain pro-

oduction of this article are reseii'ed.
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ficiency in transposing. Tliese accomplishments,

liowever, are of a pui-ely technical nature, and

although absolutely necessary to the acquirement

of the art of accompanying, do not in themselves

confer the power of sympathetic playing any more

than the possession of a thorough knowledge of

liarmony, and the laws of composition will enable

one to produce great compositions. The indifferent

manner in which even successful virtuosi accompany

songs has often been a subject of remark, and for

this reason I will now consider some of tlie more

subtle requirements of the art.

In the first instance, the pianist should have a

thorough understanding with the singer as to his

reading of the song, especially in regard to changes

of tempo and dramatic effects, in order that in his

accompaniment he may furtlier ex23ress the sentiment

to be conveyed, and assist in emphasising the

emotional expression of the words.

An accompaniment whicli is only an unobtrusive,

shadowy undercurrent of sound, varying from piano

to pianissimo, instead of assisting the singer in the

expression of the emotional feeling and dramatic

significance of the song, only hampers and weakens

him. An artist chooses tones and colours in har-

mony with the subject of his painting ; be the

motive bright and gay, or sad and sombre, the sur-

roundings and background are treated in sympathy,

and in like manner the accompaniment should

reflect the varying sentiment of the song. A clear

and sure harmonic support, with distinct funda-

mental bass, is necessary throughout. Take, for

example, the simple accompaniment of Mendelssohn's

' Auf Flligeln des Gesanges.'' Here it is of primary

importance to render the rising arpeggios softly and

smoothly, so as not to make the changing of the

hands apparent, and yet with sufficient subdued

fulness of tone to afford a perfectly solid support to

the voice part. A monotonous whispering accom-

jianiment gives no assistance to the singer, but

rather renders him nervous, and is quite as objection-

able as a continual hammering forte, which is, of

course, barbarous. Where tlie composer has given

practical indications of expression, the player must
follow these implicitly, and where these fail, his

own knowledge must suggest where tlie piano part

requires special emphasis, even in some cases to being

more prominent than the voice. In addition to this

the player should make himself thoroughly con-

versant with the words of the song, so that he may
be ready to almost anticipate the varying shades of

feeling expressed by the voice. When there are

several verses set to the same melody, the accom-

panist must exercise great care to vary the expres-

sion of the accompaniment in keeping with the words

of each verse. Taking again the song ' Auf Flligeln

des Gesanges,' in order to render impressively the

words, ' Heimlich erziihlen die Rosen,' I would reduce

the accompaniment to the most perfect /)m«m-.$w«o

which the piano can produce, whereas, at the begin-

ning of this same verse I would not play very softly.

At the words, ' In der Feme rauschen des heiPgen

Stromes WelFn,' a peculiar but subdued impression

on the low note in the bass is most effective, and in

bars six and seven from the end, the E flat in the

right hand should have a deep, dreamy effect. An
accented minim will not do this alone, and ' der

selige Traum ' must somehow be embodied in this

one note. Taking another example in Lowe's

ballad, the ' Niick,' the arpeggio C major chord after

the words, ' Komm wieder Niick ! und singe schon,'

must not be a sharp, rhythmical prosaic chord

played anyhow, but the performer must convey in

these little notes all that tlie poet says in the

words

—

' Da tont des Nocken Haifenschall,

Und weiter stelit der Wasserfall,

Umschwebt mit Schaum und Wogen
Den Nock im Regenbogen.'

I remember well the first occasion on which I

accompanied this song at sight, finding myself in a

dilemma as to how these notes were to be played.

Not until I afterwards discovered what Lowe really

meant by these three bars, did I clearly conceive

how they should be rendered. They sliould be

played on the piano so as to give as nearly as

possible the impression of a tender pianissimo C

major chord on the horns, accompanied by an

equally soft arpeggio on the harp. A good accom-

panist must also clearly understand how to bring

out the small points of tone colour, which a com-

poser often introduces into his accompaniments.

In Lowe's ' Heinrich der Vogler,' at the ninth

bar, the notes must be played in such a manner as

to suggest the lark and the nightingale, while the

passage, ' da schwenken sie die Fiilinlein bunt,'

must be rendered in quite an opposite way. At

this latter point also the composer has written a

'forte,' and further on a 'crescendo.' This effect

will best be obtained by short accented chords,

played in such a way as to bring them out in relief

from the other notes. Here also the pianist must

exercise great caution in the use of the pedal, taking

care that the harmonies in no way interfere with

the progression of the voice part. I would suggest

as an excellent study of accompaniment Lowe's

' Ballad Cyclus '—' Der Mohrenfurst,' ' Die Mohren-

furstin,' and ' Der Mohrenfurst auf der Messe.' In

these songs the immense wealth of Oriental imagery,

the rich glowing colour and variety of poetic simile.
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rccjuire Lliat the jilayur must exert tlie full j)()vver of

his imagination to interpret the composer's inten-

tions. The loud clang of the cymbals, the low soft

light of the glow-worm, the mighty tusk of the

elephant dasliing the hunter to the earth, the roaring

of the desert lions, the distant battle-call, the wild

whirl of the flying liorsemen, have all been expressed

liy the coinposer\s wondrous nuisica! colour. The

player, however, nuist enter fully into the spirit

of the compositions, and be able to bring out the

battle-call on tlic piano while keeping in perfect

sympathy with such a jjassage as ' Augen und

Blumen schliessen sich zu,' and ' Ihr Busen schwillt

vor Angst empor.' I shall not take it amiss if this

last piece of effusiveness be read with a smile and

a sh.'xke of the head. Some persons will be sure to

tiiink it fanciful, and even ridiculous, to s])eak about

imitating the clang of cymbals or tlie song of the

nightingale on the pianoforte ; but those who have

heard Liszt, Rubinstein, or Blilow, will be inclined

to admit that these artists have succeeded in

bringing more than pian()forte effects out of their

instrument. To a large extent one may suggest

the clianmter, though not the tone, of different

orchestral instruments, and it is of great importance

to bear this in mind when accompanying on the

piano songs which have originally been written for

orchestral accompaniment. In conclusion, however,

I repeat that he who would be a proficient in this

art must make music his mother-tongue. Nay,

more,—he must understand the language of music

better than any other language in the world, and

besides this, he must be possessed of genuine poetic

feeling.

VM\vzK,,July 9, iS

Cahi. Rkinkcke.

DIE FEEN.'

HoMANTrc Ol'EIlA IN TuUEE AcTS, liV RlCHARD WaGNER, PF.nFOnMED FOB THE FIRST TIME AT THE RoVAI.

Oi'EiiA AT Munich, on Friday, 29tii .June 1888.

IS it desirable or not that the juvenile works of

the great masters of our period be produced

on the stage .? This question has been the subject

of earnest—nay, passionate—-discussion here and

elsewhere, in so far as it applies to Richard

Wagner's two early operas— Das L'lebesverbot,

which, written in 1834, only lived through one

performance, and Die Feen (The Fairies), composed

in 1833, which up to Friday night tlie 29th of

June 1888 was never performed at all. The great

composer himself certainly has negatived the above

fjucstioii ; when his endeavours to obtain a hearing

for his ()j)eras at JA'i])/.ig had failed, he threw them

aside, and stormed onward to liiglicr aims and

loftier results.

Only Ihirty-two years later the bulky score of

Die Feen, most carefully and neatly written,

but almost obliterated by the slow operation of

time, was taken from its shelf, and presented

by the author to his friend and royal patron,

Ludwig II. of Bavaria, with the following self-

reproaching dedication, dated Lucerne, Christmas

1866 :—

' Ich irrtc einst und mocht' es nun verbiissen,

Wic m.'ich' ich mich der Jugcndsiinde frei ?

Ihr Wcrk Icf;' ich demiithig, Dir zu Fiissen,

Uass Ueinc Gnade ihiii Erliiser sei.'

(Once did I err, now penance do I offer,

How for my youthful sin can 1 atone .'

Its product now to thee 1 humbly proffer.

For thou canst send me grace, and thou alone !)

Thus tlie score was found among the papers left

behind by the King, to whom alone Wagner had

confided this product of ' his youthful sin.'

But, it niay well be asked, were loe to be deprived

of the knowledge of his early work simply because

its performance appeared undesirable to him ?

The ])erformance of Fritlay night has answered

the question in a way very complimentary to the

enterprising management of the Munich Royal

Opera, to which we owe this most interesting old

novelty. I am certain, had ' The Fairies ' been

produced fifty years ago, the opera would have

maintained itself on the stage to the present day

—

as many much less meritorious works have done—in

spite of its shortcomings and immaturities.

The text is by AVagner himself, who borrowed

his subject from Gozzi's fairy tale. La Donna
Serpente and, though inexperienced and unripe, the

youth of twenty betrays the powerfid dramatic talent

of the man to be. The plot is simple enough :—
' Ada, a fairy, has fallen in love with and espoused

Prince Arindal, on condition that he ask no ques-

tions as to her origin, etc., for eight years. (This
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reminds one of Elsa and Lohengrin, only that tlie

sexes are reversed.) The queen of fairies is displeased

with Ada's match witli a common mortal, and desires

a dissolution, whicli is refused. Before the expiry of

the eight years, Arindal, incited by his companions,

puts to Ada the fatal question, and the latter

returns to Fairyland. After many vicissitudes,

Arindal again finds his wife, who agrees to return to

him, and to sacrifice to him her immortal fairy

nature, if he swear tliat, whatever she may do, he

will never curse her. By way of a first trial, slie

throws his two lovely children into the fire ! He
curses her not ; but wlien he learns that Ada has

led to victory his own country's foes, lie succumbs to

his patriotic rage, and heaps his maledictions on her

head. Thereupon Ada is turned into a stone, and

condemned to remain in tliat inert condition for a

lumdred years, but Arindal succeeds by a number of

brave deeds, and by a mellowing song, in raising tlie

spell, and both are again admitted into Fairyland,

where they live happily together ever after.'

The music is, if I may so express it, all tln-ough

a struggle for truth ; the youth of twenty is still

under the influence of the old masters, and of his

contemporaries ; his wings are not full-grown yet, he

tries to reach the lofty regions whicli his genius

covets, but, weighed down by the conventional and

traditional forms, he descends to tlie ground only to

try again, now timidly and now boldly.

Tlius in the first act, by far the weakest of the

three, tlie vague shadows of Beethoven, Weber,

Meyerbeer, and even Verdi appear, intermingle,

vanish, and re-appear in fanciful succession. The
long recitatives are awkward and laboured. Very

much higher stands Act ii., every scene being lit up

by flashes of genius ; it contains many treasures of

original and independent tliought, magnificent en-

semble effects, a beautiful aria for soprano, a most

catching duet in buffo style, and a grand finale.

Act III., though marking perhaps a sliglit falling-oft",

contains a most dramatic solo-scene (Arindal), and

the pearl of the opera, a quintett with chorus, with-

out orchestral accompaniment (a capella),a piece for

tlie like of which I look in vain in the whole reper-

toire of the operatic stage. It is of surpassing beauty.

Tlie overture, \vhicli has occasionally been heard

in the concert-room, is more melodious than power-

ful : it tells the love-story of Arindal and Ada in

sweet accents, but loses itself at times in tedious

reflections, closing, however, with a short but strik-

ing movement, suggesting strongly the Tannhiiuser

music.

The opera has been put on the stage with a mag-

nificence which simply baffles description, though I

cannot help associating with this extravagant dis-

play of the decorative arts my reminiscences of the

'cave' and the transformation scene of an English

pantomime. All the parts were filled in a manner

worthy of the high artistic reputation of our Munich

Opera, and the orchestra, under the baton of Herr

Fischer, was, as it always is, perfect. The house

was crowded, enthusiastic, and grateful.

Emit. Clauss.
MUiNICH,/«/)' iSSS.

NOTTEBOHM'S 'BEETHOVENIANA.'
I.

TWENTY-FIVE years ago it seemed as if the

Beetlioven literature, already voluminous and

extensive, must in biographical detail have exhausted

all available material, and in critical comment liave

done its best and also its worst. The accounts of

eye and ear witnesses, the reminiscences of Beet-

hoven's contemporaries, many of whom were at

that time still living, and the traditions of the

older generation of musicians, all combined to

furnisli what appeared at the time to be a complete

and reliable record of Beethoven's life and manner
of working. As regards the outward events of his

career this was actually the case, and the story of

his life, overshadowed but never crushed by a

terrible doom, had in it none of those elements of

mystery and complication which in the lives of

poets and artists are found to be so fascinating to

the public and so profitable to the book-maker.

The mass of evidence gathered in the interval by

Thayer, Nottebohm, and otliers, has, however,

thrown new, and in some ways unexpected, light on

Beethoven's method of working, on the circum-

stances which sometimes determined the character

of his compositions, and the process by which these

came into existence, points on which, prior to the

publication of this evidence, the world had remained

profoundly ignorant.

Most remarkable of all is tlie fact that the informa-

tion on the subject now provided, made universally ac-

cessible bythe publication ofthe sketch-books,come to

us direct from Beethoven's own hand. It is signifi-

cant, moreover, that Beethoven, tlie strong hater of

shams and mock sentiment, should in this way also

project his influence into the future, and scatter to the

winds some of tlie most cherished popular delusions

whicli had gatliered around his memory.
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The material collected with such indomitable

industry, and edited witli sucli scrupulous regard

to accuracy, by Gustave Nottebohm, is more valu-

able to tlie student of music than all tlie bio-

graphies, commentaries, and criticisms of the earlier

writers put togetlier. For the narratives even

of Beethoven's personal friends have proved to be

in many cases misleading and fallacious, founded

at times on erroneous impressions of what actually

took place, and at others on a misconception of

artistic aims and purpose whieli at one time

no doubt were new and startling. Thayer, the

most uncompromisingly truthful of biographers,

did his best in an essay, published eleven years ago,

to expose the folly of the extensively-circulated

anecdotes, which pictured Beethoven as a kind

of ecstatic visionary, whose works were the out-

come, not of labour, reflection, and thought,

but of a kind of electric mental shock which

evolved, by some magic agency known perhaps

to the narrators, a symphony or sonata whole and

complete at one stroke of the pen.

Unfortunately absurdities of this sort were believed

and countenanced, not by ignorant men and silly

women only, but by some who should have known

better. Popular fiiUacies as to music, however, are

peculiarly inveterate,a result probably of the astonish-

ingly widespread ignorance among educated men
of the nature and history of the art. It is still the

exception, not the rule, to find among laymen wlio

busy themselves with music, one who knows what a

sonata or a symphony actually is, or who can dis-

tinguish and appreciate the difference in kind and

quality between the music of Chojjin and Scarlatti.

So long as this form of ignorance subsists, there will

be found people ready to believe that Beethoven was

a rhapsodical sentimentalist, whose compositions may

be as fitly and justly interpreted by a pianist infant

prodigy as by thoughtful artists of mature experience.

Among musicians, Beethoven is the only one who
had incessant recourse to note-books, and for his own

use carefully treasured their contents. Mozart and

Schubert wrote with a facility sometimes dangerous,

at others fatal, to the quality of the work pro-

duced. In his last years, Schubert, probably influ-

enced (though he did not admit it) by the example

of Beethoven, in practice acquiesced in the necessity

for a more strict revision of his work. Had he

applied a more rigorous self-criticism at an earlier

stage of his career, he would have been less open to

the criticism of posterity. That criticism neither

spares nor amends, and finds in the mass of inspired

music a comparatively small number of works which

can be regarded as models of artistic workmanship.

Mendelssohn, a less richly endowed, but more

fastidious musician, revised with minute care, and
frequently rewrote and altered the plan of his

works. But Mendelssohn's life lias not yet been

fully written : evidence as to his particular way of

working is to be gathered from statements contained

in his own letters and from the testimony of friends ;

and preliminary sketclies for his work, if they ever

existed, have so far not become public property.

It was well known to Beethoven's friends that he

was in the habit of making frequent and copious

entries in his note-books, but it is only now when,

one after another, these strange storehouses of

thought have been explored and their contents

arranged, that the full significance of tliese random
jottings, and the important bearing they have on

the finished compositions, has been fully realised.

For the first time the student has the opportunity

of seeing tlie infinite pains and patience of the great

musical genius at work, at times recording ideas

which come with inconvenient profusion, at otliers

reshaping and altering, and always carefully storing

his material for reference and future use.

Of the patient laborious industry bestowed in

turn on each of the great works which yet retain

tlie air of most perfect spontaneity, and which are

flooded with the full light of inspiration, the world

had till recently no cognisance. The care taken in

the development and modelling of tlie themes, here

adding a note or pause, there taking away,—the

indefatigable attention to detail which, but for the

sum-total of effect that we know, appears in itself

trifling and unimportant, are the most powerful of

all protests against hasty, ill-considered work, and

that shallow form of conceit which thinks that

talent can afford to dispense with honest labour.

The germs from which the thematic material

of the Symphonies, Sonatas, and Concertos grew

are often, in tlie first instance, insignificant and

unpromising, and rarely take at once the exact

shape finally fixed on. In the sketch-books the

dift'erent stages of development may be clearly

traced, and it is curious to see liow greatly the

general aspect of the themes changes, without their

original intrinsic character being departed from.

On the contrary, we find tliat every fresh change

and modification adds force, energy, and terseness to

the idea as first expressed. For it has to be

remembered that Beethoven was not merely casting

about for ideas, nor was he coquetting with an

unresponsive spirit of inspiration, but earnestly

searching for the best possible expression of ideas

which clamoured strongly for utterance.

The first of the sketch-books appeared probably

in 1865, though the date is not attached to the

brochure published under the title 'Ein Skizzenbuch
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von Beethoven, beschrieben unci in Ausziigen darge-

stellt, von Gustav Nottebolim.'' In this earliest of

the important additions to Beethoven literature

contributed by Nottebohm, the editors annotations

and comments are more cojoious and explicit than in

the volumes since published. We are warned at the

outset to expect outline sketches and detached frag-

ments only ; notliing cither fully planned or carried

out ; further, that the sketcli-book contains many

passages unsuitable for quotation because tliey refer

to compositions begun but never finished. It has

also to be borne in mind that the extracts contained

in the first published ' Skizzenbuch ' overlap and

run parallel with other sketches published in some

cases only a year ago. In all the sketch-books we

find, side by side, and sometimes intermingled, pas-

sages belonging to compositions of quite different

character. In a communication made to Wegeler

in 1800, Beethoven himself says that ' one thing

is scarcely finished before another is begun, and I

have sometimes three or four compositions in hand

at tlie same time.''

Beethoven kept to this particular way of woi-k-

ing to the very end, and the fact explains to

some extent the habit of fixing at once on paper,

as it occurred to him, eacli new idea and eacli

modification of older ones, and also the striking

affinity of certain themes which belong to essentially

different compositions, but wliich were evolved

from the same rhythmic germ. The extracts given

in Nottebohm^s first ' Skizzenbucli ' ai'e taken from

a note-book belonging to tlie years 1801-2, and the

circumstances of the entries having been made in

ink has led to the conclusion that they belong to

a time when Beetlioven was ill and confined to tlie

house.

The preliminary sketclies of this period bear the

same relation to the sketches of a later date as the

finished compositions of the first bear to those of the

second period of Beethoven's creative activity. The
entries are more copious, the corrections fewer, the

material is less closely knit together, and the process

of condensation less obviously at work. As a con-

sequence, there is not the same concentrated force

and energy which, a few years later, cliaracterise

alike the rough draft and the finished work. As an

example, we may refer to the lengthy outline

sketches for the last movement of the D Major Sym-
phony, quoted in the ' Skizzenbuch,'' and to the pre-

liminary sketch for the introduction and first allegro

of the same symphony, extracted from a note-book

of still earlier date, tlie contents of wiiicli, with

other additional sketches belonging to the same

early period, were published last year in Nottebohm's

last instalment of research, the ' Zweite Beetlio-

veniana.'' Tlie three outline sketches for the finale

are interesting as showing liow Beethoven alternately

interpolated and eliminated plirases, parts of phrases,

and e\en whole sections, without deviating from the

first conceived central idea with which the movement

£
^lEEP. 3'

starts so boldly, which is the mainspring of action

to the whole movement, and so much more charac-

teristic of Beethoven than the Mozartean phrase

which follows. In tlie first sketch this more conven-

tional phrase

ilHU^ii^^gi

docs not appear ; and in the second, the first

theme quoted above is omitted, though, pro-

bably, not witli the intention of its being finally

discarded. That remarkable theme recurs in due

course in its proper place in all the outline sketches.

The first outline contains a passage which has no

place either in the subsequent sketches or finished

score ; and the third sketch, which incorporates all

the thematic material, shows its distribution accord-

ing to the last preliminary design to have been dif-

ferent to that finally adopted by Beethoven.

The early version of the first movement,on the other

hand, though capable, as Beethoven has shown, of

considerable improvement, is so much more concise,

that it has led to the conclusion that it must have

been preceded by other not known preliminary

sketches. This refers, however, to the subject-

matter of the allegro only. The thin outline for

the introduction is a very faint foreshadowing of

that lovely movement. The first section of the

melody is jotted down as follows :

—

H3EtH3mm\ -ft-^-:

_,_p

^=U

Tlie relation of this first tentative sketch to tlie

finished composition needs no coinment. The
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opening plirase of the allegro, on the other hand,

^i^giyn^i^i

^^3i#si||lp^^ii^i^iEgW|

four bars in leng-th, is repeated, as the quotation

given shows, three times on different degrees of the

scale, a repetition which weakens and does not

enforce its effect, and was of course eventually struck

out.

Tlie ' Skizzenbuch ' brought to light a mass of

interesting material referring among otiiers to

the Pianoforte Sonata, D Minor, Op. 31, to tlie

sonatas for pianoforte and violin Op. 30, and the

pianoforte variations in E Flat, Op. 35. The most

interesting sketches are those referring to the piano

and violin sonata in C Minor, and the solo piano-

forte sonata in D Minor, tlie latter especially show-

ing how completely in some cases Beethoven was

from the outset master of his own purpose. Though
the means by which he attains his end may not be at

first perfectly clear, the essential characteristics of

that remarkable sonata, its strongly dramatic effects

and intensity of language, are as clearly stamped on

the first preliminary sketch as on the printed page.

In the C Minor violin sonata sketches we are made
witnesses of a process of development at work in the

artist's own mind, as again and again he erases from

his notes traces of influences from which his own

strong originality was so soon to free itself. The
extracts are too numerous and also too lengthy for

(juotation. Moreover, the ' Skizzenbuch ' has been

twenty-three years before the public, and tlie matter

it treats of is more or less familiar to all earnest-

minded students of the art.

The ' Beethoveniana ' and ' Zweite Beethoveniana,'

on the other hand, which each contain much valu-

able material, are yet, for lack of translation, com-

paratively little known in this country. The first

of the two volumes was published so long ago

as 1872, but it is only now, since the publication

of the second volume, that any complete or com-

preliensive view of different sketches relating to one

time and to the same compositions has been rendered

possible. What is more, the sketches published in

these two volumes give us a tolerably complete

picture of the whole of that period of Beethoven''s

career in which the works we recognise as specific-

ally Beetlioven were produced.

Leonoka Youxg.

MUSIC IN NEW YORK.

BETWEEN October 17 and Febiuaiy 18 last,—four months'

time,—there were ninety-three performances of German

Opera in two tlieatres in New York City, si,\ty-four in one, and

twenty-nine in another; and, in the whole season of 1887 to

188S, only two brief efforts at Italian and English Operas, as

such, both of which were disastrous failures. The twenty-

nine representations at the Thalia Theatre were, of course, of

a lighter character than the sixty-four given at the Metropoli-

tan Opera House, but were all in German, and by German
artists, and adhered closely to the old favourite operas of Verdi,

Flotow, and Meyerbeer. It must not be forgotten that number-

less other renderings of lighter comic operas took place in other

places throughout the city. Of the sixty-four representations at

the Metropolitan Opera House, thirty-six were of Wagner's own
composition, four of Beethoven's FiJclio, four of Gounod's Faust,

four of Weber's KitryaiUhe, four of Spontini's Ferdinand Cortex,

three of Haleny's Die Jiidin, seven of Nessler's Troinpcter von

Sdkkingen, and two of Meyerbeer's Der Prophet. Of pieces never

given before in America, Nessler's Trontpeter had seven repre-

sentations, Wagner's Siegfried eleven, his GotterdSmtncrnng seven,

Spontini's Ferdinand Cortez four, and Weber's Euryanthe four.

The production of five such grand works for the first time, within

less than three months, is an achievement in itself, almost pheno-

menal, and indicates clearly how nearly exhaustless the energy and

zeal of a management may be. When one adds to this that the

enterprise of sustaining German Opera in New York is at the sac-

rifice each year of from two to three thousand dollars apiece on

the part of three or four score shareholders, it may be conceived

what the interest in its success is.

Probably because of the furore created by Josef Hoffman's

appearance, most of the musical ventures of the year were, financi-

ally, far from successful. Hoflman played three, four, even five

times a week, for eight or ten weeks, with but small attendant ex-

penses, and reaped a fortune. A species of insanity took posses-

sion of the American people, and the healthful progress of musical

taste was entirely broken up for the season. Individual performers,

whether in singing or playing, must be content with the proceeds of

their vocation, as a livelihood, and not presume to appropriate all

the earnings of the occasion to their own purses. Public perfor-

mances, requiring a large number of participants, and a large outlay

of money, time, and trouble for preparation, must liave large audi-

ences at a low rate of admission, and must remunerate the per-

formers at a proportionately low rate apiece, to cover all the outlay.

To do this, the taste of the millions must be brought up, and the

financial ambition of tlie few performers brought down. General

culture in music and in singing has reached a higher point, and

there are hundreds, even thousands, in private circles who sing the

highest class of opera and oratorio music to very great perfection.

We expect on the dramatic boards, with the fine performance of

voice, the full assumplion of the part ; we wish this luxurj' without

the aid of Government treasuries or Stockholders' purses, and we

think that in some measure we have attained it. Worte.
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EAST OF EDEN.

FAR down upon the plain the large round moon
Sank red in jnngle mist ; but on tlie heights

The cold clear darkness burned with restless stars :

And, restless as the stars, the grim old King-

Paced with fierce choleric strides the monstrous

ridge

Of boulders piled to make the city wall.

Muttering his wrath within his cloudy beard,

He moved, and paused, and turned. The starlight

cauglit

The huge bent gold that ringed his giant head.

Gleamed on the jewel-fringed vast lion-fells

That clothed liis stature, ran in dusky play

Along tlie ponderous bronze that armed liis spear.

He fiercely scanned the East for signs of da^\n

;

Then shook his clenched hand above his head,

And blazed with savage eyes and brow tlirown back

To front the awful Presence he addressed

:

But answer came there none froni cloud or star.

Then cried the aged King' :

' A curse consume

Tliy blind nigiit fevered with the glare of stars.

Wild voices, and tlie agony of dreams !

Would it were day !

'

At last the gleam of dawn
Swept in a long grey shudder from the East,

Then reddened o'er the misty jungle tracts.

The guards about the massive city gates

Fell back with hurried whispers :
' "Tis tlie king !

'

And forth, with great white beard and gold-girt

brows.

Huge spear, and jewelled fells, the giant strode

To slake his rage among the beasts of prey.

' Slay and make end ; or take some mortal form

That I may strive with Thee ! Art Thou so strong

And yet must smite me out of Thine Unseen ?

Long centuries have passed since Thou didst place

Thy mark upon me, lest at any time

Men finding me should slay me. I have grown

Feeble and hoary with the toil of years

—

An aged palsy—now, alas ! no more

That erst colossal adamant wlicreon

Thine hand engraved its vengeance. Be Thou just,

And answer when I charge Thee. Have I blenched

Before Thy fury ; have I bade Thee spare ;

Hath Thy long torture wrung one sob of jjain,

One cry of supplication from my moutli ?

But Thou hast made Thyself unseen ; hast lain

In ambush to afflict me. Day and night

Thou hast been watchful. Thy vindictive eyes

Have known no slumber. Make Thyself a man
That I may seize Thee in my grips, and strive

But once on equal terms with Thee—but once.

Or send Thine angel with his sword of tire

—

But no ; not him ! Come Thou, come Thou Thyself

;

Come forth from Thine Invisible, and face

In mortal guise tiie mortal Thou hast plagued !"'

The race of giants, sunk in heavy sleep

Within the cirque of those cyclopean walls.

Heard as it were far thunder in their dreams

;

The fierce white splendour of a tropic noon ;

A sweltering waste of jungle, breathing flame;

The sky one burning sapphire !

By a spring-

Within tlie shadow of a bluff of rock

The hoary giant rested. At his feet

Tlie cool green mosses edged the crystal pool,

And flowers of blue and gold and rose-red lulled

The weary eye witli colour. As he sat

There rose a clamour from the sea of canes
;

He heard a crash of boughs, a rush of feet

;

And, lo ! there bounded from the tangled growth
A panting- tiger mad with rage and pain.

The beast sprang roaring, but the giant towered

And paslied with one fell buffet bone and brain ;

Then staggered with a groan, for, keen and swift.

At that same instant from the jungle flew

A shaft which to the feather pierced his frame.

Shrill cries of horror maddened round the bluff:

' O Elohini, "tis Cain the King, the King !

'

iVnd weeping, tearing hair, and wringing liands.

About him ra\ed his lawless giant brood.

But Cain spoke slowly with a ghastly smile :

' Peace, and give heed, for now I am but dead.

Let no man be to blame for this my death ;

Yea, swear a solemn oath that none shall harm
A hair of him who gives me my release.

Come hither, boy !

^
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And, weeping, Lamecli went

And stood before the face of Cain ; and Cain

Who pressed a hand against his rushing wound

Reddened his grandson's brow and i<issed his cheek :

' The blood of Cain alight on him who lifts

A hand against tliy life. My spear, boys ! So.

Let no foot follow. Cain must die alone.

Let no man seek me till ye see in Heaven

A sign, and know tliat Cain is dead.'

He smiled.

And from the hollow of his hand let fall

A crimson rain upon the crystal spring.

Which caught the blood in glassy ripple and whirl,

And reddened moss and boulder.

With gold-girt brow

Swift of stride,

thrown back to front the

Unseen,

The hoary giant through the jungle waste

Plunged, muttering in his beard ; and onward

pressed

Through the deep tangle of the trackless growtli

To reach some lair, where hidden and unheard

His savage soul in its last strife might cope

With God—perchance one moment visible.

A sweltering tract of jungle breathing flame
;

A fiery silence ; all the depth of Heaven

One blinding sapphire !

Watcliing by the cliff",

The giant brood stood waiting for the sign.

Behold ! a speck, high in the blazing blue.

Hung black—a single speck above the waste

;

Hung poised an hour ; then dropped through

leagues of air.

Plumb as a stone ; and as it dropped they saw

Through leagues of high blue air, to north and south,

To east and west, black specks that sprang from

space.

And then long sinuous lines of distant spots

Which flew converging—growing, as they flew,

To slanting streams and palpitating swarms ;

Whicli flew converging out of all the heavens,

And blackened, as they flew, the sapphire blaze,

And jarred the fiery hush witli winnowing wings

;

Which flew converging on a single point

Deep in the jungle waste, and as they swooped

Paused in the last long slide with dangling claws.

Then dropped like stone.

That Cain was dead.

Tiius knew the giant brood

Beside a swamp they found

Hoar hair, a litter of white colossal bones.

Ensanguined shreds of jewelled lion-fells.

The huge gold crown and ponderous spear of Cain,

And fixed between tlie ribs the fatal shaft

Which Lamech shot unwitting ; but against

The life of Lamech no man lifted hand.

"William Canton.

FREEDOM IN THE UNIVERSITIES.

PERHAPS the most significant feature of the

struggle over the Scottish Universities Bill,

and tlie measure for founding a College in the East

End of Glasgow, is the fact tliat wliile the forces of

attack are drawn from tlie non-academic laity, those

of resistance are mainly the teaching staff' of the

Universities themselves. On the one hand, there are

the men of business—merciiants, lawyers, and physi-

cians—all graduates of the Universities, but all

settled in the booths or chambers of Gath and Ekron

;

while on the other, with some auxiliary parsons,

there is the Senate. It is true tliat here and there

an exception to this broad antithesis may be dis-

covered. A stray Professor sometimes inexplicably

finds his way into the tents and councils of the

assailants, though he generally Jiui'ries back again to

the fortress at the first indubitable blast of war.

But such exceptions are perhaps the strongest of all

jiossible confirmations of the rule. And without

injustice it maybe said that the struggle for Reform

is essentially a town and gown battle, in which tlie

o])pidans are for breadth and liberty, while tlie

collegians are for restriction and privilege.

It is no object of this paper to discuss the present

proposals of Reform. To most unbiassed people

these will seem to err only on the side of extreme

lenience, if not, indeed, of ludicrous inadequacy to

the end which is sought to be attained. But the

spirit in which they have been encountered, the

bitter and tireless, though studiously covert opposi-
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tiou with \\hicli they have been met, provokes con-

sideration of the habitual academic attitude in face

of progress—an attitude whereof this is nothing-

more than a normal instance. The strenuous resist-

ance which tlie Universities have offered to the

present and every former measure for their own

improvement, is not simply to be dismissed with

contempt as tlie mere natural selfishness of a body

corporate. It is rather a cumulative and culminat-

ing illustration of that very vice which more than

all others provokes the Reformers'" onslaught. We
accuse the Universities of being, above all things,

antiquated—of failing adequately to minister to the

necessities of the time. AVe charge them with the

worst faults of Conservatism—with narrow aims and

outworn methods ; and for answer they raise a shriek

of horror at remedies to which the plain symptoms

of the sickness are as earthquakes are to pills.

Could there possibly be a clearer confession of back-

wardness.? Surely we may clincli our philippics

with an ex ore tuo. Surely the Lord hath delivered

tliem into our hand.

There is a coarse common-sense about Dr. John-

son's ideal of the University as a place where every-

thing should be tauglit, from Persian prosody

upwards. But in all rational education there is

implied an art of ignorance as Avell as an art of

knowledge.' Not all things are to be known, or even

taught ; but the best ideas, the truest and the most

fruitful are to be published. And in a rough way,

and for all practical purposes, the newest ideas are

the best. I am not pleading tlie cause of every

premature intellectual birth, or every wandering

wind of doctrine ; thougli, in nine cases out of ten,

that unctuous text is simjjly a libel upon progress.

But, after all, a living heresy is better than a dead

ortliodoxy : the coinage of Decius might be unim-

peachable in weiglit and fineness, but after their

age-long coma tlie seven sleepers found that it would

no longer buy them bread. 'Hang the age!' said

Charles Lamb, ' I will write for antiquity,' and the

Professors have done in earnest what he threatened

to do in jest. Rightly interpreted, the past is little

other than a beacon, but to the Universities it has

been a will-o'-tlie-wisp, and so, for the most part,

they lie floundering. Within the limits of our own
island, how much have the Universities done for

furtherance of the national intellectual life ; how
far, in any age, have they been on a level with the

best thought of the time, or in sympathy with its

foremost thinkers .'' It has always been the boast of

Oxford and Cambridge that they give England its

politicians and its pastors ; but it should be remem-

bered that the Church is accessible only through the

college, and that hitherto, at least, our governors

have been drawn from those classes to whom a

University education is as much matter of routine as

an eight o'clock dinner. As regards our statesmen,

indeed, it is very questionable if the Universities

liave not done them positive harm. Oxford gave

Charles Fox his store of Latin quotations, which he

could very well have wanted, but it also gave liim

his contempt of political economy, which nothing

could redeem. And of the two greatest politicians

of our own time, it is notable that the one was

never at public school or college, while the other

reckons among the number of his disadvantages the

spirit which he inhaled at Christ Church.

In imaginative art again, the impotence of the

Univei-sities has been long notorious ; the forces of

literature are not of tlieir guidance or begetting.

It is tedious to iterate the stock instances of Burns

and Shakespeare—to tell again how Pope was

educated privately, and how Shelley left Oxford in

disgrace ; but one may be permitted a reference to

that latest of literary developments, tlie novel.

Alike the founders of fiction and their most

distinguished successors have been men who owed

everything to the outside world and notliing

to the Universities, save perhaps the impetus

which was born of revolt against tliem. It is

mere impudence to answer, as is often done,

that the Universities have no power over artistic

genius, and make no pretence to foster it. If

that be true, why then this perpetual teaching

of the classics, why is the best part of a student's

time devoted to works proposed as the eternal

archetypes of literature.? Not that the study of

Greek and Roman antiquity is unprofitable, but it

sliould be a study which will qualify for some better

task than the sterile one of editing and emendation.

We owe to Bentley the discovery of the digamma,

and to Porson the truth about the Three Holy

Witnesses. But tlie Decline and Fall is the work

of one who scorned and hated his alma mater, and

it was left for the unacademic Grote to write the

first tolerable history of Greece.

In the world of speculation too, the Universities

have for centuries back been the main forces of

resistance. One has only to read the sharp sayings

of Bacon, or Hobbes, or Locke, to see how these

recognised in tlie holders of college endowments the

most powerful champions of routine in thought.

Of Descartes' system Hallam says that it had no

chance of acceptance in the Universities, because

these were bigoted to tlie authority of Aristotle.

Locke and Newton were introduced to the Continent

by Voltaire ; and the name of Voltaire reminds us

that the brilliant band of eighteenth-century j[7^ifo-

sophes, undoubtedly the most potent of all modern
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popular forces, was arrayed not more against

ecclesiastical or political authority than against

scholastic. And to-day, while our professors are

still mumbling drowsily over Hegelian, or even pre-

Kantian philosopliies, the whole world outside their

class-rooms is ringing with noise of the great theory

which will be for ever associated with tlie ' horsey

undergraduate ' of Edinburgh and the pupil of the

provincial schoolmaster at Derby.

It is true that a general charge of this nature

must not be made without some modifications. In

Germany tlie Universities, for very good reasons,

have long been an honourable exception to the pre-

vailing rule. In France, like everything else there,

they have been vastly bettered by the Revolution ;

and even in England it would be impossible to find

nowadays a state of matters quite so bad as that

described by Gibbon. The measures of reform

there carried have borne at least some fruit ; the

Victorian and Durham Universities liave not been

without their influence ; and in the rise of a school

of English philology at Oxford there are promising

sisns of life. But in Scotland the work of reform is

still practically all to do. Our Universities, indeed,

are by common consent the very worst in Western

Europe outside of Spain. It is enough to allude

merely to their disgraceful attitude towards the just

claims of women. And for the education of men

—

it is possible for a student here to take his degree

in classics and yet be ignorant of the work of

Niebuhr and Mommsen ; in philosojihy, and yet

know nothing of Spencer ; in literature, and yet be

unable to construe a line of Layamon's Brut. Save

Switzerland, there is no otlier country with so small

a population and so many universities ; and yet we

confess ourselves unequal to the task of educating

our own youth. Our students go to Oxford for a

decent knowledge of Latin, and to Cambridge for

an adequate notion of mathematics, while even our

clergymen have to betake themselves to Bonn or

Jena before they can learn enough heterodoxy to

keep their congregations from sleep.

What is the cure of all this ? Not, certainly, a

mere increase of endowment, or even the erection of

a few more chairs. There are tliose who think that

our professors are, many of them, far too comfort-

able already ; and in an atmosphere where so many

studies have languished, it is not likely that new

plants will take vigorous root. What our Universi-

ties need is not a sop but a stimulant ; and probably

the best metiiod of reform in all cases is that which

the abuses themselves most fear. One may get

some guidance from ancient history—a scliool where

only fools and politicians decline to learn. Altliougli

for some centiu-ies back the Universities have as a

rule been laggards, yet there was a time when they

were in the very forefront of thought. In the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries the great schools

of Paris and Bologna, and to a less extent those of

Oxford and Cambridge, were the intellectual guides

of Europe. They furnished not the teaching only,

but also the original thinking of the age ; they were

tlie birthplace of new systems, the home of heresies,

the battle-ground of belief It is to the Montagne

Latine tliat we owe the first and forgotten Renais-

sance, tlie new birth of the intellect in Europe, as

its slow successor was of the arts. The scholastic

philosophy, with all its subtleties and daring, was

tlie indubitable issue of the Universities, its ex-

ponents were their teachers, and the discussion and

development of it constituted their daily work.

Peter the Lombard, William of Champeaux, above all

the arch-heretic Abelard, were among the founders

of the fame of Paris. To get a modern parallel,

we must imagine the Evolution philosophy taking

rise from Oxford, and Herbert Spencer the Dean of

Christ Church. But the Oxford nineteenth-century

movement is represented by Tractsfor the Time-i.

Tlie most significant thing, however, about this

vigour of the Mediaeval Universities is that it

went along with a certain type of structure, which

has since been lost. Nowadays the very mention

of the word ' extramural ' is enough to freeze a

professor's blood. But in tliat time the word would

have had no meaning, for as yet there were no

privilege-giving walls. Locally the University of

Paris meant simply a quarter of the town, in which

by a natural process of segregation the students had

come to settle and the masters to teach. As Savigny

puts it, ' A teacher inspired by a love of teaching

gathered round him a circle of scholars eager to

learn. Other teachers followed, the circle of listeners

increased, and thus by a kind of inner necessity

an enduring school was formed.' There were no

colleges, and even no definite class-rooms ; the

masters tauglit principally in their own houses, and

the students lived wliere tliey liked. Nay, strangest

of all, there was actually no sacred circle of pro-

fessors, lounging aloft, like the happy gods of

Lucretius, .wcurum agrre acvian. ' At first each

man who had it in him, or thought he had, began

to lecture, and took his chance. As a lecturer he

was called " magister " or " doctor " in the generic

sense. As the Universities gradually hardened

down into definite self-governing organisations, the

Chancellor, on the presentation of the " masters '' or

" doctors," as the case might be, formally granted a

licence to competent students after examination."'

' Laurie, /^ise and Early Constitution of Universities, 1886,

p. 228.
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In other words, the degree of master was a Iwentiu

docendi, and any student bv taking it might himself

become a teaclier. It was indeed a great free-

competitive system, with as little monopoly as

might be : among some hundreds of qualified

masters the student was left to liis own unfettered

choice. And, incredible though it may seem, this

choice on the wliole was used wisely,^—the popular

teachers of those days were the men whom the world

ronembers still. Abelard had three thousand

students, and when he was driven from Paris they

followed liini into the wilds. Tliere is no more

startling picture in history than that of the Para-

clete, with its oratory of reeds and tliatch, and

around it the mud huts of innumerable students

contenting themselves with the simplest rustic fare.

Is it Utopian to look for something like a revival

of the primitive academic type 't But after all the

only feasible Utopia is liberty. Surely the ideal

University is a self-governing community of teachers

and sti idents, wherein there shall be perfect equality

of status, and the utmost possible freedom. There

is no necessary connection between teaching and

despotism, any more than there is between service

and slavery ; in each case the one party possesses

something whicli the other lacks and desires. I

know it is the firm belief of pedagogues that their

pupils have neither a love nor a discerning of know-

ledge ; but this is a delusion akin to that whicli

in politics presupposes the people to be essentially

anarcliic. In truth it is always the governors that

are to blame,—the people have no interest in

disorder, tlie students are naturally curious and

insatiable of lore. And in the long run the one

has not a surer eye for the riglit statesman than

these others have for the right master, and perhaps

it is just a lurking suspicion of tliis which makes

our governors in school and state so fearful of every

relaxation of restraint. We here in Scotland

are exhorted to look with pride upon our Univer-

sities because they alone continue the true medifeval

organisation. But it is little good to keep the

organ when once its function has been forgotten

—

to preserve a Council that does not govern, and a

Rector who has ceased to rule. At one time the

Rector was in reality what he now is only in name
—the most powerful officer in the University

—

and through their election of him tlie students had

a material though an indirect share in the uovern-

ment. It is difficult to see how a return to some-

thing like this system could be productive of anything

but good. For one thing it would give our under-

graduates, what they sorely need, a sobering sense

of dignity and responsibility, as the free citizens of a

great educational iwlls.

But however that be, it is certain that any

measure of University reform worth the name must

strike first of all things at the monopoly in teach-

ing. There are other and crying abuses to be

remedied, among them the examination system,

—

but, first, as tlie groundwork and the guarantee of

reformation, we must have liberty and breadth. It

is surely superfluous in this country to preach the

evils of monopoly. In no other profession do we

give exclusive privileges as we do in teaching ; the

licensed clergyman may preach in any pulpit, the

qualified physician may stand at any bedside. ^Ve

simply ask of each candidate that he shall show

himself ordinarily competent to his work, and there-

after he takes his chance, and the public judges

between him and his fellows. And why should our

higher education be the only exception to the rule 'i

Is it, to quote the current cant of sciolism, because

competition is degrading to the finer activities 'i

But surely that which is the law of life sliould be

ffood enouffli for the Universities. Or is it, as the

professors confidently tell us, because the vulgar

cannot discern their intellectual needs aright ? But

whatever the professors have managed to monopolise,

it certainly is not the Zeitgeist. The truth stands

plain to every one that while the Universities were

free they flourished, and when the liberty of teach-

ing within them was restricted they declined. The

schools of Germany are to-day the most active in

Europe, and in the privat docent system they pre-

serve the principle of free teaching. Our Scottish

Universities are tlie most jealous of close corpora-

tions, and the names of them Iiave become to all

men a hissing and a scorn.

There is, of course, only one conclusion to this

argument. The original import of the degree as a

Ucentia docendi must be revived. Not certainly the

degree—or at least the Arts degree—as it now

exists, but a qualification adequate in some measure

to the intellectual necessities of the age. To this

all approximations are good in tlieir way, however

imperfect ; but this itself is the ideal, for it is the

embodiment of liberty, and in liberty is the secret

of the higlier life.

R. A.
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LITERARY NOTES.

While these pages are passing into the hands of our readers, the

Pope Commenroration ceremonies will be in progress at Twicken-

ham. They begin with a water pageant on the Thames ; and on

the 31st of July Professor Henry Morley opens a Loan Museum of

relics of the poet, which will close on Saturday the 4th of August.

The catalogue is under the supervision, among others, of Mr.

Austin Dobson. One of the most conspicuous and characteristic

of the relics exhibited will be four volumes of libels upon Pope,

collected, bound, and annotated by the poet himself—perhaps a

superfluous reminder of the weakest and most unlovable side of

his character. For all time Pope is likely to remain the standing

exemplar of the foibles of the literary temperament—of its jealousy,

its vanity, and its preternatural thinness of skin. But by us he is

more profitably to be studied as the outcome of certain social con-

ditions, and the representative of an answering cast of culture.

He is the poet of the age of courts in Western Europe, as dis-

tinguished from that of kings on the one hand, and of the people

on the other, —an age when aristocracy grafted on royalty had

issued in the strange florescence of manners. It is scarcely too

much to say of Pope that he is the petit-mattre of our literature, or

that the equipment of his poetry is summed up in ' talon-rouge,

falbala, queue.' But of course these also are poetic, and one could

have no reasonable grudge against Pope, if it were not for his

translation of Homer. By that he made his fortuue and perilled

his fame.

In opening the pages of his Review to the Celt and Teuton

controversy, Mr. Harry Quilter is doing good service to the cause

of a rational ethnology. There is no delusion more baseless or

more pernicious than that which assumes the English to be an

essentially Teutonic people. We laugh at the Greeks and their

three eponymous patriarchs, while at the same time we hold to

our preposterous legend of the three ancestral keels. Perhaps in

all questions of national parentage the most pious and decent

course is a discreet suspension of the judgment, for, ethnically as

well as individually, it is a wise child that knows its own father.

Besides, in most current race-theories, there is the radical defect

that they assume coincidence of likeness in language with kinship

in blood—a coincidence which we have no right to look for, and

which we often find awanting. Viewed in this light even the Celt

and Teuton question is made ultimately futile by the initial error

of its terminology. Nevertheless we are grateful to Mr. Grant

Allen for his brilliant sally of iconoclasm, and not less to Mr. G.

A. Smith for the support he unconsciously gives his opponent.

One of the most readable, and by far the most good-humoured

article in the new number of the Universal Seviao is the ' Qiiis

desiihrio. . , .
?

' of Mr. Samuel Butler. The author of Ereivhon

and the champion of Lamarck as against Darwin, is a man of

exceeding versatility. He confesses that he is by a good deal a

creditor of the public, for he has published many books, and all of

them at his own expense. Less worthy authors have succeeded in

running a big balance on the other side. ^ Qtds desiderio. . . .
?'

is a comic narration of how Mr. Butler for a dozen years or so

used, in the British Museum, Frost's Lives of Eminent Cliristians

as a sloping desk to write upon. Here it may be presumed he

wrote Ltick or Cunning, and the delightful bits of description in

the Alps and Sanctuaries of Piedmont and the Canton Ticino,

Here also, doubtless, he wrote Ex Voto, which the Glasgoio

Herald, in reviewing the other day, repeatedly attributes to a

mythical Mr. Samuel Hunter. Butler's quaint essay is indeed a

bit of * satire and imagination,' with a literary aroma of peculiar

delicacy.

OssiAN, the July volume of the Canterbury Poets, is edited by a

young Glasgow litterateur, Mr. George Eyre-Todd. The selec-

tion is ajudicious and fairly representative one, and is preceded by

an introduction in which the editor contends vehemently for the

authenticity of the poems. To the dsvellers at ease in Zion any

attempt to upset the orthodox decision of Dr. Johnson will, of

course, appear flat blasphemy. And, doubtless, it is rather late in

the day to expect any one to believe in the personality of Ossian or

the actual existence of his car-borne heroes. Wolfe's Prolegomena

was not written precisely for nothing. Nevertheless, we know

something more about the Celt now than they knew in 1760 ;
and

one can hardly deny that somewhere in the heart of Macpherson's

rhapsodies there lurks, undistinguishable, a nucleus of genuine

Gaelic song. But certainly Mr. Todd would have been treading

on firmer and more fruitful ground if he had confined himself to

tracing the undoubted influence of the Ossianic fragments on

English and Continental literature. As it is, there is just a little

too much flaunting of the tartan in his treatise. But that seems

a fault inevitable to the editors of Celtic poetry.

Mr. Robert Louis Stevenson's love of the adventurous does

not exhaust itself in mere praise ofroving sea-dogs and errant princes.

If he voyages to the South Seas as a valetudinarian, it can be only in

the spirit of enterprise that he is for ever in literature going further

afield. His last departure was the marvellous Child's Garden of

Verses, and now it is announced that he has written a romantic

drama, in conjunction with another author who possesses a prac-

tical knowledge of the stage. Further, the Messrs. Cassell are

soon to publish his Black Arrow, a tale of the Wars of the Roses.

As a rule the historical novel may be defined as a work display-

ing an utter lack of historical imagination ; but Mr. Stevenson's

former efforts have not been of the ordinary anachronistic kind.

We can only hope that his new venture will keep the same high

level wliich was attained in Kidnapped.

The new number of the Scottish Review contains a series of

hitherto unpublished letters of James Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd.

They were intended apparently for the eye of Sir Walter Scott,

and describe a tour made in the Highlands in 1803.

Messrs. Murray announce the correspondence, in two

volumes, of Mr. Motley, the historian of the Dutch Republic ;

three volumes of the Battle Abbey Roll, by the Duchess of

Cleveland ; and the late Sir Henry Maine's Whrwell Lectures on

Lnternational Law. They are also going to publish an account of

excursions in Apulia, by Mrs. Ross (nee Duft' Gordon) under the

fascinating title of The Land of Manfred. As its name indicates,

the book will treat largely of the associations with Norman and

Hohenstaufen times which yet linger around Southern Italy.

The forthcoming volume of Messrs. Blackwood's Philosophical

Classics is Professor Nichol's Bacon. We believe that the Pro-

fessor's long promised text-book of English Literature is likely to

appear before long.

Mr. Goldwin Smith is said to be engaged on what he intends

to be his magnum opus.

The obituary of letters for July includes the Rev. George

Robert Gleig, author of The Subaltern, and other military tales ;

and also Herr Theodore Sturm, the Nestor of German novelists.

Besides his more honourable distinctions Mr. Gleig has a claim to

remembrance, along with Croker and the Rev. Robert Mont-

gomery, as one of the victims of Macaulay's critical tomahawk.

We have also to note the death of Mr. Robert Carruthers of the

Inverness Courier, a son of the well-known editor of Pope.

Edinburgh : T. and A. Constable, Printers to Her Majesty.
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*,* FOUR PLATES are issued mth this

number of the Scottish Art Review. The repro-

duction of the Blairs College Portrait of Mary
QtiEEN OF Scots we are enabled to give by kind

permission of Archbishop Eyre. The original

portrait is a full-length. It has been reproduced

in half-length form in order to show the head on

a sufficient scale. To Mr. James Donald we are

indebted for kindly allowing us to reproduce an

important and characteristic painting by Mr.

William M'Taggakt, R.S.A. The picture is

entitled 'A Highland Buen,' and is in Mr.

Donald's private collection. Two plates are illus-

trative of a Review of ' The Glasgow Architectural

Association Sketch Book,' the drawing of

Rowallan Castle being by Mr. A. Paterson,

and that of Chester Cathedral Pdlpit by Mr.

Prentice.

—

Ed.

THE PROSPECTS OF ART UNDER SOCIALISM.

FOR the sake of clearness, I will commit myself

to a definition : firstly of art, which, so far as

its meaning can be packed up into the portmanteau

of a sentence, might be described as a form of vital

force applied to the expression of Beauty. This

will at any rate sufficiently indicate the point of

view from which I regard it. As to Socialism, I

know no better, or more portable, definition than

that of Mr. Belfort Bax—namely, that Socialism is

a new view of life upon an ecotiomic basis.

Under the present system of commercial com-

petition, every opportunity which seems to afford a

chance of gaining a livelihood, or a hope of gain,

stimulates people to activity in all manner of ways.

But it is an unwholesome stimulus, especially in its

effisct upon art and artists, and as a result, the

market is flooded with every kind of catchpenny

abomination—pictures or so-called ornaments, and

objects of art which could have brought no joy to

the maker of them, and can bring no real or lasting

pleasure to the user, for whom perhaps they but fit

the whim of the moment, or are only bought

because of the persuasive eloquence of some adroit

salesman (under the aforesaid stimulus of gain),

and for no better reason than that such things are

in fashion.

Now, naturally, there is this characteristic about

geniune spontaneous art, that its creation is a

pleasurable exercise and excitement. The artist

is always anxious to give out what he has—to offer

his best to the sight of all men ; and so far he is

naturally sociahstic. Indeed, art itself is essentially

a social product intimately associated with common

life, and depending for its vitality upon a co-

operation of all workers, upon living traditions,

and quick and universal sympathies. These are its

sunlight and air.

Where the love of art is sincere, given the capacity,

all a man would ask would be security of livelihood,

with a fair standard of comfort and refinement, and

materials to work with. For the rest it would

be simply a pleasurable thing to exercise his crea-

tive powers for the benefit of the community, and

the praise he might win.

It would seem, too, that humanity under any

system cannot do without art in some form or

another, and is always ready to welcome and reward

the artist who has the skill to interpret nature, or

beautify and refine the life of every day. But no

artist, in so far as he is worthy of the name, works

consciously for the sake of reward, other than the

sympathy and praise of his contemporaries. Modern

commercialism does its best to turn him into a man

of business, but that was not his natural destiny.

Originally one with the constructive workman, the

builder, the smith, the carver, the weaver, the

potter, he put the touch of art on his work in

refining play of line and pattern, and he saw that

it was good, with the pleasm-e and delight of a crafts-

man. So use and beauty were one in the old simple
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days. But we have changed all that. We have

put use in one pigeon-hole and beauty in another,

and it is only by accident that they get mixed.

Now the severance of the artist and the workman

—the craftsman, and the dismemberment, and ab-

soi-ption of the latter to a large extent by machinery,

have had results incalculably injurious to art, what-

ever service they may have done in other ways. As

to machinery it is but a question of adaptation of

means to ends, since machinery simply gives extra

hands and feet to humanity—good enough to do

heavy and useful drudgery, and works of necessity

in a hurry—feed, clothe, and warm, pump, and light

nights for instance—to be the servant and labour-

saver of man, in short, but never his master and

profit-grinder as it has become—and certainly never

intended to take pleasurable art-work out of his

hands, or speciously simulate the workmanship of

those hands, and take, with its variety, its interest

and beauty away.

It is a curious thing that while every day we are

extending our railways and pushing our commerce,

making travel easier, and opening up unknown

countries to what we are pleased to call the advan-

tages of civilisation—while we are facilitating

methods of getting about on the one hand, on

the other we are obliterating those interesting

varieties and local distinctions which make travel

chiefly interesting, so that while we increase our

facilities of travel we remove its inducements as

fast as we can—at least from the art point of view.

One of those things the disappearance whereof

we deplore is the art of the people,—^the peasant

costume with its embroidery and jewellery always

so full of character and colour, relics of long antiquity

and tradition—the odds and ends of which are care-

fully scraped together and served up to the tourist,

long after they have ceased to be realities in the life

of the people. ' This native art, found in all unex-

ploited countries, is highly interesting as showing

how naturally a people collectively express their

sense of beauty in colour and form, how naturally

with leisure and fairly easy conditions of life the

art instinct asserts itself.

It is on the unquenchable spontaneity of this

instinct that I should rely to give new birth to new

forms of art even were all types and conditions of

the art of the past destroyed. Fresh as I am from

the examination, at South Kensington, of vast mul-

titudes of designs in any and every style under the

sun, I could almost bear such a catastrophe with

equanimity, since no aspiring designer could then

crib Persian or Chinese or Greek patterns, and spoil

them in the translation.

All the learning and archaeology in the world will

not fill us with an instinct for art, since art (to recur

to our definition), being a form of vital force, must
spring from life itself It depends on realities, and

draws its best inspiration from everyday life. It is

bound to reflect the character of that life, and in

so doing gives the history of the people, and the

spirit of the age of which it is the outcome. We
have only to consider how much of our knowledge

of past ages and races we owe to the relics of ancient

art which have been preserved to us ; and this

brings us to the consideration of another aspect of

the importance of art to a community, and one not

likely to be overlooked under socialistic conditions

—

I mean its educational value.

At present I think this is very much neglected.

While we crowd our galleries and exhibitions witli

inasses and masses of pictures every year, our public

halls and the walls of our schools are left blank for

the most part. This seems to suggest that we are

thinking more of our shop windows than of the

windows of om- minds—especially those of the rising

generation. But why should not the capacity of

children for receiving ideas through the eye be taken

advantage of.? Why should not the walls of our

schools be pictured with the drama of history ?

Why should they not be made eloquent with the

wonders of the earth by true and emphatic drawings

of the life and character of different countries and

peoples ?

It has been said that the worst drawing conveys a

more definite idea of a thing than the best descrip-

tion. Bringing it down tlierefore even to the plainest

utilitarian level, the importance of drawing is obvi-

ous enough. A socialistic society would, however,

not be likely to gauge its value by so narrow a

standard, and when the object of education was

recognised as the development of the faculties of the

individual, with a view to service of the community

and reasonable enjoyment of life, as distinct from

the specialising them for a competitive commercial

existence, art would surely be recognised as a most

important factor in that result, and accorded due

place.

If we imagine a truly socialised community—

a

state of equal condition (not necessarily of mental

capacity or other quality)—wherein every able-

bodied member served the community according to

his capacity, it might necessitate a portion of time

(determined by the numbers of the conmiunity and

their necessities) spent in some form of manual

labour. This in itself would be an advantage and

physical benefit to each individual, nor so long as

enough leisure was secm-ed would mental capacity

be likely to suffer in its true sense, or the art in-

stinct or capacity either. On the contrary, there is
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nothing, after all, like close intimacy with Nature

and fact to strengthen the character all round, and

clear the mental vision of morbid states, and, as for

art, like the wrestler, it always gains new vigour

every time of toucliing the ground.

If your artist would depict the life about him

—

the drama of men and women—he will be all tlie

stronger if he has mixed with the actors. If he

would give man in all his labours and actions, it is

good tliat lie sliould understand those actions and

labours—that he should be able himself to ride,

swim, row, or dri-ve the plough, and wield the scythe

or spade. He would be a stronger man and a better

artist. For it is as much what we know and Jiel as

what we see that comes into works of art.

Would he be an artist in any of the handicrafts,

let ^him first be a smith or a carpenter ; let him

understand the material he would work with and its

capacities ; for it is from the workshop that all

good traditions in applied design must come. I

have spoken of probabilities and possibilities, and of

necessity both enter largely into the consideration

of my subject, as of any thought of the future con-

struction and condition of society. Now, while I

have tlie best hopes for art, I do not think it pro-

bable that under socialism any one will get labour-

values to the extent of £70,000 for a picture ; but

it would, nevertheless, be quite possible to get a

Raphael.

The type of artist—supposing artists existed as a

class or order in a socialist community—most likely

to be fostered would, I think, be probably such as

that represented by the master-craftsmen of the

Middle Ages, such as Albert Diirer or Holbein, for

instance—men capable of design in all kinds of

materials, who could design a building, make the

pattern of a jewel or a gown, devise a title-page, or

paint a portrait. What may be called, in short,

the all-round artist would be likely to be more in

demand than the specialist more or less fostered

under present conditions.

The essence of art is harmony and unity. We
have seen how art depends upon life, and is affected

by and reflects its character and conditions. Before

we can hope to get harmonious art and thought,

therefore, we must realise harmony and unity in

life.

For myself, I am confident, in view of these

considerations, that what is good for humanity is

good for art. Take care of tlie pence of healthy

life—the current coin of individual freedom, of

political and social equality, of the fraternity of

human service and common interests ; take care of

the handicrafts and the beauty of wild Nature, and

give men leisure and opportunity,—and the gold

pieces of art and thought and creative beauty will

take care of themselves.

Walter Crane.

THE LATE F. HOLL, RA.

MR. FRANK HOLL, R. A., whose untimely death

has come with such a shock on art and society

circles, was born in London upon the 4th of July

1845. His father was Mr. Francis Holl, A.R.A.,

a well-known engraver. The more distinguished

son obtained his professional education in the Royal

Academy Schools, where he was a very successful

student.

His first picture to tlie Royal Academy Exhibi-

tion was contributed in 1864. Since then his work

has never been absent from its walls. In 1868 he

was awarded the two years' travelling studentship.

He received the distinction of A.R.A. in 1878, and
in 1884 he was elected an R.A.

Few painters have had a more interesting career

than the late Mr. Holl. Producing capably-handled

subject-pictures which dealt mainly with the dark

side of life, he worked for a long time without attract-

ing special attention till a portrait of Mr. Samuel

Cousins, the engraver, exhibited about ten years

ago led to a change so extraordinary that in a few

seasons the little-known painter of gloomy moralisa-

tions became a phenomenally popular portrait-

painter.

This development we fear cannot be attributed to

any sudden accession of artistic power ; for in his

later, as in his earlier work, Mr. Holl's strength

appears to lie in a vigorous realisation which is

dramatic but often commonplace in sentiment.

But while his powers in this direction, so long as

they were employed in the form of pathetic subject-

pictures, impressed the public, it was only when

applied to portraiture that they placed him higher

in the popular esteem than almost any painter of

liis time. His strong if somewhat coarse render-

ings of English notabilities appealed with peculiar

force to many who found themselves baffled in their

vain efforts to appreciate or define art without the

key which is supplied by the possession of natural

artistic feeling ; and this was the more natural that

the painter, with an astonishing power of semi-

mechanical repetition, made, once for all, a certain

limited demand upon their intelligence.

The strain that portrait-painting, as the term is
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commonly understood, entails upon the artist, was

clearly exemplified here, for Mr. Holl was seldom

able to surmount the difficulty of combining the

necessity for likeness with that artistic instinct

which is a primary essential of all art production.

To the development of this instinct there is nothing

more fatal than mere mechanical repetition, which

is but a sorry substitute for original impulse. Such

repetition, however, seems well-nigh unavoidable to

the portrait-painter who aspires to have a large

practice. For the allurements of popularity and

commercialism presented by the career of a prosper-

ous likeness-painter are inimical to the preservation

of artistic virtue in its integrity.

Mr. Holl himself felt this. He showed really

wonderful ability in maintaining certain strong quali-

ties on a stinted artistic diet. But even this could

not remove the yoke which he had allowed circum-

stances to impose on him, and under which it is

well known he grew restive. Notwithstanding this

ability, the influence of mere repetition was only

too manifest in the history of his work. His por-

trait of the late Mr. Cousins was remarkable for

the skill with which a dignified motive was treated.

It was the first, and the most artistically complete

of Mr. Holl's portraits, but the reserve that con-

tributed so much to its completeness gave way in

many of his later works to a certain habit of

melodramatic presentation, in which the painter

apparently contented himself with endeavouring

to reproduce the effect of flesh seen under a

crude light, and set against a meaninglessly dark

background — a platitude which was repeated

with so little reference to the subject in hand,

that the result became as tiresome as it was

irritating.

The works of the masters show us that the Art,

of which their sitters were the occasions, was itself the

real motive of their portraits. That art having been

infinitely varied in their hands to fitly express the

different impressions produced by variations of tjrpe

in their sitters, each master has left us a heritage of

variety which embodies a series of artistic ideas, but

does not suggest, like Mr. HolPs, the automatic

reproduction of a pattern.

While, however, Mr. HolPs work cannot be

ranked with the best of his time, it was certainly

entitled to the position it earned from the Royal

Academy, for it not only appealed to the public,

but gained a measure of respect from artists which

unfortunately can be accorded to few things in the

annual exhibitions of that august body. By the

deatli of Mr. Holl the Royal Academy suffers from

the loss of one of its most competent members,

while personal friends will miss one whose strengtli

of character and untiring energy commanded their

loving admiration.

OLD AND NEW IN ART.

' /^LD, black, rubbed out and dirty canvases

yj take the place of God's own works,' ex-

claimed Constable in one of his indignant letters

some sixty years ago, and his complaint against the

spurious antique in art has just been repeated in a

different form by a living English artist, who will

stand with Constable as one of the foremost figures

of the British school. Strip off the coat of varnish

which makes the old master like Sir George Beau-
mont's old Cremona fiddle ; efface the mellowing

touch of time, and dissolve the veil of poetry which
clings to the productions of days of old, and what
remains.? Excellent work remains no doubt, says

Sir John Millais, but work not differing in kind or

quality from good work of to-day ; for ' the best art

of modern times is as good as any of its kind that

has gone before.'^ We may admit with pleasure

the truth of our great painter's wholesome dictum,
' To say that the old alone is good betrays great lack

' Sir John Millais in the Magazine of Art, July iS88.

of judgment,' but a few moments may profitably be

spent in examining this question of Old and New in

art wliicli has tlius been brought forward into pro-

minence.

Constable's protest against what he termed
' perished pictures at 1000 guineas each, cart-grease,

tar, and snuff" of candle,' was the protest of an
avowed ' natural painter,' and it is in the names of

truth and nature tliat warning voices are raised in

our own time against a conventional adulation of

tlie models of the past. Yet we have to note here

a most important distinction. The term ' natural

'

applies to Constable as a painter just as it applies

to many of the leaders of the Britisli school of to-

day, but his 'naturalism' was, as we shall see,

markedly different from theirs, and his estimate of

old art in its relation to new would by no means
coincide with that of living representatives of the

school of nature. It is true that he abhorred a
slavish dependence on the convention of art, was
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dreadfully afraid of the establishment of a national

collection of the old masters, and even said, ' Wlien

I sit down to make a sketcli from nature, the first

thing I try to do is to forget that I have ever seen

a picture,' yet Constable was aU the time very

strongly under the influence of tradition. He
might reject tradition in the sense of a respect for

age—and varnish—for their own sakes, but in the

sense of a wholesome reverence for broad and

masterly work like that of the best masters of the

seventeenth century, he adhered to it as the guiding

principle of his art.

Like Turner, he held Claude in the highest

honour. When staying with Sir George Beaumont
at Coleorton Hall he occupied himself—not by
wandering, sketch-book in hand, up and down the

country-side—but in the highly orthodox task of

copying most conscientiously his host's pictures by

Claude. ' The Claudes, the Claudes are all, all I

can think of here,' he writes home to his wife.

' How paramount is Claude ' ! he exclaims after a

visit to a London collection of pictures. He sat,

too, at the feet of Ruysdael, in whom he recognised

a profound and poetical artist of a spirit akin to his

o\TO, and though at times to his own consciousness

he might ' forget ' that he had ' ever seen a jiicture,'

yet the pictures he had seen were all the while in-

fluencing his mental attitude. The result was

naturalistic art, but naturalistic art tempered by
sound tradition, and his work aptly illustrates the

excellent dictum of M. Thor6, ' There are three

tilings which concur in the creation of a work of

art, external nature, the special and profound feel-

ing for that nature in the mind of the artist, and the

feeling wMch nature has inspired in creative artists

who have gone hefore!' We have only to visit the

London National Gallery to discern Constable's

relation to his predecessors. The leaves clotlie his

trees in the solid masses of the foliage of Poussin ;

the ponderous clouds that sweep so grandly over his

broad expanses of sky have their prototypes on the

noble canvas by Rembrandt's pupil De Koninck in

the Peel Collection.

Gainsborough, to take another ' naturalist ' of

our older school, is, no more than Constable, a
' natural painter,' pure and simple. He shows how
artistic tradition may haunt the air about a painter,

and influence his whole education and procedure,

without his setting himself down directly to imitate

his predecessors. He was indeed ' natural ' in dis-

tinction to Reynolds, who had a fancy for historical

design, the secret of which had to be wrested from

the followers of Michelangelo ; but his work in por-

traiture was overshadowed by that of a great fore-

runner, to whom both he and Reynolds owed much

of the form of their art. 'AVe are all going to

lieaven, and Vandyke is of the company.' . . . Van-
dyke was in truth the model they both consciously

or unconsciously followed. The tradition of his art

had been handed down by incompetent successors,

but it had survived in England till these great

painters gave it a new life. Their breadth, their

elegance, their faultless taste in pose and in the

arrangement of dress and drapery, had been all

elements in the art of the great seventeenth century

portraitist, and Gainsborougli and Reynolds, the
' naturalist ' and the ' stylist,' both aUke acknowledge

his headsliip.

A similar fact emerges in connection with a

famous recent naturahstic movement in France. J.

F. Millet was a complete heretic when judged by
the ortliodox standard of his school and time, but

Millet was an untiring and ardent student of the

old masters, a votary of Michelangelo and the

Venetians. The men with whom his name is chiefly

associated, Dupre, Rousseau, Daubigny, though they

broke with the classical traditions dominant in the

French scliool, envisaged nature in very much the

same manner as the Dutcli landscapists of the seven-

teenth century. Corot's art, it has been noticed, is

the art of Claude touched with a more intimate

modern sentiment.

In Gainsborough, Constable, Millet, and Corot,

therefore, we see a ' naturalism ' based, if we may
use the expression, on art ; an independence tem-

pered by reverence for the past ; originality dis-

ciplined ; freedom gratefully conscious of support

and guidance. How far is this the case with the
' naturalism ' of our own time and country .?

A friendly foreign critic, M. Chesneau, who has

written appreciatively of our national art, is disposed

to draw a distinct line of demarcation between what

he calls the old school and the young school of

British painters, fixing the division at about 1850.

With the artists of the old school he feels at home.

'Reynolds, Gainsborough, Constable, can be measured

by ordinary standards. They have, it is true, a

well-defined individuality, but as descendants of the

Dutch and the Flemings they are painters,' he says,

' of the same order as we ourselves, they understand

their art in the way we French understand it.' The
art of our own immediate time, on the other hand,

is, he confesses, something quite new and exclusively

British. Tliere is no bond of tradition linking it to

the family of great English painters of the begin-

ning of the century ; it is a monstre etrange, as he

is pleased to call it, attractive by its pecuharities,

but standing quite out of the regular course of

artistic history.

Few of those who studied carefully the collection
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of recent British paintings in the Manchester Exhi-

bition will be disposed to question the substantial

truth of M. Chesneavrs observation. Our ' natural-

ism ' of to-day is distinctly of a different type to

that of Gainsborough or Constable ; it is freer,

more independent, more experimental in character.

How original, how personal is the art of the acknow-

ledged leaders of our present school ! Take the

example of landscape. How little trace there is of

the influence of men like Turner, Constable, or Cox
on the landscapists of our own day ! Or take por-

traiture. If we compare Mr. Ouless, Mr. George

Reid, and Mr. Holl with their predecessors of the

school of Reynolds and Gainsborough, what a

contrast we find between the strongly-marked male

heads of the former, and the broad and facile studies

of tlie smooth features of womanhood and youth

characteristic of the older school ! All were im-

pressed last year in the galleries at Manchester by
the brilliant gifts of the Victorian painters, but who
could succeed in grouping them into schools, or in

tracing, save in some instances of direct imitation,

tlie relationship of this or that individual artist to

liis predecessors or contemporaries ? The British

art of to-day is thus practically independent of what
lias gone before, while the art of our earlier masters

still looked back with reverence to older models.

Such a complete break with the past involves

necessarily something of loss as well as of gain to a

school. Our new art, which has developed since

the middle of this century, is in danger of losing on

the one side more than it has gained on the other.

If it has gained in freshness and variety of interest,

it has lost the support of that tradition upon which

the great naturalists of the past—the Gainsboroughs,

the Constables, the Millets—were always well con-

tent to lean. The result is unmistakable ; it is

apparent when we compare recent British art with

that of the past, and apparent too when we compare
it with what is being done in other lands, where

there has been less break in the continuity of artistic

history. Wherein then does our weakness lie ?

Our freedom and independence too often result

in restlessness and in inequality of work. We have

lost that ease of manner, that simplicity in means
employed, which give the impression of quiet, self-

contained power to ancient masterpieces. We have

lost, too, that evenness in work which belongs to

tlie old masters. No artist, of course, is always

equal to his best self, but a very large body of

really first-rate work was left by each of the fore-

most men of bygone days. For a contrast look at

the careers of some of our gifted moderns. ^Vllat

are they giving to us ? One or two brilliant achieve-

ments, and afterwards little or nothing that is great.

The truth is that there can be no great art except

among painters who are ambitious for the best kind

of artistic success. We have in the present day in

our exhibitions a good deal of what may be called

drawing-room art—trivial or merely popular works,

to which honoured names are sometimes attached.

There are features about the artistic world of our

time, especially in the great metropolitan centre,

which make the single-hearted and strenuous effort

from which alone proceeds work of true value, more
and more difficult to the successful painter. In this

respect the artists of Scotland have an advantage

over their brethren in the larger London sphere.

There fashion has taken art under its wing, and

demands in return a sacrifice of that austerity of

purpose which rules in some of the foremost schools

of the Continent, where there is not so much tempta-

tion for an artist to be a man of the world first

and an artist only in the second place.

Though British artists have, no doubt, points of

advantage over their neighbours, yet they lack some-

thing of their virile strength. If we look across the

Channel, while we may find not a little to condemn,

we yet note the self-sacrificing labour bestowed by
leadingFrench artists on the education of their pupils,

and the generous artistic ambition of the young

workers, who toil for journeymen's wages or for fame

alone. There is, again, a more purely artistic atmo-

sphere in some Continental centres, such as Munich
and The Hague, than fills our more commercial

world. Art is better understood there by the

educated public ; there is a more sensitive artistic

honour among the workers themselves, who are

proud to acknowledge a tradition at their back

which they must not discredit. This tradition is

an inheritance from the seventeenth century, and its

living influence on the work of the leading masters

of the German and Dutch schools is a matter for

surprise to those who have grown up in this country,

in artistic surroundings where tradition is entirely

ignored.

The men of the past, not only the old masters

properly so called, but their more recent followers,

rested greatly on this inheritance from their fathers,

and sustained themselves by active fellowship with

their contemporaries of like aims and attainments.

They formed, that is to say, what do not exist in

the Britain of to-day. Artistic Schools. Such bonds

of union, drawing artists closely together around some

presiding genius, need not repress artistic individu-

ality in the lesser men. We see this in the case of the

school of Rembrandt. Rembrandfs personality in

art was most powerful, and few men have imposed so

distinct and individual a form upon their artistic

productions. Yet the men who drew their manner
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in painting from him were not constrained to copy

his peculiarities. Works more or less directly

imitative, were, it is true, produced sometimes by

liis younger contemporaries, but the best of tliese,

men like de Hooch, Maes, Vermeer of Delft, were

distinctly not imitators. They learned from the

master to aim at a powerful touch, and to study

the magic of light and shade ; they strove to follow

him in his penetrating insight, his strong grasp of

the essentials of his theme ; they did not, however,

reproduce his special effects or use his palette. His

example and teaching lifted their art altogether to a

higher level, and gave them a certain feeling in their

work common to them all, though this remained

in each case fresh, original, and independent. Their

works are an abiding lesson thatsimple,homelythemes

may be raised to artistic dignity by noble treatment.

What the painters of modern Britain seem to

need at present is some impulse, some inspiration,

which may elevate the character of design, and con-

centrate on work worth achievement the hielio
artistic powers which are now too much dissipated

over trivialities. They need, too, some bond which

may bind artists, old and young, more closely

together, and generate that ' spirit of school '' which

existed of old, and still survives on the Continent.

The value of such inspiration, of such a bond of

union, was recognised by our older ' naturalists,' who
were more ready than we are to admit how much
the old masters have to teach the modern. If some

such influence for good arises in our midst, then

there seems no reason why new art should not come

to attain the level of tlie old.

G. Baldwix Brown.

ON A PORTRAIT OF MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS.

IN the Bishop's Castle, at the Glasgow Exhibition,

there are now on view some twenty-eight

pictures professing to be portraits of Mary Queen

of Scots. Any one examining these various ' por-

traits,' must be struck with the curious diversity of

feature and expression. Mere difference in the

style of dress, of doing the hair, of pose, and of

lighting, could not explain the extraordinary differ-

ence in the colour of the eyes and the form of the

features. Yet in regard to these last, the portraits

do not agree. The truth is, there is every reason to

believe that the Queen did not actually sit for any

of the pictures ; there is no one of them that bears

evidence of having been painted from life by a

really competent artist. A number of the portraits

have evidently been executed from mere descrip-

tions given to those wlio have painted them, and

not a few, as far as the head of the Queen is con-

cerned, are but poor copies of such indifferent

originals. When, therefore, several confirm each

other, it is not to be inferred that this confirmation

proves authenticity of likeness.

In those days it was customary for ladies to wear

wigs and all sorts of additions to their own hair,

done up in an extraordinary and ridiculous manner.

The height of the fashion of that time is illustrated

in the well-known portrait of Queen Elizabeth, by
Zucchero, in starched ruff and towering coiffeure,

bedizened with gewgaws. As ^nll be seen, however,

from the Bishop's Castle collection of portraits,

Mary Stewart had evidently too much innate

artistic feeling to submit to such eccentricities of

fashion. Her concession, so far as it went, seems to

have been modest and becoming. The testimony of

the portraits is pretty unanimous in regard to this.

The one point where she made a concession amount-

ing to anything peculiar to our eyes, was in shaving

the hair off the brow, in accordance with the custom

of the time. It is largely this fashion that imparts

a certain oddness to these portraits, and makes some
careless people who judge superficially turn away
doubtful whether Mary Stewart can have been so

beautiful as she was reputed to be. But thoughtful

observers look to the spirit revealed in a face rather

than to mere peculiarities of physique or fashion.
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The only portrait we can take as at all worthy

of consideration is the Blairs College portrait.

The following interesting note is from the Official

Catalogue :

—

' This portrait, originally tiie property of Elizabetli Curie (one

of Mary's attendants at her execution), was bequeathed by her to

the Scots College at Douai, where at that time Elizabeth Curie's

brother was a professor. At the breaking out of the Revolution

in France the inmates of the College were obliged to fly, and the

portrait was taken out of the frame, rolled up, and hidden in a

chimney, which was then built up. In iSi I it was taken from its

hiding-place and placed in the Scotch Benedictine Convent in

Paris, whence, in 1830, it was brought to Scotland by Bishop

Patison, and placed in Blairs College. It is recognised as one of

the very few authentic portraits of Queen Mary, and it is probable

that it was painted by Amyas Cawood, after Jane Kennedy and

Elizabeth Curie had returned to France, from a drawing made

during the Queen's lifetime.

'

Superior to all the other portraits here as a work

of art, and bearing on the face of it the stamp of

personality, it stands out from the i-est because of a

certain air of queenly presence that distinguishes it.

To the artist it has evidently been a labour of love.

It resembles many of the portraits of Hans Holbein

in the distinction with which the subject is placed

on the canvas, in the dignity and beauty of the com-

position, in the fine drawing of the head and hands,

and in searching delineation of character. Sympa-

thetically treated in low tones, it fittingly conveys

a characteristic impression of the Queen. The exe-

cution is quaintly painted in the background of the

portrait, symbolising her tragic fate. It is not the

collected in the Bishop's Castle. Relics of liatrcd,

bloodshed, and duplicity abound ; but all that has

v?.\'
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been gathered relating to Mary Stewart shows only

tokens of love, purity, and womanly virtue. Take,

for example, the leading-strings of her son, James

VI. They testify to her artistic ability in design ;

and her piety and love are indicated by the inscrip-

tion she has worked on them :
' May God send His

cmg-ek to guard and bless thee in all thy ways.''

Then, again, the sustaining power that her reli-

gion must have been in her life is surely shown in

the letters ^vritten a few hours before her execution.

One of these is on view in the Bishop's Castle.

Both the character of the thoughts expressed, and

the clear unfaltering decision of the handwriting,

prove that Queen Mary, in her darkest and bitterest

trials, had a stronger than mere human support.

It may be inferred how accomplished and artistic

she was from the art quality of the sewed works she

left, specially when we remember the very low state

of art in this country at that time.

John Lavery.

wondrous charm of Queen Mary's beauty that is

given, but a presentment of the woman who had

suffered such long and grievous imprisonment, and

who was soon to be led forth to a shameful death.

The wonder is that after all she had passed through

she should still look so queenly, dignified, and noble.

Complete and characteristic, therefore, as this

portrait is in regard to a certain aspect of Queen

Mary, we must supplement the impression ere we

can form a true conception of her personality. For-

tunately the means are at hand in the memento

'®
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A NOTE ON NATIONALITY IN ART.

DURING recent years .a sustained and no doubt

well-intended crusade has been conducted in

certain quarters against what is called ' foreign

influence' on British art, and the time-honoured

warning has been repeated ad nauseam, tliat the

younger painters are wandering towards the wilder-

ness of cosmopolitanism. Art must be national, it

is said, if it is to be worth anytliing. This gener-

ally means, liowever, that the traditions, good or

bad, which sufliced the painters of a former genera-

tion, ought to satisfy those of to-day.

Witliout pausing to discuss what constitutes tlie

national quality in any given work of art, we may
well inquire whether some special mode of render-

ing or translating natural facts by means of colour

is invariably peculiar to a particular country. Is it

possible, for instance, to distinguish the main cliar-

acteristics of English or of Scottish Art ? Are the

typical qualities breadth, simplicity, and dignity,

or minute elaboration and a loving lingering over

details ?

In the work of artists of former generations, the

greatest dissimilarity prevails. The landscapes of

Constable, Turner, Gainsborough, and Wilson dis-

play widely different methods of interpreting nature,

differences which make it impossible to class them
as belonging to a single school, while the portraits

of Velasquez, Titian, Rembrandt, Reynolds, and

Raeburn show more points of resemblance than are

generally seen in tlie best work of any one country.

The bands of nationality are of no avail, when

within them we try to restrain the faculty of artistic

creation, which demands absolute freedom of ex-

pression.

Tliis foreign element or characteristic, which so

much distresses many critics in England, though in

what exactly it consists they seem unable to define,

has been undoubtedly in part the outcome of the

simple and sound teaching which until lately was

only found in the best schools in France, unselfishly

open to all-comers.

It is sometimes alleged that the attraction of the

Parisian ateliers lies in the slurring over of diffi-

culties whicli prevails there, and that wliat the art

critics call ' broad painting,'' any fool can do witli-

out taking pains. Let the man who thinks so spend

but a few months in any of the best studios in

Paris. Very speedy enlightenment will await him.

If one learns to draw or paint well more quickly

in Paris than at home, it is because study there is

more intelligent, and the students as a rule work a

great deal harder than is usual in any art school in

Great Britain.

Seven years is an ordinary estimate at the ]5cole

des Beaux-Arts of the period necessary for study

before the aspirant may hope to rank among the

arrives. During the greater part of tliat time he

draws and paints from the cast or life eight hours

daily. Medallists from tlie academies in this country

are frequently turned back to tlie simplest drawing

on proceeding to Paris to complete their education,

and they generally soon admit the justice of the

decision. For sincerity and thoroughness no schools

of art in Europe can comjjare with those in France,

and this was still more apparent ten years ago.

It was said recently by one who ought to have

known better, and the charge has just been repeated

in the columns of a contemporary, that jsictures

painted by men who have studied abroad are bad,

not alone because they are unlike what had been

accepted here as national, but because they are

simply an echo of certain French artists.

That the work of a young man may resemble his

master's has been a commonplace since before the

time of Raphael and Perugino. It is equally certain

that some men will never be more than copyists.

Whether they imitate Long or Carolus Duran,

Leader or Corot, is very immaterial, save that in

each of the last cases the imitation is likely to

be less offensive. Even in the training studios

in France there is more variety in the work done

than is common in our home schools, and little

wonder, for the student is there far more constantly

and strenuously urged to look at nature for himself.

Methods of using materials are regarded as of little

account compared with truth of aspect which must

be sought with endless pains.

It is a libel on the earnest men who have in

many cases sacrificed a growing reputation to the

necessity they feel for more severe study, to brand

their work as mere imitation. The real imitators

of French artists are in a majority of cases found

among those whose knowledge of their pictures is

limited to an occasional visit to the Salon, or at

the most to a week spent in Julliens where they

find it too hot in more senses than one.

The aim to which the best French masters direct

their students is the training of the eye to see

objects in their true relations of light and shade,

and afterwards of colour, and the logical outcome

of this education, varying naturally with the idiosyn-

cracies of the pupils, has been the development of a
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naturalistic school of painters. What these men
claim is the right of tlie trained artist to represent

what he himself feels to be pictorial in nature, not

merely what was felt to be so by Turner or William

Hunt, Corot or Daubigny, or indeed by any other

artist however great.

Doubt has recently been thrown on the claims of

Constable to have been the unconscious aj)ostle in

France of this development in modern landscape

painting. It is a remarkable fact that at home,

until lately, his lead was not followed, while in tliat

country his example exerted an enormous influence.

Regarded in England in his own day as a barbarian,

his great genius is not yet sufficiently recognised by

his countrymen.

It would be absurd to imagine that naturalistic

painting is the only way in which fine pictorial art

is or has been possible, but it has surely claims to

be treated with respect, and to receive careful con-

sideration.

It would appear as if the original impulses from

which all national developments in art sprang into

life have come from alien peoples. Light spread

from Egypt to Phoenicia, from Phoenicia to Greece,

from Greece to Rome. The Renaissance was borne

from Italy to France and England. Japan owed its

art in the first place to China. These are but a

few instances of an almost universal experience. In

all cases the new thought was modified and vivified

by the genius of the country which received it.

At first, doubtless, the novelty and strangeness

attendant on a breaking away from old traditions

were ever received with suspicion and dislike, but

the faith of the new believers in time prevailed, and

the development at length attained the dignity of

being regarded as national. What would Scottish

Architecture have been had it not learned from

France .'' Do we look with less satisfaction on the

alas ! too few remains that we have seen somethina:

similar abroad ? Ai-e our musicians to shut their

ears to the productions of German genius .? Sir

John Millais himself, in the article already alluded

to, congratulates the sculptors of England that they

have not scrupled to learn from Carpeaux and his

great countryinen. Why should painters be com-
pelled to cling to their insularity ?

The men who are so well abused yield to none in

their admiration of the great aiiists of the past.

What they condemn are the respectable, preten-

tious, commonplace productions, so popular with

the general public, which crowd our galleries and
claim the credit of being if not artistic, certainly

national.

Men of reputation may preach, academies may
neglect, critics may sneer, but this new renaissance

develops despite the clamour. Amid warnings and
reproaches, the man who is true to his intuitions

will continue to paint what he loves, and in the way
he sees it to be beautiful, not what he is told he

ought to love, and in the way some one else has seen

it. Training, however well directed, will not make
an artist, familiarity with the works of genius does

not imply the hidden gift.

From time to time a man appears, often from

among the most unpromising surroundings, who
has something to say which can only be expressed

in pictorial form. He sacrifices everything, over-

comes every obstacle, spares no pains in the endeavour

to acquire a mastery over the means of expression,

through which alone he can reveal himself to those

who can understand his message. He will learn

from every teacher, and seek truth wherever it is to

be found. Whether a native of Scotland, America,

or Italy, he speaks to all the world, for his language

is the universal one which appeals to all who have

the eye to see. James Paterson.

SCULPTURE AT THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION.

IV.

THE work of George Tinworth, if not great,

is most interesting and original. It is a naive

attempt to enter the province of painting without

the aid of atmosphere, to present in sculpture

dramatic incidents treated in a picturesque and

realistic manner. Although in nature an act may

be performed by a company of persons representing

a set of different individualities and views, in

art only the single view of the spectator is to be

considered, and the artist, in order to meet it, must
make ideas and actions converge to a point or

climax, and allow the mind to rest in contemplation

of unity or harmony; but Mr. Tinworth, in his

earnest and eager pursuit of expression throughout
every detail, loses sight of this matter ; on his stage

the dramatis persona: all speak at once, and the

result is a confusing violation of all that is classical

in the art. The Songster, by G. G. Frampton, is
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distinguished by its delicate and chaste beauty of

expression. The sculptor's finely restrained feeling

for line is specially noteworthy, although it may
have been the cause of his bestowing too much,

almost timid, care on mere smoothness of surface.

It may be a minor matter, but the title of this

otherwise well-studied work seems inapt. Surely

there should be something of joy in the face and

bearing of a ' songster.' This youth conveys better

the idea of a Greek chorus singer on some solemn

occasion. The Last Call, by C. B. Birch, shows con-

siderable executive ability, but as a work of art it is

defective in conception and rather a concession to

popular and ephemeral ideals. The subject necessi-

tates too many trivial accessories to be suitable for

tlie medium. The reproduction of horse harness

and soldier accoutrements is scarcely worthy of the

sculptor's art ; living form and movement are the

proj)er subjects. Onslow Ford's portrait statue of

Irving as Hamlet is an elaborate and skilfully

executed piece of work, but an unsympathetic and

superficially understood rendering of the motive

;

with greater breadth of treatment we would have

liked some expression of the weird and tragic-loving

character of the greater actor. This is rather the

portrait of a smooth and business-like gentleman

than of Irving as the irresolute Dane, under ' the

pale cast of thought,' muttering ' To be or not to be.'

Rosco Muli.ik's larger works, such as, ' Bless me,

even me also, O my father^ show a vigorous natu-

ralistic style of handling tlie clay, and a strong

grasp of character which help to redeem the lack of

refinement and finish. His little marble statuette,

entitled Memories, has evidently been a work of

loving and careful study, it is naturally and beauti-

fully modelled, and tenderly expressive of simple,

maiden pensiveness. Tragedy and Comedy by Nel-

son M'Lean, are unsatisfectory works in several

ways. One expects highly allegorical matters, such

as the representation in figure of Tragedy and

Comedy to be treated with greater force of imagina-

tion than is here exhibited. There is a want of

dignity in the appearance of these statues, caused

by their awkward proportion to life-size, conveying

an impression of diminutiveness. The technique is

intended to be that of the chisel, but shows none

of the decision and felicity of handling which

should result. Nothing can be finer than the effect

of tlie free and fiery touch of the chisel in marble,

when it comes from the sure hand of a Michel-

angelo, but ordinary mortals are better to treat

the stone according to its kind, and give it the high

finish naturally demanded by a hard substance. If

not ' native, and to the manner born,' J. Edgar

BoEHJi, R.A., has surely been sufficiently long in

active practice as a sculptor in London to be

reckoned a naturalised member of the English

school ; although his work is not free from the

Continental character of cleverness, seen at its best

in the sculptor's fine little bronze group of Wilhelm

and Lconore. Mr. Boehm's best work has been done

in porti-aiture, where, notwithstanding mannerism

in handling, and a touch of grimace in expression,

he is a force. We have here, in his statue of Thoma,s

Carlyle, the finest of his large works, and, as it

stands in bronze on the Thames embankment at

Chelsea, one of the best public statues in this

country. It is quiet, simple, and natural, and full

of character,—not an epic, but a page from real life.

DoRYPHORUS.

CIVIC CONNECTION WITH ART—II.

EDINBURGH : THE S.S.C. LIBRARY COMPETITION.

LAST month we pointed out the ungenial spirit

in which as a nation we deal with memorial

sculpture, to the loss of what is highest in art, and

to the triumph of bourgeois ideals. The S.S.C.

Library Competition, recently adjudged in Edin-

burgh, affords, unhappily, a too-typical example in

architecture of our incapacity for dealing with art

matters in a broad public spirit.

The Society of Solicitors to the Supreme Courts

of Scotland required library buildings on a site in

the Cowgate, on a level with, and joined by a

bridge to, Parliament House, to comprise, besides

the library, a reading-room, a hall to accommodate

two hundred, consulting rooms, book stores, etc.,

all massed, with the aid of a fireproof floor, upon

a four-storied substratum of shops, tenements,

model lodging-houses, or otherwise.

The Solicitors' Society is a wealthy corporation,

learned in the law, not lightly to be charged with

want of public spirit. They would doubtless scorn

the idea that the new library should not rank as one

of the public buildings of the ' Modern Athens ' ; it

will form part of the cluster of buildings surroimd-

ing the historic Parliament House ; to all who look

from George iv. Bridge it will be the most con-

spicuous building in the Cowgate, scarcely distant
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by a hundred paces from the new Public Library at

present rising just across the bridge. Here surely

was an opportunity for generous art patronage.

The building's at the back of Parliament House are

unworthy of it ; the Cowgate of to-day is sunk in

squalor. The new Library might dignify the one

and ennoble the other. It only needed adequate, not

extravagant, expenditure, and just a little courtesy

to art considerations. But the learned Society, for

this pile of 60 yards' frontage, 80 or 90 feet high,

draws rigidly the line at =£"12,500 of total cost, in

which mean sum even architects' and surveyors' fees

must be included. By simple arithmetic, on

i?12,500 the tenements below will yield a shrewd

percentage ; and this, we suppose, must be taken as

the measure of the Society's fostering care for art,

the deliberate appreciation of the claims of archi-

tecture by a main branch of the legal profession.

What hope is there for its advancement as a fine

art in such conditions ? What encouragement to

belief in that progress in knowledge and love of art

on which we are beginning to plume ourselves so

airily ?

It is not want of public spirit that leads to a lost

opportunity like this, but sheer inability to appre-

ciate the elementary needs of the art, its bare

necessaries of life. It is not even a ' bourgeois

ideal ' ; it is the commercial spirit triumphant, and

gauging art by its own standard. Our inspiration

has not changed since we were dubbed ' a nation of

shopkeepers,' in spite of 'aestheticism' and desperate

' art movements.' Your true shopkeeper is born,

not made ;
• so our sweetness and light are still the

perfume of the counter and gas-flare radiance.

The conduct of the competition itself had not

even the credit of being business-like. Originally

limited to invited architects, the competition

merged vaguely into a public one ; a professional

assessor was appointed, and his decision, it is an

open secret, overturned ; the Avhole business, from

an architectural point of view, as unsatisfactory as it

well could be. The question of an assessor's status

and authority is certainly difficult, nor can it be

here discussed. But at least, if a professional

adviser's decision is rejected, his report, in fairness

to the competitors, should be made public. For

the learned society to upset in private their asses-

sor's judgment, and give forth unqualified their

own decision only, is outrageous. Some dozen or

more designs were submitted, and quasi-publicly

exhibited. All, of course, were hampered by the

miserable pittance within which they had at lea.st

to say they kept. And all, it may be noted,

disclaimed with eager unanimity the spending of an

extra shilling on the exterior of the building, or on

anything but the interior of the library and soli-

citors' apartments (gauging, perhaps accurately

enough, the wishes of the learned society). But

even hampered as they were, we cannot help

feeling that the designs, for the most part, were

commonplace, and too often conceived with no

regard for the conditions and the site. Only one

competitor showed an extei'ior perspective viewed

from the only point where the building coidd be

seen ; yet rarely could there be a case in whicli a

building should be more specially designed for its

peculiar site. We wonder if the assessor shared the

competitors' disregard of this, a point of some

importance for what aspires to be a public

building.

Further, the majority of the designs were

strangely unsuited to the associations and sur-

roundings of the site. What more out of place

in the Cowgate of Edinburgh than the uninterest-

ing classicality of Dignity and Simplicity, or of

Themis or of Lex ? The most marked exception to

this was Scottish Seventeenth Century, a facade

characterised by quiet breadth of treatment and

good feeling, very successfully harmonising with

the traditions of old Edinburgh. Lex, it may be

noted, had not covered the site, a tribute to the

Society's parsimony to be commended for its sin-

cerity ; but within these narrowed limits the autlior

had exhausted the opening letters of the alphabet

in bewildering alternatives. Wisdom., Health, and

Beauty, the design ultimately preferred for inscrutable

reasons, is distinguished externally by an offspring

of bay windows projecting from the parent walls,

numerous as families in the Cowgate are apt to be

;

further, by a flat roof over the reading-room that

will make the west end very unsightly from George

IV. Bridge, the one point of view that ought to

have been most studied. Internally it is remarkable

for its treatment of the unhappy corridor leading to

the meeting hall, a sort of tunnel, eight feet high

or thereabouts, bored through the books of the

library, and but ill wedded to the large exterior

bay windows. It is noticeable that this corridor

vanished in the perspective (not technically but

completely), and was transformed into solicitors and

tables.

Our intention, however, has not been to dwell

on the designs in detailed criticism, but to point

the moral of this melancholy competition ; liow low,

namely, our present state of education in art, how
feeble our feeling for it, how inadequate to deal

with architecture in a public spirit, how dead to its

claims as the broadest of the arts.
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THE NEW GLASGOW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.

Mr. WILLIAM YOUNG, Architect.

THERE is a feeling abroad among the discrimi-

nating that the new Municipal Buildings are

not what they might ha\e been, and this despite the

panegyrics of the daily press. What might, what

should they have been ? With sucli a subject, such

a site, and such an outlay of money, the city might

and should have liad a building to mark an epoch

in the architectural history of the nineteenth century

in this country as did the Manchester Town Hall

fifteen years ago, to draw the eyes of the art-world

to Glasgow, and give its citizens something to be

proud of besides their Cathedral and their ships.

Such is the ideal ; for the reality Glasgow has got

a building, very large, and costly, and gorgeous, of

the kind which people generally call a ' very fine

edifice," but one which can scarcely be called, con-

sistently with truth, very beautiful or dignified.

It is the lack of this last quality which we have

especially to comjjlain of, for it is that which should

above all characterise the municijaal centre of such

a city as Glasgow.

Wherein then does the fault lie .'' Not certainly

in the style selected. The noble palaces of Rome
and Florence, the Reform and other club-houses in

London, as examples of civic, the cathedrals of

Saint Peter's at Rome and Saint PauFs at London,

of religious art—to mention only a few of the best-

known examples—show how the style of the Italian

Renaissance lends itself to dignified treatment, when

rightly handled. It is not the fault of the architect's

ground-plan, which, while excellent from a practical

point of view, shows a skilful balancing of important

departments which is justly rendered in elevation

by well-marked and symmetrical masses. These

masses, the central feature, the connecting wings,

the corner pavilions of each elevation are in them-

selves of good proportion, and generally of simple

and harmonious outline.

The fault, or faults, therefore, must lie in the

working out of this architectural scheme, in the

many minor features which go to make up the

whole, and unfortunately, in the present instance,

to destroy its effect. These we consider mainly

to be :—An undue j'l'eponderance of horizontal

lines, a faulty system of fenestrations producing

a want of unbroken wall-spaces, a lack of artistic

refinement in the details, and an over lavish use

of sculpture. These defects characterise especially

the principal elevation to George Square ; some of

them are to be found there only, but throughout

the entire building there is evidence of a constant

tendency to break up the wall spaces by a great

variety of projections, horizontal and vertical, in

such a manner as to be totally destructive of repose.

Yet the most casual observer cannot but be struck

with the superiority of the sides in dignity, in im-

portance, to the front ; and this effect would be

increased could we see either of these elevations

from a distance as we do the principal facade.

In each elevation, it will be observed, a well-con-

sidered and legitimate endeavour has been made to

give dignity by the coupling of two stories, but

while to the sides it is the first and second that

have been so joined, to the front it is the ground

and first floors, and in tliis case the effect is almost

entirely lost by the want of boldness and simplicity

in the treatment of the connecting piers, and by the

fact that a strongly marked string-course is carried

through them at about midway in their height. It

is the first of four which, with the base, divide the

whole building into five strata of nearly equal im-

portance.

It is, however, chiefly to its fenestration, that

most important feature in determining the character

of every building, that the front owes its trivial

character. We refer to the excessive use of the

so-called Venetian windows, formed of a circular

headed opening flanked by two smaller square

headed side-lights, from which it is separated by

columns. Possibly Mr. Young has not read Sir

William Chambers's standard work on Civil Archi-

tecture, or having read it he does not agree with the

author. For in the chapter which treats of windows

we find him writing :
—

' Venetian windows are on

some occasions necessary, . . . but where they can

be avoided it is best, for the columns which separate

the large interval from those on the sides, form

such slender partitions that, at a distance, they are

scarcely perceived, and the whole looks like a large

irreffular breach made in the wall. And however

advisable it may be to repeat the same form, the

repetition of these Venetian windows should always

be avoided, for this . . . keeps the eye in a per-

petual dance to discover the outlines, than which

nothing can be more unpleasing, or destructive of

effect.' Mr. Young, not content with giving us one

row of these windows along the entire front, has

added a second in the central and side features, and

the study of this fa^de completely afiirms both Sir

William Chambers's dicta.
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A further disturbing feature in the front elevation

is the great pediment which crowns the central

pavilion, for while it is designed to correspond in

scale with the wliole height of the building, coming

as it does on the top of this double tier of ' dancing

'

windows, and immediately supported by a row of

columns grouped in four couples which are only the

heiglit of the top story, it has an extremely heavy

effect, and seems to crusli the whole composition,

none the less from its very full complement of

' Jubilee ' figures.

The tower is well placed, from its position in the

rear of the main front, giving the building the

appearance of being in and not on George's Square,

but its composition is marred by the laclv of a

properly studied transition from tlie great breadth

and solidity of the lower part to the lantern which

crowns the whole. In consequence it looks much
too small, especially when seen on tlie angle, and

has the appearance of being stuck on in place of

growing out of the substructure. With tlie view,

we suppose, of making up for tliis deficiency, and of

assuring the specta,tor of tlie perfect solidity of the

whole, the lantern is crowned witli a metal vane of

such massive design that it might have been carved

in stone, and of such liuge proportions as to con-

stitute it a fitting termination for the great pyramid

of Gizeh. To the daily paper this eighteen feet or

so of untarnishable copper has been a source of

unlimited satisfaction, but the judicious in art grieve,

and turn their eyes from looking upward.

As regards the north front, to George Street, the

importance of the banqueting-hall is well marked

by the rich band of sculpture in the form of a

boldly-cut acanthus scroll carried through the

entire length of the surmounting attic, as also by

the groups of children amid foliated scrolls in higli

relief upon the spandrils of the windows. These

windows are again Venetian, but less objectionable

in this case, as there are but three, and these to so

large a scale that the columns between the central

and side liglits attain the dignity of an architectural

feature. The effect of the rich upper story would,

however, liave been greatly increased had the archi-

tect been content to reserve his hand, and give us

something quieter below than the ' cheese and tea-

box ' order of columns which cross the ground and

first floors.

The south front to Cochrane Street we regard

as altogetlier the most satisfactory. The central

feature, wliile bold and strong in its liglits and

shadows, as is necessary in an atmosphere such as

that of Glasgow, is marked by greater simplicity

and refinement than the rest of the building ; the

simple rows of square-headed windows to either side

in a flat wall surface support without detracting

from the central mass ; and were it not for the

unavoidable repetition of the triviality of the front

fa^-ade in the corner pavilions, this elevation would

leave little to be desired. After the others, the

back elevation is refreshingly simple (the same, in

passing, may be said of the central court), and

in the very baldness of its wall surface shows how

simplicity and dignity go hand in hand, and how
most effect is often obtained where least is at-

tempted.

REVIEW.

Glasgow Architectural Association Sketch Book.

Vol. III.

This volume shows an advance upon its immediate

predecessor in the number of plates contributed during

the year, and in the addition of short historical notes

of the subjects illustrated. The subjects themselves

are not more interesting than those of last year.

The value of contributions to Architectural Associa-

tion Sketch Books is to be measured chiefly by the

amount of information they give beyond that to be

obtained from a photograph of the place which any

one can buy. This infoi-mation may be conveyed by

plans, figured dimensions, and details supplementing

the general sketch ; or by studies of minor subjects

and detailed parts of greater subjects which are not of

sufficient public interest to attract the commercial

photographer. Judged by this standard, such contri-

butions as those given by Mr. Wm. J. Anderson, in

Plate 35, ' Doorways and Windows of the Vestibule to

Chapter-House, etc., St. Andrews Cathedral,' and in

Plate 17, "^Bay of the Chapter-House, Fmniess Abbey,'

are of the greatest value. The former gives an excel-

lent general sketch of the subject, with all the neces-

sary dimensions and details appended in the margin,

while the latter gives an intelligent geometric delinea-

tion of the subject, with a slight sketch—though on

too small a scale—of the general appearance of the

Chapter-House. The same may be said, though per-

haps in a minor degree, of Mr. H. D. Walton's ' Old

Houses, Chartres,' and Mr. F. W. Simon's ' Door in

S. Transept, The Dom, Ratisbon,' both charming

sketches, supplemented by sections and dimensions of

parts. Had Mr. M'Gibbon added such detailed infor-

mation to his study of ' The Angel Choir, Lincoln

Cathedral,' he would have imparted additional value
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to a sketch which has fully realised the poetry of the

subject. The clear-measured drawings and details

of ' Chancel Screen, Gresford Church, Denbighshire,'

by Mr. Henry Beswick, and of ' A Bay of the Cloisters,

Lincoln Cathedral,' by Messrs. VV. Shanks and A. N.

Prentice, are eminently useful to the student and the

architect, while details of parts of buildings not obtain-

able in photographs, such as those given by Mr. Wash-

ington Browne in Plate 3, by Mr. Prentice in Plate 8,

and by Mr. John A. Campbell in Plate 21, form very

acceptable contributions. On the other hand, the

pencil sketches of Dryburgh Abbey and of Lincoln

Cathedral, the tinted sketches of Gateway to St.

John's College, Cambridge, and of Bargello Palace,

Florence—excellent in themselves, and playing an

important part in the training of their contributors

—

add nothing to the information to be obtained from

ordinary photographs of these subjects.

Plates 33 and 34 contain measured drawings by Mr.

Larmont D. Penman of modern work, the subject

being St. Vincent Street U. P. Church, Glasgow,

designed by the late Alexander Thomson. The Asso-

ciation does well in recognising the importance to

its members of a careful study of the best modern

examjiles of architecture, and the influence of the

subject here illustrated, in which an antique style

has been moulded in a masterly way to meet

modern requirements, cannot but be beneficial to

all who will take the trouble to examine it thought-

fully.

BROADENING THE BASE.

MANY people feel that, while art is elevating

and inspiring, the discussion of it is often

vague and dreary. There are perceptions and infer-

ences which it is difficult to fix in language ; the

more refined they are, the greater the difficulty

;

their full analysis and expression must be left to the

learned. But tliere are some general and rather

obvious impressions upon which a non-professional

lover of art may venture, perhaps, to make some notes.

The chief necessity, as it appears to me, is to

extend the influence of art ; for its mission cannot be

accomplished while the knowledge and feeling of it

are confined to a small circle. Esoteric doctrines,

whether in art, philosophy, or religion, are sterile.

Tlie tlluminati, before they can carry any consider-

able numbers with them, must speak a language

' understanded of the people' ; and that means

either they must lower their tone and standard, or

bring mankind up, as nearly as possible, to their

own level of perception and judgment. Now the

ideals of beauty in form, colour, and expression

are not to be let down, any more than moral or

spiritual truth is to be degraded ; there is no com-

promise possible between those ideals and tl'e plaus-

ible, meretricious, imperfect imitations or substitutes

wliich pass for art, and which, it must be admitted,

attract the uninstructed more strongly than the

pure line, chastened colour, and mastery of expres-

sion which the artist of imaginative power employs.

The difficulty appears at first insurmountable, but

it must be faced. The question is, how can the

popular standard and the general power of appre-

ciation be raised .? There are two efficient asencies :

general public instruction of the young in drawing,

and free galleries of art.

Drawing in all schools, public and private, is the

first important agency. It does not matter that

it is taught at the beginning by men considerably

less accomplislied than Titian. The mere habit of

daily attention to outline, followed by the completer

notions of foi-m that come as the pupil progresses,

will affect tliat pupiFs perception and judgment all

his life. Grant that much of his time is given to

semi-mathematical work, and to the copying of

utensils and other simple objects, or that his in-

struction is better calculated to make him an artisan

than an artist, still he will have gained a power

no uninstructed man ever acquires,—the power to

detach mentally the various parts of a composition,

to compare the truth of those parts with his own

experience of the objects depicted, their relation to

each other, and finally to judge of the general trutli,

naturalness, and effect of the whole.

It may perhaps add some interest to a dry dis-

cussion to show the experience on which these views

ai'e founded. When drawing was first introduced

into tlie public schools of Boston, the teacher, who

was not in the highest sense an artist, gave a rather

literal or mechanical turn to the instruction. I

cannot say even that his lines and proportions were

always absolutely without fault ; but he was a man
of fine taste, and of ability and energy, with a

singular power of inspiring enthusiasm ; and as the

system was on trial, with a public generally in-

credulous of its utility, it was desirable, and even

imperative, to hold up the utilitarian view,—to

show wliat an incomparable advantage it would be

to the future mechanics of the city to be able to

draught their own work, and by and by to make

ornamental designs. For this reason the School
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Board supported the drawing-master and defended

his system. Not tliat they thouglit liim tlie best

possible teacher, but the best for the emergency,

being able to thoroughly interest pupils and their

daily teachers in the work, and to make a beginning

tliat was best under the circumstances. To have

abandoned his defence then would have put an end to

the system and banished drawing from the schools.

Strangely enough the leading artists of the city

were loudest in the outcry against the drawing-

master, and kept up a sharp fusilade against liini,

and against the School Board, in the newspapers.

From their point of view they were right. The

drawing-master was not a Titian, and liis lessons

did not lead up to the studios so much as to the

workshops and factories. But had the direction of

drawing been intrusted to any one of those artists,

even to William Hunt, the experiment would not

have been allowed to continue a year. Drawing, to

be firmly established, needed a broad base, and to

rely as much on patent, practical uses as upon the

higher, more remote, and less tangible results in art

and taste. Artists and art-lovers formed too small

a proportion of the community.

After tlie lessons had made some progress, it was

wonderful to see the breaking out of the signs of

skill and intelligence in unexpected places. Some

of the pupils in the poorest quarters of the city,

and from the poorest families in tliose quarters,

came to make copies of casts, ornaments, arabesques,

etc., that were remarkable for force, correctness,.and

delicacy. During the years in which I was a mem-

ber of the Board, I examined many hundreds of the

drawing - books, and often with admiration and

pride. I do not know that any of those pupils

became artists—in my view, tliat fact is not impor-

tant ; there will be time enough for that—but it is

certain that their exercises moulded their tastes and

refined their perceptions. The result must be felt

in their homes when they come to be men and

women. Tawdry pictures, plaster images, coloured

lithographs, and the like, such as the common

people in most countries are contented with, will

find no favour in their eyes.

If I have dwelt on the practical view of this

subject, it is because the condition of Boston and

Massachusetts demanded it. The thin and stony soil

cannot produce one-half the necessary food, and the

people must be sustained largely by manufactures.

To increase the efficiency of workmen is to increase

the general wealth ; and a carpenter who can make

the plans for his work is worth two men. In how

many trades the same thing applies ! The improve-

ment in the work of mechanics and manufacturers

in recent years is very marked. Stoves, carriages,

harnesses, furniture, carpets, and other articles, once

so coarse and bungling, are now made in what may
be fairly called artistic forms. Designs in printed

cloths, iron castings, chandeliers, and domestic

utensils are noticeably more tasteful and refined.

How much tliis means for the future of the artisan

class it is not necessary to urge. Nor is it necessary

to do more than allude to the fact that the condi-

tion and needs of Scotland are very similar to those

of Massachusetts.

But it must not be supposed that I put tliis

forward as the chief end and aim of instruction in

drawing. Tlie leaf-mould of this season nourishes

the flowers of tlie next. Out of material needs

finer instincts and aspirations are born. The prac-

tical and the ideal are strangely enlaced and inter-

penetrated, like body and soul. And the workman
who is striving for beauty in the work of his liands,

even for ambitious or sordid motives, is disciplin-

ing his powers for higher things ; and the impaljsable

results—the flowering of mind, the sense, tlie ideal,

tlie artistic touch—will come later, either in his

own life or that of his off^spring.

It is not worth while to make a comparison

between the circumstances of modern life and the

state of tilings in which Italian, Spanish, Dutch,

and Flemish schools of art were born. The history

of those scjiools will not be repeated, any more tlian

the life of the bygone centuries. But this is certain,

that the production of great works of art is not to

be looked for except in communities where an

artistic sentiment vitalises the atmosphere. It may
require generations to bring about the favourable

conditions ; and, so far as can be judged, the

brilliant, inquisitive, utilitarian, scientific tendencies

of our age are less friendly to art than those of the

centuries which we are apt to consider ignorant and

credulous. As the church and tlie nobles are no

longer the sole or even the princijial patrons of

artists, it is to the people they must look ; and if

the people are to become patrons, they must be

educated. So we come to the point from which we

started.

There may have been some rare emanations of

genius in communities destitute of artistic wealtli,

but the rule is otherwise. Out of the abundance of

taste and feeling come new and higher forms of

creative art. To the people that hath shall be

given.

In Scotland there is no superabundance, although

there have been many great artists among her sons.

Painters and sculptors naturally seek the capital of

the kingdom, and therefore the greater effort is

necessary to secure the influence and the results of

art in remote quarters. If that influence is to
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become general and powerful in elevating and

refining the public taste, it will be necessary to

make the study of drawing universal. The material

results wiU richly repay the outlay ; and in time

there will be developed a prevalent sentiment, a

sufficient knowledge, an artistic atmosphere, whicli

will be the conditions favourable to the creation of

noble works.

Scarcely less important are the establishment and

tlie enriching of galleries of painting and sculpture.

Annual exhibitions of pictures by living Scotcli

artists, tliougli useful and necessary, are not enough.

There is in provincial art as in provincial literature,

a breeding-in-and-in, which is distinctly retrograde

in tendency. Artists should be able to compare

themselves not merely witli their daily companions

but with the best men of all nations; and the

public should be accustomed to see the excellences

of all schools. Glasgow, a city of three-quarters of

a million of people, might reasonably aspire to have

at no distant day a collection to compare with

those of the smaller capitals on the Continent

:

good examples of the chief scliools, historically

arranged, copies of the justly celebrated antique

statues, and representative works by British artists.

Such a collection would cost a large sum, and could

not be made in a day. But it should be begun and

steadily pursued, and the next generation will enjoy

the fruits.

Perhaps the Committee of the Exhibition will

give it a start.

F. H. Underwood,

GENERAL NOTES ON ART.

Mr. Walter Crane recently delivered the last of a course

of University Extension lectures in the Sheldonian Theatre,

Oxford, the subject being the educational value of art. He said

that one of the means of making education interesting was too

much neglected, namely, that enough account was not taken of the

eye and its sensitiveness to impressions, especially impressions of

beauty. This was not recognised, as a rule, in schools, and the

consequence was the too frequent insensibility to harmony and

proportion in visible things, which was sometimes met with even

along with a high degree of culture. We were hearing much of

technical education, but if that merely meant a specialising of

putters-on of pins' heads, or a training for a machine-minder, he

did not feel much enthusiasm for it. When one thought how
closely interwoven with the warps of history and humanity were

the golden threads of art, it hardly seemed necessary to gauge the

educational value of art, for art itself was an education.

The somewhat bald north elevation of the Edinburgh Univer-

sity, which originally fronted a narrow lane, and which is now
fully exposed to view by the opening up of Chambers Street, is to

receive some improvements so as to bring it more into harmony \vith

the other three fagades than at present. There are four bays which

slightly project, and three of them are to be re-dressed, and the

joints and beds of the stones of the first-floor over the basement are

to be rusticated so as to correspond with the easternmost of the

four. The ornamental string-course, which is only returned over

the easternmost bay, is to be continued along the whole line ; and

the iron railing and parapet at the front elevation are to be removed.

The latter operation will, it is believed, not only give additional

breadth to the footway of South Bridge Street, but add to the dig-

nity of the elevation. Mr. Hutcheson's bronze statue of * Aspiring

Youth,' which is to surmount the lantern of the dome, is at present

on view in the quadrangle, and preparations are in progress for

placing it in situ. While speaking of Edinburgh, we may mention

that the buildings for the Technical College are completed so far

as regards the exterior, thus completing the range of Chambers

Street. The statue of Dr. Chambers, which is to occupy a site

between the Technical College and the Museum of Science and

Art, has been intrusted to Mr. Birnie Rhind, sculptor.

Glasgow is the headquarters of the British Archfeological

Association during their annual Congress this year, which com-
menced on the 27th ult. On the opening day the visitors restricted

their rambles to Glasgow ; on the following days they visited

Bothwell, Stirling, Bute, Dunblane, Linlithgow, and Dunfermline.

Amongst the papers read during the Congress we note the foUow"-

i"g> I'y ^I''- J"!"" Honeyman, F. R.I. B. A., on 'The Architecture

of Glasgow Cathedral'; by Mr. E. P. Loftus Brock, F.S.A.,

F.R.I.B.A., 'On the Peculiarities of Ancient Scottish Archi-

tecture'; and by Professor Hayter Lewis, F. S.A., on 'Scottish

Masons' Marks as compared with those of other Countries,'

Mr. George Aitchison, a very good authority, reviews in the

Builder the discourse of Mr. William Morris, in a recent number
of the Fortnightly Revieiu, on the 'Revival of Architecture.' It

is hardly necessary to say that Mr. Morris does not think that

architecture can be suitably revived, except by copying Gothic

forms again, and Mr. Aitchison, while he is enough of an architect

not to believe that architectural beauty is limited to buildings with

one peculiar set of details, is inclined to think that the spirit of the

present age is so much opposed to architectural art that there is no

hope of its revival until strong public feeling, excited by some great

event, or series of events, shall seek expression in great monuments;

and the best comfort he can offer to architects who try to train

themselves to the utmost in their art is that they do well to be ready

in case the wave of enthusiasm should occur in their time. ' At
present,' he says, 'the only question that interests mankind is,

whether their buildings can be built quickly, and are cheap,' and,

further, ' So intent have we been on our problems—perfecting

steam-engines, boring hills, bridging valleys, producing artificial

light, and communicating instantly with the uttermost parts of the

earth—so eager have we been to get rich, that we have overlooked

beauty, and so surrounded have we been with every form of ugli-

ness that we have grown callous."

Every Man his own Art Critic (Glasgow Exhibition,

188S).—This is a brochure by Mr. Patrick Geddes, whose Every

Man his ovjji Critic at the Manchester Exhibition attracted so

much attention last summer. Compared with that pamphlet,

the present one is longer, and in grasp of principles and lucid

exposition distinctly superior, while the lightness of touch and

almost flippant verve which distinguished the former produc-

tion are again apparent. The booklet is composed of an

introduction on ' The Aspects of Art,' and three chapters

treating respectively of ' The Art of Seeing,' ' The Seeing of

Art,' and 'The Feeling of Art.' Throughout there is ample

evidence that Mr. Geddes has something to say, and knows how to

say it, constant reference being made to works in the galleries.
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His foundation he lays as follows : ' Platitudes notwithstanding,

the definite common-sense basis of art criticism, really does exist.

Secondly, it is in some measure speedily attainable.' The last

somewhat revolutionary statement is qualified by the reservation

that the capacity to appreciate form and colour is denied some

people, and that no opinion is of value which is not founded on

intelligent study. In addition to these qualifying clauses, we should

prefer the word ' appreciation ' in place of criticism, and the omis-

sion of the attractive term 'speedily.' The general attitude of the

public in a picture gallery is, for the most part, pathetic in its

childlike naivety, and the avidity with which information is wel-

comed from any one who seems to know, renders sound counsel

additionally valuable. The elements of all pictures Mr. Geddes
designates as 'Scene, treatment, and idealisation,' or 'Head,

hand, and heart,' or 'Sight, skill, and feeling,' and he advocates

the endeavour on the part of all who wish to appreciate works of

art, to approach them on the outlook for any or all of these qualities.

The author himself is no partisan, showing throughout his pam-
phlet sympathies both varied and strongly felt. For the recent

development of a living body of artists in Glasgow he claims not

only interest, but respect ; and in general reference to the art of

the present and future, his attitude is not pessimistic.but hopeful.

We had marked many passages for quotation, but want of space

compels their omission. From beginning to end it is a bright httle

work, pregnant with matter for thought and comment. Only one
slip we notice : on page 35, Matthew Maris' beautiful little ' Mont-
martre ' is attributed to his brother James.

Mr. W. M. Conway, 22 Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.,
Hon. Secretary of the National Association for the Advancement
of Art, writes ;

' The first Congress of the National Association

for the Advancement of Art, which is to be held at Liverpool

towards the close of November next, will not accomplish the

object its promoters have in view unless it brings together a

representative assembly, not of artists only, but of the leaders of

industrial enterprise also. The chief difficulty by which we are

now met is that of putting ourselves in communication with the

large body of manufacturers, scattered about in different parts of

the country and as yet united by no common bond, who have been

led, by the necessities of their daily work, to face the problems of

industry in its relation to art. We know that there are many such

men ready to assist, and capable of ably assisting, in the work we
have in hand ; but unless they put themselves in communication

with us we shall scarcely be able to reach them.' Those interested

will receive any information they may desire on application to Mr.

Conway, or the Association's secretary, at the Walker Art Gallery,

Liverpool.

The Competition for the 'Owen Jones' Prizes.—The
prizes in the competition for the 'Owen Jones ' Prizes, 18S8 {in-

stituted by the Society of Arts in 1878), have been awarded. The
prizes are given to ' students of the School of Art who, in annual

competition, produce the best design for household furniture,

carpets, wall-papers and hangings, damask, chintzes, etc. , regulated

by the principles laid down by Owen Jones.' The prizes are

awarded on the results of the annual competition of the Science

and Art Department. The following is a list of the successful

candidates :— i. James J. F. King, School of Art, Glasgow

—

Design for Persian Carpet. 2. Herbert Cole, School of Art,

Cavendish Street, Manchester—Design for carpets. 3. Andrew
Richmond, School of Art, Glasgow—Design for printed hanging.

4. Eniily Batters, School of Art, Hertford—Design for tiles. 5.

Samuel H. Moss, School of Art, Macclesfield—Design for tiles.

6. George Pettitt, School of Art, Cavendish Street, Manchester

—Design for printed hangings.

The Constable Pictures.—By Miss Isabel Constable's gift

to South Kensington, of what we suppose to be about half a

hundred examples of her father's art, the nation is (says the

Standard) in possession of much better means than it has enjoyed

before of studying the individuality of a leader of landscape

painting, and of claiming acquaintance with his methods. The
large series of this really great man's studies, shown henceforth at

South Kensington, are, for purposes of estimate and inquiry, the

complement of what is at the National Gallery. It is possible to

see now, not only a few— a very few—of his most deliberate and

ordered efforts— Constable en grande ienue, so to say—but to

appreciate the variety, such as it was, of his moods, and to be sure

what it was that he chiefly cared for, and how it was that he por-

trayed it. The National Gallery contains some four or five finished

canvases, one of the most notable being the ' Cornfield ' ; one of

the most interesting being a picture of a house at Hampstead,
ordinary enough in itself, but surrounded by the charm of weather

;

and the masterpiece being unquestionably that ' Hay Wain ' ex-

hibited at the Salon in 1824, which revolutionised, even too

completely, French landscape art, and which only a few years

since came to Trafalgar Square, in proof, if that were wanted, of

the generosity of a living donor. The gift which South Kensington

has received, and now displays, includes a goodly number of

smallish, but, of course, broadly painted oil pictures, many slighter

studies, and a few drawings and engravings.

Messrs. T. & A. Constable announce a work commemorative
of the Loan Collections in the Glasgow Exhibition, on parallel

lines to the volume on the Edinburgh Art Exhibition which we
reviewed last month. The Glasgow book, however, will have two
volumes, one devoted to the Historical and Archceological Collec-

tion, as well as one dealing with the Paintings, Drawings, and
Sculpture. In the first volume, special prominence is to be given

to the relics of Mary Queen of Scots, of the i6th century

struggles, and of the Jacobite risings ; the work will be under the

superintendence of some of the most eminent of our Scottish

antiquaries, among others. Dr. Anderson, of the National Museum
of Antiquities, Professor Story, and Mr. David Murray. The
Art volume will contain about one hundred illustrations, a

certain proportion of which will be full-page plates in etching

and heliogravure, while the remainder, in the best process avail-

able, will be included in the text. The letterpress will be the

work of Mr. W. E. Henley, and Mr. Robert Walker, Secretary of

the Fine Arts Section of the Exhibition, w hile the illustrations are

to be the work of Mr. William Hole, A.R.S.A., and others,

among whom we may mention Mr. Roche.

The Edinburgh Exhibition of Decorative Handiwork.
—It is proposed to hold, during the month of November 1888,

and two following months, an Exhibition of Decorative Handi-

work, comprising examples of carving in wood and ivory, inlaying,

decorative work in wrought iron, brass, copper, and precious

metals, modelled ornament, and work in such other materials as it

might ultimately be deemed desirable to include in exhibition with

these. The Exhibition will be held in the Galleries of the Royal

Scottish Academy, the use of which has been granted by Her
Majesty's Board of Manufactures. The scheme of the Exhibition

will be twofold. In the first place, an opportunity will be given

for those skilled in any of the forms of handiwork comprised within

the scheme, both professional workers and amateurs, to exhibit

specimens of their craft, and prizes will be offered for excellence of

design and of workmanship. In the second place, a Loan Collec-

tion will be formed, consisting of selected examples in the several

departments, representing various periods and nationalities

—

special prominence being given to examples of Scottish work of

the sixteenth and following centuries. The Committee, consist-

ing of gentlemen well-known in connection with art matters,

appeal for the co-operation of those possessing specimens of such

work, and important help has already been promised in this

department. Mr. C. L. Blaikie, C.A., 4A St. Andrew Square,

Edinburgh, is Secretary.
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IS AN ENGLISH SCHOOL OF MUSIC DESIRABLE?

THE answer is no. Not because the love of music

does not exist, or has never existed in England.

The wealth of melody popular among the people

from the remotest ages proves that music has

always been cherished in this country. The state

of musical cultivation in the present day, when

compared with the condition of musical linowledge

in times past, and not so very long past, is a good

ground for liearty congratulation among all interested

in the matter as to the widespread desire to know

as much as possible of this beautiful art. The

frequent concerts and festivals, the existence of

many central academies and teaching schools, the

numbers of worthy teachers, professors, and exe-

cutants, the encouragement of music in the home

circle, and many other ways more or less commend-

able, are referred to with pride as an answer to the

oft-repeated taunt as to the unmusical character of

tlie people of this great kingdom. There can be no

doubt that many of the prejudices entertained con-

cerning the use of music as a domestic solace, and

as an important element of worship, have been

broken down, and that greater effects will follow

from its more frequent employment in both services.

The people being thus musically inclined, however,

does not make them necessarily musical. The charm

which surrounds tiie practice of music for those who

are lovers of the art is sufficiently strong to encourage

the belief that the day is near when the old objec-

tions to its general exercise will vanisli. Tliere is

no important ceremony which does not derive addi-

tional importance through the help of music. The
attraction it offers has a distinct commercial value.

Many modern enterprises in the way of public

exhibitions, which are designed to attract tlie public,

for all the value they may possess as educational

centres, have—when the financial question was

pressed forward— been compelled to court the

divinity they ignored at the outset, and to make
their primary objects of secondary consideration.

These things help to demonstrate the power and

influence of music, and serve to show that the love

for the effects of the art is universal.

Seeing then that music is a recognised factor in

the sum of human culture, those who are interested

in the progress of art find themselves face to face

with a question which is both serious and important.

The inhabitants of the British Isles are said to be

among the most unmusical nations of the world by
those whose pleasure or whose business it is to de-

preciate all home-grown efforts. This is an accusa-

tion which has been so often combated, and so

frequently refuted, that it is needless to enlarge

upon it now. By means of figures, we are told,

anything can be proved. Taking the thing as a

matter of commerce, it could be sho^vn that the

English-speaking races are the greatest patrons of

music above all others. Those who pay the largest

sums in aggregate for commodities of everyday use,

may be reasonably accepted as commanding the

largest supply. Those who have the largest supply

may be assumed to obtain it because they regard it

as a necessity of their existence—animal, moral, or

intellectual. On one side, moreover, these figures

can prove appreciation of art and artists on the

part of the peo^ile ; on the other that the encour-

agement of art is greater in proportion as it is not

home-grown. What seems to be required is the

admission of the practice of music and the counten-

ance of artists on commercial principles compatible

with exercise of the art as an art, and as of some

degree of practical value as a bread-winning enter-

prise. Some enthusiasts affirm that this desirable

state of things will follow v.\\en our native artists

show that they have formulated a ' School.' They

look hopefully for that school, and believe that in

its rise and progress tlie needful panacea will be

found. It can be proved by figures that music is

well supported, and that therefore taking figures as

representing facts, possession as indicating riches,

and constant demand as showing constant need,

there is no nation so greatly interested in musical

art as our own, no nation more assiduous in the

cultivation of its practice, and few in which, all

disadvantages considered, the need of forming a

distinctive school is more pressing, in order that our

native artists may take their proper stand in the

world of art. Here we may pause to ask if there

is any necessity to persevere in the struggle to form

such a school, and if it is possible that any school of

music, that is to say, any transmittable code of laws

or forms of practice and methods of procedure, can

exist at all, or be capable of producing results of

permanent advantage.

These questions may be proposed without refer-

ence to either financial, mathematical or other

qualities which can be proved by figures, thougli

each and all may possibly have some bearing upon

them. Admitting that we are not a musical people,

but are only a music-supjDorting people, because we

have never shown ourselves to be possessed of a

distinctive school, may we not in our turn ask if
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the possession of a distinctive school is an indication

of musical character and capability ? If so, what

nation has shown that individuality with which we

may compare ourselves and our efforts and take

note how much we come short of the quality

desired ? Most persons interested in musical history

have read of the various so-called historical schools

of music—the Flemish School, the Italian School,

and its various subdivisions, Roman, Neapolitan,

Venetian, ]\Iilanese, Florentine, or other ; the French

School, the German School, and even of the English

School of Purcell.

If we regard the term ' School ' as indicative of

special use of forms of expression in music originat-

ing with, or brought to perfection by, the nominal

representatives, it is feared that the divisions quoted

above, and accepted by the unthinking among

musical jstudents and teachers, are more fanciful

than real, more convenient than accurate. Ex-

]ierience shows that the term is moreover mislead-

ing, and scarcely to be defended even on the ground

of locality or history. The arrangement of the

advances of music into schools, which originated in

particular periods, and at specified places, may have

been a convenient method for those who are nothing

if not formal, but the whole history of the art shows

that it has no connection with 'the political divisions

of kingdoms, and that the division of it into schools

of art, particularly of those j^eriods when there can

generally be no mention made of their existence,

would prove, in the history of music, the most

useless and deceitful of all. For the boundaries of

real or decayed schools, according to time and place,

indeed their very existence as schools, would be

difficult if not impossible to be proved ; and this

division but too frequently compels the historian,

through the want of complete and authentic in-

formation, to assume or supply data at the sacrifice

of his own conscience, and therefore of truth, in

order to force all his materials into one or other of

the compartments above mentioned.' None of the

' Schools ' originated with themselves, but all were

outgrowths from earlier teaching. Few even show

so much independence that they cannot be mistaken

the one for the other.

Before entering more fully upon the subject, it

must be said that these several schools—so named

—are held to represent recognisable qualities of

artistic production by a class. Unfortunately no

school that has existed can show many marked

distinctions beyond the titles conferred upon it.

Music, unlike its sister art Painting, cannot be

formulated into concrete patterns. It is not an

imitative art, nor can its successful forms of expres-

sion be limited to conventionalities of utterance.

The aspects of nature teach the painter much that

he is willing to learn, and his own moods suggest

the varieties of treatment. More than that, he has

the help of his own character to aid him, and so

far as he can accomplish things in a fashion new to

his fellows, he invests his labours with peculiarities

\\ hich may become the basis of a new style. He
may be the founder of a so-called school, but as

this consists chiefly in the constant reproductions of

his mannerisms, whether of drawing, colouring, or

subjects, it is restricted in its influence. His own

style may be as distinctly legible as his handwriting.

This may be also imitable, but to those who care

to make themselves familiar with it there are

characteristic qualities which are absolutely peculiar

and inimitable. The accumulation of types refer-

able to a common origin makes the basis of the

school. If these are retained and constantly repro-

duced, no artistic advance is possible. TJie school

of Velasquez, of JMurillo, of Rubens, of Rembrandt,

of Del Sarto, of Vandyke, of Lely, of Reynolds, of

Gainsborough, of Allan, of Morland, of Hogarth,

of Landseer, of Etty, of Wilkie, and of all great

painters endowed with originality, dies with them

and their immediate imitators. They leave little

or nothing to the store of art that could be made

points of new departures.

The forms of art followed by the musician, though

comparable in some respects with the labours of

the limner, are not always parallel. The musician

may be inspired by a contemplation of the beauties

of nature, but so soon as he attempts to imitate

natural sounds he degrades his art, or at all events

imparts to his productions an element which gives

rise to undignified reflections. His music becomes

a series of mechanical suggestions, valuable enougli

for his purpose perhaps, but useless as evidence of

the existence of imaginative power. In the expres-

sion of this imaginative power, or in his abihty to

arouse it in his hearers, lies the greater strength of

the true musician. Beethoven, great as he is in the

exercise of his art, would never have been great had

he confined his labours to the multiplication of such

works as his ' Pastoral Symphony.' This pleases the

unthinking, though he himself evidently felt its

weakness inasmuch as he, probably feeling that his

music did not do so, took care to describe in words

the effects he desired to reproduce. There is a

distinct element of undesigned humoiu- in the serious

efforts made by Haydn in his oratorio ' The Crea-

tion,' to imitate not only the various animals, but

the physical phenomena referred to in the text of

the work. Moreover, all these attempts are singular.

Tliey are personal expressions and not those of a

school. Each composer who, like both of these
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great men, ilesires to introduce natural sounds, does

so on patterns of his own invention. Tliey are

never conclusive, for except with regard to certain

of the animal creation whose utterances are restricted

to definite intervals, no one has yet succeeded in

fixing in musical sounds, with any degree of satisfac-

tion, the melodies of the song of birds, so that they

may be clearly distinguished.

Many of the great masters of musical art have

endeavoured to reproduce by means of musical

instruments, the effects of the convulsions of nature

during a storm. If either or all of them were dis-

ciples of a school, their efforts woidd have been

moulded upon one pattern. Beethoven, Haydn,

Rossini, Verdi, and Wagner, to name only a few

among the best, have each made attempts in this

direction, and each attempt is regarded as more or

less successful, because each conveys to the informed

mind the desired impression. Yet, each has gone

to work in a totally different way, and has attained

his end by means independent of the others. None,

however, has done more than suggest the effect

aimed at, so as to obviate the necessity of calling-

special attention to it.

On the other hand, a painter may faithfully

reproduce a momenfs existence of a scene of natural

grandeur or terror, or the form of a bird or animal

upon a canvas, and by his skill so endow each with

animation that it may seem to be lacking in no

particular but that wliich marks tlie difference

between a picture and the existence it re])resents.

There is tlien no complete parallel between tlie

two arts. They possess many points in common, it

must be admitted ; but those who, reasoning from

analogy, would restrict the progress of music to tlie

productions of schools, may be credited with a

greater knowledge of the value of arithmetical

tables than of the history and progress of music.

Advance is only possible where trammels do not

exist. Those trammels may be necessary under

certain conditions. The precepts of the Gregorian

School, the earliest attempts at music, were legisla-

tive, and, to a certain extent, penal. The character

of the scales upon which the ' tones ' were founded

showed the ' School ' to which they belonged as in-

caj)able of expansion. Tlie ' Gregorian song ' was a

sliaped and concrete matter, capable of deterioration

and not of improvement. It is even now vaunted

as an artistic thing by those who are interested in

the retention of anachronisms. Futile attempts

have been made to show that it is conformable to

the progress of art, but as a school it has in no

way contributed to that end. It was only when
musicians shook off its chains that they were

enabled to make further researches in hitherto

forbidden directions. For a time, however, the

semblance of a school was maintained, inasmuch as

musicians clothed the archaic melodies of the

Gregorian song with the subtleties of newly dis-

covered harmonic combinations, and looked no

further afield for a basis for new operations. They
soon exhausted their means, and the crudity of the

foundation upon which these were superimposed

could not be wholly concealed even bj' the rich and

varied graces of newly formed art. Such produc-

tions represented an influence rather than a school.

In the endeavour to try fresh conclusions, the

musicians, unwilling or unable to invent new
melodies of their own, selected those which were

already popular, and whose construction was not

hampered by formal rules. They clothed the tunes,

not always associated with such decent or worthy

words as those of the ' Gregorian song,' with fresh

and freer harmonies, and made some progress in art

impossible before. Still no school existed. The
Flemish musicians of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries gathered up the scattered fragments of

melody distributed by the Troubadours, and upon

them formed their new harmonies which were too

secular in character to be used in association with

Gregorian song. The Troubadours called certain

of their own effusions by the name of ' motes."

Upon the melodies of these the Netherlandish

musicians fonned their ' motets.' The fulminations

of ecclesiastical thunder were levelled at tliese new
inventions. The Churcli, at first the chief en-

courager of enterprising musical art, made a wrong

.step in the endeavours to check the new growths.

In the ' birthplace of modern musical art,' as tlie

Low Countries are justly called, the 'nourishing

mother' can scarcely be said to have existed. The
hardy scions of the race of thoughtful musicians,

among whose ranks the names of Willem Dufay,

Okenheim, Jacques Obrecht, and Josquin de Pres

stand pre-eminent, were the pioneers of the Flemish

advances in musical art, and from their teaching,

and those of their immediate successors, the whole

knowledge of musical science in Europe proceeds.

Adrian AVillaert, Cyprian von Roor or De Rore,

Berchem, Van Boes, and others settled in Venice

and Upper Italy : Arcadelt, Goudimel, and Verdelot

were the chiefs of that branch w^ho found their

sphere of action in Rome and Central Italy ; Jacob

Vaet, Philip da Monte, Christian Hollaander, and

Orlando Lassus or di Lasso, settled in Germany,

and even carried tlieir musical mission into the

regions of Bohemia. Joliii Hamboys, a noted Eng-

lish musician of the reign of Henry the Fourth, and

the first graduate in music in Oxford, was said to

be of Flemish origin, like Crequillon and others
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who laboured at tlie same period in France. If ever

a school of music existed at any time, there is no

doubt that this was the period. The conclusion

forced upon tlie mind, however, is tliat musical

progress is due not to the united efforts of a school

so mucli as to the independent action of individual

musicians. Of course it is possible to infer the

existence of some sort of general principles observed

by all at a particular period. These may be

triumphantly referred to as proof of the teaching

of some recognised school. Similarities of phrase-

ology, of grammatical sequence, and of harmonic

combinations in composition are found in the works

of all composers belonging to a particular period.

There is direct proof in historical records that these

several musicians learned their art in different places,

each often remote from one another. The music of

the sixteenth century, whether composed by Birde,

by Tallis, by Palestrina, by Gibbons ; of the seven-

teenth century, wliether it be by Corelli, by Purcell,

by Lulli, or other representative men of the time

;

of the eighteentli century, whether by Handel, by

Bononcini, by Mozart or Haydn, or the numerous

composers of the period, bears so strong a family

likeness, one piece to the other, that often the work

of one writer may pass for that of anotlier of his

date. The centuries may be divided into lesser

epochs, and eacji will bear to the educated and

expert hearer the impress of the period of produc-

tion almost as plainly as current coin. So clear are

these tokens, that it does not require more than a

limited amount of attention to enable the interested

listener to become educated and expert in distin-

guishing tliem. These statements tend to show tliat

the classifications are not tliose of schools, but those

of time.

In the present century the matter is eqiially easy

to recognise. Moreover, the familiar knowledge of

the works of the composers—tlieir history, their

habits, characteristics, and personal peculiarities

afforded by their many and exhaustive biographers

—

show that they are for the most part the founders

of their own school. They may, but they do not

always, at the outset show traces of the work of

the masters under whom they have studied. But

until they assert their own individuality they can

never attract apt scholars. We speak of the school

of Beethoven, of Mozart, of Mendelssohn, ofWagner,

of Gounod, or others, when we recognise some easily

imitable trick peculiar to either in the works of a

new writer. We can discern tlie influence which

either or all may liave upon the labours of young-

composers. It is tliis influence, more or less preva-

lent, which gives impetus to progress. Men of

genius in music are representatives of culminating

points in human effort. A Beethoven is not pos-

sible without a preceding Haydn or Mozart. A
AVagner is the outcome of the efforts of a Berlioz,

a David, a Meyerbeer, a Beethoven, and so on.

Each and all have potentialities, the end of which

cannot be guessed.

When Purcell died the English School was said to

have perished with him. From many of his formulas

were derived the fashionable musical phrases then

prevalent among his lesser imitators. But tliere

was no school of Purcell. Many of his thoughts

were his own, it is true, but many of his peculiari-

ties of expression can be found in Corelli, in Lulli,

in Campra, in Zachau, in Couperin, and otliers.

They lasted through a long period, and they may
be traced even in Handel, wjiose effective labours

belong to later date. Who knows wliether our

modern English composers, Stanford, Cowen, Corder,

Mackenzie, Hubert Parry, Hamisli M'Cunn, are not

in tlieir works reviving the prestige enjoyed by tlieir

forbears in art, which began with Tallis and ended

with Purcell .'' They may never form a school. It

is not desirable that they should, but they may be

accumulating an influence, and this is the earnest

hope of all. Each at present exhibits proof of

partiality for some composer or another, who is

set up voluntarily or involuntarily by them as an

ideal or pattern. The experienced hearer notes

peculiar features in many modern writers already

identified with the names of Brahms, Gounod,

Wagner, Mendelssohn, Liszt, and even Balfe. This

is not plagiarism, but the pursuit of cherished ideals.

Out of these and of other influences a recognised

English style may come forth. If so, there is hope

for native art. The greater the number of ele-

ments of which it is compounded, the more copious

and lasting it is likely to be. As a pattern and

example it is only necessary to refer to the structure

of tlie English tongue, which is made up from many
sources, and is, some philologists affirm, destined to

be the almost universal tongue. The Englisli

musical style may be constructed in like manner.

All that is now required is a Chaucer in music who
will make the first effort to prove tliat the hitherto

despised speech of the ' lewed folk " is not only

valuable for ordinary purposes, but is capable of

expansion, extension, and solidification, without

losing a particle of its flexibility and characteristic

vigour. W. A. Barrett.
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PETER CORNELIUS.

Born 24M Daenilier 1S24 ; died 2(>lh October 1S74.

THE only Englishman whom we have heard

mention the name of this eminent composer

is oiu- lamented friend AValter Bache, who, with

that generous assiduity whicli was the characteristic

of his life, would have made his countrymen ac-

quainted with the musical treasures left behind by

Peter Cornelius, had not an untimely death cut

short his own brilliant career.

Even in Germany, Cornelius, outside a select

circle of artists and amateurs, remained compara-

tively unknown until his inestimable merits were

brought to light by Felix Mottl of Carlsruhe, one

of the famous trio of conductors, ' Richter, Levi,

Mottl,' and by Director Porges, the choirmaster of

the Munich Royal Opera, and of the Bayreuth

Festspiele, one of those unselfish artists, whose lofty

aims remain uninfluenced by the temptations which

the prospect of an easy popularity offers. It was

tliis Director Porges, who with a private choir,

cultivated the choral compositions of the half-

forgotten master, and who never ceased forcing the

score of the Barber of Bagdad—the most charming-

opera comique of modern times—upon the notice

of tlie management of our Royal Stage.

If Cornelius'' compositions, in spite of their

eminent qualities, are so seldom to be found on the

concert repertory—Munich always excepted—the

omission sjseaks little for the artistic taste of con-

ductors and concert-goers. His choruses, for male

voices especially, should figure on the programme

of every choral society : it is true they are very

difficidt, bat not insuperably so, and they might

well take the place of many works which are not

worth the time and pains wasted upon tliem.

Cornelius was also a poet, and most of his com-

positions, including the Barber of Bagdad, were

worded by himself. Of his poems, under the title

of Lieder, which are replete with grace and deep

religious feeling, we shall not speak. His musical

compositions are one and all high above the con-

ventionalism of our times, original in the best sense

of the word, now tender and soft, without sickly

sentimentality, now strong and powerful without

coarseness or noise. Noble soft harmonies lead to

remarkably bold transitions, to strange modula-

tions, and to dissonances strikingly effective, and

yet never farfetched or afi'ected. While the music

of his songs is admirably adapted and subordin-

ated to the words, the piano accompaniments are

very characteristic, and often form, as it were, a

picture of themselves.

The following is a list of Peter Cornelius' principal

works, to which we have added a few critical and

descriptive notes.

Op. 1. Six ' Lieder' for one voice with piano accom-

paniment. Both words and music are equally

imbued with deep poetic feeling.

Oj]. 2. Vater Unser. The title of nine sacred

songs, for one \oice with piano accompaniment,

which reveal the true Christian nature of the com-

poser, a heart full of piety and childlike purity.

These are indeed the prayers of a poet in the grace

of God.

Op. 3. Trailer und Tro.it, for one voice with

piano accompaniment, a cyclus of six ' Lieder,' which

begin in unspeakable but clarifying sadness, and

gradually rise to accents of consolation and peace.

O/;. 4. Tliree songs for a tenor or soprano voice,

and.

Op. 5. Six songs for a baritone, of unequal worth ;

their extraordinarily bold but of course always correct

polyplionic treatment will afford great pleasure to

the scientific musician.

Op. 6. Three songs for soprano and baritone, a

sweet, deliciously simjDle melody, a spriglitly bit of

diablerie in which tlie accompaniment plays an

extraordinary part, and a cleverly constructed canon.

Op. 8. Christmas carols for one voice, with piano

accompaniment, full of religious tliought and
Christian simplicity, the product of one who pre-

served all through life a childlike mind. It is

perhaps the only work which became widely known,

and in a sense popular during the lifetime of the

composer.

Op. 9. Mourning Anthems for four male voices,

as noble in form, as dee]D in feeling, and as clear in

expression as anything in tlie whole repertory for

male choruses. Sebastian Bach himself might have

written them. They lay, liowever, the most exact-

ing claim on the training of chorus and conductor.

Op. 10. Beethoven Lied, for male and female

chorus, written for Beethoven's centenary in 1870

;

a powerful hymn to the greatest of all masters, in

which the theme of tlie Eroica, is introduced witli

marvellous effect.

Op. 11. Three choruses for six and eight male

and female voices, not less important than the

mourning anthems. Op. 9, mentioned above. It is

impossible to conceive a nobler musical interpre-

tation of Heine's Der Tod, das ist die Kiihie Nacht.

Op. 12. Three choruses for male voices, patriotic

and truly inspired compositions.
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Op. 13. Three Psalms ; a bold and successful

attempt to adapt three of Bach's grandest composi-

tions for the piano to a chorus of male and female

voices with scriptural words.

Besides these there are a number of other works

of less general interest, being compositions for special

occasions and so forth.

We have already alluded to Cornelius' cliarming

opera the Barber qf Bagdad, which has become a

favourite of oiu- operatic stage. It is difficult to

understand how this pearl of a comic opera has not

long ago conquered every lyric stage in Europe,

instead of being almost wholly confined to IMunich.

It is true that it is impossible to find a second inter-

preter of the title part like our Dr. Gura. The

Barber is the most complete and perfect of Cornelius''

works, for the reason that in it the two characteristics

of his individuality have found artistic expression,

poetic depth, and genuine sparkling humour. It is

moreover, and we have no hesitation in saying it,

unequalled in original invention and treatment of

details. This music is so new, sounds so modern,

that we can hardly believe it to have been written

tliirty years ago. Only the overture is inadequate,

nay even positively weak. The musical poet was

unable to build up musical motives, when the

foundations upon Avhich he was wont to build, that

is to say the words, were wanting.

Of the life of Cornelius, for the details of whicli

we are indebted to liis widow, whose home is

Munich, we sliall speak on a future occasion.

E. Cl.AUSS.

Munich, Auifust iS88.

MUSICAL ^ESTHETICS IN PRESBYTERIAN WORSHIP.

II.

"ITTE have seen tlie split in the early Christian

»I Churcli on this subject, the danger from

which music was saved in the thirteenth century,

and the new develojsment in the service which was

made the handmaid of the Reformed Religion, to

which there was an almost exactly parallel case

when the Wesleyans seceded from the Episcopal

Church. The last ecclesiastical uphea\al which we

need consider is the Calvinistic movement, Avith its

great influence on Scotland's religious thought and

custom.

On every side there was burning hati'ed of cor-

rupt Papal and alien Episcopal Churches, and fierce

impatience of anything savouring of ' Ritual.' We
are only now regaining the balance wliich was so

disturbed when religion, politics, patriotism, per-

sonal influence, and persecution swung the pendulum

so far.

The consideration of the present attitude of the

Presbyterian Church towards musical esthetics will

naturally include the various questions raised by-

hymns, chants, anthems, and voluntaries, which con-

stitute the musical part of our services. I do not

seek to conceal my sympathies, but I hope I shall

not understate the difficulties or dangers in trying

to show the advantages to be gained by recognising

ajstheticism as a necessary and most valuable part

of church worship.

There is happily now no necessity for threshing

the chafF in the question of using ' human hymns,'

but the battle for chants and anthems is not yet

quite gained, although we have won over authority

to our side. And though only a minority object to

the principle of instrumental accompaniment, there

is still a vast amount of prejudice against accepting

the artistic work 6i player and choir as an integral

part of the Church's worship, and not regarding the

choir as a mere machine set in motion by the organist

for giving the members a tune, and securing for them

an approximately uniform key speed for singing it.

Many, indeed, look upon the choir and organist as

a combination with dangerous designs for elevating

the aesthetic at the expense of the spiritual in

worship, which must be incessantly confronted witli

watchful suspicion, and whose most apparently

innocent proposals must be vetoed in order to

guard against all possible encroachments.

Possessing authorised Hymnals in our various

denominations, with tunes affixed to each hymn, it

is impossible to propose any reform in words or

music. We" can only wonder at the purists who
reverted to the original ' Hark, how all the ivellan

rings,' 1 when all the worlil sings ' Hark, the herald

angels sing ' ; at those hymnologists who feared the

results on an uneducated people of a literal transla-

tion of the old Latin ' Dulce Jesu ' ; - at the anti-

Mariolaters who dreaded the tendency expressed in

' Jesu, Son of Mai-y, hear !
' ^ ; and at the anti-

angelics wlio could sacrifice

' Till morning's joy shall end the night of weeping,

And life's long shadows break in cloudless love,'

' U.P. Hymnal.
- ' O Sa\-ioiir, bless us e'er we go ' instead of ' Sweet Saviour.'

^ ' Gracious Son of Mary, hear !

'
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in order to get rid of

' Angels, sing on, your faithful watches keeping,

Sing us sweet fragments of the songs above."

It is a curious development of tlie brotherhood of

Christians whicli makes ' our o^vn Hymnal ' neces-

sary to each section of the Christian Church. They
are all the same in doctrine, and contain very much
the same hymns. Nevertheless the Free vies with

the U.P., and both with the Estabhshed, in new
hymnals ; while the less important bodies decline to

use any of them. All of them contain much that

is good—the Free being probably the most cosmo-

politan ; all of them contain too much that is bad

—

the U.P. being the least satisfactory. Is it impossible

to have a General Committee to select a general

hymnal ? New editions might be easily arranged as

experience would suggest and novelties demand.

One argument only did I ever succeed in extracting

from an office-bearer with regard to this matter

:

' We make a good deal of money off our Hymnal '

!

But surely the proceeds of a general Hymnal could

be divided without strife.

The uniform want of success in attempts to fix

one tune for each hymn in any large collection is a

strong plea for allowing a little freedom to one who
has studied the subject as every organist ought to

have done.

There are two reasons for this plea, for the want

of success in this matter shows itself as much in

ridiculous choice of tune as in a choice which can very

easily be improved upon. I shall give one example

of each to illustrate my meaning. It is asking a

musician to degrade himself and his art when he is

required to use the arrangement of the ' Dead March
in Saul " as a hymn tune. And for the second

illustration, I would only ask a congregation to sing

Faber's hymn, ' My God, how wonderful Thou art,'

to the fine old tune ' St. Matthew,' and they would

at once acknowledge its extraordinary fitness.

Hymns are the peculiar property of the congrega-

tion, and I shall now proceed to give a few general

directions as to their proper sesthetic rendering.

The congregation would do well to accept the

organist's view as expressed through his choir in

order to secure uniformity :—Firstly, in key. Much
of the flat singing in our congregations proceeds

from carelessness. Members say, ' I know that tune

quite well,' and pay no attention to the playing

over. Consequently they often begin a little flat,

and that is a fault which never mends in such cir-

cumstances. Uniformity is desirable. Secondly, in

speed. There are three causes for the ' handicap

'

with which our hymns usually begin. The organist

1 U.P. Hymnal.

frequently makes the mistake of playing the tune

over at a difi'erent rate from that at which he pro-

poses to accompany it. One line (of a well-known

tune) at the correct sjieed would be much better

than eight at a different speed. The carelessness I

mentioned before is another cause, and it is in this

matter much more pronounced. The congregation

should rise to their feet with a clear idea of the key

and speed, and begin immediately with tlie choir.

These are the considerations which make the prac-

tice of re-delivering the number of a hymn after the

playing over unadvisable. There should be nothing

between the example and the singing. And the last

cause for this want of unanimity lies with those who
differ from the views expressed by the organist, and
who, regardless of the inconvenience they cause, liold

on their own way to the distraction of their neigli-

bours. These should remember that such differences

of opinion are inseparable from any considerable

assembly, and be content to give up their opinions for

the good of all, or to effect their reform in a more
considerate way.

There are, however, more subtle artistic require-

ments which our congregations would do well to

think of hefore standing up to sing. Some verses

should be louder, some softer,—nay, some lines and

even words fall on the ear with a meaning and effect

never dreamt of when tliey receive proper emphasis

of loudness or softness.

There remain two other means of giving words a

wonderful embodiment in song, but they are more

difficult for those who have not the advantage of

practising together as a choir has. One is by a

momentary pause between two phrases in apposition

or in opposition, or which require to be separated

for the sake of coherence.

As an example of apposition, take the hymn
' When wounded sore the stricken soul ' (No. 77 in

the U.P. Hymnal), and sing it to some tune like

Purcell's ' Burford,' which gives the necessary divi-

sion of the third line. The change of accent in the

third verse avoids monotony of effect, and the fourth

verse without any break relieves the whole.

pi-
J—j- -^--

w

eEs

y.
--p3=pEi-p^£ii?:z

A

V- '^

V. I. One on ly hand—

a

V. 3. One on ly stream—

a

V. 4. His heart is touched with

pierc - ed hand,

stream of bldod.

An example of opposition, heightened in this case
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by a strong crescendo followed hy pp., can be found

in the well-known hymn ' Art thou weary,' verse 2

—

2nd V. ff. Yea, a crown in very surety,

M. But of thorns.

Also in ' Lead, kindly light,' verse 2

—

mf. Pride ruled my will—//, remember not past years
;

and verse 3, one of the most difficult of such pas-

sages

—

Which I have loved long since—and lost awhile.

1 J

ii
=t?=

f=r ^ '^
yn-.
E&l̂:^ic

I

V. 2. Pride ruled my will—remember not past years,

dim. rit. fP

V. 3- Which I have loved long since—and lost a - while.

The other means of effect to which I would direct

attention belongs to the study of prosody. A tune

is necessarily written with invariable accent. Now
an occasional disturbance of the metrical accent is a

favourite decree among poets to relieve monotony,

and only a mutual understanding among the singing

members of a congregation is needed to make the

necessary change in the value of notes both easy and

effective. Instead of singing

—

i:fe -^—^-

r
A - bide with me

the first verse should be begun thus

—

nzfcb—qqr
—*"

1

-il^-i^-—s>—_ :

U P a 23

bide with me.

Instead of-

-e-'—•—

"

Spir • it

we should sina-

i=jgg
Spirit of pur - i - ty.

The accent on the last syllable oipurity is unavoid-

able.

I must leave Psalms, Chants, Anthems, and

Voluntaries for a concluding paper.

Franklin Peterson.

NOTES ON MUSIC.

The Bayreuth Festival is an unprecedented success, partly

owing to the fact of the bad weather having driven visitors from

the mountains and watering-places to the now world-renowned

little town in Bavaria, but far more because of the gradual

awakening of the public to the fact that Wagner's great works

are unique in the history of music. They stand altogether alone

in their colossal grandeur, as an extraordinary evidence of what

may be done by a life's devotion to a great ideal. Parsifal seems

likely to occupy a similar position to that of the Oberammergau

Passion Play, and can only be properly appreciated when heard

with the right surroundings and with the same spirit of deep

reverence in which the composer wrote his greatest work. Frau

Materna and Frau Malten are said to have given an ideal

account of the part of Kundry, and Herr Scheidemantel as

Amfortas seems to have left little to be desired. Considerable

interest was excited by the Parsifal of Herr Van Dyck, a Belgian

tenor of great promise, who, only a year ago, was unable to speak

a word of German. His singing seems to have been excellent in

many respects, but somewhat marred by the difficulty the young

vocalist found in giving the vowels their proper quality.

The National Eisteddfod of Wales is affording noteworthy

evidence of what may be done in the way of encouraging local

choirs and instrumentalists by offering prizes of considerable value

for the best performance of certain selected works. These prizes

range from ^150 to ^5, and the first prize is to be given to the

winning choir in a choral contest. Of course this can be more

easily arranged in Wales, because the public money is not

required for any other important musical enterprise, but the

scheme is a good one, and worthy our attention in Scotland.

What better could we do in Glasgow, for instance, than try to

encourage choir-singing in our midst by affording wider extended

opportunities for competition? If prizes were offered for the

best performance of certain choral works, it might afford some

sort of stimulus to exertion on the part of our amateur musi-

cal associations, and the public also would be aroused to take

an interest in the matter, so that the scheme might be self-

supporting. If properly organised and well managed there

is no doubt that the cause of music in Glasgow would be pro-

moted by some such effort as that which has proved so successful

in Wales.
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'^WEETMEAJ^r 'A^fBMY'^

A FALLEN Fane—a ruin ivy-clad,

Vacant it stands amid long rows of graves,

The silent haunt of thoughts and memories sad

That rise and break upon the soul, like waves.

There is no altar there, nor crucifix,

No white-stoled priest, nor sound of tinkling bells.

No silver cresset now, nor sacred pyx,

No voice of choristers that sinks and swells,

No slow procession 'neath the vaulted arch,

Or seen in glimpses 'twixt the pillars slim,

Chaunting a De prqfundis, as they march

Along the stony galleries high and dim.

No whispers come from still confessionals.

Nor muttered prayers from chapel there or shrine,

No votive offerings drape the bare cold walls.

Nor low prostrations hail the bread and wine.

Only a ruin grey with centuries.

But yet how beautiful within, without

!

Rising above the elms and cypress-trees,

With low green mounds and gravestones all about.

The shattered tower is clasped with ivy roots.

And leafy masses thronged with twittering birds;

From the bell-chamber high the grey owl hoots,

When evening's hush is on the flocks and herds.

And for the voice that read tlie Holy Book,

And for the censer with its fragrant breath.

Are now the rusty cawing of the rook.

And chill dank smells of withering and death.

Yet is the beauty wonderful and rare

In the antique simplicity of Art,

Each chosen stone here shaped and built with care,

A thing to fill the mind and touch the heart

;

Quaint corbeils, traceried windows, pillared aisles,

And carven niches, but the saints are gone.

And flying buttresses, and grim garguyles.

And a low porch with seats of smooth-worn stone.

Roofless, it bears the brunt of wind and rain.

And on its walls grows many a wasteful weed ;

Yet do the grace and grandeur still remain

Of that old emblem of a worn-out creed.

Which sees no worshippers on bended knees.

Which knows no difl^erence of the Sabbath-day,

Which hears no voice of solemn litanies.

And has no future but a slow decay.

So has the old church fallen that shaped the past.

It stands a dead thing now among the dead.

For all our faiths and worships only last

Until the word of higher law is said.

We gain the sense of individual Right,

And Mediaeval phantoms quickly fly ;

We watch the dawn of Science growing bright.

And Metapliysic fictions also die.

A little while their ghosts may haunt the scene

Where once they lived, and seem to live on still,

Mumbling the words that erst a power had been.

And with no grain still grinding tlie old mill.

But yet it comes at last, the vacant place

That hears no more the psalm or solemn vow,

Even while we cling unto its tender grace.

And dream that life was lovelier then than now.

Walter Smith.
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ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

AMONG those who remain nortli of the Tweed,

as even among those who cross tlie Border,

or go down to the sea in ships and do literary busi-

ness in the great waters, there are many who carry

on the traditions of a not wholly unlettered nation.

But there is at this moment, in the dimly dis-

criminating view of the heterogeneous public of

English readers, no one who represents more

decisively the belles lettres of Scotland than Robert

Louis Stevenson. Yet there is nothing peculiarly

national in his style. It is not quite guiltless of

an American flavour. It is more French than

English, and more English than Scotch ; for

Stevenson is cosmopolitan rather than nationalist.

The abrupt phrasing of his earlier essays is akin

to the priggish opinionativeness of an American

schoolboy ; the analytic faculty displayed in the

one piece of Stevenson's which gives indisputable

evidence of consummate mastery of the instruments

of his art

—

The Strange Case of Dr. Jeltyll and
Mr. Hyde— is worthy of Balzac, as the ' historic

sense ' of Kidnapped is related, though dimly and dis-

tantly, to the strenuous grasp of the life of the past

which has painted the burning pictures of Salammho.

Stevenson's confession of an author in search of a

style, humorously exaggerated as it is, does give a cer-

tain clue, not perhaps so much to the conscious, but

more to the unconscious, evolution of his manner.

Who will not observe traces of Lamb's essays in

Virginibus Picerisque, of Nathaniel Hawthorne's

character sketches in the Merry Men, and, of course,

most obviously of all, of Scott's historic romances

in Kidnapped ? This is all as it should be, for

these things were done before, that those who come

after, if tliey know how, might do them better.

Of a writer, the offspring of whose imagination

lias taken
.
great hold of the public mind, it may

be asked. Does he give value for our applause ? Is

it well to have him for his quaint phrasing, for his

humorous pictures of the roadside, for the hints of

subtle play of forces in our own upper stories, and

for glimpses of tragic life that happen as we loaf

along with him ? For these, even if they be alone,

and for all such, let us be truly thankful. What
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matter that he offers no new gospel like Tolstoi, no

half-hearted questioning of old conventions like

Robert Elsmerr? What matter that he lays bare

no such deplorable abysses as Zola or George

Meredith ? or that he compounds no scientific pill

with his gilt gingerbread as does Jules Verne ? We
enjoy our leisure moments more because of him.

That is all—and it is sufficient.

Stevenson's writings are in the most rigid sense

of the words pure literature. They exhibit no in-

tention of informing or of reforming. The unwary

reader for enjoyment's sake has no need to skip

pages of didactics, for no moral lurks in his tales.

When he has told his story he is done. And in

an age when so much that is written smacks of the

platform and the pulpit; when men write with shaky

reasoning and slipshod rhetoric, in half vain appeal

to the gallery ; when every story is rounded off" by

concession to popular conventions. It is well to

have in some few writers the courage to write as

they see and feel, and to leave the lessons to take

care of themselves.

For those who are called to such high exercise,

moral teaching is at once entirely appropriate and

efficacious ; but when a work of the imagination is

in question it is well to have it neat. Stevenson

has in fuller measure than perliaps any writer of his

time the gift of quaint and vigorous expression, and

of that intellectual dexterity which makes possible

artistic treatment of the commonplace. In large

grasp of psychological, moral, or social problems he

is entirely wanting. This is not by way of blame

but by way of praise, for the devotee of belles lettres

has little dealing with psycliology, or morals, or soci-

ology. He dips into these and takes his data from

them ; but his method is, of necessity, too liglit for

their serious treatment. He has not interest enough

in them to pursue them to the bitter end, the end of

a hopeless pyrrhonism. He looks at their humorous

side, compels you to laugh at them with him, and

quickly gives them the go-by. Life, he says, is a jovial

business, why should we depress ourselves with its

tragedies ? We need not hunt for them. They
thrust themselves upon us. We need not look for

them in books. There, even death must be invested

with a certain grim humour. Wlio would go to a

concert to hear a funeral march ? The strain of

Stevenson's writing is life, sensuous life, full to the

brim of all the enjoyment it brings. Our cynic

writer knows all the wliile it is a leaky chalice.

Never mind, ' Fate 's a fiddler, life's a dance.' The
daylight brings sorrow, to be sure, but that is only

a rest in the measure. Of this epicureanism, whole-

some or not as the reader's palate may discover,

there is much in Stevenson. He is a kind of modern

Omar Khayyam without Omar's intrusive inquisitive-

ness. The humour of the moment, the boisterous

jollity of dancing peasants at a village Jlte, the

stars glancing through tlie trees over a night bivouac,

the forest pines with their spires marking off a

little sky map, the eerie sensation of intimate contact

with nature, these are described so vividly that one

enters entirely into their spirit. And in the power

to compel this lies art. It is the power of literature

pure and simple. It is art for art's sake. To others

it may appear very thin, destitute of high ideals

and all that. For these one must go elsewhere than

to Stevenson. He is not a clown, but he is there

to amuse, and to do that alone. Let those who
are called to it preach penance, and to practise it—to

each other. We, writer and reader, are comfortable

bourgeois. We have a leisure hour in the evening

after our shops are shut, or after we have laid

down our pen, and after we have sent off our

workers, poor tilings, to their hovels, which some

day perliaps we may have a look at. Dismissing

even this maudlin and inept benevolence, we sit by

our cosy fire witli nothing in the world to plague

us, curtained round and crowded about with aids

to om- aesthetic perception, let us have Steven-

son to our humour, and Fate is a fiddler, life a

dance. But without this elimination of the disagree-

able, and without Stevenson and his kind, the

cultivators of the belles lettres, this would not be so.

Life would hardly be what it is without this leisure

and tliis luxury. For those then who have imagina-

tion enough to dispense with aesthetic aids, for those

who liave the aids without the imagination, and for

the rare and precious species who have them both,

the belles lettres are designed. For those who have

neither leisure nor luxury, and for those who cannot

afford to do without them, the belles lettres are as

sounding brass.

Stevenson confesses all this witli perfectly cynical

frankness. He at any rate is under no delusions

about his public. He scorns it with the scorn that

it likes and pays for. With the self-abnegation of

a man wlio is careless of immortality, he is willing

to disregard the fate of his own writings, and to

give a slap in the face to his readers. There is a

bright little passage in one of his recent essays,^ on

the imjjossibility of gratitude and cliarity, and the

futility of expecting that the ' deserving poor ' will

take alms from the undeserving rich, in order to

relieve them from tlie embarrassment of sticking in

tlie needle's eye. ' Oh let him ' (' the belly-god Bur-

gess ') ' stick, by aU means ; and let his polity

tumble in the dust ; and let his epitaph and all his

literature (of which my own works begin to form

' ' Beggars,' Scribner's Magazine, March 1888.
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no inconsiderable part) be abolished even from the

history of man ! For a fool of this monstrosity of

dulness there can be no salvation.' This is fairly

hard upon the circulating library and comfortable

parlour readers. But Stevenson does not mince

matters in the least. You may take him in his

humour or leave him, just as you please. And some-

how or other the public, dull as it is, prefers to take

him. But these pungent passages, which by stretch

of phrase might be called didactic, are extremely rare.

Tlie ' Brownies,' who have no morals,^ have after all

the main part of the work. The waking author

who, he says, ' worse luck, does most of the morality,'

must have enjoyed a holiday while the Brownies

were doing, for example. The New Arabian Nights.

Like the young man with the cream tarts, Stevenson

' is not here to expound his system of philosophy.'

It is indeed questionable whether or no he has a

system. Though one may be inferred from his

delightful and unequal sketches, none is expressed

there. His attractive power, hard as it is to define,

consists perhaps in the possession of what may be

called the trick of investing humoui-s, which in other

people would be regarded as only half sane, with an

atmosphere of wit and of apparent sanity. If any

one rashly imagines that the trick is easily done, or

that the performance is an inconsiderable trifle, let

him try to do it. To the bald elements to which a

curious analyst might reduce Stevenson's style there

is added one which is his own secret, and the use

of which is more secure from invasion than if it

were protected by copyright laws of unexampled

stringency.

It has been assumed that Stevenson's chief value

lies in his style, in the picturesque liumour of his

phrases ; but there is something else. He has given

us some characterisations of undoubted aptness and

happiness. He has given us Prince Florizel of

Bohemia, alias Mr. Godall. He has given us Will

o' the Mill and Alan Breck. He has given us Long

John Silver, and has made FranCjOis Villon live and

walk in the flesh. How succinct is Villon's autobio-

graphy in ' A Lodging for a Night' !
—

' " I am called

Francois Villon, a poor Master of Arts of this

University. I know some Latin, and a deal of vice.

I can make chansons, ballades, lais, virelais, and

roundels, and I am very fond of wine. I was born

in a garret, and I shall not improbably die upon the

gallows." ..." Tell me one thing," said the old

man, " are you really a tliief
.? " " I claim the sacred

riglits of hospitahty," returned the poet ;
" my lord,

I am.'" In the painting of such \'ignettes, Stevenson

is a past master. His books are full of them. The
Fair Cuban, with her multiple personality, the

' 'A Chapter on Dreams,' Scribner's Magazine, Jan. 1888.

' Spirited old lady ' of ' The Superfluous Mansion,'

the nameless personages in the outline tale in ' A
Chapter on Dreams,' need no bush to tell that they

are of choice vintage.

The limitations of Stevenson's genius have perhaps

been sufficiently indicated ; and besides it were as

ungracious as unprofitable to search among so much
that is excellent for obscure faults. There are,

though, various dangers ahead for versatile and facile

writers. For thougli doubtless learned with infinite

labour, a trick once thoroughly mastered can be

repeated almost to command. Even Hawthorne dis-

appoints one frequently by the tenuity of his viot'ifh.

The trick may be overdone. In the ' Dynamiter,' for

example, ' the Destroying Angel' is self-destructive

in the disproportionate length of its passage, and

there is also an element, commercially advantageous,

no doubt, but not free from suspicion of audacious

tweaking of the public nose, in the republication

under new titles of early and unregarded writings.

The chief danger is that of the temptation to pro-

duce much and fast, to ^vrite because the public

wait, and to write, therefore, far below the level of

the best work. Take, for example, the early papers

of the recent Scrihner series ; there is no forcing of

jaded powers. The January paper, that on dreams,

is as ffood as the best of his work ; but each suc-

ceeding paper is weaker than its predecessor, until

in ' Gentlemen ' and ' Gentlemen in Fiction ' there

is the lowest deep from which some return to clear

upper air may perhaps be expected. Not only do

these papers detlirone certain gods, which is not too

grievous to be borne, but in utter wantonness they

offer the crudest of judgments on the slenderest o

evidence. There is some need for a clear definition

of ' gentleman ' if Byron was ' a cad ' and ' an

unmatched vulgarian,' and patriotic partiality must

be oppressively dominant when it decrees that

Napoleon was ' a cad ' and Wellington a gentleman.

There is an odd humour, but nothing more solid, in

the idea that the type of gentlemanliness is a foot-

man in livery, and the type of caddishness the same

footman out of it. This clotlies philosophy is a

trifle threadbare. It were better that our author

confined himself to the creatures of his imagination.

They cohere well enough, largely because they are

not very complex creations. The complexity of

historical characters is a different affair, and one

which, without undue severity, one may feel to be

beyond the range of Stevenson's powers. With what

he has given us of the offspring of his imagination,

and for the service he renders to the cause of letters

pure and simple, it is well to be content, and in this

contentment, when the devil's advocate has been fully

heard, there is enormous gain. J. M.
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REVIEW.

Philosophical Classics for English Readers. Francis

Bacon : His Life and Philosophy. By John

NicHOL. Part I.—Bacon's Life. William Black-

wood & Sons : Edinburgh and London, 1888.

There is a certain propriety in the treatment of

Bacon by one whose equipment is generally supposed

to be less that of the specialised philosopher than of

the litterateur at large. On Hobbes or Berkeley, or

even on the loose and sensational Locke, one would

scarcely feel comfortable with any monograph which

did not bear the hall-mark of a Professor of Meta-

physics. But Bacon is in a quite different category from

any of these. In the first place, he was so much more

than a mere philosopher—an orator, a jurist, a states-

man, and, perhaps most notable of all, one of the first

masters of English prose. His Essays have made him

familiar to thousands who know the De Augmentis

and the Novum Organum only by vague and exaggerated

report. His character is one of the thrice-drenched

battle-grounds of history. And then, too, his philo-

sophy, when one does penetrate to it athwart the

tenfold trappings of his reputation, is after all so veiy

unphilosophic by any of the accepted canons of

accurate thought. There is no denying it, the

introduction to Bacon as a philosopher is painfully

disappointing. From boyhood one has been used to

hear and to talk with reverence about the Baconian

system, and it is no slight shock, on fuller knowledge,

to find in the system little else than an imposing

impotence. Bacon looked at knowledge and its pos-

sibilities with the eye not of a philosopher, but of

a poet ; he prophesied mightily of the millennium, and

had not an inkling of the next reform. The root

principle, indeed, of science—that it shall start from

a face-to-face observation of nature—he enunciated

quite forcibly enough ; and one would think he

actually had grasped it, if almost in every instance he

did not conspicuously fail in the application. His half-

anticipations of later discoveries, of which so much has

in many quarters been made, are really to be reckoned

among the number of imaginative premonitions—in

the same categoiy almost with Dante's prophecy of

the Cntx Aastralis and Swift's miraculous divination of

the satellites of Mars. Yet, in spite of everything,

Bacon was altogether so large and lordly a personage

that his rhetoric has imposed upon posterity, and there

must be many people who believe in him as the first

founder of modern science.

The book before us is occupied altogether with the

hfe of Bacon—consideration of his philosophy being

kept for a future volume. It is open to question

whethei', in a series of professedly philosophic manuals,

there is legitimate room for what is really a chapter,

and a pretty long one too, of the political liistoi-y of

England. But that impropriety, if such it be, need

not spoil anybody's use of a very serviceable biography.

It would be too much to say that Professor Nichol had

thrown any new light on his subject, but he has re-

produced, in a readable fashion, the best results of

specialised judgment and research. Perhaps the best,

as it is certainly the most entertaining, pai-t of the

book, is its opening chapter, which contains a bright

and incisive summary of the milieu. On the broad

and brilliant stage where Sidney, Spenser, and Raleigh

play their parts of mingled thought and action, the

Professor is infinitely more at home than among
the obscure intrigues of Secretary Winwood, or the

blustrous brutalities of Coke. The positive blemishes

of the book are insignificant. Yet here and there

one does find sentences which look odd in the work

of a Professor of English Literature, and there is a

fling or two at present-day politics which should have

had no temptations for an exponent of ' divine philo-

sophy.'

More than once in the course of his work the Pro-

fessor makes a very suggestive hint at a parallel

between the careers of Bacon and Cicero. Of course

the resemblance is only a partial one : intellectually

Cicero is one of the poorest creatures in histoiy,

and morally he lies under no such sentence of gross

dishonesty as has been passed upon Bacon. Yet in

the characters and in the lives of the two men there

is matei'ial for a parallel not less conclusive than any

of the best of Plutarch's. Both were born rhetoricians,

both men of the widest interests and the most varied

versatility, and both had a fatal and incurable passion

for the perilous pleasures of public life. Most import-

ant of all, there was in each the same weakness of

moral fibre, making his life abortive, and his memory
a dubious fame. But fate was less kind to the English-

man than to the Roman. The party struggles of the

dying Republic put Cicero in a position which was the

place of honour, though hardly the place of wisdom.

His own foibles made success and the great betrayal

alike impossible to him, and he stands charged with

nothing worse than a host of minor and venial tergi-

versations. But under the settled government of

Elizabeth and James there was only one way in politics,

and that the crooked path of courtiership and bribes.

As yet there was no gi-eat civil strife to call forth the

higher politic virtues—it was a time of diplomacy and

not of contest, an age of flattery instead of philippics.

Failure in such a scramble is always ignoble, and could

scarcely be elevated into tragedy even by an ending

on Tower Hill. But Bacon was doomed only to fine

and imprisonment (and these remitted by the ungainly

grace of his sovereign), while Cicero perished, fortun-

ately, at the hands of the assassins of liberty and

Rome.
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LITERARY NOTES.

Mr. Swinburne's next volume should be a series of Songs

after Sunset, with its opening pages allotted to the verses which

appeared in last month's Fortnightly Review. In the lines on the

Armada there is not a little of the inevitable after-glow from a

fierce poetic daylight that is done. The fervour and brilliancy are

still there, but dimmed and feeble, the mere shadow and suggestion

of that hot radiance which burned through Alater Triumpiialis and

The Halt before Rome. Perhaps there is something in the subject,

—

patriotism nowadays breeds only second-rate verses, and the Armada

episode has been sullied, beyond hope of cleansing, by all manner

of foul sectarian paws. But Mr. Swinburne's sense even of melody

seems to be failing him—his measures have no longer the marvel-

lous freedom and felicity of yore. The wealth of epithet and appo-

sition is becoming an encumbrance that trails and trips up continu-

ally the long stride of the rhythm. To be sure, Mr. Swinburne's

music was never of the very highest order—never the music of flute

or organ, but rather of the brass band—a glorified brass band, no

doubt, but still brazen, and with a quite perceptible rub-a-dub run-

ning through its clangour. After all, it is only thinking power

that will carry a man successfully through a long poetic life.

Passion and emphasis are very well if one is to die before forty ;

but a man must scream himself hoarse sometime, and thought is

the one provision against a poetic old age. All long-lived poets

have been thinkers, but Mr. Swinburne, despite his omnivorous

reading, has perhaps a smaller stock of ideas than any rhymester

alive.

PERH.4PS at the bottom Mr. Theodore Watts has something to

do with the undeniable poetic decadence of Mr. Swinburne. At

any rate he is popularly believed to have had of late much influ-

ence over the author of Poems and Ballads ; but if so, then it

has not been altogether for the latter's good. There is some sig-

nificance, at least, in the simultaneous choice by both men of the

Armada story as a subject of verse. Yet, even at his very worst,

Mr. Swinburne could not possibly write anything so execrable as

The Ballad of the Armada, with its spiritless and lumbering

stanzas, and its half dolorous, half funny sing-song about ' breeze

and brine.'

Time was when nothing less than Greek would make a bishop,

but of late years there seems to have been discovered some

apostolic virtue in the vernacular. It is very questionable if a

scholar may not best serve the interests both of research and of

religion by a steadfast nolo episcopari ; but if a cathedral is to be

the prize of erudition, there could hardly be found a fitter seat

than O.xford, or a man more worthy of it than Dr. Stubbs. The

Constitutional History ofEngland has exactly that grave solidity,

with just a touch of heaviness, which we are used to look for in

the lucubrations of the mitre. Of all our historians. Dr. Stubbs

is in manner and method the nearest akin to the Germans—his

work is historical rather in the remotely etymological sense of the

term than in its popular acceptance. In research he is accurate

and inexhaustible, his judgment is almost implicitly to be trusted

—but for story— ' God bless you ! he has none to tell, sir.' In

Germany the final and fitting reward of such a man would be a

professor's chair
; they give him a sinecure of souls in England.

It is difficult to understand why any one should trouble himself

or others with doubts about Shakespeare's right to be called a

dramatist so long as that great question of the authorship of the

Letters of Junius is still unsolved. There surely is vermin on

which Mr. Donnelly and the whole breed of literary ferrets might

legitimately flesh themselves. The Junius puzzle has grown

positively to be one of the nuisances of history—a provocative of

intermittent irritation like the identity of the Man in the Iron

Mask, or the character of Mary Queen of Scots. To plain men
impatient of petty problems, Macaulay's much-maligned ' cock-

sureness ' had for some decades been a source of unspeakable

relief. Sir Philip Francis was as good a name as any other to fill

a place in the dictionary of English authors, and as the man
himself seemed to have been an unpleasant sort of person generally,

no one had any twinge of conscience about imputing to him a set

of the most atrocious libels in literature. But about Junius,

Byron after all was much in the right

—

' The moment that you had pronounced him one,

Presto ! his face changed, and he was another !

'

What other he now may be, it is for the moment impossible to

say, but Mr. Fraser Rae in the AtheiuEum will have it positively

that he is not Sir Philip Francis. Perhaps the best course would

be to carry the whole matter before the Allegations Commission

—

especially as there is no chance of producing in court the person

from whom the letters were obtained.

' Obscene libels ' may be quite irrefragable as a law-term, but

the use of it in connection with M. Zola's novels suggests a certain

impotence in legal process as applied to the settlement of disputed

points in art. Decidedly La Terre is not a pleasant book, but to

place it on the same level with the avowed cantharides of writing

is an action nothing less than absurd. Yet apparently there is no

distinction possible if the law is to interfere at all—even equity

being devoid of organs to apprehend the artistic. The case is

made still worse when we consider that any punishment inflicted

must bear the rankest savour of injustice—for there are plenty of

our own classics quite as filthy as the Rougon-Macquart series,

which yet no court in England would dare to touch. Who
prosecutes proselytises, and the guardians of our national morality

should remember that M. Zola is not only an artist, but the

preacher of a specific gospel of art. In the long run there is no

fear for morals—the world will make its own expurgation—but in

the meanwhile we decline to take our index from the Central

Criminal Court.

There is a literary sin which some people will think far more

heinous than any of the indelicacies of M. Zola. Why, if art is to

bow beneath the deadening sway of 'law and order,' does not

some Philistine bring in a bill to make plagiarising penal? It

would not be one whit more difficult to draw the line between

theft and legitimate adaptation, than to distinguish between

obscenity and manly freedom. The latest ' conveyance ' of one

most popular writer puts all former delictions of this nature com-

pletely into the shade. To take the whole motive of a story, and

its most piquant incidents from a book published not three years

ago is a feat to fill all Grub Street with emulation and despair.

And the motive, too, so very indelicate ! There might even be

a parallel prosecution for 'obscene libel.'

Miss Mary F. Robinson, now wife of M. James Darmesteter,

the eminent Orientalist, has written a collection of historical essays,

which are presently in the press. The volume will have for title

The End of the Middle Ages, and will deal, among other things,

with the causes of disintegration in the Church, and the origin of

the French wars in Italy. It will end with the expedition of

Charles viii.

Mr. Wemyss Reid, whose life of the late W. E. Forster was

published so neatly in the nick of time, is now preparing a bio-

graphy of Lord Houghton, the poet and poet's patron, at one

time better known as Mr. Monckton Milnes.

Edhiburgh : T. and A. ConstabtCj Printers to Her Ulajesty.
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THE BEAUTIFUL.

npHE mystery of Loveliness, that lies

—

-L Like light from some diviner heaven tlian ours

—

On visible Nature : mountains, streams and flowers ;

On man's jjroud front, in depths of woman's eyes.

The mystery of Loveliness, that is

The Law of Nature's being : mouldins all-^

The measureless Great, the infinitely Small

—

To its own perfect Beauty. What is this

But the translation of God's inmost Thousht ?

And that is Love ; Nature the mighty scroll

Whereon 'tis writ. Thou readest it, my soul

!

Each sacred syllable, yet graspest not,

Save in dim gleams, the message written there.

Though questioning evermore in voiceless prayer.

II.

Yet, O my soul ! thank God that He hath sent,

In loving answer to thy lifelong cry,

These shadowings of the holier mystery

Behind the veil—for rapturous moments rent

As by a still small voice from utmost heaven.

If thou with feeble hand and care-clogged brain

Through life's grey clouds hast groped—alas ! in vain

—

To catch their import, thou at least hast striven

;

And, striving, won the guerdon ne'er denied

To those who battle bravely, though they foil.

For such one day the Angel, calm and pale.

With tender hand will draw the veil aside.

And they shall stand within the Holy Place,

And read the Secret in the Master's face.

Noel Paton.
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BASTIEN-LEPAGE AND MODERN REALISM.

PERHAPS no two men could be named whose

works exercise a greater influence on painting

at the present day than Millet and Bastien-Lepage,

the earliest and the latest of the French ' peasant-

painters.' Although, in a sense, tlie one is an out-

come of the other,—since Millet led the way, and

hewed tlie path wliich others have since found an

easy road,—yet Bastien-Lepage's attitude to his

work is so different and so personal, that apart from

the question of technique, which in his case is much

more accomplislied than that of Millet, he also is

entitled to the honour of making a departure, in its

way perhaps as important as that of his great pre-

decessor.

It would be idle at this time of day to speak in

praise of Millet. He has secured immortality, and

one may safely say that his works will always hold a

high and an honoured place among tlie world's

treasures. But in tlie case of Bastien-Lepage this

is not by any means admitted. Now, whereas

Millefs art was intensely spiritual, concentrating

itself on the motive of his pictures, and in every case

subordinating the facts of nature to the expression of

sentiment ; in the case of Lepage, although he is

commonly allowed to be a most consummate painter

in his rendering oijacts, his claims to feeling, senti-

ment, and that spiritual quality wliich makes fine

art, as distinct from lifeless imitation, are not so

readily allowed him. And yet it seems to me that

he is as strong, at least, in sentiment as in execution.

And it is on this question of sentiment—of the

painters relation to his subject—that the work of

Lepage takes, perhaps, its greatest importance.

Of the many interesting characteristics of Lepage's

work, perhaps the most remarkable is his sympa-

thetic intimacy with his subject. Although the

human interest is always dominant, yet nothing

escapes him—nothing is trivial or unimportant.

One reads in his works the life-history of the work-

aday human beings he painted — the brilliant

actress, the man of the world, the tramp, the

peasants of his native village,—all his personages

are placed before us in the most satisfying complete-

ness, without the appearance of artifice, but as they

live ; and without comment, asfar as i.i possible, on

the authors part. And it is in this loving, yet im-

partial presentation that I think Lepage stands on

new ground. Millet tells us his view of life, Lepage

does not ; and, altliough it is impossible to desire a

fuUer revelation of character than he gives, he gi\-es

it for itself, his own view is not put forward. We
can but guess it. Strong enough to embody the

thing in its fulness, by reason of his marvellous

accomplishment as a painter, he invests the whole of

his canvas with a new and living interest. He
insists on the claims of smaller things—commonly

slurred over and suppressed—to a full and complete

realisation ; completely overturning the old formuliE

by showing that it is possible to do this, not only

without sacrifice of breadth, simplicity, truth, or any

other quality, but to an immense gain of beauty in

the work itself. Wlio tiiat lias seen, or studied, his

' Potato Gatherers,' will not remember the wonder-

ful foreground .'' the fresh-broken earth, the weeds,

all searched and painted with the subtlest truth,

and yet not obtrusive. It would be a long matter

to go through the list of his works, but I remember,

among others, a small picture of a waving corn-

field, with the birds singing in the sunny sky—

a

simple subject enough, and one that we have all

seen many times, in nature and in art; yet so fresh,

so true, so full of air and movement, and of the

subtle poetry of the open fields, that it was to ine a

fresh revelation of beauty, and I never can see a

corn-field now without feeling the richer for having

seen that work. And as in the small things, much

more in the greater is liis work remarkable, mainly

by reason of its exquisite and subtle truth. It is

evident that he cut himself away as far as possible

from current ideas, and set himself before nature

with the simple devotion of the early Italians, or of

Holbein. In his open-air pictures, his figures are

realised almost as completely as in sculpture ; one

can measure the distance from one figure to anotlier.

Tins is the true ' plein-air ' ; he felt and showed the

sky, not as a painted thing in the background, but

coming close to us, and all round about us.

It is disputed how far as an open-air painter he

is original. It has been said, ' C'est Manet qui a

seme, c'est Bastien-Lepage qui re'colte ' ; and though

I am not familiar with much of Manet's works, that

whicli I have seen leads me to think that Lepage is

not consciously indebted to him. Manet gave a

certain direction to the thought of his time, and

Lepage was 'in the movement.' The most likely

source of his inspiration was in his early life as a

country boy. Damvillers is, I believe, a small

village, not more picturesque or paintable tlian any

other Frencli, or many an English village ; and

yet a few things, truly seen and recorded there, have
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made a considerable mark in art-bistory. It was

tbat tbe man liad a seeing eye, and a great love

for tbings witli wliich be bad all bis life been

familiar. It is not a comic countryman, nor a

sentimental countryman, as seen from a townsman's

point of view, but bis own bome life that be paints

—one feels in liis work a deeper penetration, and a

greater intimacy witli liis subject tban in tbe work

of otlier men. Tbis I tbink is proved by bis London

pictures, in wbich, althougb as work tliey are mas-

terly, one misses the intimate sympathy of his

pictures of village life.

In spite of all tbat, justly or not, may be said

asainst tbe French Scliools, tbe fact remains that

wlien a man of exceptional natural gifts goes through

tlieir course, be comes out much stronger than such a

man does here, or anywhere else. Now it seems to me

comparatively an easy matter, with a very moderate

skill and knowledge of the usual painter's artifices,

to produce work, acceptable to tbe public and in

exhibitions, if one steers clear of tbe present time.

Paint your model in knee-breeches and a ' George

'

wig—lie's a picture at once. Paint him as he is,

and immediately, as we have no illusions in these

matters, we all become critical and fastidious. It

follows from tbis tbat tlie more we study our own

times and surroundings, the better must our work

be, to rank as fine art. I do not mean to imply that

painting should be confined to modern subjects,

there are ' subjects ' good for all time ; but still it is

to me unquestionable that the main business of

painting—indeed, of all art—is with our own times.

It was so with tlie old masters, and was one main

source of their strength, and in those days art was

of use. And the great development of portrait-

painting with us of late years shows tbat it is

beginning to be felt tbat painting should be useful.

May it not in time again become so ? It is difficult

to say bow, if not by resolutely facing the conditions

of our everyday life. Surely we are all too self-

conscious ; and perhaps—in spite of our great achieve-

ments in material ways—a little bit ashamed of

ourselves, as compared with the simpler lives of our

ancestors. And yet our real progress has been

great, and of benefit to all—to artists in particular

tbe conditions of existence are more favourable tban

ever before. But are we nearer to any solid result ?

Our business men, whose sole thought apparently is

the making of money, have still a lurking feeling for

tbe primitive and romantic virtues of years ago.

But would it not be better, and if it were possible, to

recognise that they may exist to-day among us ? Tbe

work of Lepage, I think, has this bearing, indirectly,

for on tbe lines be worked who knows what advantage

may arise from a fuller understanding of what is

still beautiful amongst us ? For one thing, it would

add greatly to tbe enjoyment of life. And in how

many ways is tbe road still untrodden ? Is there

notliing worthy in the immense and complex life

of our cities, for instance ? But for those who

would lead to fresh fields—for the last word has

not been said in art in any direction—tliere pro-

bably awaits a martyrdom, harder perhaps tban

bullets , and perhaps without reward, for daring to

paint ' the unpaintable.''

Geokge Clausen.
iniaers.

MODERN ITALIAN ART.

WHETHER we like or detest 'Old Masters,'

we in England have at any rate a reason-

able chance of seeing them at times ; for have we

not a National Collection in our midst, in which it

is possible to study the difference in thought, style,

colour, and general development of the art of Italy,

from its crude and intense conceptions, born of tbe

Middle Ages, right up to its brilliant culmination

in tlie Renaissance ? But nowadays opportunities

rarely occur in which we can arrive in England at

any just idea—in a collective sense—of tbe nature

of modern Italian Art. Now for tbe first time in

London a representative collection of tbat art, both

plastic and pictorial, is brought together at the

' Italian Exhibition ' at Kensington, whicli on more

tban one count is fraught with interest to all who

care for artistic doings. And if in view of the

vitality and mastery of technical difficulty which is

evinced for example in the panoramic and historic

displays by Professor Sciuti and many another able

executant, there is not such an abundant yield of

intellectual variety, of spontaneity, and specific

artistic qualities as might have been expected,

nevertlieless some among the painters of an import-

ant section—tbe Milanese—show an independence

of method, an individuality of thought, wbich at

once stamps their work as unique in its bent, and

raises it high above the level of the commonplace
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and tlie trivial. There are in the small canvas by

Vegetti, ' Mother, wliy are you crying ?
' botli pathos

and realism ; there is artistic completeness in that

of Giani ; while those by Segantini and Morbelli

stand out as distinctly original in their peculiar

selection of effects and treatment of ideas. Indeed,

an exhaustive analysis might be made of the work

of Segantini alone, who of the two is less biassed by

tlie methodism of French technique, less imbued by

the strain of a pessimism wliich in Morbelli now and

then trenches on morbidity.

At first one is not quite certain whether to be in

agreement or not with Segantini's work, for it is all

rather Kzarre, though fascinating perhaps on this

very account, as experiments in out-of-the-way

directions are wont to be, if for no worthier reason

than their divergence from the well-worn highway

of self-satisfied conventionalism. But in tliis case

there does seem to be a better reason, and the

strangeness does not result from any ambitious

soaring into historic or classic themes. On the

contrary, the subjects are of the simplest, the treat-

ment alone marking them out as original. Among
the twenty or more of Segantini's works drawn or

painted in various materials is ' A Study in Light

and Shade,' merely of some sheep feeding in the

penned-off shelter of a shed, through the back of

which are seen a field glowing with bright sunlight,

and women at agricultural toil, who spot the field

at intervals with little blots of shadow. The tone

is admirable, while the lean truthfulness of the old

sheep, the conscientious value of each particular

rail and bar to the general effect of the scheme, is

akin somehow to the earnest interpretation of those

of our painters who erstwhile bore the title of the

Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. But owing perhaps

to climatic or atmospheric differences, the deeply

blue sky in both the ' Winter at Savogrim, Canton

Grisons ' and the ' Ploughing,' painted in the same

neighbourhood under an autumn sun, is peculiarly

unsuggestive in every particular of that lucid depth

and aerial significance, which we in our misty home

have learned to look for as an essential in a pictm-ed

sky. For it is here, as Mr. Ruskin has somewhere

said, in comparing the skies of Turner witli those of

the men who came before him—even the classic

Claude did not escape—that sooner or later in their

work a point is reached in which we touch upon

solid paint and canvas, whereas he, our Turner, for

the first time gave adequate expression to the

mystery of light and distance, so that in regarding

his skies it seems possible to pass on and on through

luminous infinitude of space and cloud, still feeling

that an infinitude lies beyond.

But in Signor Segantini's case it is not so much

canvas that we come upon as a wall of solid paint,

upon whose deep colour the snowy undulations with

the figures ' tobogganing ' smite the sky in a way

wellnigh destructive of any retention of perspective.

The little houses, too, half hid by the rounding

curve of the hill, look like toy blocks, perfectly

distinct, and not like large objects rendered small

by reason of their greater distance ; the dog also,

keeping pace with his mistress and in the shadow

of her descending sledge, looks curiously unreal and

uncomfortably large. In the other picture, again,

the phalanx of distant movmtains rises into the air

with a piercing sharpness of outline which serves to

accentuate still further the hard flatness of the air-

less space ; and altliough the sun is shining some-

where and its brightness plays upon the peaks and

ridges of these icy caps ; although it spreads in

autumnal warmth over the dark ground, over the

horses and peasants at the plough, there prevails a

sense of loneliness—perhaps due to those quiet far-

away mountains—as of some place stranded and left

for ever out of reach of the sweeping tide of human

life. And yet does it lie altogether in the subject .''

Not necessarily, one would think, for there in another

room is a painting of ' Alpine Scenery ' by Dall

Orta, in which the descending glaciers, the tilted

strata, and rugged blocks and crags, the verdurous

slopes and cattle at the margin of the mountain

lake, tell quite another tale—of solitude may be

—

yet rather of the quietness of a summer's day, where-

in the whirr of insects and bird-notes chime with

faintly rhythmic pulse to the far-off throb of human

thought.

Although this deficiency of aerial value is hardly

compensated by other things, Segantini's versatility

comes out in his other themes. There is one, for

instance, a study, delightful for its unity, called

' My Models.' It is of two children, a boy and girl,

in an artist's studio, earnestly studying a half-com-

pleted picture by the light of a lantern. The effect

here is broader and simpler, and the colour is sweeter

than in the others ; unless we except as being also

delicate in harmony the two out-of-door subjects

called ' Shearing ' and the ' Autunm Sun,' which are

even more interesting as tentative essays. For the

rest, Segantini's smaller sketches give proof of a

singular degree of poetic feeling and refinement not

too commonly associated with the clever, and in

many instances merely facile technique of the major

part of the work here seen of the Italian painters.

But in this same school (the Milanese) are two or

three remarkable pictures, as well as several clever

ones, and many which are bad. Of the first kind,

' The Work of the Day ended,' by Giovanni Giani, is

remarkable as an experiment in low tone, and the
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painter has, we think, effectively realised the twi-

light aspect of a room with the two figures darkly

relieved against the whiteness of a Japanese blind,

whose bright streaks of vermilion, blue, and green,

yield the only positive colour in the picture. An
uncomfortable idea strikes one, that under normal

circumstances the absorbed man and woman would

be more likely to regard their work—a huge canvas

—by as much light as they could get ; but then the

colour hints of the blind, as well as the tone of

tlie room, would have been sacrificed, and anotlier

effect and not this would have been the outcome.

Near by hangs a large canvas, the ' Soup

Kitchen,' by Attilio Pasterlo, which is as abso-

lutely without any fusion of tone as it is devoid of

any appreciable liglit and shade ; for the colour

masses of the distant rows of people, as well as the

individual heads, are painted in about the same key

as the nearer ones, and even in these the shadows

are so broken into by the exaggeration of reflected

light as to minimise, by this particularisation, any

chance of effecting a simple and generalised impres-

sion from the conflicting data ; and were it not for

the difference in drawing of the further masses,

neither the colour nor the distribution of light

would suffice to make this distinction evident. But

for all that the picture is suggestive of thought and

earnest in intention. This is manifest in the con-

scientious attempt to individualise different types ;

to depict want and poverty without any bent to-

wards sentimentality, or recourse to anything but a

literal intei'pretation of one of the most ordinary

sights to be seen daily in our great cities during the

bitter days of winter.

As we said earlier, Morbelli verges here and there

on the morbid ; and this, we contend, is evinced in

his ' Felo de se,' as well as in the title given to his

little child study, which he names ' A Pall Mall

Gazette subject' ; but as this verdict may sound a

one-sided one, it is necessary to admit that there is

also another view to take. Few things convey with

greater truth the look of sunlight and bright early

summer effect than his group of workmen playing at

' Bowls ' on a ' Sunday morning in Lombardy ' ; and

if a pathetic note is struck in his rendering of the

old men, and the interior of the charitable institu-

tion in which their days are passed, called ' The
End,' the pathos is of a natural kind. But his

strongest work, the one in which most force and

character are shown, is his study of ' Intemperance.'

It cannot be said that the subject is exactly pleas-

ing, yet it is—albeit a small work—unquestionably

a powerful piece of realism ; while as an analysis of

facial expression it is incomparable, yielding in this

respect to no other in the exhibition.

Then in the same section may be noted the ably

painted ' Viaticum,' also by Angelo Morbelli ; some

impressionist water-colours by Cremona ; the ' Piazza

of San Marco under Water,' with its golden colour,

by Clara Montalba, which is a slightly different

aspect from Carcano's greyer rendering of the old

palace ; G. Favretto's clever canvas, ' With the

Nurses,' most beautiful in colour and execution, as

are his earlier works in one of the other rooms,

which are just Venetian suggestions, called ' A Wed-
ding on the Canal,' ' Courtship,' and ' A Venetian

Rag Market.' ' On tlie Alps,' by Carlo Pittara,

and ' Hawking in the East,' by Pasini, are also

good.

Glancing at the first room, in which most of the

work is lent by the Italian Government, Camma-
rano's ' Charge of Bersaglieri ' strikes one as possess-

ing marked action and character, and the painter has

certainly succeeded in representing the recklessness

and devilry of this famous band. Jacovacci's ' Vit-

toria Colonna, and Michael Angelo,' may claim

admiration as regards the painting of the satin

robe of the dead poetess, but in no other sense is it

satisfying. On one side of this hangs a sombre

and airless-looking bit of ' Fontainebleau Forest,' by
Palizzi, and on the other Luigi Nono's ' Refugium
Peccatorium,' sweet with the subdued colour of

evening twilight; then next is Filadelfo's quaint

'Dancing Girls,' in pinned-up gowns, practising their

steps in the quietness of a meadow. This picture

would gain in interest were the three dancing maids

more flexible and unconstrained. In fact, the

' woodenness ' of their pose is such as might add

to that reputation for stiffness which we Islanders

are understood to enjoy in the estimation of other

countries. But in reality the merit of the pictui-e

consists in its naive quality, and in the natural

arrangement of the figures in the foreground, and

particularly in the clever foreshortening of the girl

lying on the grass lazily watching the rest.

In addition to these are two landscapes, oppo-

site enough in quality, but both characterised by
fine artistic feeling, the ' Messido,' by Ciardi, and

Calderini's silvery ' Winter,' poetical and soft with

grey clouds, sweeping and lifting over greyer hills,

which lie beyond the leafless trees whose bareness

is reflected in the sloppy pools mingled with the

shadow of the cloud.

It is not possible to do more than note in the

most cursory fashion a few of the remaining pictures

which attract either by reason of clever manipula-

tion or artistic sympathy. The latter quality is

especially evinced in a landscape called ' Carrara,' by

Pontecorvo, and in the delicate effects by F. Giolo of

' Twilight,' and early spring days, or ' In April' as he
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names it. Then there is the bright fresh quality of

' The Railway Whistle,' by Adolfo Tommasi ; the

' Forbidden Fruit,' another of Giani's clever impres-

sions ; and Garini's ' From the Hills'; the brilliant

colouring of Vinea's ' Gardener s Daughter ' ; his

' Gathering Wild Flowers,' and a little landscape

with misty sunset and cattle which is better as a

colour harmony than the other two. Wandering

on, one lingers before ' The Squall,' by Ferroni, or

meditates upon tlie indefinable melancholy of ' Le

Macchiajole,' by Fattori, and the undulating rise

and fall of Pompeo Mariani's sweep of sea, which he

gives us in his grey transcript of ' The Wave,' with

even more sensation of vivid play in his smaller

sketch of the same subject.

Although there is not a great show of water-

colours, a few out of the number are distinguished

for their charm and freshness of colour, as Monte-

fusco's sketches of Neapolitan peasants, especially

the ' Chestnut Seller,' and one of ' Peasant Women,'

Detti's brilliant ' Ball on Board,' Pittara's ' O Pesca-

tore,' the 'Winter Rain' of Calderini, and the

' Studies ' by Pontecorvo, which apart from their

sweetness of tone and colour are distinctive in a more

poetic sense as expressing the beauty of solitude and

sunlight among rocks and boulders and fading hills.

The most virile and artistic work among the

sculpture is the masterly conception of Monteverde,

' Jenner's first experiment in Inoculation,' which

is essentially expressive of the forward bent of

realism, while retaining its character as a masterpiece

by the cultured thought which defines every line

and animates with vivacity the inert stone. This

group is justly awarded the place of honour in the

plastic arts, tliough Jerace's ' Germanicus ' stands

out as noble work ; while the imaginative quantity of

his ' Decus Pelagi,' and ' Excubitor '—a spheroid

casket of gold coiled about by a winged creature,

snake-like and scaly below the breasts—is united

to the more abstract refinement of style of the

Hellenic marbles.

Curiously imbued with the sjjirit of the fifteenth

century and Renascence sculpture are the terracotta

busts of Eaisto Rossi. The one of ' Savonarola

'

might well have been executed, judging by the

spirit and manner of the work, from the great

zealot in the flesh, instead of many centuries later.

Quite of to-day are the humorous and clever bronzes

and terra-cotta heads, single figures, and groups from

the hands of Pisani, Benini, Constantino Barbella ;

and the groups b yProfessor Focardi, whose 'I'm first,

Sir,' ' You Ragamuffins !
' and others, are by this time

tolerably familiar to every one from the copies and

engravings that have been made from them.

There in the midst of playful children, of gleam-

ing figures hewn out of the purest marble, and

heads of veiled women, trivial perhaps in motive, yet

cleverly executed, stands Franceschi's ' Ad Bestias,'

a terrible and despairing figure ; the anticipation

of his doom wrought into the gasping hollow face,

expressed by the forward droop of the shrunken

figure, by the nerveless hands bound together, and

by the feet as they clutch the ground. Meanwhile

a sad, sweet white ' Ophelia ' stands afar.

Mary Reed.

THE ART STUDENT IN PARIS.

FEW among the men who have enjoyed the

freedom of the student's life in Paris, look

back upon the experience without a sigli of regret.

Its discomforts, its privations, its despair, jiave had

their harsh outlines blun-ed by distance and time,

while clear and conspicuous there rises a memory

of sunny mornings when art seemed the only

thing worth living for, and evenings at the

restaurant, when, after very plain fare, discussion

rose high and keen over the merits of rival ateliers.

The pleasure of these days may no doubt in great

part be attributed to the exuberance of youth, but

independent of this, the positive conviction must be

taken into account that here at last, after much

futile search and disastrous blundering, was ample

opportunity of well-directed study, and the constant

stimulus of the companionsliip of men to whom
drawing and painting were the most serious of all

occupations.

Idlers enough abounded, amongst tliem often the

most lucid and convincing talkers, but the average

tendency was in the direction of very serious and

sustained work. In the time the writer spent in

Paris the various nationalities mingled but little

save at the studio, and even there intimacy between

a Frenchman and a foreigner was the exception.

So great was the invasion of the various schools

by strangers, that in many cases Americans and
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Englislimen became a large majority, and the Frencli

tongue was seldom heard save at the bi-weekly

visit of the Professor, for whom the services of an

interpreter were often required. A reaction against

this state of affairs set in some years ago, and at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts especially, the admission of

strangers was rendered very difficult, though per-

sistence on the part of an applicant was seldom

unsuccessful.

Of the Ecole, as it is generally called, the Govern-

ment School of the Fine Arts, nothing need be said.

Much lias been written regarding it in late years,

and the outside studios supply sufficient matter for

detail or comment.

Students of sculpture and architecture are scarcely

less numerous than painters in Paris. They have

their own manners and usages, differing in some

points from those of their brothers of the brush

;

they occupy, moreover, separate quarters of the

city, though often overlapping one another. Of
recent years, driven from the overcrowded Latin

quarter in seai-ch of better light and lower rents,

there has sprung up in the neighbourhood of the

Gare Montparnasse quite a nest of studios of all

kinds. This is a part of the city unknown to the

tourist. Popular attractions there are non-existent,

and the endless lines of half-finished streets have a

depressing effect on most people. Disputing the

ground with foundries and factories, and differing

little from tliem in outward appearance, are some of

the most noted students' ateliers of Paris. To the

aspirant fresh from some palatial school of art in

England or Scotland the outlook is not inviting.

Armed probably with a letter of introduction to

the mossier, the secretary and treasurer of tlie

studio elected annually, he knocks timidly at the

door, which he has found with difficulty. A yell of

'Ent)-es r invites him to proceed, and he finds liimself

in the centre of tlie room, keenly scrutinised by some,

calmly ignored by most, who proceed with their

work. Some facetious Frenchman, pretending to

mistake the visitor for a model in search of work,

will most likely shout out ^ Deshabillez-vous,' but
the massier, who by this time understands that he is

wanted, politely inquires his business. Mustering
his best French, the newcomer explains that he

desires the honour of numbering himself among the

pupils of the celebrated Mons. Z. The massier

looks grave. Very sorry, studio quite full, many
refused already, but if he will go and see the patron,

on Sunday morning before nine, perhaps something

might be done later.

On the Sunday morning accordingly the would-

be pupil, armed with some of his sketches and
studies, proceeds to the private studio of the great

man, marvelling at the early hours affected by genius.

The errand is stated, the portfolio produced, and
its contents looked over with condescending interest

veiled by scarcely concealed contempt. After a
terrible moment of uncertainty, the maitre unbend-
ing, discerning perhaps some trait' of originality in

the work submitted to him, indicates to liis anxious

visitor that he may commence work at the atelier on
Monday, provided there is space. He at the same
time liands his card to the elevated youth, who will

present the same to the massier in token of the

autocrat's approval. Half-past seven the following

morning finds the embryo artist at the school ; there

is a large muster of students, as to-day the fresh model
is posed, and places balloted for the entire week.

But little notice is taken of the stranger for some
time, the bustle and excitement regarding the pose

occupying everybody. A compassionate Englishman
at length comes to the rescue, and explains that he

had better begin work from the hosse in an adjoin-

ing room, and hold himself ready for all possible

contingencies.

That the dernier nouveau has his duties soon

becomes apparent. Loud cries of ' Charbon!'' incite

him to replenish the stove with coke ; and this is no
sooner done than he is admonished, by numerous
requests for petits pains, to procure the same from a

neighbouring baker's shop. At the first rest, after

premonitory hints, the universal cry of ' Poncli, ponch,

dernier nouveau^ becomes more peremptory, and his

former adviser recommends a prompt compliance

with the demand. The inevitable cafe at the corner

soon supplies the wonted beverage, for which the

novice pays. He may be invited to sing a song,

in some ateliers he may even be subjected to some
annoyance, but as a rule the bienvenu is generally

held as sufficient initiation. It is the wisest as well

as the most dignified policy for the nouveau to

accept the situation frankly, and do what he is

ordered willingly ; he may thus almost immediately

fall into the ranks, and avoid unnecessary fagging.

His main duties, in addition to those already alluded

to, will be to procure black soap occasionally for

brush washing, and form one of a search party for

a model, should the one engaged not turn up.

The often dirty, and even squalid, surroundings in

a Parisian atelier, the almost constant noise and

inevitable tobacco smoke, frequently disturb the

equanimity of youths gently nurtured in the prim

proprieties of British Art Schools; but a few months'

inoculation generally accustom the most particular

to the change, and one gets quite to like it. Very

earnest work is pursued in this dirty, comfortless

room, and the latest arrival is soon deeply engrossed

in search of les valeurs. From the antique he is in
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time promoted to the life ; and lie goes his way at

last, having learned wliat he is capable of assimilat-

ing. That the bulk of the studies done are hope-

lessly bad, and that tlie majority of the men have

niistai<en their profession, liimself perhaps among the

number, will most likely become increasingly appa-

rent to him. His undoubting zeal in tlie conviction

that art is simply a matter of so many years" stiidy

will become a myth, but that a man gifted with real

artistic capacity does not learn much in the routine

of work in an atelier is an invention of those who are

too lazy or too conceited to take advantage of it.

To the student of human nature the nondescript

gatliering of nationalities and ' types ' will be ever

interesting. Thejlanem; who looks in occasionally

to see what is being done by others, and ' la

basse rrCembete'' ; the blageur who has always some

tomfoolery in hand ; the jeune homme ar?-ive, who
had a third-class medal in last Salon, and gives

himself airs accordingly—these are met in every

atelier, while no less conspicuous will be tlie pet of

the studio, whose studies it is openly hinted surpass

the work of the maitre, who has nearly attained the

Grand Prix de Rome, and will most probably con-

tinue to produce accomplished technical studies

whicli may become fashionable, but can never be-

come real art.

The days on wliicli the patron visits the

studio are marked by unusual quiet and preter-

natural application, for his time of call is uncertain,

and he is ever treated with the greatest deference.

His services are as a rule entirely gratuitous, and

rendered for tlie good of art. After many false

alarms the inaitre really appears, and all rise to

their feet. In perfect silence he commences the

round of the students. A man of few words, he

criticises, condemns, gives a word of encouragement,

seldom absolute praise, and passes to tlie next. On
his departure all again rise, and the babel of noise

is resumed, many leaving the studio at once.

Tuesday is a usual visiting day, and again Satur-

day, when a longer stay is made. After the usual

round, the patron is provided with a seat and a

cigarette, while the men place successively on an

easel in front of him compositions of wliich the

subject may have been specified the week before.

Surrounded by the entii'e atelier, Mons. Z. discusses

the general treatment, makes suggestions, asks ques-

tions, then the inevitable '' enfin'' produces another

esquisse, as they are called, till all are shown.

The foregoing is a general description of what

goes on in an atelier serieux, and, with slight varia-

tions, it represents the life at most of the more

celebrated ateliers, past and present. Each has its

spcciaUte : some are credited with devotion to form

at a sacrifice of colour ; others have a reputation for

coloiu- wliile drawing is neglected, and the disputes

among the students of rival studios when they meet

at the restaurants are endless and unedifying.

A wrong impression would be conveyed if it were

thought that all studying art in Paris go through

tliis routine. Many mock at systematic training,

talk much of originality, and burn incense to an

unknown god in a temple of their own. There is

little doubt tliat the grind can be overdone, but the

man who errs in the direction of excessive technical

training is generally fit for little else. The general

reader having arrived at tliis point may possibly

complain that this is not wliat he expected. He
has read somewhere of velvet coats, long hair, fan-

tastic pipes, rosy wine, lovely woman, and bac-

chanalian song. These delights, or their prosaic

counterparts, may no doubt be found, and are more

picturesque than dry details of studio routine. The
ready writer, more concerned in being entertaining

or patlietic than in giving authentic details of

study, weaves his web with the warp, disdaining

or ignoring the no less necessary woof, and the

result is that the popular idea of an art student's

life is as nearly related to fact as the peasants of

Watteau to the real rustics of the country.

To those who hold without qualification that

the painter is born and not made, that genius ab-

hors leading-strings, that a work of art can never

be produced according to any given recipe, the

foregoing remarks may suggest thought.

Each of these axioms may be frankly accepted

;

but, at the same time, it is well to bear in mind

that no profession makes greater demands on the

qualities of concentration of energy and loving

application than any one of the arts, and the period

of systematic training described above is but an

introduction to what may or may not be work that

will live. James Paterson.
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MEDEA CHARMING THE DRAGON.

MEDEA, daughter of the King of Colchis, for

the sake of her lover Jason, ventures into the

presence of the Dragon which guards her father's

treasure, the famous Golden Fleece, and by the

magic liarmonies of her lyi-e charms the Dragon

asleep, and enables Jason to carry off the treasure.

This is the theme of Mr. Thornycroft's statue,

and in it we see the Royal Sorceress standing erect

striking v,ith a plectrum the strings of a great lyre,

and looking down at the Dragon with an expression

of calm, conscious power easily capable of achieving

her end.

The Dragon—which by the way tlie Greeks con-

ceived as a snake—has coiled itself round her, and

so upreared 'its long length' to the sweet music.

In its coils the folds of her garment are pressed close

to her limbs, so narrowing the lower half of the

figure, and giving it an intentionally 'terminal'-

like aspect. On the base there is a symbol of the

golden treasure in the architecturally treated rams'

heads by which it is decorated. It is interesting to

know that the sculptor has endeavoured to give the

cliaracter of an Asiatic Greek type to the head of

Medea, and that the Dragon was modelled from a

boa which lately died at the Zoological Gardens.

The lyre, a very difficult instrument to obtain

accurate details of, was taken from a Greek vase in

the British Museum, and the drapery was studied

from a soft, heavy silk crepe, made into the form of

a Greek dress.

SCULPTURE AT THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION.

V.

WE may speak of sculpture in Scotland, but not

of a Scottish school or any national char-

acter in the productions of the art in Scotland. Of
other countries it is possible to distinguish the

productions, and say of this piece or that that it is

Italian, French, English, or German, as the case

may be, but sculpture in Scotland is either pseudo-

Greek based on casts from the antique, or a pale

reflection of what is current in the school of London.

The coldness of the climate, the narrow views of

the people, and their general indifference to arti-

ficial beauty, have all combined to retard the pro-

gress of sculpture in our midst. To be a sculptor

in Scotland has been to make tombstones or starve,

and still means remaining far away from any centre

of living traditions and from that community of emu-

lation and aspiration without wliich no great work is

possible in an art so chaste and spiritual, offering so

little of seduction to win tlie love and application

wliich it demands. Naturally any centre of sculp-

ture which has been in Scotland has been in Edin-

burgh, tlie capital, where for a considerable number
of years there has existed a moderately artistic and

lucrative practice in portrait bust-making, more,

however, dependent on personal influence and

memorial needs than any love of the medium,
other than perhaps a pedantic idea of the ' correct

thing,' bom of the cold classical culture of this

modern or northern Athens, doubtless a tvfin birth

with the strange desire after Greek temples on high

places shown by the city.

Edinburgh has persistently, and witli few excep-

tions, kept her sculpture commissions for the en-

couragement of local talent ; and although the result

may not be of a high order, it will be interesting as

a record when the patriotic effort to create a school

has succeeded, as it doubtless will in due time. The
first and necessary evidence is to be found in the

fact that the number of her professional sculptors

has been trebled within the last twenty years, tliere

now being some twelve or thirteen where there were

formerly only three or four.

The veteran Sir John Steell is still among us,

but has retired from work after a long and favoured

career. In his time he received the biggest and
best public commissions that have ever been given

in Edinburgh and the neighbourhood, many of them
great artistic opportunities and magnificently paid.

Sir John is represented in the Sculpture Gallery

by several small reproductions in bronze of colossal

originals. In other parts of the building may be

seen colossal plaster models of Scott, Bums, and
The Queen, also by him. We prefer not to criticise

any of these works. Calder Marshall is an Ediri-
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burgh man of abovit the same period as Sir John

Steell, who was wise enough to leave the more cold

and unsympathetic northern atmosphere of his early

day for that of London, and what light and leading

it could afibrd in the presence of the Elgin Marbles.

His work is sound and good, and equal to the best of

his English contemporaries a generation ago, but in

he light of to-day it appears scholastic and formal.

George Lawson is another Scotch sculptor who

received his early training in Edinburgh, but who

with national shrewdness speedily perceived that

Scotland and sculpture were incompatible, and

migrated to the sunny south. Mr. Lawson's work

is not quite of the time, although merging into it.

He is largely represented in the Gallery, but we

have not that sympatliy with his classical efforts

which we feel for his earlier romantic studies, where

there is an expression of something almost unique,

of which we are reminded by his Domime Sampson

here. Mr. Lavvson's genius is more in the lyric

than the epic vein. Johx Mossmax, another

veteran, although long resident in the west of Scot-

land, is also originally from Edinburgh. He is

represented in the Gallery by a figure entitled

Moses on Pisgah, and a marble group called The

Flood, works of ordinary merit, singularly lacking

in character and artistic perception. There is

shown a loving study in marble of an infant's

head by the late Thojias Stuart Burxett, also

a character study of an old Florentine Priest.

These works show considerable technical ability,

and an earnest desire to search the form's qualities,

which would have enabled this young artist to do

good work had he been spared. D. W. Stevenson's

Pompeian Mother is fairly well conceived, but rather

feebly modelled. John Rhind sends a life-size

study from the nude, which in parts shows some

able modelling, but as a whole the figure is over-

strained in the direction of decorative curves, with

which the naturalistic details are quite at variance.

The liead is evidently from memory, and as much out

of character with tlie rest of the work as the title.

Besides those named, a few young men exhibit

works of merit and promise, showing signs of the

new methods and better training current at foreign

centres. They are touched by the spirit of the

latest renaissance which is in the air, and tell, like

faint ripples, something of the forces at work in the

great waters. At present their efforts call for no

special mention, being secondary, and as echoes.

DoRYPHOEUS.

GLASGOW CATHEDRAL.

ABOUT forty years ago, wlien the Cathedral of

Glasgow had been swept and garnished under

the direction of the late Mr. Blore, descriptive

placards were fixed up in various places for the

instruction of visitors. These were, in almost every

particular, inaccurate. This has been often pointed

out, and it has once more been brought prominently

into notice through the recent proceedings of the

British Archaeological Association. The papers read

before that body on the Cathedral and on the history

of the See, with relative discussions, clearly demon-

strate how false and misleading these placards are,

but still no step is taken towards their removal or

correction. It may indeed be said that there never

was the slightest excuse for their stupid inaccuracy,

which is at once manifest to any one with even a

smattering of architectural knowledge ; but there

they still remain, deceiving thousands, and bearing

perennial witness to the culpable negligence of the

Government Department, to whose care it has been

thought proper to intrust the national monuments

of the country. We charitably assume carelessness

to be the excuse ; it is hard to believe that the per-

petuation of so senseless a deception is deliberate.

One of the cards has apparently dropped off' and

been lost. It was on one of the piers of the nave,

and intimated tliat the nave was erected by Bishop

Achaius in 1136 ! Those in the crypt and choir still

announce to the astonished beholder that these late

thirteenth-century buildings were erected by Jocelin,

in 1176 ! There are other errors in these descriptive

cards more excusable, but equally requiring correc-

tion. Many eminent ecclesiologists recently with

us concur in the opinion that the chapter-house was

the apartment on the ground-floor of the building,

at the north-east corner of the choir, and that the

apartment over it was the vestry. It seems also to

be unquestionable that what has hitherto been

ticketed as the Lady Chapel ought not so to be

named. Strictly speaking the arrangement consists

of an ambulatory with side chapels along the east

side of it ; one of which may or may not have been

dedicated to the Virgin. It is the square equivalent

of tlie polygonal French chevet, and is quite an

unusual arrangement in British Cathedrals. We
have something like it at Durham, but there the
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addition of the Chapel of the Nine Altars was an

aftertliought and—exquisite as it is in itself—a mani-

fest blunder. In Glasgow the peculiar character of tlie

r^y
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site has prevented any interference with the original

design, which is symmetrical,admirably proportioned,

and in due subordination to the choir itself. It is

thus a peculiarly interesting feature, being almost, if

not absolutely, unique in this country.

The facts connected with the history of Glasgow

Cathedral which the recent Congress has been instru-

mental in elucidating are briefly these : Near the

south-west corner of the crypt, a few square yards of

masonry remain which formed part ofa church erected

by Bishop Jocelin about 1180. This church had a

crypt and a choir, and the high altar in the choir

stood immediately over the grave of the patron saint

in the crypt beneath, a spot still indicated by a

group of four piers, of richer character than any

others in the crypt, at the angles of a raised platform,

under the second bay of the choir. Jocelin's Church

did not extend much to the east of this. He appears

to have completed the crypt and choir, which was

consecrated with great pomp in 1197, and also to

have commenced the nave, the building of which was

continued fitfuUy by his successors till the episco-

pate of Bondington, 1233. If this supposition be

correct, it is quite clear that Jocelin's choir must
have been a very short one, and therefore it is the

less surprising tliat Bondington, who wished one

about three times the length, should have decided

to take the old one down altogether. This he

did (except the small fragment already referred

to), and in its place he erected the crypt and choir

as they stand. We can easily understand that this

magnificent work taxed all his energies, and that he

found it quite impossible to complete it within the

comparatively short period of fifteen years, and at

the same time do anything to the nave. He there-

fore left the nave alone, to be completed by his

successors. The chapter-house was part of Bonding-

ton's design, and was probably built by him to about

the top of the base course, but nothing above that

was built till 1425, in the episcopate of Bishop

Cameron, when the central tower was also built, the

early-looking windows of which find tlieir counterpart

in the sacristy. The unfinished building south from

the transept was erected by Archbishop Blackader

in 1480-1500, and is a remarkable illustration of the

development of that divergence from English models

which began in Scotland about the close of the thir-

teenth century. It has been assumed tliat this build-

ing was intended as an extension of tlie transept, but

this is exceedingly improbable. It is much too long,

and if intended for such an addition would almost

certainly have had either one or two aisles. Tlie

Bishop's intention must, we fear, remain a matter of

conjecture. The old consistory-house and the bell

tower, at the west end of the nave, were integral
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portions of the mediEeval building, although neither

fonned part of the original design. They were pro-

bably about the same age as the chapter-house, and

it is certain that the consistory-house was in exist-

ence during Bishop Cameron's episcopate. These

two interesting adjuncts were wantonly pulled down
by rash and ignorant restorers about forty-five years

ago,' when the sweeping and garnishing ah-eady

referred to were in progress. This error can never

be rectified ; but the time seems opjjortune for in-

sisting upon the custodiers of the building giving it

so much attention as to guard against mutilation still

more serious. The correction of the placards is a

comparatively trifling matter, but it also is one which

demands immediate attention.

It is impossible to examine such a building aS

Glasgow Cathedral thoughtfully—to note the won-

derful skill with which the proportions of parts and

their convenient disposition have been at once

adapted and subordinated to structural requirements;

the marvellous ingenuity with which in some cases

obstacles to such harmonious combination have been

surmounted ; the refinement and beauty of the

details; and the excellence of the workmanshijJ

—

without realising how difficult it is to account for
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the production of such a magnificent work of art in

the poor, troublous, ignorant, and tyrannical Scot-

land of the thirteenth century. Ifmodern theories are

correct, it would be difficult to imagine circumstances

less favourable to artistic development than those

under which this cathedral grew in its beauty. Yet

with all the light and leading of the bygone cen-

turies, with all the aids of science, and all the

teachings of a thousand schools, we have in these

days of liberty and wealth failed to produce one

single original work at all comparable to this. Here

we shall find as little trace of socialistic art as of

South Kensington. ' The base ' was very narrow in

Bishop Bondington's day, but art has no sympathy

with communism. It can neither be made nor

marred by anything of the kind. It is essentially

autocratic, and must ever be so. The harmonious

complexity of our cryptal labyrinth, the intricate

groining of the overarching vault, the wealth of ex-

cpiisite detail, the all-pervading unity, are not the

outcome of co-operative art, but only of co-operative

craft. One and all of them, even in their minutest

or tenderest effect, bear witness to the despotism of a

master-mind. We have effijctually got rid of two

mediaeval despotisms—despotic government and de-

spotic faith,—but the dynasty of art remains en-

throned, and genius claims universal homage as of

yore. John Honeyman.
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THE ANCIENT SEE OF GLASGOW,

A.D. 560-1560.

Abridgedfro}n a Paper read at the Meeting of the British Archieological Association in Glasgow, August iS

THE history of the ancient See of Glasgow must

be mainly the history of the Cathedral, and

of those who have sat in the chair of St. Kenti-

gern. The fomider of the See of Glasgow was St.

Kentigern, known also as St. Mungo, the apostle of

Cumbria, as St. Columba was tlie founder of the

Christian Chuixli among the Picts. He was bom in

the year 518 (or, according to some, in 527), and, as

Jocelin states that he was consecrated Bishop at the

affe of 25, tlie date of his consecration would be in

the year 552. Kentigern took up his abode on the

banks of the then beautiful rivulet 'vocabulo Melin-

donor.' Beneath the venerable trees which then

overshadowed it, a little oratory and a very humble

wooden cell were erected, and from this, as from the

chief seat of his mission, St. Kentigern spread Chris-

tianity tliroughout the whole extent of wliat formed,

four centuries later, the British kingdom of Cumbria,

\.e. the territory from Loch Lomond and Stirling

on the north to Windermere and Appleby. Glasgow

became the ecclesiastical capital of this extensive

region, the spiritual mother of the Welsh tribes

and ' fair Stratliclyde.' On this spot St. Kentigern

was buried after his labours of half a century,

A.D. 603; and here for ages tlie kings and warriors,

the saints and sages of Cumbria, cliose their rest

beside the remains of the renowned apostle of their

nation.

St. Kentigern's oratory or chui-ch was most

probably constructed of wood, and his hospice of

twigs or basket-work, thatched with reeds ; the one

a log-house, and the other a wigwam, or a group of
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wattle huts. These erections were the origin of the

city of Glasgow.

No record remains to us of the immediate succes-

sors of Kentigern, and we have but little information

on the history of the See previous to its restoration

by David i., for the convulsions of the tenth century

saw the See in abeyance, and its possessions were

seized by laymen. Tiie restoration was the work

of David, while he was yet Earl or Prince of

Cumbria, and John Achaius, who had been tutor,

and afterwards chancellor, to the prince, was elected

and consecrated bishop (1115). He has been com-

monly called the first Bishop of Glasgow, but that

should be understood to mean the first bisliop of

the restored See. His first care was to provide a

churcli for his Cathedral. The ancient cemetery

and its girdle of trees seems to have been nearly all

that remained at Glasgow of St. Kentigern when

Bishop John laid the foundation of his church. It

was begun before the year 1124, and he consecrated

it in the year 1136, in the presence of his royal pupil,

who was now King of the Scots. Bisliop John held

the See for the space of 32 years, and went to his

reward in the year 1147.

To the episcopate of Bishop Herbert, the succes-

sor of John, we must assign tlie foundation of what

became the great abbey of the diocese. Walter,

High Steward of Scotland, founded in 1163, at

Paisley, a monastery for Cluniac monks. Pope

Honorius iii. (1198-1216) raised it to the dignity of

an Abbey, and Robert iii. presented it with a charter

of Regality. No part of the original building re-

mains, for the beautiful first -pointed work that

replaced the earlier structure dates from the foui--

teentli century. The progenitor of the Stuarts

endowed munificently the house he founded in the

midst of his great fief of Strathgryfe, ' for the souls

of King Henry of England, of King David, and of

King Malcolm.'

Tiie fourth occupant of tlie revived See was

Jocelin, wlio was called to the chair of St. Kentigern

from the great Cistercian monastery of Melrose.

Tliis energetic prelate obtained, in 1175, as soon as

he was appointed to the See, from William the Lion

the grant of a burgh, wliich was confirmed by Pope

Lucius in 1181, and King Alexander, by a charter

in 1189, granted to the bishop the right of a fair.

Jocelin also began at once to make preparations

for a new Cathedral ; as the structure of Bishop

John had been destroyed by fire some forty years

after its consecration. He laid the foundation in

1181, beginning at the east end, and sixteen years

later his building was consecrated, in 1197, on the

octave day of SS. Peter and Paul. It has been the

custom to associate the present crypt under tlie

choir with the name of Jocelin. We cannot enter

into that question, beyond saying that the first-

pointed style of the crypt is evidently of a later

date than the time of Jocelin. To call it by his

name is a mistake.

WiUiam de Bondington, Chancellor of the king-

dom (1233-1258), was the third bishop in succession

from Jocelin. To him we must assign the com-

mencement of the erection of the present Cathedral

;

and he completed the crypt and the choir. To
promote the building, a resolution or order was

passed by a Provincial Council held at Perth, in

1242, ordaining that the Indulgence for the Catlie-

dral be hung up in every church in the realm, and

its terms plainly expounded in the vulgar tongue

to the parisliioners ; that on every Sunday and

holiday from Ash Wednesday to Low Sunday the

duty of contributing to the work be enjoined on the

people ; and that, during the season so specified,

offerings were not to be solicited in the parish

churches for any other object. This arrangement

for a national collection would seem to point out

that the new Cathedral had been now commenced;

and to the fruits of it we owe the completion of the

crypt and choir before the year 1258. Another

work of Bishop Bondington was the foundation of

the Blackfriars Monastery about the year 1246.

Robert Wishart, or Wiseheart, of the old family

of Wisehearts of Pitarrow, in Kincardineshire, was

tlie next notable Bishop of Glasgow. The central

tower of the Cathedral was probably built by him,

and also what may be called the clerestory tran-

septs, but he is most widely known as a strong sup-

porter of Scottish independence. He took the side

of Wallace and Bruce, and his hands crowned

Robert at Scone, on 27th March 1305. Later lie

was taken prisoner, and detained in England until

after the battle of Bannockburn in 1314. He was

Bishop of Glasgow for 44 years, dying in 1316, and

was buried in the crypt between the altars of St.

Peter and St. Andrew, and the monument in the

centre of the east end of the crypt must be allowed

to be the monument of Robert Wishart.

William Rae, who was consecrated in 1339, built

a bridge over the Clyde, where now the Stockwell

Bridge spans the river. It was he who procured

from Rome a dispensation by which Robert ii., the

founder of the royal house of Stuart, was enabled to

marry Elizabeth, daughter of Sir William Muir,

though related by affinity and consanguinity. In

return for this favour Robert founded a chaplaincy

in the Cathedral of Glasgow.

Walter Wardlaw succeeded, of the Wardlaws of

Torry, in Fifesliire, a prelate of great distinction.

By King Robert he was sent to France to renew the
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ancient league between the crowns, which negotia-

tion he carried through in such an able manner

that, at the instance of Charles v., lie was, by Pope

Urban vi., created a cardinal in 1384. This dignity

he enjoyed only two years, and died in 1387.

Among succeeding bishops may be mentioned

William Lauder, who began tlie work of the stone

spire, and John Cameron, who may be credited with

the building of the chapter-house on the level of the

crypt, and the vestry above it. The former prelate

was one of the negotiators with the Court of Eng-

land for the liberation of James i., wliile the latter

went as one of the two episcopal representatives of

Scotland to the General Council of Basle.

The successor to Bishop Cameron was William

TurnbuU, who was translated from Dunkeld in

1447, and who is ever memorable as the founder

of the University of Glasgow. This institution was

formally erected by a Papal Bull, dated 26th Decem-

ber 1450, and the office of Chancellor was to be

held by the Bishop of Glasgow and his successors.

No allusion has yet been made to the nave of the

Cathedral, and the massive and imposing square

tower which, till some forty years ago, stood at the

north-west end. The dates of these have not been

handed down to us, but the tower was evidently

very old. It was 120 feet high, and had been the

bell tower. Opposite it, at the south-west of the

nave, there was also another erection, evidently

meant to be a tower, but which was only carried up
to about two-thirds of the heiglit of tlie otlier, and

was finished with gables and corbie-steps. It was

called in ancient records the Library House of the

Cathedral, and was the place where the bishops

held their ecclesiastical courts, and wliere the records

of the diocese were kept. A list of the books

belonging to the Cathedral has been preserved, and
is printed by the Maitland Club ; also a list of the

vestments and ornaments, made by order of the

Bishop and Chapter in 1432, remains to us, showing
that these were of more than usual richness and
magnificence. An inventory of the relics has also

been preserved and published. In the fifteenth

century, such was the renown of the See of Glasgow,

'the mother of many races," as William the Lion
had styled her three centuries before, that King
James iv. deemed it an honour to be numbered
among her canons.

In the time of Bishop Blackader, the third in

succession from Turnbull, the Parliament, probably

on account of a wish on tlie part of the royal canon,

made a move in favour of Glasgow being raised to

the dignity of an Archiepiscopal See, as St. Andrews
had been seventeen years before. A resolution was

passed by it on 14th January 1489, which set forth

that the honour and welfare of the realm demanded
the erection of Glasgow into an Archbishopric, with

the same privileges as those enjoyed by York.

King James iv. urged upon the Pope the desired

erection, saying that ' Glasgow surpassed all the

other Catliedral churches in his realm by its struc-

ture, its learned men, its foundations, its ornaments,

and other very noble prerogatives.' Innocent

granted the request, and by a Bull dated 9th

January 1492 raised Glasgow to an Archbisliopric,

witli Dunkeld, Dunblane, Galloway, and Argyle for

its suffragans. In this way the prelate, made
Bishop of Glasgow in 1484, eight years later became

Archbishop Robert Blackader. He is popularly

known by the work at the Cathedral associated \\itli

his name. He constructed the stairs whicli lead to

the great crypt, and built the rood loft. Also, he

resolved to add a south transept ; but completed

only the under croft, or south crypt, commonly
called ' Blackader's Aisle,' and sometimes 'Fergus'

Aisle,'—the last piece of work attempted before the

Reformation. The archbishop died in 1508, when
making a pilgrimage to the Holy Land.

James Beaton was the next Archbishop of Glas-

gow. His consecration took place at Stirling on

15th April 1509, and he also held tlie office of

Chancellor of the kingdom. This prelate crowned

James v. in the Castle of Stirling on 21st September

1513, and after presiding over the See for the space

of twelve years, was translated to St. Andrews in

1521.

Gavin Dunbar, Prior of Whithorn, and former

tutor to James v., was now appointed to the See of

Glasgow, being consecrated on 5th February 1524-5.

He must be looked on as the originator of the

College of Justice, inasmuch as James instituted

it by his advice. The College was to consist of

fourteen Judges, half clerical and half lay, the

president to be always an ecclesiastic. It received

the confirmation of Pope Clement vii. in the year

1534, and the first president was the Abbot of

Cambuskenneth. In the year 1546, the year pre-

vious to the death of Dunbar, the Collegiate Cliurch

of Biggar, in Lanark, was founded. It was dedi-

cated to the Blessed Virgin, and was endowed for a

provost, eight canons, four clioristers, and six poor

bedesmen, and was one of the last religious founda-

tions in Scotland previous to the Reformation.

Another work of this archbishop's was the building

the gatehouse at the Bishop's Castle.

Archbishop Dunbar died on 30th April 1547.

He was acknowledged, even by his enemies, to be a
'

prelate of learning and piety. The family seems to

have been noted for goodness, zeal, and charity.

An uncle of his was Bishop of Aberdeen from 1518
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to 1532, and was, perhaps, next to Bishop Elphin-

stone, the most illustrious occupant of that See.

The last possessor of the See of St. Kentigern

was James Beaton, the second of the name, who

was consecrated at Rome on 2Sth August 1552.

Five years after his promotion he and another

bishop and six other persons were commissioned

by the Estates of Scotland to go to France as

witnesses of the espousals of Queen Mary with the

Dauphin. The Archbishop was also present at the

solemnisation of the marriage, on 24th April 1558,

in the Cathedral of Notre Dame. In August 1549

tlie celebrated Convention of Clergy had been

held at Linlithgow. In the November follow-

ing a Provincial Council was held in Edinburgh,

and the Vicar-General of Glasgow attended it, as

the See was then vacant. Another Provincial

Council took place in 1559, which lasted from 1st

March to 10th April. The Archbishop of Glasgow

took part in it ; and with it ended the last Council

of the old Scottish Churcli.

It is no part of this slight sketch to travel beyond

tlie year 1560, or to go into those causes that led to

the national change of religion. But one may say

that few dioceses in Christendom have had a more

glorious or edifying existence of fully one thousand

years than Glasgow''s ancient See. It began with

Kentigern, and ends with Aixhbishop Beaton

Seciindo, who in 1560 retired to France. He was

appointed ambassador for his sovereign at the Court

of France ; was restored to a portion of the tem-

porality of his See in 1600, and died at tlie age of

eighty-six, on 25th April 1603.

The names of Kentigern, Jocelin, Bondington,

Wishart, Cameron, Turnbull, Blackader, Dunbar,

and James Beaton will always be household words

in the West of Scotland. Of each of these may we

say :
' Many shall praise his wisdom, and it shall

never be forgotten. The memory of him sliall not

depart away, and his name shall be in request from

generation to generation.''—Ecclus. xxxix. 12, 13.

Charles, Archhishop of Glasgoio.

ROME AND THE MIDDLE AGES.

IT is a commonplace that Rome took her art by

sheer annexation from Greece; that Roman art

is Greek art plagiarised, but with the fine edge

blunted, the delicate handling lost. Like many

commonplaces, however, this judgment, if sweeping,

is shallow, and, though accepted so long as to be ' the

catholic faith,' is still not exempt from reversion.

In sculpture it may be true, but is certainly not the

whole truth; of painting we know too little to form a

judgment ; but in architecture it is for the most pai't

nonsense. Sr. Velazquez, Professor of the History

of Architecture at the Madrid School of Fine Arts,

has been, I believe, the first directly to challenge

the old accepted creed ; nor to any who know Spain

will it come as a surprise that to tiiat land we sliould

owe a new idea, or the new handling of an old one.

To notes of Sr. Velazquez's lectures the following

paper is largely due, lectures delivered unwritten in

true Spanish fashion, and lavished with Spanish

prodigality on a scanty audience without thought

of garnering for publication.

In architecture the case against Rome rests

chiefly on her temples. As long as Rome pre-

served her simple primitive faith, such temples

as she had seem to have been adapted from

Etruscan models. Towards the close of the third

century B.C., Greek ideas had filtered in, and were

rapidly displacing the old national creed ; during

the second century the transformation in intellectual

Rome was complete, and her worship was an im-

portation. The humbler classes, doubtless, still

clung to tlie old, simpler faith, but in architecture

the humbler classes do not count ; they have no

monuments in marble. It is, therefore, little wonder

if, in importing her religion, Rome borrowed also

the temples that enshrined it ; but she copied them

less slavishly than is generally supposed, and the peri-

stylar arrangement, almost essential in Greece, was

probably an exception in Rome; the temple of

Vesta never came from the shores of the iEgean ;

the temple of Mars Ultor of the Augustan age, one

of the oldest of which any fragments remain, is be-

lieved to liave had an apse ; and the Roman temples

seem to have nearly always been more or less Etruscan

in plan, a portico in front of one or more cells side by

side. Of this the present portico of the Pantheon,

originally, it is probable, a temple by itself, is a

typical, and the finest, instance.

But whereas in Greece architecture, if not synony-

mous with ' temples,' at any rate found in them its

highest perfection, tlie temples of Rome are but an

insignificant portion of her architectm-e, and its

least national expression. The temple is not its type.

It is false, moreover, to take a single element, like
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the column and its entablature, borrowed of course

from Greece, and base upon it the plagiarism of

Roman art. The Romans were essentially a political

people, adapting and assimilating with the highest

genius everything and anything with which they

came in contact—in politics, in religion, in art, and

all tlie spheres of life, seizing upon every new ele-

ment, and transforming it till welded into the iron

whole which it was tlieir glory to have impressed upon

the then known world. As such Rome paved the

way for the modern world ; as such she looks forward

to the West and the future, turning her back on

Greece and the past.

For Greece, on tlie other hand, is to be regarded

as essentially the culminating point of ancient

Oriental art, the liigliest expression of the East.

The whole tendency of modern research has been to

prove more and more intimately her affinity with

Egypt and Assyria. Everything she took she

touched with a magic that has left us nothing but

masterpieces, but we must admit it was taken, not

invented. The Doric column, for example, came to

her from Egypt, the Ionic and Corinthian from

Asia Minor. The old idea that the Greeks evolved

all out of their own inner consciousness in isolation

is now an exploded theory.

A keynote to this divergence, one might almost

say this antagonism, between Greece and Rome is

struck at once on observing their use and treatment

of floral ornamentation. In Greece flower and
plant decoration is always conventional, and treated

after a set scheme ; there is little play of varied

sm-faces, all are reduced to a uniform level ; the

outline is formal and precise ; there is no under-

cutting; at most there is but a reminiscence of

natural forms, often it is quite lost. Such a treat-

ment is closely allied to Eastern decoration, both

ancient, and again in Byzantine and Mohammedan
art, but it is as far as possible removed from Rome.
Witli the Romans all is realistic, unconventional,

full of tlie complicated lines of nature ; the plant

forms are modelled naturally, full of fibre and

substance ; the whole treatment bears the closest

analogy to the exquisite study of nature which

readied its highest perfection in Gothic art.

In the structure of the buildings, however, this

radical difference is seen in its deepest significance

and widest bearings. And it is from the structural

point of view that Rome is claimed as belonging to

the new world, Greece to the old.

If we take structure as a basis, all architecture

may be classified under two great heads—the first

containing trilithic or trabeate buildings, from Stone-

henge, the rudimentary type, to Beni Hassan and

Persepolis, and the Acropolis, its culminating point.

In all the principle of construction is tlie same, two

posts and a lintel, or two columns and an architrave,

and no attempt is made to separate or distinguish

the various mechanical forces called into play. We
may call this class the synthetical, if we want an abs-

tract name, to distinguish it from the analytical, the

second great class, in which the forces are resolved and

severally counterbalanced. In this the various ele-

ments constituting the constructive skeleton of the

building are definitely and duly considered, and a

system of equipoise is the result. The culminating

point of this architecture is reached in the so-called

Gothic Period, the Christian architecture of the

thirteentli century. But its starting-point is Rome,

which here has nothing in common with Greece.

S. H. Capper.

JAPANESE SWORD-GUARDS.

FROM the earliest times the leisure of peace has

been largely spent in perfecting the implements

of war, and while the power and glory of a nation

were measured by its success in battle, naturally the

warriors' arms received much consideration, and the

great chiefs would have the right to call upon the

beautifiers of things to work their wonders upon the

sword and shield. For the craftsman in metal-work

particularly the field of keenest competition has been

the decoration of arms, and the skill and invention

with which it has been contested on the sword alone

has not been surpassed in the making of any other

instrument.

With the advent of gunpowder it may be said the

glory of the sword departed. It is now but a big

knife manufactured on a common model for a

purpose almost universally regarded, as barbarous.

Customs change, but true beauty is constant
; joy in

the sword lias gone, but the fine workmanship which

it called forth remains, and there is something

significant in the fact that the sword is prized for

its once subordinate beauty-—the product of loving

skill in times of peace. As remarkable examples of

tlie art tliat was lavished on this weapon in the old

days, when it held the first line of defence, I would

draw attention to antique Japanese sword-guards.
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Stripped from their blades they are now being sent

about the Western world, and attract great interest

and study as further evidence of the perfect craft

which kixuriated in the land of tlie rising sun a few

generations ago. Before me I have at present

about two hundred of these objects, and to one

accustomed to regard the sword as a thing of

polislied steel, they are a revelation in colour and

material, while in design, modelling, and art quality

some are fitted to be encased beside antique coins

and medals, and to rank as museum pieces of a high

order. There are oval -shaped guards of brass,

yellow and granulated like roughly-beaten gold, and

richly-figured big coin-like shajoes of blue tempered

steel with gold damascening, with a deep red

patina, and a surface like morocco. There are

others in copper, chased and decorated by flowers

in gold and silver. Some are in bronze, with

a soft olive-green patina ; some have a patina

of deep black like polished ebony, and are orna-

mented with figurings in gold. All are wonder-

ful for colour, quality of surface, and varying

beauty of outline. But those which have forced

admiration beyond all others are of iron, damascened

with gold and silver. Those of copper and brass are

pretty, even beautiful ; but these last of intractable

warlike metal are truly sword-guards, boldly chiselled,

not to grace the carpet-knight, but for soldier ser-

vice in the field.

From the variety of designs it would almost seem

a first principle with the makers of sword-guards in

Japan that there should be no two alike. There

is nothing characteristic of wholesale manufacture

about them. It is as if each swora had been

specially commissioned and the fancy of its wearer

considered, so varied are the motives of their decora-

tion. They show similarity of class, of fashion, and

of period naturally, but otherwise they bear readings

of a greater individuality of character than can be

attributed to difference of craftsmen, whose tendency

is to produce variations on great models. Fre-

quently there appears as a basis of design to be

some such difference of idea as would result from

the use of family badges and symbols varying as

widely as names. Emblems, in which Japanese art

is so rich, play a prominent part. Paradoxically

enough, on an instrument of death there is often

the crane, the emblem of longevity among the

Japanese, to signify the desire of the wearer, we may
suppose. An eagle about to swoop down on some

timid birds appears to have been a favourite device.

Many represent scenes and incidents. For in-

stance, one, a massive rudely-shaped disc of brass,

which may have been on a hunting-sword, shows

a falconer at his sport ; he is on horseback, and

about to fly his hawk at a bird of gay plumage.

It is a fine bold piece, and in its big archaic forms

reminds one of metal-work found at Mycense.

One of the most remarkable conceits is wrought in

brass and iron. The sculptor may have commenced

with a nugget of brass about the size of a large

walnut, which has been hammered into an oval disc

a quarter of an inch thick. On this a rippled surface

has been produced like in miniature to that left on

the shore by the receding tide ; then chiselled out of

iron is shown the form of a dragon chimera plough-

ing its way through and through the brass as if it

were golden sand. Appearing and reappearing, on

one side is seen the head breaking furiously out, and

the tail ; on the other, some of the limbs and part

of the body, while here and there are cunningly

modelled hollows showing the track of the animal

where it has already passed. Words cannot convey

the naturalness and art of this object. The realism

of surface, the spirit of the action, and the work-

manship must be seen to be appreciated. The
Japanese passion for moonlight scenes is frequently

exemplified by representations of the rising moon
in varying surroundings, apparently always peaceful,

and perhaps to suit the meditative calm of quiet,

civil gentlemen who may have worn the sword as a

matter of course or a mark of distinction. Fusiyama,

the great and beloved mountain of Japan, is intro-

duced in many of the guards ; and many tell of a

gentle taste for the beautiful in the shape of sprays

of flowers. The votaries of entomology have their

interests met by a profusion of unclassified-looking

insects in various colours of metal.
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So far I have described guards executed in the

milder mediums of copper and brass, which, tliough

exhibiting the usual great artistic skill and wealth

of fancy peculiar to tlie Japanese, yet liave not that

masculine art quality belonging to tliose of what has

been termed the 'iron age' of Japan. Of the first it

miffht be said that decoration was the chief end ; of

those carved and damascened in iron the original

intention has never been lost sight of—they are

primarily sword-guards. Tliey form the epics of

the subject, and would require greater space to do

them justice than is at our command. It is remark-

able tliat tliey possess that largeness of line and mass

wliich is cliaracteristic of great art in all times and
countries. Looking at those reproduced liere, we
feel the ai't to be akin to that of ancient Greece,

India, or Europe of the fifteenth century. Classic

severity and sobriety of purpose, artistic conventions

and perfect craftsmanship are in all alike.

J. P. Macgilliveay.

The Collection may be seen in the Salon of Mr. Grosvenor

Thomas, 40 Gordon Street, Glasgow.

WOMEN'S WORK IN ART INDUSTRIES.

I.

THERE could liardly be a better opportunity for

reviewing the position taken by women with

regard to industrial art than that afforded at

present bj' the Glasgow Exhibition, where women's

industries are more widely represented than in any

previous show. An attentive observer cannot fail

to be impressed with the advance that has been

made of late years in this quarter ; but while much
has been done, more still remains to be accomplished,

both by doing away with what is useless, and also

by introducing, or by reviving and fostering, arts

tliat may well be engaged in by women with success

and profit.

After noticing sliortly the most prominent of

these, it may be well to consider the difficulties

whicli lie in the way of women who wish to devote

themselves to industrial art, and the points to which

they should give special attention.

Among the art industries of women, needlework

holds, as it probably will always hold, the most

prominent place ; not because it is either the most

profitable, the most healtliful, or the easiest, but

because the needle is still tlie tool whose use is most
universally tauglit to girls. Therefore when necessity

or inclination leads a woman to practise art as an

industry, and not merely to indulge in it as a

pastime, she turns more readily to tlie needle than

to the brush, the chisel, or the hammer.
There can be no doubt that the various schools

of art needlework throughout the country have, by

precept and example, done much towards raising the

general standard of decorative embroidery ; and in

country districts wliere such schools are not in

existence, the efforts of amateurs, real lovers of the

art, have had an equally beneficial effect, as witness

the beautiful work, excellent as well in design as in

execution, exhibited by the Wemyss and Houston
classes, and by individual Ayrshire women who

have been trained and guided by some of the

country ladies. For those who can pay large sums
for real works of art tliere is a supply equal to the

demand ; but there is a department of decorative

needlework as yet unvisited by the artist in design

or colour. Who does not know the magenta table-

cloth, edged with a yellow wreath ? or the brilliant

blue tea-cosy, with an ' elegant ' bouquet of flowers

in the centre ? These things are produced by the

hundred or thousand to supply the demand for

cheap ready-made articles of the sort ; they are the

work, not of macliinery, but of swift and skilful

fingers whicii under due guidance could trace as

quickly and easily some simple and beautiful design.

The work done by Mr. Ruskin's School of Needle-

work in the English Lake District has shown what
can be achieved by peasant women of the same class

as those who in Ayrshire gain a small wage by
' slabbing ' cheap tablecloths, tea-cosies, dressing-

gowns, and the like. Under the superintendence of

Miss Twehes, the women of Mr. Ruskin's school

first spin the linen yarn of which the fabric to be

embroidered is made ; and when it has passed

through the weaver's hands they once more take it

up and decorate it witli needlework more or less

elaborate, but of colours always harmonious and
design always fit and appropriate. Such individual

cases, however, do not affect the general market,

and it yet remains for some great textile manufac-

turer to follow the example set by Sir Henry
Doulton in the great potteries at Lambeth, and to

send out to the public articles of the commonest
use, at a price all can afford to pay, designed by
artists who are thoroughly trained, not only in the

general principles of ornament, but in the require-

ments and jseculiarities of the material they are

called upon to decorate. I may remark, by the way,

that some of Doulton 's best designers are women.
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Designing patterns for different manufactures,

especially for the potter and the weaver, is an

industry successfully followed by large numbers of

women in England, who do excellent work, and are

well paid for it ; but in Scotland women have

hitherto been backward in taking up this branch of

industrial art. A few women are employed as

designers in some of our best curtain and carpet

factories, but the number is very small. Wood-
engraving, which is a remunerative art, and one well

suited to women, is largely practised by them in

England. On asking a partner in a large Scotch

printing firm where their woodcuts were done, ' We
send them,' he said, 'to London, where they are

all cut by ladies.' There are excellent schools of

art in Scotland, where female students of drawing

take high places : how does it happen then tliat an

industry such as this is not carried on by Scotch-

women in Scotland .'' The art of wood-carving is

now beginning somewhat feebly to make its way as

an industry for women in the north, though it has

long been considered, and rightly so, as a delightful

recreative employment for amateurs. Combined

with a knowledge of design, wood-carving is both

interesting and remunerative ; but like most other

industries it requires a serious training, and there is

some difficulty in obtaining this in Scotland. There

are studios botli in Glasgow and Edinburgli (those

of the Social Union and of tlie Home Arts and

Industries Association) where ladies can learn this

art, and where tliey are employed to a considerable

extent both as teacliers and in executing orders

;

but neither of these societies undertakes the regular

training of apprentices as is done in London by the

School of Art Wood-carving. This institution has

now been established for some years, and is in con-

nection with the City arid Guilds of London Insti-

tute for the advancement of technical education :

male and female students or apprentices are received

on equal terms, a fair knowledge of freehand draAv-

ing being an indispensable qualification. A lady,

herself a professional carver, is at the head of the

scliool as manager, two excellent master-carvers are

the instructors, and a lady formerly an apprentice

of tlie school assists in teaching : the work done is

of a very high class, and a number of the female

students as well as the men are provided with

remunerative employment. It is much to be wished

that the germ contained in the studios already men-

tioned may one day develop into a floui'ishing

institution such as this.

C. P. Anstkuther.

GENERAL NOTES ON ART.

The Prize of Rome for 1888 in Architecture has been awarded

to M. Joseph-Albert Tournaire, of Nice, a pupil of M. Andre.

We find an interesting illustration of the system of the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts in the fact that M. Tournaire was second in the com-

petition for the Grand Prize in 1S82, and, after so nearly winning

it once, has worked patiently for six years before his final success.

Judging from the time usually necessary to enable a student in the

school to win even a second Grand Prize, his course must have

lasted at least ten years, and he has five years more of student life

before him at the Villa Medici. For all this M. Tournaire, who
is now in his twenty-seventh year, is rather a young man to have

reached the highest academical honour, and he must have been an

exceptionally brilliant student to gain the second place six years

ago. The second in rank this year is M. Sortais, pupil of MM.
Daumet and Girault, who gained the third position in 1SS6 ; and

the third is M. Huguet, pupil of M. Elondel.

* Artistic Japan ' promises to be a mine of richly varied artis-

tic material, each number containing nine plates, many of them

reproductions in colour of lanes from the sketch-books of celebrated

Japanese artists. There are also reproductions of characteristic

fabric designs, pieces of pottery and metal-work. The illustra-

tions are among the best of the kind we have seen, and leave

little to be desired. From the names given in the introduction,

one or two of which are Japanese, we believe the work to be

in thoroughly competent hands, and likely to prove the most

valuable contribution on the art of Japan that has yet appeared.

Mr. John Lavery's Exhibition Pictures.—We have been

favoured with a private view of this interesting collection of pic-

tures, which will be on exhibition at the galleries of Mr. Craibe

Angus, Queen Street, during the present month. The pictures are

about fifty in number, and consist of finished work studies and

lighter sketches of various parts of the Exhibition and Grounds.

Many of the pictures are exceedingly beautiful, portraying aspects

of light and colour on the buildings which only the artistic insight

and delicate perception of such an artist as Mr. Lavery could have

been able to discern. The masterly drawing and skilful treatment

of the crowds of people at the various sights throughout the Exhi-

bition exemplify the artist's unusual power of rendering life and

animation. To very many of the visitors and regular /labitites

these pictures will come like a revelation of numberless points of

artistic interest and beautiful harmonious colour and form which

exist in scenes with which they have become familiar. For our-

selves, we may say that since seeing these studies a new interest

has been added to our visits to the Exhibition, as we are now con-

tinually seeing beauties in the effects of sunlight and evening

shadows which, combining with the bright colours of the buildings,

the foliage and gay costumes of the ladies, form a series of exqui-

site living pictures. The true aim of every artist is to make others

see the subtle charm of nature as he sees it, to feel the beauty

of colour-line and form as he feels it. Mr. Lavery has succeeded

in these pictures in demonstrating to all who see them the won-
drous power of art to enrich our interest in what goes on around,

by opening our eyes and minds to innumerable beauties and charms
whose existence we scarcely suspect. We will not at present

single out any pictures for particular notice, but reserve giving

a more detailed review till the Exhibition is open to the

public.

Two more busts were unveiled the other d.ay in the Hall of the

Wallace Monument at Stirling, now making the number seven, all

of them executed by D. W. Stevenson, Sculptor, Edinburgh. One
would like to know if the custodiers have selected this particular

artist to be their sculptor-in-ordinary. It would surely be fitting,

if we are to have a collection of busts of great Scotsmen, that the

art should be representative of the times, and not of an individual.

Seven busts all seen together, even were they the work of a high-

class sculptor, with a wide grasp of character, would be apt to

appear monotonous ; so, what must be the effect in the present

case?
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PETER CORNELIUS.

II.

IF I have been fortunate enough to create an

interest in the composer whose works were

noticed in the September number of this Review, I

venture to hope that those who liave made them-

selves acquainted with some of his scores will

welcome the following short sketch of Peter

Cornelius'' life, for the materials of which I am
indebted to his widow, Madame Cornelius of

Munich. So prominent is the idiosyncrasy of Cor-

nelius' music, that one's curiosity is involuntarily

aroused concerning the man who wrote it.

Peter Cornelius was born in Mayence on Christ-

mas Eve of the year 1824. His father, tlie son of

an actor, was himself a member of the Mayence

city theatre, which at that time was one of the best

in Germany. A highly cultured gentleman, occupy-

ing a respectable social position, as actors often do

in Germany, and especially so in the smaller towns,

he gave his son a careful though somewhat unsyste-

matic education, developing his early liking for

foreign languages—Englisli and French—and par-

ticularly for the stage. On tlie boards the boy

played the parts of children with so much grace and

courage that he became the enfant-gaU of the

public, and tasted very early the intoxicating

rapture of public favour and applause. In the

meantime music was not neglected ; he practised on

the violin almost before he could stretcli his fingers

into the first position, and composed little songs

before he was able to spell. While yet a boy he

went to London as last second fiddler with the

Mayence Orchestra, wliich fulfilled an engagement

in the London German Opera in the season of 1840.

Staudigl, Tichatschek, Madame Stoeckl-Heinefetter,

and other great names of European fame figured on

the opera bills of that brilliant season, and it may
be imagined how deep was the impression received

by the youth in the English capital. On his return

to Germany severe disappointments were in store

for him. He resumed his career as an actor ; but

the spoiled child had become a man, and very

different were now the claims exacted from his

talents by the public. His debuts on the ducal

stage of Wiesbaden were unsuccessful, and at his third

appearance in the part of John Cook in Kean and

of Peril! in Donna Diana, the marks of disapproval

which the audience manifested were so unmistak-

able that he made up his mind never to appear on

the boards again.' The struggle by which he

arrived at this conclusion must have been painful.

indeed so painful that he fell seriously ill. On
recovering from tlie attack of a malignant fever he

decided to make known his resolution to his father,

but was prevented by the latter's death—an occur-

rence wliich left the family altogether without means.

Peter was now twenty, and, though highly gifted,

was practically without a profession, having left the

one for which he was really brought up. The course

of Jiis education had been unsystematic, irregular,

broken, and in a country like Germany, where the

career of a young man is clearly defined and

regulated in advance by progressive schools and

school examinations, this was a very serious obstacle

to success in life ; but what would probably have

been fatal to an ordinary man, was in Cornelius''

case the making of him. While supporting himself

and assisting liis family with the meagre income

derived from music-lessons, he managed with in-

dustrious energy at the same time to fill up the

gaps which he found existing in his knowledge, and,

unfettered by the pedantry of school, he gave his

mind the direction which his genius dictated.

At this stage his celebrated uncle and namesake

Peter Cornelius, the great German artist, and

founder of a school of painting, provided the means

for his further musical education under Deha in

Berlin, then one of the most famous teachers in

Germany, from whose school issued pupils such as

KuUack, Bargiel, and Kiel. The young musicians

of our day have little idea of the time and labour

which the preceding generation bestowed upon the

study of counterpoint. Cornelius' poetic nature

often revolted against tliis discipline, to which five

hours a day were devoted, but he had to acknow-

ledge its beneficial influence upon his future artistic

development. During all this time he made a

modest living by giving private lessons, and by

writing as a critic for some Berlin newspapers.

The compositions and poetical productions of the

year spent in Berlin are to a great extent lost, and

those which were preserved do not rise above a

respectable commonplace. But at that time there

appeared on the horizon a phenomenal star, whose

rays lighted up the prevailing darkness of musical

mediocrity, and awakened the latent genius of

Cornelius.

Richard Wagner ! Who was he—of whom the

musicians praised the poetical, tlie poets the musical

talent, wliom the critics condemned absolutely,

while the masses instinctively admired him without
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understanding ? The pedantic Berlin of 1852 had

no answer to this question. Cornelius felt himself

irresistibly attracted to the seat of the modern muses.

To Weimar he went on a visit of a few days, as he

thought ; but the days became weeks, the weeks

months, the months years. Liszt received him well,

but severely criticised his compositions. Under the

magic personal influence of the great Abbe, under

the power of tlie works of Wagner and Berlioz,

which were well produced on tlie small grand ducal

stage of Weimar, the budding genius of Cornelius

expanded with marvellous rapidity. It was the

turning-point of his life ; his tongue was loosed ; he

was himself at last—the poet, the musician—by the

grace of God. All this time his outward circum-

stances were still precarious enough ; but while he

struggled for a modest living by literary labours for

the press, by translations for Liszt and Berlioz, and

by giving a few private lessons, the plans for the

text of a comic opera, The Barber ofBagdad, the

materials for which he found in the Arabian Nights,

were completed, and on New Year's Eve of 1857 he

gave the last touches to the score of the opera.

Liszt was delighted with it, and forthwith began to

superintend the rehearsals. On the 15th of Decem-

ber 1858 The Barber saw for the first time the

lights of the stage, among the hisses of an organised

noisy clique. That their disgraceful demonstration

was directed against Liszt was quite apparent : there

was at that time in Weimar a cowardly opposition

to the new school, which had not the courage to

attack the powerful Abbe himself, and thought it

could strike him a blow in this indirect way. Liszt

threw away his baton, and resigned his position as

conductor and director of tlie opera. Two days

afterwards Cornelius received an ovation in the

theatre on the occasion of a prologue, spoken on

Beethoven's birthday, which he had written ; a

torchlight procession took place in honour of Liszt,

but it was too late, for the Abbe ceased to reside

permanently in Weimar, and Cornelius went to

Vienna, where he spent five years of hard work,

disappointment, and even want. Here he composed

many of his songs and choruses, and a second opera.

The Cid, whicli, much inferior to Tie Barber, sur-

vived only two performances several years later in

Weimar. The only rays of hope and happiness in

Vienna were the short visits to the city of Richard

Wagner, of whom Cornelius had become an intimate

friend. At last in 1864, at a time when Cornelius

was reduced to absolute poverty, the friend in need

came to the rescue. Wagner had prevailed upon his

royal patron, Louis ii. of Bavaria, to offer Cornelius

an appointment as professor of harmony at the

Royal School of Music in Munich. Incredible as it

may seem, the appointment was at first refused, be-

cause Cornelius feared, as he said, to be absorbed like

a drop of dew in the radiant sun Richard Wagner,

and it required all the efforts of the latter to induce

him to accept the king's liberal offer. In the spring

of 1865 we find him hajipy and comfortable in

Munich, absorbed, not by Wagner's light, but the

love of a fair lady of Mayence, whom he led to the

altar in 1867. During all this time, and for several

years longer, his activity was prodigious ; his pro-

fessional duties occupied most of his time, yet he

managed to begin a new opera, Gunloed, composed

a large number of vocal works, and wrote aesthetic

essays on works of Wagner, Berlioz, etc. His

writings were in great request by the German editors,

and will, it is to be hoped, some day be collected,

for they will form a most interesting volume.

In October 1874 Cornelius, with his young family,

in the best of humours, full of plans and energy,

though slightly indisposed, went to Mayence, his

native town, for a change of air. Here, on the 26th

of October, he breathed his last.

In him the artist and the man were irreproachable

and equally lovable. His youthful freshness and

warm enthusiasm, enhanced by a touch of delightful

hvmiour, enabled him to forget the stern troubles

of daily life, and to pursue witli undeviating energy

the ideal aims of his noble nature in their undimmed
purity.

Emil Clauss.

Munich, Sepleiukr iSSS.

MUSICAL EDUCATION.

The substance of a Paper read before the Edinhtrgh Society of Ahisicia7is, April 2\st, iS

MUSICAL education assumes several forms.

The oldest and yet the commonest is pro-

bably that of master and pupil, that close and

sympathetic relationship by which the secrets of

the divine art are communicated from mind to mind,

and in which example and precept, theory and

practice, are or should be most closely blended.

Of a hoary antiquity also is the School of Music,
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that briiiffins: together, into one focus or centre, of

many teachers and many pupils, whereby breadth

and soundness of general musical education are or

should be attainable. Turning to tlie schools of

music of the present day, we find the academic system

very fully developed everywhere except in our own

country of Scotland, whose turn is coming, we hope.

The system is indeed said to be rather over-devel-

oped in tlie great metropolis. Recently a London

musician of note, in advising as to the course for a

young student coming to town to one of the minor

'colleges of music,' said that there were now so

many so-called colleges of music good, bad, and

indifferent, that it needed a little caution and care

to make a good choice. Professional musicians

seem tliere to have been led by tlie prevailing

fasliion and the force of circumstances into teaching

combinations, which by their very numbers and

mushroom growth are degenerate. • Still tlie abuse

of a system impugns not the use thereof, and we may
look with satisfaction upon the work done by the

great schools—the Royal Academy, the Royal

College, the College of Organists, the Guildhall

School, etc. Our satisfaction is also heightened as

Scotsmen by the knowledge that our countryman,

the composer of the Rose of Sharon, is now at the

head of the first-named institution, to guide and

inspire it with his native common-sense and artistic

power.

Germany has long enjoyed the benefits of good

schools and good teachers, which continue to attract

students from our own shores, from America, and

elsewhere. The names of Mendelssohn, Raff",

Bralims, Rubinstein, Frau Schumann are powerful

for good far and wide. As to our universities, it is

a difficult task to determine the exact amount of

educational work performed by the various classes

of music. A university professor of music is, we
fear, in Great Britain too little associated with tlie

practical—that is, with the interpretation of the

classics, whether in operatic, oratorio, orcliestral, or

chamber music—to reach the people. The chair of

music is one among many chairs, and does not

officially include or possess the machinery for the

rendition of music, if we except here and tliere the

organ. There is however a mission which the

university professor seems peculiarly called upon

to fulfil. It is that of a leader in musical politics,

a learned critic, a fosterer of the best scliools of

composition. It is that of a musical historian,

pliilosopher, and grammarian. He must be a man
of light and leading, a theorist who is more than

a grammarian, and wlio, going deeper into the mines

of musical ore, can tell us what are the yet un-

wrought seams,—how far, for instance, a system of

improved temperament is possible or impossible.

The giants, from Bach to AVagner, have apparently

left so little room for newness of form or originality

of expression, that we turn with eagerness to the

declaration that has been made in a high quarter

that elaboration of rhythms is the next musical mine.

Whether from national feeling or original conception,

Dvorak has in some of his music treated us to a

freshness of rliythm that is undoubtedly charming,

—witness The SjKcti-e"// Bride. But to return from

a digression—if we have sought with a free hand to

indicate the possibilities and ideals of a chair of

music, let us not expect too much of the men who
fill such hardly definable posts.

Yet Sir Robert Stewart has for many years been

the head and ornament of the musical profession in

Ireland. He has kept up a school of church organ-

playing and choral accompaniment, recalling the

days of S. S. Wesley. He has lectured, examined,

and composed—or as he himself once said :
' I have

spoilt a good deal of music paper in my time.'

The Rev. Sir Frederick Ouseley stands out as the

greatest living British contrapuntist—the friend of

all those younger musicians who have come under

his fascinating and kindly influence. He, and pro-

bably he alone, can extemporise a fugue on any given

subject with a strictness, fertility of invention, and

grandeur of effect never to be forgotten by tlie

privileged listener.

Every musician should be a theorist in order to

methodise and render intellectually interesting his

playing or singing. Much has been done for the

teaching of the elements of music by such writers as

Troutbeck, W. H. Cummings, Davenport, Hullah,

Curwen and his coUaborateurs, and a host of others.

There is no excuse for any one being ignorant of

the rudiments of music with such a variety of

excellent primers as are nowadays to be had.

The whole series issued in recent years by Novello,

under the editorship of Dr. Stainer, testify to tlie

widespread interest in the study of music. These

primers are marvels of condensation and of clearness

of treatment.

The scientific study of harmony is of immense

practical value. As to the method of study doctors

differ, as might be expected. Sir George Macfarren's

system of harmony is, we think, defective in respect

that it gives no play or freedom to the mind of

tlie student, but reduces a partly cEsthetical science

to a cast-iron rule and an equally unyielding code

of exceptions, so carefully tabulated as to overreach

the mark and cripple the young composer. The
Oxford professor has done better. His text-book

on harmony is philosophical, clear, and interest-

ing. The professor's theories may not in toto
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meet with acceptance, but tliey are clearly and

fully stated, they are progressive, and they are not

beclouded with rules and exceptions ad nauseam.

From his book we can proceed to a searching

analysis of tlie works of the great composers—

a

course which all theorists will allow to be the true

one for a student of harmony. The practice of

analysis is essential to a thorough grasp of musical

theory. Even a chorus-singer, in these days of

music of doubtful tonality, needs some knowledge

of harmony if he would be other than a blunderer.

One of our great composers has been heard to

remark that fugue is worked out. This may be

in a certain sense, but thematic development,

which is the raison-cTetre of a fugue, will never die.

Tear the counterpoint from Mozart, and where

would his music be .'' The fugues of Bacli are

not entirely the outcome of a system peculiar to

one age or one school, acquired by patient labour

only to be discarded by another generation. We
must remember, moreover, that the principles of

counterpoint are only the means to an end. How-
ever the outward form of music may change, a study,

deep and patient, of counterpoint, imitation, and

fugue, is still the requisite of a great composer.

With regard to pianoforte-teaching, we always

dread the extinction of musical feeling and expres-

sion in young pupils by too long and too constant

attention to mere technique. Art cannot exist

without facile execution. It must be absolutely

perfect in the ideal player, but it takes time. First

make the young pupil a lover of music. Cultivate

his imagination. Teach him artistic phrasing, and

drown not head and heart in a sea of digital exer-

cises. Our experience is that a truly scientific

system of practice applied to the works of classical

composers of itself induces technical proficiency,

besides developing taste.

To touch upon chorus-singing in conclusion.

The hete-no'we of all conductors is false pitch. This

can be mastered, but only by strict and constant

attention (a) to the pitch itself, and (6) to voice

production. Some may be sceptical as to the

possibility of teaching vocalisation to large masses of

singers, but the writer has tried it with the most

encouraging results. Further, he has found that no

harm is done to individual voices where a little care

is bestowed upon the elements of singing. The
aim of a conductor should be to leave his chorus

fresh and bright at the end of a two-hours' rehearsal.

T. H. CoLLINSON,

Afns. Bac, Oxoii.

NOTTEBOHM'S ' BEETHOVENIANA.'

II.

WHILE yet on the threshold of tliat more
distinctively Beethoven period inaugurated

with magnificent daring by the Eroica symphony,

our attention is drawn not only to those works which

foreshadow a coming change of style, but to others

which seem to mark a momentary pause in the

career of the composer. Among these the Septett

stands out prominently, a composition which, partly

from the fact of its being essentially retrospective

in cliaracter, won from the first the universal pojju-

larity it still retains. The Septett represents, like

the Haydn-Mozart period wliich in design and

feeling it closely follows, the joyous spring-time of

the art, and it is right and proper that its fresh

beauty and transparent clearness should continue to

exercise their undisputed power of fascination.

But it has to be remembered that, unbounded popu-

larity notwithstanding, the work does not represent

Beethoven's genius in its maturity, that it has no

special significance for the history of the art, and,

above aU, tliat universal popularity is a distinction

at no time bestowed quickly and promptly on any

work of art strikingly in advance of the age that

produced it. The main interest connected with the

preliminary sketches for the Septett lies in the special

attraction to Beethoven of a particular theme, and

in the question of proprietorship regarding another

on which the variations of tlie fourth movement are

founded. The sketch-books which throw light on

these points belong to the year 3798-99, and the

rough drafts for the thematic material of the Septett

are intermingled with others for the early string

quartetts. Op. 18. There is no record of material

for the first movement, and the order of the others

is, as so often happens with Beethoven, inverted.

The sketch-books are, however, known to be incom-

plete, and this is only one of many gaps in the

continuity of the material placed before us in the

published collection. The following passage,

M. Corno.

EE X ^i *

shows that Beethoven at first intended to write a
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fresh subject for the third movement of the Septett,

and that the transference of the theme from the

little Sonata in G, Op. 49, to the larger work was a

second, not a first thought. The twofold use of this

familiar Minuetto theme is fully discussed by

Nottebohm, and the conclusion arrived at is that,

in spite of the conflicting opus numbers, 49 and

20, the Sonata was earliest in possession of the

tlieme. The pretty subject must certainly have

been a favourite, for it occurs also in some outline

si<etclies for the early pianoforte and clarinet trio,

B Flat, Op. 11, as a probable commencement for the

slow movement as follows :

m fs^s^^m -y-^-Fretc.

This intention, however, was carried out only so

far as rhythmic structure of the plirase is concerned,

for the melody eventually adopted is different.

The theme for the variations appears from the

first pretty much as we Icnow it, but without the

second section. Nottebohm is doubtful as to the

story that the theme is identical with a Rhineland

Volkslied, pointing out that the second section of

the familiar melody is not Volksthiimlich in cliar-

acter. It is curious that the very passage on wliicli

therefore he founds his theory of the originality of

the tune should be the one left out when, in the

first outline sketch, Beethoven passed at once from

the first half of the melody to the first variation of

it. The inference is, not that he meant to dispense

with the second half of the melody, but rather that

the original second part was unsuitable for his pur-

pose, and that the passage by which it was to be

replaced had not at the time occurred to him.

Another early work, slighter in dimension, but in

substance quite as attractive as the Septett, is the

F Major Sonata for piano and violin, Op. 24, on tlie

composition of which a sketch-book of 1800 throws

some curious light. Again it is the last movement
which is first considered, and its opening phrase

makes its appearance under the strange disguise of

a key with four sharps, intended presumably for F
sharp major.

II u Rondo^ ...^

iiSS^^EEliiSig
Two different versions of the first movement of

the Sonata follow, written out at some length, but
differing from the finished work both by their

inferiority in grace and elegance, and by their com-
parative feebleness in modulation and harmonic

structure. The melody for the lovely slow move-

ment fixes itself readily, but the theme for the last

movement, of which we have just seen the originating

germ, undergoes many modifications before reach-

ing its final shape. From the various changes which

tlie sketches, in this case, enable us to trace, it is

evident that the weak point of the phrase as it

originally stood is exactly that where now we find

the culminating weight and emphasis of the lovely

passage. For as usual Beetlioven never rested till

the end he had in view was reached. The first con-

ception corresponds in general aspect to the phrase

in its finislied form ; the main characteristics are

preserved, but the passage, which as it originally

stood grew more and more feeble in its progress,

has eventually gathered strength and emphasis

with every bar, and that without the sacrifice

of that tender pathetic grace which first and

last, in the sketches and finished work alike, is its

distinctive quality. The Scherzo for this Sonata

furnishes one of the many interesting examples of

second, or as Sir George Grove has recently called

tliem, ' after-thoughts,^ which in Beethoven''s music

play a most important part. Here again we have

tlie opportunity of observing the extraordinary

influence of apparently infinitesimal trifles on the

sum-total of artistic eff'ect. The first preliminary

sketch for the Scherzo gives us the following

:

Minuetto,

i^m^^]
|?:g-rEg^£i3EE^Egg^E:-g;E±EE^

^-^^^^ F^-F--fi^^

--^- .EIEt5
=1-F:H^_-]-i-_.3=

Here we find the key, time, and notes just as in

the finished work, yet nevertheless as they first stood,

without colour, life, or character, and altogether

without suspicion of the roguish fun of which

Beethoven has sliown the passage to be capable.

The dotted rest after the first crotchet of the second

bar, and the staccato, another after-thought, make

all the difference. The scene is changed, and the

phrase, which a moment before looked rather ponder-

ous, is by a magic touch, the dot to wit, roused

into vivacious life, sparkling, alert, and bubbling

over with laughter and frolic.

The same sketch-book of 1800 which contains

the jottings for the Pianoforte and Violin Sonata, Op.

24, throws new light on the production of the A
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Flat Pianoforte Sonata, Op. 26. The general char-

acter of the Finale is from the first pretty clearly

expressed, and as usual it is the Finale which is the

first attacked. The first jotting for the second

movement runs as follows :

Minuetto. A-X

r

r-m

-l-J-

T r

^^i^is3-
n

but a second attempt comes much nearer to the

object aimed at, and it is tlie well-known march

which gives the composer the greatest trouble.

Here again Nottebohm intervenes to destroy the

illusions of the anecdote-hunter. The story ran

that the march had its origin in Beetlioven's annoy-

ance at the popularity of another composition of

similar purport by Paer. It now appears that the

opera Achilles wiiich contained Paer''s March was

performed for the first time in 1801, whereas Beetho-

ven's Funeral March was written and ready by the

middle of the year 1800. Be this as it may, the

sketches show very plainly how little the first tenta-

tive efforts realised the massive grandeur of Beetho-

ven's conception. By slow degrees the stately

musical structure assumed its present proportions,

and more laboriously even than usual the artist

evolved from the refractory raw material that

gorgeous piece of tone-colouring which, in spite of

its having been written for the pianoforte, yet so

palpably teems with orchestral effects tliat it might

pass for a transcription.

Leonoea Young.

[Erralum,—In the first part of this article, p. 72, column 2d,

line 48, the phrase ' Beethoven was not merely casting about for

ideas ' is so obviously absurd, that the reader will scarcely require

to be asked to delete the word ' merely.']

FLORID VOCAL MUSIC.

AT tlie present day florid vocal music is unques-

tionably not in vogue. One miglit even go

so far as to assert that florid, when used in connec-

tion with vocal music, is to many musicians synony-

mous with trivial. By the leading composers of

Germany, France, and England the a)-ia cTagilHa is

almost totally neglected. The same state of matters

is to be found in Italy, so long the home of the

aria di bravura. This is the case in the different

styles of music, whether it be opera, oratorio, or

cantata. We have only to compare the Messiah

or Judas Maccabeus with the Elijah or the

Rose of Sharon to find what might be called the

typical difference in the treatment of tlie voice by

the old and modern schools. The Messiah and

Judas Maccabeus make great demands on the

flexibility, as well as on the sustaining powers of the

voice, whereas the Elijah and the Rose of Sharon

contain only sustained singing througliout.

Now in this vocalists have to a certain degree just

cause for complaint. The great composers of the day

write for the piano, violin, and 'cello in a manner

calculated to show off the powers of execution of

the performer, and to bring out the different beauties

of the instrument ; but singers, it would almost

seem, are not to be encouraged to display their skill,

or the wonderful flexibility of which their matchless

instrument is capable. This is a great pity, as the

power of singing a beautiful cantabile depends so

much on the elasticity of the voice. Flexibility is

also of first importance if truly beautiful legato sing-

ing is desired. Tlie old Italian masters of singing-

knew this. Benedetto Marcello (1686-1739), the

celebrated composer of the Psalms, in his satire

entitled II Teatro alia Moda,—' The Theatre of the

Day'—gives the following sarcastic advice to some

singers of his time :
' The singer must be careful

not to practise Solfeggi, as he might thus be in

danger of acquiring a firm voice, just intonation,

and the power of singing in tune, thing's useless in

modern music.'' Would this sarcastic advice not be

even more justifiable at the present day ?

Yet it must be admitted that singers to a certain

extent should lay the blame at their own door.

This will appear if we strive to find out the reasons

that in aU probability have led to this almost total

abandonment of florid vocal writing. After con-

sidering the subject, tlie writer has come to the

conclusion that the neglect has been principally

ascribed to three causes :

—

Firstly, to the influence of Richard Wagner,

who, on account of his splendid genius and powerful

individuality, has wielded an influence on the

musicians and composers of his day perhaps never

obtained by any composer of former times. Into

Wagner's general treatment of the voice the writer

does not propose to enter in the present article ; he

only wishes to point out the lack of florid vocal

music in any of Wagner's operas. His trenchant

criticisms on the Italian School have also doubt-

lessly brought anything approaching the old a?-ia

d''ag-ilita into disfavour with our rising composers,

most of whom look up to Wagner as to their teacher

and model.
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Secoiidhj, to the trivial style of embellishments

introduced by singers.

A celebrated singer thought nothing of refusing

to sing an air in an opera if it did not show off his

voice to tlie best advantage. He would then induce

the composer to write some bare trivial air to replace

the one rejected, and was quite pleased so long as it

served as an excuse for the introduction of countless

and wonderful embellishments, as a rule entirely out

of keeping with the dramatic situation and style of

the composer.

Few composers possessed the backbone of old

Handel, who, as we know, promptly informed the

rebellious prima donna that if she did not sing his

melody as he had written it, he would pitch her out

of the window. Frederick the Great also refused to

tolerate any of this nonsense in his theatre. He
generally stood behind the conductor and looked

over his shoulder. If any unfortunate singer exer-

cised his imagination a little, the king promptly

stopped the performance and administered a sharp

reprimand to the delinquent. The singer, strange

to say, did not appreciate this beneficent drilling,

the consequence being that we read of midnight

flights from the opera-house at Berlin.

Naturally this wholesale introduction of embellish-

ments disgusted composers and artists of taste and

education, and made them lose all sympathy with

the florid style. Instead of guarding against its

abuse, they were in favour of its total suppression.

Yet surely there are situations in an opera, oratorio,

or cantata where florid music would not only be

legitimate, but proper. The Italian composers,

although justly considered the chief offenders, could

not maintain that they were following the principles

of the great Italian Schools. The cardinal rule of

these schools was 'expression the great object of

study, embellishments to be valued only as tlie

means of expression.'' There is a charming anecdote

told of Farinelli, the most renowned singer of jiis

time. When still a young man, he was invited to

sing before the Emperor Charles, a true judge of

good singing. The Emperor was astonished at the

power and flexibility of his voice, and at the wonder-

ful vocal feats he executed, but remarked to him
afterwards, 'Remember, if you wish to reach the

heart, you must take a plainer and a simpler course.'

Farinelli had the good sense to take the advice, and,

according to contemporary accounts, was simple and

pathetic as well as grand and powerful.

Thirdlij, the neglect of florid vocal music might

be ascribed to the insuflicient training of present-

day vocalists.

In this connection it will be interesting to com-
pare the routine of some of the old Italian Schools

with the system pursued at present. The following

is the routine of the Mazocchi School, as given by
Bontempi in his Historia Mtmca :

—
One hour to singing difficult passages, one hour

to practising shake, one hour to feats of agility, one

hour to Yocal exercises under a master, one hour to

the study of letters. In the afternoon, an hour to

study of letters, half an hour to the theory of sing-

ing, half an hour to counterpoint, one hour to

rules of composition, the rest of the day to practis-

ing harpsichord or to composition.

A^^lat would the majority of modern aspirants for

vocal fame say if a similar course of study were

suggested to them. As very little stress is now laid

on flexibility of voice, many vocalists, after two or

three years' desultory training, think tliey can sing

a legato melody very well, and should a few scale

passages happen to cross their path, why, they can

manage to scramble through them. That this is no
exaggeration any candid master will admit. How
many singers do we hear either on the concert plat-

form or in the drawing-room who are able to sing

a scale passage smoothly and correctly. Our amateur
singers of com-se cannot be expected to give so much
time as professionals to practising, yet if they would
only be less eager for songs and more jealous in

practising exercises and acquiring flexibility of voice,

tliey would find themselves amply rewarded by
increased ease in singing. A slow and progressive

method of tuition is the only one calculated to

produce excellence.

It is therefore in wliat the writer believes to be

the best interests of good singing that he ventures

to make this plea for a little more attention to florid

vocal writing. Let our composers cease to neglect

it, and vocalists will be obliged to study more, much
to the benefit of their voices and to the advantage

of the musical public. Many of our young com-
posers are so anxious to give a definite musical

colouring to the words, that they seem to forget

they are not writing for an artificial instrument but

for the human voice, the consequence being, that few

singers are able to do justice tothe composer's creation,

no matter how innately musically beautiful it may be.

There is every sign that a glorious era is opening

for British music, when our composers will exercise

much influence abroad as well as at home. Let

them, by the careful study of the masterpieces of

vocal writing of the old Italian masters— the

Scarlatti, Stradella, Lotti, Calvara, Pergolesi and

Piccini—regain the secret of writing for the voice,

which almost seems a lost art ; they will then have

the pleasure of hearing their own works well

rendered, and they will earn the cordial gratitude

of all true lovei's of il hel canto. S. W,
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ANDROMEDA.

NOW over the Mediterranean shore, fronting the sun.

In the great woods where only the peasant comes.

And brings his bottle of wine, and figs, and goat-milk cheese.

The gods yet dwell, but are not seen of men.

Steeply the ground slopes from the chestnut woods above.

Thro' tangles of pine and arbutus, myrtle and rosemary,

Down to the sea.

Tlie tasselled evergreen oak grants densest shade ;

the acacia showers its fragrance on the air

;

In open spots the rock-rose blooms.

And the green lizard's little heart beats fast in tlie sun.

Here all day long, mindful of times gone by,

The sun yet lingers ; from tlie slumbering sea

(On wliose clear sands the yellow and liorned poppy loves to stray)

Sometimes fair Aphrodite lifts an arm
Unseen of mortals.

The Dryads in the aspen branches wave

Their trembling fingers, and young Hyacinth

Flies from the fierce embraces of his lover.

But none resume their ancient human form.

He, the great Liberator, with the wand of love so wonderful,

(Who dwelt on eartli, and dwells not, but must dwell again)

He comes not—whom they wait.

The rocks, the trees, the flowers, the loving animals,

The sea, the lieavenly winds,

Tlie human form that chained within them all

Pleads for deliverance

—

He comes not whom they wait.

Only the train sln-ieks by with monkey faces staring out of the windows ;

Hotel and villa desecrate the land ;

Wealth trails its slime ; the Greek has fled ; and

civilisation like a dismal dragon guards its prey.

Edwaud Carpenter.

BELLES LETTRES IN SCOTLAND.

WHEN it is remarked, as in these pages recently, our inquiry need not be complicated by any such

that Mr. Robert Louis Stevenson ranks at aesthetic issue. When we can decide whether the

the head of Belles Lettres in Scotland, the assent truly representative Scotch manner and point of

instantly given is just as promptly followed by a view are tliose of Burns, of Hume, of Scott, of

musing question as to what it is that Mr. Stevenson Wilson, of Carlyle, of Hugh Miller, or of John

is at the head of. The writer of the criticism in Brown, it may be possible to accurately gauge the

this Review guarded his proposition witli the avowal Scotchness of Mr. Stevenson ; in the meantime it

that there was nothing specially representative can but be said that if his is a new note, so were

of Scotland in Mr. Stevenson's tone and style ; but tlie notes of these others in their day, and so nius
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always be the note of the original writer. Scottish

literature must just be, for our present purpose, tlie

literature written by Scotclimen with a direct or

indirect bearing on Scottish life. This of course

excludes, as is desirable, any idea of parocliial rivalry

between Scotchmen and Englishmen in matters of

unlocalised art or thought ; there being no question

as to how the two kingdoms compare in the litera-

ture of the sciences or of philosophy ; nor even any

comparison on the side of pure poetry. By Scottish

Belles Lettres one naturally means those works of

imagination inspired by things Scotch ; and perhaps,

in addition, Scottish history.

How then do we stand ? Mr Stevenson has con-

tributed to Scotch letters by way of vernacular

verse, prose fiction, and historic and other criticism.

On the first head he is facile princeps, by virtue of

the universal ineptitude of our home-staying lyric

patriots, whose common distinction is treason to the

very idiom they gratuitously elect to employ,

whether because of sheer ignorance or of dulness of

sense let us not linger to ask. Vernacular apart,

however, Mr. Stevenson is less of a Scottisli poet

than Mr. Robert Buchanan, whose Idylls and

Legends of Inverhurn, if not the sort of book that

one confidently counts on re-reading, figures in one's

memory as a creditable attempt in a given genre ;

so that, his output of Scottish criticism and strictly

Scottish essay being inconsiderable, the novus homo

takes his asserted rank mainly on tlie score of his

fiction. Now, if his rank be really allowed, this

fact is a remarkable reflection on the other fictional

literature of the country. We have three novelists

of popular standing, Mrs. Oliphant, Mr. George

Mac Donald, and Mr. William Black—all of whom,

while dealing with life other than Scotch, yet have

repeatedly handled that : the two last having indeed

mainly won their reputation in this direction. If

then Mr. Stevenson be the most notable fictionist

of the four, whether as regards Scotch or as regards

English characterisation, it would seem to follow

that the others, with their much larger product,

are of little account as makers of native literature,

however popular as public entertainers. And this

is really the opinion one is led to after a critical

comparison of the authors in question. Nobody

can deny them ability and industry ; and yet no

roomful of Scotchmen is ever found to pronounce

favourably on their presentment of Scotch life and

character. Between treatment and choice of theme

they have contrived to avoid any convincing repro-

duction of the life of their time, and to live for us

in Scotland as agreeable or suggestive romancers,

who happened to lay the scene of their romances

more or less in Scotland, and to give their characters

Scotch names. To realise how entirely destitute

we are of real contemporary Scotch fiction, we have

but to contrast the treatment of American life by

Mr. Howells and Mr. James with tlie Scotch work of

our Scotch novelists. In the American cases we feel

we are at least partially introduced to a living society.

Americans may indeed dispute over the representa-

tion; and Bostonians may repudiate Mr. Howells'

accounts of them ; but any one can see that Mr.

Howells, up to his limits, has his eye on something ;

and if Bostonians knew when they are well off they

would be grateful for tlie element of culture in-

volved in the possession of a school of fiction which

makes their normal life an art subject. A composi-

tion of normal Boston experiences has become a

matter tliat can interest, more or less, an instructed

reader in any civilised country. Can anything

similar be said of the fiction of contemporary

Scotland ?

It is with a curious sensation that we thus realise

our exclusion from part of the world's literary heri-

tage. People living in any of the important towns

of continental Europe are accustomed, like tliose of

London and New York and Boston, to see their

society treated with some measure of confidence and

competence of portraiture in novel after novel : we

in Glasgow and Edinburgh have to turn back to

Scott to get a similar sensation. Some sections of

our community, indeed, can have it after a fashion ;

they get it in stories in which an impersonal detec-

tive of Ulyssean craft and experience tracks con-

ventional criminals through streets of known name

and runs them to earth in closes of supposed actu-

ality. Those of us whose palates are too nice for

that fare must just get along without the desired

pabulum. We have a society full of characters and

experiences, ups and downs, comedy and tragedy, as

well as Boston ; but there lacks for us the vates sacer,

and our whole human polity will die unremembered,

or dimly inferred from the faint cartoons of our

idealistic novelists. If we turn from fiction to

drama, the case becomes overwhelming. We no

longer attempt to represent Scotch life on the stage

at all. Rob Roy, the Lady of the Lake, and

Jeanie Deans, those compositions out of composi-

tions, conventionalised at the second remove from

imagination, keep our boards with a perdurable

hold : they have come to stay ; but of any attempt

to 'make' afresh from the native life of to-day

there is not even a whisper. Mr. Stevenson, indeed,

did once perpetrate, in complicity with Mr. Henley,

a melodrama on the history of a murderous deacon

dear to tradition ; of which the withdrawal is only

to be explained on a hypothesis of conscientious

motives, since it cannot conceivably have been too
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bad, as melodramas go. But beyond this, one

remembers nothing worth an alUision. We get our

plays, such as they are, from London ; and the bat-

tered metropolitan play-manufacturer, despicable to

the eye of the literate playgoer, becomes in contrast

with our provincial paralysis an energetic and im-

aginative figure, looking at life for liimself and in

a manner concerned with the representation of it.

We cannot even make our own rubbish. And for

a number of years one of the most popular repre-

sentatives of Jeanie Deans in the minor theatres

has been a lady who does not even pretend to speak

Scotch.

To say that tliis state of things means degenera-

tion is not provincialism, but the reverse of provin-

cialism. It is provincial, if you like, to let use and

wont override reason in law, or to ' think the rustic

cackle of your bourg tlie murmur of the world.' It

would be provincial to prefer your own man of

science, or imaginative painter, or musical com-

poser, on parochial grounds, to the great scientists,

painters, and composers of tlie period. But it is

not provincial to desire that the life of your pro-

vince should form subject-matter for fictional and

dramatic art, any more than it is provincial to want

a painting of your own landscape. Rather this is

to seek that the life of the province shall acquire

cosmopolitan value ; the true provincialism consist-

ing in a contented fall below cosmopolitan standards,

whether tlie content come from an over-estimate

of the existing environment or a blindness to its

lacuruje. The Scotchman, who is unalterably com-

placent over the music of his country, is on all fours

with him who conceives the novel as a form of art

properly concerned with any society save that at

his own doors—not to speak of him who thinks it

is brought to his own doors by the cheaj) serials.

To thus found a charge of literary degeneration

on destitution in tlie two fields of fiction and drama,

may seem a course implying a false idea of moral

proportion ; but let the objector squarely ask

himself whether there are any lines of literary

production that can better give clues to the mental

life of the time. If further tests be demanded,

there remains the department of history, in which

the phenomena are closely similar. Some fresh

research there has been of recent years on the

periods of Mary and the Restoration ; but we are

at this moment barely able to produce a single

historical scholar of the highest rank ; and the

epoch which for many reasons might be supposed

most to apjjeal to our literary men for treatment

—

the century and a half since the Union, or tlie cen-

tury since the Rebellion—remains much less familiar

than the corresponding period of English life to the

Scottish generation which has grown up with Mr.

Stevenson. One goes back, however, to the question

of novel and play, satisfied tliat these give a decisive

criterion. That country, one says, whose current

imaginative literature includes no first-rate or fair

second-rate presentment of its own contemporary

life is on that side of human effort behind the age,

and is inferentially backward in its general culture.

And this is the present condition of imaginative

literature in the land of Scott, our most brilliant

contemporary UtUrateur shining in other walks than

that of present-day naturalist fiction.

It is much easier, of course, to point out the

shortcoming than to suggest how it is to be made
up. But at least, supposing any cure to be in store,

we shall be a little the likelier to come by it if we

realise how the trouble arose. The kind of decline

that, alongside of much material improvement, has

overtaken Scotch life, is of course nothing different

from the tendencies set up in the provincial towns

of England by the drift of intellectual activity to

London. Our defect on the side of the novel, taken

with our sterility in drama, is the best evidence of

what has happened to us since Scott's day, because

the novel has since Scotfs day become the typical

literary form of the age, and because it is, as before

noted, that form of literary art which, positively or

negatively, best reports local colour. In the two

generations covered by Scotfs life, we see in Scot-

land a peculiarly ample crop of intellectual and

literary capacity, in which not only does Scott pro-

duce Scotch fiction of the most important order,

but Gait and Miss Ferrier (to cite no other names),

seem to promise a persistence of native art. But

just as our literary men in general have since tended

to drift to London, so has our fiction tended to dis-

appear. Carlyle's work could be done better

—

thanks partly to libraries—in London than in

Edinburgh ; so, in him and in a number of lesser

men, we lost the culture-force of a local literary

atmosphere ; and defect superinduces defect, till it

becomes almost a matter of course that our best

men, unless tethered by professorships, go south.

Edinburgh has become provincial as Manchester,

and Birmingham, and Bristol are provincial, not for

lack of Scotch capacity, but because London is the

Scotch as well as the English capital, and drains

all the provinces alike. All round there is locally

lacking, with the literary atmosphere, that cosmo-

politan inspiration which makes all the best fiction

of the world ; and thus it comes that, j ust as the

best English fiction plays freely on London life, and

much on the life of tlie country and the small towns,

but never on that of Birmingham or Liverpool, so

what tolerable Scotch fiction we have tends only to
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deal fragmentarily with rural lives and never with

the collective life of our larger towns ; tliougli it

also readily takes the paths of English fiction. All

round, in short, our 'provincial centres'' suffer from

the centripetal habit which makes London the

centre.

If it be asked, then, in what way the desired

improvement is likely to arise, the answer would

seem to be that it will be from a general culture

movement which shall yield a soil for productive

intellectual life. The development which has gone

on in Scotland in the past fifty years is essentially

commercial, the ' theological thaw ' being thus far in

the main superficial. A period of plain living and

high thinking has been succeeded by one of plain

(in a sense) thinking and (comparatively) high liv-

ing, in Scotland as in the English provincial cities

;

and salvation all round must be sought in a readjust-

ment of activities, bottomed on a general bettering

of education. We want on all hands a higher con-

ception of life, which can only come of a manifold

intellectual fertilisation. It will not come from the

Cliurch, which has, curiously enough, always flour-

ished inversely to the prosjierity of literature among

us. Our two brilliant periods since the Reformation

have been the latter half of last century, which our

ecclesiastics now pronounce to have been religiously

torpid ; and the first generation of this century,

before the Disruption opened a new ecclesiastical

era. And to-day our attention to our preachers is

the measure of our neglect of our literary men. Let

us ask ourselves what amount of honour, compared

with that given to the pulpit, has been given to

Burton and Skene ; how our consumption of sermons

compares with our reception of Masson's Dnimmond

qf' Hmathornden ; nay, what degree of interest we
show in our new writers, as Mr. Lang, or even Mr.

Stevenson, compared with the talk over the last new
preacher. Mr. Lang's reputation rests on English

suffrages ; and Scotland waited till Mr. Stevenson

was widely famous in America, after being compara-

tively famous in England, before she showed any

overt satisfaction in his performance. Some of his

earlier effbrts, one remembers, were stupidly snubbed

in the Edinburgh press. It is satisfying to be able

to think that the swift turning of the tables in his

case is prophetic of a general metamorphosis.

John M. Robertson

BOOK COVERS.

CJHOULD books as they come from the press have

^O a cloth cover or a paper one 't This is a ques-

tion which, if fairly asked, would, no doubt, result

in an answer favouring a change from the prevalent

fashion of binding in cloth, covers and stiff" boards.

Looked at from an artistic pomt, cloth covers are

unsatisfactory. Bookbinder's cloth seldom has any

of that beauty of grain or texture admired so much
in leather, silk, and wool ; and when attempts are

made to rib or grain it in order to make the surfaces

catch the light and let the shadows fall, the result is a

mean and unsuccessful imitation. Besides, as a piece

of decorative furniture, a cloth-bound book is seldom

chosen with success ; often too strong in colour for

anything to come near it, there is always a cold

shine that prevents the eye from resting on it with

satisfaction. It is difficult, too, to understand why
those who want to have their best books bound

in leather of their own liking have to pay for

cloth binding which has to be destroyed. Surely

if a book is worth keeping it ought to be bound

in leather ; and if it is only one of fashion's fancy,

and passing interest, paper covers are expensive

enough for it. And what designs and illustrations

could be printed on these paper covers ! Some
would, of course, be as impudently advertising

as an importunate poster, but others, and the

most of them, would be so charmingly beautiful, so

subtly artistic and refined, that we could afford to

despise the existence of the few vulgar prints. And
when these covers became dirty and torn with suc-

cessive liand-graspings of the interested reader, the

book loved and thought worthy to be treasured

would be bound in leather of a colour and ffrain

chosen by the owner, and if possible an original and
beautiful design tooled in gold upon it. Tlius

would the almost forgotten but ever beautiful Art

of Bookbinding be encouraged. They manage these

things better on the Continent. In Paris the artist-

designer and the printer are engaged upon the first

—the paper—cover of the book, and produce what,

if not a good piece of colour, is at least a fine piece

of draughtsmanship, and often both ; and then

the binder, in sumptuous leather and fine gold,

eventually binds it for the library. Here we manu-

facture, first and last, cloth cases.
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LITERARY NOTES.

There is much to be said for Mr. W. L. Courtney's suggestion,

in the Universal Review^ that our contemporary novehsts should

betake themselves to delineating, ' not theologians, but men and

women, warm with the actual blood of life,' and for his contention

that * those who would fain be artists must worship at the old

altars and learn the old lessons.' The truth or falsehood of Ag-

nosticism is a question altogether distinct from that of its value as

a theme for artistic treatment. After all it is the common—we
had almost said the vulgar—emotions of humanity that must form

the staple of art material in fiction, and so far these are entwined

almost inextricably with the mental habits which go to make up
belief in the ancient creeds. No doubt the conflict of faiths is a

fascinating subject, but in the contemplation of it one's sym-
pathies inevitably go not with the Agnostic, but with those whom
he offends, for a man's household, or, at least, the women of it,

are almost invariably devout. The hero of an Agnostic novel is

in reality not a person, but a cause, and a cause is almost the

worst possible subject for a work of the imagination. Of course

there is always the saving clause for genius, which can do what-

ever it pleases, secure of that success without which it would not

be itself. But for ordinary aspirants there can be no safer example
than that of George Eliot, the secret of whose unbelief is undis-

coverable save for the large tolerance of her altogether objective

treatment of the religious life.

One of the most interesting of recent publications is Letters to

andfrom Charles Kirkpatrick S/mrfie. The Horace Walpole of

Scotland, as he has often been called, was a character of that type

which is dear above all others to the literary gossip, possibly

because he was almost an ideal gossip himself. Half Oldbuck
and half Sir Benjamin Backbite, his life was spent in collecting

the trivialities of antiquity, and retailing the scandal of his own
day. No one had a keener eye for old ballads or a sharper tongue

for comment on the last faux fas. Of course it was not to be

expected that such a man should do any serious or memorable
work. A few dusty texts reprinted, a few clever caricatures

dashed off, that is all that one can look for from an aristocrat who
deigns to turn dilettante ; and at this day Sharpe is remembered,

if remembered at all, only as the author of a most audacious

forgery, which imposed upon Sir Walter Scott, and is still to be

found in the notes to Marmion. Yet, as a bit of social decora-

tion he was indispensable, and the memory of him is what he

himself would most have valued, an antique for the delectation

of the elect.

In asserting for The Pilgrim's Pmgress the claim to be called the

first English novel. Canon Venables has indicated what is likely

to be the final place of Bunyan in our literature. It is not as a

master of allegory, and still less as a devotional writer, that Bunyan

will be remembered, but rather as the author of a fascinating

story-book, and the creator of a v^hole host of types of the popular

religious character. There is indeed no book which reproduces

for us more vividly than The Pilgrim's Progress the everyday life

and thought of the lower-class Puritans in seventeenth century

England. In Christian and Talkative, Muchafraid and Mr.

Worldly Wiseman, there live again the very men and women who
tore down the village maypoles and built the Bethels and Ebenezers.

Viewed in this light, the book itself, like every good novel, acquires

a certain historic value as an imconscious representation of con-

temporary life. It is very questionable, however, if it can be called

the first of English fiction in the sense of having had much effect

as a model upon the writers who came after. The romance, which

comes down to us proximately from the tales of chivalry, was first

modernised by Defoe, while it is to Richardson that we must trace

back the novel which is known familiarly as realistic.

Mr. Walter Scott of Newcastle is decidedly one of the most

enterprising of present-day publishers. Allowing for the short-

comings inevitable to all cheap reprints, his Camelot Classics and
Canterbury Poets are among the very best things of their kind,

while the series o^ Great Writers is invaluable, if for nothing else,

for the excellent biographies with which its volumes are enriched.

In the September volume of the Camelot Classics Mr. Scott has

broken new and welcome ground to the reading public of England.

The plays of Henrik Ibsen, the great Norwegian dramatist, are in

some sense, perhaps, the most notable productions of the century.

Nowhere else is there a more vivid literary presentment of the

Revolution ; nowhere else is the modern spirit of criticism, the

return of society upon itself, more adequately rendered. It is

characteristic of Ibsen that he is always critical, and nowhere

assumes the rSle of a prophet. He professes not to write the

drama of the future—he has no vision of the good time coming

—

it is the present with all its manifold anomalies and impossibilities

that he sees and describes. Superficially, of course, he is pessi-

mistic, but there is an eminently Norse sobriety and a quiet strain

of humour that speak more of hope than all the homilies of Dr.

Pangloss. In the good old Philistine sense of the term, his works

are probably the most dangerous books of the day.

'I FEEL the flowers growing over me,' said poor Keats, as he

lay at Rome a-dying, and now the news comes, ' on apparently

good authority,' that his grave is about to be dug up for the forma-

tion of a new road. It is melancholy tidings, and yet not without

a spice of consolation in it to the much-abused utilitarianism of

Great Britain. There are others evidently as bad as we, and even

in the Eternal City and under the pyramid of Caius Cestius the

demon of desecration is abroad. To be sure the Italians probably

know next to nothing about Keats—he is one of the lowly ground-

flowers of literature, the beauty of whose blossom is undiscemible

from afar. But all the more it becomes those who have drunk of

his rare fragrance to see to it that the grass of his bed shall be

perennially green. All art lovers should bestir themselves to

defend from sacrilege the grave of one who is, as indubitably as

Spencer, the poets' poet.

Messrs. Blackwood are just about to publish the second and

concluding volume o{ Maitlaiul of Lethington, a7id the Scotland of

Mary Stuart, by John Skelton, C.B., LL.D. Commencing with

Mary's return to Scotland, it will present an estimate of the astute

statesmanship of Maitland, and the antagonistic attitude of John

Knox towards the Queen, together with an examination of the

famous Casket Letters, which Mr. Skelton altogether rejects as

evidence. The volume should be a most interesting one, for

there are no two characters in our history more striking than

Queen Mary and her dubiously famous Secretary. In many re-

spects they are the two least Scottish figures of their time—we seem

to find in them all the litheness and laxity of the Italian Re-

naissance, with, in the Queen, a touch of the cruel Catholic reac-

tion superadded.

The second volume of Mr. Samuel Rawson Gardiner's History

of the Great Civil War is in the press. It will bring the narra-

tive down to the point where the Scottish army, on its retreat

from England in 1647, delivered up the King to the English

Parliament.

A NEW edition is promised of the Poetry of the Anti-Jacobin,

the brilliant collection of political satires and parodies written

by Canning, Hookham Frere, and others. The reprint will be

illustrated with the caricatures of Gillray.

Eiiinbur^ T. and A. Constable, Prittters to Her Majesty.
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VERSES WRITTEN FOR PICTURES.

1.

A PORTRAIT,

Unfinished.

HOW shines the gold amid the brown

Of heavy tresses tumbling down

In art's despite !

How Nature blends her red and white !

Ah, hapjiy painter ! It is thine

That ' sweet disorder ' to confine.

If thou should''st order it aright,

Ah, what delight

!

' AUTUMN LEAVES.'

A Picture by Florence Sjiali., Royai, Academy, 1887.

Oh, Autumn leaves !

Bind in thy tresses, maiden fair,

These Autumn leaves.

See liope fulfilled in ranged sheaves,

See in dead nature love's despair ;

For brooding joy, for russet care,

These Autumn leaves.

Ernest Radford.
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ART IN THE WEST OF SCOTLAND.

TO those who can recollect the condition of

Glasgow some twenty years ago, the advance

which has been made since then, both with regard

to the production of works of art and their appre-

ciation, must warrant reflection.

It has long been generally accepted that Edin-

burgh is the centre of culture in Scotland, Glasgow

being supposed to rest content with its cotton-mills,

shipbuilding yards, and philanthropic efforts, leaving

the capital to monopolise what of literature, music,

and the arts of design Scotland could boast. Never

entirely true, this charge, as time goes on, loses all

significance. It is unnecessary to claim that Edin-

burgh is, barring the climate, one of the most

charming cities in Europe,—this is universally

granted ; but that smoky Glasgow has other attrac-

tions, and that its citizens have other pursuits than

money-making, is still in need of demonstration.

The change, which is undoubted, is shared more or

less by other large provincial cities ; the causes to

which it is due, however, do not come within the scope

of our present purpose. The reproach that Glasgow

as a city is absolutely non-productive in the region

of tlie iine arts may still be often advanced ; and it

is our aim to dispel this delusion, and to point out,

in the cosmopolitan collection of pictures now open

to the public at the Exhibition, certain works

which worthily hold a place as good art, even when

compared with the acknowledged masterpieces among

which they are hung.

In the nine galleries which contain the Ai't Section

of the present Glasgow International Exhibition (we

omit that devoted to examples of the various photo-

graphic processes), a fair opportunity is granted for

the study of tlie painters in the West of Scotland,

past and present. More might have been done,

however, with the material available ; in many cases

artists are inadequately represented, and tlie educa-

tional value of the collection would liave been

increased tenfold had the so-called local works been

grouped in something like historical sequence. It

would seem that art did not exist in Glasgow before

tlie early days of this century, or that examples of

sufficient merit could not be secured. Horatio

Macculloch (1806-1867), J. Milne-Donald (1819-

1866), J. Graham-Gilbert (1794-1866), Sir Daniel

Macnee (1806-1882), are undoubtedly the outstand-

ing, if not the only local names whose reputation

has stood the test of time. Their successors, and

more or less their followers, J. Docharty (1829-

1878), Joseph Henderson, J. A. Aitken, Robert

Greenlees, David Murray, A. K. Brown, William

Young, and others, have yet for the most part to

pass through the crucible of endurance. There are

grave difficulties and disadvantages in endeavouring

to estimate calmly the comparative qualities of con-

temporary art. We are tempted either to under-

value or to overpraise, its limitations as well as its

attainments being to a lai-ge extent a reflection of

our own. The landscape painters already alluded

to were all mainly self-taught men, who, lacking the

opportunity of any regular training, were disposed

to minimise its advantages for others. They knew

little of, and cared less for, the work of the masters,

and deprecated their influence in forming the style

of modern painters. It is impossible to ignore the

fact that of late years a very great change has taken

place with regard to the aims and tendencies of a
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considerable body of artists who are mainly iden-

tified with Glasgow. This has been ignorantly

attributed to a mere fashion, and the exodus

of young students to Paris, with the abandon-

ment of the traditions of their predecessors, has

been seriously regarded as not only foolish, but

unpatriotic, and almost criminal. No charge could

be more unfounded. Tlie pursuit of serious study

ill Paris has been but an incident rendered in most

ctises imperative by an overmastering desire to attain

a knowledge of form, as tlie basis of good art.

ardently strive to attain. These among others we
deem to be perfect tonality, the intelligent sacrifice

of small things in nature if the great trutlis of

structure, atmosphere, and dignity of presentation

be obtained. To a greater or less degree all tliese

qualities, or at least an indication tliat they are

being sought, is evinced in a considerable number of

canvases by young men in the Exhibition. We have

not scope for the analysis of all the works in question;

there are pictm-es in botii tlie Loan and Sale Gal-

leries by Messrs. AV. Y. Macgregor, Jos. Crawhall,

Tlie impetus which induced the temporary expatria-

tion was the discovery that there were greater things

in art than were dreamt of in the local jihilosophy.

Familiarity with the works of Turner, Constable,

Corot, Millet, Israels, Mauve, Mesdag, and the

brothers Maris revealed to some the comparative

narrowness ofaim and feebleness of methods identified

with what was called the Scotch School, and while a

number of the young men alluded to were able to

take advantage of the splendid facilities afforded in

Paris, some of the ablest among them have never

studied out of the country, but have independently

arrived at much the same conclusions as to what
qualities in art they most value and must most

Geo. Henry, James Paterson, T. Corsan Morton,

Alexander Mann, and others well deserving study,

but for the present we wish to draw attention

to certain pictures by five artists, Messrs. James

Guthrie, E. A. Walton, T. Millie Dow, John
Lavery, and A. Roche, who are all well represented.

The ' Rev. Andrew Gardiner, D.D.," by Mr. Guthrie,

is, we say advisedly, one of the ablest modern
portraits in the Exhibition. The dignity of the

pose, the distinction in the drawing, the able dis-

position of the masses of light and shade, the sub-

dued charm of its colour, are most welcome after

the perfunctory and mannered portraits of public

men we are so well accustomed to. In later works
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Mr. Guthrie has achieved more freedom in tlie use

of liis medium ; the painting is liere somewhat

laboured, but for the lasting qualities which pro-

claim an accomplished work of art, we prefer his

'Dr. Gardiner' to his more recent portraits. Mr.

Guthrie's only other exhibit is ' To Pastures New,'

No. 353, a picture painted some years ago, since

which time lie has made great progress. Its striking

unconventionality, subtle drawing of the flock of

oeese, and beautiful scheme of colour are somewhat

artistic qualities, it is somewhat unsympathetic, and

a feeling of paintiness runs all through the canvas,

though it is least ajoparent in the surroundings. In

No. 1343, ' Pastoral,' a water-colour, we again find

that unquestionable distinction which marks all

Mr. Walton's best work. Very charming in its

scheme of colour, the quality and proportion of the

deep blue sky with ruddy cloud form a most happy

harmony with the warm tones of the hillside.

Mr. T. Millie Dow has received but scant justice

marred, to our thinking, by the uncompromising

ungainliness of the girl, and the hard insistence on

the shadow under her hat, which forms a spot in

the pictui-e. Of Mr. Walton's exhibits, five in

number, that to which we wish particularly to refer

is the very impressive ' Landscape,' No. 108. This

great expanse of sky, hanging over the darkened

land, has an expressive force which grows with

increased familiarity. There are few finer pure

landscapes in the rooms, and an admirable decora-

tive quality, so rare hitherto in Scottish art, is here

of permanent value. In Mr. Walton's portrait of

a little girl in riding-habit we do not consider he

has done himself justice. Possessing undoubted

at the hands of the hangers. His ' Hudson River,'

No. 173, is hopelessly skied, and its pearly grey

tones are killed by the surrounding dark-coloured

canvases. A similar fate has been meted out to

Mr. G. F. Watts's delicate ' Island of Cos,' No. 185.

Mr. Dow's dream of a distant river—for the fore-

ground is not realised to the same extent—has

qualities very different from those of Mr. Walton's

landscapes, but if less striking they are quite as

valuable. Its delicate observation of the subtlest

tones of colour, enveloped in an atmosphere of

keenest light, studied with loving care, give this

picture an entirely etiiereal charm. It is full of

imagination. In ' Roses,' No. 1229, we liave one
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of the most perfect flower studies in the Exhibition.

Treated with grecat reserve in colour the observation

of visual form and the decorative arrangement of

spaces give tlie educated eye constant pleasure.

The flower painters of France have, it seems to us,

sacrificed ftir too much of the exquisite construction

which is one of the greatest charms of the floral

world, to attaining an intense and marvellous glow

of colour. In the work of Miss Swan, 1304, 1352,

we find flowers forming the motive of very lovely

art in which form is not lost in an intoxication of

luxuriant pigments. We now come to Mr. Lavery's

name, and liis picture of Queen Mary in the wood,

entitled 'Dawn, 14tli May 1568,' wliich arrests the

spectator in spite of liimself. The traditions wliich

have stifled the presentment of historical painting

are here entirely abandoned ; the subject is treated

with a keen perception of the real conditions of tlie

episode. Hei-e we have none of the laboured leai-n-

ing that pleases the antiquarian ; details are not

insisted upon ; but in that dreary dawn we feel this

is how the poor Queen looked and felt. The
beauty and thorough keeping of the whole is no

surprise to those who know Mr. Lavery's ' Tennis,'

on which it is a distinct advance. The last

of the works to which we can refer at tliis time

is Mr. Roche's ' Shepherdess,' No. 403. After the

reserved grey tones of Mr. Lavery's ' Queen Mary,'

this curiously composed picture, with its rich

mingling of browns, purples, yellows, and greens,

impresses us as a little forced in colour. The
tenderly felt and beautifully drawn little girl

kneeling in the foreground is treated in a natural-

istic manner, while the sumptuous baclvground of

hillside, trees and sky, is distinctly romantic in

conception and execution ; iience a certain confusion.

The individuality and strong feeling of the picture

are unquestionable. There is nothing in the least

like it that we can find in tlie galleries, it is the

work of a man who has sometliing of his own to

say, who means to say it in his own way. Want
of space alone forbids us to dwell with adequate

attention on several other remarkable works by

men connected with Glasgow, either by birth or

residence. Those to which we have referred are, we
think, among the most interesting, though they by
no means exhaust the list. That they are different

in all important respects from what has been

hitherto accepted as naturally emanating from local

studios is granted ; that they are representative of

an advance to a fuller and deeper knowledge and

a more independent expression of individuality in

pictorial art is confidently claimed.

THE FORTHCOMING ART CONGRESS AT LIVERPOOL.

IT is probably known to most of the readers of

the Scottish Art Review that an Art Congress

is to be held in Liverpool at tlie beginning of

December. It is to be organised after the manner

of Congresses, with division into sections, and the

like now familiar arrangements. Tlie Presidential

Address will be delivered by Sir Frederick Leighton

on December 3. Mr. Alma Tadenia is to preside in

the section of Painting, Mr. Alfred Gilbert in tliat

of Sculpture. Architecture is to be under the

leadership of Professor Aitchison, Applied Art

under that of Mr. Walter Crane. Mr. Sidney

Colvin is to be President of a section devoted to

Art History and Museums, and Mr. Mundella is to

open the section tliat will deal with National and

Municipal Encouragement of Art. Numerous jiapers

by leading authorities have been arranged for in

all tlie sections, and promises of attendance already

sufiice for the confident prophecy that able discus-

sions will arise upon all subjects of general interest.

It may, however, be asked, what probable result

such a Congress as the one in contemplation is

expected to effect, and why it slioukl be held in

Liverpool. The last decade has certainly not been

barren in talk about Art. Has that talk been pro-

ductive of good ? We, for our part, are of opinion

that it has. Little has been accomplished in any

day without mucli individual persuasion. Formerly

this was done by the contact and conversation of

individuals. In our own time the press and the

platform perform many of the functions which

could in days of a smaller society be as well or

better performed by private intercourse. It is only

by aid of some organisation that the persons inter-

ested, or willing to become interested, in any subject

can now be reached. Hence the growtli of con-

gresses, periodicals, and other organised methods of

bringing opinion to a focus.

The fact that there has been, in tliese latter days,

so much talked and written about Art is proof, were

such needed, that some Art problem does exist. The
world is so full of interesting problems that nothing

has a chance of getting itself talked about which

does not intimately affect the comfort or delight of
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some considerable class of persons. What, then, is

the Art problem of the day ? How are we affected

by it ? How should we benefit by its solution ?

A century ago the people of these islands were in

the main a country-living folk ; they are now a

town-livinff. Steam and machinery have effected

this change. Our forefathers knew from long-

experience how to live in the country with comfort.

The whole apparatus and circumstance of country

life was harmoniously developed. With town life

this is not as yet the case. The last half-century

has been occupied with tlie rapid buikling of towns,

with getting them paved and drained, and supplied

with gas, water, and police, with making railroads

from one to another, and generally with supplying

the bare necessaries of existence to the people of a

new epoch. Moreover, the methods and processes

of manufacture have been revolutionised. The old

traditions of hand-work are no longer of use. New
methods demand a new spirit of design to animate

the products of manufacture with beauty.

Beauty indeed has dropped into neglect in the

hurrying times that came upon us. Linen and

cotton and woollen goods, and cast iron, and all

like products, have been made in such increased

quantities, and at such decreased prices, that the

markets of the world have been widened, and the

manufactories of the world have been kept busy to

supply the demand of new strata of society for the

simple commodities which previously they did with-

out. A rapid increase of population has co-operated

with these other conditions towards the same result.

But now the supply of the simple necessaries has

overtaken the demand. Enough of them is pro-

duced to satisfy the needs of that part of humanity

capable of purchasing. An insane race of competi-

tion at underselling one another has come to pass

between different countries. Profits have thus

been reduced in many trades almost to vanishing

point. Competition is now trying to get itself

done away with amongst the producers of raw

materials, and eventually, no doubt, great ' Com-

bines ' will cause it to cease. But the cessation of

competition will not come to the manufacturers of

more complicated goods. Of two things capable of

being beautiful as well as useful, an intelligent

public will always buy the prettier, all Combines

notwithstanding. Hence competition itself will

make the manufacturer pay increasing attention to

design. In some trades, notably in that of pottery,

the fact has long been apparent. It will become

increasingly so in many more. A pretty object

always commands a market. The houses of this

country are not so full that there is not room in

them for pretty things. The world may be supplied

with all the yards of plain linen or cotton that it

wants or can use, and yet a pretty patterned stuff

will still find some one to want it for its own sake,

and to invent a use for it previously unthought of.

Henceforward, therefore, time and the self-

interest of manufacturers work for, instead of

against, the lover of Art. His hobby, if so you

please to call it, has become an important factor in

the future of our national prosperity. Artists and

manufacturers are being brought together by the

progress of events. It is time that they met to-

gether and considered their mutual interests. Such

a meeting will for the first time take place at

Liverpool on December 3d and the following days.

It is to be hoped that this will be the first of a

series of such annual congresses ; and if the second

were to be held at Glasgow in 1889, the future of

our movement might be regarded as secured.

W. M. Conway.

THE ACTION OF LIGHT ON WATER-COLOURS.

CONSIDERABLE attention has of late years

been directed to tlie fading of water-colour

drawings, and this has consequently given rise to

searching investigations being made as to the causes

tliereof.

In April 1886, Dr. W. J. Russell, F.R.S., and

Captain Abney, F.R.S., were requested by the Lords

of the Committee of Council on Education to carry

out an exhaustive series of experiments on the

action of light on water-colour drawings. Subse-

quently, at the request of the Royal Society of

Painters in Water-Colours, a representative com-

mittee of artists was appointed with wliom those

gentlemen were invited to confer upon the subject.

As these gentlemen state in the introduction

of their first report, which has been issued in the

form of a blue-book, an investigation of the causes

of the fading of colours naturally divides itself

into at least three parts—first, the nature of the

optical changes ; second, the nature of the chemical

changes; and third, the causes which initiate and

accelerate these changes. To carry out such an
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investigation necessarily requires much time ; many

of the changes, more especially the chemical ones,

can only be brought about by brilliant sunlight,

acting for a considerable length of time. The

report is therefore divided into two sections, the

first of which is now presented, dealing especially

with the nature of the optical changes.

As this is a question of very great interest to

water-colour painters, the following resume of the

report may not prove uninteresting.

It was expedient in conducting the experiments to

choose the light which would most readily adapt

itself to giving a clue as to which colours were

affected by exposure in a time which would be

measured by months instead of years. After deli-

berate consideration, the experimenters decided to

avail themselves of as much sunlight as could be

secured, together with the diffused and sky light

when sunshine was absent. Some writers have

declined to accept deductions as to the fading of

pigments when exposed to the bright liglit of the

sun, but they have never given any serious reasons

for their doing so. Their arguments have usually

been based upon their own convictions rather than

on experimental proof of any kind, or if experi-

mental proof has been quoted from other writers,

half the truth or more is most frequently and pro-

bably unwittingly concealed.

A popular fallacy is that if the light be very

feeble, a bleachable colour, no matter how long it

may be exposed, will not fade. It has been fully

proved by experiment that, if a certain tint be

exposed to an intensity of light, say of 100, and is

bleached by it in, say one hour, a similar tint,

exposed to an intensity of 1, would, with 100 hours

exposure, undergo the same bleaching.

As to the liglit to which pictures are ordinarily

exjDosed in a room, there is no doubt that they are,

as a rule, carefully protected from direct sunlight,

but it is nevertheless true that the greater portion

of the light they receive is reflected sunlight. On
a bright day clouds reflect sunlight, and on a dull

day the principal part of the diffused light is also

sunlight, which is reflected according to tlie laws

of geometrical optics from particle to particle, a

certain percentage eventually reaching the earth

througji the clouds. There is of course also a fair

proportion of the light due to the upper sky, and this

light is bluer than reflected or diffused and weakened

sunlight. In cases where the windows of a gallery

are in the vertical walls, and have an uninterrupted

view of the horizon, the blue light reflected is com-

paratively small, the light near the horizon being

distinctly more like sunlight than is that nearer the

zenith. In galleries lighted like those at South

Kensington by skylights, the light to which pictures

are subjected is on the whole bluer.

The artificial lights to which water-colours are

exposed are gas-light, the arc and incandescence

electric liglits, and, as will be seen by the results, the

first and last of these are very deficient in blue rays.

Doubtless, to the eye, the hue of the lights men-

tioned above differ considerably ; but unless the

cause of tlie difference had been tracked out experi-

mentally, and with scientific exactness, it would

have been unwise to have selected any one of them

with which to conduct experiments, since the results

obtained with it might not be applicable to any

other. Happily, however, for such work, the spec-

troscopic analysis of light furnishes irrefutable

evidence that, from the results obtained from ex-

posure to one light, correct deductions may be made

as to what would happen* were the exposure made
to another. If, by a prism, we analyse all the

different kinds of light mentioned above, we find

that in the visible spectra so obtained no colour is

absent ; but, if we compare the intensity of the

same colours in the different spectra, we find that

there is a variation.

Since, then, all these sources of light emit the

same rays, but of different intensities, which can be

measured, it follows that if we know which rays are

cliemically active, and the amount of work which,

wlien of a certain intensity, they perform, we can,

from the work done by the light from one source,

deduce the work that would be done by another.

The most perfect manner of noting the action of

light would be to expose the pigments for a given

time to the action of the spectrum formed by an

unvarying source of light, and to measure the

amount of chemical action (fading of the colour in

most cases) which had taken place under every part of

the spectrum. When the relative intensities of the

different parts of the spectra from other sources of

light compared with this standard spectrum were

known, then the length of time during which it

would be necessary to expose the colour to any one

of them to produce that same total effect could be

calculated. Months being often required, however,

even in full sunlight, to effect a visible chemical action

on some of the pigments, resort was therefore had to

the use of coloured glasses, in order to hasten the

investigations, to ascertain the part of the spectrum

which was most active in producing the fading

action. The glasses used were red, green, and blue.

In every case where any fading took place, it was

always found beneath the blue glass, much less

often, and to a far less degree, under the green, and

only twice under the red glass, and was then barely

perceptible.
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The experimenters, after carefully considering the

different kinds of light their pigments (hung out of

doors) would receive during their exposure from May
1886 till Marcli 1888, and estimating their probable

values, calculate that they received a total illumina-

tion equivalent to 10,800 hours of blue sky light.

To produce results similar to those obtained from

this light, it would have been necessary, had they

been placed in a gallery such as those at South

Kensington, to expose them for at least 480 years,

and to gaslight continuously, allowing for the dura-

tion of darkness, for 9600 years.

For tiie experiments, the moist colours of one firm

were used. The action of light was tried on single

colours, and on mixtures of two or more colours.

Those mixtures were avoided in which a change

would of necessity take place without the action of

light owing to the known chemical composition of

the colours. The paper used was Whatman's, and

in order that no variation of quality should occur in

different experiments, sufficient was obtained at once

for the whole investigation. The colours to be

tested were applied to the paper in a series of

washes, the first wash extending over the Avhole

sheet, the second one leaving a strip one inch wide

and the length of the paper untouched. In most

cases as many as eight washes were applied, giving

thus a complete series of eight tints. In the

experiments strips two inches wide and eight inches

long having all the tints upon them were used.

In the first series of experiments the colours were

exposed to the action of light, air, and moisture, as

are pictures, only to a greater extent. Two strips

of the coloured paper cut from the same sheet were

inserted into a glass tube, open at both ends, the

upper end being bent over to prevent the entrance

of wet and dirt. A piece of American cloth was

carefully bound round one-half of the tube, tluis

effectually protecting one strip of the paper from

light. The two pieces of identically tinted paper

were therefore under exactly the same conditions,

except that one was exposed to light whilst the

other was in darkness. The tubes were hung
vertically out of doors against a wall facing nearly

south, where all the sunshine until after 8.30 p.m.

could fall upon them. During the exposure of the

papers, they were observed for the fii'st time in

August 1886, again in December 1886, and in July

and November 1887, and finally in March 1888.

In some cases the colour entirely disappeared, as,

for instance, in carmine. In the majority of cases

only a part of the colour disappeared, the thinner

washes fading out, but twelve pigments remained

unchanged, and two others, after this long exposure,

were only very slightly faded. The following table

shows approximately the order of instability of the

tliirty-nine single colours tried, beginning witli the

most fugitive :

—

Carmine.

Crimson lake.

Purple madder.

Scarlet lake.

Payne''s grey.

Naples yellow.

Olive green.

Indigo.

Brown madder.

Gamboge.

Vandyke brown.

Brown pink.

Indian yellow.

Cadmium yellow.

Leitch's blue.

Violet carmine.

Purple carmine.

Sepia.

Aureolin.

Rose madder.

Permanent blue.

Antwerp blue.

Madder lake.

Vermilion.

Emerald green.

Burnt umber.

Yellow ochre.

Indian red.

Venetian red.

Burnt sienna.

Chrome yellow.

Lemon yellow.

Raw sienna.

Terra verte.

Chromium oxide.

Prussian blue.

Cobalt.

French blue.

Ultramarine ash.

o

J

All of these, except Prussian blue, are purely

mineral colours. Of the thirty-four mixtures tried

only three remained from first to last unchanged

—

Venetian red and raw sienna, Antwerp blue and

raw sienna, Indian red and cobalt ; but six mixtures

containing Prussian blue, although at first unaltered,

on placing in the dark for six weeks more or less

returned to their original colour.

It is of considerable interest to note that in the

cases in which any change occurred it had com-

menced before December 1886, though not in all

cases before August.

In another series of experiments, carried out at

the same time with mostly the same pigments, the

atmosphere to which they were exposed was free

from all moisture. The glass tube was freed from

all damp, as also the tinted paper, and the tube

hermetically sealed. Thirty-eight experiments were

made with single colours ; but under this altered

condition twenty-two instead of twelve were found

to be permanent, princijDally those colours which in

the former experiments were only very slightly

faded. In one case, while the colour in the oj^en

tube was not acted upon, tliat in the dry tube was,

this being Prussian blue. The colours which were

unchanged in dry air, but were acted on in ordinary

air, are madder lake, cadmium yellow, Naples

yellow, emerald green, olive green, Payne's grey,

sepia, and burnt umber. Again, with the exception

of maddei- lake, all the above which were not acted

upon in dry air are mineral colours.
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THE ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF PAINTEIIS

IN WATER-COLOURS.

THE eleventh annual exhibition of the Royal

Scottish Water-Colour Society was opened to

the public on the 20th of last month, in the gal-

leries of the Fine Art Institute. The collection

numbers 283 works in all ; and although the averapc

merit of the exhibition is not high, yet distributed

over the walls are many works of distinguished ex-

cellence, showing more artistic promise than any-

thing we can see in similar exhibitions throughout

the kingdom. Witli regard to the hanging, Messrs.

Melville, Nisbet, and Laing, who formed the com-

mittee, while performing a difficult task, can scarcely

be credited with unqualified success. Neither in

point of harmonious effect, decorative scheme,

balance of colour, nor in the matter of dealing strict

justice to the exhibitors, have they accomplished all

that could be desired with the materials tliey had

in hand. In the case of Mr. Crawhall's work this

is specially noticeable, as his pictures are unques-

tionably amongst the finest in the exiiibition, and

in some cases they have been hinig in positions

where they cannot be seen to advantage.

The President, Mr. Francis Powell, is represented

by four drawings, which, wliile rather mechanical

in manipulation, are remarkable fi)r precision and

general truth of effect, lacking, however, freshness

and virility of art expression. ' Torr Aluinn

Woods— Spring,' No. 53, compares favourably

with the others in point of execution, and having

greater vigour and vitality in colour.

One of the features of the exhibition is the work

of Mr. Wm. M'Taggart. He is represented by five

drawings, all showing the expression of a thorough

artist. ' In the Surf,' No. 188, is a remarkable

work, full of air and life, and vigorous with the

vitality of movement. In it will be found none of

that lifeless conscientiousness, which is the guiding-

star, or forlorn hope, as occasion demands, of so

many weak painters. Swift to seize the dominant

motive which impresses him, his art instincts prompt
him to reveal it in the most direct way, and by the

simplest methods. Every brush-mark, every separate

bit of tone or colour, every line, has a distinct part

in. perfecting the completion of the picture. You
cannot take away or add to his work without de-

stroying the unity and balance of the whole.

W. Y. Macgregor's two drawings, ' On the Stour

near Christchurch,' No. 44, and ' In the Gardens,

Bournemoutli,' No. 107, are excellent examples of

a judicious and intelligent finish in water-colour.

Tlie drawing ' On the Stour,' while very fine in its

quite refined scheme and tone, with skilful adjust-

ment of colour values, is very valuable in result as

giving an artistic expression of landscape sentiment.

Of Mr. Joseph Crawiiall's work, tlie most import-

ant and in some respects the finest, 'The Snake-

Charmer,' No. 218, is hung so high that it is

almost impossible except for an artist to see and
appreciate its peculiar beauties.

In the particular phase of art expression in which
Mr. Crawhall is best known, viz. tlie artistic realisa-

tion of animal life, though lacking somewhat in

reserve force, yet, nothing equal to his work can be

found in England to-day. His subtle analysis of

characterisation, keen accuracy of drawing, and
perfect mastery of methods, renders his work quite

unique. Any of his drawings will suffice as an
example. Note in them the originality of composi-

tion, the sense of decorative quality, the charm
of colour, the range and harmony of tones, the

knowledge of exactly what to do, and where to do

it, combined with intelligence and deftness in the

treatment.

Of tlie six drawings by Mr. Duncan Mackellar, all

of which are marked by careful manipulation, we
prefer 'Harmony,' No. 201, and 'Expectancy,'

No. 246. These are finer in quality and more
successful as regards tonality than his other work,

which, though seldom crude, and never careless, is

somewhat deficient in spirit and movement.

Tlie same may be said of the drawings by Mr. A.

S. Boyd, which, thougli smartly put down and

cleverly handled, are wanting in tliat outcome of

the art instinct, viz. a true capacity for acuteness

of feeling. The result is an occasional element of

coarseness or sentimentalism.

Of the art of Mr. Arthur Melville we have two
drawings, of which ' Street Scene, Bagdad,' No. 97,

is certainly the finest. It is a brilliant drawing of

great wealth and range of colour, painted with vital

decision and thoroughly artistic expression, strong

in its refinement, showing consummate skill and

knowledge in the composition of the background

masses, and in the treatment and grouping of the

figures, giving a most vivid impression of the East,

with all its glamour, sparkle, and movement.
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Mr. E. A. Walton is perhaps seen at his best in

' The Duck Pond,' No. 27, a charming drawing, re-

markable for its subtlety of tone and delicate scheme

of colour. The artistic completeness and refinement

of expression in this artisfs work have a rather

deleterious effect on most of the pictures placed

near it. He has several other drawings all full of

painter-like qualities, and particularly noticeable

for richness of colour and strength of effect, marred

in one or two instances by a slight tendency towards

density and solidity in the masses.

Of the six drawings by Mr. James Paterson, some

of which might surely have been better hung, we

might single out 'Early Spring near Dunglaston,'

No. 143, and 'Under Craignee,' No. 179. The

former, a very fine drawing, serious, almost severe in

design, large, simple, and broad in treatment, sombre

in colour, and complete in tone, is somewhat marred

by a slight mannerism in the grey of the greens.

Work of this kind is entirely devoid of that triviality

in multiplying ofpetty irritating details, answering to

no end or purpose, which earn the bubble reputation

so many painters seek, and which the unenlightened

parvenu searches for so diligently, and when found

rewards so generously. The other drawing, ' Under

Craignee,' is remarkably fine in the reserved quality

and tenderness of the tone, and is full of expres-

sion of that peculiar sentiment of Nature when in

repose.

Mr. Hunt has, amongst others, two drawings,

viz. ' The Village Cobbler,' No. 10, and ' Old '34,'

No. 211, which, while remarkable for their rich,

full colour, sound drawing, and clever characterisa-

tion, and in the latter presented with consider-

able humour and spontaneity, yet are wanting in a

certain charm of expression, specially noticeable in

' The Cobbler,' to which water-colour, as a medium,

lends itself.

Mr. J. H. Lorimer has three charming drawings

of architectural subjects, most interesting in their

artistic qualities, and beautifully executed.

In the work of Messrs. T. Scott and R. B. Nisbet

we have good examples of the result of a certain

accomplished capability and precision, of a rather

mechanical kind, however. Their work is lacking

in artistic vitality, being commonplace in concep-

tion, and uninteresting in expression.

Of the several drawings by Mr. Robert Little, we

prefer his ' Ancestors of Maximilian,' No. 174, a

study, almost in monochrome, well drawn and skil-

fully painted, and possessing more spirit than his

other works.

C. J. Lauder is represented by several drawings of

Continental interiors, of which ' The Cathedral,

Antwerp,' No. 7, is a very good example. Executed

in pale grey tones, which are cleverly empliasised by

the darks surrounding the altar-piece and the colour

of the stalls and pulpit.

' The Cottar's Kitchen,' No. 216, and ' The New
Dress,' No. 237, by Mr. Tom M'Ewan, are interior

motives, prompted by tlie sympathetic feeling for

the sentiment of home and child life so strong in

the artist. While always having something to say,

and never wanting in vitality, a lack of technical

ability in his work often seems to hinder him in

giving expression to a more definite and perfect

artistic rendering in the completeness of his

pictures.

Hung in a prominent place is the ' Solway Sands,'

No. 155, by Mr. A. K. Brown. The sky is evidently

the motive of the picture, and while possessing a

certain sweetness, is thin in colour, very flat, and

completely out of tone with the landscape, which

should be much darker. The cattle and figures

introduced in the distance are rather pottering, and

lacking in artistic intention in the result.

' Old Bridge of Dee,' No. 157, by Mr. William

Young, is a small drawing painted with evident

appreciation for the architectiu-al structure and

feeling of the old bridge. His ' Auld Ayr—TJie

Twa Brigs,' No. 4, is slightly black and mannered

in colour and lacking in subtlety.

It is perhaps wise to remember that painting

portraits of places is not art, artistic motive and

impulse being of vital importance.

Among other exhibitors are Messrs. T. A. Aitken,

who has several drawings, of which ' Glencoe,' No.

242, is powerful and spirited, though rather lacking

in refinement of colour ; Alex. Macbride, who has

.several very sAveet and pleasant drawings ; J. G.

Laing, Wellwood Rattray ; R. W. Allan, whose
' Dordrecht Cathedral ' is very interesting, bright,

and sparkling in colour ; Andrew Black, Jos. Hender-

son, David Murray, J. Denovan Adam, and P. Mac-

gregor Wilson, and others.

The o-eneral eflfect of the rooms has been madeo
very pleasant by a skilful scheme of decoration.

Above the pictures is a frieze of grey canvas,

stamped with a design, rich and bold in form, and

most simple and artistic in effect.

Geokge Henry.
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'THE WOOD NYMPH' AND 'SILENCE.'

E. BuKNE Jones, A.R.A. Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

THESE two typical works of kindred yet con-

trasted idealists may be not inappropriately

looked at, as their originals are now exhibited,

together. For most people Burnc Jones is probably

here seen at his best ; there is little of that high

straining after symbolic interest, and none of that

meditative pain wliich mark his more ambitious

efforts ; what we have in this is above all things a

skilful decorative design in wliich the results of

long and thouglitful studentship in figure, drapery,

and foliage are gathered up without any marked

effort to transcend tlieni. Hence, although far less

bold in conception and rich in colour than his adja-

cent ' Sea Nymph,' this picture will be for most

people all the more pleasing. Not only is the colour

in the painter's gentlest and most familiar chord, but

tlie harmonies and contrasts of line and sliadow and

texture, in the ' Sea Nynijjh ' so sharp and startling,

are here simple and unforced. Tlie luxuriant ever-

green foliage crowding over the square panel edge,

like serried lance-sheaves over a wall ; the misty

grass below ; the lithe well-poised figure swinging

lightly with the wind, its own free yet well-gathered

lines almost leafy in their simple sweep and curva-

ture ; again, the breadth and simplicity of the lights

and shadows of the flesh and drapery, contrasted

with the separate keenness of the individual leaves

—all these and other resources of the designer are

wrought into an effective and harmonious whole.

Drawbacks may be freely granted, whicli tlie need of

conventionalising cannot be permitted wholly to

condone. The leaf-drawing becomes weak and some-

what monotonous upon the right, and the exclu-

sion of foreshortening gives excessive flatness. The
tree thus becomes pressed, as it were, and the figure

laid upon, not embowered within it ; while, despite

the beauty of the drapery, its undisturbed perfec-

tion of orderliness befits rather a princess upon her

dais than a wood-nymph wild.

Now, although the Philistines are comfortably

assured that science has been wholly trimmed of her

wings, and safely bound to the wheel of lower

industries, she is in reality swiftly bearing us to-

wards a new world of higher art. For the fairy

tales, however we may grudge to believe it, are all

absolutely true—not idle fancies, those long-for-

gotten dreams, but prefigured generalisations all.

Hence the botanists, whom everybody, whether

Philistine or painter, still fancies mere academic

Dryasdusts jargoning over mummy weeds, have this

many a year been wandering down the world's forest

glades no less deeply than the painter or even poet.

So to them the Dryads are no more mere fainting

echoes of Hellenic song, but have been seen anew—

a

multitude of living presences whose happy sun-fed

sleep fills the leaves, and whose dreamy awakening it

is that shapes and stirs tlie flowers.

So it will be for later painters to see the Dryad

fully in the open wood, and draw her with bolder

and freer hand, with more exuberant colour ; to

show us Flora rising from that changing foam of

blossom which covers the earth as the waters cover

the sea. In those days our Wood Nymph may seem

but a dim shadow wrought by an early master ; yet

it is much to have dreamed of her, more to have

imaged her, in these dull days at all.

But enough of what in another mood must seem

mere ' vapid vegetable loves,' for the Rossetti draw-

ing deals witli ideals of altogether higher order, albeit

less completely expressed. Technical inferiority is,

of course, clearly marked alike in the drapery and

the figure—witness such obvious points as the mis-

modelled shoulder, or the crude drawing of the

hands. The imperfect primary education in accurate

presentment of reality, the unattained mastery of

technical resource, which so long retarded Rossetti's

general influence, and still render him useless or

hindersome to so many professed painters, are mani-

fest here at a glance. Yet although truth be

great, and skill precious, there is another road to

art, and it is this man's historic merit to have re-

opened it. Since the revival of learning the artist

has been everywhere trained to begin with the dis-

cerning intellect and its uncompromising delinea-

tion of fact, next at best encouraged to presentment

of this with due regard to aesthetic harmony. These

given us, he seeks little more ; the faintest spark of

feeling or fancy will suffice, and so painter and critic

are usually content. But Rossetti began from the

opposite side ; for him, as for a child, a drawing was

neither primarily the recording of a fact nor the

designing of something pretty, but the notation of

imagination—a wholly different matter. There-

after, of course, came as much technical grasp as

solitary labour could win ; but the deficiency of this

mattered far less than to the orthodox painter.
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' Tlie best in this kind arc but shadows,' and con-

ditions even of accuracy and skill become of minor

importance, when the work makes no claim upon

our wall as an accomplished product, but only marks

where its maker paused in liis vision and took foot-

hold for fresh imaginative flight. Hence, and- hence

only, the permanent value of this drawing ; it gives

us a new human type, a strongly personal ideal of

course, not a universal one, yet touching the uni-

versal also in the noble fulness of its union of the

flesh and spirit, in its saying as no painter had done

since the Madonna vanished, that Love may be in-

carnate in Womanhood, yet none the less also

divine. See the stately head firm set upon its ivory

tower, the grave wise eyes over full luscious lips, the

broad and lofty brain covered by its dark dome and

sweep of rippled hair. Strange she is, yet akin to

us ; for she too has plucked tlie fruits of life with

their mingled sweetness and pain. Yet this is no

ordinary daughter of Eve, but a Sybil, and whether

we think her fair or no, she will give her message

:

drawing aside the curtain of fresh possibilities, she

still reconciles for us the claims of the Real and the

Ideal with either hand. There is no other work of

Rossetti's which puts more simply and clearly his

masterthought within our reach.

Patrick Geddes.

NOTE.

'The Wood Nymph,' by Edward Burne Jones, A.R.A., has

been reproduced by the permission of the owner, Mr. William

Connal, jun., to whom are due our grateful thanks. ' SILENCE,' by

Dante Gabriel Rossetti, has been reproduced by permission of the

owner, Mr. Thomas Carlile, to whom also we desire to express

our sense of obligation. Both pictures are at present in the

Glasgow Exhibition. ' Silence ' is a drawing in crayons executed

by Rossetti in 1S70. This was the year of his greatest activity,

for then he not only published his poems, but painted * Dante's

Dream,' and a great number of smaller works. Mr. William

Sharp thus briefly describes the * Silence ' drawing :
' With her

right hand this figurative Silentia slightly raises the heavy curtain

which may be considered significant of sleep, or of those places

whereinto no sound ever breaks, and above her hangs up-gathered

a muffled bell.' The drawing is No. 202 in Mr. William Sharp's

Catalogue, and No. 279 in Mr. J. P. Anderson's Catalogue of

Rossetti's Works. Ed.

THE LATE FRANK O'MEARA.

WE regret to note the death of Frank O'Meara,

which took place at his father's house, Carlow,

Ireland, on the 1 .5th of October. He died of malarial

fever, contracted while engaged at his painting in France.

He was thirty-five years of age, and had lived mostly

in France since his twentieth year. At first he went
to Paris to study, and spent some time in the studio of

M. Carolus Duran ; but finding that he was not in sym-
pathy with tlie work in the Paris studios, he soon went
to live in the country. He was one of the earliest of

British students to join the Barbizon School of

painters. At Barbizon and at Gretz he studied nature

for himself, not uninfluenced by the work of the great

Barbizon men; but while adopting their principles, in

their application he developed an individual style. He
was quick to recognise the capacities for decorative

landscape treatment in the plein-air development which
has reached such special manifestations in the hands of

Puvis de Chavannes and Cazin, and, in another way, in

those of Lepage. O'Meara's work shows strong sym-
pathy with the art of Cazin and Puvis de Chavannes,

yet it is an individual expression quite his own.

By the many British students v/ho have since gone
to France, O'Meara was recognised as one who had
early set out in the ' new movement,' which is now so

wide in its influence—the movement towards a treat-

ment of landscape with special regard to atmospheric

planes, the various tones tlius searched out lending

themselves to a strongly realistic, yet beautifully

decorative treatment, in harmony with the modern
spirit, which demands scientific truth, yet has not lost

sight of Nature's loveliness, which is capable of noble

pictorial treatment, without the extreme conventional-

ism that some schools of painting have regarded as

essential.

hi the Glasgow International Exhibition there is an

excellent example of O'Meara's work—a large picture,

hung in the Sculpture room—No. 1(55.5, ' Evening in the

Gatinais.' Simple, broad, and true, it happily illustrates

the aim of the younger painters of to-day—to combine

realistic fidelity with decorative beauty.

Owing to his long residence in France, O'Meara is

comparatively little known to the public of this countiy,

and but few of his pictures have been seen here. Yet

his work is well known to the many artists who of late

years have gone to France to study, and O'Meara has

had a considerable influence in kindly encouraging and

judiciously directing others in the path in art in which

he himself was one of the pioneer men. It is a peculiar

and significant testimony to the estimation in which

his work is held, that it has nearly all been bought by

artists.

O'Meara's untimely death is especially to be deplored

in view of the fact that when art conditions are at such
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a low ebb in Ireland, one of the few men who might

yet have done something to better these conditions has

been taken away. It is almost needless to say that

under existing art conditions in Ireland no artist could

hope to achieve anything like the success which Frank

O'Meara achieved in the more congenial, because more

sympathetic, art atmosphere of France. There, as has

been indicated, he became nothing less than one of the

pioneers in the art movement of to-day. It was his

hope, had he lived, to be enabled, in his native land,

to devote himself, in the ripe years of his manhood, to

doing something to better the art conditions of his

country, and thus help to make it possible for an Irish-

man to be true to art without the necessity of expatriat-

ing himself

THE NIKE OF SAMOTHRACE.

ON the landing just lialf-way up the main stair-

case at the Louvre, one's attention is arrested

by a very beautiful and commanding figure with

flying drapery and outstretched wings, every line

and curve of whose form is expressive of motion,

strength, and life. A goddess type, radiant with

energy and absolute youth—sucli indeed she seems,

this victorious 'Nike,' dating from the centuries before

Christ ; fashioned by the wonderful hand and brain

of some Hellenic sculptor, in all likelihood a pupil

of the great Pheidias, in any case undoubtedly

inspired by his creative genius. Does she not, in

truth, seem to be of the immortal race, raised above

human needs and weaknesses, as she literally enough

is above the common clay, on this stone figurehead

of some old-world trireme ? By whom was she

fashioned, and for what occasion ? It is assumed that

the statue was executed to commemorate a victory

won off Salamis by Demetrius Poliorcetes somewhere

about the year 306 b.c; but of the master nothing

whatever is known, the breadth of conception, tlie

style, dignity, and poetic truth alone serving to

connect it with a period subsequent to the great

Pheidian era, more akin, as Mr. Murray thinks, to

that of the sculptures in the ' Museum,' the well-

kno\ni ' Reliefs from Priene,' the frieze of Magnesia

in the Louvre, and that of Pergamus in Berlin. As
he admits, all these differ in important respects, yet

nevertheless he contrives to detect a fundamental

base for them all—a certain strain of realism in

their greater energy of movement, which has been

grafted, as it were, on the abstract generalisations

of the art of the Periclean age—a racial resemblance,

in short, which incorporates them in one great group

but little removed in artistic perfection from that

of the greatest period of Hellenic art.

The figure is headless ; yet, guided by the design

on some ancient coins of Demetrius Poliorcetes

—

whence the reconstruction of the marble, found in

fragments, has been effected—we may surmise that

the head was set on the bust in such a way that

the fiice inclined upward and outward, following

in the direction of the raised right shoulder ; for

this and the play of the supple torso suggest that

the hand and arm were raised; and probably too

she held a trumpet in her hand, which was raised

to her lips.

Yet despite the headless condition of this beauti-

ful figure, it hardly seems to lose in interest as other

less abstract conceptions might and do. This may

be in part due to the loveliness and dignity of

physical form ; the technical splendour, as if the

work were wrought by a Titan's hand ; in part also

to that nobly idealised and generalised character of

Attic art, which, in its foremost development, cul-

minated in the achievement of a high abstract of

mental and physical beauty, qualities which are

nowhere more perfectly united than in the Venus of

Milo, the Hermes of Praxiteles, or in those other

mutilated, draped, and lieadless torsos by Plieidias

at the Museum known as ' The Fates.' For they, in

their recumbent grace, subtle and refined modelling

of sinew, flesh, and bone, seem to be the embodi-

ment of so much intellect, that when we have looked

upon the wide-eyed calmness of the passionless heads

of tlie Partlienon frieze, it seems almost possible to

predicate from them the attributes of these. Not,

however, that this implies that the head is not the

dominant organ of the mass. Only that it, with

the trunk and limbs, is of equal physical develop-

ment, and part of an organic whole, whose parts

maintain towards one another mutually dependent

and harmonious relations, in which the physique is

made to express the brain capacity of a healthily

balanced noble type, as fully as it sums up the

mental expansiveness of the sculptor himself.

For the old Greek, gifted as he was with keen

and single-hearted power of observation, interpreted

mental forces and physical facts as he conceived of

them, as things to be defined as good or ill, and

massed by simple forms and general lines ; so that

his projections become for us on that very account
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comparatively easy to understand, because they Hence it is, one must suppose, that we are

cognisant of the dominance and will of the goddess

by lier action and splendid form. For it is not as

if there were here any complex web of ideation to

unravel, such as one sees in that subtlest surely of

all subtle works, the wonderful ' La Joconda ' of

Lionardo, wliich answers one's closest study by an

unfathomable smile, that lies as deeply in the

shadowy lakes of her eyes as on her lips—a smile

which bespeaks a consciousness as of tlie accumu-

lated experience, not of a lifetime, but of centuries,

and which fitly enough is environed by a mystery of

mountain shapes, slow-moving rivers, and hurrying

streams, that wind about and fret the rocky ways

into fantastic jagged peaks and gnawing tongues of

land, fading and receding by greyer tones into the

canvas ; even the piercing summits of the mountains

fading also, in their turn, into an obscurity of mist

and space, typical of things past as of things to

come—into which also those trembling waters mix

and blend their currents.

In truth there is none of the subtlety of the

brilliant Renaissance painter in this majestically

simple and powerful creation of the old Greek

sculptor; this 'Nike' who stands there upreared as if

against some cloud-filled tempestuous sky ; rather

does she seem a part of the air and wind and the

sea which once washed about the weather-beaten

prow of the victor s galley as it roundeol the rocky

promontories of tlie Rliodian coast. For the wind

wliicli fills the sky seems to beat upon tlie concave

spread of her extended wings, to sweep and rush

about her breasts and forward-moving limbs, play-

ing with the half-transparent draperies, and fluting

out the folds into lissom curves about her flying

figure.

The golden wall at her back, with its pictured

iirmament of stars, less happy as a background than

would be a space of open sky, yet illumes this great

Victory witii a yellow glamour, making the marble

flesh glow with life and faint colour, as if tlie dying

sun liad touched it with his vivid fire before sinking

beyond the luminous sea. Mary Reed.

generalise the intellect, passion, and will of man as

ably as his physical beauty is synthesised.

WOMEN'S WORK IN ART INDUSTRIES.

II.

EXISTING at our very doors, amongst our own

people, and, I believe, peculiar to them, tliere

is an art industry, for so it may truly be called, which

is but little known to the outside world; its products

are to be found only in the homes of the workers,

and are not laid out in fashionable shop-windows

to catch the eye of the tourist. This is the manu-

facture ofrugs—bed-rugs and floor-rugs—in the more
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remote districts of the Higlilands. The fabric is

rough and coarse, but well adapted to its purpose ;

the colouring is varied, and often very beautiful.

Women card the wool and spin it into thick yarn

on the picturesque old spinning-wheel : women carry

on the knowledge from one generation to another of

the various plants and trees from which delicate

and artistic dyes are extracted : women weave the

yarn into bed-covers and rugs, blending the colours

in simple patterns at the cumbrous old-fashioned

loom. The industry is already declining ; shop

dyes are superseding the extract of native plants and
roots ; cheap and gaudy materials are beginning to

replace the durable homespun woollen, and one of

our few remaining home arts will probably succumb,

in a generation or two, to the ' advance of trade.'

As a means of liveliliood not much can be said now-

adays for tlie spinning-wheel and the handloom

—

machinery has driven them from the field; but as an

adjunct to other industries, women may ply them
still witii some advantage. In the intervals of

household work, or in tlie long winter evenings, the

old homely arts may still be remembered and pur-

sued ; still our homes may be made beautiful and com-

fortable by fabrics which tell, not of a mill-hand's

drudgery, but ofa thrifty woman's thought and fancy.

Tiie lace-making industry, which, in spite of

machine-made imitation, still employs so many
women in other countries, seems never to have

fairly taken root in Scottish soil. English and Irish

laces are well known, but Scottish lace is unknown
to fame, though tradition says the patterns of the

fine Shetland shawls were copied from Spanish lace

when some storm-driven vessels of the great Armada
took refuge in the island ports.

Beautiful reproductions of ancient Venetian and

other point laces are worked in Irish convent-schools

and in Irish cottage homes under skilled superinten-

dence ; but though most kinds of needlework, neces-

sary or decorative, are admirably wrouglit by Scottish

hands, lace-making takes no place among the art

industries of our women. The earnings of women
employed in making the most rich and delicate lace

are but small, but insignificant as is the daily wage
of the worker, lace must, from the length of time

necessary to produce it, remain one of the luxuries

of the very rich, and it is not likely that tlie

industry will spread to any extent.

The question may now be asked. In which of

these art industries is it most desirable for women
to engage who are about to choose a profession .?

And I would reply without liesitation tliat tlie art

of design, demanding as it does the greatest intelli-

gence on the part of the student, yields also the

highest measure of success to those who attain pro-
ficiency in it. Wlien combined with the practice of
mechanical art, a knowledge of design places the
worker at once on a higher level than those who can
only follow tlie lines sketclied out by others ; and
when studied in detail with a view to the require-

ments of any special manufacture, design is in itself

one ofthe most necessary and best paid of industries.

Of the manual arts it matters little which is chosen ;

let it be tlie one in which tlie greatest interest is

felt. But whichever that may be, let no pains be
spared and no time grudged in obtaining a com-
plete mastery over it. Let tlie stigma of ' un-
workmanlike,' or the faint praise of 'very well

done for a woman,' be overcome by earnest

thoroughness and steady application. Here we
touch the chief difficulty experienced by women who
wish to embark in one of these industries, viz. the
difficulty of obtaining a sufficient training. This
stumbling-block has been felt in other countries

besides our own, and in Germany a society has been
founded called the Lette-verein, whose object is to
give women thorougli instruction in various arts and
handicrafts by which they may earn a living. Tlie

comparatively few wiio sliow an artistic bfent are

tauglit to engrave on copper, to carve wood, to
emboss leather or metal, to decorate pottery, and so

on, while the many wlio have no aptitude for such
pursuits are duly instructed in household matters.
The greatest care is exercised in making the train-

ing really serviceable by impressing the earliest

rudiments of every industry firmly on the mind;
each successive step is practised till tlie student is

perfect in it, and advance is thus made sure and
steady. The Society interests itself in obtaining
employment for those of the students who attain

proficiency in any branch. It bears a certain resem-

blance to the Working Ladies Guild of London,
but seems to have a wider and firmer base, and a
more extensive field of operation.

If women are not more largely employed in the

different industrial arts than is the case at present,

the fault is their own. Let a real proficiency in

any brandi be once attained, and success will surely

follow. Women often ask, If I learn such and such

an art, is there any guarantee that I sliall obtain

employment afterwards P I would answer, No one
can guarantee you employment but yourself. Be
you only ready to take what work is offered, and
able to satisfy an employer's reasonable demand that

it shall be well and punctually performed, and your
hands will not long be idle. If there are any who
doubt this, let them try !

C. P. Anstuuther.
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THE FIRST EXHIBITION OF THE ARTS AND CRAFTS
EXHIBITION SOCIETY.

TO review the ordinary exhibition catalogue would

seem to be as strange as to read a dictionary, but

the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society in placing before

the public a somewhat novel departure in the matter

of exhibitions, have further supplemented such by the

issue of a catalogue which is as unique as it is requisite.

They have essayed the task of educating those of the

public who visit the New Gallery into a right under-

standing of what they are called upon to see ; an object

which would not be altogether without its value could

it be carried out in exhibitions other than that of the

Arts and Crafts.

The authorities of that exhibition tacitly assume

that their visitoi-s require knowledge, and, judging

from the way in which even those pseudo teachers ot

the public, the art critics, have either seemed to fight

shy of this exhibition, or have reviewed it by filling a

column of their newspaper with a recluntffee of the

catalogue, it would appear as if that assumption was

not altogether unwarranted. Prefacing the catalogue

proper with a series of short essays on the history and

technique of the various handicrafts under review, a set

of practical object-lessons is the result, and the casual

visitor finds what would probably have been a dreary

hour of monotony, converted into a visit full of informa-

tion, and he emerges a wiser and certainly not a sadder

man.

In a short preface, the President of the Society, Mr.

Walter Crane, in insisting upon the importance of the

handicrafts, points out how, under our mechanical

system, all sense of the personal element is lost. As

the machine leads, so the people follow. Practically

this is true, but after all the machine is but the servant

of the producer, and if the design supplied be bad the

issue is bad, but the means taken to produce are no

factor in the transaction. Not for a moment can the

ordinary production of the machine be defended, but a

good deal could be done and is done by recognising

the machine itself as a fact ; and if it be the spirit of

the age it cannot be altogether ignored.

All great missionary enterprises succeed only by

accepting the conditions of life under which the people

live to whom salvation is brought ; and the Arts and

Crafts Society, as missionaries of a movement, might

turn their attention to this side of the question.

Of the enviable position the Society holds there can

be no question. The difference between the ordinary

manufacturer or middleman and the skilled designers

and workers whose works are exhibited in the New
Gallery lies in the fact that the latter fitly claim to be

teachers of the public, whilst the former is usually the

servant. The power capable of being wielded from

this position is very great, and the education of the

people will speedily mean the education of the manu-

facturer. Meanwhile the people question not and have

nothing to say in this matter. A little leaven will in

time leaven the whole lump, but there is always the

preparation of the ' sponge ' to receive even the yeast.

The president fitly ends by calling attention to the

series of papers which follow as being written by men
whose names are associated with the subjects of which

they treat, not only in the literary sense, but as actual

designers and workmen.

The principles which guide the practice and methods

of Mr. William Morris are apparent in the paper on

Textiles, which leads off the series. In the thirst for

oi'iginality which prevails to-day, it seems to be lost sight

of that the heritage of past work is ours, and to accept

it and adapt it to our needs is but following the practice

of all good designers at all times. If by the process a

new style of architecture, and with it, of ornament, be

evolved, such is simply a repetition of history. Viewed

in this light, Mr. Morris's utterances on tapestry,

carpets, and textiles generally, lose much of their

apparent dogmatism. Take, for example, carpets. The
principles which guide carpet-designing are seen at

their best in the work of the old Persian designers,

where fitness and beauty go hand in hand. Therefore

let carpets be designed and coloured as are the works

of the Persian masters. Should the public desire

carpets whereon highly shaded rococo ornament glares

in all the glory of aniline dyes, simply do not gratify

the desire ; and when it is borne in mind that the

public can only desire to have that which is in the

market, the matter becomes less difficult than at

first appears.

This insistence upon the principles contained in the

work of the past is apparent in the whole series of

papers, though Mr. Walter Crane, in his essay on

Decoration, would seem to include the man, and to

demonstrate that the requirements for a decorative

artist are not always and at all times met by the

ordinary painter of easel pictui-es. Decorative painting

exacts peculiar and special knowledge and training,

and the present paramount influence of the purely

pictorial painter is not always advantageous to the

other Arts and Crafts.

In the essay on Wall-Papers, which follows, more

might have been made of the complete conquest and

disappearance of the French designer in this branch of

decoration, if for no other pui-pose than that of showing

the absurdity of the notion, so prevalent among a large

class of fabric-printers, that designs for such can only

be had from France.

That figures should not merely be 'stood about,'

but be an integral part of the building they adorn, is

the dictum of Mr. Somers Clark in his article on Stone-

carving, and he might have illustrated his remarks by
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a reference to the Municipal Buildings in George

Square, just as the same wi'iter in his essay on Stained

Glass could have told his readers to visit the Cathedral

at Glasgow in order to learn how not to decorate a

church with that material. Altogether^ this part of

the catalogue is an excellent idea well carried out.

The public obtaining their art wares through the

medium of the manufacturer, who more than often

believes that that design is the best which sells the

best, are here admitted, as it were, behind the scenes,

and made sharers of those principles which, animating

as they do the best work of past ages, are as much to

be desired now as they were realised by the Greek, and

followed by the mediajvalist.

A casual inspection of the exhibits leaves an im-

pression of the existence somewhere of a particular

line of thought in the conception, and of action in

the execution, which mark them as being the work

of a school. This impression disappears when the

objects are examined in detail, but the fact is that,

whilst rigid adherence to first principles is insisted

upon, each craftsman has been left free to give his

individual fancy full play. Be a man ' Goth,' or be

he ' Classicist,' provided he gives in his adherence to

the aims and objects of the Society, his work is accepted,

though a far healthier feeling is evinced in the desire

of some of the members to work outside the Historic

styles of ornament, and to endeavour, by a return to

natural forms, to realise similar results. The out-

come of all this is a collection of work which is

neither common to our houses, nor usually seen in

the windows of the tradesman, but is of that character

which, stigmatised as ' sesthetic ' and ' artistic,' has

nevertheless dui-ing the past twenty years completely

revolutionised our whole system of interior decoration.

That some of the efforts are not successful goes in the

saying, but there is nothing really bad ; all are re-

deemed so far by a recurrence to the salvation of first

principles.

The woven and printed textiles are completely

under the dominant influence of Mr. William Mon-is,

and are carried out largely on the system of the

use of usually not more than three tints either on a

white or a self ground. The designs are naturalistic,

with a fair sprinkling of adaptations from early Sicilian

and North Italian textiles. This same designer, in his

short paper, as above, lays down how carpets should be

designed and coloured, and here is seen the practice of

the theory in the hand-made ' Hammersmith carpets

'

coming from his looms. Persian in feeling and design,

they yet have a character all their own, and a com-
parison with pin-e Persian can be made in a repro-

duction of an example coming from the fii-m of James
Templeton & Co., of Glasgow.

Similarly, the class of wall-papers exhibited is an

almost English creation, and is the result of the long-

labours of Mr. Walter Crane and Mr. William Moms
in that direction. They are surpassed by the work of

no country, and though the former designer gives the

credit of this to William Morris, there is little doubt
of the strong influence of his own work, an example
of which, 'Wild Woodnotes,' is a pastoral in paper.

Furthermore, the use of the ornament of the various

styles seems to have entirely disappeared, but has
happily left us no cause to regret its absence. The
works in decoration are shadowed by the personality

of Mr. Burne Jones with its peculiar mannerisms. Mr.
Heywood Sumner has, however, escaped far enough
to give us an unique treatment of wall decoration in

polychromatic 'scraffito,' and Mr. Walter Crane
evinces quite as strong a personal feeling in his

designs for mosaics and friezes, and in his effort to

revive the art of ' gesso ' painting. A good example of

this latter class of work is seen in the piano case

designed by Burne Jones and decorated in gesso gilt

on a green ground by Miss K. Faulkner. This piano

is the property of, and lent by Mr. Alexander lonides.

In no branch of art-work are the efforts of a strong

school of young men more evident than in this

department, though Mr. Lewis F. Day might give us

something less slight than anything here shown, and
Mr. Henry Holiday might execute an example of work
which might look less like a study from the nude.

Mr. Stephen Webb's remarks on furniture require

exemplification by exhibits which are somewhat want-

ing, and the 'cassone' of Mr. Burne Jones and' the

hanging cupboard of Mr. Spencer Stanhope will have

but a very indirect influence upon popular taste in

such matters.

The fictiles are largely imitative of the wares of past

periods ; and present producers are troubling less

about forms and ornamentation than about the imita-

tion of the peculiar glazes which old ware pos-

sesses. So far, success seems to have crowned the

effort of Mr. W. de Morgan, and a splendid example

of what a large firm of manufacturers can accomplish

in the education of public taste is seen in the exhibits

of Maw & Co., just as in wall-papers Jeffi'ey & Co.

and Woollams & Co. have done similar praiseworthy

work. Messrs Minton are tersely stated to have
' three cases of pottery,' and the absence of the

efforts of Doulton & Co. in art wares would imply a

fault either on the side of that firm or on that of the

Executive of the Exhibition.

Many of the examples of metal-work look as if they

had been taken in hand in the spare moments at the

craftsman's disposal, or as a relief from more exacting

strains. Noteworthy exceptions are the productions of

Messrs. Longden & Co., but who might possibly do

more to caiTy on the traditions of the moulder's box,

first taught the world by the late Alfred Stevens. The
pair of wrought-iron carriage gates by Robinson &
Robson keep alive the spirit of the Georgian iron-work,

and a brass and copper fountain by W. A. S. Benson,

though suspiciously like a binnacle lamp, aflferds an

example of the combination of different metals to obtain

a pleasing effect. In a silver loving-cup by George

Simmonds, the sculptor is slightly weak in its figure
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treatment ; and lastly, but by no means least, comes

the balcony of W. Kellock Brown, which effort has,

according to Mr. Walter Crane, discovered something

very like a genius. Less anatomy in the figures would

have kept them better within the framework of the

design, but the treatment of the thistle leaf in the side

panels is decidedly a revelation.

The work under the heading ' Stained Glass ' is seen

to better advantage in the cartoons for, than in the

actual productions of, that branch of art. Of course

there is always the difficulty of exhibiting this latter,

but sufficient is shown to enable the visitor to form

an idea of what is meant by the revival of glass-stain-

ing. Mr. Burne Jones is largely represented, and Mr.

Lewis F. Day, Mr. Hamilton Jackson ; and among firms

Messrs. Campbell, Smith, & Co. and Messrs. J. & W.

Guthrie, the latter with a most praiseworthy frame of

domestic glass, are among the chief exhibitors, but the

Arts and Crafts Society could have made the collec-

tion more educative by showing a piece of the painted

glass they condemn.

Though the paper on book-binding is the most

technical of the series, yet the specimens, both of that

art and of printing, are too limited in number to allow

an appraisement of their true value. Tradition weighs

heavily upon efforts in this branch, and a cheap press

means too hurried a production for the purposes of

art. The machine-printed book covers of Lewis F.

Day here exhibited are a proof of the acceptability of

such to the authorities, and regret may be expressed

that the firms of Field & Tuer and T. & A. Constable

are not exhibitors.

The strictly amateur element is confined to examples

of needlework, though much of this rises into excel-

lence ; and more than a passing notice might be given

to the really beautiful specimens of illumination. Taken

as a whole, the exhibition has signally succeeded in its

objects : firstly, that of demonstrating the existence of

the highest class of art work in our midst other than

painting ; and secondly, of bringing before the public

heart-whole efforts of craftsmen who are as truly

sharers in the generic term ' artist ' as any follower of

the purely pictorial side of art, but who, as employes,

are compelled to use the medium of their employers'

show-rooms to bring their unsigned productions before

the public. F. Elliot.

GENERAL NOTES ON ART.

Royal Scottish Academy Life School.—Distribution

of Prizes.—On the 19th of October, in the Libraryof the Academy,

the annual distribution of prizes to Life School students took place.

The attendance during the session, as shown by the Secretary's

report, showed a distinct increase over that of the previous year.

The prizes had been awarded as follows :—The Chalmers Bursary,

W. Marshall Brown ; for the best drawing from the life, A. G.

Sinclair ; for the second best, John Stewart ; Maclaine Watters'

medal for colour, D. Noble ; extra prize, W. Milne ; the Keith

prize for the best work by a student in the Exhibition, W. S.

M'George. The Stuart prize will not be awarded till early next

month, as the time for the designs being sent in has not yet expired.

Decoration of Glasgow Municipal Buildings.—There

has been a good deal of talk to and fro, and some notes and sug-

gestions in the newspapers, about getting something done in this

matter. Is nothing going to be done after all ? A lavish expendi-

ture has been made on the Architecture. But Architecture is not

the only art necessary to worthily complete these buildings. The

interior walls should be decorated with frescoes ;
and Glasgow

would do a good service to art, and do honour to herself, by

arranging that these frescoes should be carried out by some of the

artists among her own citizens who have already demonstrated

their capacity for such work.

Mr. G. F. Watts, R,A. , has presented to the nation thirty-

seven of his finest works, among them a number of his imagina-

tive poems and allegories on canvas, besides many of his remark-

able portraits of notable men These portraits will be a standing

example of what can be achieved in portraiture by pure sincerity,

when allied to insight into character. The collection at the Man-

chester Exhibition demonstrated that in spite of a lack of manipu-

lative power Mr. Watts had, by sheer insight and sincerity, pro-

duced the finest portraits of our time.

Portrait-Painting is a branch of art in which every one can

at least have some interest. Intelligent understanding of what

constitutes good portrait-painting is, however, a different matter.

Public attention has been specially called to the subject by two

recent lectures—one by Mr. Hubert Herkomer, R.A,, at Leeds,

and another by Mr. Hany Furniss, at the Birkbeck Institute.

Both lectures were pretty generally rej^orted in the daily papers.

The Grosvenor Gallery Pastel Exhibition was opened

on the 20th October. The exhibits number three hundred. They
will be duly noticed. Meanwhile, could not the Glasgow Institute

of the Fine Arts arrange to exhibit some of these pastels and others,

to be contributed, in the forthcoming Spring Exhibition.

Mr. Harry Furniss being himself a clever character-sketcher,

with a turn for caricature, his lecture naturally dealt chiefly with

the expression of character in portraiture. As a means of becom-

ing thoroughly acquainted with the character of his sitter, he

suggested that the artist should have long and intimate knowledge

of him—to an extent which the exigencies of life would make quite

impracticable. A man about to have his portrait painted might

not find it convenient to be under continual artistic surveillance,

and the painter might conceivably have other work to do than to

haunt his intended victim for months beforehand.

' It is not too much to say that a fashionable portrait-painter

often receives ;!f900 for his name, and ;^ioo for the value of a

picture, as a portrait—it is the artist's autograph with a dashed-oft'

something attached.' So said Mr. Harry Furniss.

Apropos, Professor Herkomer in the course of his lecture

said, * I want to impress on you the necessity of being painted

not necessarily by a portrait-painter. I can get ten young men,

any one of whom would do a portrait for ^50 as well as a better-

known man will do it for ^500.' Indeed, portraits by young men
are really, as a rule, better, for they are generally better studied

and more carefully wrought out. Whatever they may lack in

artistic resource, and facility of execution, they usually more than

make up for in downright sincerity. After all, sincerity has tlie

charm that endures the longest.
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A BELATED CRITIC OF WAGNER.

II"
an unimaginative geologist were suddenly con-

fronted in the street by a Pterodactyl from the

Oolite, liis emotions could hardly be stranger than

those aroused in the musician wlio finds a magazine

article of no earlier date tiian last niontli declaring

that the Wagner movement lias proved a bubble.

Wliat do these unshapely old-world products here ?

botli surprised persons may justly exclaim. The
seas of change have long swept over their race ; a

new spirit has breathed on the once perturbed waters;

new lands have arisen bringing fortli things fairer

to see, and of decenter manners. How, then, lias

the law of evolution been evaded .'' The startled

musician must seek his answer from Mr. J. F.

Rowbotham, who stands sponsor to one survivor of

the unfit—the Saurian of the Wagner floods. So

far as may be guessed, Mr. Rowbotham cherislied

the creature into life ten or fifteen years ago when

a good many snappish members of the same species

were about, then permitted it to lapse into a sort

of preliistoric slime, where dreamless and dark it

lay, until one fine morning, by a violent effort, it was

rescued and led down the highways of an astonished

world, with the help of the editor of the Nineteenth

Century.

If this theory does not please, there is another.

At a period not yet very remote Mr. Rowbotham
was an interested observer of the activities, social

and intellectual, that derived their stimulus from

Wagner's personality and writings ; in his sojourn-

ings he met a numerous apostolate spreading un-

orthodox doctrine with a zeal not untouched by

fanaticism ; he may liave taken up arms against tlie

zealots, and got a little damaged in the combat.

Then years pass and kindly oblivion wraps Mr.

Rowbotham round. In the fulness of time he

emerges, rubs his eyes, shakes up his faculties, finds

no one quarrelling about Wagner, and promptly con-

cludes that the whole thing was a portentous bubble,

whicli has burst. The possibility that silence may
mean consent does not strike him ; so lie proceeds

to blow the bubble afresh in his own masterly fashion,

j ust to show us how it looked. He restates the old

charges in the old way ; he musters the original

prejudices with the dew of freshness still upon

them ; he restores in their pristine form the fantastic

ideas once created in unprepared minds by the

phrase the ' Music of the Future.' The result is an

article having the rare value of a piece of ancient

history written with all the force of living convic-

tion. To the student of dead disputations it must

be jiriceless. Imagine a contemporary of ficcini

miraculously preserved to tell us to-day, with the

fulness and veracity of an eye-witness, what the

Paris of 1780 thought of Gluck : so may we gain an

idea of the service rendered by Mr. Rowbotham.

jMuch use it will be observed may be made of this

inability to admit that the lying down of contro-

vei'sial din occasionally signifies tacit acceptance of

the thing once disputed. Let this only be pleaded

:

no one sliall arise to argue from the absence of daily

asseveration that Queen Anne is dead that therefore

that royal personage must be alive.

Of course Mr. Rowbotham liad the option of a

much liigher office tlian that of illustrator by lime-

light of past ignorances and -antipathies. It is too

soon by many a day to expect a final estimate of so

potent a centre of assthetic disturbance as Wagner ;

but it is not too soon to begin first studies. The
sheer mass and momentum of Wagner's energies

would have carried him to excess, as they have

carried the initiators of every new movement ;, vio-

lence of opposition begat violence of assertion ; and

a rather well-stocked armoury of dislikes, personal

and national, was matclied by a public dislike wliich

had the advantage of concentration. Perhaps it was

to Wagner's individual loss, and not ultimately to

tlie great gain of the world, tliat he possessed a great

faculty of literary analysis and construction ; able,

not only to render himself in musical tone, but also to

give a cool intellectual statement of the motive and

purpose of the inner vibration. To his loss, because

it fostered the impression that liere was a man with-

out any native gift of melodious speech setting out

ambitiously to argue and hector the world into

accepting music which the ear resented. Mozart

and the elders had piped but as the linnets sing,

why should Wagner philosophise .'' Not to the

world's great gain, because the main value of art

theories is in tlieir demonstration ; and a few operas

such as Trhtun would have liad more convincing

power than any niuiiber of jiages of tlie grosser dia-

lectic. A critic of Wagner, who made it his busi-

ness to sift this dialectic without fear and witliout

favour, would not go luirewarded. But Mr. Row-

botham has not tlie stuff'of sane criticism in him. To
put the matter mildly, he seems to labour under a con-

genital incapacity to appreciate, or even to tolerate,

great genius at the distance of less than a hundred

years. If he could have admitted the possibility of

a new impulse, such as he elsewhere acknowledges in

history, being communicated to the musical art
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witliin liis own lifetime, he would Jiave put liiniself

on the lines of a scientific criticism ; and once safely

there, lie could hardly have missed the engagingly

obvious fact that Wagner's music has conquered in

Germany, being the work from which musical natures

derive their keenest emotional excitation. ' A singu-

lar aberration of musical art,' as Mr. Rowbotham
respectfully tei-ms Wagner's product, it must indeed

be which affords operatic managers abroad their

mainstay. Hopelessly unable to winnow and weigh,

Mr. Rowbotham falls back very artlessly on a theory

of Wagner's character, and on a doctrine as to his

true duty, that have only to be generally applied to

form the double bar to all progress. In brief, the

theory and doctrine are that Wagner was a man
without the genius of a true artist ; miserably fail-

ing in his first attempts to hit tlie taste of the day,

he rushed to polemics, and asserted that there were no

heroes before Agamenilion, and from that time forth

all was madness. Now, quoth Mr. Rowbotham
paternally, lie ought to have ' subdued the wilfulness

of his thoughts, and taught them to travel in that

groove which the cultivated world of the time had

agreed to admire as the true one.' A naive recom-

mendation in sooth ! AVhat is it but the advice

of the typical country gentleman to those restless

people who think the great world is no better than it

should be—Don't move ; do to-day as the world was

doing yesterday ; and in every emergency consult

your grandmother. Happily for art, when an

original nature appears he objects to make these

domestic references. He brings the cultivated world

in time to his feet, and equips it with a new stan-

dard of cultivation. History wrongs Beethoven if

he did not hold the opinion of his elderly female

relative in profound disrespect. There was a public

in Vienna of irreproachable taste, which found no

satisfaction in his rebellion against the canons ; there

were even great musicians who thought him a master

of cacophony ; there must have been many who

recommended him to consult his grandmother. And
indeed the world has high sanction for treating

musical genius cavalierly. To recall but one instance

—did not Handel call Gluck an idiot, who knew no

more of counterpoint than ' mein cook ' ?

The truth is Wagner's music has found favour

—

just as Beethoven's found favour—by its own inherent

attractiveness, proving once more that what justifies

itself to the sense of a supreme musical genius will

in good time justif}' itself to the average man. Mr.

Rowbotham sets down the polemical side of Wagner's

productivity to disappointment and spleen ; it is

wholly unnecessary that he should thus foolishly

theorise, because Wagner's written principles, while

helping to the understanding of his work, never

helped to its toleration where the musical speech

was not in itself authoritative. In point of fact,

Wagner's theoretical works have been extremely

little read ; his own admission to this effect stands.

It really appears as if Mr. Rowbotham had deter-

mined to be the last Philistine ; and he is likely to

succeed ; everything being possible to his triple con-

servatism. Moreover, he seems especially fitted to

resist the most alluring advances on the Wagnerian

lines, having scrupulously preserved his dramatic

sense from evolution. In its way that is a feat, but

one fatal to critical pretensions ; for anything more

certain cannot be than that progress on the lyric

stage means greater recognition of the necessities of

drama. Gluck did something to decry if not to

abolish the pestilent tenor with his gymnastics,

decorations, and notes shouted on tip-toe, keeping

the stage waiting, and who had learned to lord it

over poet, composer, stage-manager, and all. In the

famous preface to the Alceste there is tlie germ of

Wagner's method—the recognition of tlie principle

that the function of music is the seconding of poetry

by enforcing the expression of sentiment and the

interest of situation, without interrupting action or

weakening it by superfluous comment ; the use of

instruments in proportion to the degree of interest

and passion in the words ; the sacrifice of rules when

necessary for effect. Precept, of course, was much
ahead of practice. Gluck's addiction to a frigid

classicism retarded his influence ; Mozart came with

more instant magic, humanised the lyric stage, and

carried the drama to the liighest point it has yet

attained within the lines of formal music. Wagner
appeared on tlie scene with a personality as amply
endowed on the dramatic as on the musical side

—

a phenomenon in the history of music. There is no

denying that had destiny ordered his course so, he

might have become chief among the masters of

spoken drama. Standing, then, in the line of

musical development with tlie doctrine and practice

of Gluck and the culture of the Beethoven orchesti'a

in and behind him, what was tlie natural outlet for

his creative energy ? Mr. Rowbotliam suggests that

Wagner should have taken example by his betters

and slaved in the domain of pure music, making the

right choice of subjects, giving tonic and dominant

their dues, and attending to tliematic development.

So doubtless did the Rowbothams of Wagner's own
day suggest. He united his gifts, instead, in pro-

duction for the stage ; the distinguishing aim, stated

concisely but not completely, being to render action

associated with music at least as truthful as action

in ordinary drama. Wagner's merits apart, what
has been the effect on the critical standards of to-

day ? Poverty of operatic production limits tests,
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but do we give the palm to the musician who has

^vorked with a loosely-liung plot, converts the stage

every few minutes into a mere concert platform, and

the orchestra into a large agency of accompaniment?

Or is it not the case that opera is subjected to

as severe an ordeal from the standpoint of the

dramatist as from the standpoint of the musician ?

There seems to be but one demurring person—that

is Mr. Rowbotliam. He is still content that the

chorus should be arranged in a semicircle, permitted

to make an occasional automaton-like jerk of the

hand, otherwise strictly attending to the delivery

of the music which is their proper and conventional

business. He prefers that the tenor should leave

his mistress at the back of the stage, take up a

position at the footliglits, and pour fortli liis im-

passioned sentiments to the audience who have paid

to hear him. And so on through the whole archaic

method ; Mr. Rowbotham finds it natural, and there

an end. He simply does not realise that a dramatic

sense has been formed in audiences who are now
finding infringements of the logic of drama as

ridiculous or as painful as false notes are to an

ordinarily fastidious ear.

It is never wise to take on his own terms an

artist's statements of his motives and ideals, but

Mr. Rowbotham will not even accept Wagner's
performances. Had he chosen to be reasonable

instead of frenetic, he might have shaped a criticism

helpful to Wagnerians and useful for general edifi-

cation. It is not necessary to salvation that one

should believe the Trilogy in its complete form to

be immortal ; the conditions gf time and space are

against it; the exclusiveness of its appeal to the

Teutonic genius also argues impermanence. Nor is

it an article of faith that Wagner's system of

aesthetics with its wider sociological extensions is

impregnable. Wagner was by no means moderate
in his claims, and the future will have to discount

them. Mr. Rowbotham's oifence is in slumping

Wagner's whole work as extravagance in aim and
nothingness in result, originating in audacity and
proceeding in ill-temper. He crows, for example,

over Wagner's ambition to be known as a poet

rather than as a musician. A fair-minded critic

would have asked. What of that 't Milton, as

all know, was less in love with Paradise Lost than

with another poem which the world sets much less

store by. Goethe was proud to think that the world

would remember him, not as a poet, but as the author

of a theory of colours now known to be three-parts

error. Such curiously awry personal estimates and
revelations are to be utilised in the all-round sum-
ming up of character, not for the belittling of

specific achievement. In the same narrow spirit,

and at no small length, Mr. Rowbotham quotes

passages of declamation from Tristan, demanding

triumphantly, Is this jargon poetry ? Well, it is,

and it is not. It is poetry if a good half of Words-

worth's ponderous preachments be entitled to that

description. It is not, if Tennyson's formal perfec-

tion or Browning's complexity be vital constituents

of poetry. There is no obligation to accept Wag-
ner's librettos as fine literature for enjoyment in the

quiet of the study ; it is enough that they are a

sufficiently poetised material containing the right

quality and quantity of ideas for serving along

with music as a vehicle of emotion. But with what
can Mr. Rowbotham compare them ? With the

jingles set to airs for brigands, roystering soldiers,

and the other picturesque riffraff of Italian opera ?

One, indeed, is constantly at a loss to know where

Mr. Rowbotham finds his standards. He speaks of

the 'little' opera of Lohengrin. Where is the

larger overshadowing work outside this charla,tan of

a composer. Music, he tells us, has gone one way,

Wagner another ; and the musical enthusiast an-

xiously searches among the giants of to-day to find

the man of might who has outstripped Wagner, or

has even escaped his influence. Wagner, we are

assured, had not the genius to work within the lines

that satisfied his predecessors, and we are driven to

ask where, in respect of mere musical accomplish-

ment, there is evidence of a greater abundance of

ideas and of richer fertility in their management.

And lastly, one wants to know in what quarter to

find, outside the productions of this great arguer

and poor artist, an equal number of noble concep-

tions nobly sustained. It is the sovereign virtue of

Wagner—the splenetic musical iconoclast—that

every part of his work is impregnated with thought,

so that one may turn to it again and again, and

still depart rewarded. But this cannot appeal to

Mr. Rowbotham. He does not desiderate any

application of intellect to the work of imparting

vividness and consistency to the lyric stage, and

making the theatre the home of the unified arts.

His heart is with the tenor at the footlights, and

with composers who do not agitate the world.

T. Caiilaw Maiitin.
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MUSICAL LIFE IN GERMANY.

LEIPZIG.

BEFORE entering upon our regular correspond-

ence concerning present musical life in Ger-

many, we tliink that the readers of the Scottish Art

Revieio will be interested in a general account of the

history of music as it has been cultivated in the

ancient town of Leipzig. The name of Leipzig is

associated in the minds of most people witli its fairs,

its book and music trade, its Conservatorium, its

Gewandhaus Concerts, and possibly even with its

larks ! The latter we may dismiss from the list,

while duly appreciating their songs ; seeing that

there is no longer the danger of their being de-

stroyed to satisfy the appetite of the gourmand,

they having been placed under the protection of tlie

Magistrates.

The Gewandhaus Concerts and tlie Conservato-

rium must be first noticed, seeing that these consti-

tute the centre of musical activity at Leipzig, and

to some extent the musical life of Germany also.

The institution of the concerts is ancient, the first

dating as far back as November 1781. Their origin

may be traced to the year 1701, when Telemann is

said to have founded the ' Collegium Musicum,' tlie

conductors of its concerts having been—from 1705-

1715,Melchior Hoffmann ; 1715 to 1719, Joh. Gott-

fried Vogler ; 1719 to 1729, Balthasar Schott ; 1729-

1736, Johann Sebastian Bach ; 1736-1746, Gerlach
;

1746-1781, Johann Friei, and others. These concerts

afterwards gave place to those of the Gewandhaus,

to the first of which allusion has already been made.

The programme of this concert was as follows :

—

Part 1st.

Symphony by Jose|)h Scliraidt.

Hymn, set to music by Reichardt.

Concerto for Violin, played by Herr Berger.

Quartett.

Part 2nd.

Sympliony by J. S. Bach.

Aria by Tacchini, sung by Madame J. Podleskar.

Symphony by C. W. Wolff'.

The end and aim of tliese concerts from tlie first has

been a serious one. By some tlie management may
have been considered to be too conservative in its

character. But this accusation is unjust in face of

the fact that tlie Gewandhaus never closes its

doors to any productions of real merit, and has

brought them into publicity, regardless of any pre-

conceived opinion that may have been opposed to

them. The statistical reports more than confirm

this assertion ; although there are those who com-

plain that tlie compositions of Wagner, Liszt, and

Berlioz have not had that prominence given to them

which their merit ought to have secured. For our

own part, our opinion quite accords with the direc-

torate in the course they have taken ; for it must be

borne in mind, in reference to Wagner, that he

wrote little which was adapted for the concert-room,

while all his works, with the single exception of Par-

sifal, are very frequently given at the Opera House.

With regard to the artistic value of the programme

music of Liszt and Berlioz, no satisfactory conclusion

has yet been arrived at by musical critics, and we

may wait a long time before the question will be

decided between the directors of the Gewandhaus

and the defenders of the new German School. Never-

theless, it must be borne in mind that we find

Wagner's music has been performed some fifty times,

while the name of Liszt occurs still oftener on the

programme, and it was only last winter that we

heard the overture to King Lear by Berlioz, and a

year before that the Corsair by the same com-

poser, while his symphony Harold in Italy has

been repeatedly performed.

Returning to the history of the Gewandhaus Con-

certs, when under the direction of Johann Adam
Hiller, we find the orchestra is composed of six first

violins, six second violins, three violas, four basses,

two flutes, two oboes, two flagiolets, two horns

and trumpets, and cymbals. Notwithstanding tlie

modest pretensions of this assemblage, they appear

to Jiave entered at once into the study and perform-

ance of the most celebrated works of the day both

for orchestra and chorus, introducing also botli

vocal and instrumental soloists, amongst whom ap-

pears the name of the distinguished Corona Schroter.

The composers who in that day were most esteemed

were Hasse, Naumann, Schickt, Phil. Em. Bach,

Rolle, Cimarosa, Tomelli, Pergolesi, Gretry, Paisiello,

Piccini, Salieri, etc., etc. From 1785 to 1810 the

concerts were conducted by Schickt (cantor of the

Thomaschurch). Under his direction music was

performed by Campagnoli, Aug. Eberhard, Muller

(known as Caprice Muller), Dotzaner, Dussek,

Fredricli Schneider, and others, and we soon notice

the now familiar names of Haydn, Mozart, Beet-

hoven, Cherubini, Paer, Reiche, A. Romberg, Mehul,

Spontini, Neukonim, etc. Mozart himself gave a

concert on Tuesday, May 12, 1789. Besides other

works performed on this occasion was his Symphony
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in D Major (without the minuet). Rochlitz relates

a curious httle incident which occurred at the re-

hearsal. Mozart displayed the most determined

energy in his efforts to preserve the tempo, and

whenever the instrumentalists retarded, he stamped

the measure so violently witli his foot tliat one of

his shoe buckles fell to pieces ! To tliis day the

symphony is called in Leipzig the ' Buckle Sym-

phony,' and we have been told tliat it is still played

from the same copies of the parts that were used on

that occasion, and one of the first-violin copies is

said to contain a remark confirming tlic trntli of

tjiis incident.

From 1810 to 182T T. P. C. Schulz occupied the

position of conductor. Under his guidance de-
menti played, and Mendelssohn's name first appears

in connection with the performance of his own Sym-

phony in C Minor, printed as 'Opus 11.'

From 1827 to 1835 Pohlenz, tlie composer of the

well-known song, ' Der kleine " Tambour Vert,"

'

conducted the concerts. Under his auspices Clara

Schumann, then Clara Wieck, made her first

appearance. In the year 1835 Felix Mendelssohn

Bartholdy rose to the zenith of his popularity, and

with him as conductor the universal renown of the

Gewandhaus Concerts begins. He was the first who

conducted orchestral works from the desk, with the

baton. Hitherto tliey had been directed by the

Concertmeister from the first-violin desk, with a

violin bow, and before that froni the clavicembalo.

Under Mendelssohn's regime we encounter for the

first time the names of Schumann, Gade, William

Sterndale Bennett as composers. Few men were

more fitted for the post of General Director than

Mendelssohn ; nevertheless, he disdained the easy

fame which may be gained by learning orchestral

works by heart, so as to be able to conduct from

memory. So remarkable was his capacity in this

respect, however, that he was said to be able to

write whole orchestral works in score from memory

!

Alfred Doiff'el, in describing his powers as a pianist

in his History of the Gewandhaus Concerts (to which

we are indebted for the information contained in

this sketcli), exclaims, ' How gloriously he rendered

the Liedcr ohnc Worte ! How magnificently and

grandly he revealed to us the genius of Mozart and

Beethoven !

'

David took the place of conductor for a short

time, but the post did not suit him ; he was, more-

over, missed as an excellent Concertmeister, and

Mendelssohn again resumed the baton. In tlie year

1843 Mendelssolni was called to Berlin, and his place

was filled by Ferdinand Hiller. During his director-

ship we first hear the name of Carl Reinecke, tlie

present conductor of the Gewandliaus Concerts. He
began his career as a pianist, and it is interesting to

notice that he made his debut on the same day, and

at the same concert, as Joachim. In less than a

year Hiller left Leipzig, and his place was filled by

the young Niels W. Gade who directed alternately

with Mendelssolin for a short time.

From 1848 to 1860 Julius Rietz held the position

of Director, and proved himself well able to sus-

tain the high reputation which by this time the

orchestra had attained.

AVe now meet with the names of Johannes

Brahms, Carl Reinecke, Bargiel, Albert Dietrich,

and other composers of the present day, whose fame

is known and acknowledged.

It was wlien Rietz removed to Dresden in 1860

that the present conductor, Carl Reinecke, assumed

tlie direction of these concerts, and he has held the

position for twenty-eight years, being longer than

any of his predecessors in office. He has introduced

works by Volkmann, Max Bruch, Hermann Goetz,

Brahms, and others. Under his direction the con-

certs have risen so high in popular estimation that

a new concert-room has become necessary. The
new Gewandhaus, which has now been in use for

four years, is a magnificent edifice, and as regards

acoustics is said to be quite unequalled by any other

in existence. The present orchestra consists of twenty

first violins, twenty second violins, twelve violas, ten

'cellos, eight basses, so that it numbers nearly ninety

artists. Twenty-two concerts are lield every winter.

These include four clioral concerts. Tlie main part

of the performances consist of a symphony and an

overture, but other forms of music are also intro-

duced, which give additional interest to the wjiole.

Besides these concerts there are ten evenings for

chamber music. The members of the orchestra

have to undergo a rigorous examination previous to

their admittance, and have then to stand a year of

probation previous to membership. Amongst them

are to be found men of very high talent, such as

Henri Petri, the Concertmeister. Klengel Schrodu

and Schultz, violincello players, Hinke, oboe player,

Gumpert, horn, etc. ; and when we add that at the

desks of the first and second violins there stand

many young artists wlio can play with ease the

violin concerto by Joachim, it will be easily under-

stood that the assembly represents no ordinary

amount of musical knowledge and talent.
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TRISTAN AND ISOLDE.

TRISTAN AND ISOLDE' is the one of all

Wagner's operas which has the ' power

over tears.' The sad faces of the lovers look out

from the canvas less shadowy than those whom
Dante saw, more noble than the two who live in

Tennyson's ' Guinevere.' Fate is tlie keynote, and

among tlie rocks of Fate's hungry wliirlpool—'more

dark than the wide sea's womb'—all tlie love, all

the longing, is crushed in niglit.

The poem was finished in 1859. The music was

performed at Munich under Bulow, some years after

it was written, in 1865.

The Vorspiel is based on the expression of
' Sehnsuclit,' a word which is only imperfectly trans-

lated by ' yearning.'

' Sehnsucht' Motive.
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Tlien come the few notes which tell of the first

time Tristan's eyes met those of Isolde. These flow

on into the tale of their love, their fate, their

defiance of death, and the Prelude closes pp. witli

the unsatisfied notes of longing with wjiich it began.

The first act shows Isolde with her maid, Bran-

gane, on the ship which Tristan is steering to Corn-

wall, tlie realm of liis uncle and benefactor. King;

Mark. Tristan stands at the helm with a set,

white face, and Isolde's name burning into his

heart. For he, ' the soul of honour,' had not felt

at liberty to woo the lovely Irish Princess for him-

self, bound as he was in gratitude to King Mark,
and stained with the blood of Isolde's kinsman,

Morold, whom he had slain in single combat.

Isolde, won in the blunt old fashion for the Kine",

feels cruelly wronged by Tristan's conduct. She

tells Brangane how she had discovered the slayer of

lier betrothed kinsman in the wounded stranger
' Tantris,' who had come to the palace to be healed

by her mother's well-known liealing art, and how
her uplifted sword had fallen when tlie stranger's

eyes were fixed on hers instead of on the threatening-

blade. She now summons Tristan, and when he

offers her his sword to avenge on his unprotected

breast the deatli of Morold, she demands instead

that he drink ' Expiation ' (Slihne). He, under-

standing her intention to mix poison in the cup,

agrees to embrace death ; but when he has drunk

only half the cup, Isolde snatches it from him

—

' Traitor, wouldst tliou here also deny my right .'''

—

and drinks the rest. Having by this act silently

confessed their mutual love, they stand looking in

each other's eyes and await death. But the faith-

ful Brangane has substituted the ' Love Potion ' for

the ' Death Potion,' has prepared lifelong misery

stead of sharp, kind death, and the passion which

grows in their eyes is henceforth to overmaster them

and ' to lead these twain to tlie life of tears and

fire—to the lifeless life of night.'

' Each on each

Hung with strange eyes, and hovered as a bird

Wounded, and each mouth trembled for a word :

Their heads neared and their hands were drawn in one,

And they saw dark though still the unsunken sun

Far through fine rain shot fire into the south
;

And their four lips became one burning mouth.'

The second act glows with passion from the

beginning to the end. The Introduction pour-

trays Isolde's impatient expectation of her lover.

She is now in King Mark's castle, but the Court is

out hunting witli the King—all save Tristan, who
only waits the extinction of Isolde's torch to fly to

her arms. The night draws do%vn, the hunting-

horns die away in the distance, and in spite of

Brangane's entreaties and warnings, Isolde seizes the

torch. ' Even were it my life's light thus would I

quench it, smiling.' The duet, or rather the series

of duets, which follows, is pitched in an ever more

impassioned tone, and the intensity is only relieved,

as in mere physical exhaustion, by the soothing-

slumber motive, and by tlie song wliich

sino-s on her watchtower.

Brangane

'Slumber' Motive.
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The second last duet is formed of the ' Dedication

to Death,' the only release the hapless lovers may
look for, and infinitely pathetic are the notes in

which the words find expression.

DEATH SONG,
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The mad passion of the last duet is interrupted at

its height by the return of Mark, who has been

informed of the treachery of his friend and hero.

Though he knows nothing of the Fate in whose

hands the lovers are as clay, his chief feeling is

a wistful disappointment in his cherished ideal,

Tristan, and it is Melot, the betrayer, whose sword

is stretched out against the unguarded breast of the

friend for whom he had feigned unbounded admira-

tion

—

' Melot smote aright

Full in the wound's print of his great first fight.'

Mark is avenged, and Tristan is carried home to

die.

The third act is introduced by a new form of the
' yearning ' motive, dark with the death which is to

be the lovers' expiation.

1
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delirious, and raising himself from his couch, he tears

the bandage from his wound—

'
" Iseult"—and like a death-bell faint and clear

The virgin voice rang answer—" I am here."

'

But she is only just in time to pillow his head on

her breast and to catch the last faint breath which

dies away in ' Isolde.'

'And ere her ear might hear her heart had heard,

Nor sought she sign for witness of the word
;

But came and stood above him newly dead,

And felt his death upon her ; and her head

Bowed, as to reach the spring that slakes all drouth,

And their four lips became one silent mouth.'

Brangane has told King Mark of the potion, and

how hers was the blame. The generous king has

taken sliip and hastens after Isolde, to assure her

and Tristan of liis forgiveness ; but Kurwenal in his

despair only sees the avenger, and, single-handed as

he is, tries to defend the castle gate. Melot is the

first to force an entrance, and pays the penalty to

the old henchman's sword. Kurwenal falls at last,

and drags himself to die beside his master's dead

body. Isolde wakens under Brangane's care from

her swoon, and raising her head a little she begins

that wonderful ' Death Sonsr ' which Wagner has

surely drawn from the fountain-head of tears. The
unaccustomed moisture stands in not a few eyes as

the lovely girl, in notes which we heard in- the second

act as the ' Dedication to Death,' pours forth the

death of her broken heart at the altar of her dead

love. The curtain falls as she sinks lifeless in Bran-

gane's arms.

Such is the story which has attracted poets of all

ages, and which has been told in our own times with

various modifications by Matthew Arnold, by Swin-

burne (from whom I have drawn my quotations),

and, with all the added glory of music, by Wagner.

At times there comes from the seashore the melan-

choly strains of a shepherd's pipe, which is to give

warning of Isolde's arrival. Tiie faithful Kurwenal
has sent a trusty messenger to beg her to come, ' for

her art alone can cure the wound.' Tristan, lying-

in the courtyard of his deserted castle in Brittany,

hungers with the longing of a dying man to see

once more the sweet face of her who is his life.

This scene is, indeed, rather long and exceedingly

difficult, but it serves to relieve the tension of

passion and to prepare the audience for tiie last

scene. Tristan's dying eyes see Isolde's ship before

the changed and joyous notes of the shepherd's pipe

carry the tidings to Kurwenal, who hastens down
to the shore to meet the Princess. Tristan becomes

Frau Sucher, from the Hamburg Opera—she who
sang Eva at Baireuth,—chose this opera to appear

in at her debut on the Berlin stage, where she is now
engaged for a few months. The veteran Wagner
singer Albert Niemann played Tristan ; and though

his magnificent voice has lost its power (he is nearly

sixty years of age), it is still true as steel, and his

acting goes very far indeed to make up for all

defects. The difficult death scene at the beginning

of the last act was splendidly rendered. Frau

Sucher has a sweet pure voice, and acts well, but

she is not so ' intense ' in her acting as Fraulein

Malten of Dresden, nor is her voice so rich. Indeed,

taken as a whole, tlie Dresden performance of

Tristan can only be equalled, and perhaps excelled,

at Baireuth, where it is to be given next year. Such
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a pair of singers as Praulein Malten and Herr

Gudehus will hardly be found elsewhere, and the

orchesbra and staging leave nothing to be desired

—

the violins especially are the realisation of the

dreams and the eitbrts of all musicians from the

Cremona makers to Joachim and Sarasate.

The Berlin Opera House cannot compare for a

moment with that of Dresden. In the former every-

thing looks tawdry and confined. In the box where

I sat (3d Rang) I could not stand upright, and

those who sit in the fourth Rang can touch the roof

of the house with their hands ! The art of how not

to ventilate is carried to the pitch of perfection, and

that is no joke in a German summer.

In view of the less abusive parts of Mr. Row-
botham''s article in the Nineteenth Century of

last month, it may be well here very shortly

to speak of the distinctive work Wagner has

done for opera, and the objections raised to his

compositions. In the first place, he has made all

incoherent plots like that of the Magic Flute, and

all senseless ones like that of Don Giovanni, im-

possible. Even at the risk of tiring his audience,

as he certainly does, for example, in the Rheingold,

he only allows a pause where dramatic unity per-

mits—unlike that between the acts in Fidello, where

the audience has twenty minutes' grace to drink

beer and smoke or walk while Rocco and Leonora

descend a flight of steps. Lohengrin and the

Meistersinger, again, gain greatly by the action

being confined to two days. The almost total

exclusion of 'airs' («o< melody)—the natural

outcome of Wagner's method—is a great bar to the

popularity of his operas in England ; and yet it is

the English in Germany who are his most enthusi-

astic supporters. In short, Wagner's attempt to

bring back the opera from its aberrations, and to

lead it on the way to realise the conception of its

founders, may be said to be now successful. There

is much to object to, much to criticise ; but his

operas have a unity, a coherence, and in general a

human interest which are only too absent in the

magnificent works of his great predecessors.

This is not the place to talk of his tone-painting,

his orchestral colouring, or the intimate relation

between words and music, both alike his own work.

That belongs to a more strictly musical criticism.

But I should like to say a word about the question

which is so regularly answered in the affirmative by

Wagner's opponents, and is often left unanswered

by his supporters, 'Does the Wagner style injure

the voice ? ' Madame Patti, for example, says

' Yes,' and intimates that though her ambition

would be to sing 'Elsa' in Lohengrin, she would

only do it the year before she retired. And she

would then probably have every reason to retire.

Her voice is not fitted for such a role by nature or

education, and it would be impossible for her, at

the end of her artistic career, suddenly to enter on

a new and difficult path with any chance of success.

She would make a charming Rhine-Maiden or a

Flower-Maiden, but Elsa, Eva, Brunnhilde, Isolde

—danke schon. I have it on the best authority

—

that of Frau Materna, who has sung Wagner for

seventeen years, and Wagner only for twelve ; of

Herr Gudehus, who has made Wagner his special

study for fifteen years ; and of Fraulein Malten, the

most fascinating of all the army of Wagner singers,

who has sung Wagner for thirteen years—that with

suitable training, which is pre-eminently necessary,

the voice should be able to undertake the work with

no more damage than can be detected in the singing

of these renowned artists.

I was fortunate enough to have the opportunity

of a long conversation with Fraulein Malten about

Wagner and his music. She considers her ' Kundry

'

(Parsifal) her most successful impersonation. Frau

Cosima Wagner said that never had Kundry been

so performed as Fraulein Malten had performed it

this year. Curiously enough, the next character she

chose as her favourite was Elisabeth (Tannhuuse?-)

—the first and the last of Wagner's feminine

creations.

She takes her stand with those who hold that it

is necessary to enter wholly into the character which

it is intended to set forth, and says that the emotion

which is so apparent in her acting, and which is the

secret of its charm, is actually and keenly felt by

her, and moves her to real tears. Those who have

seen Jier pleading for Tannhauser's life, or praying

for his salvation ; timid and sorrowing in the second

scene of Lohengrin, or caressing and doubting in

the third act ; full of exuberant life as we see her

first in the Walkiire, or crushed to the earth as in

the last act ; cruelly tried in the Gotterdammerung,

and swift to self-sacrifice for love's sake ; but most

of all, I think, when she raises her head from Tristan's

dead body, and compels the emotion of the whole

assembly as of one heart—those who have seen her

in these scenes cannot believe otherwise than that

it is Elisabeth, Elsa, Briinnhilde, Isolde who lives

before them.

FiiANKi.ix Peterson.

Berlin . . . Dresden, Sefl. iSSS.
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ENGLISH SONGS OF THE DAY.

AS a Scotchman, it is impossible not to feel

thankful that the manufacture of 'English'

song is not carried on to any extent worth speak-

inff of north of the Tweed. Yet these sonars find

a ready enougli sale in all our large towns, and this

is not so satisfactory.

It is the writer's privilege, or fate, to be obliged

yearly to wade through scores of such ditties, and

anything more insipid than the words, and more

worthless than their musical setting, it would be

difficult to conceive. Rarely does one come across

a song not hopelessly commonplace, words inane

and full of false sentimentality, the music utterly

colourless, showing no depth of feeling, and some-

times a very superficial acquaintance with the ele-

mentaiy rules of musical grammar.

Most of the songs come under one of the follow-

ing categories

—

Sentimental, Narrative, or Nautical.

The greatest number belong to the first category,

and when not wholly unintelligible—at least to

ordinary minds— are masterpieces of insipidity.

Take the following lines as a sample :

—

'You love me not, or else while I am yearning,

You could not stand, with folded hands, apart,

With cold, calm eyes, that once with tears were burning,

Tears of wildXove against my beating heart.'

Everything in these sentimental songs becomes
' icilcl.^ We have wild love, wild j)nssion, icild remorse.

In fact there are very few true love-songs written

nowadays, and the attempt is made to make up for

lack of feeling by vehemence of diction. It would

be easy to give samples ad infinitum of this style of

writing, but it is familiar to us all. These ditties

are sung a great deal in London society. They are

sung by languishing gentlemen to languishing ladies,

or ince versa, the scene being anything but calcu-

lated to give the casual visitor a favourable impres-

sion of the influence for good exercised by ' Society,'

on music. The narrative songs are as a rule all of

one pattern. They chiefly deal with poor friendless

orphans. The poor creatures are usually carried up
to heaven by an angel sent down for that purpose.

The coming of the angel, in nine cases out of ten,

is announced by triplets in the accompaniment.

This figure is kept up to the bitter, or rather to the

sweet end, as we are usually—rather unnecessarily

—

informed that the orplians are nozo at rest. Of tlie

nautical songs we should prefer not to speak. Seeing

we ' rule the waves,' and are proud of our ships

and seamen, it might be expected that good sea-

songs would always be fortlicoming. Truly it is

a wonder tliat tl;e ghost of Dibdin arises not to

reproach the gentlemen responsible for flooding the

market witli stuff that gives no real picture of sea

life, and that enters not into true sympathy with

the hardships and struggles of our brave, tars. In

setting songs coming under this category to music,

the cliief aim of the composer seems to be to pro-

vide a popular chorus, as like the last popular

chorus as possible.

Now the question arises : can nothing be done to

put an end to a state of matters alike pernicious to

our national life and national art ? The following

suggestions have occurred to the writer :

—

Let our conductors cease to concentrate all their

attention on the orchestral and instrumental music,

and let them strive to make the vocal music more
worthy of the rest of the programme.

What can be more absurd and out of place than
to hear a symphony or movement from a symphony,
by one of the great masteis, followed by a worthless,

silly ditty ? By all means let the song be pleasing

and bright, so as to give pleasure to many who do
not appreciate too much classical music ; but surely

this could be accomplished without permitting

vocalists to sing songs which are an insult to the

musical intelligence of the audience. It would also

be advisable for those who desire good vocal music

to applaud in an extra hearty fashion those singers

who seek to introduce high-class sonss.

Teachers also might, as far as is practicable, refuse

to teach rubbishy songs, and they should lose no
opportunity of interesting their pupils in high-class

vocal music.

Could not singers exercise more judgment in

buying songs.? Let them remember that they
ought to feel some responsibility in making a selec-

tion. By buying trash, no matter how flashy, we
give a direct support to music of a low order. If it

did not pay them, publishers would cease publishing

songs of this class, and composers would find it to

their interest to make better use of their talents.

Every year the circle of earnest music lovers is

widening. Every opportunity is given to the public

to become acquainted with the finest orchestral and
instrumental works of the great composers. Should
we not now endeavour to introduce their loveliest

songs, at present seldom heard, and seemingly little

known ? S. W.
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MY LADY OF DREAM.

SHE has set a spell on me,

I may nevermore be free :

What but seems to be, I see,

And I see not what I seem

—

So she weaves a spell for me,

My Lady of Dream.

I called her not, she came by stealth,

I knew not why, I cared not how,

Ensnared witli all the wondrous wealth

Of her wild beauty—moonlit brow.

Miraculous drifts of stormy hair,

And maddening eyes that looked me through.

Brimming with light so strange and fair

That a swift passion stirred and flew

Towards her with pain'd cries, then drew

Affrighted back, and did not dare

Approach her standing silent there.

She has touched me with her gentle hand.

More white than whitest lily-bud.

Or foam new fallen on the sand

;

I felt it flame througli all my blood.

And blind me so I could but see

The visions that she wove for me.

She has kissed me with her perfect lips :

And nevermore can maiden''s breath

Fan spark to glow and glow to flame

;

With a shuddering sense of shame.

Cold and grey it scattereth

Ashes of death.

So I wander through the earth

—

Oh, but it is drear and cold !

Like to me are moan and mirth.

All is long outworn and old.

Still she comes, a glorious gleam,

Still her beauty fills the gloom

—

But she passes from her place,

Vanishing from my embrace.

My Lady of Dream,

My Lady of Doom.

Thus is this the pain to me

—

I may nevermore be free,

Yet may never call her mine.

So unkind and cold is she.

Ah, so cold ! and yet I deem

She is perfect and divine ;

Thus she sets her spell on me,

My Lady of Dream.

Mortimer Wheeler,
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HENRIK IBSEN.

HENRIK IBSEN, poet, dramatist, and theatri-

cal manager, is the chief among the few

Norwegian men of letters whose works find a place

on English bookshelves ; and, for at least his more

ardent admirers on the Continent and in this

country, he stands worthily alongside the great

poets of other nations.

It seems to smack of exaggeration to say that

Ibsen ' is the chief figure of European significance

tliat has appeared in the Teutonic world of art

since Goethe ^ ; and yet it were hard to find a Teuton

of whom this miglit more justly be said.

There has indeed arisen in no country, Teutonic

or other, any artist so deeply imbued witli the

modern spirit as Ibsen. Perhaps none of the

European poets has so thoroughly thrown aside

conventional trammels of thinking as Ibsen has,

and none of them has so fairly faced the great

human problems of the century. There is no great

poet in Germany, and if heterogeneous England

may be called a Teutonic nation, there is not among

her writers of Saxon type one of whom it could be

said that he had grasped in an artistic sense the

palpitating life of the civilised world to-day. It

were futile to run over the names. Mr. Browning,

vmparalleled as a psychologist, has never seriously

attacked sociological problems. Mr. Swinburne has

long ago turned his back upon liis too iconoclastic

past. For serious grip of modern conditions one

must indeed go elsewhere than among the Saxon

poets. In comparing Ibsen with any of these we

need do so, not on the ground of literary form, for

here he is, judged by conventional standards, if not

deficient, at least not conspicuous, but on the ground

of strenuous thinkins; alone. And it will go well

with us if on this ground we find liis equal among
our own countrymen.

The dramas and poems of Ibsen have nearly all

been translated into German, and five of the dramas

have been translated into English. These are

Emperor and Galilean (by Miss Ray— Tinsley,

1876) ; Nora, or the DoWs House (by Miss Lord

—Griffith & Farran, 1882) ; The Pillars of Society

(by William Archer) ; Ghosts (by Miss Lord and

William Archer) ; and An Enemy of Society (by

Mrs. Aveling). The three last have recently been

published by Mr. Walter Scott in liis Camelot

Series.

Mr. Havelock Ellis, in his excellent introduction

to the Camelot translations, divides Ibsen''s works

as a whole into three sections. Historical and

Legendary Dramas, Dramatic Poems, and Social

Dramas. The most striking of the first series is

Emperor and Galilean, which is a double drama,

each part consisting of five acts. The subject suits

Ibsen's genius perfectly. The spectacle of Julian

' the Apostate ' attempting to resist the new religion

by becoming tlie apostle of a newer paganism, has

special cliarm for a mind like Ibsen's. In the second

category there are Peer Gynt, in which it is said

that Ibsen depicts his own childhood, and which is

regarded as a great national drama, and Brand, a

poetic drama of Norwegian life, in which the ordi-

narily commonplace existence of a Norwegian pastor

is employed as a stage for the display of ideals of

self-sacrifice broken by the pressure upon tliem of an

unsympathetic environment.

It is his social dramas with which we wish now
more immediately to concern ourselves, for there he

unfolds in his peculiarly subtle and elusive manner

his philosophy of society, and there also he brings

skilfully conceived scientific ideas to aid him in fol-

lowing and describing the development of character.

The Rougon-Macquart series of Zola is certainly

a more elaborate working out of the principle of

heredity ; but it is no wliit more striking an exposi-

tion than Ghosts, which compresses into a few-

pages an example of heredity which burns into the

brain. But Ibsen is not a faddist, the balance of

influence of environment on one hand, and of heredity

on the other, is maintained with scientific precision.

One finds this conspicuously exemplified in Nora
where the dolFs house reacts on the character of

Nora, and makes her less of a woman than she liad

it in her to be.

The leading feature of Ibsen's work is its immense

suggestiveness. His style is compressed in the last

degree ; and Ghosts alone might be expounded in a

treatise. One would indeed rather send him readers

than spoil their appetite by offering him up at second-

hand. The reader of Ibsen must be prepared for

something to which, perhaps, he has not been accus-

tomed, that is, the treatment in a work of art, and in

the manner of an artist, of matters wliich have been

the subject of controversy. When one thinks it out

calmly, there does not emerge any solid reason why
that which has unfortunately been the sport of, for

tlie most part, uninstructed and invariably one-sided

polemical writers and speakers, should not be ex-

amined afresh from a scientific or from an artistic
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standpoint. Thus the position of women question,

the marriage question, the education question, social

questions of all kinds, are in Ibsen's social dramas

restated from the point of view of the dramatist.

They are not answered. They are merely put. One

sees in action how individual tendency and social

convention work themselves out ; how the bourgeois

ideal of morals would be expressed if those who held

it knew how to express it ; liow wretchedly ignoble

a creature Mrs. Grundy is when she speaks her mind,

and how mean are the actions she habitually

approves ; how disastrous to the whole moral and

intellectual nature are the mechanical system of

education and the petty ideals which characterise

modern commercial communities. Ibsen applies the

microscope with merciless intelligence and skill. If

there be such a science as social pathology, he is its

first professor. He does not in tlie least care for

parties. His sympathy for humanity is greater tlian

for that which is misnamed the people. He is one

of the few earnest men who look both before and

after, who want to know whither we are pushing our

descendants. For not only are our present actions

determined by the past passions of other people

—

our progenitors,—but our own hap-liazard life from

bed to board, and from board to bed, is determining

the happiness, misery, life, and death of countless

generations in the future. This is the almost para-

lysing conclusion of the acceptance of the principle

of heredity.

Ibsen might be set down as a moralist, though

like all great ethical teachers lie is never directly

didactic. He leaves his men and women to tell

—sometimes even in their casual utterances, in little

unregarded traits—the bitter story of their own
weaknesses ; but tliere the most self-satisfied reader

will find enough to disturb the even current of his

soul. Ibsen is saved from the common fault of forcing

a moral by his dominant artistic motive, and his

immense humour. There is an instance of the play

of these in the scene at the close of A71 Enemy of
Society, where Dr. Stockman makes his speecli upon

the duty of rebellion against the majority, which,

he says, must always be in tlie wrong. Even there,

where perhaps Ibsen more than elsewhere speaks his

own mind, the artist does not forget himself. The
little weaknesses Stockmann discloses freely in his

excited oration have been indicated beforehand, so

that the presentation of the enthusiastic sanitary

and social reformer is consistent tliroughout. This

speech of Dr. Stockmann's might usefully be com-

pared with the speech in the House of Lords of

UHomme qui rit. Both orators wasted their breath

upon hopelessly unsympathetic hearers, and botli

knew it. Thev lioth railed as if the government of

the world were in the hands of their audience ; and

they both made themselves rather ridiculous. But

the crassest Philistine who reads either the one or

the other knows in his inmost soul that the orator

was right and that the audience was wrong, and

sympathises accordingly. Of course he straiglitway

goes to hiss or imprison the first reformer that

comes his way ; but some little wedge has made
an opening into his mind which may one day be

large enough to make him uneasy.

The four dramas which have recently been made
available for English readers may be briefly sketched,

although the peculiar method of Ibsen's writings

renders them difficult to summarise,and nearly impos-

sible to quote. Nora, tliough partly an example of

heredity, is in the main a drama of marriage. Nora

and Helmer are the couple. Helmer has been over-

worked, and though he himself does not realise it,

seems to the doctors to stand in absolute need of a

winter in Italy. His wife determines that he shall

have it. There are no resources ; but slie resolves

to find the money. No other means offering them-

selves, she forges her father's name to a bill, and

secures the re-establishment of her husband's health.

Her father dies before she is able to inform him,

as she had intended, that she had signed his name.

She tells her husband that she had received the

money from her father. Only the person from

whom she had obtained the advance knows the

truth. On the return from Italy, Nora sets secretly

to work to discharge her heavy and dangerous ob-

ligation. She stints herself, takes in needlework,

and wants so much money from her husband that

he reproaches her with extravagance. All the

while she leads a double life, gay and cheerful to her

husband, bent down with care when she is by her-

self. Yet she works hopefully, largely unconscious

of what she has done, and of the danger involved.

Events transpire which must biing to the knowledge

of the husband what has occurred. Nora, in tlie

depth of her misery, attempts unsuccessfully the

weakly feminine artifice of withdrawing, before he

has seen it, the incriminating letter from lier hus-

band's letter-box, and then looks her fate full in

the face. Helmer of course will take the guilt upon

himself. He will come forward and say, ' I alone

did it.' Nora will deny this, and will claim the

punishment, whatever it may be, for herself. The
world will not believe her word against his, and he

will suff'er. She must therefore give impressive

proof of her own guilt. She will commit suicide.

Slie is about to leave the house witli tliis purpose

when Helmer appears. His earliest words are a

disillusion. She understands him as she never did

before. Her idealised Helmer fades away. The
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man before her is not the creature of her dreams,

but a very commonplace, selfish person. In the

excitement of this new discovery, her own conscious-

ness of having done something the world at least

would think wrong, disappears. She has touched

ground, and has begun to hope. She has found out

what manner of man she had been living with, and

she has in the discovery realised a latent spark of

independent womanhood in lierself.

The selfishness of Helmer, whicli has been dis-

closed in various previous liints, comes fully out.

He fails to realise that the crime has been committed

solely for him, and sees alone the consequences to

himself of its discovery. He looks upon his wife as

a serpent whom he has been unconsciously cherish-

ing. The scene between them is full of power. It

is so epigrammatic, so telling. There is not an un-

necessary word. The blatant selfishness is not over-

done, nor is the prompt revulsion of feeling, when

Helmer finds that the danger is over, and that he is

safe, for awkward consequences are avoided by the

holder of the forged security foregoing his claim.

Helmer jTorgives his wife ; but the consequences of

her discovery now appear. She has realised that

she has been living in a doll's house, that she has

grown up, not as an indejiendent person, but as the

shadow of another,—first of her father, and then of

her husband. She realises that her nature, morally

and intellectually, has been crippled, that she has

not grown as she ought to have grown, that there

are many strange anomalies that she must examine

and understand, as, for example, how in saving a

husband's life a woman may commit a crime ; how
in saving a dying father trouble a woman should do

a shameful deed ; how she could live for years with a

man and not understand him ; how, in short, she

could grow up without thinking and knowing as an

independent organism ought. She feels that she

can no longer be a doll in Helmer's house, she must

lead a life of her own. She must leave him.

Helmer's sensuous passion comes to plead against

this ; but it is unavailing, and Nora goes, leaving

her children and Helmer to lead their own lives.

She herself embarks upon a life which is hence-

forward to be her own. The charm of Nora is to be

felt rather than expressed. Part of Ibsen's peculiar

power is the facility with which, working in simple

materials, he creates a pervasive atmosphere. One
feels as if a window were opened into everyday

affairs, and as if a fresh breeze were blown in upon

them. A thousand questions suggest themselves

from studying Nora. Does the education of girls

fit them to become ' perfect mothers '
.'' Are they

so well developed themselves that they may be

trusted with the development of generations yet to

be ? In this, as in some other lines, Ibsen is in full

accord with ^Vhitman, who pleads in his SpecimeH

Days for ' a new-founded literature, a literature

underlying life, religious, consistent with science,

handling the elements and forces with competent

power, teaching and training men, and—perhaps the

most precious of its results—achieving the entire

redemption of woman out of these incredible holds

and webs of silliness, millinery, and every kind of

dyspeptic depletion, and thus ensuring a strong

and sweet Female Race—a race of Perfect Mothers.'

This passage might be entirely applied to the

Ibsen dramas ; for they fulfil the conditions of such

a literature precisely. Ibsen nowhere, as yet, gives

us with any completeness what he conceives to be

the jjositive side. Nora is not a ' perfect mother.'

She is the product of evil conditions, and we are left

to speculate on the possibility of her emancipation

from them. But the conditions which resulted in

her growth are not foreign to us ; and what Ibsen

has done has been to set them in a clear, strong light

for our understanding.

Jasies Mavor,

REVIEWS AND NOTES.

Chaucer. [The Canterbury Poeis.) Selected and edited by

Frederick Noel Paton. London: Walter Scott, iSSS.

If the publication in the dainty volumes of the Canterbury Series,

of examples from English and other classics, should induce, as it

is said to be doing, the rank and file of the reading public to explore

the fields of English literature in true scholar's fashion for them-
selves, the objections that are made against mere extracts are

answered by events. When we remember, however, into whose
hands these volumes come, and realise that for many of these they

must comprise the sum-total of their knowledge of the author in.

question, a serious responsibility is seen to rest upon the editor of

the examples and the writer of the Introduction. He acts as a kind

of mediator between the scholar and the ingenuous public.

However heavy the temptation to hit oft" his subject in a few

phrases, it must be resisted, and as much information and solid

criticism given as may be.

The editors of the Canterbuiy Series have almost invariably suc-

ceeded in fulfilling this condition ; and although we are disinclined

to criticise sharply an introduction necessarily hedged about by
limitations of space, it must be pointed out that that on Chaucer is

in many ways unsatisfactory. The strain of it is extremely factual,

but the facts are, for the most part, trivial. No one unacquainted

with the position of Chaucer, as the father of English poetry,

would realise it from perusing the Introduction— not that there is

any attempt to dethrone Chaucer, but simply that the writer does

not seem to realise the proportions of his subject. When he does

generalise, he discusses useless questions. *It is impossible,' he

says, 'to insist too strongly on the fact that Chaucer was by
instinct and upbringing a gentleman.' One maybe permitted to
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ask, 'Wherefore this insistence ? Has Mr. Robert Louis Stevenson,

with his customary liberality in epithet, been calling Chaucer a

'cad'? Has any one been aspersing Chaucer's breeding? If not,

the observation is a little inapt. The evolution of the ' gentleman '

during five hundred years has resulted in many changes in the

connotation of the term. Even Mr. Paton admits the ' conversa-

tional laxity ' of Chaucer's pilgrims, and that some of their rude

jests might have brought the blush of shame to the cheeks of ' a

party of moderately sober militiamen.' Indeed, however, the

insistence is futile. Chaucer's is too large a figure to be thrust

into a conventional category. We may be fairly pardoned for

hinting at the possibility of Mr. Noel Paton having failed to grasp

the full significance of Chaucer's place and power, when we find

him characterise Chaucer as an 'enfant terrible, whose worst sin is

deficiency of reticence.' But in spite of more than one infelicitous

simile, and in spite also of a certain immaturity of critical faculty,

the essay of Mr. Paton is interesting and readable.

Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry. Edited and selected

by W. B. Yeats. London : Walter Scott, 1888.

The folk-lore of Ireland is peculiarly rich in legends of the

supernatural. Uncanny stories of ' merrows ' or sea-folk ; of the

'gentry,' who correspond to the 'brownies ' of the Scotch tales

;

of ghosts, giants, witches, devils, and other species of the order of

quaint and queer, make up, with the ' Brehon Laws,' which nobody
reads, what stands for most people as native Irish literature. And
if much of it is coarse and crude, especially as it appears in transla-

tion, there are ingenuity of device and imaginative boldness enough
to recommend the Irish stories, even to the epicure. The collec-

tion of Mr. W. B. Yeats is very fairly representative, although an
e.\ample or two from Joyce's Early Celtic Romances might with
advantage have been given, unless there were difficulties in the

way. It is curious to compare the Irish setting of some of the

legends with the tales as they appear in other literatures. Indeed
there is room for an e.\tended edition of Mr. Baring Gould's

Myths of the Middle Ages. But for the purposes of comparative

mythology, it is to be feared that the narrators may have uncon-
sciously improved the analogies, or even made some of them. It

is hard to believe, for example, that Prosper Merimee's Guiseppe
had not something to do with Billy Dawson in Will Carleton's
' Three Wishes '

(p. 235) ; not that there is any suggestion of

plagiarism, but that the mingling of the stories is probable. The
book is extremely readable, and ought to be one of the most
widely read of the Camelot Series.

The second volume of Unwin's Novel Series is Mrs. Keith's

Crime, by Mrs. W. Kingdon Clifford. The intense painful-

ness of the story will probably prevent adequate recognition of its

thoroughly artistic method ; yet its essential truthfulness in the

working out of a dominant motive has made it rank high among
psychological novels. It is needless to remind our readers that

Mrs. Clifford is the widow of a man of genius whose Cosmic

Emotion added the reputation of a stylist to that of a mathema-
tician, and is also the authoress of a volume of charming stories.

Mr. Grant Allen notwithstanding, there may be some question

about the general sanity and value of an Eisteddfod, but on the

less blatant work of reprinting in facsimile there cannot well be
two opinions. The Oxford Series of Welsh Texts is an undertaking

which with all the niceties of antiquarianism combines a very sub-

stantial measure of practical use. The first volume of this series

was the famous Red Book of Hergest, better known as the Mabin-
ogion, through the charming translation of Lady Charlotte Guest.
The second, and so far the last issued, is the Black Book of Car-
marthen, the very oldest of Welsh manuscripts, which contains

many of the poems attributed to Taliesin and the other pre-Christian

bards. The Ms. itself is believed to date from about the reigns

of Henry 11. and Richard, a time when the great Welsh Renais-

sance of poetry was already in its germ.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin is about to publish 'English Wayfaring

Life in the Middle Ages (fourteenth century), by J. J. Jusserand,

Conseiller d'ambassade. Dr. ^s Lettres.' Translated by Lucy A.

Toulmin Smith. The specimen sheets show that the book is

written attractively, while the best indication of its solid value is

the name of the translator. The previous work of Miss Smith

—

the introduction to her brother's great book on English Guilds

—

takes rank with the Monograph of Brentano and the Treatise of

Ochenowsky in a list of the books on the department of mediaeval

life with which they are concerned. M. Jusserand's work, which

is illustrated by reproductions from mediaeval tapestries, drawings,

and paintings, would appear to aim at giving in popular form a

series of pictures of the industry and social life of the middle ages,

compounded from such details as are given in the Rolls of Parlia-

ment, Rymer's Fo;dera, and such as have been collected with

historic or economic intent in the writings of Stubbs, Freeman,

Green, Rogers, and others.

Quite the best thing in the Universal Review for October is the

daintily pensive little poem by Sir Edwin Arnold ' To a Pair of

Slippers. ' The author of ' The Light of Asia ' is undoubtedly not in

first or even in the second rank ol living poets, whether for the

thought-quality of his verses, or for the merits of their form. A
serious, rather than a high thinker, he does not live habitually on

those upper heights where the atmosphere is rarefied to that fine-

ness which constitutes the essentially poetic. Neither is his versi-

fication, with all its ' go ' and occasional music, exempt from faults

that are apt to mark the amateur. A lame ending, a harsh cadence,

an hiatus where the reader is suddenly bumped into a stand—these

are very ordinary things in Sir Edwin's poetry, and examples

enough may be found of them in the verses we have named.

Nevertheless, the poem is very prettily trivial and pathetic. It is

most daintily illustrated by Mr. J. Bernard Partridge.

The Wandering Jew has turned up at Dresden. At anyrate,

one may infer this from the announcement of the opening there of

a museum of old boots of famous personages. It would appear

that since Nathaniel Hawthorne compiled the catalogue of the

' Virtuoso's Collection,' the venerable wanderer has been accumu-

lating with vigour, for he has added almost a whole department to

his formerly sufficiently varied and curious collection. The little

glass slipper of Cinderella, one of Diana's sandals, the green velvet

shoes of Thomas the Rhymer, and the brazen shoe of Empedocles,

which was thrown out of Mount Etna, formed by no means a con-

temptible set of treasures for such a museum. They are remote

enough to be rare. But these were all in the old collection. The
complete catalogue of the new one is not before us, but the Pall

Mall Gazette gives the names of a few of the items. Among these

there are the pair of boots in which Napoleon 1. fought the battle

of Dresden, the white satin embroidered shoes which he wore at

his coronation, a pair of high-heeled boots which once encased

the feet of Maria Theresa, and a pair, presumably low-heeled

and square-toed, which formed a basis for the understanding of

Immanuel Kant. But, after all, the collection stands in need of

additions. There are many famous boots and shoes that have not

yet found their way there. There are or were the seven-leagued

boots, and the world-renoivned habitable shoe of the anti-Malthusian

old woman. What would not one give to see the boots of Henry
Darnley and of Bothwell side by side with the dainty slipper of

Mary's that is now in the Bishop's Palace at Glasgow? Why
should we not have a row of Queen's slippers, say from those of

Marie Antoinette to those of Isabella of Spain ; or a row of

courtiers' and statesmen's boots worn out on palace stairs. A row
of old hats to match the boots would enable us, eveo without the

more flimsy material that usually intervenes, to conjure up an

amazing assembly of historic ghosts ; and if besides there was a

number of Mr. Edison's phonographs, each charged with speech

done by them in the flesh, it would be possible to make a seance

which would draw like a blister.

Ediitburglt : T. and A. Constable, Printers to Her Majesty.
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SONNETS.

ON A PICTURE BY DAVID SCOTT.

('A Man pursued by his Conscience.')

THROUGHOUT the Race of Life one rival fleet

In quick on-coming echoes at ray side.

He falters not, whatever may betide

From the first starting to the final heat.

In selfsame rhythm of each footfall's beat,

. The thing called Conscience apes my bravest stride ;

Close as my shadow keeps, till having died

I face him at our goal, the judgment-seat.

Is he indeed my foe ?—or truest friend.

Who girds me in the race yet to be run.

And by his very strivings that offend

Inspires me to the laurel-crown. Which won.

We two may sleep with all our warring done,

—

No longer foes, at peace, till all things end.

Gleeson White.

THE YEAR'S END.

HE seems a frail old man, this parting year,

Who looks back sadly o'er his lifelong tale,

And sighs for sorrow words of querulous wail ;

Anon in senile frenzy stays the tear

That sprang at thought of youth's forespent career.

And, as old shames and torturing memories fail,

Starts up obliviously, with fierce assail

To storm the past,—' Up, rouse thee yet. King Lear
!

'

Once more, as though the night should see the sun,

His youth'slost hopes flame forth; his tremulous hands

Attempt the trick of waving as of yore

;

The end shall yet save all, ere all is done.

Too late,—fool, old man's mind ! Already stands

Death's ominous shade in waiting at thy door.

Colin Percival.
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VENUS ANADYOMENE.

Venerem exeuiitem e mari Apellis opus divus Augustus dicavit in delubro patris Ctesaris,

qure Anadyomene vocatur.

—

Plin. Hist. Nat. xxxv. 91.

APHRODITE, Ocean daughter,

Once a goddess, still the same.

When I look on purest water

Then I spell thy mystic name.

When I see the tips of Ocean,

Curling, cresting in the breeze.

And the Sun with lightsome motion

Shimmering o'er the azure seas ;

When I see the sport of shadow

Where the silvery wavelets sleep.

And a hue that mocks the meadow
Purpling o'er the various deep,

—

Then I know thee. Aphrodite,

Queen of beauty, queen of power,

Thee the lovely, thee the mighty,

From life's first to latest hour.

Wiien before my raptui-ed eye

Soft thy silver shell ascending,

Borne by Triton-hands on high.

Wreaths of rosy Nymphs attending.

Soars, a milder feature blending

With the awe that clothes the sky.

Steep Olympus opes its portals ;

Thou dost tread the starry way,

And the host of strong Immortals

Bends before thy gentle sway.

Pallas veils her sterner glory.

Wisdom wisely yields to love,

Flees the weighty cloud before thee

From the thunder-brow of Jove.

Mars, the fierce mane-shaking lion.

Now a lamb to greet thee falls ;

Haughty Hera, love-defying.

Lonely walks through ether's halls.

Aphrodite, Ocean daughter.

Though I bear no heathen name.

When I see thy fairest frame

Rising from the bright blue water,

I may worship without blame.

John Stuart Blackie.

THE PASTELS AT THE GROSVENOR.

T may safely be said that the Exhibition at the by the schism whicli led to the establishment of its

Grosvenor reaches a higher level of uniform latest rival in Regent Street. There are now to be

excellence than any collection of entirely modern art seen on its walls some three hundred examples of

put before the public for many years, and it will do pastels, many of which are contributed by the

much towards restoring the prestige lost last year French Society of Pastellistes ; and although the

I
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Continental artists show perhaps to the greatest

advantage, yet when we take into consideration the

short time given the Englishmen to experiment in

what has been to many an entirely new medium, these

are not so far behind their rivals, either in technique

or colouring, as might not unreasonably have been

expected. Still, and in spite of the allowances

which must in fairness be made for these circum-

stances, the fact remains that there is far too much

work in tlie Grosvenor, wliicli, clever and skilful as

it is for the most part, cannot properly be described

as pastel at all, being, both in its methods and aims,

imitative oil and water-colour. It would seem that

many men whose work is both valuable and inter-

esting, liave yet to learn, whatever they may by

preference use to express themselves in, that each

medium has, if not an exactly definable province of

art to itself, at least a certain scope in which its

most valuable qualities are displayed to the greatest

advantage, and in which the best results may be

obtained by the least labour, without the trickery

and legerdemain of counterfeiting the natural effect

of a rival medium. If, as it seems to us, the

particular province of pastel is to imitate the

freest and brightest colour in nature, and if those

who find its technique most suited to their power

and ambition fail to learn that it is so, future

exhibitions of pastels may be as painful as the

water-colour room of the Royal Academy, where

gentlemen of the last generation, by prescriptive

right or ignorant allowance, still hang pictures

which are neither oil nor water-colour, but a miser-

ably clever and laboured mixture of both, without

the best qualities of either. For assuredly it is no

more within the scope of pastel to obtain the true

tone and depth of oil than it is within that of water-

colour ; and though it certainly at the first glance

seems more successful, such a deceptive triumph

over an unnatural and added difficulty is the more

likely to lead the artist astray. It is in this more

perhaps than in much greater technical skill and

dexterity that the French Pastellistes have beaten

those whom they have but now begun to teach, for,

to speak the truth, more than a few of the pictures

which have crossed the Channel are certainly not

above criticism, either in their aims or indeed in

their workmanship. For among them there is some

bad drawing and childish modelling, while others

are, in tlie proper sense of the word, merely meretri-

cious, the only sin we are not inclined to forgive, or

at least to ignore, considering the general level of

excellence attained.

Among the exhibits there is a somewhat larger

proportion of portraits than is usual, but many of

the examples of this branch of art are worthy of

the most careful study, even though some of tiiem

may seem, as is natural to the particular medium,

rather sketchy in effect. Without doubt the finest

in the whole collection is by J. E. Blanche, of the

French Society of Pastellistes. It is the portrait of

Mdlle. Julia 13artet (52), of the Comedie Fran^aise,

and is admirable in its freshness, entire unconven-

tionality, and dexterous finish, while the striking and

almost startling arrangement of the black and

white drapery does not in the least detract from

the pure and beautiful lines of the face. His other

portraits, tliough good in their way, are somewhat

shallow and unsympathetic in their criticism, and at

times even affected.

No one on entering the gallery can fail to note

the study of a lady in gi'ey (without number, owing

to the lateness of its arrival), by P. Helleu, which is

remarkable for the delicacy of its graded tones and

its high finish, considering the great breadth of hand-

ling. His ' Spanish Lady ' (148) is, on the other

hand, strong in colour and contrast, and the painting

of the suflFused light and the background is careful

and true, though that part of the background which

is seen through the strings of the harp is apparently

in a different plane from its surroundings.

It is like entering quite a new world to only

glance at the Portrait (153) of an Etcher, by P. A.

Besnard. As the work of an impressionist, to use

the word in its common acceptation, it is almost

startling in its realism, and though too much like

an oil-painting, the truth of colour, the free mastery

of the subtleties of modelling, and the very delight-

ful handling of the reflected lights, render it almost

entirely admirable, while the manner in which the

artist has seized the effect of ascending cigarette

smoke on the etcher's contorted eye is humorous

in the extreme, and so powerfully and truthfully

expressed as to be almost marvellous in dexterity.

One would be constantly tempted to return to it,

were it not that the same artist's study (154) of a

girl in the water is as beautiful in feeling and

exalted colour as tlie portrait is clever, wliile the

companion study of the nude (49) fully displays his

technical power in the modelling of the breast and

shoulder, the delicacy of the contours, and the

harmony of the background, and shows us what

pastel-work should be. No. 174, entitled ' Pierrot,'

by Theodore Roussel, is a sketch, of Lady Archibald

Campbell in costume, remarkable for its selection of

characteristics from a striking personality, and one

that deserves study for its methods and the mastery

over the material, although it is as slight, and as

white, as its motto, ' Ma fonction est d'etre blanc,'

migiit seem to imply.

There are four works here by J. L. Machard ; and

though his Portrait (76) of a Lady is distinctly the

worst, yet the other three offend against taste witli
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varying degrees of grossness. The portrait is a large

failure, for the least cxaniiiiatioii sliows that it not

only lacks all delicacy, hut that what colour might

have been attractive the painter has destroyed by

the introduction of a bunch of primroses in the lady's

belt, grossly out of harmony with the mauve dress

and background. The work on the face is offensive

by its hardness, while the left hand is most childishly

modelled.

It cannot be said that the Englishmen sliDW to

such advantage in the difficult critical art of portrait-

painting as their foreign rivals, and yet there is

much good and solid work by them. Portraiture is

greatly a matter of careful ])ersonal study, and feel-

ing camiot be accepted as a guide in it as it may be

in other branches of art, since it is more essentially

reasoning and intellectual in its nature. Perhaps

' Waiting' (.'57) is one of the best here ; for pure por-

trait it imdoubtcdly is. The technical skill disj)layed

in the fine and forcible gi-adation of a most diificult

scheme of greens is much to be admired, while the

springy lines of the figure and the modelling of an

attractive face are excellent. Mr. Llewellyn dis-

plays in this a versatility somewhat surprising to

those who cmly know his landscapes, and we shall

look for moi-e ])ortraits from his hand.

Mr. George Hare's Portrait of Madame H
is the best piece of work we have yet seen of his,

but he has been unhappy in his approval of his

sitter's choice of costume. The yellow hat, in the

scheme of predominant blue, is as unfortunate as a

palpable anachronism in a realistic story of the

Middle Ages, and the foresliortening of the left

arm is decidedly uncertain and shaky. Yet it is on

the whole careful and intelligent, and the technical

skill displayed in tlie gauzy folds of the dress is

really admirable.

One of the finest heads in the gallery, both for

workmanship and insight, is undoubtedly the 'Tete

d'Etude' (69) by Mr. Hubert Vos, who, we suppose,

must now be accounted an Englishman. It is a

loving and critical estimate of a line character ; the

strength and delicacy, tlie power of selection and

self-rej)ression, and tlie ])ure modelling are wortliy

of all praise and enndation. Mr. Vos is perliaps

all round the most successful exhibitor in the Gal-

lery, for his landscapes are as good in their way as

the many heads he has given us.

It is in landscape that the Frenchmen rise su-

preme with the bright colour obtained so freely and

bountifully from pastel. It would be diflicult to

select one of their works of which one could say with

certainty that it would have been better in oil,

while, unfortunately, half of the English landscapes

should by jireference have been expressed in that

metliinn. From Mr. AVhistler, than whom no one

knows better that the provinces of art are divided,

thougli not by distinct and eternal lines of demarca-

tion, we have studies of Venice, some of which are

subtle, and will rej^ay study, while others are trivial.

It is a pleasure to note that the instinct of this

artist, who has done good work in most mediums,

has led him as correctly in pastel, as it has done in

etching, in oil, and in water-colour, if indeed we

except some occasional eccentricities, which we can

well afford to pardon.

F. Montenard's ' Road in the South of France' (22)

is a strong and effective piece of colour, in which

the bright and brilliant sky, the purple shadows and

the red rocks, are carefully contrasted, with excel-

lent effect and harmony. F'rom this to Mr. Henry

Simpson's ' King Ethelbald on Croydon Old Bridge

'

(33) is neither a long leap by space or merit, for in

this last we have one of the truest pastel landscapes

by an Englishman in the whole Gallery ; and while we

very much suspect that Mr. Simpson got liis grip of

the material in M. Montenard's country, we cannot

but admire so free and bold a piece of colour, and

the courage of the artist in insisting truly that so

much brilliancy is to be seen in England if we have

eyes to behold it.

'
In subject Mr. Frank Hind's 'Spanish Calle' (40)

is far enough away, but the truth of drawing and

the force of vivid colour come home to us. While

Mr. Adolph Birkenrutli's ambitious ' L'Avenue du

Maine,' Gare Montparnasse ' (175) is striking and

successful, a small portrait (159) by the same artist

is decidedly good. Mr. A. D. Pepjjercorn's ' Bend in

the River' (GG) might have been reserved for oil, but

it disphiys skill and does not lack feeling. The same

may be said of much of Mr. Stott of Oldham's work.

There are not many pictures in the Gallery which

can be classed as works of imagination, nor are all

those which do come imder this category entirely

praiseworthy. Yet Mr. C. H. Shannon's ' Night of

Redemption' (128), a beautiful piece of colour with-

out pretensions to truth, is admirable in the feeling

which is the sole possible foundation and raison

d'etre of such work, and though, like it, 161, ' The
Prodigal Son,' is very deficient in drawing, both are

worthy of attention.

Among those wlio in a longer notice would de-

serve extended mention, we may name Madame
Bilinska, whose work is strong and masculine in

gri]), if somewhat shallow ; Madame L. Abbema,
whose ' Michael Bettenfeldt ' (118) is tlie best genre

portrait here ; Jaconib Hood ; Eliz. A. Armstrong

;

Walter Langley ; W. E. F. Britten (who sends some

admirable sketches of a decorative nature); George

Clausen ; Fred. Brown ; Alfred Hartley ; Buxton

Knight ; and George Frampton.

MoKLEY Roberts.
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THE gSAFORTH HIGHLANDERS.

ONE OF THr MARIES.

A BALLADE OF KELVIN FAIR.

FROM THE VERANDAH

SIC transit ! all the glorious show

—

The minarets of Kiibla Khan,

Tliat brought an orient grace and glow

Where Kelvin, sacred river, ran ;

The tartan dome's unrestful span,

The palace reared with nail and screw,

The mighty maze without a plan.

The gaudy bubble that we blew.

No royal pageants come and go

;

No more from Beersheba and Dan
The motley medley, six a-row.

Defiles the third-class caravan ;

No longer clown and oppidan

Beneath the Saracenic shoe

Forego their solidi, to scan

The gaudy bubble that we blew.

THE BLUE HUNGARIANS

And yet—cantate Domino !

—

It served its turn for bliss or ban

—

This bait to make home coffers grow,

And elevate our brother man
With music (Blue Hungarian),

The arts from Tay to Timbuctoo,

The goods and gods from Hindustan-

The gaudy bubble that we blew.

City, the winter tempests fan

The flames of discontent anew

;

For these, it ends where it began

—

The gaudy bubble that we blew.

Martin Quern.
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PORTRAIT-PAINTING.

PROFESSOR HERKOMER and Mr. Harry

Furniss have been lecturing upon portrait-

painting. The same higli ideal of the role of por-

traiture, the same fear of deteriorating circumstances

at work lowering the ideal of art, animate the two

discourses.

The shafts of Mr. Furniss's brilliant banter, as of

the Professor's earnest rhetoric, are alike directed

against the run by the public upon the fashionable

portrait-painter, tending to give value to a portrait

because of the signature attached to it, rather than

on account of the excellence of workmanship.
' It is not too much to say that a fashionable por-

trait-painter often receives ^£900 for his name, and

oPlOO for the value of a picture as a portrait ; it is

the artist's autograph, with a dashed-off something

attached,' said Mr. Furniss. ' I can,' said the Slade

Professor, 'get ten young men, any one of whom
would do a portrait for £5Q as well as a better-

known man will for £500. Indeed, portraits by

young men are really, as a rule, better, for they are

generally better studied and more carefully wrought

out.'

The two illustrious lecturers put their finger here

upon tlie most deteriorating influence threatening

the art of portraiture. Our painters seem to pursue

it in a pot-boiling spirit, and yet, fine portraits can

be painted only when the artist has a high ideal of

his mission. This is essentially the branch of art

that requires an ever-sustaining enthusiasm. The
portrait-painter who does not consider the work

upon which he is engaged as a sort of tracking of a

human soul, fulfils his task inadequately. Portraits

may be considered in the light of documents of

inestimable value, bringing home, as no written

chronicles can, the effect that the habits of life, its

current of ideas, its glory, its strain and stress, have

upon the social aspect of an epoch. The subtle and

unceasing influence of surrounding circumstances, as

well as that of the inner life, upon the physiognomy

of men and women, is tlie lesson the portrait-painter

teaches to unobservant iiumanity.

The portrait-painter is a ' Diviner of souls,'

cunning also at expressing how the mystery of per-

sonality imbues as a perfume the aspect of the

sitter. The complaint that there are too many
portraits in the Royal Academy and other exhibi-

tions is a fatal verdict upon their insincerity.

There should be no dulness associated with the

thought of portraits ; they should be as interesting

as well-written memoirs, as fascinating as romances.

A portrait qui ne dit rieii, tliat does not speak to us.

as a spirit might speak in silence, is a failure, skil-

fully as may be painted all its accessories.

Mr. Furniss, urging the necessity to understand

the sitter's individuality, eloquently describes the

pains which a Japanese artist will take to study

what he wishes to paint. He will travel any dis-

tance to watch the blossom, growing, budding,

blooming, fading. He will live with it, day by day,

mentally noting every detail. The witty lecturer

could not expect our rushing and bustling genera-

tion to submit to this almost penal toil. But there

are revealing moments when the clue to a human
being's nature is given. An illustrious French

portrait-painter of a generation ago would refuse to

paint any man or woman with whom he had not

lived for some days under the same roof. During

that period of common existence he was always on

the watch for a look, a glance, that might give him

the key to the mystery of what life and thought had

made of his sitter's soul.

An example of the same principle of lying-in-wait

for a revelation, applied to another branch of art, is

to be found in an account of Turner's mode of work,

given by one who accompanied him on a sketching-

tour. His companion had plodded for hours, it

might be for days, at a sketch of the chosen spot,

while Turner lay idly stretched upon the grass.

There would come a gleam of sunshine, or the

shadow of a passing cloud, and Turner, springing to

his feet, would seize his brushes and colours, and in

a moment all the glory of the scene was jotted down.

Thus it was afterwards painted in Turner's picture.

The portrait-painter must essentially be the im-

pressionist ; quick to discern and seize what is

peculiar and individual in his sitter, and by skilled

and disciplined use of detail to give clearness and

vigour to his interpretation of his model. Professor

Herkomer maintains tliat the portrait-painter must

sink his identity as far as possible in that of his

sitter. We admit to finding a certain difficulty in

understanding what the illustrious painter exactly

means by sinking his individuality. A vigilant

attitude of mind seems to us better to characterise

the student of human nature. Jean Quentin Latour,

the unrivalled portrait-painter of the eighteenth

century, used to say, ' My sitters think that I am
copying their features only. I plunge into the

depth of their nature, and seize their whole person-

ality.' This master in the art of depicting the

physiognomy of his sitters has given the clue to his

method in his recorded conversations with Diderot.

' Every human being,' he said, ' must have suffered
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more or less from the fatigue of liis position in life.

He bears the print of this weariness more or less

plainly. The first necessity for the portrait-painter

is to seize the trace of this fatigue. By so doing the

human being he represents will belong as much as

can be to the circumstances of his life ; he will

belong to them from the crown of his head to the

sole of his foot.' This mode of getting at the effect

of the thousand influences of life and thought upon

physical form seems to us more virile than the gos-

pel of sympathy somewhat excessively preached by

Professor Herkomer. Admirable as is the Slade

Professor's doctrine that a great breadth of sympa-

thetic nature is of the first necessity to a portrait-

painter, we think he lays too great stress upon

the bond between artist and model, in saying that

the artist ' has no business to paint a person he has

no sympathy with. He is not an honest painter if

lie does.' If, by sympathy. Professor Herkomer

means comprehension, the intellectual understand-

ing of another's mode of thought and feeling,

then we heartily agree with him. As the novelist

cannot depict tlie character he does not grasp, so

the portrait-painter must fail to render truly the

physiognomy upon which he cannot read the drama

of a soul. We have spoken of Jean Quentin Latour,

rightly called the ' magician ' by the great critic

Diderot, as the painter of physiognomy par excel-

lence. He, of all men, judging from the portraits

that have come do^vn to us from his fine and vigor-

ous pencil, and by the record of liis admirable say-

ings, would appear to have formed, beyond all others,

a philosophical conception of his art. At the

Louvre are fourteen splendid pastels by this master.

It is rather, however, in the Museum of St. Quentin,

where are preserved the works he left to his native

town, that we can judge of Latoui-'s genius. He
painted nothing but portraits ; he painted only in

the delicate medium brought once more into vogue

in England by the exhibition at the Grosvenor

Gallery. The eighty-seven pastel portraits or there-

abouts preserved in the gallery at Saint Quentin

form a monument preserving so long as it lasts, the

glory, the grace, the wit of the eighteenth century in

France. This marvellous representation of a whole

society in the portraits of its philosophers, its

clowns, its beautiful women and brave men possesses

a feature of almost startling interest to the painter

and writer. In a collection of preparatory sketches

made by Latour of his sitters, here we see, in a

number of heads, surrounded by mops of hair,

wildly indicated, the rapid sketch of the impression

made upon the artist by the men and women whose

idealised portraits hang on the walls of this and of

ther museums. The character, the temperament.

the health, the peculiar nature of all these human
beings are recorded with terrible crudity. The
sight affects us, as might the perusal of notes jotted

down by a confessor of souls or a physician of the

body. There may be seen the sketch of Madame de

Pompadour. The subtle, cold, and terrible face

stares down upon us with porcelain blue eyes, the

original of the wonderful portrait in the Louvre,

where the courtesan appears in the pomp of her

splendid attire, and of her luxurious surroundings.

The French scliool has always had a saving distrust of

^ le jolV A robust imitation of nature is still its

note. It acknowledges the inestimable truth that

there is an inner beauty in all characters sincerely

rendered ; and character rather than idealisation is

the aim of its portraiture.

Bastien Lepage invested ugliness with a rough

sublimity: he was so cunning at recognising and

renderino- the human and individual in the most

uncouth specimens of the race, that he would have

given the charm of human interest to a study of a

journeyman printer in a suit of ready-made clothes.

He has given in the portrait of his own peasant

father an admirable example of realistic treatment,

lifted into the highest domain of art by a clear per-

ception of the spiritual force moulding form. It is

impossible for those who have seen it to forget the

representation of the honest-eyed old man, of rustic

build, sitting with rough hands clasped, and his

cotton handkerchief spread over his knees.

Mr. Furniss lashes tliat vanity of sitters which

imposes upon painters the obligation of flattery. ' A
portrait-painter, to be fashionable and prosperous,

must, nine times out of ten, lay on the varnish of

flattery with a full brush. Whether an artist plies

a brush, a chisel, or a camera, he must flatter or

fail.' The critic here touches a point on which it

would be difficult to lay too much stress—the duty

owed by the sitter to the painter. In the neglect

of this duty lies the ground of the complaint

that while there are admirable portraits of men,

there are but few of women in our exhibitions to-day.

It is the women's fault. The determination to look

pretty coMe que coutc, to be painted in a favourite

gown, to have all trace of the passage of years and

their emotions omitted from their countenance, is

the ruin of feminine poi-traiture.

French women treat artists with a more intelli-

gent surrender of their personal vanity ; they co-

operate with the artist in subordinating their own

idea of self to his conception of what constitutes

their best self. The recognition that the artist's

point of view is the all-important condition for the

production of a work of art enables them to be

acquiescent in the hands of the painter. We too
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often feel, as we look at the ejf'ace and nice por-

traits of ladies in our exhibitions, that the aim of

the painter has been not to reproduce what he sees

in his model, but to paint what he thinks his sitter

wishes him to see. The marked contrast between

the excellence of contemporary masculine portraits

and the feebleness of feminine ones is mainly due,

we believe, to tliis cause. The painter is terribly

hampered by the exactions of feminine vanity.

The dress and accessories that distinguish so many
female portraits discover notable deficiencies in the

treatment of dress by English painters. The exact

reproduction of ' fal de rals' fmAs its- reductio ad
ahsurdum in the recently published criticism of the

Academy Exhibition from the point of view of a

journal of the drapery trade. In France the lady

sitter will often consent to ignore her dressmaker

for the moment in order to accept the guidance of

her portrait-painter as to what is suitable and

becoming ; and thus her draperies seem mystically

imbued with something of her own personality, and

become another subtle expression of her best self.

This is but the intelligent tribute paid by her to

the artist's power of recognising with his more
cultured eye and trained insight that which con-

stitutes her veritable identity as a spiritual being.

Each of us has a variety of personalities, and the

personality the painter sees, often, it must be remem-
bered, may not commend itself to the sitter, espe-

cially if she be a woman. May be it is to be found

often in those lines that the great artist Time has

imprinted upon our form, though we may deplore

them as they stand reflected in our mirrors.

An example of the admirable result of this

latitude allowed to the artist by his sitter in France

may be found in the portrait of Sarah Bernhardt

by Clairin. The divine Sarah was thin to gaunt-

ness in those days. Clairin saw his opportunity of

making this preternatural thinness his strong point

for artistic purposes. He painted Sarah lost in the

foam and flow of laces and silk, half stretched on a

sofa, a spectral hand supporting the meagre cheek,

and a great dog lying at her feet. The picture

was a marvellous representation of delicacy and

force ; and it lost none of its true effect by the

better motif. Dumas the younger said that it was
' a capital study of a dog watching a bone.'

Sometimes in France there is a revolt against the

painter's insistence in rendering his model as he sees

her. Usually the revolt comes from the foreigner.

Meissonier painted a millionaire American with

such merciless fidelity to his impressions that the

story of the lady's refusal to accept the portrait,

and her ultimate treatment of the canvas, furnished

one of the liveliest scandals of its year.

Notwithstanding the trammels and temptations

with which fashion and vanity surround the portrait-

painter, England remains what Charles Blanc has

called it, the land of portraiture. All the circum-

stances of life—social, political, religious—tend to

develop robust individualism and strongly marked

physiognomies. Painters would do well to lift their

ideal of portrait-painting out of the depressing

region of pot-boiling, and to consider it as belong-

ing to one of the highest branches of art. The
generation that has seen some of its most eminent

men painted by the brush of Frank Holl, and

that counts among its portrait-painters men like

Professor Herkomer, Mr. Watts, Sir John Millais,

and Mr. Ouless, need not fear yet the decay of

an art which the genius of Sir Joshua Reynolds

and Gainsborough, of Hogarth and Romney, almost

raised to a rivalry with that of the Venetian masters.

Alice Corkuan.

THE EXHIBITION OF DECORATIVE HANDIWORK
At the Roval Scottish Academy, Edinburgh.

FURNITURE and poeti-y would seem at first

thought to have but little in common with each

other. Yet genuine old pieces of furniture, though
they have their highest value in the carving and
ornaments that set them off, and the skill and
ingenuity with which they are put together, have

yet beyond this the added association of their

having been in actual use, and of their remaining

silent witnesses, attesting the truth of the facts of

history, or affording material for the compilation

of such history. Furniture which has remained un-

altered, and which belongs to a number of epochs,

gives us an insight into the fashions and usages of most

of the modern nations of Europe, and to study and

describe is to go back to the days in which these

objects have been made, and to the wants and manners,

the habits and sentiments, of bygone ages. Thus we
may see chairs from which royalty has issued its man-

dates ; cabinets that have held the secrets of state

;

buffets and sideboards that have figured at mediaeval

feasts ; tapestries that have looked down on groups of

men and women, as brilliant in colour as the dyes of

their own threads ; mirrors that have flashed back the

faces, and caskets that have held the trinkets of

beauties whose sons and daughters for generations have

long gone to the dust; spinning-wheels trod by grand
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old dames, whose white locks were once as golden as

the flax upon the distaffs in their hands ; and clocks

that have beat for years the march of Time's stately

tread. Viewed in this light a collection of furniture

such as that gathered together in the galleries of the

Royal Scottish Academy possesses an interest which

made in the following lines to work out the subject

chronologically, and to parallel the various periods of

history by a mention of the examples which are the

products of such periods.

Ignoring the antique, of which no specimen here is

worthy of note, we may divide modern furniture into

:^1

fc .

CORNER IN THE EXHIBITION

appeals to a wider circle than that ot dealers and con-

noisseurs, and one that, by thus arousing a direct power

of association, may possibly lead to just as direct a study

of the objects for the sake of their own beauty. Un-

fortunately this particular collection is strong only

within certain definite limits, but an attempt has been

early and late medieval, renaissance, seventeenth and

eighteenth century work. Early mediaeval art, in-

cluded under the general name of Gothic, continued

down to the twelfth century full of Romanesque forms

and details, and, like much of the architecture of that

period, was a heritage of classic work changed and
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influenced by TJyzantine traditions. During the

tliirteenth and fourteenth centuries mediaeval art in

Europe reached its greatest perfection. Classic tra-

ditions were forgotten everywhere save in Rome it-

self;, and the feeling in wood and other materials was

in unison with the pointed architecture. Examples of

this mediaeval work are still to be seen in churches.

the workers in wood, and the renaissance which now

set in really forms the beginning of modern furniture.

The renaissance found Italj' in the possession of well-

skilled and carefully-trained artists, and there was no

difficulty in finding distinguished names with whole

schools of enthusiastic admirers behind them, who
readily formed their style on the old classic models.

DUTCH GUILD CABINET.

though beds, chairs, chests, etc., are rare. A some-

what late example of this latter class of work is seen

in the oak credence No. 232, which is really the chest

of eai-lier times placed on legs, and which, developed,

has given us the sideboard of to-day. The return of

the arts in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries to the

old classical types carried with them the exertions of

and the best artists ot the day did not hesitate

to give their minds to the making of furniture

and wood-work in various materials, and employed

every kind of accomplishment in beautifying them.

Many materials were employed by the renaissance

artists. Wood first, and pi-incipally in making fur-

niture, but decorated with gildings and paintings,
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inlaid witli agate, canielia, lapis lazuli, and marbles

of various tints, with ivory, tortoise-shell, mother-of-

pearl, and with other woods. Specimens of work

which illustrate this period of the renaissance in

Italy are shown in cabinet No. (iy from Holyrood,

which is a good example of tarsia or inlaid work.

Marquetry, strictly speaking, is a kind of decoration

derived by the Venetians from Persia and India, and

consists of a fine inlay of ivory, metal, and woodsj

_ Jri

m»

stained to vary the coloui-. ' Tarsie,' or ' Tai'siatura,'

is described by Mrs. Merrifield as a kind of mosaic in

woods, and consists in the representation of houses

and perspective views of buildings, by inlaying pieces

of wood of various colours and shades into panels of

walnut wood. Marquetiy is, however, now used indis-

criminately to describe both these kinds of inlay. No
145 (seventeenth century ?) is a beautiful example of

another class of work, that of ' Pietra Dara,' or mosaic

panelling of hard pebbles. In this specimen ebony is

used as a base, and the panellings of vari-coloured

marbles. Another method of decoration is seen in the

cabinet No. 268, in which ivory panels are inlaid upon a

base of ebony, and upon the ivory, figure compositions

are etched in black lines. No. 372 is an example of

marquetry work, with the introduction of flower sprays

composed of ivory and mother-of-pearl. Ivory and

tortoise-shell are used in the casket No. 97, and, with

the addition of engraving on the ivory, in the jewel

cases Nos. 62 and 63, whilst, as examples of the treat-

ment of pure wood-work, may be instanced Nos. 39,

110, and 314. Other examples are to be found scat-

tered up and down the collection, but a specimen of a

particular method of treatment has been chosen. A
coffer or chest, used generally in Italian households

for holding the bride's wardrobe, is seen in No. 381, of

which the torus of the base is particularly fine ; and

another instance of the common treatment of simple

domestic objects is afforded by the carved pair of

bellows No. 336, an example well worthy the atten-

tion of present students of wood-carving classes.

Chairs and tables, though among the richest produc-

tions of this period, are here poorly represented. The
carved and richly gilded chairs in general use in

Venice in the sixteenth centuries, and of which method

of treatment mirror No. 88, gives a slight idea, would

have afforded an example of a tradition of good work
which has lasted down to the modern works exhibited

in the recent Italian Exhibition in London. Chair

No. 302, though recognised as doubtful Italian, is a

remarkable example of beauty combined with utility
;

and though queried in the Catalogue, less doubt may
be had about the carved settee No. 284, the propor-

tions and carving of which are, however, speedily lost

in the admiration of the beautiful piece of tapestry

that covers the back and sides, and which is barely

equalled by a similar specimen, chair No. 314. The
marquetry table No. 489, though a good exhibit, is

probably of a later date than the period under con-

sideration. The various carved panels exhibited lose

in value somewhat by their not being in situ, though

they should be studied as proofs of the versatility of

early Italian and other carvers. A note should here

be made of a strongly developed feature in sixteenth-

century furniture, namely, the architectural character

of the outlines, noticeable here in some of the speci-

mens shown. Italy may be said to have beeii a nursing-

mother whose sons went north and east and west. No
good example of French work of this period is to be

seen here if one may except table No. 489, but

there are one or two good specimens of Spanish

cabinet-work, and of which Nos. 98 and 137i'naybe

instanced. A peculiar feature in this class of work is

the red tortoise-shell, which colour was usually ob-

tained by laying metal under the shell. No. 315

has an inlay of tortoise-shell and ivory. Special

mention should be made of the chairs Nos. 33, 43,

and 476. These, though called Spanish, are charac-

teristic of old Portuguese work, for which see No.

367. The curiously national character of these chairs

is obtained in the quality of the

leather employed in the construe- ]

tion, and which is sufficiently elastic
;

to be comfortable, though hard and

too stiff to go into holes. The whole

of the surface is covered with ara-

besques in the best cinquecento

design ; and a feature is likewise

made of the nails employed. These

chairs belong properly to the seven-

teenth century, and the same period

is exemplified very fully by a large

collection of chairs, cabinets, and

tables, which, with the French and

English work of a later period,

really constitute the strong point

of the show. The Tudor and Stuart

styles may be applied to the work of these times in

England and Scotland, but the various examples are

most difficult to classify. The Italian taste had grown
less pure and more general, and classic details as they

came north were mixed with the relics of older styles.

The Flemish and Dutch also imported wood-work into

Scotland in large quantities, and hence the great like-
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ness between the late Flemish renaissance and the

corresponding Scottish wood-work. Foremost among
the examples here present comes the carved oak table

No. 423^ the legs of which are formed in the middle by

the enormous acorn-shaped mass so common in Flemish

work; other examples of unwieldy picturesqueness

are to be found in the Dutch Guild wardrobe No. 4.50,

and the oak cabinet No. 533. Attention should also

be called to the cabinet No. 464, whose beautifully

rich colour almost outweighs every other consideration

;

and the Queen Mary cabinet recently in the collection

at the Bishop's Palace is a purer example of work, as

is also the simple and solid No. 404. It is in chairs,

however, that the best illustrations are to be found.

No. 94, dated l625, with its panelled back and semi-

circular rose-filled top, may be taken as a type of a

particular make of chair of which many examples may
be noted, specially Nos. 179, 365, 547, 552, and 553,

and, with a valuation necessitated for a double purpose

of table and chair. No. 550. The beautiful lines of

No. 476 would be difficult to excel, and this particular

article of furniture seems to occupy a position midway
between those described and those which are common!}'

designated crown-top chairs, from their having the

imperial crown, with scroll supports, as the principal

object in their scheme of ornamentation. The back

supports are usually cut into double screw twists ; they

may or may not possess arms and fore supports.

The back panel has carved and pierced stiles and

rails, and cane may or may not be employed in the

seat and back. No. 481 is a magnificent example,

and variations may be seen in Nos. 104, 451, and 493.

This was a favourite design for chairs during the reign

of William and Mary, and probably an importation from

Holland—a fact apparently attested to by No. 287.

The metal-work of this period should also be referred

to, particularly the sconces, which, decorated by

hammered work or in repousse, are hung and placed

about the octagons. Perhaps the most noteworthy is

the pair No. 402, though 513 is just as interesting;

and attention is called to the Dutch specimens of

metal-work, particularly the lamp No. 438, and to the

Norwegian, No. 513.

This century saw also the introduction in France, of

Boule or Buhl work, named after the artist and in-

ventor, Andre Boule, born 1642. It is a particular kind

of veneered work, composed of tortoise-shell and thin

brass, with ivory and enamelled brass sometimes added,

brass, and shell being, however, the general methods.

Illustrations of this work are seen in the tables Nos. 64

and 65, which are further enriched by examples of

Boule's added skill as a sculptor in brass. In the

eighteenth century the seat of inspiration in furniture

design was shifted from Italy to France, and this latter

country for some time hereafter led the fashion. Boule

work grew into bigger and more imposing structures ;

other changes were introduced to cai-ry out the taste

for gilding which then prevailed, and broken shell-

shaped wood-work, known as Louis Quinze work, began

to be adopted, the fantastic forms of the curves being-

called Rococo, from the words rocai/le coqiiaille, rock and

shell curves. The names ofLe Pautre, Reisener, David,

and Gonthiere may be mentioned among artists, and

good specimens of the work of this period are to be seen

in Nos. 136, 162, and I66. The mounts used in the

decoration of these are made of a mixture of copper

and zinc cast in a mould, and termed ' ormulu.' It is,

however, in English work of this period that the exhi-

bition is particularly strong, and is the work of a native

school of designers, foremost among them being

Thomas Chippendale, who published a book of designs

with the object of promoting good French design in this

field of art. His work is extremely well represented,

as a reference to the Catalogue will show. Mention

should, however, be made here of the powerful influ-

ence exercised by Sir William Chambers, and constantly

seen not only in Chippendale's, but in other work or

the century, and of the classic feeling imparted to furni-

ture by the brothers Adam in their designs for tables,

chairs, sideboards, and plate. A representative example

is chair No. 34. An alliance between furniture and

painted decoration, already mentioned in connection

with early Italian work, and then current in France,

consisted in the introduction of painted medallions and

cameo tops and borders in table tops and fronts. A
specimen of such work is No. 90, and it may be

interesting to state that Angelica Kauffman did

work of this kind. To return, however, to Chip-

pendale. With him must be associated Heppel-

white, who also published a set of designs, and

Thomas Sheraton, whose Diclionanj was issued late in

the century. No detailed description of the various

exhibits under the names of these three men Is neces-

sary, and readers of this article are referred to the ex-

cellent note on ' Chippendale and his Successors' which

is inserted in the Catalogue of the Exhibition, by Mr.

Marshall of the Edinburgh High School. The speci-

mens of old bookbinding are reserved for future notice.

Tapestry, though well represented, is deficient in really

good specimens of the art. The best are those in the

fifth octagon, and though treated too pictorially, the

effect of No. 563 is extremely beautiful. All too brief a

space is left to notice the works in the Amateur and

Professional Sections. The majority of the exhibits

from the Edinburgh Social Union, the Keswick School

of Industrial Arts, and those of the Corstorphine

Brass Class, particularly this latter, are most excel-

lent up to a certain point, though the intention is in

many cases much better than the result. It speaks

volumes for the future position of the plastic arts when

those usuallj' classed as consumers can thus practically

demonstrate their growing taste for beautiful surround-

ings. The chief fault would seem to lie in the desire

for originality, but it should never be forgotten that

the study of the works of the past is the only real road

to a future excellence, and the best examples here are
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those in which this lias evidently been done. The
jjopular taste is never the liighest taste, and in catering

for the fancy of the hour, lady amateurs, who dispose

of their labour at a low price, should bear in mind

their poorer sisters in art, whom they may drive out of

the market, wliich, like other markets, is in its lower

departments greatly overstocked with applicants for

employment. The professional section contains the

efforts of many whose names are associated with the

production of good work, among such being Aldan

Heaton, A. S. Benson, and the firm of Starkie, Gardner

& Co. No. 364, by Fred. E. E. Schenck, and a vase

by the same artist, are worthy of special mention, as is

also much of the plaster-work exhibited by the firm of

M'Gilvray & Ferris; but a comparison of the work in

this section with similar examples in the Loan Galleries

should serve as a useful reminder of the much that yet

remains to be accomplished. The arrangement of the

objects on loan is at once effective and pictorial.

Rarely are objects seen to a better advantage, and
none but an artistic eye could have superintended

their disj)osal. Li these days, when the machine
seems to rule us all, it is refreshing to see work in

which mechanical aid played so unimportant a part

;

and one cannot but think that beauty which is created

by the hand of man, that, in fact, which we call art,

is not the clever application of mechanical forces or of

scientific inventions, but is brought to light, whether
it be a cabinet front or the Venus of Milo, often with

pain, always by the entire devotion of the laboui-, the

intellect, the experience, the imagination, and the affec-

tion of the artist. Francis H. Newbery.

JADE IN SCOTLAND.

EVERY science, art, or trade has its special

puzzle or ' conundrum,'' which sometimes

passes ' through the ages ' before it is answered, and

tiiat of archfBology has long been, ' Whence did

the pi-ehistoric neolithic men of Europe obtain the

jade from which they made their choicest axe-heads

or celts.?' Much has been set forth on this subject,

a learned German having even written a very large

volume on it, without being able to come to a con-

clusion. The circimistanee which led to my solution

of this problem was so curious, tiiat a narration of

it can hardly fail to interest the i-eader.

I had several Chinese friends, members of the

Legation in London, all of them highly educated

and generally well-informed, who frequently visited

me. Once I had visited the island of lona, and

brought away a handful of the green pebbles which

every pilgrim thither has for a thousand years taken

with him as a souvenir. One evening, after speak-

ing of Buddhist pilgrims from China, and of those

who are believed to have gone to Mexico in the fifth

century a.d., I thought of the lona pilgrims, and

showed my guests the green pebbles. They ap-

peared to be impressed or astonished on examining

them to a degree \\hicb was to me incomprehensible,

and held a long and animated conversation over

them in Chinese. As tiiey seemed to value the

stones, I divided the latter among them, and if they

had been large diamonds my friends could not have

been more grateful.

I suspected there was something in it all, and

wrote a letter the next day to the resident clergy-

man at lona, asking him to kindly send me some

good specimens of the green pebbles. He (Mr.

Jenkins) did so. Not long after, in Philadelphia, I

submitted my best specimen to Prof. Jose25h Leidy,

who declared it to be, not nephrite, but true pure

jade of the best quality. Then I understood why
my Chinese friends had been so much interested in

the pebbles. Every Chinese gentleman who pre-

tends to refined culture is a connoisseur in jade, and

tiiey had recognised the wonderfully rare and beauti-

ful mineral.

Should examination prove that jade exists hi situ

in ' workable quantities ' in lona, it will be for Scot-

land a very valuable discovery. As a material for

the most beautiful and delicate art-work, it is liter-

ally without equal. No other stone has such a

peculiar creamy slight transparency, while the dark

green, and yet diaphanous, variety (like my speci-

men), which is rare and very valuable, surpasses any

agate in richness. These better or choicer kinds

must be sought for. Nearly all the lona pebbles

which I have seen were of a soft light green stone of

little value ; and in like manner the Tartar source

from which China is supplied yields a very small

proportion of ^aluable material. Owing to the long

closing of these mines by the Mahometan war, and

the subsequent dangerous condition of the countrj',

jade has of late years advanced in price several hun-

dred per cent., as most bric-a-brac collectors know
to their sorrow. It is to be desired that any of the

readers of the Scottish Art Revieio who possess infor-

mation on this subject would publish that know-

ledge.

Chaiu.ks G. Lf.i.axd.
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NOTES ON ART.

Lectukes and Demonstrations at the Arts and Crafts
Exhibition.—The illustration of theory by practice is shown in

the course of lectures, accompanied by demonstrations, which, at

the mouths and by the hands of practical professors, have been

given weekly during November at the New Gallery. ' What
should be done ' is a matter of primary public importance ;

* how
to do,' though generally interesting, is of special value only to

the tew whose work lies in the subjects chosen for treatment.

But such of that knowledge of both theory and practice as should

be common property of both producer and consumer is given

in the following short /;'t't7> of these lectures.

On Thursday night (Nov. i), Mr. William Morris delivered the

first of the course of lectures arranged for each Thursday evening

during November, his subject being carpet and tapestry weaving.

A brilliant gathering crowded the large hall at the Arts and
Crafts Exhibition, and many lights—artistic, cesthetic, and

socialistic—were present.

Mr. Walter Crane presided, and opened the meeting by a very

few words. Indeed it was clear from the hearty reception Mr.

Morris had that little introduction was needed. The lecturer got

right to his subject at once, by explaining the actual work and

process of weaving, and giving practical demonstrations by the aid

of model carpet and tapestry looms. These looked simple enough

in their clean white wood, and to show the antiquity of the

tapestry loom it was mentioned that it might be found represented

on Egyptian tombs. As Mr. Morris confessed, it was difficult to

make weavers of a popular audience, although, as he casually

stated, he was a weaver himself, and had done the work of

tapestiy-making. A very fine piece of Persian carpet some 250
years old was used by the lecturer to show what a carpet should

be ; firm in design, yet soft and delicately gradated in colour. In

all work of decorative art there should be nothing vague.

Absolute skill is to combine precision with softness and delicacy

of effect ; as for the border there should be a considerable contrast

between it and the filling. It should never be plain, the work
being carried to the edge of the carpet. In the design as little

repetition as possible. Mr. Morris pointed out how necessary it

was that the art should be based upon a true appreciation of

nature. Suggestion of natural form, he said, from one who really

loves the living thing, is far beyond the work of one who could

think only of the artificial form. The subject from an historical

point of view was next dealt with. It had been suggested that

carpets were first made by the Nomad tribes. He thought this

likely enough, as they were really tent furniture. He mentioned

that in mediKval pictures the carpet designs are always purely

mosaic-geometrical, and traced the course of carpets in pictures

from Van Eyck to Holbein, remarking pathetically that the old

designs had been supplanted, caught by the throat, by com-
mercialism. As carpets are an Eastern, so tapestries are essen-

tially a European art. Tapestries are in existence—garments for

the dead—dating probably from the second century after Christ.

Until the second half of the fourteenth century there are no

examples of the great tapestries, the greater part of existing

remains dating from 1450 to 1520. Illustrating the fact that

tapestry-weaving was not an art of the East, Mr. Morris told the

story of the French knights who about 1307 were taken prisoners

by the Turks, their captors demanding pictured tapestries as

ransom. A few tapestries were produced during the first half of

the seventeenth century, since then the art has degenerated to

merely decorative upholstery. Describing a visit he had paid to a

French factory, he spoke of the work as ' muzzy ' in outline, and

devoid of detail. Nothing, he said, but strong Gothic art will do
for tapestry. In conclusion the lecturer said we had artists who
could design and workers who could execute if we would allow

them, but we could not have both riches and wealth. Mr. Morris's

style is plain and unaffecled, without attempts at oratorical display.

He speaks in an easy conversational manner, but .there is a charm

about his earnest simplicity which, on Thursday night, kept a hold

on the sympathies of his audience to the end.

Miss Harrison's Lectures.—Miss Harrison's candidature

for the Chair of Archeology at University College has not been

without its influence on the composition of her admirable lectures

at South Kensington. In a lecture opening the new series she

told her hearers that she had deserted for a time the subject of the

development of myths in vase-paintings. The two previous

courses at the South Kensington Museum had been on this sub-

ject, but she had become conscious of a danger both to herself

and her hearers of ever culling the flowers of art, and never

arriving at the root and habitat of the plant. Such a defect,

she hoped, might be obviated by a more severe course on the

buildings and temples of Athens, showing the different cults in

their stricter relation to topography and architecture. Besides, as

she humorously remarked, she had lately been to Athens, and

perhaps her greatest wish just now was, like the Athenians of old,

to 'tell of some new thing.' The lectures would be exclusively

devoted to the recent excavations. The remains of a prehistoric

palace had been discovered near the Erechtheum, none other pre-

sumably than the 'good house of Erechtbeus,' mentioned by

Homer {Odyss. vii. Si). Close by had been laid bare the

foundations of a large temple with an interior cella, a colonnade.

The foundations of the latter pass right under the porch of the

Erechtheum. This temple is maintained by Dr. Dorchfeld to be

the ancient temple of the goddess Athene before the Persian

wars, and burnt down by the Persians. The thirteen archaic

statues, the find of which had created such excitement in 1SS5,

north of the Erechtheum, Miss Harrison held to be those of the

priestesses of Athene. One of the heads was of marvellous beauty

in the style of the illustrious Kalamise. We think as we look at

her of Lucian's 'portrait of a lady.' She must have the forehead,

head, hair, the perfect eyebrows, and her soft mixture of the

Aphrodite of Praxiteles ; her wrist and delicate fingers she would

borrow from Alkamenes, neck and mouth and nose from Phideas ;

but when all was put together, she yet lacked something—that

only Kalamis could give, ' modesty, and a sweet, grave, uncon-

scious smile,' and certain quaintness of vesture.

The second portion of the lecture, as the first, was illustrated by

means of the oxy-hydrogen light, and dealt with the excavations

south of the Parthenon. Miss Harrison showed a curious archaic

head in pons stone, and described its brilliant colouring—beard

and hair, bright blue—eyes, emerald green. She also showed the

lately discovered beautiful slab of the ' Sad Athene.' The notion

of the goddess being sad Miss Harrison repudiated, as inconsis-

tent with the feeling of the archaic period to which the tablet

belongs. The goddess probably was looking down in earnest

meditation on a state, symbolic doubtless of some important

treaty between Athens and another city.

Erratum.—Towards the close of the article on 'Bastien

Lepage and Modern Realism,' on page 115, October number of

this Jievie-v, there occurred the phrase ' martyrdom harder than

bullets.' This is a harder saying than there was any intention of

making it. The phrase should have read ' martyrdom harder than

Millet's.'

The Winter Exhibition at the Grosvenor Gallery, opening on

January 1st, 1SS9, will contain a second series of examples of

British Art for the century from 1737 to 1837. It promises to be

interesting, and there is some hope of seeing a celebrated Lawrence

which has not been exhibited for some twenty years. The pro-

mised collection of English Pastels of this period should excite

attention, coming so soon after the Pastel Exhibition which has

just closed. There will be examples in this material by Cootes and

Wilson.
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The death of M. Longepied, the author of ' L'Immortalite,'

at the age of 39, terminates, all too early, a brilliant career. He
took a third-class medal in iSSo, one of the first class in 1SS2,

and received the Prix de Salon for his group ' L'lmmortaliie '

(now in the Luxembourg) in the same year, being decorated with

the ribbon of the Legion of Honour in 1S87. M. Longepied was

a contributor to the recent International Exhibition, where he

was represented by a bronze reduction of * L'Immortalite ' and by

two panels in marble symbolic of the seasons, ' Spring ' and
' Autumn.' Their execution in marble, specially for the sculpture

section, was, owing to pressure of time, most unfortunately

intrusted to an Italian carver, with the result that beyond com-

position no idea was obtained of the crisp beauty of the original

terra-cottas as seen in the sculptor's studio. The recently unveiled

statue of Danton was the artist's last work.

Mr. Barrett Browning, who has definitely taken up his

abode in Venice, is painting there a portrait of his father. The
portrait is, we understand, an excellent likeness, one of the most
satisfactory that has yet been taken of our great poet.

The Royal Scottish Academy.—The new honorary mem-
bers of the Academy are Josef Israels and the veteran William

Bell Scott. The new A.R.S.A.'s are James Guthrie, George O.

Reid, and Thomas Scott,

The late colleagues at the British Museum of Sir Charles

Newton, K.C.B., and his numerous admirers throughout the

country, are subscribing to place in the British Museum a marble
bust of the illustrious scholar. The bust will be placed in the

gallery known as the Praxiteles Room, as a memorial that the

priceless treasures of art collected there have beeu dug out of the

Grecian soil by excavations conducted by Sir Charles Newton.

FROM A PHOTOGRAPH BY MACLURE, MACDONALD. & CO

THE LATE JAMES SELEARS, ARCHITECT, GLASGOW.

THE death of Mr. James Sellars on the 9th of
October last, at the early age of forty-five

years, has caused througliout Scotland a widespread
feeling of regret.

There is no architect north of tlie T^xeed \\liose

work is better known or more appreciated, both by
his professional brethren and tlie general public.

He was trained in tlie office of Mr. Hugh Barclay,

Glasgow, and after acting as assistant in a few local

offices, was assumed as a partner by Mr. Campbell
Douglas, witli whom lie was associated up to tlie

time of Jii.s deatli. Mr. Sellars possessed all the

qualities wliicli go to make a tliorough and succe.ss-

ful arcliitect, ((uick to grasp all tlie points wliich

were essential to the completing of liis design, and,

by his power as a drauglitsman, which was almost

unique, equally able to transfer liis ideas to paper

;

his decision of character gave him a iudgment
which seldom erred, and enabled him to carry out

thoroughly an amount of work wliich to an ordinary

arcliitect would have been an impossibility. At all

times he was willing to aid in e\ery way tlie cause
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of liis profession, the good of which he had always

at heart. In its younger members he took the

liveliest interest, and was never appealed to in vain

to give them the benefit of his views not only on

matters artistic, but also on those constructional

and practical.

His best lectures were, of course, liis practice, and

that always echoed truthfully and thoroughly his

view.s, and happily for

us we can still be in-

fluenced by them. His

greatest power was as

a monumental archi-

tect, that is to say,

a designer of public

buildings or institu-

tions, and some of his

plans witliin recent

years have been tho-

rough masterpieces of

skill.

In his capacity as

ai'chitect of tlie Inter-

national Exiiibition

Buildings, Glasgow, he

has come more promi-

nently before the pub-

lic than on .any former

occasion. The tho-

rough manner in whicli

this immense under-

taking was conducted

to a successful comple-

tion in a comparative-

ly short time will long-

be remembered. Into

this work lie threw all

liis energy, and by de-

signing all the outside

buildings in tlie same

style as the main
building, succeeded in

producing a complete

whole, quite unique in

itself, and the beauty of which has contributed

largely to make the Exhibition the great success

whicli it has proved. The unceasing energy, both

mental and physical, necessary to the successful

accomplishment of this great task, hastened on, in a

great measure, his untimely decease.

Mr. Sellars' fame will, liowever, not rest on this

temporary building, successful as it is in itself, but

on the numerous permanent buildings with whicli

his name is associated, and which do so much to

beautify and adorn his native city. While yet

EXECUTED DESIGN FOR HERALD OPFICE, GLASGOW

young he twice successfully competed for the Stuart

Memorial Fountain against the most noted of the

West of Spotland architects, his second design being

the fountain as it now stands in the Kelvingrove

Park, where it will remain as a memorial of the

early age at which Mr. Sellars developed the power
which up to tlie time of his death proved so prolific.

At this time also he was taken into partnership with

Mr. Campbell Douglas.

Of the numerous

works which he has

executed, the New
Club in West George

Street is probably the

finest, and wlien one

considers tliat lie was

not trained in an archi-

tectural school, or at

the time of its execu-

tion had the advan-

tages of foi'eign travel,

one cannot but be sur-

prised that it is so

alive with tlie spirit

which actuated the

great masters of the

Renaissance, and that

its detail is so refined

and masterly.

The largest work

with which liis name
is associated is the

St. Andrew's Halls, a

severely classical build-

ing, in which the pro-

portions and details

are excellently studied,

and the drawings of

wliicli were mostly

made by his own hand.

As showing the uni-

versality of Mr. Sellars'

ability, I may mention

in conjunctionwith the

above works representative of Renaissance and classi-

cal architecture, some of his Gothic churches, such as

Beliiaven United Presbyterian Cliurch and Hillhead

Established Church, in two different phases of Gothic

art, but both equally excellent in mass and detail.

Mr. Sellars was among the foremost of the archi-

tects of the day who have done so much to Jielp on,

in Scotland, tlie revival of architecture as a fine art,

and tliere will be great difficulty in finding any one

so able to carry on the good -influence which lie so

materially assisted.
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DESIGN FOR MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS GLASGOW,

He was a thor-

oughly nineteenth-

century arcliitect,

who constantly in-

spired himself from

what he considered

the best examples,

but who was never

tied by precedent to

any absurdity, and

who never descend-

ed to slavishly copy

any example, how-

ever good. Besides

the works he has

executed he is well

known to his pro-

fessional brethren

by his designs sub-

mitted in numer-

ous competitions

which were always

characterised by

a thoroughness
and thoughtfulness

skill.

DESIGN FOR CHURCH,

•arely such trials of

His death is the

more to be regret-

ted as he had just

reached the zenith

of his fame, and

has been taken away

while still in the

possession of liis full

power, and while all

looked for much
more good work

from his able hand

and active brain.

By his death his

intimates have lost

a good friend and

kindly adviser. His

quiet humour and

quaint repartees,

his well - known
figure and splen-

didly modelled head

will be sadly missed

by those who, for

too short a time, had the pleasure and privilege of

intercourse with him. John Keppie.
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OUR PLATES.

Etching, ' The Sower,' by William Strang. Reproduction of Picture, ' Evening in the Gatinais,''

by the late Frank O'Meara.

The latter is a decorative picture which was ex-

hibited in the Sculpture Gallery at the Glasgow

Exhibition, and has been reproduced by the kind

permission of James Gardiner, Esq. In the October

Number of the Scottish Art Review there appeared

an obituary notice of tlie late Mr. O'Meara, in which

the characteristics of his quite original method were

described.

WAGNER AND LISZT IN THEIR CORRESPONDENCE.

By an Old Wagnerian.

No. I.—WAGNER.

THE Wagner-Liszt letters recently given to

the world by the widow of the one and

daughter of the other composer, and made accessible

to English readers by the translation, in two volumes

published by Messrs. Grevel of King Street, Covent

Garden, have been differently spoken of in different

quarters. The Wagnerites in Germany and else-

whei'e look upon them as the most important docu-

ment of musical history in existence, and compare

them to the famous correspondence between Schiller

and Goethe, with which they have at any rate this

in common, that they have been left by Madame
Wagner, the editor, without any kind of com-

mentary, index, or notes, so much as to say that

this is a book for studying, not for reading, and

that those who wish to understand it must take the

trouble to find out collateral dates and facts for

themselves. Hostile critics of course do not agree

in this view ; without denying the importance of

the letters as historic documents, they say that they

reveal a great deal more than was desii-able for the

good name of at least one of the correspondents.

Liszt, they admit, appears in a very amiable light,

liberal to a fault, and used, or rather abused, by his

friend and correspondent in the way that liberal and

amiable people generally are in this selfish world of

ours. They dilate greatly upon the fact that

Wagner throughout the correspondence appears in

an impecunious and generally helpless condition,

that he appeals to his friend for money, and what

is worth more than money, intercession with in-

fluential friends and theatrical managers, and princes

of the empire down to the very police, whom Wagner
on one occasion asks Liszt to put on the traces of a

felonious waiter who had robbed him of his little

stock of money at a Paris hotel.

With all due deference I would ask these virtuous

censors to consider what they might have done

themselves in similar circumstances ; to confess

candidly if they by their own or others'" fault had

some day been reduced from a lucrative appoint-

ment to absolute starvation, with a cherished and

patient wife, and that wife''s family dependent upon

them, and without any cliance of getting money by

honest or dishonest means, whether they also would

not have called for help and accepted that help

from any friendly quarter that might liave tendered

it. The case which I have ventured hypothetically

to suggest was realised in its most literal and terrible

sense by the condition of Wagner''s affairs towards

the latter end of May 1849. At the beginning of

that month the discontent of the Saxons with their

king and his ministers liad led to open revolt, and

that revolt was crushed by the Prussian troops who
were called to aid from across tlie frontier, and took

Dresden at the point of the bayonet. Wagner was

little of a politician, but the theatrical humdrum
routine which he had been compelled to witness and

to submit to as the King's Capellmeister was so

disgusting to him, that change at any price seemed

desirable, and so he allowed himself to be carried

away by the revolutionary fever without thinking

of consequences. How serious those consequences

might have been is sufficiently proved by tlie fate

of his friend and sub-conductor at the Dresden

Theatre, Roeckel, who was kept in a Saxon prison

for thirteen years, and then released, not by any

act of grace, but merely because he had become an
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encumbrance to the authorities in the altered cir-

cumstances of the time. There is not the slightest

doubt that the same fate would have been in store

for Wagner had he been caught, for the king was

naturally incensed at the eccentricities of his way-

ward Capellmeister ; and although he was unable to

deprive him of his liberty, kept him in dreary

exile, and cut oft from all personal connection witli

his art for exactly the same term that poor Roeckel

languished in prison. It was not till 1861 that the

King of Saxony yielded to the warm pleadings of

the Grand Duke of Baden and other German princes,

and allowed the composer, with whose fame at that

time Germany was ringing, to re-enter his father-

land, and to witness amongst other things a per-

formance of his Lohengrin.

Fortunately Wagner had withdrawn himself from

the tender mercies of his sovereign by timely flight

to Weimar, where he stayed with Liszt for a few

days, and saw a reliearsal of his Tannh'duser under

the superintendence of his incomparable friend, and

whence he was smuggled across the Swiss frontier

by the aid of a passport lent to him at considerable

risk by a distinguished member of the Weimar
circle.

The twelve years, from 1849 to 1861, which he

spent in banishment, and over which this corre-

spondence extends, were filled up with ceaseless

suffering, arduous struggle with an adverse fate,

brightened only by a very few glimpses of good

luck, but fruitful of the most important results

nevertheless. None of the critics of the correspond-

ence has so far defined the true character of the

book, which is that of a tragedy as deeply pathetic

as provocative of tlie Aristotelian.' fear and pity ' as

any penned by ^Eschylus. The dramatis persona

were indeed not unlike those of one of the greatest

trilogies of Greek myth. We see on one side the

fettered Titan, the Prometheus vinctus, chained to

the rock of physical want and misery, and yet

boldly defying the existing powers whose dreary

secret he had unveiled only too successfully. I

doubt whether a more melancholy line could be

culled from all tlie tragic poets of Greece, or

from Shelley, tlian the following simple appeal

:

' Consider everything, dear Liszt, and, before all,

manage to send me soon—some money. I want
firewood, and a warm overcoat, because my wife has

not brought my old one on account of its shabbi-

ness. Consider ! '—or that plaintive question found

in the same letter :
' How and whence shall I sreto

enough to live ? Is my finished work, Lohengrin,

worth nothing .'' Is the opera which I am longing

to complete worth nothing ? '' Let us indeed, in

AVagner's words, consider for a moment what the

situation really was, what were its causes, what its as-

pects. By doing so we shall widen the import of the

aforesaid tragedy ; we shall raise it from the personal

to the general level ; we shall see that its hero is a.

type, that his suffei'ings correspond to an immutable

law, and exemplify an eternal truth. That law is

the passive resistance which successful and well-to-do

mediocrity opposes to genius from an instinct of

self-preservation ; that truth, the same which is laid

down in the well-worn Latin proverb. Per aspera ad

astra. ' Consider ' Lohengrin two years after its com-

position worth nothing, and vainly waiting for a

performance which probably would never have taken

place but for Liszt's initiative. ' Consider,' on the

other hand, the Pinafore, or some wretched French

operetta without the wit of the Pinafore, worth

untold thousands to its autlior, who had perhaps

bestowed upon the whole score a quarter of the time

and thought that Wagner gave to twenty bars of

his Lohengrin. Does not such a comparison teach

to aspiring composers the wholesome maxim to

leave high art alone, and to enjoy comfortably such

gifts as the gods in their wisdom may have granted.^

The fact that at this moment Lohengrin is regarded

to be one of the wonders of the musical world, and

would perhaps be its greatest wonder, were not

Tristan und Isolde in existence, and the certainty

that these works will live long after the Pinafore

and its congeners have gone the way of all pretty

and fashionable things, count for very little.

Wagner himself in these letters has a long and

eloquent tirade against posthumous fame, of which

it is my firm opinion he did not believe a single

word, and Pope long ago assessed the comparative

merits of solid pudding and empty praise at their

true value.

It is a mistake to think that that solid pudding

would have been within the reach of Wagner ; that

he might have written Pina/ore*, or at least Rienzis,

by the dozen, pocketed the money, and lived happy

ever after without troubling his friends. The gift

of popularity is as distinct a gift as any other,

and composers who think that they can catch the

ear of the public merely by descending to the level

of that public are entirely out in their reckoning, as

Mr. Corder discovered to his cost when he thought

that any work could succeed on the lines of poor

stupid old Balfe, and in an evil hour penned Nordisa.

Neither would it have been possible for Wagner to

continue in the well-trodden paths of Rienzi ; the

rigid fetters with which he plays in that remarkable

juvenile opera had become more irksome to him than

the material chains with which his friend Roeckel

was loaded. He had outgrown these ligaments, he

could not have resumed them if he had tried, and he
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refused to try. Liszt, more worldly-wise in his not in a position to rely on merit, but on grace. If

friend's cause tlian in liis own, urged him to choose a

subject adapted to the taste of the Parisian public,

and Wagner would fain have conquered the boards

of the Grand Opera; for Paris, much as he abused

it, had a kind of fascination for him, and he never

was a patriot in the narrow sense of the word. But

as to selecting a theme, not because he liked it, but

because the Parisians miglit like it, that was out of

the question. What he seems to have thought of,

inter alia, was Jesus of Nazaretli, not the Divine Re-

deemer and religious reformer, but a kind of idealised

man taking upon himself all the ills of a heartless,

]5assionless world, and by that means achieving the

liberation of the world, somewliat after the manner
of Parsifal, to whom many of the attributes, and

perhaps a few of tlie melodies of tlie original Jesus

were subsequently assigned. Just imagine wliat the

houlevardiers and the members of the Jockey Club,

who hooted and dog-whistled at Tannhauser because

there was no ballet in the second act, would have

said to the world-redeeming prophet of Judea

!

The naive unworldliness of genius lias perhaps

never been more glaringly instanced than in this

idea of an oj)eratic Jesus.

The ordinary ways of making money by writing

for the stage were obviously closed to Wagner.
But, his sage commentators remark, he might have

given lessons, or conducted concerts, and earned a

modest livelihood rather than beg of his friends.

So no doubt he might, although I for one should

not have liked to be amongst his pupils in harmony
and counterpoint. But what, ye sage commentators,

would in that case have become of the Ring of the

Nihelungcn and Tristan ?—works written without

the chance of success, and even without the liope of

it. Wagner as a teacher at young ladies' schools, or

as a time-beater at ordinary festivals and concerts

—

there would have been a sight for the gods indeed!

Tlie antique tragedy would have been turned into a

modern farce scarcely perhaps less sad, but certainly

less dignified than its prototype.

Fortunately, the master understood the true

essence of dignity and independence better than

this. His position in the matter is as simple and
as simply expressed as possible. ' It is true,' he

writes to Liszt, ' that to the present generation, and

to publicity as it is, my works must appear a

useless luxury. But how about the few who love

these works ? Should not they be allowed to offer

to the poor suffering creator—not a remuneration,

but the bare possibility of continuing to create 't

To the tradesmen I cannot apply, nor to the exist-

ing nobility—not to human princes, but to princely

men. To work my best, my inmost salvation, I am

we few in this villainous trading age are not gracious

towards each other, how can we live in the name
and for the honour of art?' In plain English this

means that Wagner being unwilling to write music

that would pay, the few people who appreciated

liis music were in duty bound to place him above

the sordid cares of life, and no position could in its

way have been more reasonable and more high-

minded. The argument of course falls to the

ground if Tristan unci Isolde, and Parsifal, and

The Nibelungen are looked upon as mere sounding

brass and tinkling cymbals. In that case Wagner no

doubt becomes a charlatan trading upon the good-

natured gullibility of his admirers. But this is an

alternativewhich, writing for tlie Scottish Art Review),

I may safely ignore.

Let us once more return to our soul's tragedy and

consider what were the forces opposed to the hero ;

what bodily form they took, and what weapons

they used in the struggle. Here it is necessary to

proceed with fairness, and to give, in familiar

phrase, the devil his due. With our actual know-

ledge of Wagner's genius it is easy to preach against

the ill-will which Britisli Philistinism, as repre-

sented by the press and by the directors of the

Philharmonic Society, opposed to the conductor of

that Society in the year 1855, or to rail at Herr von

Hiilsen, the manager of the Berlin Court TJieatre,

as a military despot and sleek, cold-blooded courtier.

In a moment of enthusiasm the good Philharmonic

people appointed an almost unknown stranger their

conductor. Soon reaction set in, and they scarcely

knew what to make of their bargain. They were

told by the press that he played ducks and drakes

with classical and Mendelssohnian traditions ; the

orchestra stood aghast at his tempi a.\iA his attempts

at phrasing and dynamic nuances. Moreover, most

of the players had before their eyes the fear of Costa,

who hated Wagner because Wagner hated Italian

Opera. 'They wanted to make him out a humbug,' a

distinguished and intelligent member of Wagner's

Philharmonic orchestra told me only a few days

ago. I firmly believe that the poor directors

actually took him for a humbug, and were only

too glad when he shook the English dust from his

shoes, and left this country never to return to it, as

he and they thought at the time. Again Hiilsen,

when he tardily and reluctantly put Tannhauser on

the stage in Berlin, did not see why in the world he

should take the conductor's baton from the hands

of the distinguislied Dorn and place it in those of

Liszt. To his mind the Berlin Opera was the best

of all jDossible operas, and tlie Berlin conductor, u

fortiori, the best of all possible conductors. To set
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such a man aside for the benefit of an interlojier

who had certahi new-fangled notions as to how

actors should act, and singers should sing, and

players play, appeared to him simply monstrous.

By the light of those days all this was reasonable

enough ; so is Philistinism always reasonable when

it is satisfied with existing things, and declines to

make a leap in the dark. And yet how reasonable

in a higlier sense, and how simple are the demands

which true genius makes, and which Wagner made

on this occasion. All he asked for at the Philhar-

monic Society was that the musicians should play

intelligently, and in the spirit in which the composer

had written ; and this, he pointed out, was impos-

sible when a long programme of heterogeneous

pieces had to be gone tlirough in a single rehearsal.

All that he expected of operatic singers at Berlin

and elsewhere was that they should think before

tliey spoke, and speak distinctly before they sang

;

that they should, in short, identify themselves with

the charactei's they represented, and address their

declarations of hate or of love to the parties more

immediately concerned, instead of shouting them at

the upper gods. Against this shouting, the harangue,

as he called it, he waged war during all his life,

and might have waged war for a centuiy without

producing the slightest effect.

In short, the much talked of reform of Wagner
consists only in applying the most primitive and

natural laws of nature to the writing and acting of

operas.

How reasonable all this, how almost too obvious

to require explanation, and yet how impossible to

achieve ! The great cause of nature versus conven-

tionalism will be continued, the tragic life-drama of

genius will be repeated, ad irifimtum, as long as men
are the products of custom, tlie blind worshippers

of formulas and of things which, having once been

vital, have long lost their vitality. There is indeed

no doubt that the established rules and conventions

which Wagner and other light-givers try to pierce

and devour as with a flame of fire, are as necessary

as the lies and hypocrisies of polite society are. If,

after the manner of Rousseau's ideal savages, we

were all to speak the truth, and tell our neighbours

exactly what we thought of them, every dinner-

party would become a stricken field of battle. In

the same sense, if every man would follow his own
sweet will, and despise the example of the persons a

trifle wiser than himself who have set the fashion,

how unbearably eccentric and absurd and ugly the

world would become ! Fortunately genius does not

know this. Conscious of its own strength, it looks

upon wholesome safeguards as unbearable shackles ;

it rolls the stone of Sisyphus up tlie hill, and is

astonished when the solid mass, following tlie law

of gravity, rolls down again, and perchance buries

poor genius under its overwhelming weight. For-

tunately, I say, for in this battering of walls and

this rolling of inert stones the highest faculties of

the human mind are manifested and developed.

I have called Wagner's life-drama, as revealed in

this correspondence with Liszt, a tragedy. That
that tragedy had, so to speak, a happy ending, that

he lived to see his enemies worsted and his music

extolled to the skies, that in his latter days lie had

plenty of money and abundance of fame, makes very

little difference in the matter. I remember well

when, after the first performance of the Nlbelungrii

at Bayreuth, AVagner came before the curtain and

said to his patrons, ' You have to-day placed me
in a position which no artist before me ever occupied.'

Quite true, I said to myself; the position is unique

of its kind, unequalled for its splendour and for

its hopelessness. The great lesson taught by the

Festival plays will be listened to by a generation,

may be by two ; after that the impulse will slacken

and things will return very much to what they were

before ; perhaps they are returning at this very

moment even at Bayreuth.

In a second article I propose to consider the

cliaracter of Liszt as shown in these letters.

THE PLACE OF POETRY IN A MUSIC-DRAMA.

IN the recent extraordinary article on Wagnerism
by Mr. Rowbotham in the Nineteenth Century,

for which well-meiited castigation was administered

in the last number of this Revieio, there is one ques-

tion raised which deserves more special attention

than it has received in any of the replies. It is of

no moment what Mr. Rowbotliam's opinion of

Wagner's capacity as a poet may be, but as in his

deliverance on this matter he is echoing what has

been expressed by abler thinkers than himself, ami

as the adverse criticism has never been adequately

met, it seems worth while to examine the grounds

on which it rests, especially as on the decision

depends the answer to the general question of tlie

place which the dramatic poet is to fill in the future,

when his work is to be combined with the work of

the musical composer.

This answer to the general question will, I believe.
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be naturally reached, if we consider shortly Mr.

Rowbotham's treatment of its personal aspect. It

is well known that Wagner's dictum was that, for

the production of an ideal music-drama, there shoidd

be no subordination of the poet to the musician, or

of the musician to the poet ; and further, that a

greater unity of conception and execution would be

reached when both of these functions could be

assumed by the same creative artist. It is, of course,

an obvious assumption by hostile critics that

W^agner, in becoming his own librettist, was claim-

ing to rank as a writer of the highest poetry, thougli

all who are familiar with his writings nmst have

been impressed with the experimental spirit in which

his art-works were offered to the world, as a finger-

post to the ideal. But not content with this in-

justice, Mr. Rowbotham, for the purpose of throwing

discredit on Wagner, quotes certain passages from

his libretti, not in the language in wliich tliey were

written, but in an English translation, evidently

made with more regard to preserving the peculi-

arities of the verse, and to suiting the exigencies of

the music, than either to conveying the literal mean-

ing, or to expressing adequately the general poetic

value of the original. It is true we have Mr. Row-
botham's assurance that Mr. Corder's English render-

ing, ' while it does not improve upon, at least keeps

pace with the original
' ; but most people will be

glad of an opportunity of judging for themselves on

that point. I accordingly take the first example

quoted in tlie article, and place the original German
beside tlie English :

—

Mimi hight

A mannikin grim,

Who in naught but greed

Granted me care

To count on me
When manful I 'd waxed

In the wood to slay a worm

Which long had hidden there

a hoard.

Mimi hiess

Ein mijrrischer Zwerg
In des Neides Zwang
Zog er mich auf

Dass einst das Kind
Wann kiihn es erwuchs

Einen Wurm ihm fallt im
Wald

Der faul dort hiitet einen

Hort.

I believe that no one who has the slightest acquaint-

ance with German poetry will assert that the general

impression produced by reading these lines is the

same in both languages, or anything like it. In the

English form the verses are undoubtedly doggerel

;

but what makes them so.? The suitability of al-

literative verse for the requirements of the music-

drama will be presently referred to, but even those

who are unconvinced on this point will admit that

there is nothing in the 7net7-e of the German lines

that can account for the unfortunate impression

made by the English ones. Yet the metre of the

original has been reproduced exactly in tlie transla-

tion. It will hardly be maintained either that there

is any incongruity of suggestion in the passage, or

any lapse from the ordinary level of treatment

appropriate to the hero's narrative of his early life.

Wherein then lies the weakness of the English

rendering ? The answer is simple. The weakness

consists entirely in the unfortunate choice of words

and phrases, which has been determined too much
by regard to perfect equivalence of accent and

alliteration, and too little by regard to the poetic

suffgestiveness of the language. It will be worth

while to examine the phraseology in detail ; for in

this question, as has been said, are involved much
wider issues than the reputation of a single libret-

tist. If we accept Wordsworth's dictum that the

vocabulary of poetry should be drawn from the

language of everyday life, with the proviso that it

should be capable of being naturally associated with

a certain amount of emotion, we shall find in

Wagner's lines absolutely nothing to jar on our

taste. Every word is simple and expressive, and

every phrase natural without being trivial. It is

much more difficult, indeed, for a German writer to

err in this respect, since the chance of unguardedly

using prosaic alternatives is so much smaller than

in a mixed language like our own. But how is it

with Mr. Corder's version ? There is not a single

line without some impropriety of expression. The
word ' hight ' in the first line, which in itself may be

an admissible archaism, is out of keeping with the

modern ring of some of the neighbouring expres-

sions. ' Mannikin grim ' is a grotesque combination,

and the word ' mannikin ' is wholly unsuited for use

in serious poetry. The phrases ' in naught but greed

'

and 'granted me care,' while composed of words

perfectly suited for poetry, are quite unusual as

phrases ; and the expression ' to count on me ' is

almost slang. ' Waxed ' is another archaism out

of harmony with its surroundings ; the use of the

word ' worm ' to represent a dragon is now ludicrous,

and the last line is spoiled by an inversion foreign

to the usage of our language. It could, I think,

be readily proved that if a translation of the finest

passage in Goethe or Heine were carried out under

the restrictions which Mr. Corder has imposed on

liimself in the present case, the result would be to

the fuU as unsatisfactory.

On this justification of Wagner's capacity as a

poet I would base a restatement of his theory of

• the proper relation of poetry to music, in a form

which is in perfect harmony with his practice, if it

is not expressly involved in his written utterances

on the subject. It will be granted that the artistic

quality of a poem depends on three different ele-

ments, viz. the general treatment of the subject.
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the phraseology used in the expression, and the

metrical form ; but when a dramatic poem receives

a musical setting, it is evident that the relative

importance of the elements will not remain the

same. While the development of the drama and

the arrangement of the scenes for securing the

due relation of the parts to the whole will not be

affected, except that the more ideal treatment may

demand some suppression of detail, and a broader

outline ; and while the necessity for a choice of

words and phrases that are themselves euphonious,

and that have poetic associations, is in no way

lessened, it is entirely otherwise with the question

of metrical form. A new rhythm, arbitrary but

rigid, is imposed by the musician, which must

override the original rhythm of the verse. The
possibility of expanding one verbal syllable into

two or more musical notes, and of assigning to

each of these a definite time-value, determined

entirely at the discretion of the composer, makes

any subtleties of metrical achievement in the

poet of no account ; and the further the music

is evolved from the primitive form of the set aria

to the continuous melody which absorbs recita-

tive and air in one uninterrupted strain throughout

the scene, the more completely will the independent

rhythm of the verse be subordinated. For tlie pur-

poses of a music-drama, the inelodic refinements

of a Coleridge, a Tennyson, a Swinburne, would be

entirely thrown away ; but let no one rashly infer

that any charm is necessarily lost on that account,

or that the poefs function is thereby degraded.

That no field will be left for ' absolute ' poetry, any

more than for ' absolute ' music, is not implied in

the contention that, by a combination of these arts,

a higher product can be obtained than either can

afford out of its own resources ; and if this co-opera-

tion should involve a certain sacrifice of exclusive

aim on the part of each for tlie common end, will

not tlie reward be found wliich follows all repression

of egoistic tendencies in obedience to a wider ideal .''

Nor is the sacrifice so great. Is not the manipula-

tion of words to suit the requirements of an artificial

metre, by which the poet strives to express his sense of

rhythm,—is not this a poor mechanical substitute at

the best for the spontaneous melody with which the

musician can invest the poetic meaning .^ The rise

of the music-drama as a new art-form is not, indeed,

tlie only sign of the dethronement of metrical verse

from its absolute pretensions as the highest embodi-

ment of poetic expression. Tlie gradual approach

of prose style, as represented in such writers as

Ruskin, to the rhythmical significance of verse ; the

revolt against the dominance of the conventional

devices of poetry, announced in the theories and

practice of Walt Whitman ; the withdrawal of our

modern poets of repute from all claim to submit

their so-called plays for actual stage representation,

—all these facts are signs, which those wlio run may
read, that unless dramatic poetry will end its long

and unnatural divorce from music, it has no future

except as a fossil relic of what was once a useful

stop-gap in the history of artistic evolution.

What, then, is the ideal of the dramatic poet of

the future, who is prepared to seek a new lease of

life by filling a place in the new synthesis of the

arts, to which Wagner has shown the way ? It has

already been pointed out that the chief functions of

the poet are not affected by relieving him of the

trammels of a rigid metrical form. The choice of a

fitting subject, the imaginative conception of it as a

whole, the orderly arrangement of the parts, the

artistic treatment of detail, are all committed to his

hands, and surely this is a wide and worthy sphere.

But even in tlie mechanism of expression there is

plenty of arduous work for him to do. The selec-

tion of the best words and phrases is no light task

indeed. Are writers of what De Quiiicey termed
' imaginative prose ' so common among us ? The
masters in tliis craft could be counted on the finsers

of one hand. But in addition to the wide ranee of

possible advance in these directions, the librettist is

not made altogether independent ofrhythm. Thougli

tlie final appeal to the musician removes the niceties

of metrical execution from his treatment, there are

certain primary rhythmical effects which he must

supply, and if these are of a somewhat general cliar-

acter, they nevertheless demand artistic skill and

sympathy of no mean order. What may be the

precise form or forms of verse best suited for associa-

tion with music in a dramatic work it would be

premature to decide, nor would it be wise to lay

down rigid canons which might narrow the range

of experiment in this sphere ; but, witli most of us

who have studied Wagners works, the conviction

has grown that, for the treatment of the myth in

dramatic shape, the use of alliterative verse, with

its strongly-marked accents, and its happy associa-

tion witli primitive modes of literary expression, was

evidence of genuine poetic inspiration.

James Oi.iphant.
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NOTTEBOHM'S ' BEETHOVENIANA'.

III.

IT is unfortunate that the most important of all

recent contributions to Beethoven literature, the

two B ethoveniana volumes, should contain nothing

more than passing reference to the Third Symphony,

and that the great work which marks a turning-

point in the history of orchestral music should be

the very one on the production of which the sketch-

books, as far as they are yet published, fail to throw

new light. The interval in time between the

Septett and the Eroica is short, but measured by
its significance in the progress of music, enormous.

Beethoven had passed at a bound from youth to

manhood, and in the Third Symphony stands erect

and free at his full height, pointing the way onward.

The Eroica is the first great symphonic work

which openly defines the poetic basis on which it

rests ; it is the first to proclaim the possibility and

necessity for a wider and more liberal interpretation

of the laws of symphonic form, and it is the first

which places the relation of that form to its poetic

substance in true clear light. Beethoven did not, it

is true, belong to that class of reformers who pro-

ceed to the creation of art-work on a basis of pre-

conceived theory, and the distinction di-awn in the

Third Symphony with such subtlety between the

essential and the arbitrary in musical law, was

doubtless to a large extent instinctive and un-

conscious on the part of the artist. At the same

time, knowing what Beethoven's manner of working

was, it is certain that the Eroica which to all

previous symphonies stands in the same relation as

a mighty cathedral to a row of neatly finished villas,

must have cost more, certainly not less, painstaking

thought and preparation than the other symphonies,

the development of which is recorded in the sketch-

books. Commentators as a rule have shown more

zeal in discussing the nature of the poetic subject

—

matter of the symphony, than in endeavouring to

ascertain the exact nature of the preliminary studies,

which certainly did, and may perhaps still, exist.

Hints and allusions of various writers assure us on

this point, but with the exception of the departure

from the original intention in the case of the open-

ing chords, and a fragment relating to the slow

movement, no definite information is forthcoming.

Even Thayer's Catalogue, which supplies so much
valuable information as to first sketches, tells us

only, in the case of the Eroica of the first per-

formance when the symphony was announced as in

D shai-p, of some points connected with the instru-

mentation, Beethoven's wishes as to its position in

the programme, and of the alteration of superscrip-

tion when Beethoven discovered that his hero was,

after all, only an adventurer of genius. After

Beethoven's death the manuscripts and sketch were

sold with his other effects by auction, and scattered

with a lamentable ignorance of their value far and

wide over Europe. Tlie British Museum, the

libraries of Berlin and Vienna, and many private

collections, have been laid under contribution by

Grove, Tiiayer, and other writers on Beethoven,

but these treasures have not yet been brought as a

whole sufficiently within the reach of the public.

Their significance to the student has only recently

been realised. Some appear to have remained un-

touched as Beethoven left them, but others liave

suffered more or less serious mutilation. Notte-

bohm did not live to finish the editing of the

material he had collected ; had he done so it

is possible that he might have unearthed other

sketches belonging to the first years of the century,

or at least have furnished some explanation of their

absence. Let us hope that the English translation

of the two Beethoveniana so much to be desired

may supply the missing links in the chain of evi-

dence regarding Beethoven's compositions, and may
also show some appreciation of the importance to

students of a more methodical arrangement of the

sketches already collected. In the original, no

attempt at chronological order has been made, and

in the absence even of an index, the process of

gathering evidence or of comparing different sketches

referring to any particular composition involves a

great deal of quite unnecessary labour. Surely art

is long enough, and life is short enough, without the

gratuitous imposition of a profligate waste of time.

There is nothing more strikingly interesting in

the sketch-book literature than the passages bearing

on the C Minor Symphony. For not only are the

first rough drafts of the thematic material in them-

selves of striking interest, but the sketches show the

possibility in this case of an intimate relationship of

the symphony to another important composition to

be considered. As usual, Beethoven worked at

several different compositions simultaneously ; but in

the case of the C Minor Syinphony and G Major

Pianoforte Concerto, a connection deeper than a

mere coincidence of date is at work. Nottebohm

points out that the first four notes of the principal

subjects of the symphony and concerto are identical

as regards their rhythmic structure. Moreover,

sketches for the two different forms of a rhythmi-
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cally allied idea are carried out on pages facing eadi

other in the sketch-book. First we have :

—

Thayer quotes from a

following passages :

—

Sinfonia Allegro Fresto.

sketch-book of 1800 the

and immediately following, this

—

Cotuert. tempo 7noderato.

-=i=q

-^^^^^
Nottebohm says rightly that ^^'hereas in the first

form the motive in its primitive shape is rounded

off and complete in itself, it becomes in its second

application part of a melody of wider dimensions.

Anotlier example of the same kind of relation

between compositions of widely different scope and

purport may be traced in the last movement of the

same concerto and the prisoners'' chorus in Fidelia.

With all the details of Beethoven's work before us,

probably many similar cases might be foimd. But
though the inference that without the symphony
the concerto might not have come into existence,

and that but for the concerto the chorus might have

assumed a different shape, may be quite correct, it

has to be remembered that the phenomenon of

thematic relationship is in Beethoven's music con-

tinually before us. The suggestive nature of the

themes, and the fact that several themes so often

have their source in a common stock is entirely

characteristic of Beethoven, and is one explanation

of the sense of logical cohesion, of completeness and

of organic unity produced by his compositions.

The difference in the cases referred to above lies in

the same thematic germ being used for two distinct

works, instead of being, as is more generally the

case, used in different movements of the same work.

The main subjects of the first and second move-

ments of the Fifth Symphony are, in their primitive

shape, at once strangely like and strangely unlike

the finished version. In his Thematic Catalogue

Others seem to suggest a possible connection in

Beethoven's mind between a passage first tliought

of as 'Trio' for this 'Menuetto'' movement, and
the Finale of the symphony. The opening sub-

ject had little in the first instance of that stern

emphasis which Beethoven himself in the end felt

to be like the inexorable summons of Fate. There
is no pause on the first note of the second bar, no
indication of the orchestra in unison, both of which
last touches were added after many experiments

with a subject, the full power of which only

gradually unfolded itself The startling effect witli

which the symphony opens, whicli arrests the hearer

with something like the awe-inspiring effect of an
unexpected thunderclap, was arrived at in fact by
the slow processes of thought, labour, and reflection.

The sketches quoted by Nottebohm are numerous,
but there is no means of determining at what pre-

cise stage of development the full significance of his

subject was pei-ceived, nor at what point the best

means of enforcing its meaning became clear. One
thing only is certain, and that is that the music
which of all others is in its effect most intensely

direct and spontaneous, was not the result of sudden
impulse, but of a long series of tentative efforts, of

elaboration and repeated experiment. The sketches

for the third and fourth movements show first, that

originally the third movement was meant to end
abruptly thus

—

~^m^.—P—F—F-

and in the second place, that when the passage of

transition and connection dawned on his mind, its

ultimate elaboration cost infinite trouble. For once
a dim side-light is thrown by the sketches on a
passage which, at first regarded as a wilful, eccentric,

and unlovely transgression of law, has come to be

regarded as unique in effect, a veritable inspiration

of genius, the daring of which is justified by the

result. The passages which show us the gradual

growth of the section preceding the outburst in
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C Major of the Finale are too long to be quoted

entire, but it will be seen from the following ex-

tracts

—

Fiiie.

^EEESE^ii F-F- ^
^iS33EHEEE43^3^i^^
EEE E2EE3

Sill ^^-S-t-t^-IS----
fdrtzt:t3=c=r:f=prd=F:

SEf^'^JE-pEiE^EM^J-fg^^^ :

=F

that though there is no hint of the pedal point on

fifth and octave, the transition passage as it nou-

stands must have already been taking shape. In

commenting on the absence in the sketches of any

definite sign of the composer's intention, Nottebohm

transports lis back to the beginning of the century

by the naive remark that this passage, ' more

singular than beautiful,' obviously the result of

reflection, must have occurred to Beethoven in the

final process of scoring. On the subject of analogous

passages in the other symphonies Nottebohm and

the sketch-books are alike silent, and only in one

case, that of the last movement of the Nintii Sym-
phony, is full light thrown by the sketdies on a

passage which has had a far-reaching influence on

musical art, such as even Beethoven cannot have

foreseen. What is made evident bv a close stud\'

of the sketches for the C Minor Symphony is the

dominating power first and last of one distinct,

strongly marked rliythmical idea. There can lie no

question whatever as to the parentage of a large

part of the third movement, and in spite of altered

time and accent, there exists between the opening

subject of the symphony and certain portions of its

tliird movement a much closer and more real affinitv

than that which Beethoven believed that he had

discovered between the beginning of the third

movement and the Finale of Mozart's G Minor

Symphony. Leonoka Young.

NOTES ON MUSIC.

The Hf.ckmann Quartette.—The visit of Heir K. Heck-

mann's Quartette party to Scotland is welcomed by all educated

musicians with very cordial appreciation. The music which they are

able to give us is perfect in refinement, delicacy, and poetic feel-

ing, and requires for its due performance a combination of qualities in

each player rarely to be found. The high standard both in execution

and technique, the intimate acquaintance with the music they per-

form, which comes only by long study, the perfect ease and

accuracy with which the most difficult passages are rendered, and

the sympathy of feeling they display, give to their performances

an interest and a charm which are seldom experienced in the

concerts with which we are favoured in this country. The works

they select are of varied character and all worthy examples of the

highest class of music. Many of them, such as Schumann's

Quartette, selections from Grieg, Goldmark, and other modern

masters, can only be rightly understood when they are played

by artists of the highest acquirement. In performances so

uniformly excellent it is almost needless to single out special

passages for remark ; preference becomes here merely a matter

of taste. And not only is it in the harmony of exquisite concerted

pieces that we recognise the exceptional talent of this company.

In the solo pieces for violin, violoncello, and viola we have

in each the most sweet and tender expression combined with

the most finished style. Love of their subjects, love of their

instruments, and the higliest ideal of their art inspire the players.

There is no need of vocal numbers to relieve such programmes

as these that Herr Ileckmann and his friends offer to us ; indeed

the human voice does not show to advantage, however full and

powerful and well-trained, when lacking in that sympathy and

sweetness so touching in the tones of such players as jNIessrs.

Heckmann, Bellman, and Oushoorn. The enthusiasm of the

artists is imparled to their audience, and no sense of weariness or

fatigue mars the full enjoyment of what is in the truest sense of

the term 'A Musical Treat.'

The Bristol Musical Festival.—The fact that the Sixth

Triennial Bristol Musical Festival has not been a financial success,

though primarily due to the tightness of provincial purse-strings

w^hen fine art is in question, may perhaps also be explained, to a

certain extent, by the circumstance that Sir Charles Halle, to whom
custom has differentiated the conductorship, did not sufficiently

propitiate the public by employing the local genius, Mr. Risely,

the organist to whose energy the city is indebted for such musical

advantages as it enjoys. In any case the fault did not lie in

the programme, which, beside the popular oratorios, included

Sullivan's Golden Lege7id^ Mendelssohn's Walpnrgi.s Nighty

Mackenzie's Rose ofSJiai-on, Cherubini's Mass in C, The Pastoral

SyvipJioiiy^ Berlioz's Romeo andJuliet, and some miscellaneous con-

certs which were fairly representative of Wagner, Beethoven.

Handel, Chopin, Weber, and other well-known composers. Neither

could the failure be ascribed to the rendering of the music. Albani,

Fatey, and Santley were in excellent voice, though Halle was, as

usual, almost irritatingly passionless in style.

We woidd call special attention to a ' Serenade'

—

Awake I the

stany Midnight Hour, by Francis Gibson. The name is quite

strange to us, but the music is evidently the work of a cultured

artist. The song is simply constructed, and easy to sing as regards

the notes, but the vocalist must see that the composer's points of

expression are carefully brought out. This little song is a gem,
but sung without soul and intense feeling it would be nothing.

The more tender the plant, the more carefully must it be handled.

The Chevalier''s Lament, by A. C. Mackenzie, is not a very

successful specimen of that composer's work, but the song is

unpretentious and thoroughly musicianly, so that the singer has it

in his power to make it very effective.

A Gavotte—La Gracieuse, by Alfred Gallrein, is pleasing

enough, but too strongly suggestive of a well-known composition

for violoncello by Popper.
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EVOLUTION IN ENGLISH VERSE.

THE appearance, a year ago, of Mr. Gleesoii

White's compact but copious collection of

Ballades and Rondeaus; Chants Royal, Sestinas,

Villanelles, ete., seemed to not a few of its many

readers a very notable ' sign of the times ' in matters

literary, thougli it was not easy to say oft'hand what

it amounted to. The fact that within fifteen years

more than two hundred writers of English verse had

taken to the production of what they themselves

regarded as 'exotic' forms of poetry, and had turned

out among them some thousands of samples—this

was certainly an unprecedented phase of literary

fashion ; and it pointed at least to strong forces of

change, whatever might be their outcome. There

were not wanting, of course, verdicts that the new

tendencies were the beginning of the end of Engiisli

\erse properly so called ; that our poetry was becom-

ing played out—or that our poets «ere ; and that

this harking back to old and highly artificial French

forms meant the advent of a new era of mechanical

and constrained art, a sort of later Popeism, of

which the musical sense was a trifle more sophisti-

cated, but the intellectual grasp and moral ambi-

tion even narrower and slighter than those of the

eighteenth century. English poetry, in short, was

declared by some to be going to the dogs. Needless

to say, this was a very hasty inference : a great

historic art does not go to the dogs so easily as all

that. The very suddenness and vogue of the new

departure, indeed, implied transiency, it being in

the nature of any decisive intellectual change, even

in these progressive days, to come about gradually.

And there is clearly no abiding-place for poetic

energy at all in the pagoda of the archaic-artificial,

of which the cells are only fitted up for a day's hide-

and-seek. It is perhaps rash to make the suggestion

without statistical research, but one ventures to

surmise that the very issue of Mr. White's little

volume has abated the zest of the versifiers who fur-

nished him with his matter ; that in the next fifteen

years we shall have only a dwindling production of

the exotics in question—at least on the part of the

abler producers. A stroll through one such antho-

logy seems enough to sate any reasonably robust

taste for the ' Gallic bonds ' of which Mr. White,

in a prose hardly Gallic, hopes to help to effect the
' complete naturalisation in our tongue.'

But the outburst of artificialism, we are all agreed,

signifies something ; and it seems worth while to

note what that is. On the face of the matter it is

an aspiration towai'ds form, towards measure and

completeness, towards concision, even if the seduc-

tion of experiment often lead to the mere dilution

of one grain of motive with the required glassful of

words. Thei-e is implied in such experiment a

recoil from indeterminate and rambling utterance

;

and this is perhaps as large a part of the total

impulse as the hankering of the ear for the chimes

of repetitive verse, well described by Dr. George

MacDonald, but exenqjlified in his own work by

some rather factitious trifling. Now, such a re-

action must needs tend to express itself, as it can

only be expressed satisfyingly, in art forms which

shall permit of the higher assthetic effects aimed at,

while a\'oiding those cheaper if more promptly

attractive features that are really aesthetic limita-

tions, keeping almost the whole mass of Mr. White's

collection on a plane of effect finally felt to be in-

ferior to that of much other poetry. In short, the

same instincts or tendencies which have yielded the

multitude of artificial verse-forms are bound to show

forth also in specifically free forms, were it only

because, as Shakespeare has gone so far to prove,

the freest verse-form allows the maximum of con-

cision. And when there appears, from the hand of

one of the most industrious ^ of the formalists repre-

sented in the ' Canterbury ' collection, a volume of

the most remarkable of recent verse, specially char-

acterised by successful resort to free forms, those

who apprehended a decline of poetic power from the

spread of the other fashion may once for all be

reassured.

Mr. W. E. Henley, whose little Book of' Verses
"^

has created such an impression, figures in the

ballade volume rather as a copious and facile than

as a subtle artist. Such poetic effects of the finer

kind as may there be met with are absent, I think,

from his contributions, which almost invariably

savour of clever dilettantism rather than of poetic

impulse, though they prove an uncommon gift of

sheer vocabulary and versification. But in his own

Book of Verses he leaves the whole content of the

formalist anthology behind, in point alike of in-

spiration and accomplishment, as if his share in

that had been but so much pastime—as indeed it

purported to be. His inartificial verse (to use a

roughly but conveniently distinguishing term, which

must not be understood to concede that the verse

in question is produced without much art) may
indeed offend the very tastes which condemn the

artificial revival ; but it is hardly possible that any

taste will pronounce it lacking in intellectual con-

' It is to be noted in the same connection that another of the

formalists, Mr. H. C. Bunner of New York, has produced some of

the most genuine of recent poetry in his Airs from Arcady and
Elsewhere, ' London : David Niitt.
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tent or ballast. With ample skill and ease in

rhyme, he yet makes up the most important section

of his book largely of verse that is unrhynied, and,

to a considerable extent, even irregular. This

section—' In Hospital : Rhymes and Rhythms '

—

is in many ways the most noteworthy body of

poetry that has appeai-ed in this country for a long-

time. Whether or not Mr. Henley would call

himselfa Realist is not certain ; but it is at least clear

that he is not one of the Unrealists. He has here

produced twenty-nine short poems \\'holly from his

experiences in the Old Edinburgh Infirmary, where
he was a patient in 1873-75, reproducing almost
every phase of the hospital life ;—the first impres-

sion on entrance ; that of the waiting-room and the

interior ; the states of mind before operation and
after ; the sick vigil ; portraits of the different types

of nurse, old and new and lady probationer ; the

round of the clinical Professor with his students ;

sketches of patients and cases, of ' The Chief ' and
the house-surgeon, of the attendants, of visitors, of

the 'apparition' of a friend, now recognised by all

the world as one R.L.S.; with interludes of expression

of the patient's personal moods. The mere enumera-
tion of the motives is enough to set many asking,
' But is this poetry 'i

' and the emphatic answer
is. Yes. It is no more prose in its temper than in

its form : it is at once selective and artistic, lyric

and rliythmic, transmuting every fact into a thing

emotionally perceived, so that the reader has not
only the data but the poet's impression bound up
with them, and this always given in words which
make the whole an artistic possession, something
more than a mere report, because stamped with a
beauty which the fact had not. Take, by way of

the most emphatic possible challenge to the con-

ventional notion of poetic beauty and poetic subject,

the closing lines of the poem describing the round
of the operating and teaching Professor among the

beds. The Professor has passed on from a case,

and
' Now one can see.

Case Number One
Sits (rather pale) with his bed-clothes

Stripped up, and showing his foot

(Alas for God's image !)

Swaddled in wet, white lint

Brilliantly hideous with red.'

Here is an episode which one cannot read of with-

out wincing, which to have seen yioxAA have been
an unmixedly painful impression ; and yet, while

there is no softening or evasion of the shock, the

verse remains a thing to wliich we return for its suc-

cess of artistic statement—a success exactly analo-

gous to that of the actor or actress who moves us to

pain by the simidation of mental pain or physical

weakness, and yet at tlie same instant gives us

pleasure by the secure skill and fidelity of the

imitation. So with another sufficiently unpromis-

ing subject, charm is won from the most meagre

motive by the sheer vividness with which a nervous

impression is retained and reproduced :

—

' NOCTURN.
' At the barren heart of midnight,

When the shadow shuts and opens

As the loud flames pulse and flutter,

I can hear a cistern leaking.

' Dripping, dropping, in a rhythm,

Rough, unequal, half-melodious,

Like the measures aped from nature

In the infancy of music
;

' Like the buzzing of an insect,

Still, irrational, persistent, . . .

I must listen, listen, listen

In a passion of attention
;

'Till it taps upon my heartstrings.

And my very life goes dripping,

Dropping, dripping, drip-drip-dropping,

In the drip-drop of the cistern.'

Naturalism in minutia; could hardly go further

;

but thougli one or two critics have announced their

inability to see any merit in such work, it may be

predicted that it will win the ear not only of most

people who have a feeling both for verse and for

psychological observation, but of a posterity which

will be still more highly evolved in these matters.

To do with seeming ease a thing that the instructed

judgment knows to be difficult—this is at all times

one of the credentials of mastery. And if Mr.
Henley can thus succeed with motives specifically

vmpromising, no less is he equal to more fruitful

opportunities. His sketch of the sick ploughman,

reminiscent of his youthful love-conquests ; the

sonnets on ' The Chief and the Nurses ; the power-

fully tei'se account of a tragic ' casualty
' ; the ' Ave

Caesar ' from the sufferer musing on death ; the

tremulous joy of his return to the outer world—all

have the same certainty of touch and directness

of insight and of manner. The outer and the inner

fact, the phenomenon and its philosophy, are always

perfectly synthesised. In the ' Vigil ' the maddening

microscopic noises of tlie sleepless night are blent

with the sick man's memories :

—

' All the old time

Surges malignant before me
;

Old voices, old kisses, old songs

Blossom derisive about me
;

While the new days

Pass me in endless procession :

A pageant of shadows

Silently, leeringly wending

On . . . and still on . . . still on ;'
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and so in the sonnet on 'The Chief,' the firmly

and felicitously drawn portrait is backgrounded by

the vision of the universal life :

—

'We hold him for another Herakles,

Batthng with custom, prejudice, disease,

As once the son of Zeus with Death and Hell.'

In short, if any one would realise the gain to poetry

from a competent resort to living motive, in the full

faith that the actual is always conquerable by art,

he may find a more convincing demonstration in Mr.

Henley's book than in almost any verse of the cur-

rent generation. Beside Epics of Hades, versifica-

tions of Buddhist mythology, blank verse tragedies

and rhymed romances, all steeped in archaism alike

of thought and phrase, this handful of impressions

from a grey corner of actual life stands out vital

and magnetic, as much more truly poetic than those

other performances, as it is more readable. If it

does not live by this merit, some of us are far astray

in our forecasts of literary destiny. Similar things

have been attempted before : the spirit of the

eighteenth century, in its recoil from the sterile

extravagance in which the genius of the sixteenth

and seventeenth had been finally lost, was at last

ready enough to attempt transcription from every-

day life, doing without theory what Wordsworth

later felt led to do by theory—but faring no better.

It was wrecked either on the Scylla of unfelt diction,

or in the Charybdis of a factitious epic ambition.

If a last-century poet had tried (as probably some

did) to reproduce such a train of experience as .Mr.

Henley's in hospital, he would have made it a

formal poem in several books, as his congeners did

with so many themes, manufacturing pseud-epics on

the Grave, the Sabbath, the Course of Time, the

Pleasures of Imagination, and so forth, and so

whelming a pinch of prose sense in a measureless

Hood of thin rhetoric. If, on the other hand, one

of that tribe had gone about to versify a single one

of Mr. Henley's hospital motives, he would have

first of all adjusted his voice to a funereal falsetto,

and his mien to something suggested by the theatre ;

and the result would be an abortive discourse in

frigid cadences and cracked rhymes, with some such

title as those in which Slienstone, in his way, outdid

the nmiseries of the coming Wordsworth—' Elegy

xvin. : He repeats the song of Collin, a decerning

shepherd, lamenting the state of the zcoollen vianu-

factury ;"" 'Elegy xxvi. : Describing the sorrow ofan

ingenuous mind, on the melancholy event of a licenti-

ous amour.'' But just as surely as affectation and

falsetto are fated to oblivion, is the clear note of

personality and nature destined to endure. The
comparative lyric naturalness of Collins's ' Evening'

Ode, as beside the typical laborious artifice of his

popular contemporaries, suffices to retain for him

an esteem higher than is diie to his best perform-

ance on its intrinsic merits ; and even his lucklessly-

titled ' Ode on the Superstitions of the Highlands,'

which with the rest could find no readers on its

publication, finds sympathetic critics to-day.

The name of Collins recalls us to the point that

Mr. Henley exhibits not only a resort to fresh

motive, but a movement towards free rhymeless

forms, all the more noteworthy because made by a

writer who acliieves charming successes in various

staves of rhyme. Among his 'Hospital' rhythms

we have unrhymed quatrains, closed and unclosed,

in the trochaics of ' Hiawatha,'—quatrains, that is,

like those of Heine's ' Atta Troll,' a very different

thing from a continuous movement in the same

measure, be it noted ;— quatrains in a sapphic move-

ment with another than the sapphic close ; stanzas

such as this :

—

' The gaunt brown walls

Look infinite in their decent meanness,

There is nothing of home in the noisy kettle.

The fulsome fire ;'

and, perhaps most important of all, a number of

pieces in the short, irregular blank verse, of which

two extracts are given above. Verse of this kind

has already been made classic for us by Mr. Arnold,

who, indeed, managed it sometimes to rather pedes-

trian purpose, but at others succeeded with it in a

degree above praise and above rivalry. Arnold pre-

sumably had it from Goethe, who, in some dozen or

more pieces, handles it witli at least his average

energy ; and by Heine, A\ho, in his early No7'dsee

collection, writes it with more suppleness than

Goethe, but also, perhaps, with less pregnancy, and

who later found that regular blank rhythms better

emphasised his rare gift of phrase. It is in such

verse as this that the essentials of poetic art are

best tested, and the chances are that most foreign

readers have paid less heed to it in Goethe and

Heine than to their regular and rhymed rhythms,

because only a perfect sense of all the shades of

verbal association could ensure perfect pleasure in

it, even if its success were technically complete.

Rhyme and measure carry many a lame dog over

many a stiff stile. It would be out of place here to

discuss tlie relation of Goethe's and Heine's irregular

verse to later German poetry ; but it is impossible

to avoid speculating on the chances of a following to

Arnold's and Mr. Henley's lead. The latter, perhaps,

is not entirely uninfluenced by Whitman, though

he is always rhythmical, which Whitman, to put it

mildly, is generally not. Now, this coincidence of
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artistically-corrected and accomplisiied Whitnianisni

of style, with what we may term, without forgetting

Mr. Henley's originality, Whitnianisni of motive,

does seem much more prophetic of coming develop-

ments than the eruption of French formalism.

Wliitman has certainly now impressed himself on

the mind of his time ; and it seems just as clear that

he is at bottom right in his message (apart from his

practice) of free rhythm, as that he is wrong in

anticipating a mere poetic exodus from the bondage

of verse into the prairie of prose. Nothing can be

idler, looking to the data, tlian Mr. Swinburne's char-

acteristic protest that avoidance of rhyme in song is

an unwise renunciation of a natural grace : Tennyson's

rliymeless ' Tears, idle Tears,' is as exquisite a song

as any he has written, to say nothing of those of

Mr. Swinburne ; but one has only to read Mr.

Henley to see that the ' heaven of prose ' can never

yield quite the atmosphere of the region of poesy,

and that what men are likely to do is not to give

up verse, but to recreate it. Rhyme could not, but

neither could prose, yield j ust the kind of vibration

that comes from these lines of Mr. Henley's—not

taken, it need hardly be said, from the ' Hospital

'

section of his book :

—

' The Spirit of Wine
Sang in my glass, and I listened

With love to his odorous music,

His flushed and magnificent song.'

Who does not feel that here rhythm, as well as

diction, goes to produce the total effect ? It is only

when he becomes really rhythmical that Whitman
so moves us ; and the energetic and intelligent

Whitnianisni of Mr. Edward Carpenter, though he

is no mere echo of the master he so devotedly imi-

tates, yields nothing that similarly lays hold of

memory. Not that way, probably, is the stream of

tendency heading.

Nay, it would be a poor compliment to Mr. Hen-

ley's admirable work in rhyme to decide that even

his success in freer forms ought to promote the

abandonment of that : it does but prove that we

may progress outside rhyme as well as in it. Few

readers will want a change in the ringing poem from

which one favourably inclined critic selected this

stanza with a deprecating allusion to the ' crudity

'

of its terms :

—

' In the fell clutch of circumstance

I have not winced nor cried aloud.

Under the bludgeonings of chance

My head is bloody, but unbowed.'

Need it be demonstrated that these verses can be

crude only to an imperfect man of letters ; and that

they really illustrate the primary principle, once for

all set forth, and so often exemplified, by Horace, that

the skilful contexture of an old term in a new appli-

cation is a special literary felicity

—

' Dixeris egregi^, notum si callida verbum
Reddiderit junctura novum '— ?

The only sort of ' crudity ' I can find in Mr.

Henley is a solitary nefarious rhyme, bad enougli

for him certainly, but still one of those crimes which

are so much less fatal in art than blunders.

No, with Emerson be it repeated, we are not yet

done with rhyme ; and the reader of Mr. Henley's

delectable little book (of which the honourable

cheapness is only relatively a small merit) will find

in it half a dozen other perfect successes in that kind,

which may not here find quoting space. Even in

tlie ' Bric-a-Brac ' section, made up of French forms,

which the author rightly places last, the few pieces

that appear also in the ' Canterbury ' anthology are

the least meritorious ; and the two last rondeaus of

all serve to prove that a great andante music may
be sounded even under that title. It is one of the

most singular circumstances in recent literary history

that a writer who had by him such a quantity of

first-rate original verse should hold it back all these

years (the ' Hospital' pieces seem all to have been

written in 1873-75 ; some of the best of the others

are also' dated more than ten years back ; and it does

not appear that any of these have been previously

published), and should then quietly play his trumps

after the reading world had been reasonably entitled,

from what he did casually publish, to conclude that

he was a clever manipulator of verse forms, but no

poet. It is, finally, one more refutation of Mr.

Lowell's strange dictum that there can be only one

kind of poetry. Here we have the (juickly faded

poetry of technical trifling as well as the poetry of

rhythmical and beautiful treatment of winning and

high themes, and rhythmical and admirable treat-

ment of themes that in themselves would never be

thought high or winning. Each has its specific

ministry and charm, and one declines to believe that

any reader can be insensible to all, independent as

they are of any of the deductions here suggested

concerning the sort of art developments they seem

to forecast. On that head it only remains to utter

the hope that Mr. Henley will find some fresh in-

spiration without having to bear again those

' bludgeonings of chance' which drew from him such

' melodious pain.'

John M. Rohkiitson.
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STRAY DIALOGUES.

CAN it

'Ca

I.

it bear it ?
'

Can what bear what ?

'

' I was ruminating. I thought you had fallen

asleep, and I addressed myself."

' Won't you explain ?
'

' The first it is Society, the second is painting.

The reflection amplified to meet the needs of your

lialf-awake wits is, " Can Society bear painting
?'''' '

' I should say, No, unless you can devise colours

wherewith to paint your picture that will render

certain of its deeper shadows and certain of its

higher lights invisible to the uncoiTupted.'

' Can you imagine why this is so ?

'

' I suspect it is simply because none of us would

bear painting with all our pimples.'

' Quite true, and yet 'twere well we could see our

ourselves plain, even though a strict narrative of

the passing emotions of a day might make us recoil

from our own minds as one might from a monster.

I have known men recoil from the honest tell-tale

of their own faces in the glass.'

' There is another question—Is it paintable .?'

' Yes, by selection of course. There is enough

and to spare of the picturesque in everyday life, in

spite of all else, if one were only artist enough to

see it and put it down.'

' What a wilderness of commonplace one has to

cross to find a gleam of romance !

'

' Absurd ! Romance is all about us. Next door,

across the street, behind almost every window-pane,

some romance, comedy, or tragi-coniedy is playing

itself out.'

' Have you seen one .''

'

' Many.'
' Tell me one.'

' 'Twere better you found one for yourself.'

II.

' I feel inspired ; the suffocation of the town was

overpowering. I am here for breath. Observe the

atmospheric effect. I have already achieved meta-

morphosis.'

' Your condition is somewhat lively. One would

not have gatliered that you had just recovered from

the agonies of suffocation, though there is a sus-

picion of laughing gas.'

' Well, how grow the cabbages ?
"

' The cabbage, you are probably aware, is the

fastest of vegetables.'

' So Carlyle. But cabbages are solidly useful.'

' I have done well this season. Not quite paid

expenses ; but still well.'

' And the life ? Freedom .?'

' Licence. Ten miles from anywhere. No callers,

but a bearable boi-e once in a while, panting, like

you, for wholesome inhalation.'

' Ennui ?
'

' None. Sleep like a hog. Live like one for that.

Eat, drink, and reflect. Thinking no evil, and com-

mitting none.'

' Noble Savage ! Undepraved by Society.'

' So far Rousseauist—so far only. Lah.ser-aller

for myself. For others deadly compulsion, when-

ever possible.'

' Why so .?

'

' Because, till men are trained to rationality, they

must be led, but led rightly.'

' That is, as ymi think, government of the best

and wisest ?
'

' So ; but we haven't it. There was the govern-

ment of personal prowess, the war chief, the able,

then the rule of blood, craft ekeing personal valour,

priestly tongue-cunning and sleek adulation; then

the money-bag, the rule of the purse, the million

versus the million. Millions of coin against millions

of souls. We are there now.'

' Is no change possible ?
'

' I wait. When the time comes, I am ready.'

' Fabius ! Does it not strike you, you are waiting

for the millennium .?'

' Well, I wait.'

' You are so calmly trustful. Will it come in

your time .''

'

' Who knows ? It may.'

' What is it you expect ?
'

' Gradual enlightenment. Rapid fruition when
enlightened.'

' FinaUy .?

'

' Success.'

'How?'
' For mind, power. For the mass, organisation.

Tools to those who can use them. Profit to the

father of profits—the devil.'

' Pungently put. The frothy champagne of youi-

talk reminds me I am vulgarly hungry.'

' We dine in an hour.'

' I wait.'

' You too are a Fabian !

'

' Alas ! only a spectator. Something cynical, I

fear

'
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' We must enlist you. Have you not caught the

fever revokitionary ?
'

' No ; I have barely begun to live. Lost in tlie

dreary round of visitations, dinings, and so forth.

All they liave done for me is to make me despise

them. Thus out only two years, I am palpablv

cynical.'

' My old romping playfellow of ever so long-

ago has blossomed into a cynic ; surely a fatal

fruition. Liefer have gleefully taken the world

at its word, and thoughtlessly played out the day

in the usual commonplace round. Girls make poor
cynics. Their remanent tenderness fractures the

needed rigid demeanour.'

' Why, you talk in broken hexameters, reminding
one roughly of that luiaccountably odd and wildly

suggestive, luminous, dingy congeries of rapt in-

spirations, " The Bothie of Tober-na-voilach.'"

'

' You cap me. Let's leave for a while our high-

flown talk, and drop to simple and wliolesome

personal chatter. Yoiu- aunt ?'

' Is well
'

REVIEWS AND NOTES.

The Philistine note which Mr. Quilter strikes in iiis chorus of

crammers, noticed elsewhere, appears again in his solo shriek

on taking his far from mediieval way into the New Gallery where

the Arts and Crafts Exhibition is now being held. One can

easily understand how the self-effacing abhorrer of all the methods

of advertising who edits the Universal Review should shudder at

the discovery that artists and craftsmen should degrade themselves

liy going to the workaday market and crying ' Come buy ! come
buy !' Mr. Quilter seems to have imagined that their market was
only a goblin one, and that their competition in the world's fair

was not to be feared. Is Mr. Quilter's amusing and not very well

informed criticism of the E.xhibition not inspired by a feeling, per-

haps partly unconscious, that artists who had been supposed to be

dreaming had aroused themselves, and seeing from afar the com-

petitive game in which the good things of the world are the stakes,

had asked themselves, Can we not fight the crowd on its own
ground ? Given brains and skill of hand, with a certain prepara-

tion of receptiveness in the public mind, and your artist workman,
if he be strong enough to wear in the fight, may well hope to show
the non-effectives that competition is a game for more than one.

Mr. Quilter's sneers at the men who have been instrumental in

founding the Arts and Crafts Society are rendered entirely in-

effectual by a blunder which it is hardly possible to debit to the

printer. The inspiration of the group of artists in question has

been drawn, he says, ' either mediately or directly from a single

source, and that source is the art of William Michael Rossetti.'

To mistake Mr. W. M. Rossetti for his brother Dante Gabriel

were hardly pardonable even on the ground of haste. The fact is,

that the whole atmosphere of the renascence in English art, of

which the group represented by Burne Jones, William Morris,

and Walter Crane are the makers, is so entirely unfamiliar air to

Mr. Quilter, that he does not breathe it with freedom. The cram-

ming system has perhaps reslricted his mental respiration.

Mr. Walter Scott published last month Poems of Wild
Life, edited by Mr. Charles G. D. Roberts ; and The Life oj

Heine, by Mr. William Sharp. The latter volume should form a

fitting companion to the volumes of prose and verse translations of

Heine which have already issued from the same press. A life of

Heine in moderate compass by a competent hand has been much
wanted. We regret that the limitations of space compel us to hold

over our reviews of these most interesting and valuable additions

to the Scott Library.

The Editorial Staff of the Daily Neivs have just presented to

their chief, Mr. Robinson, his portrait painted by Mr. Ward.
The editor-in-chief of the great Liberal paper is represented sitting

in his library, by his study table, his hands loosely crossed before

him. Over the table hangs the portrait of Mr. Robinson's valued

friend, Mr. James Payne, the novelist. The presentation of the

portrait has led to cordial expressions of goodwill between the

editor and his staiT.

OUJI contemporary of the sanguine hue, the Universal Review,

conducted and largely written by Mr. Harry Quilter, has, in very

desperation to find a mission, taken upon itself the grievous

burden of defending things as they are. This month some thirty

pages of the Review are occupied by an account of what women
have done in various walks, and some six illustrations are given of

what women were better employed in not doing. Unless the re-

production seriously belittles the draughtswomanship, such Kinder-

garten pictures as ' Woman's Place ' could only be published

by way of awful example. Some sixty pag^ of the same Review
are devoted to statistical tables and related papers upon the maga-
zine to which Mr. Auberon Herbert and Mr. James Knowles have
applied their candle. The idea of collecting the names of the

heads of cramming-houses who approve of competitive examina-
tions, and of the heads of cramming-houses who do not, is thoroughly

Quilterian. It would have been more to the purpose, however, if

the compiler had included in his scheme the idea of obtaining

opinions from physicians who have treated cases of physical deterio-

ration due to cramming, from specialists in mental disease who
have met with cases of mental collapse from the same cause, and
from those who having a demand for intellectual labourfind it so pro-

foundly hard to get men and women unspoilt by the cram system ;

and if, in addition, he had had a series of opinions of employers
of labour on the difficulty or otherwise of getting effective workmen,
or even effective clerks, out of the cram mill. Burns's vigorous

phrase only too justly describes this mill, whose unfortunate victims
' gang in stirks and come out asses.'

No more effective assault on educational methods has recently

been made than that in which Professor Huxley indulges himself in

the somewhat obscure pages of the Transactions of the Linneean
Society. In an obituary notice of Mr. Darwin, Professor Huxley
describes how at schools and universities—and Darwin had the

misfortune to be sent to more than one of each—Jiis masters, tutors,

and professors unanimously pronounced him a hopeless dunce.

Whatever may in strict judgment be determined as to Darwin's
intellectual powers, the verdict of the academies has been re-

versed with a vengeance. Do they draw out what is in a man or

do they repress it ? The opinions of leading crammers, like those

to whose autobiographical reminiscences Mr. Quilter gives promi-

nence, are amusing and instructive, and should be published in

the Universal Review library, bound up with a re-issue of Pike's

Cases of Conscience. ' Do you approve of worrying sheep, Mr.
Wolf? '

' Certainly, does 'em all the good in the world.'

We have received from Messrs. Virtue c& Co. a volume

on the Glasgow Exhibition, illustrated by sketches from the

pencil of Mr. Raffles Davidson. We have also to acknowledge a

volume on the works of Hook, issued from the press of the Art
yoiirnal. More extended notice of these books we are obliged to

defer.

Edinburgh : T. and A. Constabte, Printers to Her Majesty.
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OLD MORALITY.

WHITE violet garlands, Syrian myrrh,

Deep roseate cups of Chian wine,

Sounds that your deepest being stir.

Sleek limbs that shine,

—

Ah ! take them. Youth, for youtli's fair sake

;

Yet, not forgetting human hap

:

The wreath may fade, the nard-box break.

The lyre-string snap.

Ease, bliss, and beauty, which beget

A sensual faith in things that be,

Are like a l)lossoming garden set

Down by the sea.

They flourisli, till some nigiit-wind blows

The swelling tide across the land,

And buries tulip, pink, and rose

In salt and sand.

Since, tlio' the slow receding tide

Withdraw its froth and crawling tilings.

Yet, where tliat wandering wave hath sighed.

No fresli bloom springs.

Edmund Gosse.
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THE ART CONGRESS.

THE first Congress of tlie National Association foi-

tlie Advancement of Art and its Application to

Industry, held in Liverpool in the beginning of

December, was, after the manner of congresses, a

conspicuous success. Hospitality was effusive, the

conversaziones were brilliant, and the papers were,

perhaps, on the whole, not much above tlie average

of dulness. They were long enough to enable the

chairman for the most part to dispense with dis-

cussion, and it was always possible to avoid being

bored by strolling from the scene of one oration to

that of another.

The minor or mechanical arrangements were so

eccentric that there was happy uncertainty as to time

and place of meeting from hour to hour ; but this

was fruitful in surprises, and really gave piquancy

to the congress. The major arrangements were

thoroughly admirable. The diplomatic skill with

which the committee succeeded in securing so repre-

sentative a gathering of artists of different schools

deserves the very highest praise, for it resulted in

the Congress being national, eclectic, and representa-

tive in the utmost degree. Academician and anti-

Academician, Philistine and Bohemian, Individualist

and Socialist, had their say out, and if tliey did not

listen to each other, and would not have agreed with

each other had they done so, they enjoyed a fair

field and the favour of serried ranks of manv bright

and eager faces in fashionable bonnets.

The only order not strongly represented was the

order of art critics ; so tliat although many old

feuds had the Congress for a battle-ground, the feud

between artist and critic, perhaps foi-tunately, did

not trouble the air. A venerable archdeacon

distinguished himself on two several occasions and

infused much liveliness by wielding a not ineffective

lance on a question of precedence between religion

and art, and on the question whether or no, if people

were permitted to look at pictures on Sunday, they

would speedily be compelled to work on Simday.

The venerable archdeacon thought that tlie sequence

would be play—work. Therefore, to avoid the

ultimate consequence—work, it is advisable to take

your pleasures sadly at home, if you can, or go witli-

out them if you cannot, rather than tempt the greed

of your employers by going to public places, and

thus showing that you have remaining leisure enough

and spirit enough to enjoy objects of art. Surely

the argument from the Mosaic law is better than

this, which is indeed a frightful satire, both upon the

people and upon their employers.

There was clearlyno designed conspiracy against the

Royal Academy, and yet very many speakers devoted

tliemselves to an attack upon it. While the attack

was vigorous enough, it can only be said to have

succeeded in the sense that practically no defence

was offered. For the argiunents ad\anced by Mr.

Alma Tadema, that the Royal Academy gives pen-

sions to the widows of its members, and that it has

in its Life Schools a number of free students, form,

surely, no sufficient ground for its officially repre-

senting English art. But, seriously, why should we

trouble about the Academy ? It is a body of com-

fortable and inoffensive gentlemen, who are probably

as able, as virtuous, and as unselfish as any similar

number of men in the outside world. If the public

suppose that because a man is an R.A. tlierefore he

is an artist, the blame lies at the door of the public,

and not at the door of the Royal Academy. Like

many other institutions, it has grown old, and it has

now arrived at an age when its continued existence

is no longer a matter of any sei'ious importance. It

is as little to be reckoned with in ai-t as the House

of Lords is in politics, and may very well be left to

pursue its august way tranquilly to collapse. If this

be too severe, and if the Academy really has some

life in it, then so much the better for it—it will live.

Anyhow, alive or dead, it is a factor of trifling conse-

quence. Literature contrives somehow to flourish

without an Academy ; there was art in England

before the Academy was ; there may be when the

iVcademy has ceased to be.

If one were inclined to be captious, there were

ample room for criticism in tlie proceedings of the

Congress, from the address of the President, Sir

Frederick Leigliton, onwards. Many of the papers

were rather commonplace essays ; indeed none, save

a very few, possessed even ordinarily good literary

qualities. There were, nevertheless, some notable

addresses. Mv. Holman Hunt, Mr. Walter Crane,

Mr. William INIorris, Mr. Alfred Gilbert, Mr. Patrick

Geddes, Mr. Cobden Sanderson, may at least be

mentioned as having read papers interesting as being

the utterances of men of impressive individuality,

and valuable for their hnninous suggestiveness.

A wail over the lack of public appreciation of art,

and a demand for municipal and state encourage-

ment of it, may be said to ha^e been reverberated

from the President's address, and to have been tlie

dominant note of the Congress. It were wortli while

to inquire what is meant by appreciation of art, and

how far the fine phrasing of Sir Frederick Leigliton
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probes the case. Let us take the view of art which,

though not new, may fairly be called the modern

view, and let us clearly understand wliere it leads us.

Art, then, in this view, consists in the production by

action of eye and hand of certain arrangements of

lines and colours, these arrangements of lines and

colours appealing, and appealing alone, to the lust

of the eye. Thus, only an eye educated in line and

colour can understand and apj)reciate a work of art.

A painter can no more be understood by an unedu-

cated eye than can a musician by an uneducated ear.

But this education is really an artistic training, and

therefore the general public, not being trained in this

manner, camwt appreciate art, and will not encourage

it. If the artist is riglit in limiting art as above indi-

cated, he is wrong in expecting public appreciation.

Because tlie public, being engaged in its own affairs,

and not having had artistic training, cannot ap-

preciate art. The public can understand a story,

can understand applied art ; but piu'e art it can be

expected to appreciate no more than it can be ex-

pected to appreciate pure mathematics.

' Art,' says Mr. Whistler in his Ten O^Cloel; ' is

a goddess of dainty thougiit, reticent of liabit,

abjuring all obtrusiveness, purposing in no way to

better others.

' She is withal selfishly occupied with her own per-

fection only, having no desire to teach, seeking and

finding the beautiful in all conditions and in all

times. As did her high priest, Rembrandt, . . .

as did Tintoret and Paul Veronese, ... as did, at

the Court of Philip, Velasquez. . . .

' No reformers were these great men, no improvers

of the ways of others ! Their productions alone

were their occupation, and, filled with the poetry

of their science, they required not to alter their

surroundings ; for, as the laws of their art were

revealed to them, they saw, in the development of

their work, that real beauty which to them was

as much a certainty and triumph as is to tlie asti'o-

nomer the verification of the result foreseen with

the light given to him 'alone. In all tliis their

world was completely severed from tliat of their

fellow-creatures, with whom sentiment is mistaken

for poetry, and for whom there is no perfect work

that shall not be explained by the benefit conferred

upon themselves.'

This is perfectly true and sound ; and now let

our artists be consistent even as Mr. Whistler is,

and let them admit that the public cannot appre-

ciate art, and that municipality and state are pre-

cisely in tlie same position. Wlien tliey attempt to

encourage art they almost invariably make blunders.

^Vitness the treatment by the municipality of Liver-

pool of Mr. Stirling Lee, tlie sculptor, and the

recent purchase by the same municipality of an

imjJosing picture of questionable merit.

Cynical as the position may appear, it is faii-ly

evident that the artist must learn to get on without

the aid of the state, without calling upon the

unwilling taxpayer to support him, without e\en

knocking at the doors of the Royal Academy, or

courting repulse from the doors of patrons. If he

is to take his place iu the evolution of society it

must be by calling to his aid all his virility and

resource for the production of effective work of tlie

kind for whicli, by inlierited aptitudes or by train-

ing, he himself is best suited ; in short, by doing as

the great masters of all time have done, not always

but in their best moments. Only by such action

on the part of artists can things be thrown from

the saddle. '^ What the artists have got to do is to

encourage eacli other, tlie profane vulgar having, on

the artist's own showing, no knowledge of nor interest

in tliese things. The limitation of art to a certain

definite sphere, and the bold denial of any entrance

to this sphere to all but artists, is perfectly rational

and legitimate. AVhat is irrational and illegitimate

is tlie expectation, and in some cases even tlie frantic

demand, that the public will, by taxation or other-

wise, support the artist while he produces objects of

art in which the jjublic have, and can have, so long

as they are as tliey are, no intelligent interest.

But what about art patronage. It is well

frankly to acknowledge that the days of the

Daimios are over, even in Japan, and that tlie pluto-

cratic patronage which has succeeded the aristo-

cratic is not so good in itself, nor are the conditions

which helped to bring it into being, and whicli still

exist, capable of producing the artist-prote'ge any

more than they are capable of producing the connois-

seur patron. Instead of the Daimio living witli

objects of art and knowing no other—keeping his

artist as he kept his cook and his ' private buffoon,'

we have the hlune pueoeurunte, who patronises art

by speculating in old masters, and who finds out

geniuses when they are dead, or when their pictures

are rising in the market.

We have, as described, now no popular apprecia-

tion of art. If Mr. Whistler is right in saying that

there never was an artistic period, that there never

was a time when the people appreciated art, tlien

the protest of the artist against the public is com-

pletely futile. ' It is admitted that, as a nation, we

live in an inartistic environment. AVho makes this

environment for us .'' It is our artists, such as they

are. They design our houses, our furniture, and

paint our pictures. They are ugly ; very ugly.

' Things are in the saddle,

And ride mankind.' —Emerson.
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Whose fault is this ? Evidently the fault of our

artists. We are ignorant and indiscriminatina'. We
take ingenuously what is offered to us. It is all

very bad ; but it is not our blame, it is the artists\

A few centuries ago in England things were other-

wise. We had artists then who kept us right on

these matters, not so many then per thousand of

population as we have now,—and now they don't

keep us right. In brief, they have within the past

century helped to provide us with an environment

of ugliness. You object to it ; very well. Give us

an environment of beauty. AVe shall take to it

quite as well as to the other.' Thus might one of

the ingenuous, ' ignorant, indiscriminating public'

reply to Sir Frederick Leighton.

People live among ugly things, not because they

demand ugly things, but because thev know no

other, to give the converse of Mr. Wjiistler's phrase.

Give them beautiful things, and they will live witli

them, again not because they demand them, but

because they will then know no other.

On all grounds, the blame as between the public

and the artist for the decadence of art—if such there

be—and for want of public encouragement of art,

lies at the door of the artist, and not at the door of

the public. There are causes to which such a de-

cadence may be due that operate independently botli

of the artist and of the jniblic, and for which neither

the one nor the other is to blame.

These causes form indeed a highly complex series

—so complex a series that it is vastly easier to work

out the rationale of their operation than to suggest

how in the future disastrous effects are to be avoided.

Somewhere at the root of the series is the tendency

very obvious in most civilised communities to pro-

mote the idea of the desirability of quantity, both

in population and production, to the exclusion of

quality in both. And somewhere, also, in the series

will be found causes of a specially industrial char-

acter, arising from tlie contemporaneous growth

of machinery and population, leading to what Sir

Frederick Leighton called ' the divorce of art from

industrial production.' Somewhere also in the series

will be found those causes associated with the pro-

vince of state and municipal action, and with the

distribution of product ; and there will be foLuid also

the causes associated with the influence upon indi-

vidual life and character of social and material

environment. Any serious study of these causes

would show how futile it is for the artist to rail at

the public for ignorance and want of discrimina-

tion, and how his own order is to blame for our

uncomely environment as much or as little as the

public.

It is little wonder that in the atmosphere of the

Congress there was a good deal of Socialism. There

was, of course, the kind of crude Socialism wliicli

blames the state for everything, and calls upon it to

disburse prompt grants for this, that, and the other ;

and there was the enlightened Socialism which re-

gards the individual as the debtor of society, and as

bound to render for the use of society the best pro-

ducts of his brain and hands, not for the largest return

which he can possibly exact, but for so inuch as may
enable him to live a refined and not too exhausting

life. This wds admirably put by Mr. Cobden Sander-

son in his paper on ' Craft Ideals,' where he showed

that it is'possible for a man to settle down in modern

London, and, amid all the surroundings of competi-

tive commerce, exercise a craft and work as an artist

without bowing the knee to Baal. The same thing

is done by many others. Indeed, the idea must be

grasped that the whole conditions of modern life

will have to undergo drastic change by means of

human effort, individual and collective—that the

whole life of the people, crowded in cities, and con-

testing every mouthful of air and food, has got to

be rationalised, in order to make it possible that the

people should be physically and mentally capable of

even beginning the training that issues in an appre-

ciation of art. While the papers and addresses at

the Art Congress, with certain notable exceptions,

lacked comprehensive grasp of the conditions, and

while the atmosphere was not oppressively intellec-

tual, it was a delightful social function ; and it is

to be hoped that the next may be an improvement

upon it in the one respect, and equal to it in the

otlier. A Membeu.

liSiH
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KAKEMONOS :
' A STUDY IN JAPANESE ART.

HITHERTO, ill thinking about Japanese art. a

great many people have been content to accept

it as a thing from which Httle or no individuality was

to be expected, and from which very little ))ictorial

satisfaction was to be derived ; especially as it is mani-

festly without that knowledge of perspective, which,

from the complex and European point of view, makes

all the difference between a picture and a diagram, or

wall paper. But granting that the Japanese painter

has contentedly ignored such scientific aids as linear

perspective and anatomical study, and assuming that

he has evaded the most difficult and intricate problems

to be reckoned with in the artistic arena— seeking

neither by infinite gradations of colour nor the resources

of light and shade to effect anything like a solid and

realistic ensemble—it is none the less a fact that in

decorative art, that is to say, in an art which is at once

a convention, and an abstract of the essential character-

istics of beauty and variety of form, the art of Japan

has attained a perfection scarcely to be parallelled

throughout the West. Its unique character, with

which refinement of line and form have so much to do

—the outcome of thoughtful study and patient obser-

vation of the vital principles of motion and life as seen

in natural forms—has made of it a potent factor in

revolutionising to no small extent the decorative side

of European art. Apart from that brilliant, yet

sensitive perception of colour which distinguishes

Japanese painting, what is even more remarkable is its

absolutely artistic character, as shown in its power of

design, and the decision and terseness with which a

thought is expressed, be it the vivacious movement of

flying birds, or the swaying grace of the living plant as

it bends to the wind. Whichever it be, the motif is

suggested with sure and delicate indications of colour

;

witii a precision of touch and concentration of aim
which at once reduce tlie idea to its simplest and most
condensed form. And although the Japanese, like the

Chinese from whom their art sprung, were utterly

ignorant of the laws of linear perspective, yet their

landscapes, many of them, evince a considerable know-
ledge of aerial perspective, a fact which renders their

deficiency in the other direction perhaps the more
evident, though not the less difficult to account for.

But the main thing to remember about the art of

Japan, is the fact which struck Mr. Mortimer Menpes,
the impressionist painter, on his recent visit to that

countr}', that it is a living and popular realit}', the only

living art form, perhaps, in the world ; sufficiently simple,

as it is sufficiently beautiful, to charm and refine

educated and uneducated alike ; a thing to enter into

everyday life ; unpretending, but bearing with it an
educative value as well as supplying a source of mental
delight, and not, as with us and the rest of the civilised

world, an exotic to be sought after and understood

only by a cultured minority. Art to the Japanese is

what it was to the old Greeks and the Egyptians before

them, the outcome of their own thought, habitude, and

peculiar civilisation; a spontaneous and natural growth;

entirely in harmony as an artistic expression with the

architectural character of their dwellings and temples.

as it is fundamentally in accord as a decox'ative factor

with their traditional ideals and their present environ-

ment.

Now, therefore, that there have been two fine collec-

tions of Japanese paintings in London—one, lately

closed, at Dowdeswell's Gallery in Bond Street, the

other at the British Museum—it is only reasonable

to hope that few will remain long insensible to the

beauty and refinement of design, and the general

artistic scope, which are the definite characteristics

of this people's art.

These 'Kakemonos' or 'hanging pictures' as they are

called, some of which date from the eleventh and
twelfth centm'ies, are to the Japanese what our oil and

water colour paintings are to us, but with this difference:

their pictorial treasures are exhibited only on particular

anniversaries or special occasions, each ' Kakemono

'

bearing for them a specific meaning, or at any I'ate

being relevant to the season at which it is exhibited.

Thus at the waking of the year, when life and hope

quickens, and the dormant buds begin to peep from the

dark earth, these things are symbolised for them by the

mythic representation of ' Shoki the Demon-expeller,'

who is supposed to cast out all bad luck with the old year,

making way for good in the year to come. So, at their

festival 'Hinamatsuri,' given especially in honour of the

young girls, pretty scenes, and bright flower subjects,

chosen in reference to these little people, are brought

from the treasure store ; or again, on such an import-

ant occasion as a marriage, a ' Kakemono ' is hung up

in the reception chamber, typifying long life and a

happy future to the newly-married. It is usually a

representation of the god ' Jurojin,' associated with

the figure of a white deer, and branches of the pine,

bamboo, and plum tree, all emblematic of longevity,

prosperity, or happiness. Sometimes with them are

represented the ' Takasayo '—the figures of a little

old man and woman gathering fir-cones, with a stork

and tortoise. Nevertheless, setting aside the quaint

custom of exhibiting allegorical representations, mainly

interesting to us as throwing a light on the traditions

and folk-lore of this curiously civilised and conserva-

tive people, an especial trait of the Japanese is that

sense of congruity which forces them to maintain some

sort of ajsthetic fitness of relation between even the

changes of the seasons and their paintings. By this I

mean that their susceptibility of taste, which appreci-
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ates harmony rather than a juxtajiosition of contrasts^

makes them consider, for example, a pictm-e of lovely

and vivid coloin- of summer growth and joyous birds

a little inharmonious in the wintry season, and to be re-

placed by themes painted in a quieter scheme of colour ;

while, of course, the converse of this holds good, in re-

spect of the summer season. A subdued theme of this

kind such as I saw in the Bond Street Gallery—nearly

mono-chromatic in colour, and mounted on a border of

arabesque patterned silk, whicli, as in nearly every

case, carries out the intention of the painter as a suit-

able framing to his design—is of a snowy scene, simple

alike in subject and in treatment. It is a solitary tree

growing on the side of a hill, its branches so laden

with snow that it seems as if a mere breath would be
sufficient to shake it all to the earth ; the sky, which
is most delicately washed in on a pale ground, recedes

behind the dimly-outlined hills which lie beyond a

gorge, on the hither side of which some deer are

moving. These animals, touched in with a warm, flat

tone, form the only positive colour suggestion in the

picture; but it just serves to enunciate the loneliness

and chill of winter-time, and to bring the idea of the
desolation of snowbound hills and woods into accord

with some suggestion of living things. This ' Kake-
mono,' dated the nineteenth century, is the work of

'

Moro-Ippo, particularly successful as a painter of birds,

and a disciple of tlie naturaHst school, which was
founded in the last century by Okio, born in 1773,
and one of the most original painters among the
Japanese at that time. Okio, after receiving the usual

academic training of liis day, revolted against the
hieratic canons of tlie Buddhist school, which, as

they ever do, fettered invention, drawing, and
originality of style and thought, by exhausting the
artistic faculty of the indi^'idual in the repetition
of conventional compositions, in which gorgeousness
of colour and much gold had their place without
the faintest indication of shadow or relief Tims he
and his followers, casting aside the artificial restraints

imposed by custom, effected something like a revolu-

tion in the artistic world by rejecting that 'cali-

graphic dexterity ' of the earlier conservative period,

which until then had resulted in the reproduction of
traditional types of unknown birds and beasts, and
wonderful thunder dragons and storm fiends. In

their attitude, these founders of the naturalistic

school, who resolved to make truth to nature their

highest aim and sole standard of excellence, are found
to resemble the little band of English pre-Raphaelite
painters who, in the middle of the jjresent century,
waged the same war against the conventionalism of
the old masters. As they, in their zeal, were attracted
by the earnest feeling, and biassed to a certain extent
by the influence, of some of the painters before
Raphael— Botticelli, Giotto, Fra Angelico, Lippo
Lippi, Perugini, and many another besides—so the
naturalists of Japan appear to have turned once more

with appreciation to the vigour and naturalism oi early

Japanese and secular Chinese art, whence, as I men-
tioned earlier, so much of their own art was derived.

In both cases a renaissance took place, whose influence

in both it seems impossible to estimate, partly because

we are yet in the thick of it, and pai-tly because the

complex relations of modern life bring other forces

into play, which either accentuate or minimise differ-

ences, introduce new methods and ideas, and eliminate

old errors. These interactions, how is it possible to

exhaustively consider them ? If, for instance, we see a

movement going on now, a tendency towards 'impres-

sionism' in painting, as antithetic towards absolute

realism in art, as its aim is admirable towards a partial

realisation of phenomena, how much of this simplifica-

tion of idea, and concentration of effect—minus passion

and emotion—may not be set down to Japanese influ-

ence } Or on the other hand, we may ask how much
has Western thought reacted on Japanese art, in

introducing a very definite advance in perspective

knowledge into their drawing, especially seen in the

nineteenth, and the latter part of the eighteenth

century work .'' A comparison of the earlier ' Kake-

monos,' say of the sixteenth and seventeentli centuries,

with those of the eighteenth and nineteenth, will

show this ; for although the beauty of form and colour

in these earlier ones is as fine as in the later, yet the

later ones show an advance over these in particular

directions, such as an increased freedom of touch,

and variety in the pictured form, presenting a fore-

shortened view of bird, animal, and plant forms where

before was only outline, or where at most the surface

modelling of the form was represented by the sym-

metrical lining in of all the parts, as if each was

exactly opposite the eye at one and the same moment.

Thus it is that in the carp swimming, the scales on the

fisli's body are painted with as much distinctness, and

of the same size, on the further side as they are on the

nearer ; and the same thing occurs in the painting ot

the plumage of the exquisite studies of quails and

other birds ; in which, nevertheless, as in the former

instance, the especial characteristics of each animal

are given, and in a way that no slavish imitation

could possibly effect, and this because the Japanese

observes and connects his impressions, and so obtains,

even in his perspectiveless carp, the action, ease, and

grace of swimming, even as he understands so well

the subtle curve of the flowering reed and fragile

grasses, the picturesqueness of angular boughs, and

the fluttering vivacity of starlings and tree sparrows.

But although this somewhat conventional interpreta-

tion is common to much of the Japanese work, it is

curiously enough almost absent in some of the very

earliest themes exhibited, which are less mannered

than later on ; indeed, there is one, a Chinese,—not

Japanese,—Kakemono of the twelfth century, of ' Wild

Geese in the Rushes,' which for naturalness and beauty

of form, is nearly on a level with the best work of the
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modem naturalist school. It is painted in monochrome,

on a silk ground of a soft brown colour, possiblj'

darkened a little by age into its present softness : the

birds are lightly rounded, just as in the modern work,

by a faint wash of colour, and the design shows a high

degree of artistic and poetic development, absolutely

astonishing to any one who reflects on the fact that this

spontaneous work, with its unconventional design and

drawing, was painted centuries before P2ngland had

anj- art of her own to speak of, and at a time when

even artistic Italy was still weltering in the throes of

archaism, and dominated by Byzantine symbolism.

Besides this there are two remarkable ' Kakemonos

'

of the fifteenth century and one of the thirteenth, also

belonging to the Chinese school. They are named

respectively :
—

' A Philosopher and his Disciples,'

' Vimalakirti,'— a famous Indian priest,—and the

' Three Rishis in the Wilderness.' In all three the

greatest intensity and individuality of expression pre-

vail in the faces ; the rest of the painting is flat, and

in some respects unfinished, especially the feet in the

' Philosopher and his Disciples
'

; but the look of

nobility and keenness, combined with the fidelity of

drawing and knowledge of form which are evinced, is

certainly not to be paralleled in any other of the

paintings exhibited in the Museum, whether by Chinese

or Japanese masters.

The greatest amount of spontaneity is conceded to

the ' moderns ' in all other directions ; and it is only

necessary to examine the work of the naturalist

painters to see that this is the fact. The ' Carp

Swimming,' by Okio, and ' Puppies at Play,' by the

same master ;
' The Troop of Monkeys in a Pine Tree,'

and other finished groups by Mori So-Sen, show this

beyond dispute, just as do the beautiful studies of

flowers and birds ; the graceful design of insects and

flowers, painted either on paper or silk, of which one,

'The Grasshoppei-'s Proces.sion,' is typical of the rest ;

the lovely Kakemonos of ' Mallards flying in the Moon-
light,' ' Sparrows,' and other little birds flying in

showers ; and the floral studies of which one, ' Plum
Blossom and a full Moon,' is but an exquisite sample.

It has ver}' little colour, only so much in fact of the

rose tint indicated as would be seen in the moonlight

;

the bare stem of the tree, crowded with half-opening

blossom, runs away in angular branches and curved

twigs, towards where the big moon sails, a pale and

luminous thing, in the mistily clouded sky.

But the finest of these 'hanging pictures' in point

of all round advance, in composition, in grace and
frankness of idea, in truth and suggestive beauty of

subtle colour, is the painting of ' Pea-Fowl in a Pine

Tree.' The two birds are perched in the branches of

a pine, whose dark acicular leaves hang in clusters

about them ; the birds themselves seem to be coquet-

ting together, for one bends his body over the bough
to regard his companion, while his tail, a glorious but

subdued suggestion of colour, sweeps and droops

around him ; and his little mate, less brilliant in her

plumage, nestling on the lower bough, looks up with

what can only be described as a very bird-like frank-

ness and piquancy of movement.

Mary RKEn.

References— TO the British Museum Collections.

' Wild Geese in the Rushes,' No. 2.

' Philosopher and Disciples,' No. 10.

' Vimalakirti,' No. 13,

' Three Rishis in the Wilderness,' No. 5.

' Storm Dragons,' Nos. 60 and 67.

' Plum Blossom and full Moon,' No. 52.

' Troup of Monkeys in a Pine Tree,' No. 102, also No. 96.'

Birds flying in showers, Nos. 107, 109, 129.

'Pea Fowl and Pine Tree,' No. 105.'

1 For Nos. 96, 105, see also the fine plates reprocliicetl from the origina
Kakemonos in Anderson's Pictorial Arts o/Ja/ian.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

(Winter R.xhibition).

IN one of Mr. Edward Lear's delightful nonsense

stories,—that wherein is chronicled the triumph of

the Frog, the Plum-Pudding Flea, the Mouse, the Clan-

gel-Wangel, and the Blue Boss-Woss,—it will be remem-
bered that the parents of the forty-nine unfortunate

offspring, ere pickling themselves in bottles with air-

tight stoppers, took an affecting and formal leave of

the whole of their acquaintance, ' which was very

numerous and distinguished, and select, and respon-

sible, and ridiculous.' This admirable phrase, so apt to

the acquaintance of so many of us, is perfectly appro-

priate to the Royal Society of British Ai^tists, It, alas.

is very numerous, and select, and responsible, and
ridiculous. Great was the jubilation in Suffolk Street

last season when Mr. Whistler shook the dust of it

from his feet, and departed mocking. Although it had
changed to a painful collective grin by the time the

younger men of genuine artistic calibre had followed

suit, to the tune (d/lcgm, con nw/lo espressione) of the

ex-President's ' The artists have left, but the British

remain,' the splendid assurance of mediocrity pre-

vented collapse. Forthwith the ' British ' elected as

President a worthy gentleiTian whom the Fates intended

for literature, but who accidentally fell a-painting.
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They were sure that Mr. Wyke Bayliss, at any rate,

was free from the Whistlerian taint. Much was said

in the early autumn as to the fine show that was soon

to be opened at the familiar rooms in Suffolk Street

:

how the mockers were to be confounded, and the arch-

blasphemer made to squirm in his ruthlessly sesthetic

abode in Chelsea ; and how the ' gentlemen of the

press ' were to be won over to unwavering allegiance.

And indeed it did seem as if such predictions would be

in great part fulfilled : for not only was it known that

the British Remnant was burning to distinguish itself,

but the rumour was industriously spread that some

2500 canvases, over and above those anticipated from

members, had been sent in—mainly an overflow from

the Institute of Painters in Oil Colours, which had un-

expectedly opened about a month earlier than usual.

Surely, it was reasonable to conclude, out of such

ai'tistic largesse many tit-bits would fall to the R.S.B.A.

But, alas, for all evidence to the contrary, the 2;)00

uninvited canvases might have gone elsewhere in their

disconsolate appeal. It was another artist in the

comedy of incongruity who invented the word ' chortle.'

Well, Mr. Whistler and his friends are now chortling.

The society in Sufl^olk. Street, if not so excruciatingly

British as of yore, is again in a moribund condition.

A general flabbiness is its characteristic. There is

nothing by any member that is really noteworthy, and

there is a great deal that bores one as much as a two-

hour Gaelic sermon would have bored a Greek

audience. Canvas after canvas, wall after wall, is

dreary with mediocrity—mediocrity of technique,

mediocrity of import, mediocrity of artistic emotion.

Here and there is an excellent drawing or a creditable

painting, but a few snow-showers don't make a winter.

There is an east-country proverb, that ' a lost chance

flies owre the sea' : by this time the chance which the

R.S.B.A. has lost must have flown numberless leagues

—

or been drowned, poor thing. Seriously, the present ex-

hibition is—as it was understood it would be—a crucial

one. It was recognised that if, metaphorically speaking,

it came down heads, the ' chortling ' would be on the

part of the members ; but that if it came down tails, the

Whistlerian cackle would be loud and long. Well, it

is not the British artists who now chortle. The whole

affair has been regarded with interest by artists through-

out the country, for it was realised that one of the last

battles of artistic Torydom was about to be fought. If

the present exhibition had been generally hailed as an

unqualified success, thei'e can be no doubt that institu-

tions and societies throughout the country would have

taken the hint, and the third-rate men would have

everywhere had a new lease of prosperity. But it will

now be equally widely realised that both the critical

and the best public taste are against mediocrity, and

are in favour of invention, imagination, novelty, assured

and idiosyncratic excellence of technique, and, in a

word, of genius. This, moreover, even at the risk, or

rather with the certainty, of many eccentricities, and

perhaps some banalities. It is a welcome sign that

discomfiture has not awaited Mr. Whistler and the

numerous young and able men who withdrew with him
from the ' British artists '

; and though the latter has

not yet gone back to the dreadful commonplaceness of

Pre-Whistlerian days, such ultimate result of the dis-

ruption is almost inevitable. It might have been

expected that the members of an Academy who could

hesitate between the election to R.A.-ship of Mr.

Burgess and Mr. Andrew Gow on the one part, and of

Mr. Hubert Herkomer and Mr. Burne-Jones on the

other, would have supported their confreres in Suffolk

Street ; but as a matter of fact they have been chary of

assistance. Two prominent members, however, have

lent a helping hand. Sir Frederick Leighton sends

five small pieces, 'A Study,' 'A Study for Daphnephoriri,'

and three 'Sketches from Rhodes.' All are dainty,

delicate, and refined ; but none has any claim to be

considered important. More noteworthy is the canvas

of 'Ganymede,' by Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A. It is not,

unfortunately, a good example of that great but most

unequal artist. The values are not sympathetic, or are

too emphatic : the persistent flesh-browns have an

efl^ect of crudeness : and the draughtsmanship, particu-

larly in the hands, is obviously unsatisfactory. Among
the really praiseworthy contributions are Mr. Henry
Moore's ' Becalmed in the Alderney Race

'
; some

pleasant Channel and South Coast marine studies by

G. S. Walters ; C. S. Mottram's vigorous and realistic

' In the Wake of the Margate Boat
'

; Carl Haag's
' Coraan Reader

'
; James E. Grace's ' Evening Mists

'

;

Edwin Ellis's able and unconventional coast studies,

greatly improved in everj' way from previous work of

the kind ; and Mr. Sherwood Hunter's Ave Maria. It

is an outsider, however, who is far and away the most

notewoi'thy exhibitor at the present show,—the young
Dutch artist, M. Hubert Vos, whose portraiture is

imconventional without eccentricity, and impressive by

just means and methods. For the rest, in their com-

placent unattractiveness, one can but con over again

Edward Lear's admirable phrase, unless it be to sub-

stitute therefor another from the same source, and

bewail ' the serene and sickly suavity of the truly
'

—'British.'
'

W. S.

Birmingham Exhibition.— There are 84S pictures in the

gallery, and one might pick 100 among them which would be

good or fairly good, Bouguereau's * First Sorrow ' is the best piece

of painting there ; the drawing and composition are excellent.

The well-known Stanhope Forbes' ' The Village Philharmonic '

shines out across the large round room like the window of

a village inn at night, and Burne - Jones' ' Danae ' needs

no praise. The water-colours are singularly old fashioned ; but

Mr. Crane is to the fore with his admirable contempt of nature,

and Miss Clara Montalba's few drawings are stars among dun-

coloured clouds. Still, in spite of the lack of true feeling, and the

absence of modern technique both in oil and water-colour, this

Exhiliition undoubtedly does good, and the society may produce

in the end some good men, while even bad pictures are belter than

none at all from one point of view, and that is when we regard them

as evidences of desire to see truly and do good work if possible.
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IN general, when one speaks to or of an artist, and

wishes to express the spirit he throws into a

sunburnt face, a phrase becomes almost sacramental,

and is evidently believed the most cunning of inven-

tions. It is uttered usually with the eyes closed,

and a mere trace of malice on the mouth ; for

instance, some one says, ' Oh ! I would not give

one of my old slippers for one of your models !

'

The artist stops there, usually speaking with

bitter sweetness, not knowing exactly how to con-

tinue, that is to say, whether to defend his own
creatures or to condemn them with the others.

But at the same time, flattered rather than of-

fended by the imputation of insmtciance which

becomes indirectly attached to him, he flnds nothing-

better to do than to be silent and smile.

Now, as in all cases the answer seems to me
unkind, permit me to introduce to you one or more

models—as you please—honestly, that is to say,

without making any apology for them, or making

lamentation for them, and above all without slip-

ping, by the way, into any dangerous deviation.

So much for a beginning—I must say that it

appears to me a mistake to suppose that with the

first painter is born the first model. That necessity

of copying reality faithfully must have come with

the first likeness is clear. But I can never believe

that the Byzantines have had models, nor any of
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the ' three hundred,' including Giotto and Cimabue.

Certainly we can never be surrounded by truer

horrors than in the presence of tlie types depicted by

these artists in the churches of Florence or Sienna

!

I do not hesitate to pronounce it the most hideous

collection, whatever its lovers, and Signers Vasari,

Tiraboschi, Lami, Bianchini, Moreni, etc. etc., say

of it. They have allowed the least sincere words of

their vocabulary of admiration to drop on it, from

their too partial pen.s. Such arms, such legs, and

such hands ! Can

anything more ridi-

culous be imagined ?

Oh ! I cannot
show you in them

the little hands of

a princess to whom
there lack only

some brilliants to

become the real gem
of a glass case; and

the small heads full

of feeling, drawn

on ivory, half hid-

den in a cloud of

fair curly hair; or

the proud dark type,

chiselled in bronze,

with a great mass

of coarse black hair

flowing down like a

cascade on the back

of the neck and on

the brow, and with

figures Titianesque

and Michaelangel-

esque poses, and the

others like cherubs

that appear to have

delighted in short

dresses, and so ani-

mate with a greater

charm the little figures of Lippi, or the frescoes of

Aneelico. Follow me to the ' Trinita dei Monti'

or to the 'Via Sistina' towards evening, where the

traditions of centuries have chosen to pitch their

tents. Up there is the models' quarter generally.

We shall find there crowds, with whom we can

mingle, converse, shake hands, exchange familiarities,

all gratuitously, only not forgetting that the pain-

ters' jargon is a pragmatic law. If home-sickness

pleases you, calm of aspect, and soul, there is Cecilia,

alone, sad, with passionate eyes, and the movement

of a fading flower which sways in a liglit breeze.

Among the crowd and tlie noise she walks silent,

somewhat sorrowful as if on a desert shore. And
the predilection of the French artists who are living

in Rome and who wish to have her secures for her

large earnings. And yet there are some of the

models of the dilettante to whom the dollars give

much thought.

Uo you wish a brunette ? There is Oliva, a true

Spaniard, although she was born in a Roman Anda-

lusia, which is called the 'Piazza Montanara.'

No one fails to paint a ' Portena lincla'' who

makes love with any

bull-fighter. Black

hair, black and vel-

vety eyes, lips of

coral, and all the

rest of the receipt.

She wears delicious-

ly the costume of

the ' Cioc'iara,^ al-

though she does not

know whether the

'Ciociaria' is a

country or a ' sauce

piquante.' That
does not matter to

her at all,— is it not

so .? These two are

equally characteris-

tic types of the

model tribe. And
what others ?

There is Bibbi-

ana, also dark, but

not curly-haired like

her companion, a

little like a heroine

of Genesis, having

decidedly something

biblical in her fig-

ure, in her bearing,

and in her glances,

which are deep and

I find the name Bibbiana fits her

to a nicety, whilst a certain tranquil grace which

she shows in her posture and gestures, makes

her majestic and adorable—for a time ! She is

famous for her hands, which are neither small nor

white, but which can deal blows or cuff's wonder-

fully ! On one occasion at the Artists' Club, they

were joking rather too far about her moral char-

acter. And reputation we know is the highest

feather that can be blown about backwards and

forwards ; that of Bibbiana had been blown about

a little too much. She did not complain of it, but

kept the rigidity of lier pose with 'mucli determina-

scrutniismg.
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tion. The Arab 'bournus' which

was wrajjped round her never

trembled, but when the

time for rest came, she

stepped down from

the platform,

and ap-

proaching

the most

emphatic of the

talkers, dealt him

a tremendous slap on

the cheek, such as raised

a very storm of applause.

And then a voice came in

the silence
—

' Oh ! cruel Bibbiana, one would say that

like Samson you had struck nie with the jaw-bone

of thy father ! I have lost a tooth by the attack I

'

And it was true. The tooth was passed round

from hand to hand, and it was immediately tied uj)

and nailed to the wall with a Latin inscription

taken from I do not know what remote stone

—

most justly unknown. The lines ran thus:

—

' Ad memento nianibus Bibbiana valentissima

difenditricis virtutem sua !

' Amen, it con-

cludes, and the hands of Bibbiana have become

historical.

Then there is Narella, who you would say had

just arrived from the secret shades ot the Black

Forest. A true, tiny fairy of the northern legends,

dreamt of by Heine, and evoked by Goethe.

She is a most beautiful blonde, very delicate,

whose complexion reminds one a little by its

tint of the pipes of Bohemia and works in

mother-of-pearl. A large soft doll, that shuts

her eyes, says ' Mamma ' and ' Papa,' and some

other phrases, inclining to melancholy, and count-

ing the sittings, but nothing more. In order to

jiersuade her to come to your studio, you must

promise her some flowers, an easy position, and

some good cioarettes.

Finally, lest this catalogue begins to tire you,

I introduce to you Lucia, biu'sting with laughter,

playing a tambourine, something like a wild colt in a

large field. Lucietta is neither pretty nor ugly, but

she is gay, merry and sprightly, if you do not have

too much of her ; sometimes she becomes unbearable,

and is chased from the studios like the plague. Then

in the season of flowers she abandons the arts, and

gives herself entirely to Flora, becoming the torment

of the ' Piazza di Spagna ' and of the ' Via Con-

dotti,' encouraged unfortunately by the delicate

daughters of the Tweed and Tyne, who smile at her

as they buy her little bunches of violets. But

nothing is more pleasing or more thoroughly pic-

turesque than tliat ' bizarre ' figure in the midst of

a very rainbow, full of colour, or under the intense

blue of a sky, embroidered by an almond tree in

flower. These examples are cliosen from the most

usual, and, if you wear a felt hat, with broad brim,

considerably worn, and assume the abstracted air

proper for an artist of the day, you will have them

all drawn in with one cast of the net, but under-

stand well you will have them all at the studio
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whether you like it or not, I assure you. And let

us suppose that there are some there (not cM, that

would be a serious matter), but the best and

apparently most yielding, Narella, for instance.

Here then you liave a true tetc-a-tete, quickly

arranged without ceremonious preliminaries, witli-

out squeamishness and thinking that such liberty

of action is usually coupled with the same liberty

of virtue, stretched out on one hand, forced on

the other. If you

offer your lips and

are sympatiietic to

her, I do not say

that you may not

])erliaps snatch a

kiss. But I am
now digressing, and

all this has nothing

to do with my task.

I wislied to tell you

about the models,

not their chroni-

cles, which may be

beautiful, ugly,

pure, or the reverse,

but wliich do not

concern us.

Some unfortu-

nate or lucky

daugliters of Eve,

tlierefore, who come

down from their

mountains, rougli,

stu))id, ignorant of

everything, to place

in the artistic mar-

ket the good name
of their beauty, and

the cost of their in-

credible steadfast-

ness, are brought

suddenly face to

face witli great

doubt, the rocks

and dee]) jirecipices

of their calling.

They are brought generally from Ciociaria, tlie

valley of the Lire, Sabina, and sometimes from dis-

tant Abruzzo, and accompanied by tlie person who
enrolls tliem, who is almost always another model,

already broken to the business, with a tliorougli

practical knowledge of places, and with numerous
friends and acquaintances amongthe artists. Scarcely

arrived at Rome, they are deprived of tlie costume
of their countrv and dressed in another called usu-

Uy ' C/ociara,^ the well-known traditional costume

which Italy lias assumed as her own. The person

who has enrolled lier often introduces her by tak-

ing lier to this or that studio, othei-s are satisfied

w ith placing her in some of the frequented or custo-

mary places of show, wliich is, as I have al-

ready said, the Piazza or steps of the ' Trinita dei

Monti,' where tlie artists go to arrange the number

of sittings, though not the price, which is fixed

at five lire per day.

This has existed

for centuries;

Raphael, Micliel-

angelo, Poussin,

" - the divine Cellini,

followed by a train

of their pupils, trod

these same stairs

and paused in the

same way before a

Bibbiana, Lucia, or

Narella of former

days, and these

beautiful and silly

girls, ignorant that

they were in the

})resence of marvels

of intellectual

power, would count

their time to a

minute and dispute

about it as they do

to-day. Truly what

did it matter to

them whether their

pictures, master-

pieces of art, should

adorn the halls of

a palace or the shop

of thepork-butcher,

at the corner of the

street ? It may be,

but this is very

rare, they have an

air of pride or a

flash of greediness

wlien a fortunate or story-telling artist tells tliem

that he lias sold their likeness at a good price.

In summer when the artists leave Rome for tlie

country, the models return again to their hills,

counting their lioard of money, boasting in their

own way, and making the boldest plans ; their gains

to a areat extent reduced by tlie demands of the

one who lias introduced tlieni. They return to

tlieir spade, to their sheep, to their fields, to the
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warm sun, singing their native lullabies, forgetful of

lia\ ing trod on Oriental carpets, worn brocaded coats,

or of having posed (disgraceful ones !) in tlie very

simplest and liglitest of costumes !

Frequently, in fine, the crowds do not always

come back ; some of tlie more indomitable cliaracters

have said farewell to their hills and to their past

and give themselves up entirely to the life which

cliance has opened up to them, and, giddy and

dazzled by the fascinating novelty, have found that

it is worth more tlian the bare smoi<y walls of their

poor homes.

Up there in their country in the cold winters or

in the years of deartli, hunger has knocked at the

door more than once, wjiilst in Rome it is quite

different ; there ai-e restaurants where there is

everything- good to eat, and kind artists wjio gave

jewellery ; there are furnished rooms in which you

can sleep golden slumbers, and where the hens do

not fly on to the bed nor the pig of the house waken

you with its grunting. Those who act thus discard

with horror the costume of the ' Ciociara ''

to dress

according to the fasiiion of the citv, and become the

models described as ' minentc.'' Then after some

years of Bohemian life, and according to chance,

when youth is ]5ast and freshness fails, tliey become

either the lovers of some miserable wretch who makes

money by them and beats them, or the lawful wife

of some infatuated artist, some eccentric banker, or

some man of title without relations, or else the doors

are ojiened wide and tliey are liidden for ever—sad

reality—within the walls of an liospital.

AUNALDC FeUKAGUTI.

{Trnitslatedfrom tlic Italian by M. E. C. C.)

NOTES FROM PARIS STUDIOS.

Of course the great qtiestion among tlie artists just now is,

' What will the "big men" send to the Exposition next year? ' Of
course, too, these same '.big men ' keep their secret to themselves.

Still we can catch a rumour here or there of what this or that

great professor has 'on the stocks,' or rather on the easel. For
instance, they say that Lefevre—who ' has taken out a patent

'

for the painting of delicate young girls and children— is this year

to produce a ' Lady Godiva.' One can hardly doubt that, looked

at from an academical standpoint, he will make a success of the

picture—at least so far as the painting of ' Miladi' goes ; thougli

one may be permitted to doubt about the horse. I think a good

many Frenchmen look upon a horse with a certain kind of terror,

and prefer not to go too near it. Our friend Lefevre may, how-

ever, work from a stufled horse; in which case he will be in but

little danger from its hoofs. I remember passing the studio of an

artist of some repute who had recently painted a ' Leda and the

Swan.' As I passed, the swan was brought out, very much the

worse for wear—need I add that it Was stufled ? Vivc' le Rialisinc

fraii^ais.

M. Tony Robert-Fleury is engaged on a picture of ' Washington

parting from his Officers.' He has been at great pains to get his

costumes and faces of the utmost historical truth. He eagerly

asks his American friends difficult questions about the uniforms of

continental officers—questions not easy to answer.

Gerome is at work at several pictures,—one being ' A Lion

gazing at the Sun rising from the Sea,'—a subject w'hich I think

he has painted before. One student relates that, going to call on

the revered master, he was horrified to discover him tracing a

photograph of a lion for use on his picture. How true this may
be I know not ; let us hope not at all.

The death of Gustave Boulanger has made a serious gap in the

ranks of professors at the Kcole des Beaux-Arts. Boulanger, like

Ingres, was one of those men who, rather mediocre as an artist,

was an immense power as a teacher. Hundreds of men, from

Julien's Academy, or from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, remember

his searching criticism with gratitude even if that criticism were

crushing, which it generally was. Old students fondly recall some

of his sweeping corrections. ' The model has all the distinction of

a Grande Duchesse, and you have made a washerwoman.' 'Why
have you painted a gendarme instead of the young girl before you ?

'

' Your "Bonhomme" looks as if he were going to die of inanition.

'

With all this roughness he had yet a kindly heart, and would do

all that he could to help and encourage a young student whom he

thought serious and in earnest. Having spent much time in Italy

and other countries beside France, his sympathies were more cos-

mopolitan than those of the average Frenchman, and he treated

English and Americans with the same fairness that he did the

French students. This, of course, made him the admiration of

many of the American and English students, and among the

throng that foUow-ed his body to the grave many w ere of those two

nations.

From all this wire-pulling of the academies it's rather a pleasure

to turn to the out-door nran—the ' plein-assisto,' the impres-

sionists. It was my lot last summer to spend a couple of months

at Giverny, where the arch-impressionist Manet works, and there

I saw a good deal and heard more of his ways and methods.

Several enthusiastic young Englishmen and Americans down there

had gone in for his theories, ' hook, line, and sinker,' and from

them I used to hear stories amusing at least. It seems that he

doesn't care to paint all effects of nature ; certain aspects, especially

that of full sunlight, are what interest him. For a month of grey

weather he may 'loaf about, his hands in his pockets, doing

nothing ; a season of sunny weather will come on, and he will

work like a fiend from seven in the morning till six at night.

He is a great stickler for only painting the exact effect you wish,

and for that reason will never work more than two hours a day

at any one picture. For he maintains that even in that time the

position of the sun has so much changed as to change the effect of

the given suliject. For the same reason, if a cloud never so small

cross the snn, he will stop—will not touch the canvas till his

exact effect has returned. For this reason too, he will work on

eight, sometimes so many as twelve canvases a day. One sees a

little caravan following him out into the fields carrying his can-

vases. He will have two of the studies set up on easels, side by

side, of the same subject, one a sunny effect, the other grey.

Perhaps the whole two hours seance will be sunny—in that case,

the grey picture remains untouched ; perhaps a large cloud passes

over the sun, quick he runs to the grey study, and paints away

for dear life till the cloud has passed. The two hours are done,

out come two more studies, and at it again. An interval for lunch,

and then more duplicate studies till sunset.

Although a ' come-outer ' and hater of all academic formulas

—

whether of composition or drawing—he nevertheless takes great

pains about both, in his own particular way. So careful is he

about the choice of a subject that I have heard of his going by rail

to a spot, some ten miles from his home, which he wished to paint,

work an hour and return, doing this for days till his study was

finished.
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BLACK AUMRIE AND HOLYROOD CHAIR,

NOTES ON THE EXHIBITION OF DECORATIVE HANDIWORK.

II.

IN the first article a general treatment of the

whole exhibition was carried out, special

objects being selected as particularly worthy of note.

Some of these are here illustrated, and attention

called to their forms, proportions, or decoration.

The particular data which the owner may happen

to possess about any loan have not always been

available, and the information given is rather such

as would mark an exhibit as a specimen of a par-

ticular class of decorative work, and would apply

generally to the whole of such objects.

Coffer oh Linen Chest, No. 311, of Oak.

—

This is a good specimen of Italian domestic furni-

ture of about the first half of the sixteenth century.
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The character of the architectural sarcophagus or

tomb is given to it by the bold base which curves

under in a sort of boat shape, and stands on feet.

It is divided into two panels on the front, each

panel being filled with a scroll acanthus ornament

loughly carved. The lid is well modelled where it

joins the sides. As before stated these coffers were

used for holding the bride's linen, and hence were

sometimes called marriage coffers. As such they

are to be seen in Flemish and Dutch work, and

performed oftentimes in Scotch the same office

where they were called ' dower cliests.' See No.

231.

The Bj,a( K Oak Chair queried Italian is possibly

Flemish, which may be determined by the character

of the ornament used, namely conventional treat-

ment of flowers in panels. The circular seat, the

semicircular back, and the chair legs were adopted

by Chippendale for some of his arm cliairs. The

proportions are extremely good, the lines made by

the back and legs are excellent, and the demands of

utility and beauty are amply satisfied. A com-

parison of such a piece of furniture with some later

examples shows the difference between construction

ornamented, which is good art, and ornament con-

structed, which is bad art.

Oak Table, No. 423, and Oak Arjichaik, No.

496, from Heriofs Hospital.—Two extremely good

examples probably of Scotch work executed under

Flemish influence. The proportions of the table

ADAM SHAlfl

are somewhat marred by the wood base which would

seem to be a later addition, but the heavy acorn-

shaped pierced legs and the well-moulded top are

especially noticeable.

The severe lines of the chair are particularly-

beautiful,—with no ornamentation save in the

upper back panel in which is introduced a coat of

arms. This article of furniture by its mere sim-

plicity affords a good example of the power of

line to convey the sense of beauty.

Abaji Chair, No. 34, formerly the property of

Warren Hastings.—The brothers John and Robert
Adam, cotemporary with Sir William Chambers,

introduced a severity of treatment and a fineness of

detail whicli correspond to some extent to the

French style of Louis xvi. Architects by profes-

sion, tlieir furniture was designed to accord with the

architectural decorations of the house, and the desisn

of this chair would be the better understood could

we know the particular decoration which covered
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the walls of the rooms. Judged hy itself its simple

severity gives an impression of the constrained

power which accompanies the work of the brothers,

and the lyre back is especially good.

No. 121, English Pexdkxt Clock wrrn Chime.—
A form of clock whicli tlie Dutch made peculiarly

this particular exliibit lies in its pierced brass work

ornamentation, and in its engraved dial.

No. 122, Flemish MAiiauETEHiE Cabinet, is a

capital example of tliis class of work. The propor-

tions are fairly good, but its beauty consists cliiefly

in the inlaid panel of conventional foliage with which

FLEMISH CHAIR AND ITALIAN COFFER,

tlieir own, hut its general architectural lorm and

treatment, of wliich tlie domical top, used as a bell,

is a feature, would ]3robably mark it as North

Italian in its first origin. The same form was

employed on standard clocks, and tlie enclosing of

chains and weights in a case formed the first steps

to tlie ordinary upright case clock. The beauty of

it is ornamented, a treatment which is a feature

common to tlie work of this class executed in the

Low Countries. The ground is of satin wood and

the inlays used are the ordinary dye woods, the tints

being obtained by staining. Tlie shading is given

by means of liot sand.

Francis H. NEwjiEin-.
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SOiME RECENT EFFORTS IN MURAL DECORATION.

THERE ave signs of a desire on the part of

members of tlie artistic community of Scot-

land to include the neglected art of mural decora-

tion within the practical range of the painter's

activity. It remains to be seen whether or not this

will result in the growth of a school of decorative

figure painters who may adorn our public buildings

with pictures expressive of national or civic life.

For the formation of such a school common effort

will be required both on the part of artists and of

the public, and in any case tiie beginnings of the

work will necessarily be of a somewhat experimental

kind. The art of Mural Decoration is one that

demands for its successful practice something more
than the individual talent and study which suffice

for the cabinet picture. It demands a consideration

of the proper limits of effect in decorative work, an

expeditious and secure technical procedure, and,

moreover, when it is on a large scale, the co-opera-

tion of several artists and craftsmen in a sinsie

undertaking. Hence, mural painting is not a

matter that can be achieved successfully all in a

moment, and any practical essays that may be made
have a value and interest independent of their in-

trinsic merit, through their suggestion of future

possibilities.

Some efforts that have recently been made in

this direction in Edinburgh are illustrated in the

present article. It is no secret that the first incen-

tive has been due to Mr. Patrick Geddes, who set

himself the task of securing some form of interesting

and instructive pictorial decoration for the interiors

of certain halls and mission rooms in the crowded

parts of the town, as well as in the wards of the

Royal Infirmary. Through the assistance liberally

offered by professional artists and amateurs, several

schemes of the kind have been carried to completion,

while others are still in hand. Excellent oppor-

tunities for practice in mural work are afforded in

this way to those artists who are prepared to accept

the conditions under which alone these modest

undertakings are possible. Materials and, in one

recent case also, ' workman's wages ' are provided

through the agency of a society called the Edin-

burgh Social Union, and the artists supply the rest

from general interest in such philanthropic work,

and from love of art. The first attempts were made
by amateurs and art students, and consisted in

the execution in red chalk, on the walls of a Mission

Hall in tlie Grassmarket, of a series of large

drawings of Sir John Millais' illustrations of the
' Parables.' A series of movable panels in oil,

enlarged from photographs of figures by Mr.

Burne-Jones, have been placed in a ward of the

Infirmary. Professional artists have lent their

aid, and for other wards there are being exe-

cuted two series of oil panels. One will consist

of landscape scenes, while the other, from the

brush of Mr. C. H. Mackie, will illustrate the

history of corn in six panels, representing

ploughing, sowing, harrowing, reaping, threshing,

and grinding.
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Some recently -finished work of the same order,

carried out by three ai-tists in tlic hall of the

Chalmers Institute, Fountainbridge, is here illus-

trated. Tlie hall in question measures 37 feet by

27, and the walls, 18 feet high, arc surmounted by

a coved ceiling. ^Vindows occupy one long side,

and alono- the other and at tlie two ends, on a

line about five feet from tlie floor, are placed nine

landscapes in oil, set in an architecturally-designed

panelling of dark wood. The painters of these can-

vases, Mr. R. B. Nisbet, Mr. A. G. Sinclair, and

Mr. Garden Smith, have illustrated the different

phases of a day from earliest dawn roimd to niglit.

and have chosen

their scenes from

the neighbour-

hood of Edin-

burgh, in one

case from the im-

mediate vicinity

of the hall it-

self. The gene-

ral arrangement

of the decoration

will be seen from

the accompany-

ing sketch indi-

cating the posi-

tion occupied bv

the pictures in

relation to their

surround in gs,

while Mr. Sin-

clair and Mr.

Nisbet (Mr. Gar-

den Smith being

now abroad),

liave kindly fur-

nished studies of two of their works. Mr. Sinclair's

' Sunset ' occupies the end of the room behind the

platform, and gives a sympathetic rendering of the

close of day upon the canal and beside tlie \\harves

of Fountainbridge. Opposite to it is the long panel

by Mr. Nisbet, illustrating ' Noonday '' by a scene

on the same canal, a mile or two to the west of

Edinburgh.

The artistic quality of these paintings as pictures

is excellent ; they are crisply touched, and full of

atmosphere. As bringing the freshness and colour of

the fields and moors into the midst of the somewhat

dreary surroundings of the hall, they carry out the

intention of the donors of the work in an admirable

manner. Considered, however, from the point of

view of decoration, the works are not entirely satis-

factorv. Eacli is too independent, too franklv pic-

torial. They are not arranged according to any

general sclieme of colour or light and shade, nor is

there that special accordance between the pictures

and more purely decorative painting on the walls

and ceiling, which would stamp the work as the out-

come of a single artistic conception. To secure that

an undertaking of this kind carries out the decora-

tive idea, it should be planned by a single artist, who
should carry his colour-sclieme throughout, and con-

sider each part in relation to every other. It

stands to reason, indeed, that paintings executed in

the studio, and afterwards fixed in position are not

likelv to have that look of perfect ' keeping' which

can be better

secured in mural

paintings proper.

The canvas wall-

picture, at pre-

sent so much in

vogue in France

and Belgium, is

after all but a

pis allcr. The
appropriate gra-

phic decoration

of monumental

architecture is

the mural paint-

ing proper, and

it will be a

reproach both
against our art-

ists and our sci-

entific chemists

if they cannot

mature some safe

and simple pro-

cess by which it

can be carried out without risk of fading or scaling,

or tlie other misfortunes which have attended so

many modern wall-pictures.

The remaining illustrations to this article repre-

sent some efforts at wall-painting proper, by a lady

of Edinburgh, well known for extreme delicacy of

handling and fine decorative taste in illumination

and embroidery. Mrs. Traquair, the lady in ques-

tion, brings to her mural work much of the feeling

of the illustrator of the mediaeval manuscripts.

Her first attempt at mural decoration—on the walls

of the tiny mortuary of the Sick Children's Hospital

at Edinburgh—has the aspect of a piece of illumin-

ating enlarged. It has the same curious elaboration

of symbolical detail, the same fresh and cheerful

appearance, the same refinement in drawing and exe-

cution. True, liowever, to its origin, it fails in arclii-
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tectural plauning-out, though the work is on so small

a scale that this is not a serious drawback. The
walls of this chapel, which nieasiu-es twelve feet by

eight, are covered with designs embodying allegories

of human life, witli especial reference to the growth

of the human soul from infancy through mortal life

and death to spiritual resurrection. One form in

which the allegory is displayed may be described as

a type of the rest. Round the walls of tlie chapel,

above the dado, is painted in endless convolutions

the serjjent of eternity. In and out througli the

folds are seen passing the souls of men, which are

given forth from the hands of the Creator on one

side of the central picture at the altar end, and arc

finally received back as jierfected by tlie same hands

upon the other. We note that the souls, as they

issue forth, seem as if asleep, and are enclosed in

flames which appear to sweep them onward ; but on

the return side these flames gradually develop into

angel forms, embracing and bearing forward the now
awakened souls, which here assume the featui-es of

some dear to the artist, or to the world, who had

lately passed away. The wall spaces are filled with

subjects expressing ideas of the same order, which

would take too long to describe, and suitable inscrip-

tions are employed to give a key to their meaning.
' For so He giveth His beloved sleep ' is illustrated

by a painting, where an angel receives the drooping

form of a mortal toiler, whose hands drop from her

work—represented here by an embroidei'v franie

—

wliile an open window in the background shows tiie

in the figure-drawing. When one reflects how often

in modern work accomplished technique is associated

with poverty of idea, one is inclined to forgive this

for the sake of the genuine feeling which is every-

where apparent. Here all is so sweet and peaceful,

that criticism is disarmed ; and it is interesting to

know from the authorities of the Hospital that the

spirit of the work is evidently recognised by the

mourners, often of the humblest class, who come
here on occasions when the mortuary is in use.

The illustration here given from the painting-

representing ' Motherhood,' shows the artist's style

when she began to work upon the wall. The forms

are a little hard, the effect thin and cold. The
border of small medallions, eadi with a symbolical

subject, is reminiscent of missal decoration. It is

interesting to compare with this initial attempt at

the mortuary, made three or four years ago, a piece

of mural work on wliich Mrs. Traquair is at present

engaged, in a hall in Edinburgh employed for the

teaching and practice of sacred music. The portion

of this work at present in hand is shown in our illus-

tration. In the centre is a design of the INIaries at

the Holy Sepulchre, with a landscape background

from the valley of the Tweed. On the left Christ

makes the dumb to speak ('Open thou our lij^s''),

and on the right the disciples wait the baptism of

the Day of Pentecost (' He \vho hath ears to hear

let him hear"). The figures hei'e are three-cjuarter

life size, and the enlarged scale of work has carried

witli it a cliange of stvle which is altogether for the

-S>»u:%>-

Sim setting behind a landscape that reproduces the

features of the country round Melrose. The vein

of mysticism running through tlie whole decoration

carries us back to mediaeval art, and tliis impression

is helped by the technical imperfections observable

best. An increased simplicity and strength, and

improved architectural feeling in the general scheme

of decoration, give promise of a genuine success.

The technical process employed—thin oil-painting

with turpentine on a carefully laid ground of ivory
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wliite oil-paint on the dry ])laster—secures at any

rate a very luminous quality, which makes tlie whole

will be successfully conquered by this thoughtful

and sympathetic worker. Several lady artists, not-

decorative effect light, clieerful, and pleasing. It is

too soon, however, to judge whether the difficulties

incident to decorative work on so considerable a scale

ablv Miss Alice Gray and Miss Rose Hill Burton,

are also biisily engaged for the Infirmary.

G. Baldwin Bkown.

ETCHING AND ETCHINGS.— I.

I
T is impossible to get full enjoyment out of

any art, or even to understand it fully, without,

at least, some acquaintance with its working-

methods ; and this is especially impo)-tant in the

case of etching, where the processes are so varied

and interesting. Perliaps the easiest and the best

way to get this knowledge is to go and see some one

actually at his work, and induce him to talk about it.

Suppose we imagine ourselves on a visit to an

etcher^s studio, ha\ing taken care beforehand to

assure ourselves of a welcome, because etchers are

sometimes as quick and fiery as their art, and to be

disturbed in the midst of an important ' biting
'

is a serious affair. Etcliers are nearly always

painters too, but the difference between the studio

of a painter simply and that of an etcher is very

marked, the etcher s being much more of a work-

sliop, and bearing the stamp of tlie craftsman all

over it.

Etchings can be done witli very few tools and

appliances ; but an etclier who works much has a

great many interesting tools around him, so that,

whatever method he chooses for the moment's work,

there the appliances are ready to his hand.

We are inside. The etcher comes down to meet

us. He is dressed in a long blouse covered with

spots and patches, due, as he afterwards explains, to

acid. Tliere is a strong smell of this acid in tlie
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room, although it is a big one. He offers us cigar-

ettes ill mitigation.

The first things tiiat strilce us in tiie studio are

tools everywhere, a long bench like a carpenter's

work-bench, with a vice and racks of tools arranged

over it, and a good part of it covered with all

manner of bottles and pots. Then there are shelves

ranged nearly all round tlie room, and standing

upon them copper plates of all sizes, with their

backs turned towards us, making lovely patches of

colour in their various states of brightness. One

rack is filled with neatly stacked reams of paper of

different kinds, and near to this a great ' machine '

which is the ' press '
; but our attention is centered

on the end of the studio where the light is, and

where the master of the place sits at his work on

the plate. A great window runs from the level of

the table high up into the roof. From this window-

sill (which makes a shelf for tools), and across the

whole width, there is a wood frame covered witli

tissue paper, leaning over the etcher's head at an

angle of about 45° with the table. In the centre of

this is the etcher's table, covered with dilapidated

green cloth, on wliicli his plate lies in all its glory

of colour ; and on either side of him are ranged

a lead sink with a tap for water, an iron table

(called a heater) with a ring of gas burners under-

neath, a small antl greasy wood table (called the

'jigger ') whereon the plate is manipulated during

printing, and a slab and niuller for grinding ink ;

and round about are boxes of dry colours and cans

of oil. When you look at a polislied metal plate

the reflections from it prevent you seeing the wliole

of the work on it at once, and the use of the screen

is to soften and equalise the light to obviate this

difficulty.

Whatever notions one may have had as to the

connection of etchings with pen and ink drawings,

these very soon vanish by the very influence of tlie

place, and you become a«are that etchings are in

some manner evolved from a copper plate (or some-

times zinc, and even iron or brass). A little piece

of copper plate, polished to a perfect surface, is

shown us. ' Now,' says the etcher, ' if I covered

this plate with copperplate ink (which is a rather

thick and greasy substance made of burnt linseed

oil and some pigment, black, brown, or indeed anv
colour), and wijje it away witli a rag, I can remove
all traces of it from the plate ; but supposing there

be any scratch upon the surface of the plate, be it

ever so slight, some ink would remain in that scratch.

Now it is tliese scratches or marks in the plate which

form tlie lines in an etching or engraving. In a

line engraving the lines are cut direct into the plate

by a sharp steel tool called a "graver" or "burin,"

but this does not concern us much now. There is

another method, and a very beautiful one, called

" dry-point etching," really a form of very free line

engraving, in which the lines are simply scratched

into tlie plate by a needle' (here he shows his dry-

point needle—simply a saddler's needle driven into

a wood handle, and sharpened, he says, continually

to whatever kind of point he requires at the mo-

ment, either round or angular). ' In making a dry-

point line, you will readily understand the copper is

turned ujd out of the line or furrow, on either side,

making a ragged edge. This is called " burr," and

can, if you like, be removed witli a " scraper," mak-
ing the line print clear and sharp like an engra^'ed

line ; but if it is left on, the ink in printing clings

to it, and a wonderfully soft and rich line is the

result. A little burr is raised by a burin line, but

not so much as on a dry-point line, because the

burin cuts out the copper in little curly shavings as

it ploughs its way along.'

In Etching j^roper the line is eaten, or ' bitten
'

into the plate by acid, or some substance whicli will

decompose the plate.

' Now I am going to etch and print this little

plate to show the process,' he says. He takes the

copper and polishes it quite clean—that is, quite

free from the least trace of greasiness—with a piece

of clean rag, and puts it on the heater to get warm,

while he gets out of a little box a small ball of black

stuff which he says is ' etching ground,' this particular

kind being composed of beeswax. Burgundy pitch,

and asphaltuni. This he touches on to the plate in

several places, and as the plate is now hot, a little

of it (very little indeed is required) melts away from

the ball. He now spreads it more evenly with a bit

of muslin (' stuff ladies call " lino," ' he says, ' the

same kind we print with '), and then takes the
' dabber.' This is a sort of bundle made of a pad of

horse-hair, covered with cotton wool, tied up in a

piece of silk, so as to be rather flat on the bottom,

and gathered together, with a little knob on the top

for a handle. He now dabs this on to the hot plate

with a quick short action, and spreads the ground

quite evenly and thinly—much thinner than one

would think possible. When done, it looks of a

beautiful gold colour. ' Seems a pity to blacken it,'

he says, 'but it is not easy to see your work

without.' So he fixes a small hand-vice on to the

corner of the plate (because it is still kept hot)

and lights a bundle of wax tapers, which give

off' a cloud of smoke. Over tliis smoke he holds

the plate, grounded side down, and the smoke incor-

porates itself with the ground, making it jet black.

It is then laid down to get cold, and while this is

going on he shows us his etching-needle, a jiiece of
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steel something like a lead pencil, sharpened to as

fine point. A darning-needle, or anything in tlie

shape of a piece of steel will do, only the sharpening

of the point is all important. Sharp it must be, but

perfectly round and smooth, to run easily over the

plate in any direction. Now he takes the cold plate

and explains that wlierever he scratches tlirough the
' ground ' and lays bare the copjjer, there the acid will

attack it and bite in a furrow, deeper and jcider the

longer it is allowed to act ; but where the ground
remains, the copper is perfectly protected. So he

scratches a little sketch on the plate, and tlien writes

our names on it—backwards, of course, because all

blue green colour, owing to the copper dissolved in

it taking the form of nitrate of copjjer.

When the acid is mixed fresh with ordinary water

it gets very hot, owing to its action upon the impu-
rities of the water ; and it is necessary to wait till it

gets cool again, or it would bite too fast, and proba-

bly break tln-ough the ground.

The varnish being now dry, he slips the plate into

the batli, and in a few moments the lines whicii

showed as gold upon the black ground turn green and
give off bubbles of gas. The quantity of bubbles

given off is the best guide, in tliis bath, of tlie depth

the lines have gone. Of course the time a plate is in

proofs, either from a plate or block, come the

reverse way—tliat is, the right hand side of the

proof comes from tlie left side of the plate. It is

surprising how easy it is to write backwards, and in

drawing anything on the plate which will suffer by

printing reverse, it is usual to draw from the reflec-

tion of the thing in a looking-glass.

He now paints the back of the plate with ' stop-

ping out ' varnish (generally Brunswick black

thinned with turpentine) to prevent the acid from

attacking it thei'e, and utilises the few minutes it is

in drying, by explaining the acid bath. There are

several baths or ' mordants ' used for biting, but this

one is a nitrous acid bath, made of half acid and half

water, more or less, a weaker bath taking longer to

eat away the copper, but giving a cleai-er line. The
liquid is in a porcelain dish, and is of a beautiful

the bath is some guide, but not much, because the

temperature of the room, and tlie quality of tlie

copper, and tlie strengtli of the bath, are always

altering, and affecting the speed of the biting. So

after the bubbling has gone on a few minutes, he

fishes the plate out again, washes it under the tap,

and dries it with blotting-paper. Now the lines

which he wishes to be lighter than the others he

paints over with a brush dipped in the same varnish

as tliat with whicji he painted tlie back of the plate,

and of course tiiis, wlien dry, protects them from

further action of the acid. Then it is put in the

bath again, and the remainder of the lines get

deeper and wider. And of course this ' stopping-

out ' of parts, as it is called, can be carried on to

any extent, so as to get a great range in the depth

of the lines. But this being an experimental plate,
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only the one stopping out is made. The stopping

out varnish and tlie ' ground ' is now dissolved off

with turpentine, and there we have the copper again,

with the lines we drew tlirough the wax all sunk

into the plate, and of the different depths we

arranged for them.

This, in a very elementary form, is the basis of

the whole technique of etching. It will be under-

stood that many variations of this method can be

made. For instance, the scratching of the lines can

be done while the plate is in tjie acid itself (only, a

bath called the ' Dutch mordant ' is then generally

employed, because it is slower in action, and does

not give oflF gas), and, tlie deepest lines being drawn

first and the faintest last, something approaching a

gradation of depth from the first to the last is

obtained ; or, if you do not like drawing in the

bath, the deepest lines can be drawn on the plate

and bitten a little by themselves, and tlien the next

deepest ones added, and both tlie sets bitten again,

and so on for anv number of divisions till the last

lines added are quite tamt and tlie first ones quite

dark. And if the first proof of the plate is not

satisfactory (a first proof seldom is), new work

can be added to fill in or darken, bv laying a fresli

ground (not smoked this time, so as to allow of the

old work being seen through), which will cover up

the old lines from the acid, and allow of tlie new-

ones biting independently ; or the old lines can be

rebitten by laying a ground on the surface of tlie

plate only, by means of a leather roller and a paste

made of etching ground dissolved in oil of lavender.

Dry-point work can be mixed in with tlie bitten

work, and (witli the burr removed) is a verv valuable

lielp. Lines on a plate can be taken out more

cleanly than from a ]iiecc of paper, bv means of

scraping the surface of the copper away to the

bottom of the lines. In the case of a very little bit

being taken out in this way, the lowering of the

surface would be too abrupt to print cleanly, so the

plate is made level again by ' knocking up ' that bit

of plate from the back with a punch or small-nosed

hammer, the face of the plate being laid meanwhile

upon a polished steel anvil. It is good not to be
afraid of the plate. Of course a new plate looks so

nice and smooth that at first one feels rather afraid

of spoiling it.

Now we want to see a proof of our experimental

plate. So the etcher takes a little ink on his finger

(on a larger plate he would use a printing dabber to

put it on), and with the plate just warm rubs it

into the lines and all over the surface ; then he

takes the coarse muslin and wipes it away again,

finishing the cleaning witii tlie palm of his hand,

on which he has some ink and \i'hitenine mixed
He explains, as he does this, that printing is quite

an art also, and tliat to show all the different

methods of printing a plate would take a very

long time indeed. Some amount of ink, he shows
us, is left on the surface of the plate by his

hand, and tlie quantity (and quality) of the tone
can be regulated just as he desires. The plate is

now laid upon the bed of the press, just warm, a
piece of damped paper is laid iqion it, the surface to

take the impression having been brushed with a
stiff brush, the blankets (three or four thicknesses of
a kind of felt) are pulled over the paper, and the

wjiole rolls through the press, squeezing the damp
paper into all the hollows on the plate, and taking

off the ink which was there, both from the lines and
from the surface of the plate.

Fh.vxk Shout.

NOTES ON ART.

The .Academy of the Beaux-Aits has just fixed the dates for the

competition for the Prix de Rome next year. I mention this

as it reminds me of the rather unsatisfactory competition last

year. The subject was * Odysseus appearing to Nausicaa '—

a

charming theme—charmingly treated by Maurice Eliot, a young

artist of great talent, who had already taken a third medal at the

Salon. But, alas for Eliot ! his painting was treated with the

heresy of impressionism, it looked a little toomuch like out-doors
;

and the worthy Academicians, though they could not deny it

the first place, refused to give any Grand Prize at all ; and Eliot

was rewarded for his pains with a second prize.

There is a great effort being made to have at the Universal

Exposition next year a special exhibit of the work of Barye, the

great French animal sculptor. Everything will be done to make
it a perfect exhibit, containing all the work that he ever did.

Barye, more fortunate than some others, lived to enjoy some part

of his fame; but could hardly have dreamed of so magnificent a

recognition of his genius as this exhibition may be made.

There is also to be a retrospective exhibition of all French art.

This is what M. Larroumet, in distributing the prizes to llie pupils

of the Ecole des Beaux -Arts, says of it: 'A retrospective

exhibition is to be opened on the first of May. One can then see

if one race has not wholly expressed itself through the medium
of plastic art, if we have not run the gamut of feelings and passions

;

if a single emotion which the sight of nature rouses in the soul
of the artist has not found among us an interpretation which
shall be immortal.'

Two provincial Exhibitions were opened during last month.
One, the Exhibition of the Kilmarnock Fine Art Institute, and the

other, that of Aberdeen. The Aberdeen Exhibition was opened
on Monday December 4, when interesting speeches were de-
livered, specially dealing with .Scottish art, by the Marquis of
Huntly and Mr. John Forbes Whyte. Mr. Whyte referred to the
growth of provincial schools of art, and pointed out that these
tended to correct centralisation, and to check the power of
academies and governmental training schools. He pointed out
that the adoption of so-called French methods was really a return
to the methods of Constable.

Miss Jane E. Harrison's Lectures.—The second lecture,

given 9th November, dealt mainly with the Dioscuri, the cults con-
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nected with the Propylffia, and of the god Pan. As yet the site of

the Anakaion or temple of Dioscuri has not been excavated. If

only it were more generally known how much still remained to be

excavated, English people would be more ready to provide the

money necessary for the work. Miss Harrison's illustrations by

oxy-hydrogen light showed some interesting archaic examples of

the Dioscuri twin figures with high-peaked caps. In later times

the Dioscuri at Athens were always quoted as foreign gods at

peace with the men among whom they dwelt, and specially lo be

appealed to on the occasion of signing treaties with foreign lands.

In considering the Propylfea, Miss Harrison regretted that she

could not speak at length of the splendid building which the

Athenians considered their most glorious work. A beautiful frag-

ment from a vase painting w'as shown representing Artemis of

Branzonia, whose sanctuary will probably be excavated next

spring. Also a curious little stone bear, now in the Central

Museum at Athens, a votive offering to the goddess by one of the

children dedicated to her service under the name of 'bears.'

Another illustration showed the plan of the Propylrea, in front of

which was the shrine probably dedicated to Hermes as god of the

gate. The shrine of the Graces was close by. The lecturer ex-

plained that the Greek Charites or Graces were very different

from the Grjeco-Latin goddesses with whom we associate the name.

.She showed a beautiful slab, now in the Chiaramonte Museum at

Rome, representing three lovely draped Graces, and quoted the

complaint of Pausanias that in his day men had begun to represent

them as nude, when all the old representations, among which he

mentions the groups made by Socrates, son of .Sophroniscos, on

the Acropolis were draped. The Graces were the givers of increase,

much more akin to the Christian idea of grace than to the Roman.
They danced to waken the slumbering earth, to bring forth its

produce for men, and in this capacity were connected with the

worship of Hecate, goddess of the lower world, from whence

springs this increase. An illustration of the newly-discovered

caves of Pan and Apollo was next shown, mid-way up the north

cliff of the Acropolis. The rest of the lecture was taken up by a

vivid and delightful description of Pan, ' most Greek and most

human of gods.' Miss Harrison quoted from ancient and modern

authors to show how strongly and yet differently Pan had seized on

the imagination of all ; the simple, happy, goat-legged god ; as

their player on the double reed, one of pleasure and one of pain.

The place he held in the fancy of the world was expressed in the

weird legend of the middle ages, that on the night when ' Christ

was born came a wild voice that told the world that Pan was dead.'

An inleresling selection of objects from the recent Exhibition of

the Arts and Crafts Society was opened at the Liverpool Art Club

during the sittings of the Congress in the first week of December.

Etchixg—Landsc.ape-

OUR PLATES.

Moonlight,' by Wiluaji Hole, from Picturf. by James Makis.

Field Wouker^s Head,'Reproductiox of Pex and Ink Drawinc;, by A. Roche, from Pkture

bv George Clausen.

We are indebted to Messrs. T. & A. Constable

for permission to reproduce the Etching of ' Moon-

light,'' by James Maris, from their Catalogue of the

French and Dutch Loan Collection at Edinburgh

Exhibition, 1886, which was recently reviewed in otir

columns. The ' Field Worker's Head,' by George

Clausen, has been reproduced, by permission, from the

picture in the possession of James Dunnachie, Esq.

NOTE ON JAMES MARIS.

JAMES MARIS is the eldest of the three brothers,

James, Matthew, and William, who, differing

in important particulars, form a unique family group

in the history of art. Their father was a printer

at the Hague, and there, fifty-one years ago, James

Maris was born. He studied first at the Hague,

then at the Academy in Antwerp, and subsequently in

Paris, where he was a student at the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts. He began to exhibit at the Salon in his thirtieth

year. He continued to exhibit at the Salon for some

years, and has recently sent some of his best pictures

to the Goupil Gallery. In the Edinburgh Exhibition

of 1886 he was strongly represented— twenty-one

of his pictures forming one of the most striking

features of the collection of French and Dutch

pictures, for which the Edinburgh Exhibition will

remain memorable. Seventeen of these pictures were

lent from Scotch private collections. The landscape

' Moonlight '—of which an etching is produced with

this issue of the Scottish Art Review—was lent to the

Edinburgh collection by Mr. Justice Day.

The general characteristics of the work of the elder

two of the three brothers differ considerably. The
works of Matthew Maris are dreamily poetic. They

are pervaded with a singularly solemn emotion, which

impresses one as does the still seriousness of Diirer

;

but they differ from Diirer, and from every other

master, in the weird grace of their figures, whose forms

—half-revealed and half-concealed—haunt one like

the dreams of the Mystics. James Maris, on the

contrary, is not of the other world, but of this one.

He has a Thoreau-like loving-kindness for aspects

of nature which most painters miss. In the landscape

before us, the ' cloud rack, fluctuant and erratic,' as it

drives over flatland laden with moisture—a sky such as

one may see only in northern countries—the row of

windmills on a dyke, unmistakably throwing their gaunt

arms into the sky and moving them slowly down again

in a majestic sweep, give us, as perhaps no one else

has given us, the vei-itable impression of night over a

Dutch landscape, featureless save for the grotesque

forms in the sky and the picturesque mills on the

ground. The intellectual kinship between Constable

and James Maris has been justly noted by Mr. Henley,

and there is perhaps no artist of whom it might more

truly be said that the mantle of the great master of

landscape painting had fallen upon him.

M.
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WAGNER AND LISZT IN THEIR CORRESPONDENCE.

By an Old Wagnerian.

No. II.—LISZT.

IT has been remarked with regard to tlie relations

between Wagner and Liszt, as sliown in their

correspondence, tiiat in friendship as in love there

is always one person who worships while the other

allows himself to be worshipped : tliat Wagner
in this case takes the latter and easier part, while

Liszt is the zealous admirer, it need scarcely be

added. This goes some way to explain the

curious phenomenon presented by the two great

men, but it does not go the whole way. In most

of the instances on record which illustrate the

aforesaid theory, the party who worships is con-

genitally prone to worship, is as soft as clay in the

potter's hands, is in fact one of those clinging,

pliable creatures—male or female—wlio look for

support to a stronger being. Let me quote but one

example from those friendships of authors wliich,

pace the elder D'lsraeli, are quite as frequent as tlieir

quarrels. Any one who has read their works and their

letters will easily perceive why the sensuous, impul-

sive, imaginative, easily-repentant Boccaccio looked

up as to a superior being to Petrarch, whom most

people who know him at all know only as the senti-

mental lover of Laura, but who in reality was a wit,

almost a cynic, a shrewd man of the world, and a

warm-hearted friend withal.

But this was different in the case now under dis-

cussion. Wagner's was by far the less staid, the

less self-contained nature, wavering between the

extremes of highest hope and deepest despair, and

looking to his friend Liszt for that aid and comfort

whicli he on his part was only too willing to grant

as far as his purse and his power would go. It is

indeed not too much to say that without this aid

Wagner would never have written Tristan or the

Niehelungen, for the simple reason that he would

have died of starvation, or by his own hand, long

before he could have begun them. Thoughts
of suicide abound in these letters, and althouoli,

as a rule, those who most frequently talk of

such desperate acts are least likely to commit
them, it must be owned that the situation was

sufficiently desperate to make the ultima ratio of

despair a likely and acceptable thing. A man
teeming with ideas, prevented by the cares of life

from giving reality to them, a dramatic and musical

creator cut off from all contact with the theatre,

and not hearing a good orchestra from one year's

end to the other, a poet loving the beauties and
luxuries of life with a poet's fancy, and being in

want of firewood, and a warm greatcoat for the

winter—skeins less entangled than these have been

cut by the dagger, or the bullet of a pistol. In this

emergency, then, Liszt steps in like a ' god from the

machine,' succouring his friend, advising him, supply-

ing tlie aforesaid greatcoat, and money for no end

of raiment, and food, and comfort besides. Liszt's

generosity in this matter can not be overpraised ; it

is simply unique in history, for he was not himself

a rich man. His earnings as a virtuoso had been

enormous, and he might, had he been so minded,

have built his soul a pleasure dome worthy of Craig

y Nos, but his money had gone as fast as it came

—

charities of various kinds, monuments to Beethoven

and Weber, had swallowed up vast sums, and would

have swallowed up more had not his family insisted

upon his placing his affairs in the hands of Belloni,

a kind of secretary and factotum who frequently

turns up in this correspondence, and seems to have

been a most excellent man.

Liszt, at the time over whicli these letters ex-

tend, had rather less than two hundred pounds by
way of salary from the Weimar Court, which was

enough for him to live on, but not enough to

lend or give Wagner 1000 francs as speedily and
as often as Wagner was compelled to ask for it.

The sorrow which Liszt feels at having to refuse his

friend, and the sorrow which Wagner feels at his

friend's sorrow, much more keenly than at the lack

of the needful, are expressed with a naivete whicli

would be almost amusing were it not so very

pathetic.

To return to our original problem, let the reader

once more consider the positions of the two men

—

one on the pinnacle of fame surrounded by admiring

princes, ladies, and disciples ; the other an exile, a
pauper, and, as far as the world knew, the composer
of one or two moderately successful operas. Let
him weigh these circumstances in the balance and
say which of these two men was more likely to lord

it over the other to ' allow himself to be worshipped.'

Supposition would naturally answer Liszt, but fact

answers Wagner. In the earlier letters, whicli are

of a merely formal character, Wagner approaches

Liszt with the respect and deference due to his posi-

tion, but when once the ' Dear Sir ' is exchanged for
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'great, unique, glorious friend,'' when the 'you''

gives way, German fasliion, to the familiar ' thou,'

the mutual position of the friends is reversed.

Wagner sits on liis throne laying down the law in a

dictatorial thougli by no means arrogant fashion,

while Liszt speaks as it were with bated breath,

accepts the dicta of the oracle as he would the

dogmas of the Church of Rome, and apologises most

humbly when he traverses Wagner's gigantic schemes

witli a piece of practical advice. This is all the

more remarkable, because in his dealings with other

folks Liszt was by no means humble, or wanting in

self-assertion. Altliough less uncompromising in

Ills convictions than Wagner, he liad that contempt

for arrogant mediocrity, social overbearing, and com-

mercialism generally, which distinguish the higli-

minded artist from the mere handicraftsman, and

Nature had gifted him with a tongue and with a pen

quite equal to ordinary occasions. People who
knew Liszt only in liis latter years, or who saw him

in London with a stereotyped bene\olent smile on

his features, could scarcely have guessed at this side

of liis nature. When lie sat at the Royal Academy
listening patiently to a long-winded speech by Sir

George Macfarren, of which he did not understand

a single w'ord, ^vhen he allowed himself to be

dragged from one concert to the other, and to be

exhibited to the vulgar gaze for the benefit of those

wlio thus chose to exhibit him, he looked the

very picture of a benign old gentleman enjoying

liimself and being only too glad to give enjoy-

ment to othei's. But those who had known him

in former years, who had seen his eyes, now

dimmed by age, rolling in a fine frenzy of indig-

nation, knew that that smile was not altogether

of the benignant order, that tliere was in it a good

deal of sarcasm, and of a keen j^erception of the

vulgarity and selfishness of the world. Let those

who doubt this conjecture read the painstaking-

biographical work by Fraulein Ramann, where tlK'\'

will find amusing accounts of how Liszt got,

familiarly speaking, into hot water with the Italian

press, how rudely he behaved to the French king,

Louis Philippe, in whom he discovered the bane of

the July revolution, and the embodiment of well-

nourished bourgeoisdoni ; how he snubbed Princess

Metternich when. she insolently spoke of a musician

as if he were a tradesman. Perhaps his English

admirers would not have been quite so enthusiastic

in 1887 had they had cognisance of an incident

which happened more than forty years before, and

has not been recorded by any biographer, although

I have it on the authority of an eye and ear witness.

It was during Liszt's former visit to this country that

lie gave ;i splendid breakfast at Verrev's in Regent

Street. Many jnusicians and musical critics had

been invited, and at the end of the repast speeches

were made and toasts jiro posed after the manner of

the country. Liszt at the time liad no particular

.sympathy for England, where fashionable drawing-

rooms were open to him, but where a jiart of the

press treated him with marked hostility, and the

general public with indifference. Whilst smarting

under this feeling, Liszt made a speech in which he

referred to England as la ijep'imere de la MMiocriU,

the hot-bed of mediocrity, as we sliould say. No
wonder that after this the attacks on him grew more

pungent than ever, and that nearly half a century

elapsed before he again set foot on English ground.

^Vlien that event happened he came on a visit of

reconciliation, general peace, and good-will ;he was
surrounded by admirers; handkerchiefs waved; voices

were raised to a pa'an of enthusiasm whenever his

venerable face, surrounded by a halo of flowing white

liair, appeared in a concert-room, and even the very

cabmen in the street ga^'e three cheers for the

' Habby Liszt.'' By this time he, and fortunately

every one else, had forgotten all about tlie ' hot-bed

of mediocrity.'' Moreover, Liszt used always to say

that if he had not been a nuisician he would liave

been the greatest diplomatist in Europe, and diplo-

macy, as we know, grows upon one with growing

age.

In his attitude to AA''agner there is, however, no

trace of diplomacy ; it presents simply the beautiful

and rare spectacle of a great man having met with

a greater man, and acknowledging the fact in a

natural and most imafFected manner, and without

a shadow of that jealousy which such superiority

might ha\e excited in a less noble and unselfish

mind. Let it be added in justice to Wagner tliat

he on his part did by no means assume the airs of a

niightv man sjieaking to an inferior being. On the

contrary, he is most eager to gixe back to Liszt

friendship for friendship, admiration for admiration.

^^'^hen he does, as I saidbefore, lay down the law, it

is done in the most unconscious, unassuming niamier,

merely because he is full of his subject, and feels

that such conviction as his nuist be founded on

eternal and incontro\ertible truth.

Altogether it is a matter for discussion—although

such discussion would have ajipeared mean both to

\\^agner and Liszt—which of the two men profited

most by their unparalleled friendship. Liszt supplied

"Wagner with money ; he produced his Lohengrin ;

lie made Weimar the centre of a A\'^agner cult from

which ' the music of the future ' went forth and

spread to the confines of the earth. In all these

things Wagner had no return to make ; he had no

money to give ; neither tlid Liszt want any money ;
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and it may «'ell be doubted wliether liis essay on the

Symphonic Poems, an admiral)le joiece of analysis as

it is, did not do more harm tlian good as far as

popularity was concerned. Wagner was the scape-

goat of the German press, and any cause he advo-

c<ated became by tliat means a red rag for the

journalistic bull to butt at.

What Wagner could do and did for Liszt was of

an infinitely higher order : it was of the psycho-

logical intangible kind. Wagner made Liszt the

noble artistic figiu'e we have known in these latter

years. As to this point much controversy has

recently been going on between their respecti\p

disciples, who are full of tliat unitual jealousy and

animosity which never seems to have entered the

minds of the masters themselves. The Liszt party

are fond of asserting that the idea of a poetic basis

for music, which is at the bottom of modern art

reform, was in the mind of Liszt long before Wagner
formulated it into a system. They go further than

tliis, and state that ^^'^agner actually borrowed some

of his melodies from jiis fi'iend, in witness of which

they cite the following authentic story. At a

rehearsal of the Valki/ric in 18T6, whicli Liszt

attended, Wagner, in the second act where Sieglinde

says ' Kelu'te der Vater nun heim .''" suddenly touched

iiis arm and whispered, " Papa, liere comes a theme
which I have stolen from you.' ' Very well,' replied

Liszt, ' then people at least will listen to it.' The
theme occurs at the beginning of tlie 'Faust' Sym-
phony, and the identity is undeniable, but the ques-

tion remains,—Would Liszt, in the first instance,

have conceived such a melody had he not drawn his

inspiration more or less indirectly from Wagner's

works ? It is quite true that Liszt in a vague way
felt from the beginning that desire for poetic in-

spiration, as embodied in nuisic, whicli induced

Beethoven to wed Schiller's words to the final move-
ment of his ninth symphony, and which would have

made a piece of programme music pui-e and simple

of his tenth symphony, as the remaining sketches

are sufficient to show. Schumann attached titles to

his short pianoforte pieces, as Couperin had done
before him, and as Liszt did after him, or simul-

taneously with him ; but between this and making
the ' poetic idea ' the vital principle of formal

development, there is a vast gulf whicli Wagner was
the first to bridge over. Compare Liszt's ' Anntes
de Pelerinage ' with his ' Tasso,' or any of the sym-
phonic poems, and you will see tlie difference between
indefinite desire and conscious pm-pose.

Altogether Liszt's artistic morale was raised and
purified by contact with the pure flame which burnt
in the breast of Wagner. His nature no doubt was
nobly designed, but lie had been brought up in bad

surroLmdings. Tlie virtuoso's platform at the be-

ginning of this century was not the place where a

liigli artistic purpose could be carried through with

safety ; a certain amount of insincerity, of clap-trap,

—to speak plainly, of humbug,—was absolutely neces-

sary for success. Beethoven, if tolerated at all, had
to be ' improved ' upon, and Liszt did so ' improve

'

upon him, to his subsequent regret ; improvisations

on a theme ' selected by one of the audience,' had
to be played—in brief, concessions had to be made.

This attitude of yielding to the popular taste had
to some extent become habitual to Liszt, and he

expected that his great friend would follow his

example. The following sketch of a programme
which he mapped out for \'Vagner will sufficientlv

illustrate the point. In a letter without date, but
wliicli evidently belongs to the summer of 1849, we
read as follows :

—

L ' To give RiviK:i during the winter of 1850 at

the Paris Opera, whence it will take its flight to all

the theatres of Germany, and perhaps of Italy. For
Europe wants an opera whicli, for our new revolu-

tionary epoch, will be what La Muette dc Portki

was for the July revolution, and Rknzi is conceived

and written for those conditions. If you succeed in

introducing into it a slight element of relief, were it

only by means of stage machinery, or of the ballet,

success is certain.'

2. ' To write a new work for the winter of ' 51 in

collaboration witli Vaez and A. Royer, who know
all the mysteries of success. In the interval you
cannot do better than take a good position in the

musical press. Forgive me for this suggestion, ami

manage so that you are not of necessity placed in a
hostile position towards things and people likely to

bar your road to success and fame. A truce to

political commonplaces, socialistic stuff, and per-

sonal hatreds ! On the other hand, good courage,

strong patience, and flaming fire, which latter it will

not be difficult for you to provide, with the vol-

canoes you have in your brain !

'

At the end of the same letter there occurs a still

more startling proposal, which it must have gone
to poor IMadame Wagner's heart to copy for the

printers. She indeed has evidently not been able

to finish the last sentence which dies away in a

significant line of dots:

—

'The admirable score oi Lohengrin ha.s interested

me profoundly ; nevertjieless I fear at the perfor-

mance the iuperhleal colour which you have main-
tained throughout. Perhaps you will think me an
awful Philistine, dear friend, but I cannot help it,

and my sincere friendship for you may authorise me
to tell you. . . .

'

That a man who held up the writing of a French
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opera, more or less after the Meyerbeer fashion, as

the cynosure of earthly bliss, who deprecated the

' superideal ' cliaracter of Lohengrin, was in sore

need of a strong artistic tonic, the ingenuous reader

will not deny. 'All the more beautiful is it to see,'

says the translator of the Correspondence, in his

preface, ' how Liszt is ultimately carried away by

the enthusiasm of his great friend, how he also defies

the world, and adopts the deviceVart four Vart as his

guiding principle.' Altogether the two friends might
have said to each other in the words of Juliet

—

' My bounty is as boundless as the sea,

My love as deep : the more I give to thee,

The more I have, or both are infinite.'

NOTES ON MUSIC.

Mr. Hamish MacCunn's New Works.—The concert given

by the Glasgow Choral Union, in St. Andrew's Hall, on i8th

December, may fairly be called an event of national importance,

for it was the earliest public recognition in his own country of the

genius of one who bids fair to distinguish Scotland honourably in

the roll of music-producing nations. Now that the vaunted excel-

lence of our popular songs is beginning to seem too slender a reed

to support a claim to musical importance, it is a welcome discovery

that there is stuff in our soil which can give birth to musicians of

the originality and artistic capacity of such men as Dr. A. C.

Mackenzie and Mr. Hamish MacCunn. That Mr. MacCunn will

take rank among the great composers, it would of course be pre-

mature to assert, but it is safe to say that seldom in the history of

the art has the record of a young man of twenty-one contained so

much promise and so much actual achievement ; and the works

presented at the Choral Union Concert give good ground for the

most hopeful prophecy. In the first part of the programme,

amidst a good deal of miscellaneous padding of very unequal

quality, came the ballad for orchestra, 'The Dowie Dens of

Yarrow,' while the whole second part was taken up by the cantata,

' The Lay of the Last Minstrel. ' The orchestral ballad had the addi-

tional interest and advantage of being conducted by the composer,

and it further received every justice at the hands of Mr. Manns'

orchestra, who played with great sympathy and enthusiasm. The
cantata, which was specially written for the Glasgow Choral

Union, was no less fortunate in the rendering it received under the

direction of Mr. Joseph Bradley, the choir and the orchestra vying

with each other in seeking to secure a worthy presentation, while

the soloists, Madame Nordica, Miss Grace Damian, Mr. Ivor

Mackay, and Mr. Andrew Black, also did good service in their

turn. The excellence of the performance certainly contributed

in no small degree to the powerful impression which the works pro-

duced. As the titles indicate, both the works are examples of the

class of subjects which the composer has evidently chosen for his

own, viz. the legendary lore of our Scottish minstrelsy ; and in each

there is shown a wonderful power of combining the suggestions of

traditional associations with the wider modes of appeal demanded
by an art which, in one aspect, knows neither time nor place.

While the flavour is distinctly national, there is always present the

universal element which lifts us into the region of pure imagination.

The form of the orchestral ballad necessarily limits the treatment

to indicating the emotions appropriate to the various episodes in

the story, and 'The Dowie Dens of Yarrow,' with its dramatic

contrasts, its pathetic ending, and its general historic faithfulness,

fulfils the requirements admirably. Mr. MacCunn has lost no
opportunity of turning his material to full account.

The ' Lay of the Last Minstrel ' is of course a work of much
greater significance and challenges criticism of a more varied

kind. It is not certain that the libretto, adapted by Mr. Mac-
Cunn's father from Scott's poems, is as good as it might have

been ; but before any fault is found, it should be considered

that the cantata form offers peculiar dilificulties to a thoroughly

consistent dramatic treatment. Indeed, it is one of the composer's

special merits that he has succeeded in a great degree in reanimat-

ing a form the deficiencies of which have tended to bring it into

comparative discredit with a generation which sets store by artistic

unity. Certainly the musical setting does all that could be done

to redeem any faults in the libretto, and the result is a triumphant

success. Opinions may be divided as to the appropriateness of the

patriotic chorus at the close, but there can be no question that the

various scenes which form the thread of the story are one and all

treated with unfailing power and wealth of resource. Mr. Mac-

Cunn has evidently drank deep at Wagnerian springs, and he

knows how to profit by the poetic teaching of his masters without

any hurt to the individual bent of his genius. The ' Lay of the

Last Minstrel ' is a wonderfully successful effort to unite melodious

simplicity with freshness of treatment and device, and those who
had the privilege of hearing it will not soon forget the impression.

Edinburgh Orchestral Concert.—As illustrating a quality

too common in many departments of the art of our day, Mr.

Manns' last orchestral concert in Edinburgh need not be

without interest to our readers. Of the principal number in

the programme. Raff's wild and beautiful * Lenore ' Symphony,

we shall not speak save to say that it was admirably per-

formed by the orchestra,—its passion, tenderness, and fire being

finely rendered. Before the symphony was reached, however,

one's feelings of keen enjoyment and admiration of the powers of

the soloists, Madame Nordica and M. Fransella, were largely

tinged by a feeling of regret—indeed, towards the latter performer,

of indignation—at the choice of pieces. It is needless to dwell

here on Madame Nordica's gifts of voice and attainments of train-

ing, for these are well known and appreciated ; but on this account

it is surely all the more incumbent on her to use them in the

service of the highest art instead of misapplying them, as is too

much the custom of prima donnas, in mere ioiirs de force. No
doubt tours de force find favour in the eyes of the public, but

Madame Nordica possesses other and higher qualities, and could,

if she wished, appeal to more lasting emotions, instead of to the

love of the surprising and the interest in clever effects. In her

singing of Goring Thomas's song, 'A Summer Night,' she relied

only on simple and direct means of expression, with the most

pleasing result, but the predominant characteristic of the rest of

her songs was a technical display which left little room for real

emotion. M. Fransella, the flautist, chose for his solo a ' Souvenir

of Chopin,' by Demerssman—or rather Travesty of Chopin, in

which the air from the Funeral March, which comes in like a

prayer in the midst of the moaning and passionate grief of the

main theme, was turned as nearly as possible into the likeness of a

dance tune by the interpolation of innumerable and utterly incon-

gruous runs and trills and ornamental figures of every description.

It was dragged hither and thither, and made to execute a series of

somersaults, until one was left with a feeling of an unwarranted

outrage having been perpetrated on a helpless and innocent victim.

One's indignation, indeed, prevented one from enjoying the re-

markably sweet tones and the wonderful command of the instru-

ment displayed by M. Fransella. One is inevitably reminded, by
such overloading oi fioriturCt of a ballet-dancer pirouetting up and
down, holding one toe in her hand, or performing some other

wonderful feat of agility of which the difficulty infinitely exceeds

the grace. It seems indeed as if the spirit of this age of mechanical

dexterity has penetrated into music as well as the visible arts.
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RANDOM IMPRESSIONS FROM AN AUTHOR'S NOTE-BOOK.

By Williaji Shaep.

I.—ITALY.

1. The Approach to Volterra.

AT last, after hours among the mountain dis-

tricts to the north-west of the Maremma, I

am in full view of the heights around Montecatini.

I can just make out from where I stand, on the

highest level save that of the ridge whereon Vol-

terra lies, a white road winding along the slopes of

La Bachetona. The view, if not so lovely as that

from Belcaro, from Cortona, or even from Montepul-

ciano, is even more extensive than the prospect from

the southern walls of Perugia, and, in grandeur,

excels anything I have yet seen in Italy. To
the left, beyond rugged volcanic declivities and

barren slopes— metallically aglow, like cuirasses of

brass in torchlight—lie leagues upon leagues of

Maremma, that wild, deserted, malarious country

which is almost as unknown to travellers as the

west coast of Africa. To the right, by broken

ridges trending to level plains, a grey-green district

stretches westward till its sparsely-populated shores

are washed by the Mediterranean Sea, whose waters,

now of a metallic-grey and now of a brilliant steel-

blue, as the clouds with their trailing shadows come

and go, I can see afar off as they lave many a blue

lieadland ; while amid their tideless depths rise,

in azure, dark purple, or pearl-grey, the Islands of

Gorgona and Elba, rocky Capraja, and even the dim

heights of Corsica. Due westward, in front of the

enmassed Apennines, Volterra, the ancient Etrurian

city, crowns a long, sloping, isolated hill, sixteen

hundred feet above the level of the sea. It is now
late in the afternoon, and gloom gathers within the

hollows of the hills on their hither sides. White

malarious mists crawl across the Maremma ; the sea

grows colder and greyer ; and Volterra itself, seem-

ing as if it occupied the whole long summit of its

mountain (as its still-standing ancient walls witness

it did of yore, in the time of ' old, unhappy, far-off"

things '), becomes more stern, more forbidding.
'

Half-an-hour later I reached the commencement

of the steep ascent, and though I toiled upwards on

foot, it was yet necessary to Jiarness a strong mule

to the straining and tired horses, who had so long

journeyed by villainous roads and bouldered path-

ways. As I climbed the steep, winding road, I en-

countered but few wayfarers, only three lightly-

clothed and wild-looking peasant women, one of

them, a girl of eighteen or twenty, carrying a great

bundle of reedy grass upon her head, and walking

with an exquisite poise and sway of body. Her

eyes, large and of that lustrous velvety darkness

visible in twilit waters, turned upon me—with

an electric psychical effect beyond description.

Such passion, such pathos, such an inheritance of

yearning, such an inheritance of regret, dwelt in

their depths. Tlie oblivion of Etruria dreamed

therefrom ; and the vanished Etrurian grace fulfilled

itself again in that perfect body, lithe as a leopard,

in hue like antique ivory, and passing fair in its

beauty. Her bodice was open, and a cluster of

blood-red poppies lay against her breasts, firm,

rounded, swelling and subsiding with the rhythm

of a wave. Twice only have I elsewhere seen such

bodily perfection—once, so far away as in the South

Seas, among the Pacific islanders, where girls, nude

and like living bronze, lay with hair astream upon
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the gigantic billows, on whose front, in joyous sport,

they were swept shoreward and lighty swung upon

tlie wet sands.

Ere I approached the gates in the magnificent

western wall wliicli towered above, I looked back-

ward, and saw through the gloom a dulf, blood-red

band issuing from the mass of involved cloud, broad

and smootli at tlie upper end, but at its hither

extremity jagged and serrated like the sword of an

avenging angel. Even as such a weapon would

show, broken and dinted after some fierce chastise-

ment, so from the end of this blood-red cloud-sword

great crimson streaks and clots of reddish purple

dropped, and stained the underworld of cloud and

twiliglit.

2. Behind Assisi.

Behind Assisi, in a wooded ravine on tlie other-

wise barren slope of Monte Subasio, can be reached

by a stony footpath the retreat where the saint

used to retire to dream and pray. Lying here

—

not, indeed, solitary, though in such solitude—

I

can well understand how either the ecstasy of reli-

gious delirium, or a very ])assion of faith, must

have dominated any soul who sliould long dwell

between these echo-haunted declivities; and, still

more, \\lien I look from the heights northward,

where abides a very desolation of barrenness, I

realise that penitence in such a place, in those

strange, pathetic middle ages, miint have meant

absolute renunciation of all things fair and beauti-

ful in this world, or else have impelled the passion-

ate spirit to the licence of despair—to the extremcst

tyranny of the lusts of the body. The silence of

the Thebaid was not worse than this silence, its

lifelessness not so appalling as tliis terrible death-

fulness of nature, where never soimd is heard save

the winds of winter howling from tlie mountain

gullies ; the grinding of dislocated rocks down

sandy and marly slopes to a roadless abyss ; oi-

the croak of a raven as its shadow drifts above the

herbless and treeless waste, scorched and seared by

the suns of unnumbered summers. Here, surely, is

discernible at least one great factor in the potent,

deep-rooted, and momentous impulse that emanated

from Assisi in the thirteenth century. It is impos-

sible that such a mighty reactionary impulse could

have arisen if, instead of the everlasting presence of

death behind the city of St. Francis, there had been

fulness of life and joy of colour and sound.

3. Pekisia August.\.

I find it so difficult to realise, as I walk through

these steep, picturesque streets, alive with renovated

national energy ; or as I stand on the ancient ram-

parts, and look out upon the memorable, beautiful,

pathetic Umbrian landscape ; or even when among
those neiglibouring tombs, wherein the dust of the

\ olumnii mouldered away long ago in their caskets

of stone, ornamented with the mystic symbols of

Etrui'ia—I find it so difficult to realise that this

very place, this very Perugia, existed in all the

fulness of life close upon three thousand years ago.

The very name of this pre-historic city of the

Umbi'ians has passed away from man's knowledge.

Even as it faded before, or possibly became merged

in Etrurian ' Perusia," so the latter, under Roman
dominion, became ' Perusia Augusta ' ; till, at last,

mediaeval ' Perugia,' freed from the embrace of

ancient Rome, and released from the grasp of

Totila the Goth, slowly grew, through centuries of

bloodshed and prostrate apathy, to its present pro-

sperity. But how significant that, through all this

change and interchange—this fluctuation between

strife and weariness, bloodshed and sufferings innu-

merable, supremacy and subjection—art slowly

germinated and grew, till it effloresced under the

influence of that Terra Benigna, as the old chroni-

clers call it, where St. Francis and his companions
' lived and had their being only in the worship of

the Inmieasurable Love.' Even more significant is

it that tiiis blossoming of art had no affinity to the

gross, blood-stained records of Perugia ; that it had

nothing of the determined realism of undismayed

Florence, or of the splendour of power and glory of

war distinctive of the art of Venice at one great

period ; that, on the contrary, it became the most

gentle, almost the most effeminately refined, and

the most spiritual school of art in the world.

How glorious the view from this ' empress of hill-

set cities' ! Here, just outside the Porta Nuova, I

see before me the Umbrian Champaign stretching

away to where the mountains beyond Gubbio break

soutliward by many a peak and serrated ridge, till,

on the lower spurs of this great chain of tlie Apen-

nines, my gaze dwells upon Assisi and Spello and

Foligno, white in the sunlight ; further away, the

village of Bevagna, on the classic Clitumnus, and

Montefalco, high-perched on commanding heights ;

and, still further, Trevi on its olive slopes. To-day,

indeed—so magically transparent, even for Umbria,

is the atmosphere—I can even make out Spoleto,

brooding in her ancient memories beneath her

castellated hill. As I look forth upon this pro-

spect, stretching from Apennine to Apennine

—

from Gubbio to the yellow Tiber in its Romeward

flow—I am thrilled by the thought of how still

o-rander Perugia must have been in those mediaeval
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days, when, instead of a few still-standing ruins, a

hundred lofty towers could be counted from the

walls around the city ; where, instead of in some

ten or twelve ' houses of God," prayers were daily

chanted and high mass celebrated in more than a

hundred churches and chapels ; and where, instead

of the hotel omnibus and the railway train in the

valley below, there were to be seen troops of

armoured knights on gaily-caparisoned liorses, with

over them the long banner of Perugia, or that of

the Oddi or Raglioni, flaunting in the wind, with,

borne upward to the eager citizens on the bastions,

the clashing of swords and spears, the neighing of

horses and laughter of men, and, shrilly above all,

the wild fanfare of turbulent clarions, blast trum-

peted forth upon blast, in mocking and challenge

of war.

4. The Mystery oe Ujibrian Landscape.

Surely no one who has spent any length of time

in Umbria, or among the old Tuscan hill-towns, can

fail to experience the subtle charm that seems to

breathe in the very air, as well as to abide in the

rich yet subdued colouring of the landscape—

a

charm that is not only of the eyes or any bodily

sense, but is of the inner vision. But this Umbrian

landscape is not joyous, as so often described by

those whose description of it is purely conven-

tional : indeed, there is a monotony in its beauty

which is at variance with the prevalent conception

of ' the sunny South.' It is as though the land

were far more ancient than the remotest human
traditions, as though it had seen too nuich of the

change of ages—too much of the rise, the greatness,

the oblivion of successively dominant races—ever

again to be joyous with the joyousness of youth.

Not only amid the solitudes of Volterra, the barren-

ness of Assisi, the desolation around Asciano ; not

only in the ^laremma, nor on the sea-like Cam-
pagna, thickly peopled with innumerable dead, and

mysterious as Ocean with its buried secrets ; but in

tlie brightness of spring among the green slopes,

and hedges rich with hawthorn, honeysuckle, and

wild quince, that environ the city of St. Catherine

—even in this ' exceeding excellence of spring

matured ' there is, if not a strongly-accentuated

note of sadness, at least an absence of that exuber-

ance, of that almost rapture, which further north,

and perhaps in England pre-eminently, accompanies

the regenerated youth of the year. Spring is not

lovelier in the north, but it is more wonderful.

There is the difference betwixt the twain that there

is between the beauty of sunrise and that of sunset.

What remote, what mysterious, what fascinating-

perspectives reveal themselves to the student of

earliest history, here, in this ancient land ! It is,

indeed, this strange historic mystery, this monoton-

ous sense of a barely recorded antiquity, shrouding

an even more shadowy and ancient past, that under-

lies the sometimes oppressive emotion which I have

experienced when looking out upon those Umbrian
hills and villages. Even when the mountains take

on their ineffable blue—when the nearer and lower

hills are green with oak and beech and ash and

acacia—when the slopes and the valley-orchards are

covered with olive and mulberry and trailed vine

—

and when in tlie meadows and by the water-courses

the flowers are as innumerable as the stars in heaven

—even with all this carnival of Spring the pathos of

the past permeates the whole landscape, permeates

and transforms it even as the shadow of twilight

permeates and transforms the close of day.

5. Le.wing Orvieto.

This afternoon, to my great regret, I had to leave

Orvieto, and now am waiting here, in the valley, to

go hence—Romeward. But after having settled

my score at the ' Albergo delle Belle Arti,' and

arranged about the carriage of my few impcdimeiifa,

I went to take one farewell look at the great

Cathedral. Having traversed several narrow and

deserted streets which became steeper and narrower

till I entered one made dark by the sunless walls of

uninhabited palaces, hopelessly decayed, I suddenly

emerged into the sim-swept Piazza del Duomo, and
was dazzled by the vision—for there, seemingly

aglow with fire of jewels and flame of gold, gleamed

against tlie west that marvellous facade. The sun

was setting towards Monte Labro and the adjacent

Apennines, and the whole sjjlendour of its farewell

seemed concentrated on the cathedral-front, so that

every space of golden mosaic shone with almost

liquid translucency, and the carved pillars and

bronze statues and reliefs took on an unwonted and

ethereal beauty. Abruptly turning, I walked thence

to tlie anti(jue walls that overlook the Chiana

\'alley, so desolate, so lifeless ; and as I looked down
upon the turbid Paglia, surging on its muddy way
tin-ough the dreary volcanic region, I realised that

here at least the labour of men's hands and the love

in men's hearts excelled in beauty and myster^ the

pageant of nature, and that, while the landscape

bore upon it the seal of death, yonder glory of

human workmanship seemed the consecration, the

embodiment of a divine hope.

6. A Venetian Revehie.

It is now some hours since I left the School of San
Rocco, and ever since I have been brooding over that
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marvellous ' Satan ' of Tintoretto which so fasci-

nated me. Now I am lying under those shadowy

acacias on the Lido of San Nicoletto, which become

after any lengthened stay in Venice in May so doubly

dear. As I lie here at the sunset-hour, not far from

the desecrated and desolate Hebrew burial-ground,

under the boughs of the blossoming acacias, I look

across the lagoons towards the city, still beautifully

unreal in the scirocco veil which has dimly shrouded

it all day. Tliere is no wind : the tide, now on the

flow, makes no motion save here and there a noise-

less swirl, and is, indeed, only to be marked by tlie

swaying of the ' dead-man's-hair,' or sea-grass, as

the current creeps slowly and steadily onward. But
a quiver in the atmosphere, a tremor in the silvery

haze above and beyond San Michele and Murano
forebodes some imminent change. At this exquisite

moment, when neither night nor day nor gloaming

prevails, and when everything visible seems as un-

substantial as in a mirage, it is easy as well as

pleasant to let the imagination idly dwell upon that

young and immortal ' Bacchus ' whom Tintoretto

has shown us, stepping garlanded from the Ionian

waves. For tlie hour and tlie place lend magic to

such a remembrance till it becomes real and near,

and one half expects to see Dionysos pass before

one^s eyes from out tlie green leafland behind, or

rise and come forward from amidst the shadows of

the lagoons.

But just as Venice seems to merge into Naxos, the

tremor in the north has spread southward ; and

already a rustle in the acacias overhead tells of im-

mediate awakening. And now, quicker than I can

write, though, in truth, I scribble tardily enough,

the sky is almost clear save for misty fleeces fast

retreating inland across the Laguna Morte ; the

wavelets, no longer opaline, change to delicate

green, and, further ofl^, to azure ; and a fresh wind

blows past the upper islands from the mountains far

away beyond Torcello. In a few moments all is

changed, and ' Bacchus '' is again a dream, a beauti-

ful unreality. But as the flying shreds of mist and

streaks of cloud above Fusina and Mestre shine like

crimson flames, as scarlet and purple and gold burn

above Venice in splendour wholly indescribable,

suddenly the beauty of Tintoretto's plumed and

triumphant ' Satan ' dominates my imagination.

This glowing splendour, this terrible glory, is one

witli his magnificence of beauty, with his power and

dominion ; and now, in a flash, I realise how some

grand or beautiful human creation may have birth

from contemplation of no earthly original, but from

the cloud-fires of heaven and the insight of a

supreme imagination. William Shahp.

REVIEWS AND NOTES.

Mr. T. W. Rolleston's Teaching of Epictetiis (Camelot

Series, Walter Scott), will hardly take rank among the first-rate

translations from the classics. It is perhaps quite a proper method,

in such versions from the antique tongues, to use an English which

has about it a certain archaic flavour. But all English should be

idiomatic, and Mr. Rolleston's stj'le has not altogether rid itself of

reminiscences of the construing lesson and the crib. It is mar-

vellous that men who in the expression of their own thoughts write

perfectly good English, should, when translating, be dragged in

such halting and stumbling fashion at the heels of alien and obsolete

constructions. And the pity is that we cannot have the classics

done into English by some one who is utterly uninfected with Greek.

Granted these shortcomings, however, the book is not an unservice-

able one, as bringing 'down to a yet lower level of price and popu-

larity the work which has already been done in more finished

style by Mr. Long. Of the later classic moralists Epictetus is by far

the greatest, and of the Stoics he is for all time the St. John, as

Seneca is the somewhat windy Apollos. One may describe him
as a kind of second .Socrates with the rough wit left out, and with

a strong dash of Thomas a Kempis infused. The Christian-hke

character of his teaching has often been noted, and perhaps nothing

can show more clearly than it and the work of other later Pagan

schools, that the great movement which is generally viewed apart

and isolated, was in reality only one of the phases of a very w'ide

emotional development. Unquestionably a great part of the value

of such teaching depended on the reaction it embodied against

the then prevalent social conditions—and to some at least of us

moderns, the incessant physicking with intellectual antidotes or

anodynes must seem to savour slightly of the valetudinarian habit-

There are others, however, and many of the best among us, who

still in seas 3ns of doubt and difficulty, prop their minds with the

comfortable sentences of the 'halting slave.' Mr. RoUeston

introduces his book with a very readable, if somewhat inexhaustive

introduction ; but those who have formed a just idea of Greek

democracy will not soon pardon his unfair and illiberal glance at

Demosthenes and the great Athenian republic.
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thoughtful reading of good literature. The editor is Mr. Williain

Marwick, Hillside House, Arbroath, N.B.
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FAR FROIM THY SIDE.

T"!Fill- from thy side to-night,

Think, love, of me.

So may I, absent, see,

Pictured upon the night.

Thy dear face set in light.

Think, love, of me.

ILLUSION.

~|VT"IGHT brought a dream of love,

JLl A fond sweet dream of thee !

Thy heart beat warm upon my heart.

Thy dear arms circled me.

Alas, but Dawn now shows

A cheerless couch to me !

'Twas Sleep beguiled an empty heart,

My vacant arms sought thee.

A BROKEN RING.

LO, thy poor ring is broken !

These kisses bind for aye.

Let but this word be spoken

Now thy poor ring is broken :

—

' True love outlasts his token,

Yet cannot choose but stay.'

Lo, thy poor ring is broken !

These kisses bind for aye.

PROBATION.

THESE five years !

Ah, they have shown us one thing plain,

These five years !

Joy has a deeper spring than tears

;

Love knows a harbour shut to pain :

—

Dearest ! they are not spent in vain.

These five years !

Ernest R.\Droiiu.

9 V
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PORTION OF ALTAR - PIECE—ST. GEORGE AND DONOR.
By Mabuse.

Corporation Galleries, Glasgoxc.

THE artist to wliom this picture is attributed—

Jan Gossart, or Gossaert, popularly known as

Mabuse, from his birthplace, Maubeuge, in Hain-

ault—was born in 1470. He died in 1541, and

tlius, while he was a few years younger than Quentin

Massys, the period of their artistic activity may be

said to have coincided. Of the great Netherlands

school, which gave to the world the art of oil-

painting in all its perfection, these may be said to

have been the last masters. From the days of the

Van Eycks, throughout the fifteenth century, the

school maintained its purity and power—painstak-

ing, conscientious, single in pui'pose, and severe to

austerity. Mabuse stood at tlie turning-point, and

was himself a jirincipal fiictor in the great change

which culminated in the freedom, breadth, and lusty

life of Rubens and his following. During his early

years Mabuse dwelt contentedly in tlie traditions of

his native school, under the powerful influence of

his more mature contemporary Massys; but in 1508

he went to Italy, and there, during a stay of eleven

years, he naturally came under the sway of the

master-minds Leonardo and Michelangelo. The
influence of these mighty exemplars he carried with

him back to the Low Countries, and the little leaven

leavening the whole lump, the Netherlandish school

expired, and Flemish art took its place. From that

point the Flemish school was differentiated from its

ruder but more robust native neighbour on the nortli

—the Dutch school. The change was in many
senses a development and enfranchisement of art,

which, come how it might, was bound to be

attained ; but in tlie case of the Flemish school it

was reached through an abandonment of native

instincts and traditions, with the result of makins;

Flemish art not Flemish, but a reflex of the great

schools which grew up under different conditions

and sunnier skies.

The picture, which belongs to the M'Lellan

The third annual exhibition of the Dublin Art Club, which was

opened on the 14th January, included only 133 works, but the

comparative fewness is directly due to the determination of the

Committee not to admit paintings or studies below a somewhat

high order of merit. The collection, therefore, is a very choice

one, there being in it but little of the decidedly amateur element,

and some of the members of the club having contributed works of

great excellence. Mr. Walter Osborne, R. H.A. , has several

studies of undoubted merit, painted in the district of the Wiltshire

Downs, depicted so charmingly by the late Richard Jefferies, the

best being one named 'Potato-gathering,' which although per-

fectly original, has much in it that reminds one of the best work
of Macbeth and of the late Frederick Walker. Mr. Johnston

Collection of the Glasgow Corporation Galleries, is

obviously a work of the earlier, and we must say

better and healthier, period of the artist. The work

is fortunately in a remarkably perfect condition,

and the theory that it is a portion only of a large

altar-piece is scarcely borne out by the exceedingly

minute and laborious treatment of details, and the

scale upon which the landscape background is

treated. Be that as it may, hei-e we have portraits

of two men, who appear to be brothers, worked out

with a fidelity of detail and with a vigour and

individuality of characterisation nothing short of

marvellous. How perfect the texture of fur, glove,

golden embroidery, and glittering armour ! But

also how calm, serious, resolute, and kindly the

kneeling ecclesiastic, how equally sober and dignified,

yet touched with melancholy, is the erect warrior.

There remain the men as they were habited and

grouped, and as their characters shone through the

penetrative imagination of the artist, now well-nigh

four centuries ago, and so they may continue for

many centuries to come—types of what was noblest

and most characteristic in a people who were uncon-

sciously preparing themselves to take the foremost

place in the portentous struggle for the liberty of

modern times. The picture is with justice regarded

as one of the gems of the Glasgow Gallery, and very

fitly takes the first place in the series of selections

we propose to reproduce from that little-worked

and imperfectly appreciated mine of artistic wealth.

Works by Mabuse are of not infrequent occurrence

in public collections ; but the crowning glory of his

genius is the great picture, ' The Adoration of the

Magi,' in Castle Howard, tlie property of the

Earl of Carlisle. The public had an opportunity of

appreciating the merits of this masterpiece, when,

a few years ago, it was shown in the Winter Ex-

hibition of Old Masters in the Royal Academy.

James Paton.

Inglis, who gives great promise, has two or three fine landscapes,

boldly and sympathetically treated, and Mr. Hone, R. H.A. , some

studies in the Malahide district, so pleasantly familiar to all lovers

of this artist's masculine work. Mr. Waterlow, R.W.S., has sent

several pictures, the most notable being a ' White Sands of Con-

nemara,' poetically treated. Mr. Edward Stott, of Sussex, to

distinguish him from Mr. Stott of Oldham, contributes three

charming bits about the Downs, full of light and brilliant colour,

and remarkable for their simple faithfulness. It is noteworthy

that the exhibition contains much excellent work by lady artists

;

notably Miss Purser in portraits and figures, and Miss Sophia

Holmes in flowers, and it is pleasant to record that the sales have

been fairly large.
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INSTITUTE OF THE

AT this early period, when the doors of the

Exhibition have not yet been thrown open

to the public, it is, of

course, impossible to T"®^;:^^-V:-L^ ""'^"SSk^

forecast with any degree

of accuracy the nature

and quality of its con-
;

tents ; still some idea of

these may be estimated

by consideration of sucli

of the contributions to

it as we are enabled to

mention.

One of the most inter-

esting items of tlie Glas-

gow Exhibitions is tlie

selection of loan pictures

with which, through the

kindness of the owners

of tliese works, the Coun-

cil of the Institute is

usually able to enrich

the collection. Two of

the principal of these

this year will be Mr.

Burne - Jones's 'Tlie

Tower of Brass,' exhi-

bited last year in tlie

New Gallery, London

;

and the ' Bath of Venus,'

a water-colour never previously sliown in public.

Both of these have been kindly lent by Mr. William
Connal, jun. Mr.

Whistler's well-

known portrait of

his mother has also

been lent by the

artist. This pic-

ture cannot unfor-

tunately remain

during the entire

period of the show,

as it is going to tlie

Paris Exhibition.

Tlie Royal Aca-

demy has lent Mr.

Logsdail's 'St.

Martins -in- the-

Fields,' purchased

last year in terms

of the Chantrey

Bequest. Mr. G. F. Watt's 'Dianas Endymion,'
Mr. Artliur IMclville's ' Snakecharmer,' tlie late

Frank Holl's ' Portrait of Lord Salisbury,' six or

seven fine Constables, and pictures by Millet, Dupre,

Morland, Bonington,

'i

Nasmyth, De Wint, Cox,

Bough, Copley Field-

ing, Richard Wilson, Sir

George Harvey, and
others, have also been

kindly contributed by

their several owners.

The Royal Academy
will be represented by

Messrs. John Pettie (who

has sent a portrait of

Mr. Hamish M'Cunn),

W. Q. Orchardson, Colin

Hunter, John M'Whir-
ter, G. D. Leslie, Seymour

Lucas, etc. Other pic-

tures from London have

been sent by Messrs.

Stanhope Forbes, David

Carr, Hillyar Swinstead,

Tom Graham, and the

Montalbas.

The local interest and

character of the Exhibi-

tion will, of course, be

determined by the works

of Glasgow artists, and

many of these will be represented by pictures which

would hold their own in any Exhibition. Mr.

James Guthrie,

^-.- ^.^.,.Ml^^^^^^^

in oil of

tribution

a girl,

is an e^enlno

A.R.S.A., has con-

tributed a life-size

full-length (sitting)

portrait of a lady,

and two drawings

in pastel. Mr.
William Kennedy
will be strongly

represented by his

' Deserter,' a pic-

ture remarkable for

its full colour and

truthful study or

figures in the open

air, and Mr. E. A.

Walton by a draw-

ing in pastel, and

a vigorous sketch

Mr. A. K. Brown's largest con-

landscape (' Sundown ')
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from the lower readies of the Clyde. A picture

in illustration of the legend of ' The Good King

Wenceslas,' and a broadly-handled landscape entitled

' The Hill-top,' will represent Mr. Alexander Roche.

Mr. George Henry's two principal works will be an

effect of nioonrise upon a landscape vague and

mysterious in the fading light, and a study of a girl

in firelight entitled ' Gloamin',' with the greenish

light from an evening sky reflected upon her face.

Mr. Thomas Hunt has sent in a large picture re-

presenting an incident at a Highland horse fair,

entitled ' Waiting for Buyers' ; Mr. R. M. G. Coven-

try, a sea-piece with figures, called 'A Summer Day';

Mr. Joseph Henderson, a large sea and shore picture,

'The Mull of Cantyre from Southend '; Mr. P. Mac-

gregor Wilson, one somewhat similar in subject,

but widely different in treatment, painted at Carra-

dale ; Mr. Thomas Millie Dow, two drawings in

pastel ; Mr. J. Denovan Adam, a large evening land-

scape with Highland cattle ; Mr. E. A. Hornel, a

delightful little picture of a girl in a snowy wood-

land ; Mr. Wellwood Rattray, a large landscape, and

Mr. Harrington Mann, a picture called ' In Arcady.'

Other local exhibitors are Messrs. James Paterson,

A. Brownlie Docharty, James M. Nairn, AVilliam

Young, James A. Aitken, T. Corsan Morton, J.

AVhitelaw Hamilton, George Pirie, Tom M'Ewan,

J. D. Taylor, Duncan Mackellar, Harry Spence,

Charles M'Ewen, Alexander Macbride, Andrew

Black, C. J. Lauder, Standish Hartrick, David

Pidton, John Henderson, J. G. Laing, Alexander

Frew, J. Morris Henderson, and others.

From Edinburgh, Mr. Robert Gibb, R.S.A.,

has sent his portrait of Sir Arthur Halkett, and Mr.

James Pryde, a small portrait of liis motlier. The

contributions from otlier East-country painters will

be numerous.

Sculpture in Glasgow will be represented by Mr.

J. Massey Rhind, with a group in plaster, ' The
Lesson,' a portrait medallion in bronze of a young

lady, and a child's bust in plaster. Mr. Kellock

Brown will send bas-reliefs in plaster of ' Thalia,

Muse of Comedy,' and ' Commerce.' Mr. J. P.

Macgillivray will probably not be represented this

vear.

To the architectural section Messrs. John Burnet,

Son, and Campbell have sent a design submitted for

tlie R.C.Y.C. Club-House at Hunter's Quay ; Mr.

William Leiper, an interior view of the Park Church

showing proposed alterations ; Mr. John Keppie, a

sketch design for proposed memorial to the late

James Sellars, and Mi\ John Honeyman, a drawing

of Portobello Free Church.

Tlie Exhibition will open to the ])ublic on Tues-

day, 5th February.
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THE WINTER EXHIBITION AT BURLINGTON HOUSE.

WHETHER the present Exhibition at BurHngton

House be, on the whole, of less or greater

interest than its forerunners, seems, as usual, matter

for pretty general discussion, despite the eternal

futility of drawing comparisons between things so obvi-

ously impossible to compare as pictures—so diversely

appreciated by their critics and the public at large.

At any rate, those now gathered together for a while,

under the Academic wing, present a sufficiently varied,

and, perhaps, somewhat kaleidoscopic collection. The

heights and depths of artistic expression are sounded

suddenly, almost with violence ; while antitheses of

excellence may be felt together here in sharpest con-

trast. Passing from a room where Turner and Etty,

Leslie and Augustus Egg jostle one another in strange

proximity, we find Watteau and Lancret well-nigh side

by side with Jan Steen in the next. In the third

room are some superb Rembrandts in company with

portraits by Gainsborough and Romney ; while Rubens

is there represented by two canvasses of ample dimen-

sions. Galleries iv. and v. are filled with a selection

from the works of Frank Holl ; and tlie Water-Colour

Room rejoices in a number of delightful sketches by

Timier—notably in those fascinating ' Reise-bilder,' his

Rhine Sketches. Returning to the first room, and

going straight through in the conscientious fashion so

frequently exhibited by lady visitors to our admiring

eyes, David Roberts's ' St. Jacques Bruges ' (hung

somewhat high) caia hardly fail to arouse some admira-

tion and interest, not only by its fine and skilful draw-

ing, and the subtle mingling of greys and yellows in its

scheme of colour, but by the obvious truth of the

values successfully sought and preserved therein.

Then, amid the arid and depressing vulgarities perpe-

trated by Egg and Leslie, with all their unlovely and

metallic unreality, the eye lights with relief upon the

' Coral Finder,' perhaps one of the most beautiful pic-

tures ever painted by Etty. Intensely rich, and, at

the same time, luminous and limpid in coloiu- to a high

degree, it would seem to have been painted in one of

the artist's happiest moods,—that is to say, at a time

when he most strongly felt the influence of Venetian

art. A golden boat glides softly over the sea towards

a sloping shore, where white temples glimmer through

the groves, and in the barge reclines Aphrodite, a

neai'ly nude female figure, partly relieved against a sky

of intensest, almost palpitating, blue. There are other

lovely and graceful figures in this enchanted barge, and

beside it swim two Naiads ; while from the sky a chubby

winged child scatters a profusion of roses upon the

group below. Next to this picture hangs another by

the same hand, forming another liarmony of pure colour

and form. The beautiful nude figure of a woman stands

ankle-deep in a pool, partly overshadowed by autumnal

trees, the opalescent quality of her admirably-painted

flesh harmonising pleasantly with the russet foliage and

warm cloudy sky. ' The Bouquet,' by J. F. Lewis,

is a most dainty little garden idyll, rendered in pre-

Raphaelite fashion. A woman dressed in pale, yet

vivid, red brocade, stands with a sheaf of flowers

in her hand, relieved against a mass of pink and

white roses ; the treatment is absolutely minute, and

yet the effect is light, delicate, and far from untruth-

ful. Very different, and beautiful exceedingly, is

Quinnell's ' Windsor Forest,' with its great trees

and stretch of sunlit greensward ; and what a fine

example of his skill and insight into nature is his

' Kensington Gravel-Pits.' I wonder, by the way, if

any one knows exactly where, in that new modish ex-

panse of bricks and mortar, these gravel-pits, with

their surrounding pastoral landscape, once would be ?

Here, their broken incline occupies the foreground,

and workmen labour energetically therein, while be-

hind is a green meadow, where a red-roofed farm-

house stands against a luminous sky. To an unpre-

judiced observer, it may be interesting to remark how

many points in common—notably the sincerity of

treatment—this picture shares with the work of some

more modern seekers after truth. There is still an-

other good Etty in this room, ' A Nymph and Young

Fawn Dancing,' in gorgeousness of colour, making one

think of Makart ; a finely romantic Turner, ' Quille-

boeuf,' showing a stormy sea and sky almost, as it were,

enveloping the town, and a strange shower-like flight

of white gulls, lit up by the setting sun.

Close beside a large and inexpressibly meritless

canvas of Augustus Egg's hangs a small study by

Bonington of a woman in a green dress, so clear and

forcible in its jewel-hke colour and fresh technique as

to form, despite its insignificant size and obscure posi-

tion, yet another oasis in this glaring desert.

It is with a sense of relief that we leave this room

and pass into the next, for, although it contains much

that is admirable, the Maclise and Leslie element

seems unduly dominant. Not so in Gallery No. ii.

Here we find sober and delightful truths associated

with no note that is actually discordant. Perhaps one

of the finest pictures in this room, in point of actual

beauty, is the 'Portrait of a Lady,' by Cornelius Jansen.

It is a half-length portrait of a woman, in a square-cut

black dress, standing against a grey-blue background.

Astonishingly beautiful is the masterly modelling of

the pure pale face and neck, the treatment of the

black drapery, and the absolutely refined colour of the

whole. If Jansen's portrait be beautiful, how interest-

ing is the portrait, painted by Michel van Musscher, of

William Van de Velde ! At the same time spontaneous

and scrupulously conscientious, what insight it would
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seem to give into the life and individuality of the

period in which it was painted. The painter sits in

his studio—an ideal work-room, with half-classical de-

coration, and black and white tesselated pavement

—

palette in hand, occupied with mixing his colours, and,

at the same time, with an air of quiet absorption

glancing down at some studies (evidently for the pic-

ture he is at work upon) which lie scattered at his

feet. ' The Intruder,' by Metsu, deals with a more

frivolous episode ; a cavalier is trying to enter the

cluimbre-de-toileltc of two ladies, while a laughing sou-

hrclle strives to bar the way. No one seems to take

the matter at all seriousl}-. Nothing, in its way, could

be finer than the elaborate, yet unlaboured, skill here

shown : there is plenty of strong colour, mellow, and

of agreeable quality. Perhaps Metsu, more forcibly

than any other painter of his school, reminds one of

the nationality of Mr. Alma Tadema, there being so

marked a similarity in method and technique. Be-

tween the Watteaus it would be difficult to choose,

many of them are so charming in their own sweet

rococo artificiality. But, however artificial they may

be, their naivete and freedom from commonplaceness,

as well as their historical interest, and the true poetic

feeling sometimes suggested in them, must make their

excuses even to the sternest of realists. ' The Garden

Party in the Champs Elysees,' quite a small picture, is

one of the most delightful. It represents one of

Watteau's usual graceful al fresco festivities ; a green-

wood glade with soft-hued butterfly-like figures, bring-

ing to mind the men and women (only in more modern

costume) of Boccaccio's Decamerone. One female

figure in a yellow gown, half-reclining in the fore-

ground, is especially graceful. The ' Music Party

'

and the large ' Le Rendezvous de Chasse ' are scarcely

less fascinating, and there are several sprightly and

agreeable examples of Lancret, notably a group of

bathers, a harmony of pearly flesh-tints and draperies

set among the greys and greens of a woodland pool.

' A Bacchante,' by Grenze, showing the head and

bosom of a young girl, with laughing eyes, and her

chestnut curls crowned with vine-leaves, is exceed-

ingly graceful. There are also some fine Jan Steeus in

this room, a very Rabelaisien Jordaens, an extremely

poetic Cuyp—a ' River Scene,' full of clear, golden

light,—and one or two comparatively unimportant but

masterly Rerabrandts. In the third room, where there

are no less than fourteen Rembrandts, mostly portraits,

and also portraits by Romney and Gainsborough, we
find the veritable triumph of 'the craft that createth

a semblance and fails of the heart's desire.' But these

' semblances,' different as they are, should surely more

than satisfy the desire of the most exacting of hearts,

both as likenesses and from the decorative point of

view. Looking at them we feel that they must have

been like, and yet there is none of the exaggeration,

almost akin to caricature, that exists in some of the

portraits by Frank Holl. Among the Rembrandts the

most remarkable are the ' Portrait of the Painter

'

himself, in a Jewish dress ; the ' Portrait of a Lady,' a

beautiful blonde woman, with a grave, sweet face,

whose dress is a combination of black and opalescent,

shimmering gold and white ; the portrait of Rem-

brandt's mother—a perfect marvel of modelling ; the

portraits of Susanna Palekan and her daughter—

a

dark, dignified woman, with something of the Da

Vinci smile, and a brown-eyed, fair-haired child ; and

'The Shipbuilder and his Wife.' Great as is the

actual archaeological interest of these pictures, and

decoratively fine as they are, one is struck more with

their wonderful rculilij than by anything else. Here is

a living record of those composed and quiet lives in

the old Dutch cities,—with all their dulness, and their

dignity—not so much painted presentments do they

seem to be as the very people themselves. The

trifling domestic incident portrayed in ' The Ship-

builder and his Wife '-^an old dame, who has just

entered by the open door is handing her goodman a

letter—stands before us fresh and real and human as

though it were actually occurring at the moment. The

well-worn quotation, ' Beauty is truth, truth beauty,'

can have nowhere more significant application than to

the paintings of Rembrandt.

The ' Peasants going to Market,' by Rubens and

Suyders, and the ' Marriage of Mars and Venus,' by

Rubens (unfinished), are, of course, splendidly drawn,

but, equally of covn-se, extremely exuberant, impressing

the beholder in much the same way as would barge-

loads of immense, over-ripe fruits. It might prove a

curious study to trace the evolution of such a fascinat-

ing method of portraiture as Romney's from its first

beginnings. The portrait here exhibited of Lady

Hamilton has a certain amount of crudity, almost

coarseness, which is indeed surprising when one con-

siders the simple and refined beauty of his other por-

traits hanging in the same gallery. In perfect direct-

ness and broad sincerity of expression, Mr. Sargent's

portraits are akin to Romney's : there is the same

simplicit}', the same intuitive grasp of the essence of

the thing in both, the same deft and solid treatment.

Romney's portrait of Miss Sophia Shutz is simply the

ideal of lovely and refined colour ; so, indeed, is liis

portrait of Miss Mellon, who must have been as

beautiful a woman as Mrs. Scott Moncrieff (painted

by Raeburn), and not unlike to hei". As for his

painting of the Countess of Warwick and her children,

it must be seen to be ever so faintly appreciated. The

colour is perfectly gorgeous, and yet not garish ; and

the painting and grouping are worthy of the colour.

A dainty and brilliant portrait is that of Mrs. Thomas

Scott, by an unknown hand, its vivacious pink-and-

whiteness being very pleasant to look upon. What

true intimacy with outdoor nature is displayed in

Constable's ' View on the Stour,' in which is embodied

the actual feeling of a soft spring day after rain, and

perhaps with more rain soon to come !—and how wet
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and luminous seem those water-meadows, stretching

away and away into tile distance !

And now, turning from all this strength and sweet-

ness, and passing into Galleries iv. and v., what is our

first impression of the selection from the works of the

lately dead painter, who painted so much, and, in the

opinion of many, so finely ? It may be that it is an

unfair test to look first upon those pictures, and then,

immediately afterwards, on these ; but there they

hang, and the juxtaposition is, in our opinion, an

unfortunate one—for the pictures in the fourth and
fifth rooms. That there are here some excellent

portraits, and one or two fine and dramatic subject-

pictures, is as undeniable a fact as it would he a

fallacy to rank Frank Holl among the greater painters

of this century. Undoubtedly, the best portraits

are those of Earl Spencer and Lord Dufferin, and
these are indeed admirable, although in both— as in

all Frank Holl's work—the colour is disagreeable,

being hot and grimy at the same time. One doubts

almost if he ever sfiir colour. Could such a thing

have existed in so clever a craftsman as a species of,

comparatively speaking, colour-blindness ? Another
interesting and strongly-painted head is that of the

painter himself at the age of eighteen; the portrait of

Sir George Trevelyan, too, is happily conceived, and

painted with less of the undue emphasis, almost

amounting to grotesquerie, observable in so many of

the others. This latter characteristic is more particu-

larly evident in the melodramatic portrait of the Duke
of Cleveland, and in the portraits of Captain Alexander

Mitchell, Lord Overstone, and Sir Rupert Kettle,

which last is extremely coarse in technique. It is

as though the painter had set himself to work to force

and exaggerate the natural, and possibly the most
salient, expression of his sitter, and, in so doing, had

lost all sense of balance and due projjortion, as well

as all refinement and subtlety, so essential to success-

ful portraiture. Of the portraits of the Duke of

Cambridge, the Prince of Wales, and Mr. John
Bright it seems unnecessary to speak, as, although

they scarcely appear to be favourable examples of

Mr. Hull's art, in all likelihood they fulfil quite

satisfactorily the mission for which they were in-

tended. The two companion pictures of children,

one of a little girl holding a sword across her knees,

the other of a very similar little girl, seated on a tiger-

skin, and holding a violin, are cleverly painted, the

tenderness of sentiment contrasting strangely, though,

with the grimness of colour. ' Ordered to the Front

'

and ' Returned from the Wars,' are perhaps the

pleasantest pictures in the room, being cleaner in

colour, and instinct with a more real and unforced

vitality. They severally represent a regiment of High-

landers leaving some seaport town, taking farewell of

weeping sweethearts and wives ; and their joyous

return and welcome. Far less agreeable are two earlier

works— ' The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken

away," and ' Leaving Home." It was with the former
of these pictures that the jiainter gained the Royal
Academy Travelling Studentship in 1868. Of the

latter, a railway station scene, with the customary
plump and melancholy widow, so much afl^ected by
Holl, conspicuously figuring therein, one would have
surely said,seeing it elsewhere and unsigned, 'Aut Frith

aut Diabolus
' ; though a picture even more likely to

call forth such comment is ' The Ordeal,' representing

the interior of a studio, where a simpering lady, in a

lilac dress, reclines in an arm-chair, and a gentleman
(surely painted from Mr. J. L. Toole ?) examines a pic-

ture on the easel. The low-toned genre-pictures, such as

' Hush,' and ' Hushed,' suggest inevitably the coloured

photograph, although low tones do not necessarily

involve absence of fine quality in colour, as Israels, and
others, have shown. Of the ' Pawnbroker's Shop,'

wherein a young woman jiledges her wedding-ring, and

the burial scenes, we can only remark that, being

meretricious in sentiment and metallic of execution,

they seem to be entirely unworthy of the painter of

' Newgate : Committed for Trial,' and ' Gone.' For of

these two pictures it would be difficult to speak too

highly ; sentiment, drawing, composition—all are fine

and impressive. The first shows the interior of the

prison, where prisoners, caged like wild beasts, behind

a close grating, speak with their wives and children

who come to visit them from the outer world. The
whole thing is pathetic in the extreme, and the figures

of the women, especially of the woman who sways

despairingly towards the grating, are dignified and

sculpturesque. ' Gone,' shows a tattered, but sad and

impressive, group of women, one holding an infant in

her arms ; they stand on the platform of a large railway

station, watching a departing train. And looking on

these pictures one cannot but wonder why, with such

power for true pathos, such feeling for fine forms and

stately beauty, and for subtly suggested tragedy, the

painter has left us so few examples of his highest level

of expression } It may have been that he was carried

away by the tide-wave of popularity, and the bent

towards more practical matters, and so had no time

for such things, which serve now to show us what

might have been.

Of the exquisite collection of Turner's in the water-

colour room, we have too scant space to speak, though

much might be said. The Rhine-sketches, however,

seem even more interesting than the larger drawings.

The Lurleyberg (-i?), a mysterious, late afternoon study;

the Rheinfels (48), with a pale, misty sunset, ' The

Castles of the Two Brothers,' an example of golden

light and colour, with notes of blue water, very fine

in composition ;
' The Back of Ehrenbreitstein,' a

splendidly romantic confusion of colossal rock and

fortress ; and the Drachenfels, impressive in its solemn

grandeur, are among the most beautiful where all is

good.

Graham R. Tomson.
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SCENIC ASPECTS OF THE LYCEUM MACBETH.

OMING close

heels of Faust,

on tlie

Mr. li-

ving's Macbeth was bound

to be a marvel of decora-

tive elaboration, on pain

of appearing an anti-

climax. Tliere is so mucli

similarity, scenically

speaking, between the

two subjects, that one is

inclined to question the

policy of placing them in

juxtaposition. Both are

northeni, both Gotliic,

both mediaeval, and in

both the diabolic element

plays a prominent part,

rather liave been expected to

choose, for fear of monotony, a play of classical, or

at least southern scene. After so long a spell of

Rembrandt, he might liave given us a turn of

Tadema. He has preferred climax to novelty ; he

has advanced on the same track instead of turn-

ing aside into paths unfamiliar. His success has

been complete and well-deserved. It is only on

reflection that we are conscious of any monotony

;

and not one person in a hundred reflects so curiously.

Still, it may be suggested to Mr. Irving that by the

time we have had two or three years of Macbeth, we

shall be srateful for a little sunsliine and warm
colour in his next production.

Mr. Irving and Mr. Hawes Craven between them

have dealt very successfully with the Witches, ex-

cept in one passage. The opening scene is most

impressive. The grisly forms of the Weird Sisters

are dimly revealed on a rocky eminence in the centre

of the stage, wliich is wrapped in ashen gloom.

So soon as they have struck that wonderful opening

chord, total darkness engulfs the scene for an

instant; then a network of vivid lightning flashes

out in the background, against which the three

gaunt figures are seen ' hoverin ^
" aloft

more impressive prelude

through

fog and filtliy air.' A
could scarcely have been devised. In the scene of

the ' blasted heath ' the sibyls are no less success-

fully treated. Their instantaneous evanishment,
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nothing but

of

leaving

a wreatli ot vapour

behind, is an admir-

able device. Round
the rock-caldron in

the Pit of Acheron

they trip their mystic

measure most pictui'-

esquely ; but I would

fain lodge a protest

against the electric

star on Hecate's fore-

head. We are too

familiar with the

trick of the thing to

be at all impressed

by it. Such effects

are good enough for

Savoy opera, not for Shakespearean tragedy. The

one witch-scene which strikes me as totally mistaken

is the moonlit Hebridean landscape in which a bevy

of grey-robed damsels sing the chorus :

—

* Come away, come away,

Hecate, Hecate, come away !

'

The change of scene is irrelevant and unnecessary ;

the painting is thin and tricky ; and the grouping

of the so-called witches suffffests Martin''s

picture of the ' Plains of Heaven ' ra

ther than anything diabolic or uncanny.

Let me add before bidding farewell to

the Weird Sisters, that tjiey are now
played, for the first time in stage

history, by three tragic actresses

of some repute—Miss Mar-

riott, Miss Seaman, and Miss

Desborough. For this

happy innovation Mr.

Irving deserves all credit.

The Lyceum artists, of

whom Mr. Hawes Craven

is the chief (he is respon-

sible for 1 4 out of the 20

scenes), have shown excel-

lent tact in preserving

the local colour of the

' Land of brown heath and

shaggy wood,

Land of the mountain and

the flood.'

The second scene, ' A
camp near Forres," takes

us at once to Scotland.

It represents a green and

whin-clad hillside, with

the tents of Duncan's army in the

middle distance, seen through a

group of Scotch firs overarching

the foreground. The ' blasted

heath ' of the third scene is shown

in such lurid chiaroscuro that it be-

longs rather to wizardland than to

any geographical locality. Thei-c

is a sanguine glow on the horizon,

designed, I take it, to represent

the sunset of a tempestuous day.

It is true that the upper air grows

lighter as time goes on, thus sug-

gesting sunrise rather than sunset

;

but I presume the effect is to

be attributed to the clearing awav
of rain-clouds and of the fosrav

atmosphere which the Witches

may be supposed to bring with

them. Macbeth's first entrance,

against this blood-red background,

is highly picturesque. He wears

a winged helmet of burnished cojjper, a shirt of

chain mail, metal-studded buskins, and over all a

stri])ed mantle of dark liomespun. On his left arm
is a small round shield,

ricli scabbard, overa

and he carries liis sword, in

'lis .shoulder. A grotesque

resemblance struck me as

he came down the stage

—a resemblance to some

caricature of Mr. Glad-

stone in similar attire

—

one of TennieFs admir-

able designs, no doubt.

The idea may have been

purely fanciful, and even

if the likeness exists it in

no way mars the fine pic-

torial impression. Ho«-

far this sardonic and

thought-furrowed coun-

tenance can be accepted

as that of a Scottish chief-

tain of the eleventh cen-

ttuy, is, of course, a dif-

ferent question. Another

memorable effect is the

trooping of the victorious

army across the stage at

the close of this scene.

They swarm along almost

at a ' double,' in the most

open order, or rather dis-

order, tiieir spears, cari'ied

at all possible angles,
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forming a sort of fantastic fretwork against the

fiery sky. A more suggestive glimpse of semi-

barbaric warfare has never been presented on tlic

stage.

But we do not fully realise what a feast for

the eye the revival holds in store until Lady
Macbeth is revealed in the person of Miss Ellen

Terry. With her two gold-braided ropes of tawny
hair descending to lier knees, lier coif of golden

tissue, lier green robe covered with a network of

metallic beetles''-wino's, lier wine-

coloured mantle embroidered

with large golden lions,and her

pale face lit up by deep and

enigmatic eyes, she might

well have passed for

' The Lady of the Mere,

Sole-sitting by the shores of

old romance.'

From the instant when

she began to read

her husband's let-

ter, holding it in

the glow of the

warm firelight, w'e

were assured that

she would prove the

most picturesque of

Lady Macbeths, if

notthe most trag-ic.

Never was assur-

ance more amply

justified. Miss
Terry presented,

from first to last,

a series of incom-

parable pictures.

There was scarcely

a moment in her

^Ivif^DdhCm
performance which

t''''f*'-"ti«yYYl "°^ eagerly desire

to seize and
perpetuate.

Tlie e.\terior of Alacbetli's castle at Inverness is

perhaps the happiest scenic effect in the whole pro-

duction. The stage represents a sort of platform

before the vaulted gateway of the fortress. From
its gloomy jaws Lady Macbeth issues, heralded by
torchbearers, to greet her royal guest, who enters,

not from the ' wing,' but up an inclined plane,

which brings him and his suite at once into the

centre of the scene. This indication that the for-

tress is perched on a rocky summit, approached by
a winding path, jiroduces a novel and strikingly

natural effect. We feel at once with ^ "*

Duncan, that

' This castle hath a pleasant seat ; the air

Nimbly and sweetly recommends itself

Unto our gentle senses.'

More elaborate, but in my judgment
less happily inspired, is the courtyard

scene of the second act. It is a grey

and sombre quadrangle, from wliicli

vaulted corridors open in every direc-

tion. In front, on tlie left, a turret

staircase leads to Duncan's chamber,

while on the right (as in the cortile of

the Florentine Bargello), a straight

flight of steps debouches in a cloistered

gallery. Tlie whole courtyard is closed ^^
in with a Hat roof of dark timber— --^l ,w-

a con\"enient arrangement in some

respects, but one which tends to ren-
—"^

"

'

der the scene airless and stifling.
'^

Moreover, the artist lias not thought out for iiimself,

or at any rate has not made compreliensible to us,

any consistent scheme of lights. The only visible

source of illumination is a small hanoino' lainp

;

but miraculous shafts of moonlight break

in on every hand, and flashes of light-

ning make themselves visible (so far as

one can understand) through walls of

solid whinstone. Miss Ellen Terry's atti-

tudes in this scene are very strikino-

notably where she clings with out-

stretched arms to tlie turret wall as,

tlagger in hand, she whispers her

deteVmination to ' gild the faces

ofthe grooms.' The confusion

after the murder of Duncan
is most vividly pre-

sented, and here

again Miss Terry's

commanding figure,

' clothed in white

samite, mystic,

wonderful,' stands

out in strong relief

amid the shaggy and
many-coloured rabble of re-

tainers. The banqueting-room
of the third act is the only

important scene in which Mr.

Hawes Craven has had no hand.

It is by Mr. T. Hall, who deserves

special commendation for the love-

ly glimpse of sunlit landscape and

blue liorizon vouchsafed us, at the
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WI'A^MMm.:^m
opening of tlic act,

arclies of the background.

through

A^tx^^^^

the three Norman
lis is of course shut

off wlien the hall is

prepared for the

feast, and lighted

with the Highland

candles which so

deeply impressed

Captain Dalgetty

at the Castle of

Darnlinvarach — a

crowd of stalwart

henchmen, to wit,

each holding aloft

a flaring torch. The
general effect is very

fine—the Queen en-

throned in front,

with her diamond

tiara and gorgeous

iridescent robe; the

Usurper wearing a

heavy golden crown

over his red velvet

hood, and draped in

a magnificent scar-

let mantle embroi-

dered with gold ;

the guests ranged at transverse

tables, richly decked with golden

vessels ; and the background

crowded with torchbearers

and other I'etainers.

So far, all is

well; but when

it comes to

the appearance

of Banquo's
Ghost, Mr. Irving's

pictorial and scenic

instinct seems to aban-

don him. The passage

is a difficult one, no

doubt ; but I question

whether the difficulty

has ever been so feebly

grappled with. The Ghost

is made to rise through a

trap before the ^ery noses

of the assembled company;

and to account for their not

seeing it, the stage is plunged

in total darkness, save where

the inevitable ray of limelight

searches out Mr. Irving's fea-

tures in the foreoround. The
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Jroafis
^ Hify^f-KL

ludicrousness of tlie thing was accentuated on the audience and lowered their lights, so that only a

first nigiit by the fact that the torchbearers, by faint shimmer rose above the screen formed by

one common impulse, turned their backs to the their serried bodies. This inexplicable manoeuvre
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has since been omitted, and the scene relieved

of its crowning absurdity. Tlie darkening of the

foreground, however, remains arbitrary and be-

wildering. If the Ghost w-ere presented in the

full light, we could easily accept the convention of

its invisibility to all save ^Macbeth. But to plunge

the stage in sudden darkness, and ask us to imagine

that the guests are unconscious of the change, is to

overstrain our power of make-believe. It is j)iling an

inacceptable convention on the top of an acceptable

one. We know that in spite of the darkness, the

Ghost is as palpable to the revellers as he is to us ;

in this respect we have to hold our common-sense in

abeyance just a.s though the stage were one blaze of

light ; and then we are called upon to perform the

additional and far more difficult feat of supposing

the guests unconscious of a sudden eclipse, so com-

plete that thev must have some difficulty, as the

saying goes, in ' finding the way to their mouths."

In dealing with the supernatural, any licence is per-

missible which heightens the effect and helps out

our powers of make-believe. But the stage arrange-

ment of this scene tends all in the opposite direction.

There is no sense of awe or terror. Macbeth's trans-

ports affect us not a jot; we are too much troubled

as to the why and wherefore of tlie strange pheno-

mena which accompany them. The second appear-

ance of the Ghost is, if possible, still less impressive.

He threads his way in among the crowd of vassals,

and having confronted Macbeth on the steps of the

throne, glides out again in the same manner, posi-

tively crouching down in order to escape notice.

Now a spectre that dares not hold its head up is

certainly not a credit to its class.

Tlie Pit of Acheron, with its outlook on a bleak,

precipitous mountain-side, is a well-designed scene,

and !Mr. Irving's appearance, as he stands on a rocky

promontory to question the powers of darkness, is

jsicturesque in the highest degree. Never, probably,

has the difficult procession of kings been better

managed. Their silvery shapes glide swiftly along

amid wreaths of floating vapour—the first successful

application, within my experience, of this AVagnerian

device. The opening scene of the fifth act, a sunlit

English country lane, came as a relief to the first-

night audience after so long a sojourn in Caledonia

stern and wild. ' Good old England !
' ejaculated a

pittite, and the remark was greeted witli applause.

For the sleep-walking scene a grey hall is provided,

with moonlight streaming; through a gothic window.

Lady Macbeth makes her entrance along a cloistered

corridor at the back, and down a short flight of

steps, holding in her liand an arched bracket, from

which the traditional lamp hangs by a chain. Miss

Terry's majestic figure, swathed in white and grey,

seems to melt into the grey tones of the background.

A more delicate and weird nocturne could not have

been devised. The scenery of the sixth and last

act (according to Mr. Irving's arrangement) is not

of the most remarkable. A spirited study of a

Highland hillside with a burn in spate appears for

a few moments and disappears before we have had

time to study it ; and a scene amid the battlements

of Dunsinane is very effectively designed. Mr.

Irving relegates the concluding combat to a stretch

of open moorland, with no sign of the fortress any-

where visible. This is a mistake, it seems to me.

Macbeth should stand at bay on the very threshold

of his lair.

Mucli might be said of the costumes (designed by

Mr. Cattermole), but I have neither the space nor

the erudition to say it. So far as I am able to

judge, they are entirely right; and as my archae-

ological knowledge, or rather ignorance, is probably

a pretty fair sample of the knowledge, or ignorance,

of the general public, I may perhaps be accepted as

a competent witness. The stage archa?ologist is

not bound to be absolutely accurate, especially in

dealing with a play which possesses little or no

solid historic basis. His duty is to produce artisti-

cally effective costumes, which shall not glaringly
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contradict the knowledge, or even the prejudices, of

a playgoer of average education. To dress Mac-

beth (as Garrick did) in

the uniform of a Hano-
,

verian officer, or even (as

Macready did) in a cos-

tume that would have

suited Rob Koy, would

now be to excite ridicule.

The Scandinavian or

Anglo-Saxon costume
chosen by Charles Kean

at the Princesses, and

since adopted (more or

less consistently) by Sal-

vini, Edwin Booth, and

other actors, is rightly

retained at the Lyceum.

If we cannot prove that

the Scottish tlianes of the

eleventh century actually

wore that dress, still less

can we prove that thev

did not. It is a pictur-

esque and martial garb,

eminently in harmony with tlie whole spirit of drama.

I have no doubt that each costume faithfully repre-

sents a style of dress worn by some one or other

about the period stated. There is no lack of docu-

ments, and it is as easy to be accurate as to be inac-

curate, to copy as to in-

vent. But the main merit

of Mr. Cattermole's de-

signs is that they please

the eye without in any

way offending, or distract-

ing tlie mind. We are

pretty sure, indeed, that

Vcfhatever the cut of their

garments, Macbeth and

his fellows were not on tlie

wliole so well dressed, and

still less so well washed,

as they are at the Ly-

ceum ; but it would be

carrying realism to an

absurd extreme to insist

on an exhibition of the

sordid side of medifeval

life. Lady Macbeth's cos-

;- / tumes, designed by Mrs.

Comyns Carr, are of By-

zantine gorgeousness.

They suggest the Queen of Sheba rather than the

Queen of Scotland in 1056. But we readily forgive

them, for they are beautiful exceedingly.

WilliAJi Aecher.
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CAUSERIE.

THE GONCOURTS : A TEMPESTUOUS PREMlilRE AT THE ODEON.

V A.VLIS, January \otk,

THERE are few more interesting episodes in the

annals of modern French literature than the

collaboraiiuii, or literary partnership, of Edmond and

Jules de Goncourt. The following passage, which occurs

in the Preface of the Journal des Goncourt, gives the

synthesis of the life and work of the two brothers :

—

' This Journal/ writes M. E. de Goncourt, ' is our

confession of every evening ; the confession of two

lives " unseparated " in pleasure, labour, trouble; of

twin thoughts, of two minds receiving from their

contact with men and things impressions so similar, so

identical, so homogeneous, that their confession may
be considered as the expression of a single me and a

single /.'

Or as Theodore de Banville has said in the follow-

ing lines of a short ode addressed to the two brothers:

—

' Avec amour, freres, vos deux pensees

Marchent d'un pas egal, Tun a I'autre enlacees,'

It was in 1851, just after the Coup d'Etat, that

Edmond and Jules de Goncourt brought out their first

work

—

'En 18...;' a rather incomprehensible collec-

tion of detached, rambling notes and impressions, this,

their debut in literature, was a failure. For twenty

years the two literary Siamese twins worked assidu-

ously, producing novels, memoirs, and works on art

and society in the eighteenth century. Their ambition

was to depict men and things with realistic accuracy

just as they saw them; they were, in fact, with Flau-

bert, the founders of the ' Naturalist ' school of litera-

ture ; in art they were the forerunners of ' the

Impressionists ;
' and they invented the term ' human

document ' long before M. Zola and his ' human docu-

ments ' created such a stir in literature. The vivid

precision with which they noted the physiological and

psychological working of human passions, and more

particularly that of love, was perhaps too anatomical

in style to be pleasing, and their love of strange new
woi'ds and antitheses of their own invention scared the

quiet bourgeois reader, and prevented their ever attain-

ing the popularity they so assiduously pursued. The
author of Protraits intimes may be said to have dis-

covered and revealed to us French society during

the latter half of the eighteenth century, that society

which, notwithstanding its sins and foibles, was pro-

bably the most delightful, artistic, and literary epoch

of modern times.

To the artistic student of that delightful eighteenth

century there can be no greater intellectual treat than

the perusal of the above-mentioned volumes before a

visit to Versailles and Trianon, and modern pastellists

would do well to read what the Goncourts have said

with regard to Latour and La Rosalba before visiting

the pastel gallery at the Louvre or making an artistic

pilgrimage to the admirable Latour collection at St.

Quentin. The eighteenth-century series were followed

by the equally interesting volumes Histoire de Marie

AntoineUe and La Societe fian^aise pendant la Revolution

et le Directoire.

It must be added that the Goncourts were great

amateurs of curios and bric-a-brac, and that their influ-

ence was great in bringing into fashion Louis xvth

upholstery and artistic furniture ; they were also great

admirers of Japanese art, and the collection of old

engravings, books, and bibelots, which fills their quiet

cottage at Auteuil, is one of the most curious and

valuable private collections in Paris.

Like all French writers the Goncourts were smitten

with the ambition of writing for the stage, which they

thought offered special opportunities for putting into

practice their theories on the ' naturalistic ' develop-

ment of art. So they wrote Henriette Marechal, and

thanks to the personal influence of the Princess

Mathilde, the Emperor's cousin, the drama was ' re-

ceived ' by the literaiy Sanhedrim of the Comedie

Fran^aise—the Comite de Lecture. Now, at that time

(December 1865), the fact that a play, a picture, or a

book owed anything to official protection was enough

to raise against it the ire of ' young France ' and the

anger of the opposition press ; thus the work was

damned beforehand. The Premiere of Henriette

Marechal will ever be memorable in theatrical annals

as one of the most tempestuous ever witnessed at

the Theatre-Fran9ais. The new play deserved its

fiite, for its outrageousness was only equalled by its

dulness.

This somewhat embittered them against the suc-

cess of certain of their more fortunate litei'ary

confreres, and led them to adopt a form of literary

pessimism quite unsuited to the taste of the French

readers. It has been said that a novel is a mirror held

up by the author for society to see itself in, but the

picture reflected in the glass need not be always one

of ])hysical and moral degradation. The Goncourts

unfortunately could see but little of the bright side

of life, and the mirror they held up to our gaze but

too often reflected faces distorted with passion, or sad

and gloomy scenes of Parisian low life. Yet, whatever

fault the critic might find with the subject they treated,

the style was always good. Never did two writers iden-

tify themselves more conscientiously with their work ;

they began by accumulating a store of documentary

evidence and impressions relating to the subject they

intended to ti'eat ; then the two literary partners would

set to work with heart and soul to produce a picture of
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real life. Thus the most interesting chapters of Rcnee

Mauperm, Genmnie LaceHciu-, and Munclle Salomon are

the results of personal observation of the most search-

ing kind. Like all true artists, they were never

thoroughly satisfied witli their work. It is curious to

note in the Journal the fits of despair and discourage-

ment which fell upon them at times, and their indigna-

tion at the stupidity of the public. In this they often

remind one of poor Berlioz.

Besides their novels the Goncourts have written a

series of volumes on the eighteenth century, its society,

literary characters, and artists. These volumes offer a

contrast to the novels ; no writer or artist (for the

Goncourts were essentially ' word-painters,' always

trying to realise Flaubert's idea that words have colour

as well as exjjression) has given a moi-e life-like picture

of the light, witty, frivolous society which flitted from

Paris to Versailles, and from Versailles back to Paris.

M"" de Pompadour; La Du Barrij ; Les Actrices dii

XVIII'"^ Steele, show us what was the gay court of

Louis XV. ; while the three volumes entitled U Art an

Xrill"" &Vc/e introduce us into the Society of Watteau,

Latour, Boucher, Fragonard, and their fellow-artists.

We are initiated into their way of living and painting,

and their works are appreciated and criticised with great

delicacy, by two critics who were thoroughly ac-

quainted with the technique of their art.

The literary partnership of the Goncourts was

brought to end in ,Iune 1870 through the death of

Jules de Goncourt. This was a cruel blow for the

elder brother, for they had li^'ed and worked side by

side incessantly for over twenty years, united by a

common bond of sympathy and thought. Edmond de

Goncourt has written some eight or ten volumes, by

far the most interesting of which are the three pub-

lished last year, and entitled Le Journal des Goncourts

;

an autobiography, in which the two brothers noted day

by day their ideas and impressions of men and things

they saw.

It may be added that the publication of the Journal

created quite a stir, and no small scandal, in the Parisian

literary and artistic world, for it contains many curious

anecdotes and indiscretions about celebrated men and

women of the Second Empire, some of whom are still

living.

Though forewarned by the signal failure of Henriette

Marcchal, brought out anew two years ago, and also

by the recent fiasco of M. Zola's Germinal, at the

Chatelet, M. E. de Goncourt made up his mind to try

the boards again. He selected Germinie Lucerteux as

the novel best suited to stage adaptation, and most in

keeping with the assumed taste of the day. The re-

sult was a new drama in ten tableaux, brought out at

the Odeon in December. The Odeon has been the

scene of many a tempestuous ' first night,' but since

the memorable evening when M. Edmond About's

Gaelana was hissed off the boards by the anti-Im-

perialist youth of the Quartier Latin, there has been

3-

nothing to be compared to the turmoil which attended

the Premiere of Germinie Lacerteux.

Geiininie Laceiteux is a drame naturalisie in ten

tableaux adapted from the novel of the same name.

Of plot there is none, only ten scenes of what M. de

Goncourt terms ' real life.' Germinie is the trusted

servant of old Mdlle. Varandeuil, an old maid of

strange waj's, also given to the use and abuse of still

stranger language, but lifelike all the same, the only

honajide ' human document ' in the whole play. Unfor-

tunately for Germinie and her mistress, the former falls

in love, and into the clutches of a j'oung scoundrel.

This Joupillon, a younger brother of M. Zola's Lantier in

LAssommoir, is a perfect specimen of Parisian rascality

ofthe lowest ordei'. Germinie is gradually demoralised

by her hysterical infatuation for her voi/on lover, ends

her career of vice and drunkenness in an hospital,

and is borne from thence to the common foss— a

modern version of the ' Harlot's Pi-ogress ' without

Hogarth's moral. This edifying story is told in ten

tableaux, which follow one another like dissolving-

views, but too slowly. All the interest lies in the

revolting pictorial accurac}' with which these tableaux

are presented, little or no regard being paid to the

unity of dramatic action. The stage is fitted up in a

large wood frame made to resemble a picture-frame,

this is supposed to add greatly to the effect of the scenes.

M. de Goncourt pretends to despise the old-fashioned

formulas of stage conventions, and yet in each tableau

he has been obliged to have recourse to the usual tricks

of ' stage business ' dear to the old-fashioned dramatists

whom he affects to despise. Such is the play which

attracted ' ton! Paris ' to the Odeon. Eveiybody

of note in the Parisian world of art and literature was

present, and as all were acquainted with the novel

which formed the groundwork of the new drama, it

cannot be said that the audience was not equal to the

task of pronouncing a fair verdict. From the very

first scene groans and hisses arose, while the claque and

the strong contingent of M. de Goncourt's admirers,

supported by the Princess Mathilde and M. Alphonse

Daudet, tried to calm the rising storm. As tableau

succeeded tableau the scene in the house became

more and more turbulent; one would have thought the

Chamber of Deputies was holding a seance de unit at the

Odeon. When M. Dumeny (Joupillon) came forward

after the last tableau to make the usual announcement

:

' Ladies and gentlemen, the piece we have had the

honour of performing before you is by . .
.' he was not

to be heard through the din which arose on all sides.

Germinie Lacerleux was damned, and justly so; for, apart

from the gross immorality and indecency of the piece,

it is ' ennujjcux comme la pluie.' It is a succes de scandale

which, thanks to the admirable acting of Mesdames

Crosnier and Regane and M. Dumeny, will attract for

a few weeks the Parisian blase ; but M. de Goncourt's

and his late brother's literary fame will gain nothing

Ijy it, Cecii, Nicholson.
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Ht'unis Lo liiivc iiidiieiieed in dilferent ways both tile

Overture, ()|i. 115, mid I lie (Jlioral I'Viiitasie, the

iietiial text of which had ccrlaiiily n slender coii-

iieelioii wil.li I lie music. Neverl heless. Hie [losilioii

(if Schiller's Ode as I he basis of llie e(Hiclusi(iii

of the Ninth Syiii|)lioiiy was not (inally eslab-

lislled till the xcry last inoineiit, when the three

lirsl inoveiiientH were alri'ady coiii|)lete or nearly

so, and an instrumental Tinale had been not

only re))eatedly |ilaiined, l)ut even ])artly written

down. It seems probable that between IHIK luid

1HSJ2 Ueethoven had I lie jilans of two distinct

.Myni))lionies in his head. Uochlil/, ninintains that

he has Heelhoveirs aiillioritv for ibis, and the mass

of unused as well as used inatt'rial in the sketch-

books points to the same conclu.sion. v\t one

iiioiiienl we lu'ar of a symphony dcslined for

l''iiii;la,iid with choral endiiif;' of ecclesiastical char-

acter, at nnother of that symphony loiif>' dreamed

of which was to incorjiorate Schiller's Ode, the

(ii'rman symphony ; and yet ajfaiii, when doubt as

to the conjunction of choral and orchestral elements

in the symplionic form assailed him, of the same

symphony with instrumental Finale. The record of

these various chanf^es of pur]ios(\ of the idteration

and recoiislriiclion of llieiiialic ni.aterial, luid of the

hesitation which jireceded llie decisive lliial ed'ort for

dednite utlerance, forms one of Ihe most (h'cply im-

pressive chaplers in Heethoven's history. 'I'o the last

lie wavered, as if dimly conscious of .some great issue

at stake, and |irophetically alive to consequences in

the far-oir future which niij^ht prove either an incal-

cul.'ible n'aiii or an irreparable injury t<i musiciil art.

That Ueethoven did not overrate the importance of

tlie step taken in his last and greatest symphony
lias been amply |)roved by Ihe subse(|uent course of

events. The incalculable gain has come to us not

only ill llie great .sym|)liony itself, but embodied in

the works of the great genius whose artistic creed

found in llie conjunction of music, poetry, and

painting on e(pi;d lerms the highest development of

art, a creed, it may be remarked, which, but for the

Ninth Sym|)hoiiy, might not have been evolved.

1'liis view is not afFected by the fact that Wagner
regarded the last movement of that work as its

weakest jiart. lie makes a statement to this effect

in a remarkable letter to Liszt written from London

in IH.'j.'j, which virtually contains a full confession

of faith. The train of thought followed in that

lettei' shows that his objection to the last movement

of the 'Ninth,'' and to an analogous movement pro-

jected by Liszt for his ' Dante ' Symphony, rested

on ethical and not on purely artistic grounds. It

was, in fact, the iilea of jiaradise as conceived by

Iteelhoven and by Liszt, and not the musical form

to which he objected, for the same letter contains

in aiiolher place I hi' admission of the most un(|uali-

(ied admiration of ' IJeetlioveirs musical art' in the

last movement of his last sym])hony. The danger of

irreparable injury has lain in the limitations of

the Wagnerian creed, and its misapplication by

the unwise apostles of a great leader. ]''()r the

sym|)hony was not Beethoven's last word in music.

That was s))oken in the last String Qii.irti'tts, ••uul

its etlect is as clearly traceable in the writings of the

greatest living musician, Johannes Brahms, as the

Ninth Symphony is in the Wagnerian theory of

musical art. It is a signilicant fact, moreover, that

whereas Wagner's music is rapidly becoming the

music of the ])resent, Beethoven's last sonatas,

.symphony, and (juartetts are still to the large

majority 'the music of the future,' waiting yet, as

Beethoven well knew they would have to wait, for

Ihe quickened perception only to be reached by

that more .serious study of art which, our boasted

advance in art culture notwithstanding, is still too

rarely met with.

The thematic material of the Ninth Symphony

shows the s.ime alliiiity, the same logical cohesion,

and organic unity of jiurpose, in the instrumental

movements as that met with in the C minor, the E
flat, and in many other of Beethoven's compositions.

It is true that the subject for the second movement

was jotted down as early as 1815, hmg before there

was any idea of its incorporation as jiart of a

symiihony, and that the choral conclusion was not

decided on till the very last. Nevertheless it is cer-

lain, Ihal I hough the work grew in stature, and ex-

panded to its present gigantic ])roportions gradually

and in process of work, the i'lmdaiiuiital idea was

froiii llie lir.st dearlv dellned in the lirst movement.
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The theme of 1815 stood as follows :

—

-^^^^^^^^^^
.and is very shortly afterwards associated with an

analoii'oiH i)hrase also intended to be treated as a

fugue :-

SEiE3ni rtz^r:

Both tlienies reappear many times with varied

aspect while the symphony was in process of comple-

tion, but it will be seen at once that tlie absence of

the introductory bars, and the weakness of the con-

clusion of the phrase in its first form, show how far

oft" the jottings of 1815 and 1817 were from the final

realisation of the movement as tlie integral part of

a great musical organism. Soon after 181 7, when the

plan of the symphony began to consolidate itself,

the idea of connecting Schiller's jioem with the

work must have presented itself, for we find, even at

that early stage, first, the following passage

:

Siiifotiic aJlcmaiid cntwedcr mil variation iiac/i dir (?) Choy.

iiiiPJii§iiiiil¥ilii^t=
Freu de, schuncr Gtittci- - funkcn Tochtcr, mis E - ly - si - um.

and, shortly after, this curious brief summary of the

thematic material of three movements :

Comincia,

s pli^silPlEliaEfi
2 tcs Stikk.

3 Adagio. Pnslo.

ig^sgigSiing
^ 4 tes etc. 5 tes etc.

from which it is evident that, though the connection

of the poem and sympliony was not irrevocably fixed

till the last, it certainly had been thought of at a

very early stage. And this is just what might have

been expected, for in spite of Beetlioven's hesitation,

the association of Schiller's poem with the work

was neithei- an arbitrary nor haphazard act, and

there exists a deeply-rooted inner relationshi]3 be-

tween the first and last movements of the symplumy,

not perhaps so easily demonstrable on black and

white as the affinities of thematic material, but none

the less certainly present. What the short sketches

quoted prove is, that no sooner had the key-note of

a passionate renunciation of Happiness been struck

in the first movement, than at once tlie idea of cele-

brating in the conclusion the final triumph of Joy

over sorrow suggests itself as a necessary consecjuence.

The fragments cited are the merest crude begin-

nings ; the subsequent development of the tlienies

cannot be followed here. Tlie work proceeded

slowly, interruiited at intervals by the composition

of the last sonatas, the Mass in 1), and the (juar-

tetts. As it progresses, the memoranda in the note-

books increase in length and importance, and the

reader watches with keenest interest the great genius

at work on the raw material, out of which has been

fashioned one of the most imposing works of art tlie

world possesses. Through the jiages of these pre-

liminary studies we pass, eager and fascinated, till

that culminating point is reached where, hushed, and

not without a sense of being an unbidden guest in

the sanctuary, we are made witnesses of that final

struggle to solve the problem of welding together

the instrumental and choral sections into one indi-

visible whole. Of that struggle the finished work

itself tells us something, but whatever is tliere left

to the imagination the sketch-book amply supplies.

There the altcniations of effort and failure are laid

bare, and the broken ejaculations of the artist, and

the admission of a profound despair as the ground-

work of the lir.st ])art, all combine in producing a

painful sense in the reader's mind of having seen

that which was intended for the artist's eye only.

The lessons to be learned from the methods of

workiiiir we have described are unmistakable. On

every page of the sketch-books we encounter the same

lofty aims. The same indomitable energy and

tenacity of purjjose, and the same unsiiaring self-

criticism. What we do not find, and of tliis we are

abundantly warned by the editor, is any mechani-

cally contrived system or scheme by means of which

ideas might be either manufactured or their absence

and jioverty disguised. Beethoven was consistent

in the intense earnestness of his ])urpose, but apart

from the confirmed habit of jotting down tlie musi-

cal material with which his mind was overburdened,

he had no fixed rule in working. The expansion

and working out of his material is rarely indicated,

and then only in the vaguest way. Those who

approach the sketch-books in the hope of finding

there a vadc mecum by means of whicli they may be

able to turn out, according to the pernicious modern

fashion, ' music to order,' will find tlie sketch-books

either pitilessly silent, or, if they have eyes to see,

vehement in mute protest. With Beethoven, the

luicoutrollable artistic im|)ulse itself was the one

and only motive for the creation of art work, and

the untiring ett'ort at all and every price to secure

its greatest perfection, his first and most sacred

duty. That is the great lesson of his life and work,

which all may learn who choose, and one on which

artists who are less than ever inclined to content

themselves witli small gains, simple living, and

endurance for art's sake, have great need to

meditate. Lkonoua Youxo.
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MUSICAL NOTES FROM PARIS.

Madame Patti's special performances in Gounod's Romeo ct

[iiUetteaxt over, to the great disappointment of the Parisians, for,

owing to the doings of certain speculators, no outsider had a

chance of getting a seat unless he was ready to pay the exorbitant

prices asked by the ticket-dealers, inde ira: of the public against

the present managers of the Theatre Nationale de I'Opera. No
expense nor pains were spared to give lustre to the reprise of

Gounod's opera, but just as Faust lost rather than gained, from a

musical point of view, in being transposed into a grand opera, so

likewise the score of Rovieo and Juliet has lost much of its charm

by being transferred from the stage of the Opera-Comique to that

of M. Garnier's gorgeous Temple of Music. Gounod's sweet,

evanescent melodies were lost amidst the din of M. Vianesi's

orchestra, and so was Madame Patti's voice at times. It was

amusing to see Gounod, who led the orchestra the first three

nights, tiying to keep the instrumentalists in tone. The first

night, as Madame Patti had not attended the general rehearsal,

things did not go off at all correctly. Certain alterations had been

made in the score to suit the diva's voice, and Gounod was

terribly excited during the first act. He waxed wroth during the

waltz movement, and kept striking the desk before him with grow-

ing anger ; looking daggers at the wind instruments, then smiling

sweetly at the violin quatuor, but all to little or no purpose, for

off they went, up and down the score, quite regardless of the

M.aestro, while the singers had no small difficulty in singing their

parts in tone and tune. The second performance went off more

smoothly. It is now over twenty-eight years since Adelina Patti

' enchanted ' Parisians with the charm of her voice and manner.

She is now a little stouter, her voice has deepened a tone or two,

and her style has improved, but she is and ever will be ' Rosina,'

not 'Juliet'; alas and alack that she should ever have neglected

Rossini, Donizetti, and the pleasant, easy Italian composers, to

worship at the shrine of other gods ! Do what she will, she always

reminds one of those pretty musical birds enclosed in gilt cages,

which open their wings, flutter their feathers, even skip on

their perch, and warble away—as long as they are wound up !

However, it must be acknowledged that Madame Patti's perform-

ances were a great pecuniary success, whatever reseives the

critic might make from a purely artistic and musical point of view.

M. de Reske's ' Romeo ' was in every respect an admirable per-

formance ; in appearance, voice, and bearing the rising young

tenor was equal to his part. Since Madame Patti's departure,

'Juliet ' is personified by Mademoiselle Darclee, who made a very

good debut, and promises to be a valuable addition to the somewhat

second-rate groups of lady artists who sing at the Grand Opeia.

Isoline, a fairy-play in ten tableaux, is the joint production of

M. CatuUi Mendes, the well-known poet and chroniqueur, and

M. Massager, the composer of the music of the pretty ballet Les

deux Pigeons, produced with success at the Grand Opera last year.

The poem is charming—an adaptation of the Titania and Oberon

page episode in the Midsummer Night's Dream—the musician

has composed a series of musical tableaux worthy of the poem,

the scene-painter and the costumier have done their best to equal

the poet and the musician, everything conduces to make Isoline

un spectacle/ait a souhaitpour leplaisir desyeux, but, unfortunately,

as in all fairy tales, a wicked fairy was not invited to the christening

of poor Isoline, and out of spite the wicked fairy has cracked the

voices of the singers and spoilt the acting of the players. Thus it

happens that one of the prettiest, quaintest phantasies we have

seen for a long time on the stage of the ' Renaissance ' Theatre

has almost proved a fiasco. The greater the pity in these days of

Thciitre libre and ThMtre uaturalisie !

POE'S TALES AND THE ART OF FICTION.

WERE I bidden to say/ writes Edgar Poe in his

characteristic way, commenting upon Haw-
thorne's Tmicc-lold Tales,— ' Were I bidden to say how

the highest genius could be most advantageously em-

ployed for the best display of its own powers, I should

answer without hesitation—In the composition of a

rhymed poem, not to exceed in length what might be

perused in an hour. . . . Next to such a poem, I should

unhesitatingly speak of the prose tale, as Mr. Haw-
thorne has exemplified it. I allude to the short prose

narrative, requiring from a half-hour to one or two

hours in its perusal. The ordinary novel is objection-

able from its length, for reasons already stated in sub-

stance. As it cannot be read in one sitting, it deprives

itself, of course, of the immense force derivable from

lutalilij. Worldly interests intervening during the

pauses of perusal, modify, annul, or counteract, in a

greater or less degree, the impressions of the book.

But simple cessation in reading would of itself be suffi-

cient to destroy the true unity. In the brief tale,

however, the author is enabled to carry out the fulness

of his intention, be it what it may. During the hour

of perusal, the soul of the reader is at the writer's

control.'

It is not often given to an author to illustrate his

critical principles in his creative work as remarkably as

Poe in his tales has done—in his tales, it may be said,

even more than in his poems. And now that the

shorter tale seems almost likely in its rapidly increas-

ing vogue to dispute in prose fiction what has hitherto

been the absolute, the somewhat tyrannous, priority of

the long novel—not altogether unfortunately, some of

us may think, seeing to what inane results the conven-

tional novel is apt to lead us—Poe's tales may well be

turned to, with those of Hawthorne and other writers,

for their admirable example in the art of fiction. There

are, no doubt, many paths open to the tale-writer

that Poe in particular did not attempt. His, it has

been said, was a narrow range, in which melancholy,

curiosity, or horror, in turn form the leading notes of

appeal ; but this, too, was Poe's virtue, that, being

driven toward these things by temperament, and by

circumstances which, singularly, grouped themselves so

as to appear an inevitable outcome of that temperament,

he studied to give his subject-matter the most perfect

form attainable. When the stress of the pitiful life

that America afforded him as an author did not lead

him astray in the by-ways of metaphysics or buffoonery,

or in other ways constrain his natural faculty, what-

ever he did was done with an art, and with an artistic

individuality therewith, which in its kind was perfect.

With perhaps a dozen poems remain about twice as
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many tales after this deduction,—tales like ' The Fall

of the House of Usher,' ' William Wilson,' ' Eleonora,'

and ' The Purloined Letter ' (to say nothing of the

more sensational rationcinative tales), Avhich will always

attract those who care for artistic expression of the

rarer kind in fiction.

It is notable that Scotland, through the medium of

Blacliivood' s Magazine, seems, in the first instance, to

have had not a little to do with the calling forth of

Poe's remarkable faculty as a tale-teller. Half a cen-

tury and more ago, in the palmy days of Blackwood,

it will be remembered that the short story, sometimes

psychological, sometimes humorous, more often simply

sensational, formed a strong item in the programme.

That these short stories, finding their way with Black-

wood to America at a time when there was a dearth

of native periodical literature, made a strong impression

upon Poe, we have frequent evidence in others beside

his Hawthorne essay. In fact, he did not fail on occa-

sion to ridicule the weaker points of ' Christopher

North ' and the other luminaries of the Nodes Am-
brosianw, as in his skit, not better than his other

attempts of the kind, ' How to write a Blackwood

Article.' To the influence of these tales in Black-

wood must be attributed some part, at least, of Poe's

acceptance of the more sensational elements of

fiction, as in his ' Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar,'

' The Black Cat,' ' The Murders in the Rue Morgue,'

and other similar sensational tours de force. In his

Hawthorne essay, after stating the I'elative legiti-

mate scope of the poem and the tale, and saying that

pure beauly can be better treated in poetry, he adds

—

' Not so with terror, or passion, or horror, or a multi-

tude of such other points. And here it will be seen

how full of prejudice are the usual animadversions

against those tales of effect, many fine examples of which

were found in the earlier numbers of Blackwood. The
impressions produced were wrought in a legitimate

sphere of action, and constituted a legitimate, although

sometimes an exaggerated, interest.' In a roundabout

way, therefore, the earlier Scottish tale-tellers may
claim to have had a share in the development of

American magazine fiction—as found, that is, in the

form of the short tale—associated with the names of

Hawthorne, Poe, and again later, Bret Harte and the

remarkable band of younger tale-writers which has

followed more or less in the same path.

Poe himself was greatly influenced by Hawthorne,

though he would hardly have admitted it. The volume

of Hawthorne's collected Twice Told Tales was not

published, it is true, before 1S39, but the tales in their

first telling had been ajjpearing from time to time in

various magazines, while Poe, precariously committed

at length to existing by his wits, was anxiously scanning

their pages with an eye to the chances of his own

contributions. Poe himself, with almost a monomania

on the subject of plagiarism, as witness his indictment

of Longfellow and other contemporaries, was a master

in the art of borrowing, like many other men of genius

from Shakespeare onwards. Whatever he borrowed,

however, he borrowed well, though he was not always

wise in his attempt to disclaim his appropriations

aftenvards. He owed something to the novels of the

time, too, as well as to the shorter tales ; for although

he preferred the latter on artistic grounds, he had too

much sense, common and uncommon, not to recognise

the value of longer works of fiction under certain con-

ditions, and at first he probably learnt much even from

the novelists whom, as in the case of Lytton, he after-

wards criticised severely. An ai-ticle by Poe in a Phila-

delphia paper, in which he took the earlier chapters of

Barnabij Riidge, and from them skilfully worked out the

plan of the whole novel, long before it was completed,

shows how closely he had observed Dickens's method.

His later essay on Dickens, and numerous other refer-

ences in his essays and tales, point the same way. This

various indebtedness of Poe's, it may be said, is not

of much account ; but it sliows at any rate that he too

was not a mere abnormal phenomenon, but as]^truly a

part of his time, a student of the conditions of his time,

as any one.

Taking up the text, from the Hawthorne essay again,

in considering how much Poe's tales have to teach us

in the way of directness and sense of form, some fur-

ther sentences will help to make his theory and its

application in his own work still cleai-er.

' A skilful literary artist,' he continues, ' has con-

structed a tale. If wise, he has not fashioned his

thoughts to accommodate his incidents ; but having con-

ceived, with deliberate care, a certain unique or single

effect to be wrought out, he then invents such incidents

—he then combines such events, as may best aid him
in establishing this preconceived effect. If his very

first initial sentence tend not to the outbringing of this

effect, then he has failed in his first step. In the whole

composition there should be no word written, of which

the tendency, direct or indirect, is not to the one pre-

established design. And by such means, with such

care and skill, a picture is at length painted, which

leaves in the mind of him who contemplates it, with a

kindred art, a sense of the fullest satisfaction. The
idea of the tale has been presented unblemished,

because undisturbed ; and this is an end unattainable by

the novel.'

Rigorously insisted upon, this may seem to be saying

too much, and of course Poe himself in his own tales

was not so severely consistent as we might expect

from this. He knew that art gains often by its depar-

ture from rule, though the rule be ever so insistent.

But in the main, his tales are remarkable for their bril-

liantly efl^ective working out of the rule of directness,

of simplicity, of dramatic unity, which he laid down

in the text quoted. Take, for example, that sardonic

little tragedy— ' The Cask of Amontillado.' The vei-y

first sentence tells ;
' The thousand injuries of Fortu-

nate I had borne as I best could ; but when he ventured

upon insult, I vowed revenge.' The wonderful art

with which Poe expands this simple motive ; his man-
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agemeiit of the incidental dialogue ; his choice of

scene and of the time—' It was about dusk one even-

ing, during the supreme madness ofthe carnival season ;'

the whole process of the tale from beginning to end is

a lesson which, one thinks, the ordinary writers of our

interminable magazine novels might well take to heart.

But they, the accepted of the great British public !

how should they discern a teacher whose method is so

unlike everything that they hold dear ? Otherwise,
' The Cask of Amontillado,' with many other of Poe's

tales, has something to teach in the art of fiction, to

those at any rate who do not believe in the prejudice, as

Poe has it

—

' that the mere bulk of a work must enter

largely into our estimate of its merit,' the old bugbear
which has led to the manufacture of so many intoler-

able instances in verse and prose oi sustained effort ! This

is of course without prejudice to the right and full

activity of many minds which demand other forms of

expression than those alone possible to Edgar Poe.

In sustaining his argument for the short tale so far, one

is not bound to accept his whole position indiscrimi-

nately. In pleading for the use of the short tale,

indeed, one is really helping to clear the way for the

different use of the long novel. Nor should one be sup-

posed, in talking of Poe's admirable art as a tale-teller,

to recommend to others his special subjects. After

all, only he could have written 'The Fall of the House
of Usher;' only he could have presented the tragedy

of his own life in the dark autobiographical disguise

of ' William Wilson.' As he says, in the essay already

so largely quoted from, ' the writer of the prose-tale

may bring to his theme a vast variety of modes or

inflections of thought or expression,' none of which,

let us add, unless a writer should imitate them directly,

are likely to resemble much the Tales of Mystery and

Imagination.

The interest of these considerations to-day lies, as

I hinted at the beginning, in their bearing upon the

new movement in fiction, which has succeeded largely

by following the lines first clearly laid down in America

by Hawthorne and Poe. The bridge between their

work and the work of such later writers as Mrs. Hodg-
son Burnett, Mrs. Hallock Foote, Mrs. Henry James,

Mr. H. H. Boyesen, Mr. H. C. Bunner, Mr. George
W. Cable, Mr. Thomas Janvier, Mr. Frank Stockton,

and Mr. Russell Sullivan, to name only a few of

those best known to English readers, is to be found

in Mr. Bret Harte. In ftict, Harte's tales seem to

have given a new impetus to the practice of the

tale-tellers in America, as may be proved by turning

to a file of any of the leading American magazines for

the last ten or fifteen years. Bret Harte showed in

his tales how the roughest aspects of current life

might be turned to effect even, and the exainple was

copied in some cases too faithfully. It is singular, one

may add, that in Bret Harte—with all his new realism,

with all his humour—we have the same note of

romanticism, the same note of tragedy, found in Poe :

and this, too, later writers have continued, not always.

perhaps, as successfully. Bret Harte, again, gives us

an inkling in his work of the way in which a continuity

of interest may be preserved in a succession of short

tales, by his treatment, for instance, of 'Colonel Star-

bottle ' and ' Mr. John Oakhurst,' who reappear from

time to time.

This method of telling an elaborate history by a

series of episodes may be noted in answer to many of

the objections which are made to the short tale jier se.

In fact, if many of our greatest modern novels are

analysed, they are found to partly consist of an

adaptation of this method—as, for instance, Victor

Hugo's Les Miserables, or Dickens's Pichvick Papers,

which are in part composed of a series of episodes con-

nected rather by sequence of time than by that inter-

dependence of plot which asks for continuous attention.

One would not be so absurd, of coui-se, as to wish that

Hugo or Dickens had written these works in a different

way,—« la Poe. These after all were essentially

novels, and the short tale is of a different genre. But

with many other so-called novels, one might have less

diffidence in suggesting that their subjects would pro-

bably have gained by a quite other method than that of

the ordered continuity which Mr. Mudie commands.

And turning from American and English to Continental

fiction, there is much that bears significantly in the

same direction to be found there. The younger

French writers, as for instance M. Guy de Maupassant

and his comrades of letters, are showing more and more

a tendency to do as the Americans are doing. In

Russia, again, one finds in Tourgueneff and. Tolstoi

that their short tales are even more artistically sug-

gestive than their wonderful longer works. Tourgue-

neff has given us no novel quite so perfect as his short

tale, Apres la Mart, or as his Dimitri lioudine (which,

though on the verge of Poe's limits of length, still

falls within them). Tolstoi has certainly produced no

novel so masterly as his short tale, Albert, infinitely

touching, infinitely artistic. Let me for a last word

turn to a native writer who promises to continue the

high traditions of the Scottish tale-tellers of old—Mr.

R. L. Stevenson. It is quite a tenable position, I

think, that Mr. Stevenson's real metier in fiction is the

short tale, for, with all admiration for Kidnapped and

his other longer tales, one thinks it not unlikely that

posterity will prefer such pieces of work as A Lodging

for the Night, or Dr. Jekyll, or those exquisitely-

fantastic stories which make up the series of the New
Arabian Nights. In doing this, however, posterity

would be unwise to therefore neglect Kidnapped

and his longer works, which allows us to remember

that, as was said, the coming into vogue of the short

tale need not interfere with the true prerogative of

the novel. Instead, the adoption of a clearer and

more definite ideal in fiction, while it would neces-

sarily tend to the wider use of the short tale, would

by that very means declare the true boundaries of the

novel, and assist the artistic maintenance of the novel

within those boundaries. Ehnest Rhys.
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GEORGE MEREDITH'S READING OF EARTH.

ABOUT a year ago^ I recollect reading somewhei'e

that Mr. George Meredith could write poetry

but could not write a poem. The distinction is some-

what too obscure for most people^ I fancy : at any rate

it is significant that the enunciator of the dictum pro-

ceeded to explain what he did mean. The upshot of

it was that Mr. Meredith was a poet in mind and soul,

but without the faculty of expression ; that he was in

this respect comparable with Emerson ; that, in a word,

he was a musicless song-bird. It has probably been

the lot of no contemporary poet to meet with such

prevalent misapprehension, and such too often fatuous

criticism, as has been encountered by Mr. Meredith.

To judge by a good many reviews of Poems and Lyrics of
Ihe Joij of Life and BciUads and Poems of Tragic Life,

genuine criticism was an unknown quantity to the

reviewers. There was little or no attempt to judge

these books from the author's standpoint, to discern

the poet's aim, to apprehend his artistic method.

The ' Poems and Lyrics ' were good or bad to the

reviewer as they suggested the work of this, that, or

the other poet ; the ' Lark Ascending ' was solemnly

compared with Shelley's lyric, forgetful of the circum-

stance that the two minstrels were not in rivalry at

all ;
' Phoebus with Adraetus,' and ' Melampus,' sug-

gested Mr. Matthew Arnold—why or how I know not,

nor can conjecture, for whatever else George Meredith

may be he is absolutely original. This method of

relative appraisement—for it is not criticism—is mis-

leading to the reader and unjust to the poet. We
do not want to be told that a lyric is a failure, because

it is not so thrilling as something quite distinct by
Shelley, any more than we care to be informed that

Burns's ' Twa Dogs ' is inferior to some delicate little

chanson by Musset. There is, in the science of literary

criticism—if anything but the inchoate material for

such science exist at present, which is open to doubt

—

no compromise with the philistinism of inartistic,

of irrelevant, in a word, of impossible comparisons.

That Mr. George Meredith is in degree not less

remarkable as a poet than as a novelist has long been
maintained by a few capable judges ; but there is no
doubt that the same parrot-cry which clamours against

the unintelligibility of his novels has affected the
popularity of his verse. ' He cannot write musically,

and therefore he is not a poet,' remarked some sagacious

critic of the Ballads of Tragic Life. I need not stop

to point out wherein the first clause is inadequate or

liable to misconstruction : it will be sufficient to con-

trovert it—for those who recollect the contents of the
book in question—by mention only of ' The Woods of

Westermain,' ' The Lark Ascending,' and ' Love in the

Valley.' The last-named is, for richness of colour and
what an art-critic would call mellowness of tone, and
for free lilt of music, one of the mo,st beautiful of con-

temporary poems. All the author's deep love and

knowledge of nature, his phenomenal observation, and
his polished concision, ai-e exemplified in these ' valley

'

stanzas, three of which I now feel under compulsion to

quote :

—

' Lovely are the ciu-ves of the white owl sweeping,

W.avy in the dusk lit by one large star,

Lone on the fir-branch, his rattle-note unvaried,

Brooding o'er the gloom, spins the brown eve-jar.

Darker grows the valley, more and more forgetting
;

So were it with me if forgetting could be willed.

Tell the grassy hollow that holds the bubbling well-spring.

Tell it to forget the source that keeps it filled.

Happy, happy time, when the white star hovers

Low over dim fields fresh with bloomy dew,

Near the face of dawn, that draws athwart the darkness,

Threading it with colour, like yewberries the yew.

Thicker crowd the shades as the grave East deepens

Glowing, and with crimson a long cloud swells.

Maiden still the morn is ; and strange she is, and secret

;

Strange her eyes ; her cheeks are cold as cold sea-shells.

Mother of the dews, dark eyelashed twilight.

Low-lidded twilight, o'er the valley's brim,

Rounding on thy breast sings the dew-lighted skylark,

Clear as though the dewdrops had their voice in him.

Hidden wdiere the rose-flush drinks the rayless planet,

Fountain-full he pours the spraying fountain-showers.

Let me hear her laughter, I would have her ever

Cool as dew in twilight, the lark above the flowers.'

I think it is Paul Bourget who has said that a single

couplet—a single line, often—can afford ample warrant

of the quality of a poet's genius. For the adoption of

such a test, one could not do better than quote that

most exquisite couplet

—

' Maiden still the morn is ; and strange she is, and secret

;

Strange her eyes ; her cheeks are cold as cold sea-shells.'

So much for one of the most frequent parrot-cries

about George Meredith's lack of music in past books
of his. In his new volume, A Reading of Earlh,^ there

is, it would seem to be necessaiy to say, ample proof
that the quality of music is in no abeyance. It must,

of course, be remembered that Mr. Meredith is not

content to make a sweet soinul about nothing : if he
did so desire, it would probably be of little avail, for it

is undeniable that his poetic work does not in the main
possess a certain charm, that of rhythmic spontaneity.

He is not a singer for the sake of singing, so much as a

poet for the sake of poetry. There are thoughts and
aspirations which he prefers to give forth in verse,

concepts of abstract, renderings and interpretations of
concrete beauty for which he cannot adequately or even
aptly find expression in prose ; but the passion of song,

for song's sake, irrespective of its significance, does not
seem to be his. It is difficult to say what is and what
is not his dominant impulse : for, above all writers of
the day, he has his falcon of poetry as much as his

steed of prose in magic restraint—and we may be sure

.4 Reading ofEarth. By George Meredith. (Macmillan & Co.

)
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that so conscientious and so thorough an artist does

not practise renunciation unless to some higli end of

art. This one may safely say, without asserting that

George Meredith has, to all appearances, no vehemence

of lyrical genius. It would be interesting to know just

how far his curiously introspective, his restlessly search-

ing spirit—so alert to all that is quintessential in science

and philosophy, as well as to the fiiscinating idiosyn-

cratic lights and shadows, and all the subtler complexi-

ties of human nature— is hampered by the urgency of

his intellectual, as distinct from his purely poetic, vision.

To see clearly is the divine faculty of the philosophic

seer as well as of the poet ; but it is the supreme char-

acteristic of the latter that his vision transcends the

ordinary limitations of the intellect, and beholds all

things in a light that is not of the familiar earth about us,

and that he himself can find utterance in words purged

by stress of emotion into the most exquisite rhythms.

Emerson, for example, was never more than the philo-

sophic seer who saw poetically; Matthew Arnold,

again, was a philosophical seer, an ethical teacher,

affected to poetic utterance by a rhythmic emotion

which possessed him at rare intervals, but never usurped

daemonic tyranny over every nerve and fibre of his

body. Between the Emersonian and the daemonic

types of poetic genius, there is range enough indeed to

obviate any necessity of sweeping conclusions. That

Mr. Meredith could have attained as relatively high, or

higher, a rank as a poet as he has done as a novelist,

had he devoted himself absolutely to the art which he

indubitably loves so well, and has, indeed, long so

loyally served, I feel well assured. But, as it is, it is

significant to find the inmost part of him, his deepest

and subtlest intellectual and spiritual ideas and imagin-

ings, enshrined in verse that is always noteworthy, and

is so often memorable for its dignity and beauty.

In his new volume, the dominant intellectual

note is that of a supreme and indestructible faith

in the soul—in the imperishable part of man : an

almost jubilant, but a serene, foreview of his ascent,

and his high destinies. It is this that gives so essen-

tially lofty and noble a tone to the book as a whole.

The ' Springing To-Be ' is the lure of his spirit when

alive with song; for him Death is not merely non-

existent, not merely the sudden darkness at the close

of day ; it is an impossibility, a thing ridiculous, not

disputable, the catchword of myriads who have existed

but never lived—as he says in ' Seed-Time,' at once

impetuous and serene. Death is the word of a bovine dai/.

There is, however, no vanity of metaphysics. Life,

noble life, is the one thing essential ; of but little im-

port the mortal brood of our questionings, if we work

towards the larger good :

' We children of Beneficence

Are in its being sharers ;

And Whither vainer sounds than Whence,

For word with such wayfarers.

'

This high ethical note reaches, perhaps, its finest

utterance in the noble ode entitled ' Meditation under

Stars
'

; and to convey sonife idea of it in a general way,

I cannot do better than quote, first, a few passages

from the penultimate section, and then the closing

lines. The beautiful allusion to the stars in the open-

ing sentence must impress every reader

—

' To deeper than this ball of sight

.Appeal the lustrous people of the night.

So may we read, and little find them cold :

Let it but be the lord of Mind to guide

Our eyes : ;

Nor dreaming on a dream ; but fortified

By day to penetrate black midnight ; see,

Hear, feel, outside the senses ; even that we,

The specks of dust upon a mould of mould,

We who reflect those rays, though low our place,

To them are lastingly allied.

So may we read, and little find them cold
;

Not frosty lamps illumining dead space,

Not distant aliens, not senseless Powers.

The fire is in them whereof we are born
;

The music of their motion may be ours.

Spirit shall deem them beckoning Earth and voiced

Sisterly to her, in her beams rejoiced.

Of love the grand impulsion, we behold

The love that lends her grace

Among the starry fold.

Then at new flood of customary morn,

Look at her through her showers,

Her mists, her streaming gold,

A wonder edges the familiar face ;

.She wears no more that robe of printed hours ;

Half strange seems Earth, and sweeter than her flowers.'

So far as the mere personal opinion of the present

critic is concerned, he would assert that no loftier

strains than these have been written since Words-

worth's ' Ode to Duty.'

It will be safe to predict that few readers of this book

will repeat the echo-cry about lack of music. Music

of utterance, happy epithets, and felicities of selection

where natural description is concerned, abound. ' The

South-Wester ' is the finest of poems to the true lord

of all the winds that blow. ' Mother to Babe,' ' Wood-

land Peace,' ' Outer and Inner,' with its sweet com-

plexities of rh3ane and metre, and the ' Dirge in

Woods,' are among the most delightful of the shorter

poems. The last-named was written, and in an ex-

tended form published, some nineteen years ago ; and

it was, as Rossetti himself told me, the direct pro-

genitor of his lyric ' Cloud Confines.' ' The Thrush in

February ' is a poem of forty octosyllabic quatrains, and

is worthy of the haunting fascination of its title. In

' The Appeasement of Demeter ' a novel and suggestive

phase is given to an old theme, with an effect, upon the

present writer, as of something definitely decorative, of

an actual fresco, or heroic design in tapestry. Not that

it lacks the vitality of a living thing; it might well be

called the ' Joy of Life.' A remarkable poem follows

it. Entitled ' Earth and a Wedded Woman,' it deals

with the vague psychical experience of a child of

nature, as she lies on her bed and thinks dreamily of

her long-absent lover while she listens to the pouring
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of the incessant rain. It does not lend itself to excerp-

tion^ and is too long for present quotation. But the

finest poem in the volume is the superb ' Hymn to

Colour,' which, with ' Love in the Valley," I should

rank foremost among the sensuous poems of George

Meredith. There is not a line that is not exquisite in

beauty. There is a gorgeousness, too, which is rare

with this author, even in such in one sense hueless

words as

' Look now where colour, the soul's bridegroom, makes

The house of heaven splendid for the bride.'

It is almost a shame to detach portions of so perfect a

poem, but it would be worse to pass on without quota-

tion. The last six stanzas, which belong to ' Love's

Song,' and are so far descriptive of Dawn, may best be

excerpted. Artists, at any rate, will know how abso-

lutely true is the unconventional inversion of epithets

in the first stanza :

—

' Of thee to say behold, has said adieu :

But love remembers how the sky was green,

And how the grasses glimmered lightest blue ;

How saiiU-like grey took fervour ; how the screen

Of cloud giew violet ; how thy moment came

Between a blush and flame.

Love saw the emissary eglantine

Break wave round thy white feet above the gloom ;

Lay finger on thy star ; thy raiment line

With cherub wing and limb ; wed thy soft bloom,

Gold-quivering like sun-rays in thistle-down,

Earth under rolling brown.

They do not look through love to look on thee.

Grave heavenliness ! nor know they joy of sight,

Who deem the wave of rapt desire must be

Its wrecking and last issue of delight.

Dead seasons quicken in one petal-spot

Of colour unforgot.

This way have men come out of brutishness

To spell the letters of the sky, and read

A reflex upon earth, else meaningless.

With thee, O fount of the Untimed ! to lead ;

Drink they of thee, thee eyeing, they unaged

Shall on through brave wars waged.

More gardens will they win than any lost ;

The vile plucked out of them, the unlovely slain.

Not forfeiting the beast with which they are crossed,

To stature of the gods will they attain.

They shall uplift their earth to meet her Lord,

Themselves the attuning chord.

The Song had ceased : my vision with the song.

Then of those Shadows, which one made descent

iieside me I knew not : but Life ere long

Came on me in the public ways, and bent

Eyes deeper than of old ; Death met I too,

And saw the dawn glow through.'

And saw Ihe dawn glow Ihrough Death—words as noble

and beautiful as they are characteristic.

In conclusion—though, perhaps, no worthier close

could be than the stanza just quoted—here is the last

of the few sonnets :

—

Winter Heavens.

' Sharp is the night, bat stars with frost alive

Leap off the rim of earth across the dome.

It is a night to make the heavens our home
iVIore than the nest whereto apace we strive.

Lengths down our road each fir-tree seems a hive.

In swarms out-rushing from the golden comb.

They waken waves of thought that burst to foam :

The living throb in me, the dead revive.

Yon mantle clothes us : there, past mortal breath, .

Life glistens on the river of the death.

It folds us, flesh and dust ; and have we knelt.

Or never knelt, or eyed as kine the springs

Of radiance, the radiance enrings :

And this is the soul's haven to have felt.'

If Mr. George Meredith will speak to us oftener in

his vocation as poet, as vales, he will strengthen im-

measurably the bond which already unites him in sym-

pathy with all who love high thinking, and never

better than when wedded with words transfigured by

the spirit of poetry.

William Sharp.

LAURENCE OLIPHANT.

A MAN who begins life at seventeen byitaking

coffee with the Sultan of Mocha, who as a diplo-

mat visits most of the countries of the world, and has

the entree to the most distinguished London society,

who then by way of a change works as a day-labourer

and domestic servant, and teams 'as a common teamster

through the rigours of a Canadian winter,' and finally

passes the last two or three years of his life on the

slopes of Mount Carmel, may be expected to produce

works of somewhat varied and cosmopolitan interest !

Surely never did any man combine in himself the

characters of the society-man, the man of action and

adventure, and the mystical man or seer, as did

Laurence Oliphant ; and his writings accordingly fall

into three groups—his novels, Piccadilltj, Masollam,

and Alliora Veto; his books of travel and personal ad-

venture. Episodes, Reminiscences, descriptions of Pal-

estine, etc., and his inspirational works, of which

Si/mpneumata and Scientific Religion are the chief If

none of these are quite first-class in their various

departments, still that is an attainment which could

hardly be expected ; the interest of Oliphant lies, as

might well be predicted, not in the special thorough-

ness, or depth, or even intensity of any of his work,

but in the breadth of his nature, and the strange and

fascinating lights cast by his many-sided character and
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experience on each item of work that he vnidertook.

No doubt his novels will be by the world (and rightly)

regarded as his chief contribution to literature. For

brilliant sketches of the latest phases of fashionable

life—the last break-down of the old aristocratic society

under modern influences, the rising flood of vulgarest

commercialism—the roue old Duke falling into the toils

of the stock-jobber and his pretty wife, the Duchess

asking them to dinner ' to make things look all right,

you know
' ; the rampant joy of the money-bags ; the

strange medley at dinner-party or in ball-room, the

Californian girls so naively candid that ' society ' can-

not tell whether they are extremely wicked or ex-

tremely innocent, the fossil old flirt, the risque stories,

the gossipy woman who reports it all on the sly to one

of the society papers—for sketches of this kind Picca-

dilly and Altioni Peto are unrivalled. Sketches they

are ; the characters are touched in with light and easy

hand, there is no attempt at deep passion or portraiture;

but—and this is an important point—the humanity of

it all is unmistakable, the wicked people are not be-

yond recall, the Mirkles and Lauriolas chiefly condemn

themselves by making themselves ridiculous ; a kindly

sparkling ripple plays all through these books.

To all which the deeper current of occultism moves

in marked and effective contrast. Here we come upon

the other side of Oliphant's nature, and that which

ultimately became dearest to him. It was no doubt

this impulsion, and the discovery that there are regions

of human consciousness which as yet have been only

partially explored, that led our author to forsake

society, as hinted in the closing chapter of Piccadilli/,

to join the community of Oneida Creek, to undergo

common labours, a temporary separation even from his

well-loved wife, and finally to seek inspiration in the

pure air and presumably rich magnetic field of Mount

Carmel.

On the occult side Oliphant's style loses some of its

charm and tact. The diary of Alliera is the least vivid

part of the work in which it occurs ; Masollam, which

deals with that most interesting subject, the 'subsur-

face' consciousness of our human relations to each

other, is perhaps a trifle dull ; Sjjmpiicuinata and Scien-

tific Religion are undeniably heavy reading. But this

does not prove that this part of his work is not valuable.

Perhaps it was inevitable that when Oliphant left the

region of ' society,' in which he was a master, for a

region of new experiences, his style should lose its

grip and become tentative and laborious. All the

same the new experiences are valuable. If the two

last-mentioned books bear a painful resemblance to

ploughed fields, there lie scattered in these fields the

seeds of a new and potent life. It was because Oli-

phant felt so intensely the germinal power of certain

experiences that he had had that he was willing to

sacrifice everything for the development and utterance

of these. Those who scoff at occultism (and it is un-

deniable that it has its morbid side) ignore the fact

that as the human consciousness develops and deepens,

it does and must inevitably pass into regions of new
and unexpected experience. The man becomes aware

of sensations, capacities, powers, within himself, which

previously he was simply not aware of. The exact

iiderprelalioii of these new modes of consciousness, the

meaning of them, their relation and place in actual

life, etc. etc., are matters which can only be settled by

time, by shrewd and careful observation, testing, and

so forth ; but that they are there admits of no doubt ;

least of all would it seem that the believer in Evolu-

tion can refuse to credit their existence.

The delicious character of Hannah in Altiora Peto

illustrates this. Hannah is perfectly aware that she is

moved by the desires and thoughts of certain other

people at a distance from her ; but as to Keith Hether-

ington's explanation about molecules (' raollycools

'

she calls them), she leaves that to the learned. And
one can't altogether help wishing that in Oliphant's

latest book the quasi-' scientific ' explanations about

the 'interlocking of atoms,' 'atomic rapport,' etc., had

been separated from the description of actual experi-

ences or been left to the learned of some later genera-

tion.

That Oliphant was conscious in himself of a body

different from what we ordinarily call our mortal body,

yet in some sense entangled with it ; that in this

higher body the nature of Se.x was felt by him to be

in some degree altered—the female and male elements

being both present in it ; and that he was aware that

this body had swift and far-reaching relations with the

universe outside it ; are matters which no one who
reads his books can for a moment doubt. To have

placed on record these mere facts of consciousness is

to have done a great service.

To some it may seem strange that the sympathetic

sociable man of the world should also have been in re-

ceipt of experiences belonging to so different a plane
;

but perhaps it is not so strange. Oliphant was more

than cosmopolitan ; he was an accepter of humanity.

The same gift which made him at home in Paris and

London made him at home among day-labourers on

the shores of Lake Erie, and in every country of the

world. Having passed through the various phases of

humanity, the experiences which lie below all classes,

creeds, and nationalities were rightfully his. In this

respect he represents to us the modern Man, who with

a wider sympathy will, we may hope, develop also a

deeper consciousness than was possible to his prede-

cessors. Edward Carpenter.
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THE STUART EXHIBITION.

THE interest attaching to this unique Exhibition

is assuredly not artistic in the pure sense of the

word ; it is historical, antiquarian, and smacks of a

vague melancholy not wholly one with the pathos so

curiously inherent in all art-work which is truly

beautiful. The House of Stuart, in whose period

there was a more pervading sense of loveliness than

England has known before or since, in spite of its

dearth of real painters, was unfortunate ; and its kings,

who in the light of evolution must be regarded as sur-

vivals bound to be swept away at last, fell not wholly

by their own fault or crimes, but as obstructions

which could not remain. Even now it is hard to view

them impartially without pity or contempt, in the un-

coloured light of pure history ; and the melancholy

interest which still attaches to the least of these

relics, cast up now by one swirl of the stream of time

in the safe but temporary sanctuary of the New Gal-

lery, shows that the hour of their final judgment has

not yet come. Their most enduring monuments are

negative, the Puritanic gloom and unnatural hatred of

loveliness, which certainly have not wholly passed away

from the land in which they were so gay and gallant,

in which and for which thej' fought and died, and on

which they looked as their own by Divine right until

the last of the Royal and persistent Stuarts vanished

from the earth in an age which was not their own

—

not indeed that they were the effective cause of that

gloom, but they at least added to the movement of

the Reformation which only then truly reached Eng-

land. For the Restoration ' roses and raptures of vice
'

were but a last unhealthy growth which died suddenly

when 'the lilies and languors of virtue,' which we sup-

pose yet flourish in the land, came in with Dutch

gardening and tulip bulbs.

As it is hard to speak impartially of the Stuarts

themselves, so, from a critical point of view, it is diffi-

cult to judge the greater bulk of the portraits which

here hang upon, but in no sense decorate, the walls.

From the view of the antiquarian they may be as

satisfactory as can be expected, but we are not all

antiquarians, and to an artist their very existence

would be painful were it not for their crying aloud

that portrait-painting by Englishmen, if not at its

zenith, is surely not at its nadir. Most of those

that are worthy of study are Vandycks, and even in

them one cannot be blind to the fact that the quality

which is so loudly praised is often nothing but the

unearned artistic increment of time. To ask what the

bad work must have looked like when it was new
seems more utterly recondite than the pleasing

speculations of Sir Thomas Browne when he wrote
' What song the sirens sang, or what name Achilles

assumed when he hid himself among women, though

puzzling questions, are not beyond all conjecture.' It

would be a delightful metaphysical problem to inquire,

by the subtler mathematics Professor de Morgan de-

lighted in, and whose vague bounds include the

theories connected with ' four dimensions,' whether

there can be anything flatter than flat, and, if so,

whether the delineators of the Stuarts did not prac-

tically stumble upon it when they amused themselves

and their rulers by trying to model the subtle planes

of a human head. Yet, perhaps, this may seem a

little hard upon those artists, considering the age in

which they lived and the conditions under which they

worked ; for George Jameson's canvases (he died in

l6ii or thereabouts) are not wholly without merit,

though his portraits here are imaginary heads of the

first and unpainted Stuarts. As the chief figure in the

whole collection, chief by her sex and melancholy

fate, Mary Queen of Scots is most frequently re-

presented, and very often in an amiable light. The
sweetest face of all is 33, by an unnamed or unknown
painter ; and perhaps the most remarkable is that

next to it in the Catalogue (which, by the way, is as

puzzling as a pi-ayer-book), by F. Zucchero. No. 52

(Esme Stuart) is a curious piece of painting worth

notice; while 57 is a replica (or a copy .^) of the

group at Windsor by Vandyck, which includes Charles

I., Maria, and two of their children. The most re-

markable of all are the three views of that king in

profile, full face, and three-quarters (69), which recalls

by its arrangement Bordone's three Richelieus.

When we go from the West to the North Gallery,

which stares villainously with Sir Peter Lely's work, it

is hard to refrain from turning round and leaving it in

its merited obscurity. How such a painter rose to emi-

nence in any except the stone age is another artistic

puzzle. Unfortunately, art is different from morality ;

in this last one evil example is a sermon worth a

hundred good precepts ; in art one good work is worth

more than a hundred bad paintings. Were it not so,

there might be an excuse for the preservation of the

work of this fashionable and fascinating painter. 107,

Charles 11. at a ball at The Hague, is deliciously funny,

but at least we get the costumes of the period ; and
136, by W. Dobson, is full of very sweet feeling,

which takes one by surprise. 1S3, a portrait of Prin-

cess Maria Clementina, is distinctly not so bad. The
whole collection includes, besides, what at the least

may be reckoned suggestions of many well-known per-

sonages, including Flora Macdonald, the heroine of the

Stuart history.

The cases in the West Gallery are devoted to minia-

tures and relics. The former are interesting, and often

good examples of the art which practically died with

the introduction of photography, and with the decease
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of Sir William Ross, which prevented his signing many In the Balcony are more miniatures and some engrav-

more works than he ever painted. Some are by Janet ings. These latter assuredly do not number amongst

(otherwise Francois) Clouet, the central figure in a re- them any examples of the greater masters of the line,

markable but little-known family, whose larger work is and Audran and Edelinck, or any like them, are only

often attributed to Holbein. No. 212, a miniature, notable by their absence ; but a portrait of Flora Mac-

and Nos. 217, 218, 219, and 220, sketches, are by him ;
donald, by J. Markluin, in mezzotint, may be interest-

and 306 and 307 are photographs of drawings now in ing in a Stuart exhibition, since that form of reproduc-

Paris. Among others represented here are Harding, tion has been so commonly attributed to Prince Rupert,

the elder and younger Petitot, Hilliard, Oliver, and 868, by Sir P. Lely, a di-awing of Charles ii., is the

Danckaerts. best piece of work by him in the place, for it even

Among the most interesting relics in Case B (West looks distinctly modern in technique.

Gallery) are some locks of Mary Queen of Scots' hair, The books and manuscripts are not very numerous,

whose diversity of colour accounts for the long contro- but include some holograph letters by Charles i. and

versy as to what its real tint was—whether it was dyed Henrietta Maria ; while numismatists will find much to

or bleached, or whether its difference were to be look at in Case O, where the coins and medals have

accounted for by natural fading. In Case C (3S2) is been arranged. Some of the last are by Nicolas Briot,

the cup of Malcolm Canmore, King of Scotland, which of the same family as Fran9ois, who lived under the

is enamelled in champlevc, an<l is probably twelfth cen- thirteenth Louis. Artistically, the finest is 268, a

tury work. In the neighbouring cases are relics of medallion of Princess Clementina. It is the work of

Charles i., James i.. Prince Charles Edward, and Flora Otto Hamerani, and said to be unique.

Macdonald. Morley Roberts.

TO OMAR KHAYYAM.

EIGHT centuries unheeded by the West

Now loved within our hearts ! Whose daily strait

Is still to war with wavering unrest,

—

To ask, in vain, for aye importunate

The ceaseless Why ? whereof we ever wait

The answering Because that clear and true

Should solve the mystery of Life and Fate

—

Omar ! the peace you sought, we find in you !

The fabled Paradise, wherein the Blest

Lie lotus-eating, lulled in languorous state.

Measured by later reasonable test,

Seems but at best a doubtful opiate.

Life is but labour, alway to create

Ideals to strive for, better work to do ;

Could Heaven itself the stress of Life abate .^

Omar ! the peace you sought, we find in you I

Incurious, forbear the hopeless quest.

Since nobler he who thus can subjugate

His restless will, than he by fears opprest

Who cries amid his doubts ' Allah is great.'

' Each his own Heaven or Hell.' Why hesitate ?

To-DAV, we are. Tomorrow who may view .-'

If but this life to Love be consecrate,

Omar ! the peace you sought, we find in you !

Shall Fate, or we, cry to Life's game 'Checkmate' ?

Nay, Wise men draw it ; Fools defeat pursue,

Unconquered though unconquering e'er too late

—

Omar ! the peace j^ou sought, we find in you !

Gleeson White.
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HENRIK IBSEN.

II.

IN a former article on Henrik Ibsen in the

November number of this Review, an attempt

was made to describe his method as a dramatist in

general terms, and, by way of example, an outline

was given of one of his best-known dramas, Nora, or

the DolVs House. The principle of heredity inciden-

tally touched in Nora is worked out most strikingly

in Ghosts.

Ghosts, like Nora, is a domestic drama. Captain

Alving, a full-blooded young man, to whom ' the

joy of life' wears the complexion of sensual enjoy-

ment, has married a woman as refined as he is gross.

When she discovers his unfaithfulness she leaves

him, but returns on the advice of her pastor, who
has formerly been also her admirer. He convinces

her that it is her duty to go back, and to seek to

keep her husband from ill courses. She does so,

and for years she carries on an unavailing struggle

against her iiusband's self-indulgence, concealing his

laches from the public eye, nursing him ultimately

in his idleness and imbecility. Finally he dies, and

she is left with a son whom slie liad sent abi-oad.

nominally for education, really to keep him from

being corrupted by his father. The result of one

of his father's intrigues with one of his own servants,

is a girl whom Mrs. Alving takes, when she grows

up, into her house as a maid, the girl herself being

ignorant of her real parentage. The son returns

after his fatlier's death full of animal spirits, and

apparently in robust health. He has just returned,

and his mother has been rehearsing with Parson

Manders, during her son's momentary absence, the

history of lier married life, when voices are heard

in the conservatory—those of Oswald, her son, and

Regina, her husband's daughter. These words,

' Oswald ! let me go !

' disclosed a hideous gulf,

and drew from Mrs. Alving the cry, ' Ghosts ! the

couple from tlie conservatory have risen again.'

The relationship between them is disclosed, and

confidence thus being fully established between

mother and son, slie learns to her horror that the

sins of his father had, without any fault of his own,

been visited upon him, and that he had softening of

the brain. The end of the drama is unpleasantly
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fascinating, and the whole story is only too horribly

true, a narrative of one of the friglitful incidents of

human life. Ghosts is an extremely delicate picture

of an extremely gruesome subject.

The characters of Mrs. Alving, Pai-son Manders,

Oswald, and Regina are, as are all Ibsen's persons,

drawn in rough outline, but every essential feature is

there, and one can readily think out the details.

Tlie idea which prompted the title of the play

really underlies the whole of Ibsen's writings. We
are all ghosts. We consist of old beliefs, old super-

stitions, old habits of thinking, all dead, some of

them before we were alive. And we walk the earth

thus compounded, without living ideas, without the

intellectual and moral movement which is the evi-

dence of life, and flatter ourselves that we live

—

whereas we are only ghosts of our own dead selves

and of the dead selves of our ancestors. Tiiis

fertile idea, clothed in artistic expression, is really

the central point in the whole of Ibsen's teaching.

It has been said that Ghosts is the working out

in a domestic drama of the principle of heredity ;

but there are really two separate ideas associated

with this principle. There is, first, the transmis-

sion from parent to offspring of the inborn character

of the parent, exemplified in Oswald's self-indulgence

and his amorous habit, both of which were charac-

teristics of his father. There is, second, the trans-

mission of an acquired characteristic, viz. tlie

disease of his father. The possibility of tlie

transmission of disease from parent to offspring is

seriously disputed by many biologists ; so that

although the popular belief is on the side of Ibsen

on this point, he is really on safer and much more

interesting ground when he speculates upon the

hypothetical characteristics of a son wliose father

has been supposed to possess certain definite inborn

characteristics. Though the subject is really en-

tirely in the region of speculation, it is immensely

useful to possess the results of the observations of

an acute observer of the human species sucli as

Ibsen, in order to compare his conclusions with

those of observers of lower types of animal life.

The Pillars of Society and An Enemy of Society

are both social dramas. Ibsen is understood not to

have avowed liimself a Socialist, yet his criticism

of society as revealed in these plays owes much to

the Socialistic criticism, although perliaps it would

be more accurate to say that it owed more to the

anarchistic. That is to say, that Ibsen, finding in

the representative governments of mimicipalities

and states a low level of intellectual and moral life,

would wish to exercise a destructive criticism upon

these as at present constituted. The positive

counterpart to this negative view as disclosed in

Ibsen's writings might perliaps be expressed in tlie

formula ' Each for all, all for each,' or, as Ibsen miglit

read it, Wliat is to be desired is environment sucli

as to yield possibilities of full development for the

individual, male or female, and an individual in

this environment who should, as an integral part

of his or her life, devote himself to the good of

all. No one would in Ibsen's view be justified

like Nora in sacrificing the possibility of developing

her own character to the actuality of looking

pretty to please her husband, or like Mrs. Alving

in sacrificing the development of her character to

the assumed duty of keeping her husband from

vicious indulgence, any more than Dr. Stockmann

would have been justified in allowing his own
individual pecuniary interests to stand in the way
while society had to be saved by an act of sacrifice.

Ibsen's social philosopliy might fairly be set down
as consisting in a nice balance of individualism, or

regard for individual evolution, and socialism, or

regard for social evolution. Ibsen does not really

attack these problems on their economic side, his

attack is almost entirely on the ethical side.

The Pillars of Society is a play in four acts, in

which the habits of thouglit of a commercial com-

munity are first demonstrated by a series of con-

versations. The inconsistencies of conventional

thinking ai-e amusing enough when they are painted

in sharp contrasts, and Ibsen is specially skilful in

these. Indeed he recalls Fielding, who also was an

adept in this minor art. The merchants' wives, the

parson, and the merchants disclose themselves fully

enough in these conversations to enable us to see into

them much better than we are likely to do into the

originals of the portraits in actual life. It is foimd

that the pillars of society, the mercliants, and im-

portant persons in the community, had been by

something very like chicanery, but something whicli

would liave passed for ordinarily sharp business

management, intending to reap large benefits to

themselves, while they pretended to benefit the com-

nnuiity. The sudden conversion of the chief mover

in the affair led to his divesting himself of his pro-

spective gains in favour of the community. This

conduct, which of course every one in the play called

Quixotic, and which perhaps every one who reads of

it will call Quixotic also, is the result of the opening

of Consul Bernick's eyes to see things as tliey are,

just as Nora's eyes and Mrs. Alving's eyes were

opened. Everywhere one finds in Ibsen the same

mental progression. His characters act out their

parts in the conventional track, and tlien one day
they find out that this is a fools' paradise after all,

that they have been struggling for liappiness and

peace of mind wlien tliey liad it within them if tliey
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had only chosen to open the eyes of their minds and

look. This singular process of conversion whicli

Ibsen describes as coming to Bernick comes also to

Dr. Stockmann in An Enemy (yf' Society. There Dr.

Stockmann is medical officer of the Baths, while his

brother Peter is burgomaster. The doctor dis-

covers that the water, which at great cost had been

brouaht from a distance for the use of the baths,

wliich were the chief cause of prosperity of the

town, was not a source of health but a source of

disease, that in short they must close the baths

and expend great sums in securing a supply else-

where, or perhaps even close them altogetlier. No
one knows the true state of matters but the doctor

himself. He discloses his secret to his brother

Peter, who conjures him to conceal it for the sake

of the town. The doctor attempts to get liis report

inserted in the newspaper. He calls a public

meeting to tell the people of the danger hanging

over them. He is hooted, the windows of his house

are broken, he is cursed by tlie whole town as an

enemy of society. He is deprived of his means of

livelihood, and is left at the close of the play setting

up a school to teach children from tlie beginning

the irrationality of that great engine, so uncertain

in the direction of its action, so fatally certain in

the weight of its mass—public opinion.

If one were inclined to be querulous, it might be

asked whether there is not a dramatic lapse now

and again in the speeches of some of the characters.

Sometimes one is a little apt to feel that Ibsen is

speaking, and not Mrs. Alving or Dr. Stockmann.

Yet on the whole it would be hard to make out a

case in which Ibsen could be proved to be wrong,

since, in Mrs. Alving, for example, passion, impul-

siveness, enthusiasm, and integrity may well be

found side by side with a frigid and almost ineffemi-

nate cynicism.

As regards Gliosis, although it would not have so

powerfully affected the imagination, it might have

been more really suggestive had Ibsen treated the

working out of the principle of heredity in a less

demonstrative case. If he had taken, for example,

the transmission, not of gross qualities, but of those

more subtle traits of character wliich are perhaps

more frequently transmitted than the violent

passions, we woidd have had a classical study in a

new genre.

Ibsen's leading ideas, his conception of the need

of every man and woman to undergo a birth of the

intellect into clear vision of the meaning of life, and

his idea that it is the duty of every person to accept

the immense personal responsibilities thus imposed,

form an integral part of tlie movement towards a

higher intellectual and social plane, which in many
forms is making itself felt throughout the civilised

world. The claim for the emancipation of women,

which lias been made in a political sense by J. S. Mill

and the advocates of Women's Rights, in a social

sense by recent writers on the institution of marriage,

and in an industrial sense by Bebel and others, finds

in Ibsen the most strenuous support. Whether

one agrees with Ibsen in liis standpoint or not,

whether one is disposed to abandon one's-self to his

guidance or not, no one can possibly read him intelli-

gently without feeling an immense moral and in-

tellectual stimulus. In these days when we are

' into the crucible casting pliilosophies, facts, con-

victions,' it is essential that we see the contents of

the crucible, confusing as at first sight they may
appear, with as clear a vision and as steady a mind

as may be ; and the reader of Ibsen need never do

otherwise than possess himself with firmness.

The facts of Ibsen's life may be briefly noted. He
was born at Skein, in the south of Norway, on 20th

March 1828. His father was a Norwegian, his mother

was a German. At the age of sixteen he became

an apothecary's apprentice at Grimstad, at twenty-

two he went to school at Christiania. At twenty-

three he became director of the National Theatre

at Bergen. At thirty-six he began to travel, and

during the twenty-four years which have elapsed

since then, he lias lived in Italy, in Germany, and

in Austria. He is now in Munich. His portrait

is that of an alert man of sixty years of age. ' He
has a peculiarly broad and high forehead, with small,

keen, blue-grey eyes, whicli seem to penetrate to the

hearts of things.' James Mavor.

NOTES.

The summaries for the past year, which it is now the excellent

custom for the daily newspapers to supply each 31st of December,

furnish an interesting and instructive means of estimating the pro-

portion occupied by poUiics, by manufactures, trade, and finance,

by accidents and personalities, in the public mind, with the share

of attention allotted to art, science, literature, and education.

Selecting, therefore, the Scotsman as our most widely representa-

tive newspaper, we were resigned to expect this proportion of

interest to be small, but hardly as infinitely nothing. After a full

yard of trade statistics, six dreary columns of Salisbury and Glad-

stone, Parnell and Balfour, Boulanger and Morell Mackenzie, in

fact everybody of recognised importance down or up to the While-

chapel murderer, one single line suffices to dispose of the Glasgow

Exhibition, with the profound criticism that it was 'one of the

most successful that has been seen out of London.' And of extra-

political interests, except for obituary notices, not one word more.

The question can hardly help arising, has the Scotsman not heard

of any progress in art, science, and literature during the past year?

Or if so, does it not think them worth mention? Or does it sup-

pose its readers do not care to read about any of these subjects?

It is not for us to say.

Passing to the summary of its young Edinburgh rival, the Scottish

Leader^ we are glad to find a column allotted to each of these three

great human interests. In our own Glasgow Herald the ch'ief

summary was exclusively political ; this, however, is largely atoned

for by an article a few days later on British Art in 1S88. From
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the new Sfo/s Obserue^'^ too, there are signs that we may hope for

a much fuller recognition of literature and art. But we are not

simply convinced that these will occupy a far larger share in the

journalism of the future, but even that they might safely be far

more generously treated than is yet tlie case by the journalism of

the present.

Kilmarnock Fine Art Exhibition.—This Exhibition is

composed almost entirely of works by Edinburgh and Glasgow

artists, and these with a few palpable exceptions may be placed
.

under the category of bad and indifferent. Had the pictures

received a more judicious selection, based on art principles, the

result would have been more profitable alike in the interests of art,

and to the public in general. Edinburgh is best represented by

the works of R. Alexander, R.S.A., James Pryde, Henry Kerr,

and Mason Hunter, all showing a sincerity in expression and

motive, somewhat different from the majority of the works exhibited

by prominent members of the R.S.A., who, Jo judge from their

works, seem to think that anything is good enough to exhibit here.

To substantiate these remarks, we have only to draw attention to

such works as those shown by Charles Martin Hardie, A.R.S.A.,

Beattie Brown, R.S.A., Otto Leyde, R.S.A., Robert Macgregor,

A.R.S.A., W. D. Mackay, R.S.A., George Aikman, A.R.S.A.,

G. W. Johnstone, A.R.S.A., and last, but not least, Waller Paton,

R.S.A. Although the works sent from Glasgow do not call for

special reference, yet there are many examples rising above the

average. These form the backbone of the exhibition, giving to

it any distinction it may possess, though many are hung in places

doing them but scant justice. The mediocre appearance of the

exhibition is greatly due to the indifference the hangers have

shown to pictures which, by judicious hanging, would have cer-

tainly raised the standard above the commonplace. As it is, many
of the worst pictures hold important positions on the line ; picture

jars with picture, the result being confusion. We feel that these

inconsistencies will tend greatly to mar the progress of art

culture in Kilmarnock, which the promoters of these exhibitions

have fondly hoped for, and are struggling to attain.

Paisley Fine Art Institute ; Thirteenth Annual Ex-

hibition.—If exhibitims so poor may be compared, we think

that on no previous occasion has there been in Paisley so many
paltry and mediocre works. Paisley claims to be a town of intel-

ligence and advanced political opinion ; we however question if

there is any town of its size so backward and retrograde in matters of

art. ' Opjn ' exhibitions are popular, and in every way successful,

not only in London, Liverpool, Manchester, Edinburgh, Glasgow,

but even in smaller towns, such as Stirling, Kilmarnock, Kirk-

caldy and Dumfries. Art exhibitions have a twofold or double

purpose—to permit artists to display their works, and possibly

make siles ; but also to educate and elevate the public taste. We
do not know in the past what has been the value of the Paisley

Exhibition from a fin.incial standpoint, but we confidently say,

if Paisley's ideas of art are formed from views of such exhibitions

as the present, they must be miserably low. To cultivate local

talent by means of a club, is obviously the aim of the directors of

the above institute. If, however, they wish this exhibition to

serve the other and no less important purpose of delighting and

instructing the art taste of Paisley, they must contrive some

means whereby more pictures of merit may bedeck their walls.

A cursory glance over the Catalogue (391 exhibits) reveals the

fact that several amateurs, whose works have no special mark

of ability, are represented by six or nine canvases enclosed in

frames, while apart from the few loan pictures we question if there

are nine artists represented whose pictures would find a place in

any other exhibition. It is quite commendable that local talent

should be cultivated, yet in the interests of broad art culture, and

general art knowledge, we would suggest that the fourteenth

annual exhibition should indicate a new departure, permitting the

novices to retain their valuable productions within their homes,

where their friends (who alone are likely to appreciate them)

could see them, and substitute works which would give the

general public an opportunity of studying fine art through the

medium of a well-selected collection.

The November and December numbers of the Magazine of Art

contained two most interesting and valuable articles, upon the

portraits of Dante Gabriel Rossetti by his brother William Michael

Rossetti. Beginning with a portrait of Rossetti when a child of

six from a miniature by Filippo Pistrucci, the series continues to

represent the poet-artist in his youth and at various stages of man-

hood. The January number of ttie same magazine "contains an

illustration of quite special interest. This is a reproduction of a

sketch of a Cabinet Council taken at the moment when Mr.

Gladstone's Cabinet waited for news from Egypt. The ministers

had gone out upon the terrace of the Foreign Office, and had

played chess and chatted in groups to while away the time. The

sketch was taken by a Foreign Office clerk. A copy of it had

come into the hands of Mr. T. Wemyss Reid, the biographer of

Mr. Forster, and thus, with the permission of some of the persons

chiefly concerned, has been made public.

The American Coiistilulion. By PROFESSOR Bkyce. (Macmillan

& Co.)

A hundred years ago Edward Gibbon, in his own pompous

style, alluded to the help which the Member for I,iskeard had

afforded to the historian of the Roman Empire. A seat in Parlia-

ment, no doubt, is always something, and may conceivably be the

means of a valuable education in politics, even although the

occupant of it be the most silent and amateurish of senators. But

if Gibbon in the old House of Commons acquired such training for

the historian's office, it would be hard to overestimate the benefit

which Mr. Bryce, an actual and practical politician, has derived

from his work in the House of Commons of to-day. The fruits of

that training are seen perhaps in their very best in the great work

on the American Constitution which the historian of the Holy

Roman Empire and the ex-Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs has

but lately published. It is sometimes made a matter of complaint

that so many men of good literary faculty * waste their time ' in the

barren toils of politics. But if there is loss in the bulk of their

literary products, and sometimes too in the quality of their style,

there is often the most ample compensation in the sound practical-

ness and sanity which their work displays. Mr. Grote would

probably never have grasped the full secret of the Athenian polls

if he had not been an active voter and debater among the party of

the philosophical Radicals, and similarly the altogether unacademic

note of the American Commonwealth, the keenness of vision which

it shows for political systems in their working and not in their mere

abstractness on paper, could with difficulty have been compassed

by any one unused to the actual functions of political life. There

are innumerable merits in the great book of Professor Bryce. For

one thing it is an almost inexhaustible repository of facts ; for

another it shows the most broadly tolerant and cosmopolitan cast

of thinking. But perhaps the greatest merit of all is the way in

which its author has managed to catch American institutions as it

were in the very fact, to associate them most intimately with the

life of the nation, and to present them as what they really are, the

American people in their everyday political activity.

We regret to announce the death, on Saturday, 19th January,

of Dr. Francis Hueffer, musical critic of the Times, and editor of

the Musical World. Dr. Hueffer was among the first in this

country to recognise the genius of Richard Wagner, and for many

years he was the chief literary exponent of Wagner in England.

Among his more important contributions to the literature of music

was his volume of musical studies, and another of Italian studies.

Dr. Hueffer was a valued contributor to our own pages. The

articles upon the Wagner-Liszt Correspondence in our December

and January issues signed by ' An Old Wagnerian,' were from his

pen.

In autumn next there will be an Exhibition of Pastels and

Works in Black and White, under the auspices of the Glasgow

Fine Art Institute.

An interesting Exhibition of works, some sixty in number, of

Mr. William Young, has been opened in the gallery of Messrs.

J. B. Bennett & Co., Gordon Street, Glasgow.

Erratum.—Through an inadvertence the name of the French

painter Monet was spelt Manet in our Paris notes on p. 221.

Ediiiburgk ; r. and A. Constable, Printers to Her Majesty,
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SONNET FOR A PICTURE.

THE first Love lived and walked in Greece ; he wore

No sandals, but around his form, like flame,

A chlamys fell in folds ; beyond the same

Shone his resplendent limbs. And then before

We knew him, lo, another Love sprang o'er

The world from a Judsean hill ; he came

Face ardent towards the clouds, limbs clothed in shame

;

He smote that other with a sword he bore.

He was so young, he was too proud to bow
His head towards earth, not wise enough, but now.

Unto the place where that fair first Love lies.

At last the Nazarene Love hastes to go,

To say sweet words, to raise him that is low.

To kiss him on his lips and on his eyes.

Havelock Ellis.

WOOD -SOLACE.

THE world was bleak to-day :—a sunless sky

Drifted, a waste of clouds, gray as the smoke

That broods above a battle. A dull yoke

Pressed down my spirit's neck, I knew not why.

Save by infection from the misery

Of the spent Season, that in tattered cloak,

Cowered shivering to the wind's incessant stroke,

A ruined King in tawdiy majesty.

Yet, in the woodlands wandering, over me
Stole sense of solace : every misted glade

Closed in like olden tapestries,—where fade

Red robes, and yellow fruits, and armour blue,

—

In such soft-woven harmonies I knew
The world a solemn, sad, sweet, mystery.

H. Bellvse Baildon.
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GLASGOW INSTITUTE OF THE FINE ARTS—ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

rriHE first glimpse of the upper entrance-hall, al-

J- though blocked by a large screen upon which
the poorer architectural designs are placed in front,

is sufficient to show that the collection of sculpture,

which was so important a feature of the recent Glasgow
Exhibition, has already commenced to produce Hs in-

fluence. Instead of the monotonous file of portrait-

busts which the visitor of Scottish galleries is so accus-

tomed to hasten past, he is arrested by what, although

a small, is really also an effective sculpture gallery.

Nor is it due to the work of foreign exhibitors, although

Barye's two grisly tigers, unluckily placed like a pair

of mantel-ornaments, may at first attract his eye ; that

group of ' Mother's Care ' (982), which recalls the

dignified largeness and simplicity of Dubois, is the

work of Mr. Massey Rhind ; that head of Sappho,
forcible and dignified, despite the unpleasant jerk of

the truncated arm, is the work of Mr. M'Gilliway

:

so too that well-handled and strongly-characterised
' Mendicant ' is his own, and not Rodin's. Again, Mr.

Kellock Brown's large and well-modelled group of
' Thalia, the Muse of Comedy,' might well find archi-

tectural recognition and place in one of our theatres,

and his decorative panel of 'Commerce' in an Exchange.
In no previous exhibition have there been so many
signs of a possible local school of living sculptm-e ; let

us hope that continued supply may soon succeed in

arousing proportional demand.
Returning to the strangers, from whom in the past

year we have been learning so much, we have in the
first place to welcome Mr. Hamo Thornycroft's noble
panel from the Gordon Memorial, but also to notice

Mr. Onslow Ford's heads and figure, so full of simpli-

city and character. Other groups arrest ns ; pretty

fancies, like Miss Brown's ' Cupid,' catch the eye ; but
we must pass to the pictures.

How shall we form an idea of these ; with the cata-

logue separately, as the fashion is, or by schools and
influences ? Would that we could have the latter

separated out—in one room, say rather row of galleries,

the conventional Royal Academicians and their innu-

merable following, and in another, those who swear by
the schools of Paris ! Could we not give our most
impressive individualities each his wall, and group
around him, whether it please him or no, those
whom he has most strongly influenced, the younger
painters, whom intentionally or unconsciously, perman-
ently or for the time being, he has caused to paint
with his brushes, or see with his eyes.' Nothing
is better for a man than to pass under some such
high influence and discipline, and nothing is more
needful for the fair criticism of him than to re-

cognise and define what these have been. Thus we
may welcome in the young painter at a certain
stage the frankest reflection of his master's influence,

and not only condone Mr. Henry Shields' sea-piece

so frankly after Henry Moore, or recognise the real

utility, for instance, to Mr. Terris (758), of the effec-

tive water-colour methods of Arthur Melville, but even

approve the good sense of both. We must even ascribe

a high value to the pictures of Mr. Austen Brown,

since these not only closely and frankly follow Millet

in choice of subject, in drawing and brush-work, but

show that the disciple has truly grasped his master's

lofty outlook upon nature, his deep humanity as well.

Of such men there is little fear of permanent imita-

tion ; they will soon get beyond the discipular attitude,

and see something of their own to say. Nor can the

young painter in whom no such dominant influence is

ever very apparent be often credited with any more

real originality—too commonly his work is a mere blur

of impressions, and may be analysed into the confused

and fragmentary reflection of less developed masters, if

not merely of the stream of common-place around him,

shown in a mirror smaller and less true. Nor is choice of

subject unimportant, as somewould have us believe. Mr.

Goodall's vast acreage (216) of livid purplish slime,

on which only two or three miserable gulls are quarrel-

ling and scraping, his rotting hulk and ragged ash-

basket floating down a leaden stream of tidal sewage,

may be granted as even uglier in pictorial than they

can be made in verbal description ; but this dubious

advantage does not repay the expenditure of so much
paint and pains ; nor is the artist to be congratulated

upon reflecting two bad French influences instead of

one good one.

But in this exhibition it is not, of course, the foreign

influences, good or bad, that are prevalent, but the

time-honoured Royal Academy one. Let us first

borrow a brief description from its historian of the

future—' Its huge walls were decorated from sky to

foot with gilded parallelograms, jammed together into

an intricate, yet monotonous, confusion. In this could

slowly be made out along the line a long row of pictures

by the Royal Academicians, as the privileged members

of this body (really, of course, the last survivor of the old

monopolist craft-guilds) were called. Upon such line

space as they were themselves unable to fill, but, of

com-se, chiefly in the less favourable situations, hung

the pictures of those whom they saw fit to admit as

guests. And since few men care for guests with whom
they cannot sympathise, and still fewer can sympathise

with younger xnen who do not agree with them, a mono-

tonous imitation of the Academicians became forcibly

established. This state of things, as is always the case

throughout history, naturally became also dominant in

the provinces, and even persisted there long after it

was becoming discredited in the metropolis. Hence

an average Victorian Exhibition—say, for instance,

that of Glasgow in 1889—would contain, besides

conventional landscapes and portraits, a nowadays

incredible number of subjects like the following

:
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—No. 1, " The Little Girl and her Dog "
; No. 2, " The

Dog's Head, Stuffed "
; No. 3, " My Grandmother's

Wax Flowers"; No. 4, " Her ditto Fruit"; No. 5,

" Her Mantelpiece Ornaments "
; No. 6, " One Doll in

Knee-breeches"; No. 7, "Two ditto in Baronial

Interior "
; No. 8, " Ba Capo "

; and so on.' It would be

easy to particularise the very pictures here alluded to ;

the criticism, however, is not merely individual, but

generic.

Still more objectionable, however, is that newer

wave of southern influence, which, as in Mr. Collier's

' Lilith,' seeks to enliven the traditional Royal Academy

Philistinism by borrowing an idea from the Parisian

decadence. One is tempted to say that the fact that

such a picture should still be starring the provinces

like ' Nana ' and the rest, says more for the good

taste and reserve of the proprietors of menageries

than for hanging committees; with modei'ation, how-

evei-, Mr. Collier may doubtless reach equal success

in the former even more popular line. The vulgarity

of Mr. Stanhope Forbes' ' Palmistry ' is too obvious

to be worth mention, were it not that from this

painter we have been accustomed to better things

;

l)ut a word of vigorous protest must be added with

regard to Mr. Logsdail's ' St. Martin's-in-the-Fields,'

since this surely most ill-advised of Chantrey Fund

investments is sent to us as an example of what the

Academy delighteth to honour. On the whole it is

none the less an unpleasant picture ; despite tlie skilful

treatment of the architecture, the cabs and omnibuses,

the colour constantly becomes poor and even ugly, as

notably in the young lady's crimson mantle ; some-

times also absui'd or grotesque, as in the brewer's horse

with its purple hide, and black mask fitted on at its

collar. Nor in this attempt to delineate one of the

great foci of the human stream is there the slightest

real sympathy with its movement ; the policemen and

newsboys are mere empty shadows, the lady and flower-

model mere poi-traits of the hardest and most soulless

kind. In a word, the good qualities of the picture are

merely those which might be reached by the help of a

few instantaneous photographs ; neither as a great

work of art, nor as an intelligent contemporary record,

does it deserve its honours.

It is with great pleasure, therefore, that we turn

from these unhelpful influences to the real treasures of

the gallery. These are, however, for the most part

too well known to need any detailed mention. Mr.

Whistler's famous portrait of his mother is, of course,

that upon which painters will especially fasten with

delight. Watts' beautiful composition of ' Diana and

Endymion,' Burne-Jones' stately ' Tower of Brass,' and

his softer ' Bath of Venus,' here exhibited for the first

time, are the leading examples of contemporary ideal-

ism. Millet's 'Laveuse,' Millais' ' Lord Salisbury,' a small

' Cornfield ' and ' Salisbui-y Cathedral ' of Constable's,

together with ' Robbing the Orchard,' a peculiarly fine

example of Morland, will also be remembered among
the loan pictures. And with these, as perfect in its

way, and so already classical, may be mentioned Mr.

Arthur Melville's 'Snake-charmers,' illustrated here-

with.

From the Whistler portrait the eye unfortunately

only passes too readily to that contributed by Mr.

Guthrie (35) ; and thus more readily seizes on its

faults than on its merits. The original, but hardly

beautiful, scheme of coloiu- seems not to have lent

itself to careful working out ; and however clever the

adjustment of dress to hair, or vivid the relief of

the whole from a slashingly put-in background, we
cannot regard the picture as a serious representation

of a lady in appropriate surroundings, much less as a

style of portrait which ordinary people could be ex-

pected to enjoy and live with. These, nevertheless,

are surely the fundamental limitations of portraiture ?

Bettei', therefore, if less brilliant, is Mr. Millie Dow's

portrait (6.51), or even Mr. Crawford Hamilton's clergj'-

man (253), since in these we have serious and sympa-

thetic characterisation ; and the subject is treated for

his own sake, not that of illustrating the painter's

ingenuity, brilliancy, and speed. The same con-

siderations compel us altogether to object to Mr.

Walton's exhibiting his two-hour study (-tl3), ' right'

though it is as far as it goes. ' Products, not pro-

cesses, are for the public eye.'

A welcome innovation on old lines are the few pastel

portraits, contributed by Mr. Millie Dow and Mr.

Guthrie, which are exceedingly pleasing, although the

secret of permanence seems in the former case hardly

to have been understood. Mr. Guthrie's single little

pastel landscape (899) is so bright and fresh in

colour as to leave little doubt that we shall soon see a

considerable return to the use of this medium, of which

some advantages are so obvious.

The remaining pictures we have space for are all

landscapes, and, avoiding as far as may be all purely

technical questions, let us look at these primarily as so

many ' Readings of Earth,' each a record of what some

nature-lover has seen or felt, or, it may be, imagined.

That every landscape is a statement of objective natural

fact combined with a subjective personal experience is,

of course, an idea ftimiliar to every painter. Even the

extraordinary cliffs and moonlights of which Mr. Waller

Paton has so long and industriously prosecuted the

wholesale manufacture, must clearly at some time have

derived their existence from deep application of inward

to outward experience. With every man this union

tends to become tolerably definite ; we call it sti/le ;

hence the need of constant observation, of constant

thought, even a brief cessation of either tending to

land us in fixity. The point at which fixity happens

to have been reached is, alas ! what determines the

rank of most painters : thus, from the typically juvenile

view of nature and mode of presentment retained by

Mr. Beattie Brown (570), to the adolescent rusticity

generally preserved by Mr. Smart (92), the step is

considerable. A healthy commonplace enjoyment in

(
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nature such as that of Mr. Joseph Henderson (26'2),

is as far as most people go ; such pictures have their

evident constituency, and their usefuhiess is not to be

denied. To exceed this is indeed at first perilous,

since, taking for instance say the adjacent sea-piece of

Mr. Macgregor Wilson (283), this perhaps hai-dly reaches

a sufficient level of excellence to have the same chance

of purchase among the smaller circle of higher culture.

Hence, indeed, mainly the old tragedy of artistic dis-

appointment, never perhaps commoner than now.

Never commoner, also, was a slight modification of

this, that when a painter of real ability has won
himself name and place, he should be strongly tempted

to remain at that precise level. From Mr. Colin Hunter

we expect and obtain the Colin Hunter sea (156); Mr.

David Murray, too, cheerfully hastens to supply us with

his well-known article. And although we must admit,

in the latter case, a considerable freshness in choice of

subject (205), one none the less feels convinced that

some day some ingenious American will counterfeit us

the well-known touch by adapting some complex

pattern-weaving machine to handle the brushes.

Hapjiily, however, public taste is rising, and the

painter's chances of recognition of good work rising

with it. Fresh observation will find many to welcome

it. Mr. Fred Brown's warm effect of level sunlight

[' When the Evening Sun is low,' 282) cannot fail to

touch many a recollection of summer evenings ; nor

will Mr. Coventry's fresh little pictures of 'The Tide

Light ' (748) and ' At St. Monance ' lack admirers.

Indeed, his larger sunny sea, 'A Summer Day'

(722), figured in our last month's issue, taken

with Mr. Macgregor Wilson's shore as pendant (619),

show ns that the younger painters, as yet unspoiled

by success, are not reviving old impressions of nature

for show, but gathering fresh ones for love.

Of maturer sympathy with nature, we have never

happily been without standard examples among the

senior painters, notably in Mr. Wingate and Mi-.

M'Taggart. The true Wordsworthian feeling of the

former, learned in the same school of life, is well

rendered in his ' Winter Twilight,' while from his well-

contrasted colleague we have two jo3'ous idylls of the

sea, in which the merry bathers are as good as any
old world water-gods, and the children wading in the

foam as gladsome as Aplirodite and her maidens. With

a real sentiment of nature, Mr. Wellwood Ratti-ay's

picture (217) must be admitted to fail somewhat in

selective power, and consequently in interest ; Mr. A.

K. Brown gives us an effective loch scene (60), and

Mr. Robert M'Gregor exhibits an advance upon his

average work, especially in purity of colour (j;.g.

' Spring Cabbages ') without loss of his familiar quali-

ties of tone. Mr. Denovan Adam's Highland cattle

(' Evening,' 265) are well worth noting as a good ex-

ample of what we so rarely see, a really imaginative

animal painting, the wild timid creatures hurrying to

shelter as the last streaks of lurid sunset disappear

behind dark masses of tumultuous cloud. A good ex-

ample, of course on more familiar lines, of the value of

animal life as an element of expression in landscape

is afforded by the sheep in Mr. Hartley's pleasant

' Evening ' (337), or again in Mr. Brownlie Docharty's

noteworthy pastoral, 'With the Flock,' in which natm-al-

istic truth and poetic idealism are happily blended with

no inconsiderable decorative skill. From Mr. James

Paterson we have unfortunately nothing to equal his

gleaming river and other exhibits of last year; the
' Happy Valley ' is too much of an over-enlarged sketch,

while his pretty but conventional ' Echo ' unfortun-

ately suggests its name in another sense. Mr. Nairn's

'Moonrise' (99) shows high qualities, decorative and

ideal, in which Mr. Hornel's ' Weedcutter' (473) is also

full of promise, as well as Mr. Whitelaw Hamilton's
' Gipsies ' (523), and Mr. T. C. Morton's ' Cattle ' (537).

Mr. Pirie's ' Bull endeavouring to bay the Moon' (109)

must however be mildly remonstrated witli. Mr.

Henry's cui-iously original indoor ' Gloamin' ' decidedly

rewards the slight effort of making it out. But first so

far among this youngest school, who it is to be re-

gretted as yet do themselves too little justice, must be

reckoned Mr. Roche, whose ' Legend of King Wen-
ceslas' is as pleasant in colour as it is fresh in con-

ception. Many however will feel that the composition

tends to break in two, as if page and king were in

separate pictures, and for this and otlier reasons will

prefer his winsome lassie (' Miss Loo,' 9)- For her

delicate and pleasing colour, her mixed look of arch

gaiety yet modest pensiveness, we may take her as muse

of this fresh school of painters, and watch her further

development with friendly eyes.

Patrick Geddes.

THE GROSVENOR GALLERY.

AS ' a boon and a blessing ' to the luckless denizens

of this sunless, fog-haunted London of the

last many weeks, come the two admirable exhibi-

tions of the works of dead painters at Burlington

House and at the Grosvenor Gallery, bearing direct

witness to the truth of the doctrine of compensa-

tion.

The latter cannot, of course, in point of interest be
compared with its forerunner, whose marvellous Rem-

brandts, in particular, have roused a fresh furore of

wonder and acclamation ; but comparisons, however

tempting, are inadequate and ungrateful, and should

never be made. It is enough to say that the fortunate

possessors of portraits by Reynolds, Romney, and

Gainsborough; of landscapes, subject-pictures, and
marines, by Constable, Wilson, Crome, Morland, Wilkie,

and Cotman, have spared their treasures to make
beautiful, for a while, the walls of the Grosvenor Gal-
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leiy, and that, as a foregone conclusion, the result is a

delightful and rarely interesting exhibition.

Entering the West Gallery, one's attention is in-

stantly attracted by Romney's life-size portrait of lovely

Mrs. Jordan, an inconceivably fascinating example of

this painter's best manner. Pose, colour, treatment,

all are of the happiest. The actress, dressed in a

white filmy gown, confined at the waist by a pale pink-

ish ribbon, turns, with her head leaning on her hand,

and her elbow supported on her knee, her beautiful

face almost full upon the beholder. Her blonde,

waving hair floats around her delicately poised face

and neck ; a charming espieglerie sweetens the fine

malice of her smiling eyes and lips. It would be hard

to say with which one is most impressed ; the fascina-

tion of the woman or the skill of the painter by whom
she has been immortalised, and, in an instance where

the artist has so obviously attained to his desired con-

summation, it would be a mere hC'dse to dissect the

technical method through which he has reached it.

A striking contrast to this example of the art that con-

ceals art is a small portrait by the same hand, of Lady

Hamilton as ' Miranda
'

; a canvas of but slight merit,

wherein the hot shadows and coarse technique produce

an impression of crudity and unrefinement.

Gainsborough's ' The Mall, in St. James's Park,' is a

dull and vapid picture, devoid of solidity or truth, re-

presenting a number of unsubstantial milliner's puppets

trooping along an alley of woolly green trees, its faults

perhaps being made more apparent by the immediate

proximity of Sir Joshua Reynolds' fine portrait of Mrs.

Morris, a subtly strong arrangement of dull reds and

ivory. The pose is at the same time stately and grace-

ful, the shadows pure and sober, the modelling ade-

quate, the method of treatment, as is best, invisible.

Etty's ' Corsair,' representing a too-brown pirate

carrying off an unwilling damsel, is not a very pleas-

ing picture ; it has a certain Byronic insincerity of

feeling, although the half-nude figui-e of the girl

is fine in drawing, and agreeable in its peai'liness

of colour. Her face, with its idiotic grin, is ridiculous.

On the original merits of many of Turner's pictures

it is by no means easy to pronounce, owing to the

ephemeral qualities of some of his pigments ; but

in the ' Avalanche in the Val d'Aosta ' one finds, to

say the least of it, a prodigious sense of space and

vast confusion—a Cyclopean chaos. This feeling of

immensity, combined with the romance which only

scientifically-selected truths can give, is carried to its

highest point in Cotman's ' Homeward Bound.' A
great ship in full sail moves slowly through the tum-

bling, sombre-green water-. The sails are in tone

against an after-sunset sky, and it is perhaps mainly

to the justice of these two values that the impression

of vastness and mysteiy is due. One could well ima-

gine this to be the ship of the Ancient Mariner

coming into port, or that of Vanderdecken, minus

the blood-red sails. Anyhow, it remains in our memory
as one of the finest marines we have ever seen. A

little further along on the same wall hangs another

Turner—' Pope's Villa '— a pastoral landscape and

white house, golden and luminous in the light of the

setting sun. In the foreground are figures and sheep,

the disposition of which is admirable. Of the two

VVilkies, 'Blind Man's Buff' and 'The Penny Wed-
ding,' the former is the best. The scene is a Scots

farm-kitchen, where a goodly gathering of men and

maids disport themselves in the time-honoured pas-

time whose name supplies the title for the picture.

The grouping and action of the rustic figures is most

graceful and apparently simple, while the colour is

a splendid instance of those pure and mellow quali-

ties, rich without (to use a slang term) jamminess, low

in tone without grubbiness, delicate yet not sickly, to

which Orchardson has approached perhaps more nearly

than any other painter.

Crome's ' Gibraltar Watering-place,' though scarcely

a characteristic example of his work, is noteworthy for

a certain solid grandeur ; but the ' Woody Landscape

with Sheep,' in the next room, is as fine a Crome, not

even excepting the luminous pastoral at South Kensing-

ton, as we have had the good fortune to see. In spite of

its comparatively unimportant size, one is impressed by

this small canvas as if it were a large picture, so per-

fect is the arrangement of the masses, so beautiful the

quiet dignity of colour. Returning to our conscien-

tious (and yet agreeable) round in the West Gallery,

we may note a charmingly simple portrait of a lady

—name unknown—which, at the first glance, would

seem to be a Reynolds, and a good one too ; but

turning to the Catalogue, we find it to be by John

Hoppner. The background of deftly-painted foliage,

with low blue hills in the distance, might prove not

unworthy of the attention of the contemporary por-

traitist. ' Crossing the Brook,' with its combination of

gorgeous colour and childlike grace, would bear, even

were it a less-known picture, unmistakably the Rey-

nolds stamp. We cannot entirely regard pictures such

as this as ' signifying nothing ' but the more or less

dexterous methods of laying on paint, although that

point of view, when not carried to excess, has its due

value. It is only when the intention of the artist and

his technique are in harmony that the best results are

gained, be the desired end an expression merely of

certain effects of light and shade, or, on the other

hand, of some human interest added thereto. Here

the human interest is so unforced, so blended with a

suitable mode of technical expression, as to form a

necessary and delightful part of a perfectly-balanced

whole. The grave, sweet anxiety, the quaint careful-

ness shown in every line of the child's face and figure

well exemplify this, as she carries a poodle-like dog

across a shallov/ stream, with an air of confident, yet

modest, assui-ance that is evidently not fully shared by

the animal himself.

There are several good Morlands in this room ; one

of the most pleasing is the ' Rustic Scene ' (No. 67),

an interesting rendering of a glimpse at last-century
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rustic lifcj not the least chami of this, as of much of

his work, consisting in its distinct character and truth,

with which one is irresistibly impressed.

The portrait of a lady, by Raeburn, a canvas small

in size in proportion to its merit, might well be taken

for the work of a modern impressionist. Among the

Wilsons, perhaps ' Lake Nemi,' a conventional but

pretty landscape, with a neo-Greek building in the

foreground, may be reckoned as attractive as any

here. Passing another small and beautiful Crome, a

most interesting portrait of Romney painted by him-

self, and an admirable Gainsborough (portrait of Mrs.

Lowndes Stone), we come to Constable's ' Lock.'

Perhaps Constable's own words may be best employed

in reference to this splendid realisation of fresh, open-

air feeling ;
' it is silvery, windy, and delicious.' The

composition is admirable, and scientific in the highest

degree ; but it is to be regretted that the treatment

in places, more particularly in the foreground, is

scratchy, and the multitudinous detail irritating. The
solidity of the woodwork of the lock is worthy of

remark, and, as a whole, the picture is an extraordi-

narily fine one.

The outwai-d semblance of painters is not unfre-

quently entirely out of harmony with the feeling of

their work, but in Morland's portrait of himself when
a youth, we find all the sweet and intelligent sim-

plicity that he put into his pictures.

In the East Gallery, next to Constable's masterly

' Valley Farm,' hangs a dignified portrait by Reynolds

of Lord Dartmouth, a three-quarters figure, seated,

dressed in a black suit with lace ruffles. This is

another of those portraits that one feels must have

been good likenesses ; the pose is fortunate, and the

workmanship is fine, save for some bad drawing in the

fore-shortening of the legs. And, talking of fore-

shortening, what a learned example do we find of this

difficult species of tour dc force in Etty's ' Manlius

thrown from the Rock,' a clever study, splendidly

drawn and modelled, but somewhat painful, withal,

to look at for long, and suggestive of vertigo.

The portrait of Lady Sligo, by Romney (life-size,

nearly half-length), forms one of the most attractive

features in this room, but there are also two portraits

of children, which must have been painted in his

palmiest days. One of these represents a little boy

with yellow hair, in a plain brown suit, with the neck

and throat partly exposed where his wide frilled collar

is turned back ; he is an exceedingly pretty little boy,

but it is in no measure on the mere prettiness of the

subject that the beauty of this portrait depends—
a picture that seems to us the apotheosis of child-

portraiture—naive, dexterous, simple, full of a gracious

and entirely t-hildlike nobility. The large Cotman
which hangs upon the same side of the room is fine in

parts, and doubtless contains a few not very interesting-

truths, but it impinges too nearly on the boundary

between romantic landscape and scene-painting ; and

though the deep blue of the sky, and the strong russets

of the town-walls and the fishing-sails come very near to

making an agreeable scheme of colour, the eifect of the

whole is a little meretricious, and suggestive of the
' back-cloth.' Strange to think that Crome, so distinctly

a luminariste, and with so refined a feeling for colour,

should have been guilty of perpetrating the execrable

marine—in tinny texture and cheap colour most like a

German lithograph—that meets one's startled gaze a

little further along : and heaven it knoweth what

Romney may have meant when he painted little Lord

Burghersh ' dressed all in leather,' and in yellow leather

too!

Very Dutch and deft in technique, albeit unpleasant

in colour and inane in sentiment, is Landseer's much-

engraved original of the ' Highland Shepherd's Home.'

To the casual observer, highly finished and somewhat
minutely elaborated, it has yet certainly been painted

with this painter's usual expedition ; the draperies are

simple and skilfully managed ; the flesh, especially in

the instance of the rosy child in the cradle, admirably

modelled.

A portrait of most keen and general interest is one

by Raeburn, representing a boy of a fair and ruddy

countenance. The lad is in Highland dress, with a

bonnet of blue and red, and a plaid of blue and red

tartan : his frank, intelligent face looks out with a half-

smile from the background of grey sky, and he is none

other than the youthful self of that great magician.

Sir Walter Scott. Truly there is a strange pathos

about old portraits !

In the small fourth room Blake's ' Rainbow ' shows a

by no means uninteresting production of his imaginative

genius. The colour has mostly fled ; but the inter-

twined forms that fill the iridescent arch are extremely

fine, and the whole scheme is learnedly composed.

Of the pastels two or three are good, but all show a

certain unfamiliarity with the potentialities of this most

accommodating vehicle ; and very many of them are

crude and garish in colour. An exquisitely delicate

little portrait in this medium is that of a young man,

with a fair nonchalant face, who was George, sixth

Duke of Argyle.

The Constable sketches—of which there are about

eighty-six, of widely-varying merit—form a pleasing

collection, but, of course, will not bear comparison with

the really fine studies at South Kensington. One is

glad, too, to have the opportunity of seeing the great

painter's box and brushes—curiously like pa.ste-brushex

these—his watch, and other relics ; but we could well

have spared from this show the corpse of a martyred

field-mouse upon which Constable sat (in the diction

of Mr. Browning) ' unawares.' Could not a black-

beetle that has had the misfortune of being accidentally

stepped upon by Turner be found i

Graham R. Tomson.
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"Hf.^MMa'pi"

BOHEMIANISM IN ANTICOLI-CORllADO.

"VrTE are but human after all, and cannot for ever

bear the strain of intense exaltation of mind.

The spirit, however cultured, cannot be forced to adore

beyond a certain point. The Litany must be followed

by the Hymn—the day of intensest liglit by the

soothing neutral tints of evening. Even in Rome we
cannot day after day be brought before the world's

masterpieces of painting, of decoration, of sculpture,

and of architecture, without the soul (unless it be that

of a god or a prig) calling out that it is surfeited, that

it can no more, that it is suffering from aesthetic in-

digestion.

Some such thoughts as these, coupled with the

approaching heat, which now, in the middle of May,
was already turning the Eternal City into a temporary

bakehouse, made me turn with delight to the con-

sideration of a friend's proposal to come and join him
at Anticoli-Corrado, a village which, he had assured

me, combined a perfectly rural isolation with a very

acceptable economy of living. So, acting, as one

should always do if one wishes to enjoy a delightful

trip, upon the impulse of the moment I packed up a

very few traps, as I had been warned that in Anticoli

one did not ' dress for dinner,' and that ' a proud look

and a high collar' were regarded with suspicion, and

took my ticket for the last station that has as yet been

finished on the Tivoli Railway, to a place called Cineto.

Cineto is at the most thirty miles from Rome, but

they nftmage to spend three and a half hours over the

journey, the engine-driver and guards chatting to their

friends at every little station in the Campagna, until

they have exhausted every topic of interest.

So, as I left Rome at five, it was half-past eight

before I arrived at Cineto. Anticoli is away up on the

hills, literally cradled among them, four miles from

Cineto. The usual mode of approaching it is on mule-

back, but, as there had been a misunderstanding about

the tinie of my arrival, no mule had been sent, so I had

to avail myself of a very old-world-looking, tumble-

down coach, which is dignified by the name of the

Post. Indeed even this I nearly missed, as, having

asked the coachman how much he would take me for

to as near to Anticoli as the coach went, he replied,

'A franc and a half.' Whereupon, feeling myself in

duty bound to ask him to take me for a franc—used as

I was to the usual mode of bargaining in other parts

of Italy, where a franc asked means, as a rule, that

40 centimes will be taken—he replied by instantly

whipping up his horses, and I should have been left to

find out my way to Anticoli alone, in the night-time,
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without a guide, as no one to speak of lives at Ciiieto,

had I not ignominiously called after him to stop,

apologised, and abjectly capitulated.

Our treaty concluded and my pardon granted, I

sprang up alongside him on the box and off we went,

jumping along over ruts and small rocks which adorned

the high-road at jjleasant and unexpected intervals, and

greatly added to the interest of the drive.

Nothing could equal the beauty of the scene which

meets your eyes on this journey, at least so it seemed

to me ; but I must admit that I was singularly

fortunate in arriving on

the night of the new
moon : and, as she coyly '.?«i- ';.j;At:;.;-: ^v

climbed the heavens,

pale and virginal among
the bi'ightly burning-

planets, and as millions

of fireflies flashed and

died and flashed again

among the olives, as

though they were the

spray falling from a fir-

mament that appeared

literally splashed with

stars, it seemed as if

I were arrived into the

delectable country for

which lovers sigh and

of which poets dream.

Even the practical and

inquisitive conversation

of my worldly-minded

charioteer, which was

indeed ' of the earth

earthy,' could hardly

draw down my mind
from the contemplation

of this beatific vision,

until, abruptly pulling

up, after a leap of more

than usual altitude over

some more jagged than

the average boulder, at

a little bridge, he
showed me where our

roads parted, and where a whitely gleaming path led

up to a little village peeping out among the hill-tops,

which he told me was Anticoli-C^orrado.

So with his ' buoii viaggio,' rendered the more
hearty by the receipt of what I afterwards discovered

to be his triple fare, off I started up the mountain

road, my little portmanteau in my hand. It was nearly

ten o'clock, and not a sound was to be heard but the

shiver of the olive leaves as the light night breeze

passed through them. Up, and always up, getting, it

seemed, but very little nearer by the winding moun-
tain road to my village, ' set,' fortunately, ' on an hill,'

and so not 'to be hid.' I had been walking for about

T»*t Gej.}H,;M, i^oST-tiFFWifc -

twenty minutes, when I became suddenly aware of a

swinging light that was approaching me. A minute

later, and it was, immediately in front of me, flashed

into my face by a wild-looking figure, who, with the

most luireasonable laughter, danced about me, and

tried to seize my baggage. Firmly I resisted, my
British bull-dog instinct making me stick to it, while

the man,—whether partly maniac or wholly bandit,

my ignorance of his abominable dialect, and my
unfamiliarity with the extent and significance of

his gestures, made it difficult for me to discover,

—continuing to dance

around me, and dash
-'^•' ';:"

' at my portmanteau in

my unwary moments, at

last endeavoured to em-

bi-ace me, telling me he

knew all about me—my
' people,' my hopes, my
fortunes, and my aims

—that he knew quite

well that I was coming

to Anticoli, and that

really I must not be

allowed anj' longer to

cari-y my portmanteau.

1 was about to reply

that the inconvenience

of its weight was as

naught when compared

with the anxiety I

should feel if I saw it

borne off on his uncouth

shoulders, when sud-

denly it occurred to me
that there might be

method in his madness.

So I asked him, as he

appeared to be so par-

ticularly omniscient, to

tell me the name of the

man at whose house I

was to lodge. With
* leaps and roars of laugh-

ter and many claps on

the shoulder the man
at last told me that it was Michele Amato that

was expecting me—that he himself was by way of

being, in his intervals of performing postal duties,

a sort of servant of my host, and that he had

been sent by him on the chance of meeting me,

as Signor Amato had thought it possible that I

might arrive that night. Here, then, was the jorosaic

end of this adventiu'e—my bold highwayman an

honest servant, anxious to perform his duty—mj'

wild maniac only an ordinary specimen of an Italian

peasant. The Italian peasant is gifted—as negroes

are—with a jjower of seeing in the most ordinary

events something to overpower him, with good-
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humour, with roars of laughter, with an outlandish

joy—a combination, as I find it, of ganchcrie and

ridiculously high spirits, which, together with another

ingredient, an exaggeration of les gesics, are to

be accounted for by the splendours of the southern

climate and the hotness of the southern blood.

So I yielded up my bag, not sorry to have got rid

of it, to my delighted guide, who trotted along by

my side making the mountains echo with his un-

seemly mirth. Instead of keeping to the high-road,

we now took all the short cuts, a change of route

which added to the peril though it considerably

shortened the length of our journey. At last the

dissatisfied ' Is life worth living ?
' grunt of some sleep-

less pig, housed in the picturesque but inconvenient

hovel of his master, and the narrowing of the road,

which now became a precipitousi* path—never to be

dignified by the name of street—announced that we

were arriving at the village itself. About half-way up

this main sewer—which really is a far more appropriate

name than main street—at an angle in one of the

lordlier hovels, my guide laughed less, he became

serious, he became dignified, he became official, and

with much importance asked me if I would mind

waiting while he collected the leiler.t, which at four

o'clock the next morning were to be taken to Cineto

for Rome. He went with much solemnity, as though

wearied and weighed down by the cares of his position,

to a modern hole in an ancient wall, which is in very

deed and fact the General Post Office of Anticoli

;

just as my new friend, for whom I had now conceived

a new respect, was the Postmaster-General of the

place. He unlocked a green iron door witli a govern-

ment stamp on it, which protects the post from the

public eye, and found nothing therein. At this he

ajipeared much concerned and surprised, or pretended

to, and I too was far more impressed than I need have

been ; for I did not know then that, besides the

painters who come to the place, there may be, but I

should doubt it, two dozen people in the village

capable of writing letters at all. So that I fear my
friend was somewhat of an actor in pretending such

consternation at sight of the letterless box.

Two minutes more, during which my guide had

managed to throw off all the cares of office, and had

become again possessed by his ' secure delight,' and

we had climbed up to the very top, and were landed

in the imposing square where are all the magnificent

shops of the place. These are two in number—the

first a sort of ' cheap-jacquerie ' (?)—if I dare coin such

a word—a general dealer's, where everything can be

bought that is wanted—at least, everything that is

wanted at Anticoli, which, perhaps, involves a greater

limitation than at first sight may appear. The other

shop is a chemist's, kept by mine host ; who, of the

two, I should imagine, makes more money than his

brother, who owns the ' cheap-jacquerie.' For where

yet was the peasant who would not more w^illingly

spend money on 'doctor's stuff' than on soap; or.

T)^|v^^A^

sov-^

indeed, would not rather have a funeral, whose mag-

nificence should overawe and provoke the jealousy

of his neighbours, than a cottage, the well-ordered

appointments of which should command their esteem?

Very glad was I at last to have arrived at my desti-

nation, and very welcome and friendly looked the room,

dignified by the name of salone, the common room of

the artists who boarded with Signor Amato, three of

whom were now sitting round the table. They had

not expected me that evening, and had long since

finished dinner, and were now joining in the rowdy

chorus of some Neapolitan song, to the accompaniment

of a guitar. There were three of them—two Italians ;

and in the third— clad on, or rather clad off, for there

was little that was superfluous, in all the daring bravery

of the wildest Bohemianism— I hardly recognised him

whom in the conventionality of towns I had known

as my Scotch friend, Mr. . Among artists there

is little artificiality of manners, and I was soon quite at

home with them, eating the impromptu dishes, the (to

me, hungry as I was with my new mountain appetite)

delicious inventions of Signora Amato. The chance

poached egg, the hastily-cut strips of dried ham, the

spontaneously-grilled mutton-chop, as it fizzes and

hisses in your plate ; even the wine, which was neither

'fruity' nor ' scented,' and which, indeed, now that

custom has unbandaged my eyes and novelty has de-

parted from me, I know to be execrable,—how delicate,

how fragrant, how grateful they all appear, those even-
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ings of first arrival ! My
new companions were

soon all in possession of

the facts of my recent

adventure, and laughter

rang through the room,

dominated by the sten-

torian peals of my runa-

gate guide, the postman,

who by no means de-

creased the point of the

story, or our universal

merriment, by drawing

forth a huge, murder-

ous-looking jack-knife,

which, he said, he had

been on the point, when
I had failed to under-

stand him in the valley,

of producing, to show me
that there was no dan-

ger in that part of the

country, or that, if there

was, he had that big

knife to defend me nith !

The postman, whose

name is Greco, I soon

found was quite one of

the family party, and

made himself complete-

ly at home, drinking

glasses of that horrible

wine to my health, to

my reassurance, to our

friendship, to any excuse

that came into his unil-

luminated head. I had,

~'; too, three other table

companions, who, indeed

i are always at our feasts

—

' namely, two dogs and a kid.

(Not a juvenile, be it under-

stood, but one of the sort that is born unto goats.)

This is a pet kid of very reserved manner, who con-

stantly resents any undue familiarity on the part of

the less self-conscious dogs, such as the touch of a

paw or the flop of a tail, by butting at them till they

howl. He is greatly spoilt, not only by his master

(one of the Italian painters), but by the other artists

and by all the population.

One soon becomes accustomed to anything ; and

now it no more strikes me as singular to see this spoilt

kid walking on the table at meals, sniffing about with

its inteiTogative nose in search of salad or brown bread,

of which it is immensely fond, than does the tablecloth

itself, which is about the texture of the very roughest

bath-towel that ever rasped the back of a Briton. The

serviettes are made of the same stuff. Pocket-hand-

kerchiefs I have not as yet seen, for I believe they

are generally regarded as a supei-fluous luxury, and
have no practical signification whatever among the

inhabitants ; but I verily believe that if, in any voyage
of discovery among them, I should light upon such

a thing in the possession of one of the more fasti-

dious, it will prove to be of like texture with that of

the tablecloth.

When I say that the pension at ' Casa Amato ' is three

francs a day, including wine (if wine it may be called

which never knew the grape) and washing, it will not

be expected that the viands are choice, or that, such

as they are, they are prepared by a cordon-hleu.

The habits of the place are to rise, unless impelled

by an indecorous energy or by particularly bad dreams,

about six o'clock. It is true that there was one man
who for several weeks rose regularly at half-past three

in the morning, and was to be found before his easel

by four a.m. ; but then it is only fair to state that he

was painting a grey effect, having been tempted to

begin his subject on one of those rare cloudy days,

and, as in Italy the blue sky is almost as perpetual as

the days when the cicale sing—that is, that if it

is sufficiently cloudy to be worthy the name of ' a grey

day,' it is almost certain to rain—he had to finish his

picture before yet the sun had risen over the hills.

Your coffee is brought to you by one of the two

comely sisters of mine host, by his wife, or by his

sister-in-law (wife of him of the ' cheap-jacquerie ')—

a

large choice, but the only one, as it is almost impos-

sible to get a servant in the place, as all the girls and

women not actually engaged in agriculture are induced

by the few soldi a day more offered by the railway to

go and help in the construction of the new line destined

to continue that from Rome to Cineto as far as Sul-

mona, and now almost concluded. It is a little difficult

to recognise in these women the blue blood of the

place—the sisters and ' people ' of mine host himself,

who as chemist, and nephew of the mayor of the vil-

lage, is very much by way of being one's equal. Indeed

I fear he sometimes treats us poor painters mi peu de

haul en has. This means that we must be careful to

give them the ' le,' or third person singular, the pro-

noun of ceremony p«r excellence, and not the ' tu,' or

second person singular, the habit one so soon acquires

of addressing all the cotitadiiii here, as the latter,

without the least hesitation, adopt it towards you.

This coffee, with goat's milk, is brought in the thickest

of tumblers consistent with a possibility of getting the

glass between one's lips, and is accompanied by a huge

lump of coarse, but really most appetising, brown

bread. Butter is unknown to the oldest and most

enlightened inhabitants of the village ; and the most

daringly soaring and recklessly speculative intellects

have failed to form any conception of its colour, con-

sistency, and uses. And I also must confess, at the

risk of incurring the scorn and odium of the correctly

apparelled, that blacking is as little known in the

country as a top-hat. The shine of it on one's first

arrival from Rome attracts as much attention to one's
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feet as would that of a top-hat to one's head, had

one the temerity to wear such a badge of civilisation

in this pleasant wilderness. Daj' by day the polish

goes off one's boots, until after two weeks one beholds

the natural leather; so the polish which comes from

dwelling in cities (with which surely it is etymologi-

cally connected), and which in such utter rusticity

becomes a superfluous impertinence, wears off one's

manners, and one finds one's-self, in manner at least,

as natural as father Adam,
and one begins to mutu-

ally ivtoyer the peasants,

think with them, suffer

and sympathise with

them, think dry bread

made from corn a luxury,

and become really hazy

in one's ideas of butter.

Habits, after all, are

second nature ; and our

clothes fortunately do not

grow on our backs.

One then sallies forth

to paint. If a model has

not been previously en-

gaged, they are easy to

find ; for every one one

meets is worthy, either

from beauty of type or

picturesqueness of cos-

tume, ofbeing repi-oduced

on canvas. Indeed Anti

colij with the adjacent

village of Saracenesco, is -,

the mother of all the

models that flood Rome
in the winter months with

their goat-skins, slouch-hats,

knee-breeches and red waist-

coats, and that give to the

steps of Trinita del Monte a

character all its own. When
the summer draws on, and Rome
empties, they usually depart too,

and (like Cincinnatus) once more

return to the spade in their own

country till the next winter. And
many a face does one begin to meet again in

Anticoli that before one had seen in the Margutta or

the Piazza di Spagna. And, which is always a con-

sideration, they will pose for you here at half the

price they will demand at the capital. Whei-eas in

Rome they will ask 5 francs a day, here they will only

ask 2 francs .50.

It is somewhat of a pleasant revelation, I must

confess, to find that the ordinary Piazzi di Spagna

lounger is not, as is pretty generally supposed, a

creature playing at the picturesque peasant, dressed

up to look like a figure on a bon-bon box, or to re-

H^P.WWC^BM MAtvM

produce those painted in that abominable period for

art—the earlier part of the present century. Here
in Anticoli the dress is identical ; and a peasant

landed at the Roman station wears the same costume

with him who has just left the poetic heights of his

native village here.

Utterly unconscious that any aesthetic eye is upon

him, the Italian conladino, in the remotest wilds, will

sling his bhiey-green coat over his shoidder, stick wild

roses from the hedge-

row into his hat, so that

they fall down its slouched

brim, and mingle, fresh

and pink, with his dark,

clustering curls, and walk

homeward, his day's work

ended, through the dark-

ening corn-fields as the

sapphire splendours of

an Apennine sunset fade

into the silver solitude of

a still summer night

—

singing some wild, musical

snatches of his mountain

songs, with theii' long-

drawn-out last note, with

an appropriate grace and

a natural charm that no

art could inspire.

As you walk to your

work, it is hard not to

be distracted from your

purpose by the mass of

beauty that arrests your

eye on every side. First,

as you descend with the

greatest caution some pre-

cipitous drain that runs

from the main street, and

which is itself known to

the simple inhabitant by

the name of street, every

house is a wonder for a

painter, an architect, or an

engineer. For a painter,

for obvious reasons, for

its charms of tone and

quaintness of form. For an architect, because many

of these, poor and filthy as they ai'e, are veritable

specimens of fourteenth and fifteenth century archi-

tecture ; one, indeed, I know to be of thirteenth

century construction. While, for an engineer, the

continual wonder must be that they do not tumble

down.

Imagine from these houses troops of graceful, sun-

browned girls, lithe and active, balancing purplish

copper coiiche on their heads, to be filled with

water from the old foimtain down below. Their dress

is that usually worn by the women of the Campagna,

i^
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consisting of a skivt of some bright shade— never mind

how gaudy ; the Italian sun is the best of colourists,

and will, in a few weeks, make the most crying, star-

ing impossibility of colour subdued and harmonious.

This is worn over so many petticoats that one is

tempted to think that all the newly-acquired skirts are

put on, year by year, over the old ones, until a woman

becomes a sort of walking hanging-cupboard of her

personal wardrobe. One advantage it has—though I

confess that any woman with less natural beauty of

figure would be apt to look like the wife of Noah or

terms for the strength of development and the grace of

movement that the universal practice among the women
of carrying water and heavy bundles on their heads

gives to the figure. The costume is completed by a huge

handkerchief crossed over the chest, the ends of which

are tucked into the staj^s ; while cioce, or sandals

made of goat-skin, and tied round the ankles by cords

over a piece of stufl'', also of the texture of our table-

cloth (the universal linen of the place, in fact), cover

the feet, which in summer are bare.

To continue, then :—Around the door-steps of these

JSaS
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one of his sons' wives, as represented in these modern

days in the cheaper of his arks, constructed for the

amusement and edification of our childhood—that it

accentuates the line of the hips, thereby attaining the

end, without the preposterous exaggeration of the

crinoline of our grandmother. When I say that, in

spite of the most uncompromisingly inflexible stays,

worn outside, and laced at the back, and a thick white

square of stuff (of the texture of our tablecloth at

Signer Amato's), coming perfectly flat on the top of

the head—that still they do not look like those little

wooden eftigies of the antediluvian Prophet's wife or

daughters-in-law, I think I have spoken in the strongest

quaint, tumble-down houses, or rolling with delight in

the richest parts of the muddy swamp which fills this

rock-cleft pathway of a street, are the most deliciously

ragged-looking little urchins, such as would have cap-

tivated the heart of Murillo—with great shy eyes that,

the minute you are gone by, sparkle with mischief, as

they call after you to give them a xo/do. Solenni

baby-girls with long frocks down to their bare little

heels, looking, with their high stays, very Elizabethan,

struggle along as demurely and maternally as possible

under the weight of their infant brothers and sisters

—

to whose care the latter are already consigned by the

mother, who has to work in the fields. While, mixed
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up with them, are pigs, such as the prodigal must have

fed in a far country. Not your revoltingly human,

flesh-coloured pigs ; but swine with thick, strong,

bristling hair growing obstinately from a hastily-made

parting in the back. Glorious purple and blue-grej-

beasts, that suit the stony olive-grown landscape to

perfection. Here is our friend of last night—still

grunting out his for ever unanswered question, '
" Is

life worth living," after all?' in intervals of making

the most of it in the meanwhile by snatching up all

that is most savoury in the pathway, and followed by a

dozen of the most adorable and blackest little pigs that

ever squeaked and squabbled in imitation of their glut-

tonous mamma. These pigs are being driven by a young

prodigal to a pasturage in the valley, where every day

meet all the pigs of the village to grunt and fight and

guzzle together, or bask in abandoned ease beneath

the fierce sun, under the care of the common pig-herd

of the place—an older and far more important jirodigal,

with matted hair, and clothes torn and patched in a

manner « fairc rcwir any young landscape-painter with

an eye for the poetry of the ' ragged and tanned.' To
tlie care of this wikl-looking swineherd are consigned

all the pigs of the place, their owners paying him so

much a head to keep them grazing here ; and I am
told he gets about 300 francs a year altogether, so he

is held in much esteem.

It is astonishing to see the admirable way in which

he and liis children throw stones at the errant pigs,

whose talent for investigation leads them beyond the

limits of the pasturage. They hardly ever miss their

shot, and a dog is rendered quite unnecessary, as the

pig knows he lias no business so far afield, and returns

to his ever-dining brethren with many a grunt and

(juery over the problems of life and the hardness of his

luck. Pkrcv Sturdek.

ARTIST AND AUTHOR.

I.

NY one much interested in

art or artists has read old

C'ennino Cennini's Treatise

on Paiiiiiiig, or at all events

has heard his name ; but

there may be some towhom
his book is not well known.

Yet this pre-Raphaelite

artist and author deserves

to be a well-recognised

figure, not only because

lie gives us the earliest

information we have on

Florentine art in the latter part of the fourteenth cen-

tury, or the beginning of the fifteenth, but also because

his personality comes out so strongly in his writing, even

when he is telling us merely about mixing colours and

making charcoal pencils, that we can easily conjure up

the old man before our mind's eye with a distinctness

not often attainable about men of that period. We can

feel sure that he had a kind, genial spirit, a keen wit

and ready tongue, and perhaps, too, was not above a

little harmless flattery of great people ; but, withal,

devoted to his art for art's sake, and ready to tell the

young men about him that, if they wished for success,

they must follow in the footsteps of their master, and

not imagine thej' could discover a short cut in art, or

a royal road to success. As to becoming great and

famous in a short time, that was not to be thought of.

We can almost hear him garrulously holding forth to

his pupils, when the light has waned on a winter's

evening, and telling them all he did when he was

young, and how he had patiently learned from his

mastei', Agnolo Gaddi, whose father was the more

famous Taddeo Gaddi ; and then Cennino adds that

Taddeo had learned everything from his godfather

Giotto, for, for twenty-four years he had been a pupil

of this great Giotto, whose fame had spread every-

where ; and that through this brilliant chain there had

come down yet older sayings from Cimabue, because

Taddeo's father, Gaddo, had been the friend of Cimabue

and of Andreas Tafi.

Much as we are interested, however, in old Cennino's

book, we know very little of his history, and it seems

doubtful whether any of his pictures remain, but

nevertheless his Treatise has lived, and we must be

satisfied with his words, and he with the fame of the

writer instead of the artist.

As to dates, we know Cennino's master was vVgnolo

Gaddi, who died (so Vasari says, but he is not always

accurate) in 1387. The more famous Taddeo, his

father, is represented in the Louvre, so that we can get

a good idea of the traditional manner which Cennino

thought ought to be handed down intact to future

generations.

Tambroni, who in 1821 discovei'ed a copy of the

MS. in the Vatican, says the Treatise was finished in

1437, but the oldest copy in the Iliccardi Library at

Florence has no such date, though, perhaps, that is near

enough for us, and the author himself leaves us in no

doubt as to his birthplace, which was Colle di Valdelsa.

So we see that it was nearly four hundred years before

the Treatise was made generally known through print,

being published by Tambroni, edited by the brothers

Milanesi, and translated into English by Mrs. Merri-

field.

All these, .seeing in the copied Ms. that the work

was written from prison, believed that Cennino had
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somehoWj at the age of eighty, been cast into the

Stinche, the debtors' prison. But this is most inilikely

;

besides, the prison records show no such name, the

truth being that the prisoners of the Stinche were

often given manuscripts to copy, and that Cennino's

MS. was probably one of these penance-tasks.

Most likely the old master was exti'emely prosperous,

and enjoyed a calm old age, during which he' set down

his recollections, a much more unusual proceeding in

those days than in these, when it is the fashion for our

grandfathers to tell us all they can remember of their

sprightly youth.

Again, we are not sure if the Florentine Cennino

painted most at Florence or at Padua. Vasari assigned

to him a fresco representing the Virgin and Saints in

the portico of the Hospital of S. Giovanni Battista at

Florence, an edifice not begun till 1376 by Bonifacio

Lupi, Marquis of Soragna; Vasari adds that this

pictm'e was painted with Cennino's own hand, and
' so well coloured that it is in this day in good

preservation.' This picture was afterwards removed

to the Florentine Gallery. This same Lupi was fond

of art, and most likely persuaded the then famous

Cennino to settle at Padua. Some say that he married

there Donna Ricca Delia Ricca of Citadella, and that

they were friends of Francesco Da Carrara, but we
must not put too much faith in these records.

Cennino must have died at Padua, for his name does

not appear on the roll of Florentine painters. Some
art critics seem to trace his style in a few mural pictures

in the Church of the Confraternity della Croce di Giorno

at Volterra, and there is a ' Massacre of the Innocents,'

beneath which these words could be once read :

—

' Nel Mcccc.x Alogherono questi della compagnia

tutti questi storie a Cienni di Francesco di Ser Cienni

da Firenze, eccieto quatro evangelisti : sone di Jacopo

da Firenze.'

Are these one and the same person ? Certainly a

Florentine, and of the school of Agnolo Gaddi. The
frescoes have the appearance of those at S. Croce, and

resemble them in miniature. Anyhow, we may easily

gather from the Treatise that Cennino was industrious,

so perhaps a ' Crucifixion ' in the Oratorio di S. Lorenzo

at Volterra, and a ' Virgin and Child ' in the Pretorio,

falsely assigned to Lippo Memmi, and a few others,

may be his. Some have even given him ' The Inven-

tion of the Cross,' ' The Death of the Virgin,' ' The
Beheading of St. Paul,' and ' The Victory of Constan-

tine ' in the Volterra Church, but these questions we
must leave to art critics, who often disagree ; however,

from the above, we shall understand the style of paint-

ing expected from the hand of Cennino di Drea Cennini

da Colle di Valdelsa, for this was his title in full !

' Drea ' is the short for Andrea, his father's name.

So much then for the somewhat shadowy history of

Cennino, but when we come to the book itself there

we feel we are dealing with facts, and some of thqni

curious facts, which but for Cennino we should not

have found out for ourselves.

The first chapter begins of course with a preamble

composed in that simple, reverent manner which makes

us love, even though we cannot refrain from smiling at,

those early artists.

' Here begins the Book of the Art,' says he, ' made
and composed by Cennino da Colle in the reverence of

God and of the Virgin Mary' (here Cennino must have

remembered that he had duly honoured the Holy

Mother by representations of her painted with his own
hand) ' and of S. Eustachius and of S. Francis.' S.

Francis could not be left out in this invocation, for was

not Florence full of recollections of this saint, and

Cennino, as he wrote, had a vivid recollection of the

great master Giotto's picture, representing the goodly

company of saints praying on the Penna Delia Vernia,

and the appearing of the Seraph with six flaming and

shining wings, between which the Crucifixion was seen,

and S. Francis received the Stigmata. Giotto repre-

sented with great religious feeling the wonderful vision

and the fervour of the holy Francis.

But Cennino's list of saints is not yet ended, for he

adds, ' S. John and S. Anthony of Padua, and gener-

ally all the saints of God,' and what to him came very

near to saintly worship, ' in the reverence of Giotto and

Taddeo and Agnolo,' and last of all he dedicates his

book to ' those who would attain perfection in the

arts,' and any of us who humbly follow in the footsteps

the old masters trod, gratefully accept his dedication,

for this opening sentence shows us a very admirable

side of Cennino's character. Humble he was, and

reverent ; deeply imbued with the religious feeling,

and grateful too to those who had taught him, and

who had preceded him, and were of so much greater

account than himself, Cennino da Colle.

But this preamble being well got through, Cennino

cannot begin to say his say without a little story, some-

what ancient and well-known, even in the fifteenth

century : the story of Adam and Eve and their fall,

and how digging and spinning were the fii'st manual

labours of poor humanity, followed in course of time

by more scientific studies. The author places science

on a higher level than art, but painting treads just

behind, and for this great accomplishment we must be

endowed with imagination and skill ;—so says Cennino,

and who shall contradict him ?

It was a great advance in art, remember, to have

anything left to imagination, and when Cennino says

' that liberty is given to the painter to compose a figure

either upright or sitting, according to his fancy,' he

was not making a trite remark, but was assuring the

artist that Giotto had not worked in vain, and that he

had inaugurated the emancipation of art from the

narrow confines of late Greek workmanship. But much

yet remained to be done. Cennino himself would not

have suggested a subject that was not religious, and

would have shrunk from representing a centaur, as

quite unworthy of the high art of painting !

Last of all, Cennino gives us his own name, the name

of his birthplace, and tells us how Agnolo taught him
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for twelve years, and tliat his father Tacldeo tauj>lit

him, and this Taddeo again was taught by his god-

father Giotto, as we have said, during the space of

twenty-four years ! That, indeed, was a long disciple-

ship, and gave amjjle opportunity for handing down all

Giotto's ideas.

This first chapter being then successfully finished,

the second, composed only of a few lines, tells us how
some follow the art of painting from poverty and

necessity, but some from love of the art and true

nobility of mind. These latter delight to seek out a

master, and ' they gladly dispose themselves to obey

him, being ni servitude, that they may carry their art

to perfection.' Cennino was thinking of his own will-

ing servitude of twelve years with Agnolo, which had

not been for gain, but from true nobility of mind.

In the third chapter we hear what is further neces-

sary for the aspirant for art, namely, this vesture : ' love,

reverence, obedience and perseverance,' and having

|)ut on this garment, he says that we shall learn as

much in the following pages of his book as he learnt

from his master, and this refrain is very touching,

coming from the old man who, as he writes, still

almost fancies himself the disciple of the Agnolo who
lies sleeping peacefully in his grave.

So much for the opening of the Treatise, which

contains in the Tambroni edition 171 chapters and 5

books, but whether Cennino himself made these

divisions is a little uncertain. The text, however,

treats of everything connected with all the then

known branches of his beloved art, and though for the

general reader these details would prove a little un-

interesting, yet even to one who knows or cares no-

thing about pigments, tempera, and the grinding of

colours, the perusal of the Ti'eatise will provide amusing-

facts about the manners and customs of this same

fourteenth or fifteenth century, and Cennino's quaint

remarks on them cannot fail to call up a smile.

In the first book the art critic discourses on the

rudiments of design and drawing ; how stiles should

be made and used with or without bone dust, and how
charcoal outlines should be set so as not to rub out.

He even mentions the paper, made of cotton and

imported from the Levant, for paper made of rags was

not then in use.

In the second book we have a great deal about

grinding of colours and making brushes of minever and

hog's bristles.

In the third book he talks of fresco-painting and of

the proportions of the human body. In the fourth, of

painting in oil on walls, or on iron or stone, 'or on

anything you please,' plainly showing that oil painting

was by no means unknown at that time, and that Van
Eyck can only claim the invention of a special mixture

or varnish which after a time was made known to Italy,

and that country can now point to Cennino's own
words to prove they knew about oil colours, and a

great deal about mediums too, before Van Eyck's time.

Then next come minute directions for gilding and

engraving on gold, of ])ainting in various styles on one

picture. This relates to imitating, as Count Cicognera

tells us in Sloria di Sciillure, velvet and various stuflfs,

and of ornamenting pictures with precious stones, such

as we can still see examples of in the National Gallery.

But on the vexed question of the varnishing of

finished paintings, Cennino fails us, for he does not

give us the recipe, Avhich would have been of value,

though he wisely recommends waiting some time before

varnishing.

In the fifth book we have a great deal about

mediums, and the rest of the Treatise is taken up by

minute instructions on the taking of plaster casts, on

the laying of mosaics, and on different modes of ])aint-

ing common in his day ; and by all this we see how
really thorough he was, and how, in spite of traditional

narrow-mindedness, secrecy, and prejudice of his time,

Cennino, despising professional secrets, wished the

world to know all he knew.

So much then for the real matter of this treatise

of painting, and artists who study it for themselves

will note how majiy things which Cennino says are

the counterparts of what they teach their pupils,

—

some things, however, which are now taught Cennino

expressly says are bad ; but for the ordinary reader

we must make a few extracts which are not strictly

about art, but which Cennino puts down with the

same earnestness as he displays when he tells us about

that grinding of colours which was such an essential

part of the duties of the patient disciple.

For instance, Cennino gives very special instruction

about the manner in which drawing on panels should

be begun ; bone dust must be used (and we must

recollect that the artist has to pulverise the bones

himself) to prime the canvas, and mixed with saliva !

He gives you no choice about this little ceremony, and

after the mixture is ready it must be spread on with

the finger ; but, continues the old man, ' you must now
know what bones are proper for this purpose ; take

the bones of the ribs and wings of fowls and capons,

and the older they are the better.'

But these bones are to be found under the table,

and by this touch we can at once recall the customs of

that time, and w-e can see the artists doubtless picking

their bones with thumb and forefinger, and then

throwing them under the table, and in due time the

faithful disciples of the great painters had to stoop

down under the tables in order to hunt for the ' proper

bones,' namely the rib and wing bones of fowls and

capons, and the older they were, so much the better

!

Further on, however, Cennino, fearing to make his

disciples too dainty, says the bones of the leg and

shoulder of mutton were good enough for the purpose.

Other four-footed creatures were also called in to help

the artist, for he was to spread his varnish over his

parchment with a hare's foot, and it was this same

varnish which writers spread over their parchment

before beginning to write thereupon.

EsME SlUART.
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ETCHING AND ETCHINGS.

II.

A GOOD (leal of noiiseiisi' has been written and

talked about jnu'ity of method in engrav-

ing and etcliing ; and the qualities to be obtained

by sympathetic printing are frequently laid at the

etcher's door as sins against the true art. Indeed,

one often hears the remark that all the merit of

modern etchings lies in the printing, and that the

true masters of tlie art were satisfied with a ' good

honest proof such as would be printed by a printer

of visiting-card plates. It is simply ridiculous that

the resources there are in different methods of print-

ing from a plate should not be made use of. The end

to which an etcher (»• engraver works is the finished

|)roof, and the plate he makes to print this proof

from is simply a means to the end. If the etcher

desires that all his lines shall be printed clear and

sharp upon a bright ground, then such printing as a

card-plate printer would use is the correct thing for

him ; there can be no mistake about such printing,

and there would not be the slightest difficulty in

getting his things done so. The idea of critics of

what they sarcastically call artistic printing seems

to be that it is a method of veilinff, in a tone of

ink, lines which would be bad if they were left to

stand by themselves. Just as though bad lines

could ever be made to look good by any printing !

An etcher who understands his art, works his plate

with a direct reference to the particular method in

which lie intends having it printed ; and where he

puts lines on the plate, means that these lines shall

tell out with whatever quality he intends them
to have. An etcher who is not also able to ))rint

can hardly be considered quite a master of his

craft, because good printing is such a delicate

matter that no one can take such sympathetic

])roofs from his plate as the etcher himself, pro-

viding of coiu'se he has given sufficient time to learn

the techniijue of printing.

This is not by any means an easy thing to do.

Many and many a day will have to be spent in

anxiously experimenting, and gaining experience of

the host of little things that conspire to sjjoil a proof

There will be days when he will stand over his plate

for many an hour mixing up ink of all manner of

materials, and swinging his hand over the plate till he

is tired out and vexed with himself beyond endurance,

without so much as getting a single proof—for it is

not necessary to print a proof to see if the quality

aimed at is produced on the plate. He has to get

to know the pro))erties "of thin and of thick ink,

and of the different materials of which tliey can be

made ; and the very manner of mixing them before

use will influence the result. Then he should know

the effects of wiping the plate in different manners

with various kinds of canvas and muslin ; and, more

important still, he has to discipline his inked hand

so that the palm can move slowly or swiftly over

the surface of the plate, so near as to be next to

touching it ; and the differences between all this

worked u|ion a heated jjlate as opposed to a cold

one, to say notiiing of the effects of differences of

pressure in the printing-press, and the results given

by different ])apers, or whatever material is used to

receive the impression.
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To enjoy a proof |)roperly, I think, it is necessary

to appreciate tlie qualities of old liand-niade paper.

An etcher always uses this when lie can get it, and

it is quite a pleasure to see liini tenderly handle,

say the flyleaf from an old book printed on Dutch

paper—the way he will rustle it with his fingers,

hold it up to tlie light, nibble a bit off the corner,

smell it to judge of the amount of si/e it ])rol)ably

contains, and lay it upon a white mount to enjoy

the effect of its beautiful golden colour. Ileally, a

bit of old paper is very full of cliaracter, and owing

to this and its colour, and tlie dryness and crisjiness

that comes with age, it im])arts wonderful qualities

to a proof printed upon it. Therefore an etcher

with tiiis knowledge has so many more resources

for expressing Jiis ideas than one who does not

print himself. The particular method he chooses

will depend upon his subject, but whatever method

it be, it will be one that helps and not hides his

\vork. There are one or two professional printers

in the world, who can do a great deal of this for

the plates intrusted to them, but only one or two.

Of course a great deal of what is called ' artistic

"

printing is very dreadful, being indeed mere

' smudge,' or what Whistler calls ' treacle.'

Etchers of to-day enter into a great heritage, and

the revival of etching in England thirty years or so

ago is the beginning, I believe, of a great era of

engraving.

At one time etching was looked upon as an

imperfect kind of engraving, and was used mainly

by engravers to bite in the lines they intended to

finish with the burin.

Rembrandt, the greatest master of etching yet,

really created it as a distinct art, and the wonder

of his work with lines grows upon one the more it is

studied.

But at the time it was revived in England (Haden

and Whistler were among the first), it is said that

scarcely one in a thousand knew even what the

word meant. Haden's name will always be remem-

bered with gratitude; for the influence of both his

work and writing has made itself widely felt. It

was hoped that some of his etchings might be

reproduced for this article to show the manner of

his work, but Mr. Haden thinks that the processes

used for magazine reproductions in England are not

capable of conveying any idea of an etciier's work.

Mr. Whistler has been more indulgent, and has

allowed two of his proofs to be photographed for

reproduction. Whistler is, I think, the greatest

master of pure etching since Rembrandt. The

first plate reproduced is one of the famous ' Thames

'

set—among the first he did. No man has ever

done work like this, and certainly no one will do

this kind of work better. The earnest drawing and

character in them ama/.es one, and the grim

determination there is to express everything of

the subject that was possible with the copper acts

upon one like a mental tonic. These are very

generally appreciated now, but at the time they

were done, Mr. "^Vhistlei- says, they were laughed

at and misiuiderstood as much, says he, ' as is my
present work, which is tlie result of all these years'

study and work. It is always the same: if you are

earnest, you must always be working ahead of people

—they will come to understand it at last.' The

other example of his work reproduced is one of his

latest plates taken from among a very wonderful

set he is just completing. I don't know how much

of the original the reproduction will suggest (of

course reproduction by a method of block printing

can never give much idea of a proof from a plate,

but is better than nothing at all, which, without

being in London, one is very likely to see), but the

proof \\'as \ery fair and lovely.

Betw een these two examples there are many plates

in different manners, some of the proofs very rare,

alas ! and difficult of access. Till these have been

seen, no notion of AVhistler's powers as an etcher can

be even guessed at. From a very early period he

has printed his own proofs, and he gives them a very

beautiful quality peculiar to himself.

I said at the beginning that there was a good deal

of carping at impurity of method in engraving and

etching. I believe there will be more to carp at in

a little time ; for it seems likely that at no distant

date the imaginary line that divides etching from

engraving will disappear, and that one word or the

other will include all forms of working on plates to

be printed from. The only distinctive point be-

tween them is that in etching the markings in the

plate are made by acid, and in engraving by cutting

them in with tools : and even this does not hold

good throughout, for an a([uatint is called an en-

graving, while every bit of the work is done by acid.

From a collector's or a literary point of view, it

is more comfortable to have a complete set of rules

under which every proof ought to allow itself to be

catalogued, but strong artistic feeling, or any wide

knowledge of the methods used to produce engrav-

ings, always tends to a very broad-minded view as

to the limitations of method. If the result be

beautiful, what matter as to the means by which it

was wrought.

Recent developments in the manner of working-

plates have puzzled many people ; and indeed, with-

out a very practical and wide acquaintance witli

them, it would be diflicnlt to explain how much of

the work is done.
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As an instance, tliere was recently published a

mezzotint after a painting by Alfred East. It was

reviewed in a well-known review, which generally

knows very well what it is talking about, and among

other things it was said that the plate in question

was ' called ' a mezzotint, but was of a method more

resembling some other engra\ing, which was not

mezzotint. Now that plate was pure mezzotint,

worked entirely by hand in the ^•ery manner of the

old mezzotinters ; but because it was worked for

printing with a different kind of ink from that

usually employed to print mezzotints, in order to

approach more nearly to the quality of the picture,

it was, forsooth, no longer a mezzotint.

Also when a well-known plate by Macbeth was

published, what a howl there was about the printing

of it ! It was known that the printing was an

elaborate piece of work by Goulding, and so it is,

but the pet point was a light-stemmed tree stand-

ing out against a dark background printed with a

full tone. ' Ah !
' they said, ' see that now ; all

picked out by the printer on the plate with a stamp

—dreadful !—really too apparent.' Now whatever

opinion they may have had as to the artistic value

of the light bush, the «'ork on the plate that caused

it was straightforward enough. For Macbeth has

developed a manner of modelling the surface of his

plate by means of acid, so that parts of it stand

higher than others, and as a consequence tend to wipe

lighter in printing than the siuTounding parts. In

his hands this is often a very valuable e.xpedient,

and as far as I know he is the first etcher who ever

made use of it in this manner.

It is work like this that points to the tendency

of engraving at the present time, a tendency which

will lead no man can say wjiere ; but it is probable

that things are yet to be done in engraving, and

tliat before long, sucli as have never been seen.

Etching has grown in favour with the public steadily

since its recent revival in England, while the line of

engravers in every manner has almost died out.

Aquatint engraving has long ceased to be practised;

so has chalk and stipple ; there are only one or

two of tlie direct descendants of the old line-en-

gravers alive to-day, and mezzotint as handed down
from master to pupil is mucli in tlie same way.

This latter art has been taken up in the last few-

years by several young men, some of whom are now-

doing as good work as has ever been done by it

;

and the circumstance of having no one to teach

them tlie method has caused theni to approacli it

with as much freshness and interest as the old men
did in the best time of the art. It is the same with

aquatint, and will, I doubt not, be so with line-en-

graving. What makes it seem so hopeful, is the

fact of the workers of to-day having as a heritage

all the best work of the old workers to guide them ;

and, being trammelled by no traditions, they are

able to approach it with an elastic mind, fidl of the

ideas of their own time.

The old aquatinters would be much astonished

could they see some of the work now being done by

their method (photogravure is mainly a meclianical

adaption of it), and I expect the old line-engravers

would consider it sacrilege to liandle a graver in

the way Herkomer did in his engraving from his

picture of Wagnei\

The third illustration given with this article is

from a dry-point by Mcnpes. Not much of the

manner of work can be gathered, perhaps, from the

reproduction ; but, looking at the proofs of his

plates, one can hardly believe them to be entirely

dry-points. He has succeeded in getting a greater

range of depth in his dry-point lines, without bur,

than one would have thought possible.

Fit.^xK Shout.
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THE MUSICAL AMATEUR.

of a social

a happy

HIiRE are signs that the

soul of the musical ama-

teur is vexed within him,

on no less vital a matter

than his own rai.son d'iire.

Let it not be imagined

that there is any hope

that the peripatetic bag-

pipes and concertina will

no longer disturb our

early slumbers, or that

the wicked comet-player

will cease from troubling.

I speak not of those

thoughtless and selfish

beings who perform for

their own pleasure, re-

gardless of their neigh-

bours' ears, but of the

amateur who is conscious

whom the drawing - room

where he pursues his

mission, for

is a Happy hunting-ground

victims with a righteous zeal for their musical edifi-

cation. Even of these the great majority are as

yet full of confidence, but the more reflective

begin to feel their zeal abating under the in-

fluence of doubts as to whether they are discharging

their proper function, or whether indeed they have

any function to discharge. It is unfortunate that

those who are thus troubled with misgivings as to the

value of their own performances are generally those

who have least reason to be so, for in music, as in

everything else, the greater the knowledge and capa-

city, the more severe will be the self-criticism. The

outlook for society is bad if the capable amateur per-

formers are going to withdraw, and leave the field in

possession of their less humble and less competent

brethren. How is this survival of the unfittest to be

avoided ? What are the scruples of the seceders, and

can they be overcome ?

If the diflnculty is only now beginning to be felt, the

cause must be sought among the characteristic facts of

the recent development of musical culture, and the

chief part of it probably lies in the ever-increasing

opportunities of hearing professional performers. The

trained musician is abroad now, like the schoolmaster,

and the ministrations of the amateur are losing their

prestige. It might be imagined that competition with

professional attainments would rather destroj- the less

worthy forms of amateur music, but a little considera-

tion will show that this is not the effect. In the

appreciation of art there are many stages, and whatever

be the taste and capacity of a performer, he may be siu-e

of finding an audience somewhere whom he can please
;

but in regard to music, the public may roughlj' be

divided into two classes, those who take the trouble

to go to concerts, and those who do not. In a few

cases, of course, questions of time and money may con-

fuse the issue, but on the whole it is safe to say that

the concert-going test forms a pretty clear line of dis-

tinction between the musical and the non-musical pub-

lic. The term ' non-musical,' however, must be taken

in a relative sense, for there are very few to whom it

could be strictly applied. The great majority of the

non-concert-goers are people who have a mild enjoy-

ment of music as a help to conviviality, as an after-

dinner sedative, as a pleasant variety or accompaniment

to conversation. This is the class with whom the

second-rate amateur enjoys undisturbed authority. He
need be in no fear of having his credentials questioned

here, or his jierformances submitted to unfavourable

comparisons. But the amateur of genuine artistic

capacity, who will not degrade his art, either by jian-

dering to a perverted taste, or by consenting to enter-

tain those who listen with one ear only, is in a very

different position. His appeal is to the true lovers of

music, who have now such ample opportunities of hear-

ing professional performers that their standard of

excellence is rapidly rising to a level beyond the reach

of all but a very few. Those amateurs alone, who are

not only possessed of great natural gifts, but are able

to give them systematic cultivation, can hope to find

their position unaffected by the more exacting demands

of the musical public. The others begin to shrink

before a criticism which they know to be inevitable

—

which indeed they are the first to impose upon them-

selves, and the higher their ideal, the more sensible

are they of their own shortcomings, and the more com-

pletely are their efforts paralysed.

The amateur singer is somewhat diflferently placed

from the instrumental performer. The possession of a

fine voice is no guarantee ot a high artistic ideal, and

one may know how to sing eff'ecti\ely, and j'et care

only to please the multitude, or to win admiration by

display. It is not uncommon therefore to find amateur

singers of great natural gifts making their chief appeal

to comparatively unmusical audiences, where they can

be sure of an easy triumph. Of such there is nothing

to be said. If they are willing to sell their souls for

the applause of easily-satisfied listeners, verily tliey

have their reward. But even the singer of finer taste

has this advantage over the player on any instrument,

that he can give pleasure through a wider range of

musical intelligence, so that he can generally count on

finding a circle of appreciation without the need for

lowering his standard.

It is the amateur pianist whose position is mostly at

stake. Here exceptional powers of execution are oftener

found along with a refined taste and artistic aims, and

even were there any disposition to turn executive skill
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to ignoble uses, there is little opportunity. For the

piano has become such a ' common drudge ' among us

that it has no longer any ' power to soothe the savage

breast' of the British Philistine, who demands the

rarer charm of a 'cello or a guitar to tickle his jaded

ears. Piano music in the strict sense only appeals to

distinctly musical people, who at present form but a

small minority, and though the number is always

increasing, the amateur performer is losing at one end

the api)reciation which he is gaining at the other. For

it is in piano-j)laying that the ampler oppoi-tunities of

hearing professional performances of high merit have

been most marked in recent j'ears. The remarkable

development in the mechanical perfection of the

instrument, and the accompanying exploitation of its

resources, have raised the standard of competence to

such a pitch that none who cannot make a specialty of

its study may hope to win success. The people who
are much interested in piano-playing' are mostly those

who play themselves to some e.xtent, and are fairly

well acquainted with the music which has been written

for tlie instrument. They have heard most of it

rendered by artists of eminence, and the remem-
brance of such renderings makes them intolerant of

any less worthy interpretations, either by themselves

or by others.

Is this pai-alysis of etlbrt inevitable .' Is piano-

playing bound to fall exclusively into the hands of

specialists, and must the talents of all who are unable

to give the whole of their time and energy lie entirely'

buried.' Must the proficiency which has cost so much
labour count for nothing, and should the effort ex-

pended on it have been directed into other channels f

I think not. Even if it were granted that the

amateur who cannot become a specialist must be

allowed to give up his place as a performer on the

l)iano, it would not implj' that his study of the instru-

ment had been waste of time. For the critical taste

\vhich has condemned his own performances is in

large measure the result of his individual experience,

and could not otherwise have been gained in anything

like the same degree. This may seem a high price to

pay for the development of a critical temper with such

impatience of mediocrity, but it must be remembered
that an exclusive taste is the only portal to the

choicest treasures in the palace of art. It need not,

howevei', be granted that the amateur pianist is right

in abdicating his social functions. There is still a

place for him, though that place is emphatically no/

the charity concert. This hateful institution is

growing to such dimensions that an incidental protest

against it may be pardoned. It is natural enough that

the promoters of charitable enterprises should try to

exploit the amateur musician, for it costs them nothing,

and they may count on the performers bringing their

sisters and their cousins and their aunts to hear them,

and of course paying for their tickets in exchange for

their applause ; but it is difficult to understand how
the victims should be led like lambs to the slaughter,

without any suspicion that the whole affair is a solemn

farce. What do they care about the charity .' Do
they imagine that the prices of admission represent a

fair equivalent from the jjublic for the musical treat

they enjoy .' Have not vanity on the one side, and

curiosity on the other, more to do with the matter

than benevolent sympathy ? Apart from its economic

objections, the charity concert is one of the chic-f

hindrances to the development of a healthy musical

taste. It introduces extraneous motives into what

should be purely a matter of musical ajipreciation.

Under cover of a beneficent purpose, it gathers an

audience of miscellaneous taste, which has to be

gratified bj' lowering the artistic standard. It drains

away the money that might other\\'ise be spent on

supporting genuinely musical entertainments, and it

accustoms the public ear to a low level of technical

capacity. The amateur musician whom the spirit moves

to seek a wider s])here than the drawing-room is

doing an injustice to professional artists when he

declines to challenge public fa\'our on his own merits

alone. If his pretensions are too slight for him to

compete on equal terms, or his dignity too sensitive

for him to accept the value of his services, then the

concert-room is no place for him. The truth is that

in musical matters the question of taking money has

been artificially strained into a hard-and-fast line of

distinction for the express protection of the amateur.

In literature there is no such impassable gulf. No one

thinks it undignified to accept a fee for a magazine

article, although writing for the press may not be his

regular occupation ; and the consequence is that here

there is only one standard of merit, and the public are

not asked, for extraneous reasons, to read what was not

good enough to deserve payment. The interests of

music demand that the same principle should be

asserted there ; that the public should never be

invited to attend a concert for any other reason what-

ever than that the music is worth what they have to

pay for it. There need be no fear that any useful

charities will suffer; the support they deserve will

reach them without any meretricious modes of appeal.

Let the benevolent amateurs give their concert b}' all

means, only let them announce it boldly on its own
merits, without deprecating criticism by calling them-

selves amateurs, and without prejudicing the public by

declaring the object. In this matter it is much better

tliat their right hand should not know what their left

hand is doing. Then after it is all over let them
quietly hand over the money (if there is any

! ) to

whatever charity they wish to aid. If this principle

were carried out there would be a marvellous clearing

of the ground, and the place of many a second-rate

amateur would know him no more.

But this does not help to find a jilace for the amateur

musician of the better class, who already avoids the

public concert-room, and who, as we have seen, is now
beginning to shrink from performing even in private.

Is the diffidence which is overcoming him to be en-
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coui-aged ? Pai-tly, I thiiikj it must be acquiesced in.

It is unreasonable to expect that amateurs who can

appreciate the best music, and know when it is ade-

quately played, should offer a rendering of it which

they know to be distinctly below the standard of the

best judges among their hearers. A sensitiveness of

this kind to the feeling of the initiated is a part of

the worship of ideals which binds men and women to-

gether in an artistic brotherhood, and it is not desirable

that it should be blunted. But, on the other hand,

it must not be allowed to become morbid. It would

be absurd that an audience, almost all of whom could

listen with pleasure and profit to the performance of

an amateur pianist, should lose the opportunity because

one or two people present might find fault with details

of execution. If the player has faith in his interpreta-

tions, and his technique is on the whole equal to the

difficulties he attempts, he must not be deterred by

an over-scrupulous modesty from filling the worthy

place which belongs to him in the development of

musical culture. Drawing-room playing, in its highest

form, is a most valuable supplement to the more

occasional performances in the concert-room. The
opportunities of hearing professional pianists of dis-

tinguished rank are not yet so frequent that lovers of

music would willingly rely entirely on them, and
amateur players wl^o possess genuine musical feeling

and intelligence wfll always be gladly listened to.

Those of their audience who are nearest their own
level of attainment are the most likely to be interested,

and a fellow-feeling will make them tolerant of short-

comings ; whereas, among those who are on the lower

levels of cultivation, there is a boundless field of in-

fluence. There are scarcely any who keep up the

practice of the piano at all who could not find in their

circle of friends many people to whom their playing

would be not only a pleasure, but a means of culture.

With children alone there is no limit to what can be

done in the way of stimulating their interest in music

and directing their taste ; and this is work which no

one will think unworthy who has in him the true

enthusiasm for art.

Let the amatem-, therefore, take heart ! He is not

(loomed to the vicious alternative of forsaking his

ideals or withdrawing from the world. No change in

the conditions of musical culture can ever shut him
out from a sure and worthy influence on the progress

of the art he loves.

James Olh^hant.

MUSICAL LIFE IN LEIPZIG.

THE Riedel \^erein gave its first concert after the

death of its founder and guider in St. Peter's

Church, a room that, regarding the acoustics, leaves

many wishes unfulfilled. The concert was in com-

memoration of the deceased conductor, and the chief

work it brought out was the Dculsches Requiem, by

Johannes Brahms. There were besides a worthily

conceived I'rauermarsch by Dr. W. Slade, and a

Cantata by Bach. It must be acknowledged that the

Verein has made progress under the present conductor.

Prof. Dr. Hermann Kretzschmar, and was especially

remai'kable in the DeutscJies Requiem. We^only object

to the too often emploj'ed Icmpu rubalo, that is

not in the right place in a choir-work of such poly-

phony. The soloists did not throughout reach the

height of their task, whilst the orchestra merited every

))raise. Less happy was the execution of the cantata

by Bach.

The evenings for chamber music took also their

regular course. We had the second soiree of the quartett

Brodsky under co-operation of Frau Margarette Stern

from Dresden, and heard a novelty, that brought

almost too much of piquantry, e.xtravagancy, and

absurdity. It was a string-quartetto by Peter Tschai-

kowsky, one of the most talented of the young Russian

school. Still it was interesting enough to get acquainted

with this novelty, though we must avow we have no

longing to hear it repeatedly. The execution of this

quartetto, as well as of the one that concluded the

evening. Op. 59, No. 3, in C major, by Beethoven, was

throughout satisfactory. Also the trio of Mendels-

sohn in D minor, Frau Stern at the piano, was executed

excellently. Only now and then the lempi were a

little overhastened. The other evening for chamber

music was occupied by the quartetto Petri, under con-

currency of Prof Dr. Reinecke. We refrain from

eulogies concerning this quartetto, as its excellency is

fully and throughout acknowledged, and will confine

ourselves to giving the programmes, and in speaking

of the worth of any novelties that may appear. The
last programme was, quartett in G minor, by Josef

Haydn, jjianoforte quartett by Theodor Kirchner (new),

and quartett in F major by Robert Schumann. The

piano quartett by Kirchner possesses many graceful

thoughts, many spirited combinations. One feels too

intensely how great the composer felt the difficulty

of spinning out his thoughts and of bringing them out

in a clear form. The ability to master great forms is

not easy, even for the greatest talent. To acquire this

ability it needs an incessant striving, and an untiring

desire to work. The quartett was not able to pro-

duce a good impi'ession.

The Gewandhaus Concerts, that take place once

every week, brought many splendid performances. A
brilliant execution of Haydn's Creulioii in the seventh

concert belonged quite especially to this categorj'. A
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numerous, tuneful, and veil-schooled, intelligent choir,

a brilliant orchestra and three first-rate soloists, were

the factors, well able to aim at a brilliant result. The
co-operation of the organ was new to us; that was

indeed used very moderately, but was for that reason

even the more imposing. As Haydn himself has

written no organ part, we surely are right in sup-

posing that it has been written by Herr Prof. Dr.

Reinecke. The sopi-ano part was sung by Friiulein

Eniilie Herzog, the tenor part by Herr Heinrich Vogl

(both from the Hof-Oper in Miinchen), and the baritone

part was sung by the well-beloved member of the

Leipzig Opera, Herr Otto Schelper. The enthusiasm

of the audience was very great.

The programme of the eighth Gewandhaus concert

was somewhat varied. It began with a S3mphony in

D major by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, the prede-

cessor of Haydn. This has many a fine and sensitive,

good humorous trait, but has on the whole more an

historical than a really musical interest. Vei-y interest-

ing indeed is the modulation from the first movement
in D major to the andante in E flat major, and from

there to the finale, that is, of course, in D major again.

Then Fraulein Leisinger, Konigl. Preuss. Hof-Opern-

siingerin, came on the platform. The young artist

was to us a new, and we directly add, a verj' agreeable

appearance. She sang an air by Mozart, from ' II re

pastore,' with excellent coloration, brilliant voice, and

fine taste, raising, though, the desire for more warmth

in the rendition. This air was followed by a violin

concerto in D major by Rode, executed in high accom-

plishment by Herr Concertmeister Petri. A Passacaglia

by Josef Rheinberger, that followed the Concert, was

a very good transition to the songs by Lassen, Schu-

mann, and Rubinstein, that were well executed by

Fraulein Leisinger. A really splendid performance was

the succeeding suite for violin with piano accompani-

ment by Carl Reinecke, played by Herr Concertmeister

Petri, that afforded an abundant calling out to the

virtuoso. A finale to the concert, than which nothing

better could have been chosen, was llie overture of all

overtures, that to 'Leonore,' No. 3, by Beethoven.

The ninth concert was opened again with a novelty.

It was a symphony in C minor by the here resident

composer S. Jadassohn, who conducted his work him-

self The work is broad in the form, and its contents in

the whole are very serious. Only the Scherzo is a real

Scherzo, an assertion not to be made of every Scherzo

that is written nowadays. As the invention is elected,

the orchestration effective, and the so-called ' work
'

[arbeit) an excellent one, it may easily be conceived

that the symphon}' found a kind reception. An innova-

tion we did not quite agree with was the use of the

harp. This instrument is too exclusively for tune

charm to be able well to unite with the rest of the

orchestra to a good totality. Fraulein Hermine Spies

was the vocalist of the evening, and sang a composi-

tion, not yet known here, by Robert Volkmann, ' An
die Nacht,' that is entitled ' fantasy piece for alto

voice and orchestra,' perhaps a silent acknowledgment

of the author that he himself knew well enough that

he had written neither an orchestra piece nor a real

piece for song. Such an hermaphrodite species is

alwaj'S unhappy. Much more applause Fraulein Spies

gained with songs. Herr Barge, member of the

orchestra, executed an Adagio by Frederic the Great,

exciting great applause, and the end of the concert

was the overture to ' Genoveva ' by Robert Schumann.

The Concert Season in Glasgow.—Tlie fifteenth series of

concerts under tlie auspices of ttie Glasgow Choral and Orchestral

scheme terminated with the Plebiscite Concert of Saturday, the

2d ult. Certainly the most interesting event of the series was the

production of an important new work for chorus and orchestra,

the composition of a Scotch musician, and dealing with a purely

Scotch subject. The council of the Glasgow Choral Union can-

not be too highly commended for their enterprise and judgment

in commissioning Mr. Hamish MacCunn to compose for them his

cantata Tlie Lay of the Last Minstrel. Although Mr. MacCunn's

smaller orchestral works have been heard in Glasgow on several

occasions, and his abilities were more or less known to his fellow-

countrymen, the work referred to was on a far larger scale than

anything he had before attempted, and its success has in some
measure marked an important epoch in the progress of music in

Scotland. It is the first distinguished composition of its kind,

treating of the history, traditions, and life of our country, written

by a native composer, and its undoubted merit and secured popu-

larity must be deeply gratifying to all interested in the intellectual

and artistic development of our land. Coming now to the orchestral

concerts, while the season was not rich in novelties, still we were

favoured with the production of several deeply interesting com-

positions, notably Dr. Stanford's * Irish Symphony,' and two new
orchestral compositions by Mr. MacCunn, 'The Dowie Dens of Yar-

row,' and ' The Ship o' the Fiend.' Besides these new works we
had Brahms' Second Symphony, revived after an interval of a good

many years, and also Schumann's * Spring' Symphony No. I, in

B flat, along with several of the symphonies of Beethoven, Haydn,

and Mozart. At the choral concerts we had performances of

Sullivan's 'Golden Legend' and Mendelssohn's 'Walpurgis

Night,' in addition to the usual ' Messiah ' concert on New Year's

Day.

We cannot congratulate our leading Choral Society on its

public appearance this season. The performance of the Messiah

was very imjDerfect and unsatisfactory, while the other choral

works given during the series were only passably well rendered.

The chorus has certainly gained in accuracy and precision, ami

seems to be better drilled in its notes, but the singing from an

artistic point of view is still far from perfect.

An interesting feature of the concerls was the superiority of

the vocal items of the programmes as compared with those of

former years. The songs were selected from such composers as

Raft', Brahms, Grieg, Bennett, Franz, and other great exponents

of this exquisite form of coiuposition. It is also most gratifying to

note how highly these beautiful songs were appreciated by

audiences already familiar with the larger choral and orchestral

works of many of the composers referred to.

Financially, the concerts do not appear to have been more

successful than last year. So far as can be estimated at present, if

they cover expenses it is all we can expect, though we shall be very

glad to hear, when the accounts are published, that the result is

better than we suppose. It will be an interesting and important

question for the guarantors to consider,—whether the present system

of placing the management of the scheme mostly in the hands of a

council elected by the Choral Union is the best that could be sug-

gested.

H
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'THE GHAIST O' DENNILAIK'

By ' Wild Rose.'

The following Ballad is written to preserve a legend, long, and at one time very commonly, known in the district of Fyvie.

Dennilair is a picturesque ravine which runs directly from the Parsonage, All Saints', Woodhead, to the river Ylhan, a little

above where it enters the Braes o' Gight, and is one of the loveliest spots in a district justly famed for its beautiful scenery.

OH, veircUy wild is Dennilair

The bravest, bauldest, dinna care

To wanner, e'en 'mid noontide's glare

Doon b}' its stream
;

Tho' fair the flowers that deck its braes,

And blythe the birds that lilt their lays,

Nae sweet-faced bairns there mak plays,

Or happy dream,

Oh, weirdly wild is Dennilair,

When claps o' thunder rend the air.

An' forket lightning's vivid glare

Sets hills aflame.

When eerie soughs swall o' the breeze.

An' sabs and sichs come thro' the trees.

The guidman's blood was like to freeze

As he rade hame.

At nicht when a' is husht an' still

Save win's low sabbin' on the hill.

Or eident flow o' stream an' rill,

Ghaists meet, they say :

An' when the mtnie is i' the west.

An' larks begin to leave the nest,

Ane, troubled mair than a' the rest,

Alane will stray.

' Crossna the ford," the dame implores,

' The water 's deep, hear hoo it roars

—

An', oh ! I fear the ghaist 's afore 's

On sic a nicht.

We '11 meet him lone on bank or brae ;

Oh ! turn, guidman, till brak o' day
;

We're far eneuch this dreary way

—

I '11 dee wi' fricht.'

Wi' face as white's the driven snaw
He noiseless glints thro' leafy shaw,-

Tlie blossoms feelna his footfa'

—

He treads sae licht

:

An' aft as 'neath a tree he stan's,

He wrings in wae his fleshless han's,

But nane will stop to tak comman's

Frae sic a wicht.

In vain she begs : nae cry he hears

As doon the broken road he tears.

His ain heart beatin' lood its fears

That winna rest.

Still deeper in auld Daisi/'s sides

He ca's the spurs as on he rides

;

Nor cares tho' ilka hillock hides

A fearsome ghaist.

Ae fearfu' nicht o' wind an' rain

—

The like o 't 's ne'er been seen again-

A cottar's wife was seized wi' pain

On jizzen bed

:

The guidman raise—drest in a crack,

Btit spakna till on Daisy's back :

—

' My wife, wae's me, is on the rack

An' near han' dead.

He nears the ford, the dame a-hin'.

The sheltie tearin' on like win'

—

' He 's swift o' fit wha '11 tak me in,'

The guidman says.

Alack ] when hauf-way thro' the ford.

He hears a groan an' syne a word

—

An' sees a fleshless han'—'The Lord

Preserve 's ! '—he prays.

An' I 'm nae keen aboot this road
;

I winner gin the ghaist 's abroad.

That Daisy swithers 'neath her load

'Tween death an' life ?

'

He digs the spurs deep in her sides.

An' wi' a death-like tremor rides.

The ford is passed—he sees whaur bides

The canny wife.

' Ye ride richt fast, my brave guidman.

But dinna fear my fleshless han',

I 'se guide yere beast wi' care an' cann

Thro' ford or flood
;

I ken ilk fit o' Dennilair,

In winter bleak an' simmer fair

I 've travelled here, baith late an' air

Hill, dale, an' wood.
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' But naethiiig stranger than niysel'

I 've seen— it is the truth I tell

—

An' naething strange to me befell

Thae twenty yeai's.

But whaurfore dee ye ride the nicht ?

I ken—nor winner at yere fricht

;

But ye '11 be safe—an' I '11 be richt,

Sae calm yere fears.

' An' sae, guidnian, at break o' day

Gang to the tree on yonder brae

—

The leafless aik, wi' branches grey

—

Aneath its stem

Dig deep, till four gray groats ye see

Then to the priest the glives' price gie

Wha cuist his malison on me

—

Noo, there's yere hame.'

' Wae 's me ! I 've waited lang an' sair-

Thae twice ten dreary years an' mair

—

For sic a tryste by Dennilair :

—

Joy gars me greet :

—

For weel I ken yere loon's first cry

Will brak the spells that o' me lie

;

Then to the dead I 'II creep in-by,

'Neath gowans sweet.

Nae mail', when a' is husht and still

Save win's low sabbin' on the hill.

Or tinklin' flow o' stream an' rill

Ghaists noiseless stray

;

Weird Dennilair is weird nae mair;

The ghaist is laid, an' flow'ries fair

Bloom ower his grave, an' scent the air

Baith nicht an' day.

' The haly kirk, it cursed me thrice

:

A pair o' glives, three groats the price.

Was a' I stole—they waurna nice,

Gey waur o' wear ;

An aye sin syne wi' troubled breast

I 've wanner'd here a restless ghaist,

Forsaken, shunned, unloved, unblest.

Year efter year.

Oh, bonnie are the braes o' Gight !

When simmer days are lang an' bricht

I 'd lie upo' them day and nicht

Nor dream o' care.

But listen to the sang o' birds

The flow o' streams, an' low o' herds

;

A book o' music wantin' words

Is Dennilair !

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ACTING.

IT may or may not have been the optics of the

market-place that constrained Mr. Archer to give

the suasive title of Masks or Faces ? to his conscientious

and scholarlike study ' of ' The Psychology of Acting'

;

but it is due to him to say that his second title would

not by itself be an overweening label for his book. It

is really fitted, as he partly claims, to make an end of

a somewhat long-drawn controversy, of which the sub-

ject-matter is indeed no more trivial than that of any

other inquiry into the workings of the human mind,

but which tended to seem somewhat frivolous by reason

of the manner, and the hands, in which it was carried

on. In recent years actors and others have been dis-

cussing with more zest than science the problem, raised

in England by a translation of Diderot's Faradoxe siir

le Comcdicii, whether the moving actor is really moved
by his part ; some authoritatively saying yes ; others,

of equal authority, saying no ; and what is so fatally

common in the discussions of the most methodic Jisy-

chologists—entanglement of terms—inevitably took

place in the dialectic of artists and amateurs who, how-

ever intelligent, could not be fully alive to the innate

treacherousness of words. More than half the battle,

^ Masks or Fafc's ? a Study in the Psychology of Actings by
William Archer. London ; Longmans, Green, & Co.

in this as in so many other issues, is purely verbal.

What Mr. Archer has done is to proceed in the proper

scientific fashion to collect evidence, and to test by

that evidence the competing theories ; thus at least

minimising the risk of mere verbal confusion, and

throwing so much light on the grounds of strife as to

make it easier than before for everybody to judge the

merits of the case. He has perhaps established no

new facts of the first importance ; but he has arranged

new and old facts in an order which quickens and

guides induction to the best purpose.

His inquiry was first sketched, most readers will

remember, in a set of articles in Longman's Magazine,

in which were published the series of questions ad-

dressed by him to English actors, and his redaction of

a number of the replies. The completed book, how-

ever, is a much more exhaustive study ; and has a

special literary value as supplying an account of the

antecedents of Diderot's Parado.vc—the drift of pre-

vious French and English ci'iticism on the subject of

the actor's art, and among other details the curious

history of a French treatise adapted by an English

translator, and re-adapted from the English by a French

writer who did not know the original. For the rest,

Mr. Archer adheres to what seemed to some of us his
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unfairly severe judgment of Diderot's seminal per-

formance, and elaborates his own explanation of the

phenomena of which he has collected evidence. This

expansion of the earlier articles is all clear gain : the

continued unsympathetic treatment of Diderot one

cannot but regret. It is perfectly true, as Mr. Archer

insists, that Diderot's dialogue is flawed by incon-

sistencies. These inconsistencies, indeed, must be

obvious to every moderately attentive reader ; and

long ago one of the more fundamental was pointed

out by Talma in his Reflexions sur Lckain et sur I' Art

Thealral. Diderot, always employed and always rapid,

first wrote for Grimm a brief refutation of the book,

Garticlc, ou les Acleurs Anglais, to which he refers at the

beginning of the Paradoxe ; then later expanded it in

the form of a dialogue ; and later still revised and inter-

polated it ; but always leaving uncured the inconsist-

encies which so readily come of any attempt to rapidly

recast and systematise a psychological theory. The

closing passages of the Paradojce, indeed, show that

Diderot had actually glimpsed the confusion into which

he had carried his argument by his incautious use of

the word ' sensibility ' ; and it is not unlikely that this

perception made him finally leave the work in manu-

script, despite the attention he had given it. But even

if this were not so, it is surely harsh to make it a ground

of derision against such a composition that it falls into

inconsistencies. Did any writer ever sustain a sub-

stantially new thesis without doing so ? Granted that

Diderot is more headlong than most men of similar

calibre, it is still the fact, as Mr. Archer himself pleads,

that the subject is after the first blush intricate and

baffling ; and when it is recognised that Diderot suf-

fered in particular from the slipperiness of the terms

employed, surely the fair course is to make special

allowance for the misadventures of exploration. If we

to-day can proceed more securely, it is simply because

these earlier miscarriages have shown us the nature of

the ground. What Diderot did, one would say, was to

attack a fallacious empiricism as to the psychological

nature of the process of acting, and to lay down, with

exaggeration and inconsistency certainly, yet with a

stimulating vividness and an abundance of insight, a

princijjle the final establishment of which is important

alike to art and to science. He lifted the whole dis-

cussion one stage forward ; and it will be found that

in few depai'tments of human thought is this ever

achieved without minor miscarriages and confusions

;

the pioneer almost alwaj's committing oversights which

are easy enough of rectification by those who follow

the path he has cleared, though these would have

found it a very different matter to make the path for

themselves. In the present case, indeed, we find over-

sights committed by those who follow in Diderot's

tracks and claim to correct him. Talma, controverting

the Paradoxe, offers a definition of ' sensibility,' and a

statement of its functions, which he himself trips over

in his next page ; and he leaves the whole matter to

the full as verbally confused as Diderot left it, though

giving us some valuable side-lights in passing. Nay,

Mr. Archer confesses the probability that he too has

fallen into some inconsistencies in his attempt to un-

ravel the problem ; and he has indeed actually done

so. Why then treat Diderot with something very like

contempt for his preliminary lapses ?

Let us see briefly how the discussion has gone.

Diderot, rejecting certain current dicta as to good

acting being the simple expression of genuine feeling

on the actor's part, boldly alleged not only that 'nature'

would fail on the stage, but that the actor must be

without sympathetic emotion. ' Sensibility,' he says,

' is only in a slight degree the quality of a great

genius
'

; and then, shifting the ground even here, he

gives us his paradox :
' It is extreme sensibility which

makes mediocre actors ; it is mediocre sensibility which

makes the multitude of bad actors ; and it is the

absolute lack of sensibility which makes sublime actors.'

The idea is that ' sensibility ' and ' nature ' will give an

actor good detached effects, but no continuous excel-

lence ; that the ordinary actor is not emotional enough

to secure even such happy moments, and not genius

enough to simulate the desired traits ; and that the

great actor simulates all things by force of his

mimetic gift without ever truly feeling what he acts ;

a quantity of more or less conclusive evidence being

cited by Diderot on the latter head. On the general

argument Mr. Archer pronounced, at the outset of his

circular to the actors, that it was ' purely a priori,' and

only 'eked out with a few scraps of anecdote.' Now,

Mr. Archer's own researches go to show that the argu-

ment was not purely a priori ; that Diderot had earlier

held a different opinion ; and that he only reached his

' paradox ' by comparing an exposition of what Mr.

Archer calls the ' emotionalist ' view with his know-

ledge of what actually took place on the stage. On
the other hand, Mi% Archer in his circular asked a

question about the ' two or more strata of conscious-

ness which 7iiiiil co-exist in your mind while acting.'

' It has been objected,' he tells us (p. 1.^1), 'that the

phrase " must co-exist " begs the question ; but is there

really any question to beg.'' I looked upon the double

action of the brain as a matter of universal experience,

a thing to be assumed just as one assumes that the

normal man has two legs.' Now, Mr. Archer was quite

right as to the ' double action ' ; but it is possible to

beg the question even when you are right ; and he lets

us know a few pages further on that ' manj' actors—

a

surprising number, indeed—seem to be quite unaware

of any double action of the mind. Some resent the

suggestion' ; so that Mr. Archer was confessedly wrong-

as to the ' universal experience,' and really begged the

question as against those very many actors who had

not perceived the truth. And there are other proofs

that he had a theory in the main ready before he asked

for fresh evidence. Should we then be justified in

saying lightly of his admirably methodical and intelli-
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gent performance that his argument is ' purely ' a

priori, and that he only appHed to the actors in order

to be able to eke it out with more ' scrajjs of anecdote

'

than Diderot gave ? I think not.

The. first weighty contravention of Diderot's para-

dox came from Talma^ who, as already noted, defined
' sensibility' afresh, and got entangled in his definition.

Diderot had formally explained the word to mean a

cast of temperament which we should to-day speak of

as finely strung and emotionally sympathetic ; though,

as Mr. Archer well shows, he really used the term in

several senses, one of which was—' unable to properly

control one's simulation of another personality '; where-

as such inability does not necessarily follow save on a

degree of excitability that would keep the subject off

the stage altogether. There may be the plastic tem-

perament and the power to control likewise. Talma,

on the other side, defined ' sensibility ' out of hand as

not only the faculty of appreciating and realising the

emotions proper to a character, but the ability to

imagine, enter into, and ' create ' in one's own person

the ideal conception of the dramatist—as being, in

short, the substance of the actoi-'s gift. Mr. Archer

observes that Diderot's definition ends the discussion

at once, since it makes sensibility mean ' a morbid

habit of mind and body, which must interfere, not with

acting alone, but with all healthy art whatsoever. This

is self-evident.' But, though Diderot's definition is

indeed unsatisfactory, this protest also goes too far.

Mr. Archer might have learned from Talma, as well as

from observation, that specifically morbid conditions

may, and do, often conduce to artistic successes

;

though it is indeed a truism to assert that ' moi-bid
'

conditions interfere with ' healthy ' art. To continue,

however : Talma's definition is at least as question-

begging as Diderot's ; and )'et he too goes on to con-

fuse his case by assigning to 'intelligence' a quantity

of work which he has already credited to sensibility

;

this, after a gratuitous attempt to account for Diderot's

error by a criticism of that writer which is perhaps as

hopelessly wrong as anything that has been said

throughout the controversy.

What is of permanent value in Talma's Reflexions is

his circumstantial demonstration of the truth at which

Diderot was driving, freed in effect from the errors

involved in Diderot's misuse of terms ; though his own

mismanagement of terms leaves fresh verbal confusion

for the reader who is not careful to do his own think-

ing. Had Talma been a disinterested and circumspect

as well as an instructed judge of the problem, he might

once for all have solved the discords of the Puradoxc,

and left us the unsojihisticated truth. M. Coquelin

has lately declared that for him the paradox is

the simple truth ; he looking at the verity embodied

in Diderot's exposition : Talma, on the other hand,

looked mainly at the verity which Diderot failed to set

properly forth. His interesting account of Lekain

settles two things : first, that ' sensibility,' that is to say,

plasticity of temperament and capacity to enter sym-
pathetically into the emotions of an imaginary char-

acter, are necessary to the great actor ; and, second,

that with this sensibility there must go the completest

artistic control and calculation, so that the consciously

sub-induced emotion shall never attain to the potency

of a spontaneous personal possession of the correspond-

ing sort. This is the gist of the whole matter. But
Talma verbally contradicted Diderot, and fell himself

into verbal laxities ; verbalist partisans took up the two

sides alternately ; Mr. Irving, naturally not getting to

the bottom of the matter, took up one side polemically,

creating a revival of faction ; and the war of half-

truths has gone on somewhat after the fashion of wars

of half-bricks, till now Mr. Archer, perhaps not quite

purposely, shows a way of turning the half-bricks to

better purpose by uniting them.

He might, indeed, have done his work with less

polemic, and with less air of ill-will for one of the half-

bi'icks that he was turning to account. He has set up

two generalised antagonists in the shape of ' emo-
tionalist ' and ' anti-emotionalist,' though the material

for such generalisation only exists in that order of dis-

putants who aspire to nothing beyond taking up some-

body else's opinion and standing by it through thick

and thin. Save in respect of a misapprehension about

terms, there are no real ' anti-emotionalists
' ; and

Talma and others whom Mr. Archer cites as ' emo-
tionalists ' are really emphatic as to the need of keep-

ing judgment above emotion. The whole difficulty

lies in a nut-shell. Does the moving actor really 'feel

'

the emotion which he exhibits in tears, laughter,

blushes, and variation of voice ? A number of actors

testify that reminiscence of personal grief often blends

movingly with the grief of their ro/e, and that besides

they really feel ' moved ' by the feelings proper to the

part. On this Mr. Archer insists that they feel a
' real ' emotion. But thus to use the word ' real

'

without explanation is surely an oversight on the part

of a critic who rightly enough condemns Diderot for

not i)roperly defining his terms. Everything depends

on what you mean by ' real '

; and it will hardly do,

when you are claiming to ' speak by the card,' to write

as Mr. Archer does about the actor's ' imagined emotion

happening to coincide with a real emotion in his real life.'

Such ' coincidence,' in the strict sense of the tenns,

would actually mean more ' real emotion ' on the stage

than in the real experience ; when in the tenns of the

case the actor on the stage is applying a large part of

his functional activity to processes of memory and cal-

culation. Why not rather say that the memory of a real

{i.e. an experienced) emotion may so far facilitate and

direct the nervous processes of simulation as to ensure

an artistic success to the actor } Doubtless the memori/

is ' real ' ; but it is surely plain that any dispute which

still takes place over the matter must be as to the

extent to which the actor is experiencing mental pain.

Mr. Archer, though apparently calling himself an
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' emotionalist/ takes care to stipulate that feeling does

not necessarily ensure its own expression, and that

nobody prescribes ' somnambulistic absorption ' in a

character. Yet, on the other hand, he repeatedly

speaks of the ' anti-emotionalist ' case as claiming that

the actor must be able to do everything he wants

in 'pei'fectly cold blood.' Now, Diderot erred in

repeatedly seeming to under - estimate the actor's

nervous excitation ; but even he does not speak of

' cold blood,' and certainly no vigilant disputant does

so now. It is clearly idle to say that the actor is 'cold'

when we know as a matter of physiology that his cir-

culation and innervation must be above the normal

pitch ; but it is one thing to predicate his excitement,

and another to insist that his emotion is ' real ' or

' genuine,' by way ostensibly of controverting the pre-

dicate that his emotion is ' assumed ' or ' simulated.'

It is perhaps possible to carry the formulation of the

facts a trifle further than Mr. Archer does, though he

furnishes all the necessary data. He shows us in

detail that degree of habitual stage excitation varies

very much in diiferent actors, and that the element

of conscious judgment or calculation is present in very

different degrees. Now this is plainly the outcome of

constitutional variation to begin with. Salvini, a

highly demonstrative man in actual life, is very much

'moved' by his parts, and avowedly plays Othello in a

' kind of dream '
; to which it may be added that he is

said to frighten and disturb the actresses who play with

him. But, acting being a function of the two variables

of sympathetic nervous activity and the conscious con-

trol of that, a man who habitually lives, so to speak, at

a high nervous potential, can be much more intensely

excited than another man, without getting beyond con-

scious self-conduct. On the other hand, it is the fact

that Salvini (I know not whether the usage is customary

in Italy, or whether it is more a usage than a necessity)

is, at least at times, accompanied by the prompter line

for line, a circumstance of which Mr. Archer does not

take notice in discussing the pros and cons as to emo-

tion. And Mr. Archer takes, I think, insufficient

notice of the fact that ' nature,' or sympathetic emo-

tion, may really spoil a performance by carrying the

actor beyond self-control. He does not cite the story,

lately told by M. Coquelin, of how Mr. Booth once

alarmed his own daughter by the badness of his play-

ing on an occasion when he was unwontedly moved in

sympathy with his part ; and he somewhat slurs over

other evidence he does give to similar effect, reserving

his emphasis for the testimonies as to the value of

emotion. He does not even give the familiar story of

how Mile. Mars once warned Talma (possibly I am
mixing names) that he was losing self-control in his

playing to her. The just course would be, one sug-

gests, to note alike the effect of sympathetic emotion

in reinforcing acting up to a certain point, and the

risk of the emotion spoiling the effect by arising in

excess. But both of these facts may now be held to be

established by Mr. Archer's collection of facts ; and

both are indeed in consonance with experience outside

the stage. Every one who has often spoken in public

knows how a certain measure of nervous excitement

gives oratorical animation and finds words ; and on the

other hand, many know how a keen susceptibility to

the poetic beauty of favourite passages may make
entirely feeble the delivery of an extract^ or of certain

lines, in the course of the reading of a paper which

is otherwise given fairly enough. As a matter of

fact, no acting that is within a thousand miles of pass-

able mediocrity can be really ' unmoved' ; though Mr.

Archer does so far forget what he had said about ' cold

blood/ and the necessary double action of the brain,

as to say (p. l66), by way of discrediting the 'anti-

emotionalists,' that a second-rate Romeo who whispered

a jocular aside while simulating frenzy in the tomb

scene was, 'in all probability, really unmoved.' It is

in any case unjudicial, if not injudicious, to thus assert

entire absence of emotion in one actor who makes a

humorous aside in a tragic scene, while expressly

claiming, as Mr. Archer does, that other actors' asides

do not negate ' genuine ' emotion. It is a .simple

matter to ' constate ' the facts, and recognise in both

cases the play of the two strata of consciousness. And,

again, the exposition would perhaps have been more

complete if Mr. Archer had noted that, while it is

sympathetic emotion that enables the actor to reach

the right tone and gesture in the first instance, in

regard to continued performance it follows that (to

repeat words I have used elsewhere ^), ' in time the

emotion gets to a minimum, precisely as the facility of

the functional action reaches a maximum' ; the actor

thus gradually feeling less, up to a certain point, of

the emotion of grief when exhibiting its symptoms,

'just as the gymnast at length does easily what he at

first did with effort and pain.' It is only too easy for

actors to misrepresent the intensity of an emotion by

calling it ' real,' without regard to the element of

customariness.

In one regard in particular Mr. Archer has profited,

and aided us all, by his investigation of phenomena.

He had set out with the assumption that while actors

undoubtedly often shed spontaneous tears, and were

moved in moving parts, they did not spontane-

ously laugh in comic roles. Now this was, on Mr.

Archer's part, an inconsistency of psychological

theory, the discovery of which might have made him

more lenient to Diderot. It rested, indeed, on a

mistaken generalisation of experience, to which he

seems still to adhere. ' The most stoical among us,'

he writes, ' will scarcely receive a crushing blow with-

out exhibiting some outward sign of dejection ; but the

best of good tidings (after, perhaps, a single exclama-

tion of surprise) will hardly ruffle our outward calm.'

On proper inquiry, Mr. Archer will probably find

1 Article on ' Diderot and tile Art of Acting,' in the [Vt:st-

iniintci- Rcviav, January 1S87.
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plenty of people whose experience is exactly the other

way, they finding It possible to take bad news stoically,

but ver}' difficult to avoid ' beaming ' over good. It is

all a matter of bias of temperament. And if actors

sorrow and weep in sorrowing parts, it stands to reason

that they must feel elated and tend to laugh with

facility when the character is high-spirited and mirth-

making, Mr. Archer's theory notwithstanding. 'Every

theatre-goer,' he tells us (p. 112), 'must have noticed

the comparative rarity of good laughter on the stage.

Tolerable pathos is far commoner than even moder-

ately convincing merriment—so it seems to me, at any

rate, and (I find) to many other observers.' Here again

(to say nothing of the difficulty of reconciling the pass-

age with the previous dictum (p. 3S), that ' every one

instinctively recognises that it is a much simpler and

more trivial task ' to be comic than to be tragic) the

generalisation is premature, there being many people

whose experience is quite the reverse. I for one find

good pathos very rare indeed on the stage, and toler-

able merriment comparatively common ; from which I

infer that Mr. Archer is more physically susceptible to

pathos and less to laughter than I. He falls, I think,

into fallacy in the explanation he suggests for his own
expei'ience— that ' the rarit}' of good laughers on the

stage ' is due to ' the simple fact that good laughers are

no less rare in life.' If that were so, the average

laugh on the stage, to be ' convincing,' ought not to be
' good ' in Mr. Archer's sense of 'pleasant,' since on his

own statement a preponderance of pleasant laughing in

the play would be untrue to actual life, which it is

the business of comedy to mirror. Mr. Archer uses

' pleasant ' and ' convincing ' as equivalent terms.

And another fallacy, I think, lurks in the proposi-

tion (which in any case is sui'ely not soundly related to

the general induction) that ' love, unlike sorrow, has

no simple and characteristic physical expression to

which the nerve-centres require to be attuned '

(p. 97).

' Unlike the simple emotions,' says Mr. Archer again

(p. 93), ' love and hatred do not manifest themselves

in characteristic and unmistakable external symptoms.

They are emotional attitudes rather than individual

emotions.' I cannot think this is a durable distinction.

In an earlier chapter (p. 55) Mr. Archer admits, under

pressure, that he is ' inclined to think that the actual

shedding of tears is not, in itself, particularly effective,'

agreeing with a critic who holds, as Talma did, that

pathos is often best reached otherwise. What ' char-

acteristic expression,' then, is left for grief that is not

paralleled by the normal vocal and facial expressions

of love and hate ? The evidence may well be less

abundant as to the reinforcing of dramatic love and

hatred by personal sympathies ; but the w-hole drift of

the investigation goes to prove the likelihood. And in

opposition to Mr. Archer one is moved to say that grief,

love, hate, and jealousy are alike passions or ' indi-

vidual emotions,' and that if one may be called an
' attitude of mind,' so may all.

Further observations in plenty are suggested by this

stimulating treatise ; but the subject is one perhaps

more attractive to those who have meditated it than to

the unspecialising reader, and it must suffice to close

with these suggestions on points of detail—(1) That

the ' videbatur ' and ' seeming tears ' in the passage of

Cicero, and the translation, cited by Mr. Archer on p.

42, have reference to the concealing effect of the

actor's mask, and do not constitute an inconsistency

;

(2) That it is not inconsistent to attribute to the 'ideal

actor ' a superiority to emotion that is not possessed

even by the best-known actor ; (3) That it is hardly

fair to pronounce Garrick an ' emotionalist ' on the

strength of one or two pieces of evidence, in view of

the story of his exordium (p. 79) to Cape Everard, and

of Diderot's account of his face-play
; (i) That it is

quite beside the case to urge (p. 162) that actors are

never known through absorption to tread consciously

on a dropped trinket ; and (5) That it is an error to

treat Diderot (chap, xi.) as justifying by anticipation

the long runs of the modern English stage, his account

of the prolonged playing of a company of Neapolitan

amateurs being apparently misconceived by Mr. Archer
as a plea for continuous nightly performances of one

piece ad libitum. The Neapolitan amateurs would cer-

tainly not play every night.

But these and the foregoing criticisms of passages

in Mr. Archer's book impute only a slight infusion of

shortcoming to his lucid and workmanlike performance.

That will take its place in the literature of the stage

and of psychology, as doing adequately a work that

needed to be done on many accounts. I have sug-

gested that it achieves e\en more than Mr. Archer
thinks ; since instead of demolishing an important

half-truth, as he would sometimes seem to be bent on

doing, it serves to unite that with the other half, which
is the scientific and conclusive course. It ought to

make an end, despite the perhaps excessive controver-

sial element in Mr. Archer's own exposition, of the

unintelligent strife of partisans who respectively con-

tend in crude terms that an artist must have no ' feel-

ing,' and that it is ' feeling ' which makes effective

acting. He that runs may now read the demonstra-

tion that sub-induced feeling perfectly controlled by
artistic judgment—precisely the process described by

Talma as Lekain's—is the secret of fine acting as of

fine poetry, fine prose, fine oratory, fine singing, fine

playing ; all of which arts are indirectly elucidated by

the investigation of acting. If the book has any

serious blemish, it is, as above urged, the too con-

stantly slighting treatment of the adventurous Diderot.

As to this, posterity will decide.

John M. Robertson.
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The Banquet of the Royal Scottish Academy, given on the eve

of the opening of the Exhibition of iSSg, was distinguished above

all others in recent years by the delivery of two addresses. These

addresses were strikingly unlike in tone, and strikingly unlike also

in the evidence they gave of the relation of the speakers to the in-

tellectual and arlislic movements of the time. One of the speakers

was not an artist, but was a distinguished layman, who has perhaps

done as much as any one man in recent years to foster the culti-

vation of art in Scotland ; and the other was an artist—the

President of the Royal Scottish Academy. The speech of the

first was brimful of broad and generous views, taking note of the

moving of the dry bones both in universities and academies, and

hopeful that if only ' they gathered round them what was best in

the literature, science, 'and art of the time,' these institutions

would come out of the ordeal triumphantly. The speech of the

other—in response, be it noted, to a toast proposed in that of the

first—was that of a bigoted guild brother who had lost all sense of

the real function of his guild, and who viewed it only as an institu-

tion for enabling its members ' to look after themselves.' Coming
as it did in reply to the enlightened speech of Dr. J. Forbes White,

the address of the President, Sir William Fettes Douglas, was a

distinct challenge on the part of reaction. It explicitly ignored

not alone a growing body of public opinion, but even ignored a

growing body of opinion which is known to exist inside the

Academy itself. No more ci'ass a position could possibly be

assumed by the responsible head of a public body than that

assumed by the President of the Academy. ' We lie under no
obligations to the public' ' Our Royal Charter has no serious

value.' Changes may be made, he said, but the changes that will

be made will be those originated within the Academy—not those

suggested from without—a somewhat futile threat, meaning that

what is asked for shall not be done, not because it were ill to do
it, but because it is asked for. His position is in effect exactly

the opposite of that of Dr. White. Let us, he would say, get on

as best we can, but save us from the contamination of contact with

what is ' best in the literature, science, and art of the time.' At this

moment, when to every seeing eye there is a great revivification of

interest in art in Scotland, it would be lamentable, if it were not

amusing, to see the head of the representative artistic body in the

country, the President of the Royal Scottish .\cademy, attempting

to cut it oiif from all the influences of the time, attempting, in short,

to lock its door and keep the key in his pocket. It is amusing,

because it is an old story. The pressure of events has opened
many doors, not from the inside but from without ; and the lesson

which reactionaries have over and over again had to learn is this,

that in a contest between fossilisation and life, life on the whole

has the best of it. The President's address suggests a few special

queries. Does he speak the opinion of the bulk of the members and
associates of the Academy, or does he utter merely his own private

opinion ? The place and the time of the address would lead the

public to believe that he spoke ex catliednl ; if he did not, it is for

the Academicians who disagree with his point of view to express

their disagreement. Other queries might be put, like these : Is

the Royal Scottish Academy a national institution, or is it a Princes

Street one? Is it a private association for the public maintenance

of a small body of artists, or is it a national Academy for the pro-

motion of art ? Sir William Douglas was so explicit in his state-

ments that he left no doubt as to his opinion. He repudiated all

connection with the Royal Association for the Promotion of the

Fine Arts in such a way as to suggest that he had no sympathy
with so Utopian an idea as the promotion of art. He disclaimed

on the part of the R.S. A. any connection with the Board of Manu-
factures, implying probably that the Academy had as little effect

on the art of the country as the Board of Manufactures had on

the industry. He condescended to pretend that, so far as he could

make out, extension of the Academy would mean admission of

every claimant who thought himself fit—as if fitness were now
always a test at the election of an Academician, and as if he had
not as President of the Academy been made officially fully aware of

the reforms suggested by the 'outsiders.' He stooped to refer to

rivalry in art between Glasgow and Edinburgh, as if such rivalry

were a case of commercial competition in which the Edinburgh

monopolists were entitled to protect themselves against the intru-

sion of foreign wares. He referred to the limitation of the

numbers of the Academy, as if mere limitation were a source of

distinction, and as if the possession of the magic letters R.S. A.

could constitute, in the eyes of those who were really discriminating,

a distinction which the artist had not already conferred upon him-

self by his work. But we have assumed that the President was

serious. This cannot have been, the whole speech was really a

piece of subtle raillery. He chaffed the Academicians for ' looking

after themselves *; he assumed the existence of a rival in another

city which should seriously compete with the Academy in Edin-

burgh for the honour of representing the art of Scotland. His con-

servatism is only after all the gracious conservatism of the Arch-

bishop in Gil Bias, ' We are old enough to walk alone,—and we'll

do it !
' Even the reference to the Board of Manufactures had

perhaps a sly allusion to the dexterity of certain painters, and the

uniformity of their works. But it was too bad of Sir William to

joke about so serious a business as the Royal Charter. It is

alleged, we know not with what truth, that this charter, so imim-

portant to the Academy, is perhaps important enough to the public.

Royal Charters are not wont to be given without a quid pro quo
;

and the airy observation of the President that the Charter was a

name and nothing more might perhaps require explanation if the

public made up its mind one day to demand the quid.

We may return to the Academy at a more convenient season.

Meantime it may be said generally that what is needed is a better

method of election, both of members and associates, a less

restricted plan of arranging the annual exhibition, and very con-

siderable reform in the educational department. The Academy is

in Princes Street, but not of it. It belongs to the West as much
as to the East. There is no rivalry but the legitimate rivalry for

the production of the best works. The Academy has a past of

which we are all proud, and it has a future of which we do not

despair. But the President should himself have supplied a key to

his over-varnished jokes.

The renaissance of public mural decoration is now making

notable progress. In Glasgow the Town Council have received a

deputation from the Ruskin Society, urging on them the desirability

of completing the new Municipal Buildings by a series of paintings

worthy of the city ; while at the recent meeting of the Glasgow

Art Club it was resolved that a similar representation should be

made. The Glasgow daily press, too, speaks favourably of the

project, and there is no doubt that public opinion is now ready to

support and approve of continued public spirit on the part of the

municipality. That so serious and important a task should not be

lightly intrusted to any one individual is obvious ; but we have

before us notable examples, such as the Manchester Town Hall,

to which, as to the recent Manchester Exhibition, Mr. Ford

Madox Brown has contributed so many important mural paintings.

As the recent Glasgow Exhibition showed, we have also among us

artists able and willing to do such work, and whose powers,

technical and imaginative, would develop as they proceeded ; for

of course no one would begin with the most important hall, but

would work from minor panels onwards towards a climax. It is

unfortunate that our annual exhibition contains no example of

designs for mural decoration ; but the more far-seeing painters are

doubtless already gathering their sketches, materials, and planning

many a symbolic and historic scheme.

The vacancies in the roll of Academicians caused by the deaths

of Robert Herdman and Norman Macbeth have been filled by the

election of Messrs. William B. Hole and Robert Macgregor.

The New English Art Club has arranged to hold an exhibition

of works of art at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. Works are to be

submitted to the selecting jury, Friday, April 5th. There is every

promise that this collection will be of superior excellence to any it

has yet shown. Among the successful candidates at the recent

election to membership of the society were M. Maurice Lobre,

and M. Hellev, wdiose pictures attracted such attention at the

recent Pastel Exhibition.

Edinburgh : T. and A, Constable, Frinters to Her Majesty,
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SPRING.

SPEED, Mistress Spring ! nor linger over long
;

Through grasses frail and wet

Bring home the winged west wind, the blackbird's song,

The dark hedge-violet

;

Bring back thy purple pansies laced with gold

To cheer our hearts aweary and acold.

And we will crown thee Queen
Of all the meadows green.

But an thou tarriest in sullen-wise.

Capricious and unkind.

Wasting thy new-born buds with gusty sighs,

A new love need we find ;

No longer will we sorrow for thy sake,

But Summer shall our Lady be, and take

Thy purple pansies fair

To wreathe her yellow hair.

Graham R. Tomson.

SONG.

OVE in my heart : O heart of me, heart of me !

Love is my tyi-ant. Love is supreme.

What if he passeth, O heart of me, heart of me ?

Love is (I plinnioni, and Life is a dream !

L

What if he changeth, O heart of me, heart of me ?

Oh, can the waters be void of the wind .'

What if he wendeth afar and apart from me ?

What if he leave me to perish behind .'

What if he passeth, O heart of me, heart of me
A flame i' the dusk, a breath of Desire .'

Nay, my sweet Love is the heart and the soul of me,

And I am the innermost heart of his fire !

Love in my heart : O heart of me, heart of me !

Love is my tyrant. Love is supreme.

What if he passeth, O heart of me, heart of me ?

Love is a phantom, and Life is a dream !

William Shahh.

2l
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THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

TO any one coming from the Glasgow Institute of

the Fine Arts, the first general impression of the

Academy Galleries must be disappointing. This de-

pends, no doubt, largely upon the general arrangement

of the latter, which is a mere matter of old routine,

and shows no decorative sense. Thus, instead of

utilising the sculpture in the entrance-hall and through

the rooms, this is all huddled into an auctioneer's row

at the remotest end of the galleries, a treatment to

which, had the sculptors any guild-feeling or capacity

of acting in unison, they would not for a single

year submit. Yet there are several pieces of real

decorative value, each now sunk hopelessly into

the row of busts, and thus completely lost and

spoiled. Mr. Calder Marshall's ' Foolish Virgin,'

Mr. J. Massey Rhind's forcible ' Act of Mercy,' Mr.

John Rhind's graceful ' Athenian Youth,' and Mr.

M'Bride's well-known ' Murmvu- of the Shell,' should

all have been used to give character and contrast to

a whole saloon of paintings. Nor are busts and bas-

reliefs mere stones, as the Academy annually pro-

claims ; they were not made to be used up in forming

as compactly fitted a wall of faces as their pedestals

allow ; they, too, in the hands of any one who
cared for them, would have been displayed, and this

not only to their own advantage, but to that of the

whole gallery. At present a row of mummy-cases on

end would be far more decoratively effective ; and

moreover it would not serve, as the present arrange-

ment does, to Increase the popular repulsion fiom

sculjjture, and keep one room almost empty in con-

sequence. Among these unlucky busts Mr. M'Bride's

are most prominent, both in number and personal

interest, as of three late Edinburgh notables— Lord
Deas, Dr. Haldane, and Professor Dickson ; and all

three show keen characterisation and refinement. Mr.

J. Massey Rhind's ' Bust of Mr. Wallace ' lias the

same qualities with ease and freshness ; but while Sir

John Steell's contribution must no doubt be passed

as beyond comment, protest cannot be avoided with

respect to the staring mechanical coarseness of Mr.

Hutchison's surel)' counterfeit presentment of Norman

i^^
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Macleod. Nor does the cast of his 'Torch Racer,' the

statue so well skied on the University dome, really

atone for this ; it imitates the classical type without

adequately seizing its idealism either of manhood or

divinity, and offers us the anatomical learning of the

Renaissance, with little of its freedom or its strength.

Coming to pictures, however, since both the Edin-

burgh and Glasgow Galleries are accustomed to depend

upon London loans, the contrast to the disadvantage of

the former becomes even moi-e apparent. In Glasgow,

not to speak of the work of dead masters, which is of

course rightly excluded here, we saw Whistler's noble

portrait, Watts' and Burne Jones' picture-poems. What
should we not expect in Edinburgh, with all the in-

fluence of the Academy to borrow for us .^ So we
have got, in the very place of conspicuous honour, Mr.

Perugini's nicely tinted Christmas card of petticoats

and slippers ('A Summer Shower'). It is even said

that the Academy authorities went and asked for it.

If so, as showmen they were doubtless right ; the

picture is a most popular one, since precisely at that

primitive level of seeing and thinking which doubtless

corresponds to the greatest happiness of the greatest

number ; only, if this is to be the M'ay, in the new
charter and title let us either decently drop or honestly

reverse the phrase about ' encouragement of Fine

Art.' With this sort of thing upon the line, and some
of tlie freshest and most interesting paintings in the

galleries hoisted anywhere to make room for it, is the

' encouragement ' to the artist or to the picture-lover ?

or to the cause of fine art generally ? or to the nega-

tives of all three ?

But enough of commination ; let us console our-

selves with nature. We may put out to sea by help of

one of the freshest and most delightful pictures in the

Exhibition, Farquharson's ' Herring-boats leaving Aber-
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deen Harbour '
: the stream in actual glistening' motion,

the grey city melting into misty air. We do not, it is

true, this year get anywhere far from land : certain

characteristic and often beautiful cloud-phenomena

soon warn us that Mr. Campbell Noble is in the neigh-

bourhood ; he has fresh scenes, with colour full and

rich ; a lack of unity is, however, seldom got over.

Wingate's little ' Study of a Wave ' is subtly handled.

M'Taggart's ' Wave,' however, stands above all

others in its perfectly artistic seizure of the essential

truth and beauty of at once the most momentar}', yet

the most eternal of nature-pi-ocesses, the mighty pulse-

throb of the sea. Yet for complete poetry we need

humanity, and this time Mr. M'Taggart's seaside play-

fellows are not at hand. Happily we have not far to

go. Hugh Cameron has left his kindly cottage interior

for the nonce, and has sent the lassie down to the water

to bathe the bairns ; so the grave old ocean ripples into

his sunniest smile. Such a simple idyllic purity both

of scene and soul we do not find in many exhibitions.

Mr. Martin Hardie, too, is specially happy in his

choice of subject ; and although exception may be

taken both to the imperfectly unified composition, and

the deficiently sympathetic characterisation of his

little Maries, the landscape shows a real deepening of

both truth and feeling, as well as an escape from his fre-

quent mannerism of colour. Almost forming a class by

itself, as certainly the only avowed poem-picture from

an Edinburgh painter, is Mr. J. Thorburn Ross's ' Gar-

land of Poppies—Moonlight in Daylight ' ; in concep-

tion and colour alike happy, brilliant, unique and

untranslatable. As another idealist of more pensive

mood, Mr. George Henry claims special notice : his

little ' Mushroom-gatherer ' is a child Proserpine,

already shadowed by coming fate. Mr. Roche's ' Shep-

herdess,' one of the freshest pictures of the late

Glasgow International Exhibition, must not be for-

gotten ; this too is poem as well as paint. Returning

to more everyday pictures, Mr. MacGeorge's oak forest

may be noted for its effective grouping, its general

manliness. Mr. Austen Brown's large picture of

• Scanty Pasture ' is vigorous in the extreme, yet

somewhat too clamantly so to be reckoned one of his

best works. Mr. Lorimer, somewhat unsuccessful in

the figures of his ' Lightsome Labour,' and in relating

them to the background, becomes wholly so in his

'Christmas Eve.' Yet his small pictures are very

different ; the girl reading in the antique window-seat,

the roofs of Chartres, are no less fresh than pleasant.

It is no light matter, nor pleasant, to speak in

unmixed dispraise of any man ;
yet we

must hope that Mr. Payton Reid's large and

ambitious scenes in Venice represent only a

phase of training and of life which will not

last. An ugly mistake like that of the two

figures at the well could not readily happen

save as the general outcome and index of a

period of prosaic insensitiveness. Mr. Ken-

nedy's pictures of soldiering, although ener-

getic, are also spoiled by an element of coarse-

ness. Mr. Kerr's 'Loupin' Stane,' Mr. G. O.

Reid's 'Catechising' are full of character

without vulgarity.

Mr. J. Michael Brown is still seeking for

his place and work in art ; keenly observing

and carefully delineating an unusual range of

subject, from a drawing-room interior and a

Gil Bias-like courtier to the uncompromis-

ing ugliness of a funeral in the slums, filled with types

of degradation, which it is well our artists are becom-

ing realists enough to observe. Mr. Burn-Murdoch

shows active versatility, not only fresh and keen and

varied in his portraits, but, in his ' Halcyon,' striking

out into an imaginative vein which we too rarely see.

George A. Sinclair's large picture of this year ('At the

Fiddler's Cottage') is of real importance; in a modern

gallery, in which half the pictures are shouting from

their frames, it is no small pleasure to find a colour

scheme so subdued and kept in such restraint. The
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composition is fresh and graceful, its very sweep of

lines expressing the conception of the picture—that of

music in repose. No accessories disturb this with any

officious literary aid, nor pedantry of painting skill

;

yet the picture is all the more one which it would be

good and pleasant to live with ; indeed, as music and

simple beauty thus realise themselves around simple

life, no man need ask for more.

Another of the younger painters who is clearly

' arriving ' is Miss Alice Gray, whose ' Eident Wabster/

here as in Glasgow, is so ' eident ' and well woven it-

self—worthy to last and increase in worth, alike as a

painting and as a human document.

The historic and romantic painters, who were once

so much in the ascendant in all galleries, are now but

few ; there are indications, however, that the times are

again changing in their favour, for ' King Romance is

come again.' Mr. Hamilton's Jacobites have fallen

into melodrama, but Mr. Ferguson's large ' Tocsin
'

shows a distinct advance upon his in many respects

kindred work of last year. The picture is well com-

posed, and the story told with real dramatic intensity,

the turbulent flame-lit sky and tossing banners quiver-

ing in the storm-bell's clamorous, maddening notes.

To paint a huge picture of this class, year after year,

and in Edinburgh of all places, is evidence of a patience

and force of character, alike as artist and man (if we

may ever separate these), which cannot fail of ultimate

reward. Yet, besides a certain deficiency of beauty,

which finds expression especially in the girl's arm and

lifted foot, a feeling of dissatisfaction remains with

most spectators. Does not this arise, as in so many

cases, not so much from any specific artistic defect as

from a subtler incompleteness—some limitation of the

painter's culture, which needs a deepened grasp of

history and drama, a wider experience of life, to reach

its aims .' Industry is good, but we all have some-

times too much of it, and then need, even for our work's

sake, holiday, and books, and travel.

Mr. Tom Scott's water-colours are gaining notably

in vmity and co-ordination, without loss of his singular

mastery of detail. In his ' Legend of Ladywood ' the

sweep of the thistle continuing the line of the

horseman's body is a fine instance of the one ; and the

painting of its heads against the mailed foot and the

horse's side, ofthe other. The horse's head, and many
other passages of the picture, repay the closest exami-

nation ; the general pathos is also well rendered,

although there is here, perhaps, some risk of the

leaven of Sir Noel Paton. One feels, too, as with Mr.

Ferguson, that something is still wanting which

it is not in painting to supply. Mr. Hole's ' Geth-

semane ' has no such defect as this. The whole

picture is fully suffused with its emotion : the great

sad olives, the melancholy dawn hardly need the

sleeping apostles, the misty kneeling figure, to tell

their story. In treatment there is no less full suc-

cess— thanks equally to what is done and what is

withheld.

Passing to the landscapes, Mr. George Reid's simple

and luminous ' Montrose ' claims the first place. Mr.

Reid has painted other landscapes more impressive,

but few more pleasing, or more in the right spirit of

landscape—poetic on one side, yet observant and

veracious on the other. Mr. R. B. Nisbet's tendency

to fixity of subject remains; his manner is still, also,

somewhat stiff and ' tight
'

; but, without loss of his

sharpness of vision, there is unusual mellowness and

poetry in his ' Close of a Day.' Mr. C. H. Mackie,

without losing what he has learned from Mr. Win-

gate— a spiritual father whom we could wish to

many more of our landscape painters—has also been

looking about the woi-ld for himself Very praise-

worthy is his avoidance of repetition of the pictures

which were so popular last

year, and his pressing on to

new experiences, when he

must know pretty well that

it is hardly until a man is

ceasing to have any new song

to sing that the public will

recognise his voice, the dealers

think him safe, or the Aca-

demy admit him to a back

seat within their sacred halls.

Yet these elements of sup-

posed success will all come

soon enough, and then he will

be glad to have had time and

peace to paint so varied a

compass of subjects as his

midsummer fields, and spark-

ling frosty dawning. Mr.

George Johnston, on the other "^
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hand, though not yet deteriorating, shows signs of

decline by his fixity of manner ; and the same must be

said of Mr. Wellwood Rattray : we sometimes fear also

of Mr. W. D. M'Kay. Mr. Pollok Nisbet's cleverness

is growing more and more pen-and-inky. Mr. Patrick

Adam, on the other hand, has brought back with him

from Venice an entirely fresh series of pictures, which

are not only sympathetic and pleasing—even beautiful

in themselves,—but mark a phase of personal experience

and development which leaves the man upon a higher

plane, yet as open-minded and aspiring as before.

Among somewhat younger painters we could wish

more space for sympathetic notice. The younger

Erskine Xicol shows keen and loving fidelity of foi'e-

ground observation in his ' Hayfield,' and grasp of

characteristic scene and weather in his ' Highland

Spate.' Mr. Cadenhead sends a 'Sunset' of truth and

dignity ; his moonlight seems a little dubious, but it is

on his side that the probability of truth in observation

no tloubt lies. Mr. John Blair shows a rapid seizure

of eifects of rain and sun in several pictures. There is

true perception and emotion of landscape in Mr. Mihie's

sombre yet glowing river, in Mr. Mason Hunter's sym-

pathetic rendering of St. Andrews, and in Mr. John

Muirhead's landscapes, which are grave and dignified,

yet peaceful and luminous, and show, too, an unusual

influence from antique masters. Mr. Sherwood Calvert's

two pictures are also poetic, and in a more modern spirit.

Mr. Walton's command of sunshine and shadow, in

' The Grandfather's Garden,' will not escape notice,

although it is too strongly lighted to bring out its full

effect ; his important and beautiful Ian dscape (420)

will, however, have to be sought for upon the heights.

For the portraits little space remains. Most people

will derive by far the greatest pleasure in Mr. Otto

Leyde's admirable portrait of the Hon. Mrs. Cheape, on

which the painter may in every way be congratulated.

Mr. Pettie's ' Hamish MacCunn,' Mr. Briton Riviere's

lady violinist, Mr. Alma-Tadema's unpleasant doctor,

and of course Mr. George Reid, are specially note-

worthy. Mr. Arthur Melville and Mr. Austen Brown
each send characteristic portraits ; Mr. Hamilton, a

forcible head ; while, among younger painters, we can

only mention Mr. Duddingston Herdman as following

in the footsteps of a worthy father. Among the animal

painters we could wish to congratulate especially our

old friend Mr. Alexander, and with him a young new-
comer, Mr. Walls. Patrick Geddes.

THE TURNER DRAWINGS AT BURLINGTON HOUSE, 1888-1889.

YEAR after year the Water-colour Gallery in

Burlington House is, during the Winter Exhibi-

tion, devoted to the drawings of the greatest of all

masters in that lovely art. How long will the rich

fruit of Turner's life's work hold out .' It is notable

that, as years go by, more and more of the drawings,

which have hitherto been regarded as practically

inaccessible, because so jealously guarded by their

possessors in closely-shut folios, or specially contrived

glass-cases, come up to London, and for a brief space

mock the fog-embittered existence of its inhabitants bj'

visions of clear skies and glorious sunlight. This

exhibition does not, perhaps, contain quite so many
masterpieces as we have sometimes been peiTnitted to

see, but it is wonderfully interesting, and for the first

time we have all the work of a given period set before

us.

It is a very short period. What with travelling and

wandering about to find subjects, it must have been

hard indeed to extract fourteen working days out ofan

absence of just three weeks. It was in the year 1819

that Turner is said to have left Farnley Hall (near

Leeds), travelled by coach to Hull, sailed to Rotter-

dam, then by diligence to Cologne, where his sketch-

ing-tour began. Somehow or other—in those days of

slow locomotion one cannot but wonder how— he

worked his way, in more senses than one, as far as

Mayence, sketching most of the noteworthy points on

the road, and in exactly three weeks' time was back

again at Farnley with a clumsy roll of fifty-one sketches.

tied up with a bit of string, in his pocket. He did not

treat them with much respect therefore—or perhaps

he knew himself to be master of many a crafty method
of restoring them if they suffered—anyhow they are

as astonishing to us as they were to Mr. Fawkes, and

serve largely to account for the ease with which the

Water-colour Gallery in Burlington House continues to

be filled. ' Why on earth have you come back so

soon ?
' inquired Mr. Fawkes ;

' I thought you had gone

for at least six months.' •' You said you meant to pay

all my expenses,' replied Turner. That was what had

made him hurry home. For a consideration of five

hundred pounds Mr. Fawkes bought all his sketches,

and would gladly have bought as many more. They
are all done on white paper, which Turner stained

grey by dipping it in a xessel filled with watei', coloured

to the tint he required. This gave him a grey ground

which could easily be sponged, or scraped when he

wanted lights, nor did he scruple to accept aid ft-ora the

use of body-colour. No question of colour ever inter-

fered with the rapidity with which he was thus able to

work—these sketches are only arrangements in a

modified monochrome.

But we must leave the sketches, and take the draw-

ings somewhat in the order of their production. To
begin with, we have a group of five large and veiy

early works. These are ' Conway Castle,' painted

about 179fi, during the period when he still signed

himself 'W. Turner,'

—

i.e. before he became a full

member of the Royal Academy, an honour which fell
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to his lot in 1 802, at the early age of twenty-seven
;

' Cader Idris/ 1800 ; 'Falls of the Clyde/ exhibited in

1802 ;
' Edinburgh,' exhibited in the same year, and

' Pembroke Castle ' in 1 806. Of these the ' Falls of

the Clyde ' is incomparably the best, and a typical

specimen of this period of his work. Turner had gone

to Scotland for the first time in 1801, and the romantic

scenery of that beautiful country had given a fresh

impulse to his art. The ' Falls of the Clyde ' is digni-

fied in arrangement and perfect in tone, though this

perfection is obtained by an entire abnegation of what
Mr. Ruskin speaks of as ' the difficulty and treachery

of colour.' W. Turner always steered clear of this

difficulty ; he was, when this drawing was painted,

trying to learn one set of truths, and did not rashly

put himself into a position in which he was likely to

find himself at variance with others. A certain con-

ventional colour, or want of colour, was all he aimed at

or obtained, and it is all that many people still think

it is necessary to obtain. How impressive this draw-

ing is ! The water comes tumbling down with living

force and strength, and the skill with which this is

done makes us forget that in Nature its whole course

would not show as one mass of seething, warm-grey

foam ; there would be some places where the coiling

water would be seen clear and dark, and a modern land-

scape-painter would have to vex his soul, perhaps to no

purpose, with the attempt to render it and other acci-

dents of torrent life. There is a group of figures un-

dressing, or rather undressed, for a bath, which they

seem in no hurry to take. These are the mere con-

ventional old-master landscape adjuncts of nymph or

siren, which look much out of place in a modern
Scottish subject. The ' Pembroke' has a wonderfully

fine sky. One bright gleam of sunlight has pierced

its way through some heavy storm-clouds. It is evi-

dently the same burst of light which appears in the

England and Wales drawing of the same subject.

There is a fine rough sea, fishermen are sorting fish,

and a hint of the perils which encompass their lives is

given by the wreckage strewn about on the shore.

' Cader Idris ' is painted in deep, crude blue, and is by

no means a good specimen of the period. It is a

strange fact that Turner never did paint a good North

Wales drawing. He did not often paint North Wales,

but, when he did, always fiiiled to catch the character

of the scenery.

Only one of the drawings made for Whitaker's

History of Richiiwiidshire has found its way into the

present collection. It is of this series that Mr. Ruskin

says :
' I do not know in what district of England

Turner first or longest studied ; but the scenery whose
influence I can trace most definitely throughout his

works, varied as they are, is that of Yorkshire. Of all

his drawings, I think those of the Yorkshire series

have the most heart in them—the most affectionate,

simple, unwearied, serious finishing of truth.' The
' Hardraw,' painted in 181 6, is a very fine drawing, even

thougli the Prussian blue has faded. Why should not

this colour be brought back ? We have seen one im-

portant drawing, and have heard of others, to which

this fugitive colour has been persuaded to return, and

this by no method likely to injure the drawing under

treatment. All that was necessary in the instance

referred to was that it should be taken out of its

frame, shut away in a dark drawer, and kept lying

there for six months, all light being rigorously ex-

cluded. When it came back to the light of day,

strong faith was required to believe that it was the

same drawing. The height of the cliff in the ' Har-

draw ' is enormously exaggerated. Judging by the

scale afforded by the cows, the clifl^ would be about

two hundred feet high, whereas it is but one hundred
;

and the distant scaur looks like a surging range of

mountains, instead of a Yorkshire fell. But it is idle

to mention such trifles as this ; let us be thankful for a

beautiful drawing. To those who neither know the

drawing nor the place, it may seem diflScult to make a

spout-like waterfall, pouring itself down over the very

centre of a semicircular cliff, either beautiful or inter-

esting ; but Turner has done both.

During the course of its ceaseless flow it seems to

have slightly worn away the rock over which it passes ;

and many of us may be inclined to ask, with Mr.

Arthur Severn, why it has not worn it much more ?

He and Mrs. Severn were making an excursion to this

neighbourhood with Mr. Ruskin ; and at Hardraw, Mr.

Severn, chancing to be a little in advance of the party,

met a man who lived somewhere very near, and ex-

pressed his surprise that the constant action of the

water did not wear away the rock to a much greater

extent. The man laughed, and said, ' You must not

judge altogether by what you see down here, sir. It

does wear it ; it wears it terribly ; but we keep build-

ing it up again. If you were up at the top, you would

soon see what a lot of building we have had to do.'

' Oh,' said Mr. Severn, ' what a pity the gentleman I

am travelling with is not here to hear that ! He would

be so interested ! If you happen to meet a gentleman

with a lady, will you tell him what you have just told

me ?
'

' Arthur ! Arthur !

' said Mr. Ruskin piteously,

half an hour later, ' why did you do that } How could

you destroy all my pleasure in looking at that place ?

I never wish to see it again now !

'

There are six of the England and Wales series, and

these range from 1826 to 1831. The fii'st is Barnard

Castle, wrongly described in the Catalogue as a sunset.

The morning sunshine streams through the ruined

windows of the Brackenbury and Balliol towers. Alas

for the bygone beauty of this place, once the very

fairest of river-side castles ! Gasworks, with what the

Barnard Castle folk are sometimes pleased to call the

'ometer ' painted as bright a red as any pillar-post in

London, when last we saw it, now occupy that Arcadian

bank to tiie left ; a huge and hideous mill occupies the

bank to the right. The bridge, which, when this draw-

ing was made, was so picturesque, has been altered.

That we must not object to, for the alteration was made
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ill the interests of humanity ; its parapet was so low

that people have been known to fall over it. Once,

indeed, when a murder was committed, the supposed

murderer was able to persuade the jury that his victims

— one of them was a woman—had fallen over in the

heat of a struggle. The bridge is safer now, but its

beauty is injured, and the little building on it, which

looks like the spot where some anker of ancient days

' retired into notice," as Lady Eleanor Butler and Miss

I'onsonby were said by Wordsworth to have done, is gone

too. It is a bridge of many stories. In the centre of it

—a spot lying between the realm of England, in which

the King ruled, and the Palatinate, in which the Prince

Bishop of Durham was supreme, and being therefore a

kind of no-man's-land—a clergyman used to celebrate

marriages, which were held to be legal ; it was a Gretna

Green, without the trouble of going so far. What would

Turner say to Barnard Castle now .'—for we have not

enumerated one-half of the evil things which have be-

fallen it.

' Prudhoe ' is another of this series, and a drawing

which, until now, has never left the guardianship of its

happy owner. It is almost painful to look upon such

a vision of calm and tender beauty, and know what

Prudhoe itself has now become. The hill which is

crowned by the ruined castle is much too steep in the

drawing. Turner has made it like a Rhine castle, and

has separated it by a gully from the main line of hills.

Had it been as steep as he has made it, it would not

now be defiled by a pit village, with all its ugly and

sordid accompaniments, presented in perhaps a more

openly degrading form than is customary. The plea-

sant footpaths up which Turner's feet strayed to the

beautiful beech-wood and the ruin of the castle are

now grimy, black cinder-paths, heavily trampled down

by the almost equally black inhabitants of the village.

Even that is not all, for within the mouldering walls of

the castle itself is planted, and planted deliberately,

the house of the Duke's agent. Prudhoe belongs to a

Duke, and yet these things are ! Turner has not in the

least caught the character of the place. We believe

that when Mr. Kingsley, the owner, ventured to say so

to him, he answei'ed, 'The fault of that drawing is that

there is far more of the Tweed in it than of the Tyne.

1 was only a day at Prudhoe, and my head was full of

the Tweed, for I had just been spending a week at

Miss Swinburne's, close by it.' To the right of the

drawing is a glade—by the by, all the beauty of this

glade is lost in the engraving—and some figures, which

seem to point to a story, are sitting there. What is

the story ? Some say that a woman has been having

her fortune told by a gypsy, and is crying because it is

a bad one. She has the appearance, however, of having

worked out her own fortune, and badly. This ' Prudhoe

'

drawing, fine though it is, really does not give the

character of the place ; but, as a rule, accusations of

this kind are unjust, for in some respects Turner was

the most accurate painter who ever lived, fastening

always with unerring precision on the higher and

poetical truths. Milton's Garden of Eden is doubtless

a very different place from that which a landscape-

gardener would have set before us ; but which should

we most care to have ?

' The Sea in Great Yarmouth '—we are quoting from

Modem Painters—'should have been noticed for its ex-

pression of water under a fresh gale, seen in enormous

extent from a great elevation. There is almost every

form of sea in it : rolling waves dashing on the pier ;

successive breakers rolling to the shore ; a vast hoi-izon

of multitudinous waves ; and winding canals of calm

water along the sands, bringing fragments of bright

sky down into their yellow waves.' This is how Mr.

Iluskin describes this drawing, and who could do it so

well ? The sky is as fine as the sea ; altogether it is a

beautiful drawing of a scene which in most people's

hands would have been an ugl}' subject, but in Turner's

is magnificent. It is wonderful, too, from the ease

with which difficulties have been overcome. Every one

knows what subtle drawing is required in a bird's-eye

view from a height to give the flatness of such objects

as canals, or watercourses, and satisfy the demands of

the eye for illusive effect. We have been told that

if a niagnifying-glass be used, the figures at the base of

Nelson's column can be seen. A storm is coming on,

and, as if with Nelson's last words, 'Anchor, Hardy,

anchor
!

' in his mind, Turner has painted all the ships

in the bay riding at anchor, and on the wharf below

is a large collection of anchors. By a frequent

device of the artist, the blue of the sea is repeated on

the cliff above by means of some blue and white gar-

ments blown out of a washerwoman's basket. It was

nearly always washing-day when Turner went a-sketch-

ing. ' Stonehenge ' is a splendid drawing, though all

the blue has faded from it ; it is a perfect marvel, too,

of rapid execution : one deep wash of Prussian blue,

and all the stones taken clean out with a knife, and

then a little brown heaped on. But what composition,

and what a sky ! It is a sky which not only has had

its fatal bolt for sheep and shepherd, but is still

charged with electric fury, and has other bolts in store.

Note the indescribable value of the distant monolith.

Stamford,' with its plashy market-place, over which

passengers, just disgorged from a great unwieldy stage-

coach, are struggling to get away to the shelter of their

homes with every variety of uncouth umbrella in their

hands, is one of the ablest of the England and Wales

drawings. The sky is full of dark clouds, from which

rain is still falling, and lightning darting forth, though

the worst of the storm is over and the sun beginning

to shine again. The many church towers and spires

gleam out in silvery brilliance in its watery rays. One

of the spires is much out of the perpendicular, as artists'

spires so often are. Another coach is just galloping in

to escape the storm. This drawing, and ' Chatham,'

with its endless repetition of objects that form St.

Andrew's crosses, from soldiers' crossing shoulder-

straps, and the wild way in which he has made them

arrange their arms and legs, to the sails of a windmill.
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complete the England and Wales drawings here ex-

hibited. Only one puff of manufacturers' smoke seems
to have been visible at Chatham when Turner painted

it, and that was white.

' Florence ' from San Miniato, with its wide view
over town and country, and its three tall cypresses,
' like Death's lean fingers pointing to the sky,' is a

most charming drawing ; and specially beautiful is the

way in which the town, with all the complexity of

streets and houses, and the stony strength of the
Palazzo Vecchio, is given. The distance is exquisite,

and so is the tender light on the river. The ' Ober-
wesel' (1840) and 'Heidelberg' (1842) are late and
very bad drawings. Oberwesel is full of garish, scenic

light and exaggeration. Had the hills been lil^e those

in this drawing, which descend in sheer precipice to

the river, how could the railways which ruin each bank
of the Rhine have been made ? The ruined tower
spoken of in the Catalogue is no ruin at all, but one of

the constructions used in fortifications of this kind; the

three outer sides only of the tower have ever been
built. What trolls are to human beings, these towers
are to other towers : they have no backs, but are

hollow. ' Bamborough ' also was painted in 1840, and
is all exaggeration and overwork.

'The Lake of Albano' (1828) and 'The Lake of

Nemi' (1842), though widely apart in point of date,

may be taken together, as in both Turner was trying

for the same thing : to paint Nature as it appears to

one looking at it with the sun shining directly in his

face. Both, too, are crater lakes, and in both all truth

of colour is sacrificed to truth of glow. In the ' Albano
'

we doubtless have an incident which formed part of one
of Turner's own sketching excursions. He boldly went
into that brigand-infested region, relying on the obvious

fact that he was a man who owned nothing worth

stealing. To go in shabby guise was easy to him ; for

he rarely went otherwise. The bulk of his luggage

probably consisted of his roll of paper and his colour-

box. We, most of us, know his colour-box ; he made
it himself. It was only a flat piece of very thick

leather, which would fold as he liked ; on this he

stuck such colours as he used. These were never vei'y

many. We have been informed that ' Prudhoe ' was
painted with six colours only. Equipped thus, he was

very likely surprised by the bandit whom he has

painted. The gun which, in nautical phrase, has

brought him to, is lying in the foreground. The look

of distress in Turner's face is there too, though it may
only have been distress at the idea that the bandit was

about to appropriate his sketches—he does seem to have

a feeling for art. ' The Lake of Nemi ' is splendid in

colour of a rather over-ripe and unreal kind ; but what

of that, if the glow and glitter of light are expressed ?

All these drawings have figures, and figures which

would be meaningless, and the very perfection of bad

drawing, if viewed apart from the composition in which

they occur ; but it is wonderful what meaning and ex-

pression they have when looked at with reference to

the whole. Taken in connection with the whole, they

are perfect.

Marg.^uet Hunt.

THE PAINTER-ETCHERS' EXHIBITION.

' A liltle leaven leaveneth the lump,' and, although the present

Exhibition held by the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers, at their

gallery in Pall Mall East, contains much that is insincere and
unworkmanlike, it is redeemed from mediocrity by a fairly liberal

sprinkling of really fine work. It is to be regretted that Mr.
Frank Short is reprsented by only three small etchings. His
' Wrought Nails,' an absolutely direct and truthful impression of a

cluster of poor cottages (possibly on Cradley Heath), is one ot' the

best things in the Exhibition ; it is slight, but well seen, possessing

that best of all qualities in an etching— the absence of any one
superfluous line. Of the clever work contributed by Mr. Williani

Strang, the 'Despair' (which appears to be etched on a mezzotint

ground), is perhaps the most characteristic example. The subject is

ghastly in the extreme : a gaunt, hollow-cheeked woman, with a

baby at her breast, and a frightful indifference in lier eyes, stares

rigidly out of the picture from the blank squalor of a dismantled

garret. Both colour and quality are excellent. The two dry-

points, 'The Rehearsal' and the 'Last Supper,' are striking

specimens of pure diy-point—in conception the former is, by
far, the more pleasing ; but perhaps Mr. Strang is seen at his

best in 77, ' Four Portraits,' most powerfully drawn and modelled.

Of the eight interesting, but unequal, illustrations to a ballad

we have here no space to speak ; nor is there room to more than

mention the three graceful imaginative designs for ' Fairy Tales,'

by L. Hamilton, which show a freshness of invention joined to

technical skill far above the average. It is hard to choose among
the eiubarras de richesses of Mr. Walter Sickert's cleverly sugges-

tive sketches, but perhaps his ' Dieppe in the Rain ' (dry-point) is

one of the most interesting, the atmosphere and distance being

chavnlingly rendered, and the drawing and feeling of wetness per-

fectly sincere and successful. Mr. Richard Toovey is represented

by much excellent work, agreeable alike in conception and execu-

tion. It would be hard to praise too highly his ' Market Scene,

Normandy,' remarkable for its clear decided drawing, its exquisite

finish, and judicious choice of detail. Of the four sides of the

room, one is entirely filled with etchings by the President, Mr.

Seymour Haden ; of these one of the most complete is ' Grim

Spain,' a little picture of dark walls, frowning towers, and rolling

clouds very freely put in.

For the more part undeservedly ill-placed, but of remarkable

and obvious merit, is the direct vigorous work contributed by Mr.

Charles Holroyd, whose 'Stormy Landscape,' a pastoral full of

the movement of wind and rain, shows somewhat plainly the

influence of Legros ; the ' Secret Society ' is dramatically felt, and

a fine study of light and shade ; but the most poetical is the ' Sketch

from Nature,' a study of fir-trees upon clear evening light, with

a solitary figure in the foreground.

The three Book Plates sent by Mr. Sherburn are minute

masterpieces of work and design ; and ' A Reef in the Foresail,' by

Mr. Hugh Paton, with its strange technique, is full of romance and

a sense of vastness.

Other less noteworthy, but agreealjic, examples are furnished

by Miss C. M. Nichols, and Messrs. Alfred East, R. Goft", Axel

Haig, and Herbert Marshall.
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PARIS ART CAUSERIE.

SCULPTURE will in all probability not be brilliantly

represented at the Salon this year, as all the best,

sculptors are engaged on orders for decorative groups

or ornamental subjects for the Grand Kxhibition
;

besides, the Retrospective Gallery of French Art, which

will also contain the latest works of living artists, will

throw the Salon exhibits quite in the shade, at all

events as regards sculpture. Barrias, Chapu, Guillaume,

Gauthier, Delaplanche, and other well-known masters

will onlj' exhibit at the Palais des Arts, for all their

time has been taken up with their decorative work at

the Exhibition. This is what I have learnt in the course

of recent peregrinations to the ateliers of the most

celebrated Parisian sculptors. There are, however,

some interesting exceptions. For instance, I found

M. Falguiere at work on a marble figure, ' La
Musique.' It is beautifully modelled and draped.

The half-closed eyes and ecstatic expression of the face

denote how deeplj' the sweet melody is woi-king its

charm on the singer herself The general effect of

this fine piece of .sculpture is perfect. At M.

Dalou's I met with a very kindly rece))tion from that

great but most modest of artists. He has not forgotten

his long stay in England, nor the kind welcome he

found there in the days of adversity, and he is alwa3-s

jjleased to welcome an English visitor. A marble bust

will be his only exhibit at the Salon, for all his time is

occupied in superintending the modelling and casting

of the monumental group, ' The Triumph of the Re-

public," which is to be erected on the Place des Nations.

He is also finishing the monument of Eugene Delacroix,

which is to be placed in the garden of the Luxem-

burg Palace. The monument, which presents a front-

age of ten metres, will be essentially decorative, when
erected in the middle of one of the tree-bordered

avenues of the rose-garden, with its background of

undulating green.swavd. It consists of a marble fount,

elegant in design,in the midst of which stands the group,

composed of Time holding Fame in his arms, while she

deposits a wreath of laui'el at the base of the bust of

the painter of ' The Entry of the Crusaders into Con-

stantinople,' and Apollo applauds the just tribute of

admiration rendered by the City of Paris to one of its

greatest painters. The figures are about three metres

in height. The bust of Delacroix which crowns the

monument is a splendid specimen of the sculptor's

art, a lifelike, characteristic likeness of the celebrated

artist. But what is beyond description is the conscien-

tious, masterly finish of the monument in its smallest

details. M. Dalou is one of the few to whom no
detail, however slight, comes amiss. It is consoling

in these days, when the sole aim of artists appears

to be effect and chic, to see with what care the

technical part of the sculptor's art has been studied

and carried out in this fine group. I was greatly struck

bythe tone ofadmiring respect with which the founder's

foreman spoke of ' Monsieur Dalou,' as he explained to

me the way in which the fragmentary casts which were
lying about the atelier floor would be set up. His

exclamation, ' Ah ! (jnel artiste ! Monsieur,' was worth
all the official Mentions honorahles,

' La cigale, ayant chanti^

Tout I'ete.'

These, the well-known opening of Lafontaine's fable.
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La Cigale el hi Foiirmi, have inspired M. Carles in his

attempt to realise in marble the metamorphosis of

the graceful, ever-chirping cigale of sunny Provence

into a fair, lithesome female form divine. This pretty

specimen of human entomology will be sent to the

Palais des Arts, where it will figure beside other works

of M. Cai-les, such as the beautiful marble ' La Jeunesse,'

which carried off the First Medal at the Salon of 1885,

and is at present in the Luxemburg Gallery. M.

Carles exhibited at the London Royal Academy Ex-

hibition of 1887 two marble busts, one of Lady Grev,

the other Mrs
White, which both

attracted consider-

able attention, and

commanded the

admiration of all

connoisseurs in

sculpture.

The private exhi-

bition which takes

place every year at

the Ccrcle Artistiqiw

has attracted crowds

of visitors. This

exhibition is a sort

of general art re-

hearsal before the

Salon, and is parti-

cularly interesting,

not only because

the works exposed

are all intended for

the great Art Fair

held at the Palais

d'lndustrie, but also

on account of the

number of portraits

which figure on the

catalogue. The
principal attraction

this year is a ))or-

trait of M. Bougue-

reau by himself,

and, strange to

say, the portrait is

not only' a very

good one, but it

possesses a boldness of style we are not accustomed
to expect from the painter of the ' Triomphe de
Venus.' Carolus-Duran, Delaunay, Henner, Levy,
and other ftishionable portraitists, come out in their

best colours. Among the genre pictures there is a

charming iJtude by that brilliant colourist, M. Courtois
;

and among the sculpture exhibits I noted two clever

and amusing exhibits of M. S. Lami.

The very select and aristocratic Societe des Aqiiiirel-

lisies Frangais has inaugurated its eleventh annual
exhibition at Petit's Gallery, which, with its elegant

upholstery and art decoration, has more the appear-

ance of a drawing-room than a picture gallery. It is

here that fashionable Parisieiinexlove to meet on Friday
afternoons (admission five francs) to gossip, criticise art

and bonnets, chaperoned by equally fashionable young
artists. The water-colour exhibits—to many the least

interesting part of the exhibition—are this year, as

usual, monotonously pretty, elegant, and, from a purely

artistic point of view, particularly uninteresting. An
exception must however be made in favour of three

striking exhibits of M. Besnard, an impressionist of

real talent, whose
' Femme aux roses

'

alone is worth a

visit to Paris to

see.

By far the most

interesting of these

art collections is the

exhibition of the

Peiiilres-Grineun.

Engraving and etch-

ing have hitherto

met with little en-

couragement in

France. The best

work done by Pa-

risian artists goes

to England and
America, and is sel-

dom submitted to

the judgment of

Parisian amateurs.

It has occurred to

such men as Des-

boutins. Degas,

Fan tin - Latour,

Bracquemond, and

others, that it

would perhaps not

be amiss to open an

annual exhibition of

their and their fel-

low-artists' works,

and thus the exhi-

bition of Painter-

Engravers has come
to light. The re-

sult is most interesting, and it is to be hoped that

the public will encourage this truly artistic venture.

Among the contributors, M. J. Lewis Brown has sent,

beside etchings, a few clever water-colour pictures of

horses and riders ; M. Pissano some very curious speci-

mens of the latest form of impressionist painting, to

which are to be preferred his really clever etchings.

MM. Guerard, Jeanniot, James Tissot, Somm, and

Miss Mary Cassat, are among the best contributors.

Mr. F. S. Haden is the only English exhibitor, but

America is represented by Messrs. Bascher, Cleveland,
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Pai-rish, Piatt, and Miss Pierce. There are also several

Dutch exhibitors, while the indefatigable M. Besnard,

above mentioned, contributes some etchings full of

weird poetry and consummate lechnique.

Cabanel died last month. He was a much abused

and also much o\ errated artist. During the Empire,

owing to the high position he held in Court society,

he was nicknamed the Pcivlrc ChamhcUaii
; yet, not-

withstanding his failings, he was at heart a true artist.

Mr. William Stott ot Oldham exhibits at the Durand-
Ruel gallery the pick of what the French would term
his ceuvre, that is, the sum-total of his best work up to

the present day. The collection consists of thirty-four

oil paintings, twenty three water-colour and three
pastel drawings. We have already

seen the best of these works at

the Salon of the last seven years ;

many of them have also been ex-

hibited in England, for instance,

the clever ' Portraits of my Father

and Mother,' and ' Master Dickie

Butler,' in which we find a touch

of Velasquez. The weird (Scotch ?)

lake scene entitled ' Moonrise ' is

full of nocturnal poetry. There

are also other works, such as ' The
Birth of Venus,' and ' Endymion,'

which will probably call forth a

good deal of criticism, but unfor-

tunately my space is too limited

to say any more on the subject.

We wish Mr. Stott all success, for

he is one of the small number of

English artists who are bold enough

to uphold the standard of English

art on the Continent.

At the International Congress

of Architects to be held in Paris

in June next there will be an ex-

hibition of the portraits of cele-

brated architects. Amateurs or

persons wishing to lend to this pri-

vate exhibition portraits, sketches,

or designs of any celebrated English

or Scotch architect are begged to communicate with

the secretary of the ' Congres des Architectes, Hotel

des Societes Savantes, ^8 rue Serpente, Paris.'

Walter Runeberg, the well-known Finland sculptor,

who for some years past has been an almost constant

exhibitor at the Salon, is not likely to put in an appear-

ance this year, for the Finland government have given

him an order for the execution of the national monu-
ment which is to be erected to the memory of the late

Emperor of Russia, Alexander ii. The designing and
the preliminary studies which so important a piece of

work entails preclude the possibility of M. Runeberg
doing anything else. To judge by the small plaster-

cast model of the monument, and of some of the

decorative figures, I think M. Runeberg's new work

will meet with the approval of all good judges of

sculpture. He has been particularly happy in his

rendering of the anxious, careworn expression of the

late Emperor's face, which to the careful observer

offered so striking a contrast to his martial appearance.

I allude to the expression, if not of fear, at all events

of apprehension, which would sometimes come over

the late Czar's countenance as, ' in his mind's eye,' he

caught a glimpse of the shadow of the Nihilist Nemesis

as it flitted before him, and forewarned him of his

tragical death. Looking at M. Runeberg's model of

the monument, I could not help wondering to myself

why it has never occurred to an artist of original talent

to lay aside the conventional design always adopted for

funereal or commemoration monu-

ments. When will a sculptor boldly

come forward with a new idea,

—

something more natural, something

which will remind future genera-

tions of the life and real life-work

of the man whose face and form

he is called upon to immortalise in

bronze or marble ? The traditional

monument erected in these modern
times to emperors, kings, warriors,

and other human beings of greater

worth, is an object sometimes of

derision, but always distressing, to

the artistic mind.

M. Paul Moiiet, the most talented

artist of the Impressionist school,

not excepting M. Camille Pissano,

exhibits at Messrs. Boussod and

Valadon's Rooms a series of pictures

which offer a far deeper interest to

artists than is to be found at any

of the numerous coleiie exhibitions

now on view. M. Monet is an In-

dependent in the full force of the

term ; he has escaped the teachings

of Cabanel, Bouguereau, and other

impeccable Academicians ; he may
to some extent have been influenced

by Courbet, Manet, and Pissano,

but he has struck out a line for himself, and his

only master has been nature. It is easy to under-

stand that under such circumstances this clever artist

has not met with much encouragement from the art

critics or the press ; but undisturbed by the ignorance

of the one, or the laughter of the other, he has pursued

his ideal. The twelve or fourteen landscapes, marines,

and figures which form his present exhibition are all

of them remarkable. There is a freshness, an extra-

ordinary mastery of the ambient effects of light and

shade, and an impression so true to nature in hisjjleiii air

scenes such as it would be difficult to find in any other

landscape painter of the present day. His colours are

laid on boldly with thick cmpdtementu after the manner

of Courbet, particularly in his sea scenes ; his trees and
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foliage ai-e woiulerfiilly effective. At first sight there

are certain violet tones in his landscapes which appear

to strike a discordant

note, but the eye soon

finds that they are not

exaggerated, and that

they combine most har-

moniously with the other

colours. These fewlines

are the hasty expres-

sion of the true admira-

tion I experience after

a hurried view of M.

Monet's pictures.

' Sweets to the sweet

'

would be an appropriate

motto for the Fifth Ex-

hibition of the Society

of Lady Painters and

Sculptors, so numerous

are the flower pictures

in oils, water-colours,

and pastels sent by fair

followers of Madame Ma-

deleine Lemerre. There

are no less than twenty-

one lady sculptors who
contribute to this Exhi-

bition. Madame Ber-

taux. President of the

Society,has sentacharm-

ing marble statuette; Madame Descat a life-size

plaster cast of a reaper-girl returning from her work
;

Madame Nelly Coutant an admirably modelled bust

of a youthful St. John the Baptist. This lady, who
is Scotch by birth, won favourable notice at last year's

Salon for two charming

busts of children.

And the cry is ' Still

they come
!

' for the

artists in charcoal-draw-

ing, or fusu'm, are about

to form themselves into

a Society under the title

of the ' Fusainistes,' and

it is needless to add that

they, too, will soon open

an exhibition 1

The illustrations ac-

companying this article

are placed in the follow-

ing order : Monument
to Delacroix, by Jules

Dalou ;
' L'Amour et

Bacchus ' and statue, by

Walter Runeberg, ofthe

Swedish Count Brahe,

who was Governor-
General of Finland ( 1 6.37

to 1640). During his

administration Count

Brahe founded the Uni-

versity of Abo, in which

city the statue has just

been erected; 'La Mu-

sique/ by A. Falguiere ;
' La Cigale,' by Antonin Carles

;

'St John the Baptist,' by Miss Nelly Coutant. The

three last are from original drawings by the artists.

Cecil Nicholson.

OUR PLATES.
'TiiK Nyjii'h,' by AVilliaui Stott of Oldham, i.s referred to in the article upon the artist.

' Good King Wenceslas,' by Alexander Koclic,—a laiKlsea))e with figures,—is suggested by the

traditional Christmas Carol.

' Good King Wenceslas look'd out
On the Feast of Stephen,

When the snow lay round about.
Deep, and crisp, and even :

Brightly shone the moon that night.
Though the frost was cruel.

When a poor man came in sight,

Gath'ring winter fuel.

' " Hither, ))age, and stand by me,
If thou know'st it, telling,

Yonder peasant, who is he .''

Where and what his dwelling ?
"

" Sire, he lives a good league hence.
Underneath the mountain ;

Right against the forest fence.

By Saint Agnes' fountain."

' " Bring me flesh, and bring me wine.
Bring me pine-logs hither

;

Thou and I will see him dine.

When we bear them thither."

Page and monarch forth they went.

Forth they went together
;

Through the rude wind's wild lament.

And the bitter weather.

' " Sire, the night is darker now,

And the wind blows stronger

;

Fails my heait, I know not how,
I can go no longer."

" Mark ray footsteps, my good page.

Tread thou in them boldly :

Thou shalt find the winter's rage

Freeze thy blood less coldly."

' In his master's steps he trod,

Where the snow lay dinted ;

Heat was in the very sod

Which the saint had printed.

Therefore Christian men, be sure.

Wealth or rank possessing,

Ye who now will bless the poor,

Shall yourselves find blessing.'
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COTMAN'S DRAWINGS AT THE BURLINGTON FINE ARTS CLUB.

THE Burlington Fine Arts Club is a shrine difficult

of access. Certain formalities of name-signing,

etc., after presenting the ticket of admission, must be

gone through before the inner temple may be entered.

This is fair enough, but why can no catalogue of the

treasures on view be bought for love or money .' The
loan of the useful booklet to visitors, during their

tour round the room, is all that is vouchsafed by the

authorities. Such difficulties surrounding the enjoy-

ment of an art the Club is formed to honour seems to

us to lower, rather than to enhance, its dignit}'.

The exhibition of water-colours, chalk-drawings, and

etchings by John Sell Cotman, now on view there,

lionourably supplements the exhibition held last

summer of this artist's work at Norwich, his native

place, and the scene of many of his achievements.

The exhibition is interesting. It has a charm and

grace of its own. After a visit to the superb Reni-

brandts at the Royal Academy, and to the rooms

there, devoted to a show of Frank Holl's strenuous

life's labour, the inspection of Cotman's work affects

us as might the reading of a poet of the second rank,

who was in harmony with the spirit of his age, some

seventy years ago.

It brings the reposeful sense of an art which is com-

plete because of its limitations. There is about it a

delicate flavour of sincerity, allied to a great respect

for scholastic traditions. This absence of the more

restless personal note is grateful now, when egoism is

the most fertile and the most corroding influence in

every sphere of activity. Fertile, in its development

of the temperament of the artist as a ruling force at

work ; corroding, in the irreverent attitude it develops

towards the winnowed thought and experience of

generations of painters. Cotman has nothing of the

modern Impressionist about him. He seems to have

felt none of that divine torment of soul that Turner

felt when cai.v prixcx with nature in all its witchery

and tumult. He has much of the reticence and freedom

from eccentricity which is the strength and the charm

of the Norwich school of painters, at the head of which

stands ' Old ' Cronie. At no moment, however, does

he touch the genius of this founder of the school in

its sweetness, simplicity, and impressiveness.

Cotman has grace and elegance, and a great distinc-

tion of touch, and of arrangement of line and light

and shade. He is above all things an architectural

draughtsman. In etching, in colour, he understood

admiraljly how to render the texture of stone and of

masonry—the breadth of light ))laying upon carved

surfaces. Among good examples of this power in the

present collection is ' The Gateway of an Abbey,

Aumale, Normandy' (80). ' Malines ' (.57) is another

specimen of a large effect of light and of graceful detail.

In the two water-colour drawings of ' Mont St. Michel

'

(43, 48), the architectural draughtsman destroys the

painter of nature. It is the grim fortress he paints

—

shorn of its romance. He has not expressed the possi-

bilities of colour and of heavy massiveness belonging

to the sea-girt pile, brooding on its height in the

limpid softness of the morning light, and in the glow

of the sunset.

' Framlingham Castle ' (-56), with grey towers group-

ing themselves against the sunset sky, is happier in its

effect, and has the charm lacking to the French draw-

ing. A number of black-and-white studies hang on

the walls of the Club, among which are several studies

of trees— fir-trees darkling against the sky, trees lashed

by the wind, trees growing by the water-side. Cot-

man's sense of grace is here the dominant quality.

He draws trees with a fine sense of their delicacy and

dignity. A number, also, of etchings, chalk drawings,

and water-colour sketches illustrate his love for nauti-

cal things. Sailing-boats on the river and the sea,

wherries and fishing-boats, cliff's and waves, were con-

stant objects of delight and study to him.

It must, nevertheless, be by his architectural draw-

ings that Cotman is to be remembered. Many of these

etchings appeared as illustrations to his friend Dawson
Turner's antiquarian researches. The ruggedness and

character of old buildings, of crumbling masonry, were

never rendered with a finer and more sagacious touch.

In Bohen's reproduction of architectural remains,

etched by Cotman, his genius may be appreciated,

hi his Liber •Sliidionim—a yet finer and more varied

collection of etchings—may be still more fully seen

the charm of elegance and grace that characterise liis

touch and composition.

Cotman was a born artist. He shaped his own
destin}'. The son of a well-to-do Iinen-draj)er at

Norwich, lie came up to London against paternal

advice to study art. He never became an Academy
student, but he knew Turner and Girton. The influ-

ence of Turner's supreme genius, and of Girton's sober

and poetic art, are apparent in his work.

It is sad to think that the life of this gentle master

of an art which, if not the highest, is yet so true of its

kind, was often depressed by monetary anxieties. His

letters to his friend Dawson Turner, and to his father,

often reveal the gloom that the goading touch of worry

brought to his spirit. He spent much of his time in

Norwich. He also lived for a while at Yarmouth, to be

near Dawson Turner. Finally he settled in London in

1834, on his appointment as drawing-master at King's

College School—an appointment secured to him b}'

the great Turner's energetic partisanship in his favour.

In the chapter of Mr. Wedmore's Studies in English

Art devoted to Cotman, there are quotations from

the artist's letters, where bright and fanciful moods

alternate with those of profound melancholy and

foreboding. The gloom deepens, until at last, in July

1842, Cotman died, aged sixt}'. The exhibition now
at the Burlington Art Club gives a fair idea of the

genius of one who, if not a great artist, was certainly

a sincere one, and who never vulgarised the gifts with

which nature had endowed him.
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WILLIAM STOTT OF OLDHAM.

FEW personalities in the contemporary art world

have been and still are so discussed as is that of

Mr. William Stott of Oldham (an appellation taken by

the painter to distinguish himself from another painter,

Mr. Edward Stott, with whose name his own had

been often confused). By some critics he is put into a

sort of pillory ; his pictures have been declared ' too

screamingly funny ' ; others largely recognise the

artist's power, but lament his eccenti-icities ; while a

few amateurs of pictures, and some most eminent

painters of pictures, admire his works passionate!)',

gaining from them a sense as of a new understanding

of nature, a fuller possession of its secrets and its

enchantments.

It seems to us that a personality so strong as to

affect so differently a number of individuals is worthy

of being studied, and perhaps explained.

Mr. Stott is the son of a well-to-do mill-owner of

Oldham. The father had planned that his sons after

him should own the mill, and carry on the prosperous

business in partnership. The village of Oldham is

situated in a grim manufacturing district, where the

making of money is the aim of every man's life. The
sturdy persistence of his race was the substratum of

the lad's character ; to it was allied a temperament,

eager, mobile, delicately impressionable. Such a tem-

perament unfitted him for a business career, and made
him peculiarly sensitive to the surrounding ugliness,

and depressing, idealess routine. In his heart he

longed to be a painter.

The father, far from opposing his son's inclination,

decided that if the lad wished to be a painter, it was

doubtless he was gifted that way, and to the Manchester

School of Art the artist in embryo was sent.

For a career of art, the point of attraction is Paris,

and to Paris after a while Mr. Stott went. He car-

ried an introduction to Gerome, who looked over his

sketches, and at once admitted him as an ' Aspirant,'

to enter his class in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. After

a short period of probation, he passed from the great

common hall, where all the ' Aspirants ' work from

the antique, and was enrolled a full-fledged student

of the school in the atelier supervised by Gerome.

Then began a period of stress and strain, of great
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excitements and large hopes. He won distinction as

a fine draughtsman in a scliool where to ' draw ' is

considered the highest merit of an artist.

His work attracted the attention of Gerome, who,

most reticent and most caustic of professors, praised

and encouraged him. Yet there was a profound differ-

ence in the manner and sjiirit of the apprehension of

art between the young student and the academical

seniors around him. He was above all things an

Impressionist ; always on the alert for new problems

of colour, of line, of effect ; impatient of the trammels

of tradition ; intensely alive in the present. Degas

was his true master, in that this leader of the Im-

pressionist school most influenced his style, and had

with him that keen sympathy of temperament which

is the true kinship of artists.

Mr. Stott is a naturalist. Nature has no moral

significance for him ; she is simply a delight—a sen-

suous enchantment. Human beings pictorially appeal

to him only as they stand in i-elation to that pageant

of nature. His boys and girls, his men and women,

his nymphs and goddesses, are but notes in the per-

vading harmony. They are the highest expression of

nature's magic, the subtlest interpreters of its hints ;

outside of this they have no interest for the artist.

Herein lies the secret of Mr. Stott's power, and of its

limitations.

I have before me a somewhat faded photograph of

the ' Tricoteuse,' a picture the original of which I

remember. It is a river scene : a corner filled with a

tangle of water-side blossoms, bordered with straight-

stemmed silver birch-trees, through the foliage of which

rains the sunlight. A young peasant-girl walks through

the sun-spotted world, knitting as she walks. She is

a part of the freshness and pleasantness, a note in the

impression of sunlight and flower, of cool water and

of the innocent active life of nature.

The 'Baignade' was exhibited at the Salon of 1882.

The jury of the Salon awarded to this work a medal

—

no small honour for a young foreigner to receive. In

this truly beautiful picture the painter has rendered

the green twilight of a shady nook. All the delicious

vagueness, the still languor, the heat of the summer
day are suggested here. The water-lilies spread their

green platters and pearl cups, the reeds mingle with

the abundant rivei'-side vegetation. Part of the

summer day, part of its warmth, its quiet intensity of

joy, its deep-pulsing vitality, are three figures of

bathing boys. By their expression of the sensuous spell

nature casts over the spirit on such a day, amid such

surroundings, they are perfect as might be the words

of a poem.

Every picture seems to show more and more that

the basis of Mr. Stott's art is founded in the belief that

human nature is but a note in nature, and is unintel-

ligible, not to say uninteresting, but as a part of the

general harmony. ,^

To this period belongs also ' Le Passeur/ another

river scene. Two little rustic girls wait on the bank

for the ferry-boat. One lies on the grass amid the

flowers, the other stands looking towards the approach-

ing craft. They are part of the impressions conveyed

by the peaceful sky, the placidly flowing river. The
physiognomy, the movement of the scene, are enhanced

by the presence there of those charmingly drawn and

painted figures. The secret charm of the picture

consists in its witching harmony and restfulness, un-

broken by any intrusive emotion brought into it by

the human world.

'The Kissing Ring' is another picture very low in

tone. Twilight is falling over the seashore. A dimly

opalescent sky, a long stretch of level sand broken by

pools of light-rimmed water, reflecting the sky and the

figures of children dancing in the greyness. The
critics have protested against the gravity of the chil-

dren. Romping little ones would have been an in-

trusion on the scene, they would have destroyed the

magical secret ofthe departing day. These rhythmically

moving children, somewhat shabbily dressed, are by

their grace mortal children, yet in their happy gravity

they seem to be essences of the surrounding twilight,

part of the repose, of the vague all-prevalent satisfac-

tion that is yet akin to melancholy, as far removed

from joy as it is from sorrow.

The ' Summer Day ' is a picture of blue summer sky,

of smooth clean sand, and three boys, whose bodies

furnish three notes of sunlight in flesh-colour, ivory,

pearl-tone, rose, and grey.

The first picture of Mr. Stott's that I saw was

the ' Moonrise,' a reproduction of which is given here.

The picture made upon me a deep impression. The
lines of the hills echoing each other, as it were, in the

pale clearness of the sky, affected me as music might.

A charm, as that of night itself, seemed to distil

from the low-toned can\'as. I may quote an extract

from a letter of Mr. Stott, which, better than any

word of mine, will express how deeply he felt the

beauty he sought to depict with his brush, and how he

realised the difficulty of conveying it to those who have

not felt the spell of moonlight. ' To speak of the

delight of early morning, with its fresh air and clear

sky and dew, would be foolish to one who had ex-

])erienced them in Nature, and had not been touched

by them. How speak then of the awful, delightful

weirdness of moonlight to one whose observation has

been limited to finding that there are nights when
one sees almost as clearly as by day .' Why speak to

such of the moon in a kind of trance moving inch by

inch up the sky through the blue, tender ether ; of its

yellow effulgence as it creeps, enveloping like a breath

the line of the hills ; of the stars with their several

coloured twinklings dipping, as it were, one by one in

the water which mirrors them ; of the mystery of the

hills and their shadows, and, above all, of that silence,

that stillness of heaven and earth so wonderful ? Why
speak at all of these things to one who has not been

moved by them.' When one has felt anything of

this, how inadequate are all words !

'
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It is curious, after reading this outijouring of delight

in the witchery of moonlight, to come upon a criticism

like the following, sounding of a commercial estimate

of the commodity :
' The picture is undoubtedly truth-

ful. It embodies in the most exact fasiiion the general

impression of a moonlight night. But most people

want more for their money than a severely bare, bald

representation of this kind.'

This view of criticism is the despair alike of the

painter and of the amateur ; and no one has had more

reason to complain of it than Mr. Stott. It is not

' informing,' and it misses its real objective in not

being even smart. Mr. Stott has suffered heavily from

the reporters, in whose hands so much of our art-

criticism is thrown. One of these lately said that a

streak of blue above, and a streak of green below, con-

stituted the Stott formula for a work of genius. No
streak of foolishness in criticism could have been more

completely wide of the mark. Whatever else he is

not, this painter is passionately painstaking. Every

touch has its intention ; and it may sometimes be

doubted whether his effects are not too delicate for

the work of the brush.

Before passing to an examination of a later develop-

ment of Mr. Stott's art, we would say a word of his

portraits. fhe O'eed of Mr. Stott in relation to

jjortrait-painting may be summed up thus :
' A por-

trait necessarily means a painting which shall s))eak to

us of what the original is like. The better the like-

ness is, the better the portrait, but not necessarily the

liner the work of art. It takes its place as a work of

art when it not only contains the likeness, but when
the colour, the shape, and distribution of the objects,

of the light and shade, make up a whole which is

beautiful, and which will appear beautiful and interest-

ing to those who never saw the originals as to those

who knew them intimatel}-.

In the portraits of ' My Father and Mother,' of ' A
Young Girl playing- the ^'iolin,' and of ' A Lady at

the Piano,' Mr. Stott has carried out various skilful

schemes ot colour and chiaroscuro ; with a fine realism.

He has presented to us ordinary folk in their ordin-

ary surroundings. Such portraits are interesting as

a page out of a work on manners, but they seem

to us to lack the quality of spiritual insight which

mark the work of the supreme portrait-painter. Mr.

Stott gives us the surroundings, but he does not reveal

to us the soul of his original. Take for instance the

portrait canvas entitled ' My Father and Mother.'

Dickens could not have given with a more incisive

touch the picture of a British interior. Tliose two

elderly jjersons seated by their fireside have apparently

but little to say to each other. A newspaper lies

unread on the lap of the father, the mother sits back

in her chair. The admirabl}- painted accessories of a

room, in which crimson is the dominant note, deepen

the impression of a well-to-do idealless bviirgcume.

The canvas focuses an oppressive atnu)sphere of which

these two persons are ])art. Their individualities are

merged in the general ini|)ression. Once more,

the excess and predominance of Mr. Stott's sus-

ceptibility to impressions enables him successfully to

represent human beings in so far onlj' as they are

in relation to the feeling of the scene. The cirl of the

picture is admirable. The colour is a most learned

exposition of subtle and difficult harmonies. Certain

notes which form the leading motive wind in and out,

appear and reappear, as in a piece of delicate orches-

tration. Even the bit of glowing coal has its use. To
some, perhaps, it is a hot cinder, and no more ; but

others may be permitted to think that it brings the

colour composition together in a way that makes the

whole work a perfect luiir deforce of technique. Here-

in lies the secret of Mr. Stott's power, as we have

already suggested of his limitations. Now and then

he has forgotten his parents, as human beings, in his

ecstatic sense of their pictorial relationship to a world

of colour and form. I'lie work is not exactly a ti'ibute

of filial jiiety : it is only a masterpiece of art.

Jean Francois Millet, in a country that has first

uttered the fallacy ' Art for Art's sake,' is the painter

of pictures suggestive of moral issues, and which are

no less perfect as rendei'ings of nature's moods. His

perpetual theme is the moving drama of poverty and

toil ; of spiritual beings struggling with the harshness

of material circumstances. He belongs to the hier-

archy of supreme minds, who, while admirable inter-

preters of the witchery of nature, are also pre-eminently

susceptible to the spiritual force that shapes and rules

destiny. Such a painter also was Bastien-Lepage, the

leader of the naturalistic school, who, in every picture

and portrait that emanated from his hand, unconsciously

gave an epitome of the two great forces, the natural

and spiritual, the supreme meeting-point of which is

in humanity.

Mr. Stott's later ])ictures are at once more delight-

ful and more disappointing than were his earlier works.

Never has he shown himself more master of the

resources of technique, more susceptible to the rarer,

the more delicate, the more penetrating effects of

nature, more alert to pursue and to solve problems

of colour and tint. More than ever he appears to us,

in art, to be drenched in a sort of Pantheism, in which

the sky, the sea, the shade of the woods, the sunshine

of the noonday are more significant, more appealing

to us, than are the representations of the goddesses

and nymphs that are now the leading theme of his

inspiration. The limitations of Mr. Stott's art are

apparent in his representation of these beautiful physi-

cal forms, the thought of which comes to us attended

with memories of the speculations of ancient philoso-

phers and poets ; and which still remain for us per-

sonified forces of nature, figures enshrined in divine

mysteries. Mr. Stott may well answer that lie has a

right to his conceptions. On our side, we can no

more detach these associations from our ideal of Venus,

Diana, Juno, or Athene, than we can attach a new
meaning to some noble word in our lani>uage.
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Some notes, written by Mi'. Stott concerning his

ideal of the picture of his ' Birth of ^'enus/ are before us.

' VeniiSj if ever born, must have been born fresli from

the sea, from the foam beautiful and pure, with no

mark of her godhead upon her but her beauty. If

attendant gods there were, or Tritons or sea-nymphs,

surely thej' were invisible as air, for what eyes would

see, or care to see, anything which miglit interrupt this

vision of creamy foam, turquoise-blue sea, and ))alpi-

t.ating new-born thing, amazed at her existence ? The

only possible intruder is the gull, which pauses in its

flight to look.'

It would be difficult for a painter to realise this ideal.

As a composition of line .and colour, the picture is most

skilful and delicate. The white-limbed goddess,

standing with two arms outspread, is the key-note to

the circular composition. About her, the curve of the

wave that has given her birth, the retiring and ad-

vancing froth-ci'owned water, now pushing forward,

now barring the semicircular sweep ; the shimmer of

light in the wet sand ; the melting away of the dis-

tance into the island of Arcadia, over which hover

two faint pink clouds, make up a satisfying harmony.

What disappoints us is the Venus herself

In his rebellion against any attempt to intellectualise

art, in his passionate assertion that art must appeal by

beauty only to that which is sensuous and simple with-

in us, he misses, we think, its essential appeal—that of

the suggestion of a spiritual beauty, of which the phj--

sical is but the emblem and token.

In the ' Nymph ' sleeping in the wood, we have a ren-

dering of repose and soft harmony of line. The beauty

of the greenness of underwood, of sunlight dripping

through the foliage, of the soft lusciousness of flowers

in the half light, play about the flesh tints of the

sleeping nymph, differing and yet agreeing with this

chord of colour. The circular composition has once

more the figure for the key-note.

In his last capital work, ' Diana and Endymion,' Mr.

Stott has rendered, with broad and pregnant touch, the

effect of a world drenched in moonlight. The senti-

ment of night imbued with radiance is given with ex-

traordinary felicity. The poppies, the still trees, the

dimly seen figure of iMidymion, are part of a visionary

world. Out of a giant crescent, the mighty radiance of

which sweeps from sky to earth, Diana has stepped,

slightly veiled in a web of moonbeams. We re-

produce the sketch of the figure. She walks along

with a quick step : no goddess, but a perfect note

of colour in this moonlight symphony. To sum up,

the figures, as figures, in Mr. Stott' s work are, to our

thinking, debateable. As effects of nature of the same
order as the skies and streams and flowers, they are

equally marvellous with these in his rendering of them.

And of the natural objects in his work we may be

always sure. His pure landscape offers us one of the

purest delights the soul can know. To enjoy him
without alloy of doubt or qualification, we must still

turn to those compositions in which earth and sea and

sky, and light and space, the great elemental beauties,

are the all in all.

We have indicated here some onlj^ of Mr. Stott's

most prominent works. The exhibition of his pictures,

in the Galerie Durand-Ruel in Paris, contained a num-
ber of lesser works. Some of these, in pastels and
water-colours, were gems of colour ; representing evan-

escent effects of moonlight, delicate mists, sketches of

sky and sea. There too were shown sketches, and

more finished renderings, taken during a visit last

summer and autumn in Switzerland. Mr. Stott en-

camped among the frozen altitudes of the Jungfrau,

and watched, through the night till dawn, the white

world given over to the sway of the September moon.

From this experience he has brought back impressions

of a charmed scene of incomparable whiteness and

gleam.

In the sketches, struck off in the very heart of nature,

Mr. Stott appears to us unrivalled as a poet-painter.

In the sketches of heads we have reproduced, artists

will, we think, admire not only a most delicate sense

of beauty in line, but a power of characterisation which

shows how far Mr. Stott might go as a portrait-

painter, if he could dissociate his mind from the

ever dominant impression of the surroundings of his

figures.

Alice Corkran.

Mr. ORcn.\RDS0N' is the painter of elegance in all its moods.

His picture for the forthcoming Royal Academy represents a

company of gentlemen standing round a table toasting their

host. The walls of the large room are hung with tapestries

;

the table is laden with fruit, flowers, plate glass, all glowing in the

lamp-light. The gentlemen wear the costume of the time of the

Regency. Delicate salmon-pink and golden satin coats and waist-

coats give the key-note to the scheme of colour. Lace cuffs

and ample neckties, their gold embroideries and jewelled swords,

all the dainty masculine paraphernalia of the time, is delightfully

painted. The uplifted slender hands holding the glasses filled

with wine, the air of distinction of the convivial group, are

rendered in Mr. Orchardson's best style. The host is an aristo-

crat of the old French school, long-nosed, bright-eyed, an

expression of finesse on every feature. Every accessory in the

scene is painted with that sense of beauty which distinguishes

Mr. Orchardson's work. A dish full of roses is a marvel of

dexterous manipulation. The sheen of the satin has a flower-

like sweetness of tone. It is all so charming, and yet we wish

Mr. Orchardson had chosen a theme that reminded us a little less

of some of his former pictures.

Mr. Barrett Brow.ning is sending from his studio in the

Ke/.zonico Palace, Venice, an almost full-length portrait of his

father to the Spring Exhibition of the Grosvenor Gallery. Mr.

Browning is represented standing, and in profile. He wears a

leather-coloured heavy tweed coat with a cape, negligently draped

about his figure. He holds a hat in his slightly crossed hands.

The attitude and the animated expression of the countenance are

very characteristic of Mr. Browning.

Sir James Linton has let his house and studio at Hampstead,

and is about to open an art school in Kensington.
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ARTIST AND AUTHOR.

II.

Continuing our examination

of Cennino Cennini's Treatise

on Painting, we come to still

more precise advice for the

aspiring artist, and we see that,

according to Cennino, the

))upils who crowd round the

celebrated master were not

merely to acquire proficiency

in art, but were, or might be,

greatly influenced, by the

character of their hero.

' Your manner of living should be always regulated

as if you were studying theology, philology, or any

other science, that is to say, eating and drinking

temperately, at the most twice a day,' and Cennino

goes further, and warns these young men against fre-

quenting too much the company of ladies.

Cennino now plunges into the subject of making

colours : he tells us of twenty-four, but out of these

twelve were his favourites, and he fm-ther instructs his

pupils how most of them are to be made, and if lie does

not quite know himself he guesses at it ; but this

subject is too lengthy to enter into, except for a few

quotations, which impress us with the idea of the

tedious and thorough education needed by the artist

in those days, and how it was not merely buying a few

canvases and few tubes of colour which made the

artist then, but much Libour was necessaiy even before

the first necessaries were attainable.

For instance, one of the black colours is made ' of

the tendrils of young shoots of the vine which are burnt,

and when burnt thrown into water and quenched, and

then ground like other black pigments.'

Another is made of the skins of almonds and the

kernels of peaches ; another is simply the black from

the students' midnight oil, and this last requires much

of Cennino's explanation as to collecting it !

There is a ' red colour called cinabrese,' which the

author thinks is only used in Florence ; another red is

made by alchemy, performed in an alembic in a

manner ' too long to explain,' which words make us

suspect that Cennino, who is not usually sparing of

words, did not know himself, but he honestly adds

that the friars have many recipes for it, and if so, they

most likely kept their little secrets for those who could

afford to pay for them.

Now Cennino warns his pupils against the apothe-

caries, because they adulterate red-lead, and, to

avoid this, the student must bring home the natural

lump of cinnabar, and if he grinds it for tn'cnty years it

would only be the more perfect ! Patience was not

only a virtue in those days, but a necessity.

The red colour called Dragon's Blood is to be let

alone, 'for it will never do you much credit.' The
very name, however, must have been inspiring to an

enthusiastic pupil ; and actually Cennino advises him

to buy lake ready made, a concession which must have

been hard-wrung from him with difficulty, but at the

same time he earnestly warns the pupil to be careful

how he chooses his lake,—he must not take the one

which is manufactured of shreds of cloth or stuffs,

which is beautiful to the eye, but whose beauty hid

deceit.

Of jellow ochre Cennino tells us that he found it

one day when walking in the country with Andrea

Cennino, his father. He saw black there too, when
digging with his mattock, ' and these colom's were as

visible in the earth as the features on the face of a

man or woman.'

Of the pigment oppimcnl he says physicians use it

in some diseases, but his pu])ils must beware of poi-

soning themselves with it. We have, besides, a great

deal about the white pigment ; when made into small

cakes it is to be left on the roof of the house to dr_v ;

but the constant advice to grind makes one realise

what a grinding life the young pupils had. Some of

them must have detested the drudgery, but the

old master tries to .soften the labour by saying that

they are to keep the mixing and grinding of ultra-

marine a secret, for it is a great acquirement. He goes

on to say, however, that it is more the work of youths

tlian that of men, because the former remain con-

tinually in the house, and their hands are more delicate.

Evidently ' our boys ' would never haxe made good

disciples of Cennino, if remaining in tlie house were a

sine qua non !

The instruction on the making of brushes is long

and detailed. The tails of minevers come into use, not

raw, but baked, and the handles must be quills of

vultures, geese, hens, and the gentle doves, but the

white pig's bristles are superior to those of the black

pig. This reminds us of the pig wlio threw down
Giotto, and whom he forgave because his bristles had

made him earn so man}- gold ducats 1

After this long jn-eamble, Cennino says, ' I will

now teach you to colour,' and the impatient youth

must have been glad to have reached this stage. But

there must be no originality, because the plan which

the author is teaching was the one adopted by ' Giotto,

the great master who had Taddeo Gaddi, his godson,

for his disciple twenty-four years,' and so on through

the Agnolo and Cennino series again : it was in truth

the ' house that Jack built.'

The proportions of the human figure of the man are

also given ;
' I omit the woman, because there is not one
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of tlieni jjerfectly proportioueil.' Evidently Cennino

thought little of the fair sex, but, he says, dogmaticallj-,

' Man should be dark, and woman fair.' Of animals he

merely remarks, ' I do not speak of irrational animals,

because they appear to have no certain proportions !

'

What would Landseer ha\'e said to him ?

That Cennino was a true artist himself, we see by his

dislike to any meanness where art is concerned. He
says, ' It is usual to adorn the walls with guided tin,

because it is less expensive than gold. Nevertheless

I give you this advice, that j'ou endeavour alwa3s to

use fine gold and good colours, particularly in painting

representations of Our Lad)'.' He says, however, that

people will find out 30U use good materials, and 3'ou

will get liro ducats instead of uiie for -painting a figure,

and you will know the meaning of the proverb, ' Good
work, good pay,' and even if j'ou should not be well

j)aid, ' God and Our Lady will reward your soul and bod)-

for it ' ! This advice, though given in the fifteenth

century, may surely not be considered quite useless

now.

But, knowing gilded tin was used, Cennino tells his

readers how to ])repare it, though he himself prefers

the stars and glories for saints' heads to be made of

fine gold. The stars are to be made witli the help of

wax ; evidently quite in relief, and gilded afterwards ;

' glories,' however, are made of lime and the rags, with

the help of a stick of wood !

But all this is not learnt in a daj'. He begins his

fifth book by saying that j'ou must draw for one year

;

grind colours, boil glue, gild, etc., for six years in the

workshop
;

paint on walls and linen cloths for six

years more ; and furthei', draw almijjx, on holy-days

and work-dajs, and do not believe men who sa)' you

can learn without a master ! This fearful heresy made
Cennino, who remembered his long service, shudder.

' If you do not study under some master, you will

never be fit for anythuig,' he says, ' nor will you be

able to show your face among the masters.' And tlien

we have a touching little bit, which makes us see the

difference between the old masters and our later schools

:

' You must begin to paint your picture in the name of

the Most Holy Trinity, and, always invoking this name,

and that of the glorious Virgin Mar)^,' you must go

on to prepare various kinds of glue !

By the way, one of these glues is made of cheese,

which sounds strange to us, but which, as Cennino used

it, was doubtless good of its kind.

The laying on and the burnishing of gold is, of course,

a great matter. The latter is best done with a stone

called lapis aiiialislo, but if you have not got it use

sapphires, emeralds, rubies, the better the stone the

better the result, but the teeth of dogs, lions, wolves,

cats, leopards are equally good, and so it must have

been only the grand and rich master-painters who
went to the expense of precious stones ! The proper

gold to use is that which makes into a hundred leaves

for the ducat, and not one hundred and forty-five

leaves, and the gold-beaters will provide these. But

laying on gold was a difficult process, and Cennino,

who was particular about using good gold for good
pictures, had yet an idea of economy, for he tells us

that if you teach boys or children to gild, you had
better let them begin by laying on silver until they

have acquired some practice, because silver is less ex-

pensive than gold !

How to colour faces sends Cennino into a long ex-

planation. The faces of young persons with fresh com-
plexions must have a first tint made of verde terra and
hiacca, and this must be tempered with the yolk of a

luwii-laid egg (the egg, in fact), because the high-

coloured yolks of eggs laid by country hens are only fit

to colour faces of old and dark persons ! The ' bones

of Christians, or other rational creatures,' are to be

made flesh-colour ; but we are not told how the

heathen are to be dealt with.

In chapter 16I we come to a most interesting detail,

which brings out a fact perhaps not generally known.
Cennino says, ' Sometimes in the course of your prac-

tice you will be obliged to paint flesh, especially faces

of men and women.' He goes on to give directions

about the mixing of colours necessary for this art, and
then he wisely tells his pupils how the colour is to he

got off again ! yolk of egg, bran water, and gentle

rubbing being necessary.

But before leaving this strange though interesting-

subject, Cennino has more to say about it. ' It some-
times happens,' he continues, ' that young ladies, espe-

cially those of Florence, endeavour to heighten their

beauty b}' the application of colours and medicated

waters to their skin. But as women who fear God do

not make use of these things, and as I do not wish to

render myself obnoxious to them, or to incur the dis-

pleasure of God and Our Lady, I shall say no more on
this subject.'

Poor Cennino Cennini found himself placed in a

difficult position with regard to these painted ladies,

for doubtless his pupils could earn a ducat or two by
thus adorning the fair Italians ; so this source of income
must not be too much abused. He himself, however,

solemnly advises his pupils, if t/ic^ wish to preserve

their complexion, they must wash in water pi-ocured

from fountains, rivers, or wells ; for if they use cos-

metics, their faces will become withered, their teeth

black, and they 'will be the ugliest objects possible' ;

adding, with dignified reserve, ' This is quite sufficient

to say on this subject.'

The master now goes on to give instruction on the

numner of taking casts, and our pity will be bestowed

on the unfortunate person whose cast is taken, for he

will have much to suffer. But Cennino says (surely

there was a twinkle in his eye when he wrote down
the words) that in taking the cast of a person of rank,

such as a lord, a king, a pope, or an emperor, the artist

must stir into the plaster some rose-water as well as

cold water; but for ol/icr persons it is sufficient to use

cold water from fountains, rivers, or wells only ! He
was evidently a respecter of persons, and, as we have
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seen before, had no love for animals, for he tells us,

' Von may, for instance, take a cast of an arm, a hand,

a foot, a leg, a bird, a beast, or any kind of animal or

fish ; but the animals must be dead, because they ha\'e

neither sense nor firmness to stand still
!

'

In default of other models, Cennino advises his

pupils to take casts of themselves, by spreading paste

or wax on a large table—'a dinner-table, for histance'

—which was to be set on the ground (this shows these

tables were on trestles) ; and then the artist was to

throw himself upon the soft wax in any attitude he
pleased, after which feat he was to extricate himself

from it dexterously—no easy matter, after being em-
bedded more than a foot deep in soft wax

!

The Tambroni edition ends with Cennino's recipe

for making casts, but in another copy of the Treatise

we find directions for working in glass and mosaics.

Agnolo Gaddi had inherited the secret of this laying of

mosaics, for in 1 346 he repaired some of the mosaics

of Tafi in the roof of S. Giovanni at Florence. So
firmly did he fix the cubes of glass into the ground
with a stucco composed of mastic and w-ax melted
together, that neither the roof nor the vaulting had
received any injury from water from the time of its

being repaired till the time of Vasari. Agnolo, o

coiu'se, taught Cennino. This latter puts the secre

down in his famous Treatise.

So the end of the old man's book comes at last ; and
as he began, so he wishes to wind up with an invoca-

tion to his saints :
' Praying that the Most High

God, Our Lady, S. John, S. Luke the Evangelist and
Painter, S. Eustachius, S. Francis, S. Anthony of

Padua, may give us grace and strength to sustain

and bear in peace the cares and labours of this world.

And that to those who study this book they will give

grace to study it well, and to retain it ; so that by
the sweat of their brows they may live peaceably, and
maintain their families in this world with grace ; and
finally, in that which is to come, live witii gloiy for

ever and ever. Amen.'

There are many more interesting bits in this Treatise,

but we have merely picked out a few in order to show

the character of the man : his simplicity, his religious

spirit, his quaint humour, his decision, and his admira-

tion of the great upon earth, tempered, however, by

his fund of common-sense. Much valuable informa-

tion about the social life of the Italian citizens might

be gathered from his Treatise ; for though Cennino

Cennini wrote only about art for artists, the interest

extends much further. The book is full of words and

expressions which cannot now be found elsewhere ; so

that philology, as well as art, gains valuable assistance

from him.

Could the old artist and author know how grateful

we are for his labour of love, he would, we feel sure,

believe that his invocation to all saints, male and

female, of paradise,' as he quaintly puts it, had cer-

tainly not been in vain, and that part, at least, of

the prayer we have quoted has been granted. The
saints, ' male and female,' have gi\'en us grace to

study his book well, and to retain it, though whether

in these days artists are able to ' maintain their

families ' by the knowledge acquired from Cennino's

work is a question which we must leave for them

to answer.

EsME Stuart.

COROT AT THE GOUPIL GALLERY.

To all lovers of Coiot the present e.xhibition at the Goupil
Gallery in New Bond Street must be indeed a delight. A
whole room full of examples of the poet-painter's most exquisite

achievements seems almost too good to be true ; but there it

is nevertheless, and Messrs. Boussod Valadon are to be con-

gratulated on tlie effect of their selection from the collections

of Mr. Alexander Young, Mr. J. S. Forbes, M. Victor Desfosscs,

and others. ' I,e Lac de Garde ' presents an especially luminous
instance of Corot's spiritual, and yet perfectly real, landscape,

seen through pure, veiled sunlight. The composition is charm-
ing, and the atmospheric illusion so perfect as to banish all

idea of brushwork. ' La Danse des Nymphes,' which comes
next, although line and romantic in the extreme, is not so

clearly instinct with the peculiar charm of its neighbours. ' Le
Lac,' again, is a triumph of that ideal delicacy which, being

traced to its foundation, is the outcome of suppressed strength.

Here is a wonderful sense of light and movement ; the white
clouds shift and float upon the faintly-blue sky ; the trees sway
above the moving figures upon the road beside the lake, and over

all lies the dreamy lustre, soft as a caress, of the same veiled

sunUght. Wet, blue, and silvery is ' Mantes la Jolie,' a very

embodiment of the spirit of Spring; but ' L'Abreuvoir,' with its

far-stretching plain, and, in the foreground, a pool with oxen
standing, and the figure of the herdsman, beneath an almost
sombre mass of foliage, silhouetted against evening light, is unde-
finably classic in character.

In ' The Bent Tree ' the delineation of graceful tree-forms

upon an opalescent sky is beyond praise, and in a poetic marine

('The Clifts,' from the collection of Mr. H. W. Mesdag) the

clear-obscure of Corot's tremulous suppressed sunlight finds full

expression. ' La Mare aux Grenouilles ' is a watery triumph of

sweet cold greys and greens beneath a wet blue sky with moving

clouds ; here, too, is the sense of space which again we find in

the small classic canvas entitled ' The Goatherd.'

One of the most interesting pictures here is ' La Toilette,' a

large, upright canvas, the next destination of which will be the

Paris Exposition ; its interest depends not solely upon its great

beauty, but also upon its testimony as to the consummate skill

of the master in figure-painting, and in preserving the same quality

in this as in his landscape. In the foreground are two women,

beneath the shade of tall, light-foliaged trees ; one, a beautiful

nude girl, is seated, while the other, her tirewoman, bends

over her, twining flowers in her hair. A little further back, a

third dignified female figure leans gracefully against a tree-stem.

In these figures, in the nude one more particularly, we find pre-

cisely the same quality as in Corot's rendering of impersonal

Nature ; the same exquisite refinement and strength of colour,

drawing, and composition.

Of the rest we have left ourselves no space to speak,—uf the

misty green marsh of ' La Vanne,' of the grandly classical ' Pas-

torale—Souvenir d'ltalie,' and others almost equally admirable.

It is a place one must needs leave with regret, and yet with a

sense of tranquillity and exhilaration born of such contact with

the living soul, so strong and sweet and joyous, of Corot.
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NIELS W. GADE. EDVARD GRIEG.

SCANDINAA^AN COMPOSERS.

MUSIC is no doubt the most cosmopolitan of the

Arts, but its freedom from the influence of

geographical conditions is not so absolute that national

characteristics do not enter largely into its history. A
universal language may be the ideal for the various

modes of imaginative expression, as truly as for the

spoken and written symbols of ordinary speech, but in

either case the final form must be the outcome of a

process of development, in which every element of

beauty or of strength has been gathered from all avail-

able sources, and embodied in the main current of

progress. In this, as in other aspects of life, the

assertion of national feeling may certainly be carried

too far, until it narrows the vision and distorts the

judgment ; but the opposite danger is at present the

more real, and any movement should be welcomed

which tends to recognise the claims of difl^erent centres

to independent activity. If the Celtic tongues should,

through stress of circumstance, disappear from the face

of the earth without leaving their due impress on the

character of human speech in its ultimate form, there

will be an undoubted loss to the race ; and, in the same

way, if the range of musical expression should fail to

include any distinctive phase of national inspiration, the

resources of the art will be to that extent diminished.

There is, indeed, in our day a growing sympathy with

the aspirations of any people whose political fortune

seems out of keeping with their intellectual and

artistic capacity ; but there is little fear that such

sympathy will outrun the limits of moderation in

influencing the course of events, and it is at present

quite safe to encourage all signs of national initiative,

in music or in anything else. It is noteworthy that

the countries in which the recent national movement

in music has been most marked are such as may be

called politically unimportant. Poland, Hungary,

Bohemia, Norway— and shall we add Scotland .'—have

all produced worthy exponents of the popular genius for

musical expression, which seems to have been treasured

and fostered most where political feeling could no

longer find an outlet in the strife of nations. The asso-

ciation of national music with striking features of natural

scenery is another familiar fact, which may partly be

referred to the greater opportunities of independence

in mountainous countries, though it is also no doubt

largely due to the stimulating influence of natural

beauty on the imagination. Of all these favourable

circumstances, the Scandinavian peoples have been

granted a liberal share. They have a precious inherit-

ance of folk-lore, embodying the traditions of a distant

past ; they have always dwelt in the inspiring surround-

ings either of fjord and fell, or of the never-resting sea

(though, in most cases, this is more a tradition woven

into the national history than an individual experience)

;

and their comparative remoteness from the main

currents of political warfare has turned the national

life inwards upon itself The composers whose portraits

we now reproduce, Hai-tmann, Gade, Grieg, and

Svendsen, are in very different degrees exponents of

what may be termed the Northern spirit in music ; but

however they may stand apart in the extent in which

they reflect national surroundings, they may well be
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JOHANN PETER EMIL HARTMANN.

classed together as the accredited representatives of

the Scandinavian nations in the reahn of musical art.

JoHANN Peter Emil HARTMANNwas born in Copen-

hagen in 1805. He was of Danish blood only on the

mother's side, his father being the son of a German

violinist who had taken up his residence in Denmark,

and who is remembered as the composer of the song,

"King Christian stood at the towering mast,' now

accepted as the distinctive national song of the Danes.

Johann, like most other musical geniuses, showed his

artistic aptitude at an early age, and, like certain others,

he had difficulty in persuading his parents to allow him

to follow out his natural bent, and, for a time, he was

set to the study of law. Later, however, outside pres-

sure from musicians who recognised his talent obtained

for him the opportunities he desired, and he definitely

entered a musical career. After his studies were com-

pleted, he became a master at the Conservatoire, but

at the age of twenty-three he was fortunate enough

to receive a State appointment, which secured him

from want, and gave him leisure for his art. In the

next few yeai-s he produced a good many operas and

other works, but his experience was not yet rich enough

to afford material for his best powers. To acquire a

wider range of interest, and a greater wealth of ideas,

he set out in 1836 for a tour through France and

Germany, in the course of which he had the good

fortune to meet with many kindred spirits, from wliom

he could receive quickening influences. Among these

were Chopin, Rossini, and Spontini,but more especiallj'

Schumann and Spohr, both of whom greeted him

warmly, and prophesied great things for him. On his

return to Denmark, Hartmann again de\'oted himself

to composition, and his long life has been simply a

record of his productive activity, varied by the dis-

charge of the duties of an organist, and a teacher in

the Conservatoire. In Denmark his fame naturally is

secure, resting on an appeal to what is best in the

national sentiment ; and if he is not widely known

in other countries, his genius has at least obtained a

generous recognition from musicians all over Em-ope.

His compositions are largely based on subjects drawn

from Scandinavian mythology and history, and belong

to every variety of musical form, from the symphony

and the opera to the simple lyric. They all show a

strong individuality and a fine melodic fancy, while

in many cases they rise to the expression of ideal

grandeur and tragic pathos.

Niels W. Gade, the fellow-citizen and son-in-law of

Hartmann, was born in Copenhagen in 1817. He was

the son of an instrument-maker, and was thus early

brought into contact with musical associations of a kind.

His education, however, was somewhat desultory, and

the most important part of his training was perhaps

his practical experience as a violinist in the Royal

Orchestra. At the age of twenty-four he obtained the

prize offered by the Musical Union with his overture

Ossian, and having thus attracted the attention of the

King, was enabled by him to extend his education by

travel. He proceeded to Leipsic, where, his C Minor

Symphony having preceded him, he was warmly re-

ceived by Schumann and by Mendelssohn, with whom
he became associated in the conductorship of the

Gewandhaus concerts. After travelling in Italy he

continued to conduct these concerts after Mendels-

sohn's death, but in 18-iS, owing to the political com-

plications between Germany and Denmark, he returned

to his native city, where he has since continued to live.

In course of time he was appointed Hof-Kapellmeister

and Professor of Music, and the time that has not been

absorbed in composition has been devoted to teaching

and conducting. He has twice visited England, first

in IS'f), and again in 188^, when his cantata Psijc/ie

was i)erformed at the Birmingham Festival. Gade's

works, like Hartmann's, cover a wide range of musical

form, including eight symphonies, five overtures, and

many works for the voice, for the piano, and for vai-ious

combinations of stringed instruments. From Mendels-

sohn's letters and Schumann's writings we learn what

a vivid impression was produced by the early works

and the personality of the young composer. Schu-

mann, especially, believed that he had a great future

before him, and suggested that it was a happy auguiy

that the four letters of his name were those that desig-

nated the four violin-strings. It can scarcely be said

that this promise has been entirely fulfilled, for al-

though Gade's genius is undeniable, it is neither of the

kind that seeks out new paths of expression, nor of the

kind that is able to fill the traditional forms with the

fullest poetic meaning. All that a marked individu-

ality, an artistic sense of fitness, a mastery of technical
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effects, can do, will be found in his works. Many of

them are models of tender feeling and refined and

graceful treatment, but we shall look in vain for signs

of the growth of a master-mind, such as ' rise on step-

ping-stones of their dead selves to higher things.'

What he was in his early years he has remained.

What he could do then he can do now ; nothing less,

nothing greater.

Edvard Grieg belongs to a younger generation than

Hartmann and Gade, having been born in 1843 at

Bergen, where his father held a good position. His

mother was a good musician, and gave him his earliest

musical instruction. As he grew up, Ole Bull, who
was connected with the family, was struck by his

talent, and persuaded his father to give him the oppor-

tunity of a systematic education. At the age of fifteen,

therefore, young Grieg set out for Leipsic, where he

remained for four years occupied with the visual routine

of the Conservatorium, and revelling in the composi-

tions of Schumann, Mendelssohn, and Chopin. As the

result of an illness, he quitted Leipsic in 1862, and

after some time spent under Gade in Copenhagen,

returned to his native land. He took up his residence

at Christiania, where he has ever since occupied him-

self in teaching and conducting, being enabled, through

a pension, to find sufficient leisure for composition. Of
late years he has more than once visited London, where

he has appeared in the concei-t-room, playing his own
pianoforte concertos. Grieg's musical individuality is

more strongly national than Gade's. His thorough

equipment in the history and science of his art has

never been allowed to fetter his genius, and alike in

the forms of expression he has chosen, in the sources

of his melodic inspiration, and in his revolt against con-

ventional treatment, he sounds a perfectly distinctive

note among modern composers. He has as yet essayed

little in the larger forms ; the piano concerto above-

mentioned is his chief effort to deal with the orchestra,

and its success will doubtless lead him further in this

direction. He has hitherto rather chosen to work

within the naiTower limits of the Lied form, feeling

no doubt that in this sphere there is much to be done

in giving a definite artistic setting to the popular songs

and dances of the northern lands. In embodying the

spirit of national melodies in a form which happily

combines graceful treatment with the preservation of

native strength and beauty, he has shown himself un-

rivalled, and he has further achieved conspicuous suc-

cess in compositions of a similar kind where a more

ideal touch is possible. Some of his settings of modern

poems place him very high in the i-anks of song-writers.

His characteristic piano pieces are also well known
and justly esteemed.

JoHANN Severin Svendsen is a contemporary of

Grieg's, having been born in 18-10 in Christiania, where

his father was a military bandmaster. Johann showed

his musical precocity by producing a composition for

the violin at the age of eleven, and having entered the

JOHANX SEVERIN' SVENDSEN.

army at fifteen, he soon became himself a bandmaster.

He made himself proficient in the flute, clarionet, and

violin, and we next find him playing in the Christiania

theatre. After travelling in Sweden and Germany, he

obtained a stipend from the King and began the sys-

tematic study of the violin, but paralysis in the hand

obliged him to turn his attention to composition. He
was in Leipsic from 1863 to 1867, studying under

David, Richter, Reinecke, and Hauptmann, and com-

posing quartetts and a symphony. He then travelled

in Denmark, Scotland, and Norway, and proceeded to

Paris, where he remained three years, playing in

orchestras, but composing little. In 1870 he visited

Weimar, and became acquainted with Liszt and Tausig.

About this time several of his works were performed

with much success at Leipsic, the chief being the sym-

phony in D, a 'cello concerto, and the overture to

Sigurd Skmbe. After some time spent in Baireuth, in

intimacy with Wagner, Svendsen returned to Christi-

ania, where he conducted and taught for five years,

till, receiving an annuity, he was able to give more time

to composition. Since then he has visited Munich,

Rome, London, and Paris. He has married an Ameri-

can lady. His place in the history of musical develop-

ment is very dift'erent from Grieg's ; there is in his com-

positions little or no trace of national characteristics.

He rather represents the opposite tendency, which

makes for cosmopolitanism in art. His is a robust

nature, impatient of conventional trammels, and finding

its affinities with the apostles of the romantic school,

and he accordingly represents the claim of Scandinavia

to share in the latest developments of musical progress.

He has shown great skill in writing for the orchestra,

and his works are becoming widely known.
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'THE CITY OF DREAM. '^

CERTAIN votaries of literary art, who apparently

desire to keep their goddess within the con-

tracted ' sphere ' which man is apt to assign to his

mortal and immortal divinities, have recently protested

against her inclination to overstep the barriers which

confine her—or, let us rather say, to wander from the

shrine in which she is worshipped. She may weave

graceful patterns of emotion and incident, but woe to

her if she touch the proscribed subjects of religious

and philosophic doctrine ! One of her most zealous

guardians, Mr. W. L. Courtney, tells us that the pi'o-

blem of art ' is the action and reaction of circumstances

upon ' human character, and that ' the particular reli-

gious opinions are, from the point of vieiv of art, either

of secondary importance, or absolutely immaterial.' -

It would be interesting to apply this canon to the

Divina Commedia, Paradise Lost, and Goethe's Faust.

But, without appealing to these illustrious precedents,

it is surely clear that phases of belief act and react on

character not less effectively than the trivial incidents

which are the small change of the novelist, or the play

of sunshine and shadow which mirrors the poet's moods.

The devout and rigid Puritanism instilled into Cather-

ine Leyburn's mind had a greater share in moulding

her character than the outward influences of her moun-
tain home. Greater tragedies than any depicted by

Mrs. Humphry Ward have resulted from the close

interweaving of dogmas with moral principles ; but

whether such tragedies are more or less interesting

than those which spring from animal passion or from

insensate jealousy, must, of course, depend on the

mental habits of the reader. In the meantime, if we
may judge from such works as Roberl Elsmere, Mr. Al-

fred Austin's Prince Lucifer, and Mr. Robert Buchanan's

City of Dream, Literature is enfranchising herself

with or without the permission of her warders. If

authors insist on producing works of genius which not

only mean something, but mean it with obvious inten-

tion ; if they refuse to concent)'ate their powers on

millinery and scandal, on balls and flirtations, and

obstinately busy themselves with recent developments

of the human mind, it would seem that the critic must

acquiesce in their decision. Criticism, however leonine

may be its preliminary growls, always ends by follow-

ing the footsteps of genius in a truly lamblike fashion.

' This will never do ' becomes in the course of a genera-

tion ' Nothing else will do.' It is wise, therefore, to

examine poems like the City of Dream as nineteenth-

century products, without inquiring into their legiti-

macy—an inquiry which is always futile, as the canons

of art are inductions from actually existing forms of

art, and are liable to modification every time an original

1 T/i£ City of Dream : An Epic Poem, by Robert Buclianan.

- ' The Agnostic in Fiction,' Universal Review for September.

The italics are Mr. Courtney's.

type makes its appearance. It is, however, permissible

to speculate upon the class of readers who will welcome
the new intellectual poetry with genuine appreciation,

and upon the measure in which the especial poem
before us is likely to gain their sympathy.

In a prose note appended to his book, Mr. Buchanan
states that it ' attempts to be for the inquiring modern
spirit what the lovely vision of Bunyan is for those who
still exist in the fairyland of dogmatic Christianity '

;

and further, that it ' represents the thought and specu-

lation of many years.' These two sentences indicate

the strength and weakness of the entire poem. It is

the work of a man who has passed through many
stages of belief and emotion, and whose mind has

reflected with varying clearness the difl^erent tendencies

of his day. Yet there must be a defect of earnestness

and profundity in one who can apply the epithet

' lovely ' to Bunyan's allegorical version of his grim

spiritual experiences, and who can regard orthodox

Christianity, with its stern Calvinism, its deep convic-

tion of sin, and its everlasting hell, as a fairyland of

aesthetic gratifications.

The poem, dedicated ' to the sainted spirit of John
Bunyan,' openly challenges comparison with the Pil-

grim s Progress, as the story of a soul's pilgrimage.

Ishmael, born in a City by the Sea, has heard that

' up among the hills

There stands the City christened Beautiful,

Green-sited, golden, and with heaven above it.

Soft as the shining of an angel's hair '

—

a somewhat weak and inadequate comparison. He
hastens forth, is blindfolded by Evangelist, relieved of

the bandage by Iconoclast, meets the gentle nature-

worshipper Eglantine, and enters the gloiious city of

Christopolis. But even

' Amid the shining temples, silver shrines,

Solemn cathedrals, shadowy cloister-walls,'

he encounters terrible forms of poverty, hunger, and

disease ; he finds men's hearts full of rapine and

cruelty ; he sees ' a hunt of kings, with bloody priests

for hounds,' chasing a heretic. In neither division of

Christopolis can he find peace, and he is at last driven

forth as a blasphemer to the dreary region without

the walls. With ' the outcasts of all the creeds ' the

wanderer takes refuge in a dreary wayside inn. Jour-

neying onward, he joins ' the wild horseman, Esau,' an

outcast more fiery and untamable than the rest. Pic-

tures of weird and vivid power abound in this section

of the book ; and the midnight ride with Esau is, per-

haps, unsurpassed in its swift motion and gleaming

chiaroscuro. But in the ' Wayside Inn ' there is

at least one faulty personification. A ' marble-featured

serving-maiden, . . . sleepy, half-yawning, holding in

her hand a dismal light,' is an absurdly poor embodi-
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ment of that deadly paralysis of the soul which we call

Despair. No writer, possessing either a sense ofhumour

or real tragic power, could be satisfied with so paltry a

conception. Compare the figure of ' Melancholia ' in

that great poem, the Citii of Dreadful Night.

The ' Groves of Faun ' are magically delineated, with

that luxury of colour and picturesqueness of efl^ect

which here find their appropriate place. Not only

the ' vain delight ' of sense appeals to the Pilgrim,

but the pure ideal of art, Avhich rejects the sensual,

aspires beyond the sensuous, and craves union with the

highest spiritual beauty. The ideal is typified in a

shepherd-maiden, Dian's child ; her love is the im-

mortal Eros, who bears Ishmael away through scenes

of enchantment, and shows him, in a gigantic amphi-

theatre among mountains, a series of tableaux culminat-

ing in the ' Sacrificial tragedy of Cheiron,' and intended

'to adumbrate the entire spirit of Greek poetry and

theology.' The taste of the double transformation

scene, in which Cheiron, who relieves Prometheus from

his age-long tortures, is changed into the likeness of

Christ, who is again imaged by the ' transfigured ' Eros,

even to the stigmata and the aureole, may be ques-

tioned even by those whose susceptibilities are moral

and aesthetic rather than religious. It is a mistake in

art to treat any serious reformer, much more the

founder of a great religion, as the central figure in a

pantomime. Again, in the ' Valley of Dead Gods
'

there is a revolting picture of a half-reanimated Christ,

supported by ' three woman-forms,' who wail aloud

' He hath arisen !
' The idea is clear enough, but the

details of sightless eyes, hanging jaw, helpless body

swinging to and fro in the women's arms, give an effect

both painful and ludicrous, not only offending the

sensitive readei', but defeating the poet's intention.

Sylvan, child of nature and naive pantheist, con-

verses with our wanderer, and the mountaineer Night-

shade leads him upward through the Divine Dark of

Mysticism, where thought seeks vainly to image the

unimaginable. ' The Spectre of the Inconceivable
'

flashes before him for a moment

—

' the Light that is the Life

Within us and without us, yet eludes

Our guessing—fades and changes, and is gone.'

The ' Open Way '—the haunt of prosaic and unaspir-

ing folk, unlearned or pedantic—leads to a second

glorious city. The ' City without God ' is the ' latest and

fairest of any built by Man.'

' Down every street

A cooling rivulet ran, and in the squares

Bright fountains sparkled ; and where'er I walked

The library, the gymnasium, and the bath

Were open to the sun ; virgins and youths

Swung in the golden air like winged things,

Or in the crystal waters plunged and swam.

Or raced with oiled limbs from goal to goal.

And never a sick face made the sunlight sad,

And never a blind face hungered for the light.

And never a form that was not strong and fair

Walked in the brightness of those golden streets.'

But in this seeming paradise are asylums where all

who dare to believe in God are chained as madmen

;

hospitals of birth where blind or sickly infants are put

to death ; lectm-e-halls where animals are vivisected

for the instruction of students. A tortured hound

seems as though transformed into the crucified Christ

before the Pilgrim's eyes, and he hurries wildly away

to a ' beauteous garden of the dead,' where white urns,

each with its handful of ashes^ are ranged on grassy

terraces. Adam the Last, the watcher of the fire, tells

him that hope has fled from the fair city, and that

' Death alone

Remains the one cold friend and comforter.'

Mad with despair, Ishmael plunges into the land of

darkness beyond, peopled with saurians and ptero-

dactyls, and other monsters of the 'primEeval slime.'

But at last, in company with a repentant founder of

the godless town, and guided by an angel child, he

reaches the brink of the celestial ocean, and sees the

ship of souls bound for an unknown city on the further

shore—the city of his dream.

The gravest flaw of this brilliant poem is all the more
serious because it is one which most readers will fail to

detect. I refer to its gross caricature of the spirit and

aims of modern physical science. The ' City without

God ' should rather bear the more positive title of the
' City of Man

'
; and it is at least highly improbable

that a community governed on humane and hygienic

principles would unnecessarily torture sensitive crea-

tures, much less make a public exhibition of their

sufferings, or extinguish sickly lives, unless on clear

proof that the good of such a practice outweighed the

evil. Nor would the citizens ' surge wildly ' round a

'pallid wight' who chanced to utter the name of God,

and denounce him as a ' blasphemer.' There could be

no priesthood, no ' inquisitors.' And where Hygeia
reigns, Hope, ' with all the other angels,' wiU continue

to dwell, quite irrespective of eschatological theories.

Just as the devout believer will be more revolted

than the mere literary critic by the appearance of

Christ in a theatrical tableau, so the thinker whose

conceptions are founded on scientific data will turn

in disgust from untrue or inadequate presentations

of his ideal world. Even the decorated Truth may
displease him, and the attempt to invest the sublimity

of cosmic order with beauty and melody may seem

little short of profanation.

Not from the very loftiest minds will the Cily ofDream

find a cordial welcome ; nor^ as we have seen, from

the most refined and fastidious. In Mr. Buchanan's

writings we look in vain for fine discrimination and

terse felicity ; there is a certain showiness which does

not atone for the lack of delicacy and precision of

touch. A fault at least equally striking is the hys-

terical tone of the whole poem. It contains through-

out not a single virile character. There is, indeed,

a curious sameness in the forms of effeminacy which

pass before us. The Pilgrim himself shakes with ' ex-
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ceeding fear,' moans, shudders, screams, cries aloud,

weeps, and trembles like a leaf, all within the course

of the first book, and continues to make similar mani-

festations of feeling through the whole fifteen. His

roadside acquaintances are not less epicenely demon-

strative. Shrieks, cries, and wails are common ; so are

eyes ' red with tears,' or ' suffused with dew of eas}-

tears,' or ' filled with tearful dew.' Prometheus him-

self trembles and moans at the sight of the bleeding

Cheiron. Such conduct is doubtless to be expected

from beings of the pallid, golden-haired, emaciated type

which Mr. Buchanan affects ; but it grows monotonous

by repetition, and the healthy-minded student is glad

to escape into a saner world.

Still, when all deductions are made, this powerful

and splendid poem may find appreciation from readers

whose convictions are as yet uncrystallised, who are

passing through some of the intellectual and emotional

phases liere depicted, and whose taste is catholic rather

than critical. For the Cii}/ of Dreaiii, though imperfect

as an artistic production, and unsatisfactory as a philo-

sophical allegory, is still a work of genius, and wins

admiration by its picturesque force and its frequent

verbal music. The lyrics scattered through the volume

constitute one of its greatest charms. I quote the first,

though hardly the most beautiful, stanza of one of these

exquisite songs :

—

' Come again, come back to me,

White-winged throng of childish Hours,

Lead me on from lea to lea

Ankle-deep in meadow flowers
;

.Set a lily in my hand,

Weave wild pansies in my hair,

Through a green and golden land

Lead me on with fancies fair.

White-wing'd Spirits, come again,

—

Heal my pain !

Through the shadows of the rain

Come again !

'

Constance C. W. Naden.

NOVEMBER BOUGHS.

A LARGE fiat volume, strongly, roughly sewn and

bound in russet-coloured limp cloth—Walt Whit-

man's November Boiiglis—comes over the sea. The

author himself (as he expresses it) ' like a dismasted

ship,' lying at Camden, New Jersey—occupying the

brief remainder of his time, and the intervals of

physical prostration and illness, with last editions of,

and additions to, his works. (Just now ' I am finishing

a big volume of about 900 pages comprehending all my
stuff, poems and prose.') When I last saw him—four

years and a half ago—he was still able, with the aid of

a stick or the arm of a friend, to enjoy a ramble

through Camden and across the Ferry to Philadelphia :

a fine-looking old man, though crippled somewhat in

his gait by pai-alysis, well over six feet in height, with

long white hair and beard, something elemental,

haughty—the ' I too am not a bit tamed, I too am
untranslatable ' look about him, more developed even

perhaps in age than when those words were written ;

withal an infinite tenderness and wistfulness in his eye

—

surely never in any man those two opposites, love and

pride, exhibited side by side in such splendid an-

tagonism as in him. Now he writes, ' Have not been

out-doors for over six months—hardly out of my room

—but get along better than you might think for ' ; his

body disabled, and even at times his brain, but his

great big heart seemingly the same as ever.

But to come to November Boughs. The book con-

sists of 140 pp., clear but compact print, prose and

poetry ; and to readers of Leaves of Grass and Specimen

Days forms a distinct, notable, and even important

addition to both these volumes. The introductory

essay is ' A backward Glance o'er travel'd Roads,' and

is really a history of the genesis and purpose of Leaves

of Glass ; the next twenty pages are occupied by

poetical pieces, mostly short, under the general head-

ing of Sands at Seveiiti/ ; and the remainder of the

book consists of short papers on a variety of subjects;,

a good many literary—Shakespeare, Burns, Tennyson,

the Bible, etc. ; notes on Father Taylor, Abraham
Lincoln, Elias Hicks, George Fo.x ; some more diary

scraps ; and a few remaining Memoranda of the War
and the Hospitals. All these doubtless to be grouped

with the earlier work under their different main head-

ings in the complete volume which is to come.

Of Sands at Seventy, if, as the hour-glass runs out,

the movement is a little slower and more laboured,

still there is work here to be compared with the

author's best : the same flat acceptance of ordinary

facts, the same direct gaze into the spiritual world

behind tliem ; the same egotism ; the same yearning,

obstinately-clinging human love ; the same undipped

jagged old lines ; the same (though perhaps fewer)

passages of large emotional volume. If there is a

variation it is in the nearness of Death, and the many
pieces and poems that einbody the experiences of old

age and the thoughts of the human creature in pre-

sence of the unknown to-come ; and precious are these,

for by how few have such subjects been treated with

equal candour or with equal penetration !

' Nothing is really ever lost, or can be lost,

No birth, identity, form—no object of the world,

Nor life, nor force, nor any visible thing ;

Appearance must not foil, nor shifted sphere confuse thy brain.

Ample are time and space—ample the fields of Nature.

The body, sluggish, aged, cold—the embers left from earlier fires.

The light in the eye grown dim, shall duly flame again ;

The sun, now low in the west, rises for mornings and for noons

continual ;

To frozen clods ever tlie spring's invisible law returns.

With grass and flowers and summer fruits and corn.'
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535

Or in ' A Carol closing Sixty-nine '
:

—

' Of me myself— the jocund heart yet beating in my breast,

The body wreck'd, old, poor, and paralysed—the strange inertia

falling pall-like round me.

The burning fires down in my sluggish blood not yet extinct.

The undiminished faith— the groups of loving friends.

'

Yet the biu-den of it all is the same as of old in Leaves

of Grass—' Pleasantly and well-suited I walk ; whither

I walk I cannot define, but I know that it is well.'

The Sands at Seveiili/ are as variegated as ever. The
poet resists anything better than his own diversity.

Here is ' The first Dandelion ' looking ' forth from its

sunny nook of sheltered grass—innocent, golden, calm

as the dawn ' ; here is a song to his Canary-bird ; here

is the ' small thin Indian helmsman, with brow elate

and governing hand,' guiding the steamship through

the dangerous rapids of the St. Lawrence ; here is a

picture of Broadway teeming with human life ; here

the ' old salt,' Kossabone, related to the poet ' on his

mother's side,' sits on a point overlooking the sea,

watching, as his custom is, afternoons, the coming and

going of the far vessels : he nearly ninety yeai'S old,

and been a sailor all his life, now lives with his

grandchild, Jenny :

—

' And now the close of all

:

One struggling outbound brig, one day, baffled for long—cross-

tides and much wrong going,

At last at nightfall strikes the breeze aright, her whole luck

veering.

And swiftly bending round the cape, the darkness proudly enter-

ing, cleaving, as he watches,

"She's free—she's on her destination"—these the last words

—

when Jenny came he sat there dead,

Dutch Kossabone, Old Salt, related on ray mother's side, far back.'

Here is ' The Voice of the Rain,' very beautiful ; and

here, at last, most characteristic, most obstinately-

clinging of all, is the Good-bye to his readers, entitled

' After the Supper and Talk' :

—

' After the supper and talk—after the day is done.

As a friend from friends his final withdrawal prolonging.

Good-bye and Good-bye with emotional lips repeating

(So hard for his hands to release those hands—no more will they

meet.

No more for communion of sorrow and joy, of old and young,

A far-stretching journey awaits him— to return no more).

Shunning, postponing .severance—seeking to ward off the last

word ever so little,

E'en at the exit-door turning—charges superfluous calling back

—

e'en as he descends the steps.

Something to eke out a minute additional -shadows of nighifall

deepening.

Farewells, messages lessening—dimmer the forth-goer's visage

and form.

Soon to be lost for aye in the darkness— loth, oh, so loth to depirt !

Garrulous to the very last.'

One of the most interesting of the shorter papers is

that 'On the Bible as Poetry.' Needless to say that

Whitman—modern man though he essentially is—looks

upon the Bible as a well-spring of poetry—'the axis

of civilisation and history during thousands of years

. . . even to our Nineteenth Century here are the

fountain-heads of song.' From him the chunk-headed
' secularist' gets scant regard ; 'but reading folks pro-

bably get their information of those Bible areas and
peoples, as depicted in print by English and French

cads, the most shallow, impudent, supercilious brood

on earth.'

Amid the Shakespeare speculations of the day, it is

important to note that our author—who has undoubt-

edly a fine critical sense—leans slightl}', though with-

out by any means committing himself, to the Baconian

theory ; and more important, to find that he is con-

vinced that the great series of historical plays hides

within itself a deliberate plan and purpose—that,

namely, of exposing the dragon-rancours of diseased

and dying Feudalism—much, we suppose, as Ibsen's

social dramas to-day are exposing the futilities of

diseased and dying Commercialism.

An affectionate criticism of Robert Burns should

commend the volume to the hearts of Scotchmen,

though Whitman does not think those true friends of

the Ayrshire bard who will not accept for him ' any-

thing less than the highest rank, alongside of Homer,
Shakespeare, etc.' A paper on 'Slang' is full of sug-

gestion on that ever-wonderful topic, the growth of

language. Another on ' The Old Bowery Theatre,'

and Booth, the actor, is replete with local interest and
reminiscences. But we must stop. The book is to be

had for a dollar and a quarter (about 5s.), from David

M'Kay, publisher, Philadelphia, and probably can be

ordei-ed through any British bookseller.

After all, November BoiigJis is just what its title sug-

gests. The full foliage and wealth of summer has gone
;

but in exchange comes the widening prospect, the faint

blue distance, the strangelj'-quickening odour of dead
and dying leaves; the branches are alive with motion

—

the sough of the vast wind that sweeps over the world

—

the cosmic life—which, however impalpable, breathes

through these pages. In one of his pieces in this

volume Walt Whitman, apostrophising the Sea, de-

clares that he would gladly surrender the powers of

Homer and Shakespeare, if only the Sea would breathe

upon his verse ' and leave its odor there." And in

another passage (in the introductory essay) he says

—

' No one will get at my verses who insists upon viewing

them as a literary performance, or attempt at such per-

formance, or as aiming mainly towards art or jestheti-

cism.' It is in this quality of Nature in Whitman's

work, transcending Art, yet indeed only possible

through the patient study, through the perfection and

final surrender of Art, that the secret of W'hitman's

power lies. The breath of the free wind blows through

his pages. Criticism of his imperfections is easy ; the

secret of his power is difficult to attain.

F.DWARD Carpenter.
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pallet Hamilton, and other Papers. By JOSEPH Wright.
Edinburgh : R. and R. Clark.

In this little book there is no pretension to literary style.

Judged by conventional standards it is even deficient in this regard.

It is a plain story of reminiscences of an extremely remarkable

woman, told by one who knew her intimately, and who appre-

ciated her thoroughly. There is perhaps no more pathetic figure

in the history of literature than Janet Hamilton laboriously learn-

ing the rudiments in her old age, after she had composed almost

since her youth genuinely inspired verse. The story of the visit

of John Bright, and the other personal notes of Janet's character

and surroundings, render Mr. Wright's essay of really permanent

value as a bit of authentic literary history.

Messrs. J. and W. Guthrie have just completed the two

stained-glass windows—one, a two-light window, to be placed in

Hyndland's Church as a memorial of their father, and the other, a

large window containing the coats-of-arms of the Incorporated

Trades, which has been presented to the Trades House by the

Deacon Convener, Mr. John L. Tullis. The first is an excellent

example of church decoration, and the second, though executed

under limitations imposed by the necessity of incorporating the

armorial bearings into the design, is an effective piece of work.

The development of new minor exhibitions around the Academy

one in Edinburgh, as in London, is to be heartily welcomed.

Mr. Peacock's eighth annual exhibition, in his pleasant little

gallery in Hanover Street, Edinburgh, is quite worth a visit. It

is tastefully arrayed, and on the whole well lighted, and contains a

number of pictures worthy of notice. One of Millais' charming

little girls will probably be the favourite with most visitors, but

there are several other good English pictures ; a landscape by

Edwin Ellis struck us as specially strong in colour and bold in

execution. From the Netherlands we have several excellent

works of Artz, several slighter works of Josef Israels, and a

noteworthy sky by Maris. The exhibition is, however, to our

mind considerably marred by the undue proportion of Munich

pictures of the second class. From this school of art there is no

doubt much to be learned ; but its inferior products at any rate

are too positive in their artificiality and too negative in their

colour and expression.

The first of a series of lectures under the auspices of the Haldane

Trustees was given in the Corporation Galleries, Glasgow, on

February nth, by Mr. William Morris. The subject chosen

being ' Gothic Architecture,' and on February I2th, at the annual

re-union of the students of the Glasgow School of Art, the same

lecturer treated the subject of ' Arts and Crafts.'

The second of the series of practical demonstrations in art,

projected by the Haldane Tnistees, was given in the School of

Art, Corporation Buildings, Glasgow, in the second week of

March, the subject being ' Modelling.' The demonstrator was M.
Lanteri, modelling master at the National Art Training School,

South Kensington, and the subjects chosen were a bust, a piece of

drapery, an ornamental design, and a study from the life. The
aim of the demonstration, namely to show the absolute necessity of

good technique in the execution of works of art, received splendid

illustration in the result of each day's work.

It is expected that Mr. Walter Crane will give the third lecture

of the series of demonstrations in the last week in April, the

subject chosen being 'Decoration and Design.'

The initial step towards placing before the public practicable

illustrations of decorative art applied to buildings in Glasgow has

been taken with regard to the Jiall of the Discharged Prisoners'

Aid Society in Duke Street, now being prepared for work. A
number of our younger Glasgow artists have been interested, and

each one has undertaken the execution of a panel to be painted in

distemper.

Among the recent sales of pictures by painters of repute was

the sale of pictures by Mr. Joseph Henderson. The works

exposed realised a total of ,^^2046.

A 7I:/' Taj^^ar/ Sale, comprising 131 works by William M'Tag-
gart, R.S.A, took place on 23d March, in Messrs. Dowell's

Rooms, George Street, Edinburgh. The pictures exposed were

altogether water-colour, many of them being studies for larger

pictures by the artist. We shall subsequently make more extended

reference to this sale, and also to another of quite special interest,

viz. that of Mr. J. Lawlon Wingate, R.S.A., a collection of

whose charming landscapes was sold in Edinburgh last month, and
realised the sum of ;^I726.

Mr. John Lavery is making progress with the large picture he

is painting for the Corporation in commemoration of the Glasgow
Exhibition of 18SS. He has recently had a sitting from the

Queen, the first she has given to any artist for a considerable time.

Sir Frederick Leighton's great picture is of Greek maidens

playing at ball in a landscape of ideal loveliness. The scene is

taken from the Isle of Rhodes, which a few years ago Sir Frederick

Leighton visited, and where he sketched the beautiful scene he has

now painted. The sun shines on white buildings of perfect harmony
of line, on the blue sea, and amidst groves of trees. The young
girls, in fluttering garments of saffron and white, are the embodi-

ment of joyous grace and abandon. The central figure seems

arrested in the act of running, the wind still seems to be blowing

her delicate yellow tunic in clinging folds about her form.

A charming picture is that of a fair girl, with uplifted face standing

before a golden tripod, at the foot of which she has deposited some
white flowers. The golden hair, the white drapery, the pure young

face, are all in a delicate harmony of colour and sweetness of line

and suggestion. A sorceress, clad in misly garments of lilac hue,

sits brooding, her dark eyes lost in meditation, her cheek resting

against her hand. The work strikes a graver, stronger note of

colour and intention. A portrait and a study of a beautiful young

face, with head crowned with oak leaves and eyes cast down, make
up the principal sum of Sir Frederick Leighton's work.

In Edinburgh the Social Union, whose decorative work

was outlined in our December issue, has been undergoing new
developments. A large committee has been formed, including

not only most of the leading painters and designers, but also

architects and decorators of the city, and each task the Society

has at present in hand has been placed under the superintendence

of one or more of its skilled members. Thus in addition to the

work already known to our readers, a commemorative mural

painting for the hall of the Board School on the site of old Milton

House is being designed by Mr. T. Bonnar ; and the execution of

Millais' ' Parables ' for the Robertson Memorial Hall, Grass-

market, is to be carried out under the supervision of Mr. W. S.

Black. Mr. Vallance is also preparing a scheme of decoration

for the Free Tolbooth Mission Hall, which has been already

painted by Mr. Hall, and for which Mr. W. S. Black has designed

the mantelpieces. A plan for improvements in James Court is in

the hands of Mr. S. H. Capper. Messrs. Sidney Mitchell, W. Mac-

farlane, and W. B. Hole, R.S.A., form a sub-committee to select

and superintend the execution of a series of designs commemora-

tive of the worthies of the University, with which it is proposed

to decorate the dining-room of University HaU.

In decoration, however, our city fathers will need not only good

will, but good guidance. Thus we note that Sir William Muir,

the Principal of the University of Edinburgh, when lately pre-

siding at the meeting of the Association for its better endowment,

deeply bewailed the architectural deficiencies of the north front of

the old College building, and entreated the liberality of the public

to harmonise it with the architectural beauties of the other side of

Chambers Street ! That Adam's cliff-like facade is monotonous,

indeed even grim, must of course be allowed. But it is none the

less in every aspect deplorably to be regretted that our highest

representatives of academic culture should, in all the simplicity of

their hearts, admire and even covet Mr. Chesser's new front for

the Heriot-Watt College, for which the other high educational

authorities of the city are of course responsible, this being, without

even any exception, even in Princes Street, notoriously the most

exhaustive and harmonious compilation yet extant of architectural

and decorative vulgarisms. The absence of any artistic education-

say rather the prevalence of completely inartistic miseducation—is

indeed the hardest obstacle which the contemporary art movement

has to reckon with. For who will educate our educators?

It is with extreme regret that we record the death of William

Carlow, R.S.W., in his forty-second year.

Edinbtirs:h : T. and A. Constable, Printers to Her .Majesty.
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AN EVENING SONG.

OLADY mine !

The sun hath gone to the great west too soon.

And one pale star

Fahits in the crimson glories of the sky,

—

Ere silently

The long delaying moon
Brings light and strength and life ; and side by side

Throughout the still June night they shall together ride.

A sweet fresh wind is blowing round tile eaves ;

And, 'mid the leaves

Of darksome lilacs, a glad bird doth sing

—

Slowly as yet, and with soft whispering

—

Snatches of song :

Until he hears, within a neighbouring dell,

And answers joyously the notes he loves so well.

Lady mine !

Like yonder star my love is faint and pale,

Like yonder bird my lonely song must fail.

1 wait for thine 1

Edwahd F. Strange.

AMORIS SAPIENTIA.

WHO that hath plucked a rose,

And knows it is sweet and rare.

For the tiny sting of a tiny thorn

On the slender stem will care ?

Who that hath got red gold

Deep under the world—alone,

Will love it less that the treasure bright

Was framed in a rugged stone ?

Who that hath found a pear]

Will in angry mood rebel,

Or cast to the swine the priceless gem
Because of the shapeless shell ?

What if the red lip pale.

And the fair sweet face grow thin ?

What folly would cast the casket away

That hides such a soul within ?

Reginald Horsley.
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THE REMBRAXDTS AT BURLINGTON HOUSE, 1889.

THE Winter Exhibition <jf the Old Masteivs at Bnr-

lington House, with its splendid aiTay of Rem-
brandts, has come and gone. Before the memory of

it fades away, it may be useful to gather up the lessons

it has taught us regarding the life and woi'k of the

great Dutchman. Seldom, indeed, has such a collec-

tion been brought together. In numbers it outstripped

every European national gallery except St. Petersburg

and Cassel, for in these rooms there were shown seven-

teen examples of Rembrandt's art. The catalogue,

indeed, gives eighteen, but one, fine j)ortrait as it is,

must be held to be more than doubtful.

In passing before this choice gathering, representa-

tive of Rembrandt's whole career, one could not help

hearing from intelligent bystanders such remarks as,

' I like this one, but I don't like that ; one can scai'cely

believe them to be the work of the same painter.'

The real wonder is all the other way. Would it not

be strange if the tentative efforts of youth or the feeble

work of declining age should rival the art of perfect

manhood ? Every great master who has lived the full

measure of the years allotted to man has passed, in liii

art, through the successive stages of youth, manhood,

and old age. In the case of Rembrandt his course

has been traced through all its stages more clearly

perhaps than that of any other master. What Ruskin

did for Turner has been done during the last thirty

years for Rembrandt by Vosmaei-, Burger, and Bode.

The catalogue of his work is no longer a chaos ; it is

a well-ordered scheme, every charactei'istic of each

period having been noted with scientific accuracy and

historical precision. Opinions may differ on points,

for the styles sometimes overlap each other, or the

painter harks back to a former manner; but in spite

of these variations, it remains true that the secret of

Rembrandt's life and development has been discovered.

Out of the fine materials at our disposal let us learn

what we can. The exigencies of hanging will i-equire

us to wander to and fro, and we shall not always find

the catalogue a trustworthy guide.

Let us take fii'st the doubtful portrait. No. l6i.

' The Painter's Mother,' with the signature, Rembrandt,

1632, which, b_y the way, has a suspicious apjjearance,

being unlike any of the well-known signatures. But
clearly this old lady is not Rembrandt's mother, whose
face is so familiar to us from the etching of l628 and

the well-known authentic portraits of St. Petersburg

and Vienna. Here we have a much younger woman,
with a long, straight, well-formed nose, arched eye-

brows and smooth forehead, altogether unlike the real

mother, with her keen, penetrating eyes, the deep,

vertical furrow, and irregular nose. But more than

this, the portrait has not the tone oi- touch of Rem-
brandt at any jteriod of his life. It is far in advance
of his work of 1632, of which period we have examples

in N'o. Ibo, ' A Young Man,' and No. \o3, ' The Black

Archer,' both of which are ' study ' portraits in his

early Amsterdam manner, freer and bolder than that

of Leyden, for he was ever studying effects of light

and shade and mastering expression. His favourite

model through life was himself, in every attitude and

costume, from his early youth to full old age. We
have in No. 1 1(), according to the catalogue, ' A Young

Man,' painted in ItioO, but it is clearly a youthful

Rembrandt, and painted in 1633, with all the precision

of a miniature, yet resting on the manner of his great

predecessor, Thomas de Keyser. The same tine, almost

finical, touch is to be seen in the small picture. No.

119, 'The Good Samaritan,' which is almost an exact

representation of his etching of the same subject, dated

1633. In its cool greyish-green colour it corresponds

with his other known work of that date. In this pic-

ture also should be noted the jewel-like touch in the

golden ornaments of the blue velvet saddle-cloth, the

work of the man who was at this very time teaching

his first pupil, Gerard Douw, all that Douw ever knew.

But with all this detail, the workmanship is spirited,

and the pathos is entirelj' that of Rembrandt. He
returned to the subject in the fulness of his power in

l648, when he painted the superb picture which is

now in the Louvre.

In the same firm, precise manner, but on a large

scale, we find the remarkable portraits of ' Jan Pelli-

corne and his Wife ' (No. 156 and No. l65), not

' Palekan,' as in the catalogue, for ' Pellicorne ' has long

been accepted by all authorities. They date from 1632

to l633. Smooth and clear in the lighting, they recall

the influence of the older Dutch manner of Mirevelt and

Moreelse. But with Rembrandt there was no stand-

ing still. In l633 the staid impassive expression and

firm precision of the Pellicornes give place to the larger

manner and dramatic force of ' The Shipbuilder and

his Wife,' No. 167, full of the momentary expression

of arrested attention. Rembrandt was now entering

on that short period of his life, the Slurm and Drang

period, as Dr. Bode calls it, in which this intensity of

expression is somewhat exaggerated. We see this in

the portrait of himself. No. 159, painted about l635,

not in 16-10, as stated in the catalogue. The stagey

expression and the heavy loading of paint on the illu-

minated side of the face are characteristic of this

period, bold but uncertain, for he was trying to recon-

cile minuteness of detail with a growing largeness of

manner. With what precision and sureness of hand

are the stray hairs painted as they escape from the

mass of curls. He was now married to his fair young

bride, Saskia, who appears in his work at every turn.

How much more interesting does No. l63 become

when we know that the latest research gives us in this

picture not the ' Burgomaster Pancras,' but a some-
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what anciful Rembrandt and his young wife ? The
date, 1645, was assigned by Vosraaer on very slender

grounds, for, as Bode points out, the manner of paint-

ing is closely connected with l635, while the tact also

that it is signed ' Rembrant ' (without the d) confirms

the earlier date. The picture thus acquires a double

interest from its personal connection with the painter

and his household. There is a painting by F. Bol of

a similar subject in Lord Northbrook's collection, which

affords an interesting comparison.

The next date in order is 1 641, No. I(j0, ' A Lady,'

better known as ' The Lady with the Fan,' signed

' Rembrandt, l641 '—not Rembrant (without the </), as

in the catalogue. The compiler should have known
that Rembrant is believed never to occur after l63S.

This picture and a corresponding one in Lansdowne

House, exhibited a few years ago in Burlington House,

belong to the most charming period of his female

portraits. His finest portraits of Saskia date from it,

as also his famous ' Mother of Jan Six.' They are

characterised by an equal soft light, by the avoidance of

harsh shadows, and by a smooth, beautiful handling.

It seems as if Rembrandt had at this time set himself

to please, almost to flatter, his female sitters ; the ex-

pression is invariably subtle and refined, and the work

is altogether delicate and beautiful.

A long interval now occurs, for Rembrandt's house-

hold had been broken up by the death of Saskia in

1642, and he seems to have lived much in the country

houses of his friends Six and Uytenbogaert. It was

then that he turned his attention to landscape. It

is impossible not to feel the sadness of the painter in

his aspect of nature, or to miss the strong personal

impression of the scene as it appeared to him in his

loneliness. The great etching of ' The Three Trees

'

dates from l643, and betrays a mind oppiessed by

gloom, touched not by the tender melanchol)- of

Ruysdael, but by the unrest of a man weighed down
by great disaster. We have in No. 118 and No. 154

two small landscapes painted in these years. In

them he revels in the warfare of the elements, the

dark thunder-cloud and the happy sunshine uncon-

sciously reproducing the tumult of his soul and giving

expression to the idea,

' We receive but what we give,

.And in our life alone does Nature live
;

Ours is her weflding garment, ours her shroud.'

About 1650 he seems to have painted No. 158,

' The Unmerciful Servant,' a large and important

picture, full of dramatic force and restrained expres-

sion. Dr. Bode, with great doubt, is inclined to assign

this picture to a period ten years later, but the smooth

handling, the golden tone, and the peculiar reds and

yellows point rather to about 1(550. The lights are

softer and the shadows more transparent than in his

early days. His breadth of touch and subordination

of detail become yearly more marked, as in No. 117.

' An Old Man,' in Jewish dress, painted evidently

about I65C. Mass, tone and colour now dominate

the painter, and the brush is handled with bold free-

dom. The work is sure, and the hand of the master

is everywhere visible. The legend that it represents

Rembrandt's father is apocryphal. He died about

1632, and, so far as is known, there is no portrait of

him. It was from his mother that Rembrandt drew
his marked individuality ; to her he was deeply at-

tached. How touching is the fact that thrice did he
give her name, Cornelia, to his daughters in succes-

sion ! No. 162 again brings us close to Rembrandt's
household. It is called, ' Portrait of a Young Man,'

and is closely allied to one or two well-known pictures

of l658. Clearly this is no ordinary portrait, for it is

painted with love, and has that distinct mark of close

relationship to the painter which is to be seen in

some of Rembrandt's best work. Dr. Bode has

pointed out the likeness to Titus, the only son of

Rembrandt, then a youth of seventeen. Truly Rem-
brandt had good reason to be interested in this bright

lad with the full-flowing curls, for at this very time

the boy was engaged with the faithful Hendrickie

Stoffels in the support of the household by the sale

of etchings, a device by which the painter, to get

relief from his creditors, became the pensioner of the

family. The deed of arrangement before a notary

public has been recently discovered, signed with a

cross by the good but illiterate Hendrickie, Rem-
brandt undertaking to give his aid in the production

of work. Here we get back to the origin of Hou-
braken's ill-natured fables as to Rembrandt's ways of

selling his prints. It was dire necessity that com-
pelled this strange partnership, and we are lost in

wonder as we remember that many of his finest etch-

ings and paintings were jiroduced under such circum-

stances. Let us take a parting look of the grand old

painter as we see him in No. 157. It is said to be

painted in 1()5S and signed Rembrant, but beyond
' Rembran ' nothing is to be seen. The brush-work is

splendid, and the modelling fine, but from the exagger-

ated size of features and of the hands, one would be

inclined to place it years later, when his eye was
getting dim and his hand was losing its firm mastery.

But the bearing of the man shows no sense of de-

pression ; brave and self-reliant to the last. He had

done his work, he had outlived his popularity, and he

cared not though it should be judicially recorded of

him at his death, as was the case, that ' he left

behind him no property except his wearing apparel

and his materials for ])ainting.'

John Forbes White.
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SCULPTURE DEMONSTRATIONS BY M. LANTERI AT GLASGOW.

EDUCATION ill all branches of knowledge con-

sists briefly in the sj-stematisation of facts,

and their application to the needs of students. Art

teaching in its first principles consists of handicraft

and a knowledge of requirements ; and tliough any

means or methods taken to realise are as nothing

compared with the ultimate realisation, _yet he alone

should be able to impart instruction who, possessing

both observation and power, can give reasons for the

means taken to produce a specific effect. Hence it

follows that all art teaching, to be of any value, should

be strictly practical ; and the truth of the adage that

an ounce of practice is wortii a pound of precept is

truer in instruction in art than in, perhaps, any other

branch of education. No stronger proof of this could

be afforded than that given by the series of demon-

strations in modelling which, under the auspices of

the Haldane Trustees, were given during the first

week in March at the Glasgow .School of Art and

Haldane Academj-. It was a wise action on the part

of the trustees, and one for which the thanks of all

art students are due, when, in place of the ordinarj'

art lecturer, they decided to seek the services of

some successful teacher who should, by means of a

set of lessons, practically illustrate a method of in-

struction in some branch of art education. It was

arranged that a series of four demonstrations in model-

ling should be given by M. Edouard Lanteri, the

modelling master at the National Art Training Schools,

South Kensington, and it may safely be said that these

practical lessons not only gave instruction and pleasui-e

to a body of spectators, consisting alike of artists and

laymen, but also a real impulse to the study of the

art of modelling in Glasgow. The subjects chosen

were a bust from the life ; a study of drapery ; an

applied design; and a study from the nude ; and the

accompanying illustrations give the results attained

from a fight against Time, lasting in no single case

more than an hour and a half. Each demonstration

was accompanied by diagrams showing the method

adopted, and gixiiig reasons for its adoption ; and, start-

ing with the premiss that no method could be con-

sidered the best that was not at once a time-saving

and a labour-saving process, the demonstrator left

his work as result to speak for itself. The differ-

ence in treatment between modelling and either

wood-carving or sculpture in marble was made a

distinct and special feature, for the reason that

whereas in these latter form is attained by the re-

moval of material, in the former the object is to reach

the form sought after by the addition of material,

—

the work being accom])lished in the one case by working,

so to speak, from a point outwards, and in the others

to a point inwards. This was particularly exemplified

in the demonstra

tion from the nude

life, where, upon a

construction of

lead-pijiing, techni-

cally known as an

' armature,' and re-

presenting the chief

bones of the skele-

ton, each muscle

was laid on by

means of a sepa-

rate piece of clay ;

and so external con-

tour would have

been ultimately

reached, had time

permitted, through

and by means of a

thorough anatomical

knowledge of the

human body itself.
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The same method was adopted in the construction of

the head from life, where another point was insisted

upon, namely, an exaggeration in the earlier stages

of those salient points

which formed the

characteristics of the

head of the model,

and are readily distin-

guishable by a refer-

ence to the illustration

here given. In the

drapery study, the

anatomy of the folds

was first explained, to-

gether with the reasons

why the strips of claj-,

as they were placed on,

followed certain direc-

tions, as best determin-

ing the lines of the

texture in the folds.

Though in the case

of the applied design

some apology on the

part of the demonstra-

tor was considered

needful for the choice

of tile somewhat de-

based style of Louis

Quinze, it was pointed

out that such style,

though bad in itself,

yet afforded in its

tortuous curves, and in

its acceptance of animal

and vegetable forms,

some of the best opportunities for ornamental model-

ling. Anotlier point remains yet to be noted, namely.

that in all cases form was sought after as expressed

by light and shade, and as opposed to mere line ;

and a new application of the term 'colour' was

received, to denote

both the broad effects

of light and shade

received from a first

impression of the ob-

ject, as well as the

more subtle forms as

given by the half tones.

As regards pure handi-

craft, it was considered

desirable that a model-

ling tool should never

be used where the work

could be completed by

a use of the thumb or

finger, the chief execu-

tive power lying with

the former, and that

only in exceptional

cases should clay, once

placed upon the work,

be removed, otherwise

the method became at

once carving, as opposed

to modelling.

It is to be hoped

that the intention of

the Haldane Trustees

to continue in the

future these and similar

demonstrations in other

art subjects will serve

• to emphasize the
union that must ever exist between ai-t and handi-

craft. Fra. H. Newbery.

|
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DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL NOTES FROM PARIS.

Paris, April 1SS9.

A MOVEMENT in favour of the revival of classical Greek

dramatic performances appears to be developing itself both

in England and in this country. The tendency is very superficial

as yet. In England it is apparently limited to the Westminster

plays, the Cambridge performances, and a few isolated attempts.

In France, where the his-

trionic art is carried to

great perfection, several

interesting and very suc-

cessful attempts have been

made on the public stage.

The late M. Jules Lacroix's

translation of Qi.dipns ReXy

brought out at the Theatre

Francais, under the title

Edipe Roiy was a great

success. M. Mounet Sully

in the part of Edipe was

simply admirable ; while

dresses, scenery, and stage

accessories were quite in

keeping with the character

and scene of the tragedy.

M. Leconte de Lisle's

Erinnyes w'as another suc-

cessful attempt to initiate

the Parisians into the

beauties and deep philo-

sophy of antique drama.

The poet in this case has

taken his subject and cha-

racters from the Agamem-
non and the Choephorx of

jCschylus, but he has

surpassed the original in

horror, so much so that a

captious critic has observed

that the Erinvyes is an
' epic of the slaughter-

house.' This tragedy has

been revived recently at

the Odeon for a limited

number of performances in

order to bring Madame
Marie Laurent once more

before the public previous tn her definite retirement from the

stage after a dramatic career which has e.slended over forty-five

years. The drama is divided into two parts ; in the first, entitled

' Klytaimnestra ' {I follow M. Leconte de Lisle's orthography of

the character names), we assist at the return of victorious Agamem-

non followed by the captive Kassandra, and their murder by the

queen. In the second, ' Orestes,' the avenger has found his way

back to Argos ; recognised by his sister, Elektra, he learns from

her lips the tragic end of his father, and the curtain falls on the

death of .-Egisthus and Klytaimnestra by the avenging hand of

Orestes. The tragic effect of these scenes of horror is enhanced

by the occasional apparition of the Erinnyes, tlie Furies, who, old,

hideous, and ghastly, haunt the palace of Pelos.

This adaptation is in every respect a work of the highest order ;

the versification is faultless ; and M. Leconte de Lisle has never

sung in more sonorous rhymes a nobler epic than this evocation of

antique Greek tragedy. A few months previous to the first per-

formance of the Erinnyes (1873) M. Massenet scored his first

and most popular success ; his oratorio Marie Magdeleine met

with an enthusiastic reception from the Parisian public, and de-

servedly so, for it is the most beautiful and best written of his

many exquisite musical compositions. The young composer

was asked to write some incidental music to accompany certain

scenes of the tragedy, and it may be said, without in any way
wishing to slight the poet, that the music was a gleam of sunshine

in the darkness of Hades. Three years later the Erinnyes was

revived at the Gaite, then under the artistic management of M.
\'izentini, who wished to

give as much pomp and

splendour as possible to

the performance, so M.
Massenet was asked to

complete the original score

by the addition of trium-

phal marches, choruses,

and a ballet. These ad-

ditions, particularly the

ballet, were not quite in

keeping with the accepted

idea of classical tragedy ;

it was with some difficulty

that the poet was per-

suaded to allow the musi-

cian to trespass to so great

an extent on his domain,

and the result justified in a

certain measure his objec-

tion. The spell worked on

the audience by Massenet's

beautiful music made them

forget at times the splen-

dour of the poem. The
same result has attended

the recent reprise at the

Odeon, although there was

no ballet, the music alone

being played as an inter-

lude between the first

and second parts of the

tragedy. Tlie actors \\'ere

as usual ahnost all of them

equal to their parts, though

Madame Marie Laurent's

voice failed her at times.

Madame Tessandier in the

part of Kassandra looked

and played her part with

great eflect ; nothing could be more dramatic than her delivery

of the following lines, in which she describes the weird

Erinnyes

—

' Insenses ! vous aussi vous ne m'avez pas crue I

Ecoutez ! La clameur loint.aine s'est accrue.

Oh ! les longs aboiements ! Je les vols accourir,

Les chiennes, a I'odeur de ceux qui vont mourir,

Les monstres a qui plait le cri des agonies,

Les vieilles aux yeux creux, les blemes Erinnyes,

Qui flairaient dans la nuit la route oil nous passions.

Viens, lugubre troupeau des Execrations,

Meute, qui vas, hurlant sans relache, et qui leches

Des antiques forfaits les traces toujours fraiches !

'

Madame Segond Weber as Elektra was charming as she chaunted

ratlier than declaimed the libation scene at Agamemnon's tomb,

while the sweet elegy Massenet composed as an accompaniment

was murmured by the violoncellos with exquisite melody. I

cannot help giving the first two strophes of this piece, for they^are

of themselves sweet music to the vulgarest ear :

—
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Elektra takes a cup and approaches the tomb.

' Hermes ! prompt Messager qui monte d'un coup d'aile,

De la pale Prairie oil germe I'asphGdele

Jusqu'au pave d'or des Princes de I'Aither

A toi d'abord, Hermes le vin pur du Krater I

'

She pours out the libation,

' Daimones tres puissants, Rois de la terre antique

Qui siegez cote a cote en son ombre mystique,

Toi, Dieu terrible, et toi qui fais germer les fleurs,

O Deesse ! ecoutez le cri de mes douleurs :

Faites que I'Atreide, errant dans Tllades bleme,

Exauce le diisir de son enfant q\ii I'aime !

'

M. Paul Mounet's Orestes was also a Hue specimen of dramatic

acting in word and gesture. Taken as a whole, and laying aside

certain incidental criticisms, it may be said that the recent reprise

of the Erinnyes was a most artistic performance, and has re-

minded Parisians that a great epic poet still dwells in their

midst.

M. Massenet's fairy-tale opera Esclarmonde will be brouglit

out at the end of the month. M. Ambroise Thomas, the com-
jjoser of Migiion, Hamlet, and Francesca da Rimini, is superin-

tending the rehearsals of his new ballet in three acts, Miranda ;

the scenario and libretto are taken from—Shakespeare's Tem-
pest !

!

The Cerck de f Union artistique has recently taken possession of

its new house in the Champs Elysees ; one of the handsomest

parts of the mansion is the picture gallery, which can easily be

transformed into a pretty theatre. The annual exhibition of

pictures which has just been opened in this celebrated club-house

has offered a good opportunity of testing the light and decorative

effects of the new room ; both are perfect. As regards the exhibits,

they are numerous and interesting. Mr. Bridgman, the American

artist, has sent a pretty picture, entitled ' Our Little Garden at

Algiers
' ; Mr. Humphrey Moore, a new-comer, two clever

Japanese scenes ; Mr. Edelfelt, the Finland painter, two genre

pictures in the sober grey tones now so much in vogue. M.
Gerome's ' Qurerens quem devoret ' represents a rather tame-

poodle sort of lion wandering along what I suppose to be ' the Red
Sea shore,' in search of prey,—rather a strange hunting-ground for

the king of the desert. Meissonier contributes a highly-finished

cabinet picture, entitled ' An Author,' in which we see a gentle-

man in a semi-Venetian dress writing at a table covered with pon-

derous folios, figure and surroundings being in the best * Meissonier

style.' There are many good genre pictures and landscapes

—by Dagnan-Bouveret, Detaille, Beroud, Japy, and Pelouse.

Then there is the usual and annual contingent of portraits of

Parisian grandes dames and professional beauties by Clairin,

Courtois, Jalabert, and other fashionable portraitists. Two por-

traits of the late Cabanel are adorned with festoons of crape.

One of M. Bonnat's portraits is a decided mistake. Among
the sculpture exhibits I noticed a charming bust of the Countess

Zichy by M. Carles ; one of pretty Mile. Legault, of the Comedie
Francaise, by M. d'Epinay ; and a well-executed bronze medal-

lion of Cardinal Manning by Montefiore.

The Pastellistes have opened their fifth annual exhibition

(never was there such a year for art exhibitions), to which may be

applied the same laudatory and critical comments we made last

month with regard to the Aquarellistes. Plenty of very clever,

highly-finished work ; but, apart from the exhibits of Besnard,

Dagnan-Bouveret, and Puvis de Chavannes, a decided want of

originality. CECIL NICHOLSON.

Erratum.—In the Paris Causerie, in April issue, the name of

the French painter Claude Monet was, through an inadvertence,

given as Paul Monet.

ART NOTES FROM NEW YORK.

The New York Academy of Design opened its annual spring

exhibition on Monday, April 1st, to the public. Friday previous

had been varnishing day, and on Saturday night was held the

reception. The collection is neither better nor worse than the

preceding one, and contains one or two important large canvases

—notably Mr. Hovenden's ' In the Hands of the Enemy,' and Mr.

Edward E. Simmons's remarkably fine study of an English fisher-

man and child. The former was sold on the opening day for 5500

dollars, and is an incident of the late war, a young Confederate

soldier who has been wounded being cared for in a Union house-

hold. Portraits by the President, Mr. Hantington, U. M. Chase,

Vinton, Kenyon Cox, Denman, Porter, Rice, and Dewing ; figure

pieces by Siddons Mowbray,
J. G. Brown, Witt, Wiles, Hamilton

Hamilton, and others ; while in landscapes, Harrison, George

Inness, Harry Eaton, Bunner, Bogert, Eichelberger, and Bruce

Crane, are the more prominent. Carleton Wiggins is represented

by a large cattle picture of an October haze that attracts much
attention. A departure that is a subject of much discussion is the

devoting of one room entirely to portraits. The older school of

American portrait-painters are here brought into immediate con-

tact with the newer men from Munich and Paris, and opportunities

for comparison are aflbrded as never before. Glasses over pictures

are prohibited this year, with better results. The display of sculp-

ture is small, but very creditable. Mr. St. Gauden's bas-relief of

Robert Louis Stevenson is a very charming piece of character-

work, and Mr. Warner's head of a young girl is quite up to

his usual standard. Two heads, one of Mr. Edwin Booth,

and one of Mr. Laurence Barrett, destined for the new Players'

Club, are by J. I. Hartley. Mr. Elwell contributes a small

head.

Mr. Whistler has, at Wiinderlich's Gallery on Broadway, an

exhibition of his work in the usual Whistlerian style. The room
is hung in pale rose, a matting covers the floor, two wine-coloured

vases rest quietly in the corner on pale rose stands, while on the

walls, in frames of every decorative pattern, are hung a hundred

or more water-colours, oils, and etchings. Several have been sold

—a dozen at least, and the exhibition attracts but mild attention.

The Erwin Davis sale at Ortga's Art Galleries is still the topic

of much discussion in the New York papers. Mr. Davis offered

at unreserved sale a large and important collection of oil-paintings

by the most prominent of the French artists. There were examples

by all the Fontainebleau school, and a large cattle piece by Troyon,

Bastien Lepage's 'Joan of Arc,' a portrait by Manet, and pictures

by Delacroix, Couture, and others. Two nights were devoted to the

sale. The first evening resulted disastrously, the works in most

cases being sacrificed. On the second night, however, the prices

were something fabulous, one man, who concealed his identity,

buying over one hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars' worth.

Twenty-four thousand dollars was paid for the 'Joan of Arc' ; other

prices were in proportion. The newspapers then began to investi-

gate the matter, and the mysterious buyer turned out to be a clerk

'in the office of Mr. Davis. Public condemnation of such pro-

ceedings became so strong, and the newspapers attacked the affair

with such force, that Mr. Davis came out with an explanation

that he had ordered the pictures to be bought in, with a view of

presentation of several to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

The Seventeenth Annual Exposition of the Chicago Inter-State

Industrial Exhibition will open September 4th. Mr. Potter
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Palmer of that city has offered two prizes of 500 dollars each for

the best landscape or marine and the best figure picture. There
is no limitation as to age, but competitors must be citizens of the

United States, and pictures must have been painted within three

years.

The Charcoal Club of Baltimore will open an Exhibition of

Water-Colours on the Sih of April. Most of the prominent men
will be represented.

Frank Millet will send a large oil-painting to the Royal

Academy this year. The subject is ' Antony Van Corlear, the

Trumpeter,' and is from Washington Irving's Knickerbocker's

History of New York. Old Antony, fat, jolly, and good-natured,

is seated at a table, surrounded by seven pretty girls. The picture

is full of detail, carefully painted, and has already been sold, it is

said, for 5000 dollars.

In connection with the coming Centennial Celebration of

Washington's Inaugural at New York, there will be held an

Exhibition of Portraits of the Old Colonial Families that have

been loaned from all quarters. There are many Gilbert Stewarts

in the collection, and by other men of his day there will be found

much that is interesting. With this collection, old laces, brocades,

and relics of the last century will be shown. Mr. Coflin, the able

art editor of the Evening Post, has entire charge of the affair, and

a good arrangement may be looked for.

An interesting collection of purely American pictures is now on

view at the new residence of Vice-President Morton in Washington.

The show is for the benefit of a Washington Charity, and the

Vice-President generously offered his house prior to his moving
therein. There are some two hundred canvases, and a considerable

amount of money has been raised by admissions.

The American exhibit at the Paris International Exhibition will

be a fairly representative one. The pictures from this side have

already gone over, while the Paris colony will contribute largely,

notable among the latter will be Alexander Harrison, Gari

Melchers, T. A. Bridgeman, Eugene Vail, Sprague Pearce,

Ridgway Knight, and Walter Gay.

The auction sales this year in New York have been greater than

ever, and many well-know-n pictures have gone under the hammer.
But few American pictures have been offered. The Fonlainebleau

school have been so' numerous as to raise serious questions as tu

the ability of such men as Corot, Daubigny, Diaz, and Rousseau

to turn out all the work credited to them. Undoubtedly many
were imitations,—some, too, very bad ; but the craze is on, the

market must be supplied, and unscrupulous dealers are always to

be found who are willing to lend a hand to such practices. In

many cases the newspapers have denounced the fraud, but the

public seem eager, and will not be deterred. In the Stebbins sale

there was offered recently an original drawing by Rosa Bonheur.

After the sale, on examination, it was found to be a photograph

touched up. The auctioneers made instant reparation, having sold

it in good faith for 750 dollars, but when experienced men are so

taken in, how is the public to be sure ?

NOTES.

The Art Congress.—The preliminary arrangements for the

Art Congress to be held in Edinburgh in the autumn of this year

are now being made. A scheme has been set afoot to promote an

exhibition of pictures, to be held in Edinburgh during the sitting

of the Congress. This Exhibition is intended to be similar in

character to that of Les Jeunes Artistes which is held in Antwerp,

and will consist of works by the chief among the younger English

and Scottish artists. The proposal has been received with the

greatest warmth by many of the most prominent of these, and there

is every prospect that the exhibition will be representative of

modern art in a specially significant manner.

The Concert of the Kyrle Choir at Glasgow, under the leader-

ship of Mr. C. Hall Woolnoth, was a conspicuous success. Mr.

Woolnoth's very remarkable composition, ' The Skeleton in

Armour,' which formed the second part of the concert, is so

important an addition to Scottish music that we shall publish an

extended notice of it in an early issue.

'Burns in Edinburgh, 1787.' Mr. C. Martin Hardie's histori-

cal picture is presently being exhibited in Mr. Davidson's Gallery,

Glasgow.

The Society of Lady Artists of Glasgow held an interesting and

attractive exhibition of their works in their rooms there in the

first week of April.

' THE SULKY BOY,' by J. B. Greuze.

CoUl'OllATION G.\LLEU1ES, Gl.\.SGOW.

A]MONG the pictures which attracted the larger

share of popular attention in the Galleries of

the Louvre, the ' Cruclie Cassee,' by Jean Baptiste

Greuze, occupies a foremost place. There, also,

may be seen his ' Accordee de Village " and the ' Malti-

diction Paternelle ' ; and these three pictures may be

taken as types of his work. As a ]3ainter of budding

womanhood, his dainty delicacy, grace, and gentle

naivete could scarcely be excelled. A^^hile it was as.

a painter of most alluring heads of young females

that he attained his highest reputation, his melo-

dramatic representations of bourgeois life were also

exceedingly popular, and the greater proportion of

his earlier works were translated to the )3ublic by

engraving. Greuze, however, lived in troublous

times, and he himself was of an intractable, com-

bative disposition. He was born in 1725, went at an

early age to Paris, and he lived through the terrible

Revolution period to see the Napoleonic Emjiire to

appearance firmly founded, dying in 1805. During

liis time the classical revival headed by David took

its rise, and the art which was native and natural

to Greuze, as well as to many others, came to be

despised and neglected. He attempted to work in

the classical manner, like others, but in that field

he found his strength gone from him. The liead

of a boy here reproduced from the M'Lellan Col-

lection in the Glasgow Galleries is a fairly good

and typical example of the master's work.

J.\Mf;s Patox.



ROHEMIANISM IN ANTICOIJ CORKADO.

II.

A SUDDEN turn in the road brings us in full view of

a wild sweet valley, throunh which rushes with

much ado a most important and busj- little stream, skij)-

ping and tumbling over rocks and boulders, verj' much
pressed for time. j\ll day long tlie women stand here,

their skirts tucked up above their knees, washing

clothes, by the practice so universal on the Continent

of rolling anil hitting them on the smoother slabs of

rock. As we balance ourselves with some difficulty,

being burdened with canvas and easel, sketching-stool

and materials, on this mountain path which overhangs

the stream, we occasion no remark from the women,

who are quite used to us. The generic term for artists

here, by-the-by, is ' Iiig/csi.' The first artists who
came, about fifty years ago, ha\ing been Englishmen.

it is a perfectly natui-al logical sequence for the rustic

intellect that therefore all artists are Englishmen ; or,

for that matter, the converse—that all Englishmen are

artists, in which latter case I fear that they would be

more mistaken than the former. 1 thought, fii'st of all,

tliat it was an elaborately conceived compliment—

a

deliberate hyperbole to hasten the advent of the e\er-

expected halfpenny. But I have since come to think

that I did more than justice to their estimation both

of an English artist's self-appreciation, and of an artistic

Englishman's cool and insular complacency. Be that

as it may, if a man is a painter, be he Italian, French,

Spanish, Jew, Turk, or Infidel, an Englishman he is

here, and will be until generations of school boards, or

the nearer apjjroach of the civilising railway, have

sharpened and enlightened their dull, dark minds.

Savages they are to all intents and purj)Oses— these

bronzed and beautiful peasants, without a thought be-

yond their gimi lined, or the nihicslm (or macaroni

soup) that they shall eat at the next faiu. To what

beyond this do their long hours of pastoral leisure for

contemplation lead them ? Still to-day, as Milton

sang of those .Shepherds of Bethlehem, who, ' on the
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lawiij or e'er the point of dawn, sat sinij)ly chatting in elude, because they drop on their poor ragged knees

a rustic row '

—

in the mud to kiss some rude, almost grotesque, effigy

' Perhaps their loves, or else their sheep, of the Crucified, or some gaudy tinselled Madonna,
Are all that do their silly thoughts so busy keep.' that therefore they are in gross darkness, that there-

Add to these an eternal refrain or chorus of ' Soldi ! fore tlie constant acts of charity and kindness that

Soldi
!
Soldi !' and I fear we have a fairly correct view adorn many of their hard monotonous lives are not in-

of an Italian pastoral mental interioi-. s])ired by Him wliose effigy they kiss ; or that the calm
It would be but cheap and wretched cynicism to call and serene hopefulness visible in some of the oldest of

their religion superstitious, vulgar, and haiial ; to con- them is not a direct illumination from the ' Light that
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lightetli every man that cometh into the world.' It is

so easy for us who have been born in countries through

which have rung 'the awful echoes of Luther's tremen-

dous protest,' to thank God we are not as these poor

Latin peasants ; or for those of us ' who,' as Swift says,

' by the sheer force of genius

alone, unassisted by book-

learning, or even intellect,

have come to the astound-

ing conclusion that there is

no God,' to look down from

our unassailable height with

infinite pity and condescen-

sion, combined with a mag-

nificent nonchalance, upon

these poor, credulous, faith-

ful folk. Let us leave them

to their sinn)le worshij)

—

their unquestioning faith.

It is not given to every one

to be self-sustained, and the

Children of Light are not

always as wise in their

generation as those of this

world. At least, with their

crucifixes, their pictures,

their wonderful relics, their

festas and gala-days, when
the long glittering proces-

sion winds down her quaint

mountain streets ; while last

comes the brave and stal-

wart priest, stately and

egregious, towering above

his congregation si.\ feet

t^vo as he walks—Anticoli

is happier far than the

enlightened Italian cities.

where the reaction from

Papal supremacy, and a blind and mistaken loyalty

to the king, are fast sweeping away poor old-fashioned

Christianity, as France has done already, together with

truth and valour, charity, and purity of soul.

The mention of the w-ord 'fesia ' recalls to ju)-

mind a remark made to me by an American

writer (F. Marion Crawford), himself boi'ii in Italy,

and whose fame is as wide as his travels—that

if a stranger in Italy, being ignorant of the lan-

guage, should yet have mastered three expres-

sions, he might, by a judicious use of these, pass as

being fluent therein, and not remarkably reticent.

These three were

—

'Addio!' 'Chi lo sa ?' and 'Domaiii

cj'estu '.' I quote this, not alone on the high authority

of its originator, but also because the longer I stay in

Italy the more convincingly do the truth and penetra-

tion of the remark present themselves to me. And
be it known, that a /f.v/rt does not only mean Avhat a

saint's day in Anglo-Saxondom might mean—a quiet

service in church, with the utterance of an appropriate

»AH\>H6T*'t NIAMM

collect. Here it means a burning and banging of gun-

powder, a mad ringing of bells, processions, macaroni,

the airing of the best clothes, the drinking of wine

less profusely watered, a loafing in the square, a day

of garlic and other delights. How they can afford the

time for all this enthusiasm

— which means doing no

solitary stroke of work the

livelong day—must for ever

be a mystery to a Nor-

therner. They are as poor

as rats, and yet they would

sooner starve than work on

a fesiu. Verily, their motto

is—Half a ' loaf is better

than no bread ! Though it

is only fair to say that, when
not keeping feasts, they are

skilful and enduring work-

men, especially at agricul-

tural pursuits— getting up

in the middle of the night,

and working for a number

of hours, and with a paucity

of food and pay that would

make an Englishman turn

Chartist. They exist almost

entirel}' on bread made from

fi'/rt« turcu, or Indian corn ;

while two francs a day is

the ordinary pay of an able-

bodied man. It is astonish-

ing how nearly they live to

the original idea of man.

They stand close to nature :

they obtain from the earth

^-i - . their bread, on which they

absolutely exist, bartering

but little of it for a few

necessities, such as clothing. The primitive system

of exchange is in force here in Anticoli in all its

simplicity. Only the other evening, while sitting-

after work in the ' cheap-jacquerie,' we were much

interested by seeing a ragged little urchin, who

reached about half-way up to the counter, and

who stood there mute and motionless for about five

minutes. He might have stood there until the next

mornine—for he was almost the same tone as the

wood-work—had not one of us spotted him, and asked

him what in the world such an insignificant, tattered

little atom might be wanting in the great Anticoli

Bon-Marche ? With great care he produced from the

ragged mysteries of his coat's interior a single egg,

which he held out at arm's-length, as he tiptoed uj)

towards the towering counter's top, and demurely

asked for a yard of cord to tie up his ciocc. This

was given him, and the egg duly examined and taken

in exchange without a smile, by the wife of the owner

of the shop, who, if report speaks true, has been raised
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to the splendour of her present position t'roui the ranks

of the peasantry. I myself have my douhts about the

ancestry of her sister-in-law, the wife of our host

—

Michele Amato's self. My suspicions are founded on

this simple fact, that, coming out of the store-room

the other day with some linen, I saw her place a

folded serviette upon her head, and behold 1 she was,

by this linen square, suddenly transformed into a

peasant 1 It is her privilege and glory to go bare-

headed, just as in Brittany the class above peasants

wear a bonnet instead of a white cap. But, having

the white square in her hand, she could no more resist

her former instincts, and not put it on her head, than

a newl3'-made Blue-coat boy could have done under

similar circumstances, if a pile of pot-hats had replaced

the bundle of serviettes ; while her confusion on being

conscious of observation, and her hasty withdrawal of

the token of inferiority, confirmed my suspicions.

The fete of Corpus Domini at the end of May is one

of the greatest of the year, and from eai-ly dawn great

preparations are afoot for the coming procession. It

is the jieculiar feature of this fe.sta that, during the

procession, the windows are hung, by wa)* of bunting,

with all that is rarest in the way of petticoats, shawls,

frocks, counterpanes, or other draperies from the

housewife's wardrobe. Wonderful old heirlooms

—

ancient gowns, sometimes of silk or brocade—gar-

ments in which their great-grandmothers maj' have

been married—are blazoned forth in all their bravery,

fluttering in the wind, as much with a view to provoke

the envy and admiration of the less fortunate neigh-

bours, as to typify religious fervour. It is not, I fear,

as effective as it might be—not, at least, to those of

us who have had the ill-luck to be acquainted with

Houndsditch or other Hebrew centres, where Moses

or Abraham fascinates the plebeian imagination by the

seductive display of tiie second-hand finery of an im-

])ecunious upper class. But 'tis showj- and gaudy—it

makes a dash of colour—and so fires the childish

Southern mind.

About nine o'clock the drummer of the ))lace, who,

in the intervals oi feste, is a blacksmith (not, alas ! a

' harmonious ' one, for the ringing of his hammer on

his anvil is at least sweeter music than that which
his drum produces), appears on the square, and with

him a far more terrible mortal (the brother of the

postman), who plays on a fife in a manner to make one

agree with the great and brave Dr. Johnson, who,

when Boswell endeavoured to awake some synij)athv

for music in the mind of his master by explaining how
difficult it was, and how niucli study was necessary

for its production, replied :
' Sir, I wish it had been

impossible J' Surely the people must go into the

church to be present at mass only to escape from that

nuisic, for its use is pretty much that of proclaiming

that the service is about to begin, and the folk are

absolutely drummed and fifed into the sanctuary. On
this day, however, the j)rocession is arranged in the

church, and they march down the hill to a tiny chapel

at the very outskirts of the village, beneath the float-

ing raiment overhead, through the gloom and grey

coolness of the narrow streets, until they emerge into

the glaring sunlight, which pours with dazzling

brilliance on the white head-cloths of the women, who

look as they move, with their white scarts also on

their shoulders, like an undulating mass of snow. It

is they that one sees from a distant survey of the

straggling procession. It is this blinding gleam of

white head-gear that first strikes the eye ; but in

i-eality the women walk last. First come four stalwart

men with black, tangled hair and faces of bronze, that

bear the church banner. This is of great beauty, its

faded colours gentle, and lost, and blended harmo-

niously. Its design is simple and delicate as a fresco

by Perugino, to whose school and period it probably

belongs. Then come peasant-boys, shy and awkward,

as boys should be, and as eoiitmliiii must be—yet

have they a certain rustic grace, for they are moun-

tain-bred ; and to w'alk down an Anticoli street without

slipping in itself exercises all the muscles that a ballet

dancer develops, and renders a slouching gait impos-

sible. These wear a surplice of an enchanting colour,

such as only time and southern sunlight can produce,

which has faded into a greenish-blue of a pale hue

that defies description, though it is something of

' eau-de-Nil,' and carry candles. Then comes one

bearing a huge crucifix of ig)ioble style, and in revolt-

ing taste. More boys and men in surplices, and then

a youth who carries a gilded image of the Christ which

the people press forward to kiss. He is followed by

two little girls dressed as angels, with wings and many

roses. But they are too self-conscious for the part,

and we turn with relief to the tall priest who walks

last in full vestments, bearing the Host with him. He
at least is not tawdry ; and if he is overdressed, his robes

are, after all, historic. Then come the snow-clad

women, and the procession passes into the little

chapel, with as many of the faithful as can pass in

after it, the rest kneeling down outside, rank after

rank, until quite beyond earshot. At the elevation of

the Host the first of the long line of mortars is lighted,

and puff! bang! they go blasting and roaring down

the roadside luitil the hills go mad for joy at their

echo. Then our friends of the fife and drum blow

and smite away again with their execrable and ex-

asperating music— tunes (or ' out-of-tunes ') most

distinctly secular in selection, and both of a nature

and manner that would ruin the ])ros])ects of a third-

rate Punch and Judy showman even in Philistine

London.

The procession, a repetition of the above, on the

fete of Corpus Domini, was by its destination, and the

time of day, rendered so different that it merits a special

description.

This was held at eight o'clock in the evening, and

was honoured above its predecessor by being allowed

to pass through the square, dignified by the presence

of the Bon Marchc, and by its neighboiu', at once the
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chemist's shop and the abode of ourselves. Two little

oil lamps, of the old Roman form, were placed in each

of our windows that faced on the square, in imitation

of those that filled the windows of all the surrounding

houses. Once more the ancestral garments were hung
out of the window. Fired by the enthusiasm of the

moment, I proposed to Signor Amato that I should

exhibit a shirt, an ulster, or my pyjamas from my
window ; but he suppressed my impulse, and gravely

told me that it was the custom to display only women's
di'aperies. In addition to these, the houses were all

covered up to the first floor with sheets and counter-

panes. The chemist's shop was no more, the ' cheap-

jacqvierie ' was invisible—the noble square looked for

the time being like a laundry-ground. Childish it is,

if you will, this meaningless displa}' of treasured frocks

and heirloom petticoats,—this arraying of one's bed-

clothes at the front door; but in its primitive en-

thusiasm, in its very na'wclc, it is not without a

certain refreshing charm in these daj's of hiixscr

faire.

From the church, and in the same order as before,

the procession wound under a dark archwa}', througli

our square, and on to another, larger but less important,

being ungraced by the haunts of commerce, to a

chamber, for it is too small to be called even a chapel,

wherein was sung the Benediction.

The behaviour of the peasants during this little

service was most reverent. To a man they all knelt

down just where they were on the dusty road. It was

interesting to watch one of them who was with us

—

a handsome young fellow who had but the week
before returned from Rome, where he had been a

model. For several minutes he stood doggedly by us,

while all the others were kneeling ; but at last habit

and old reverent association were too strong for him
and, under the pretext of stooping to pick up his hat,

he too knelt. The sight was impressive to a degree,

and would have been more so had the women's voices

been less discordantly nasal.

It is a trick they have all got—that of singing

through the nose—nor is it confined to their religious

chants. It permeates their love-songs also, robbing

them of half their beauty. For they are beautiful, these

sad, sweet songs of their own mountains, some of which

are absolutely of this country, and, so far as I can

gather, are unknown elsewhere. Nor have they ever

been written, but are handed down from generation to

generation. There is a strong pathos about one that

I enclose, and a cynicism and force that I find to be
most distinguished. Some of the words being rather

obscure, with an expression or two completely provin-

cial and idiomatic, I have added an approximate

translation, for which it would be idle to apologise,

while to the kind services of my friend M I am
indebted for the writing of the notes. To do justice

to this song, which is heard in every valley where the

reapers cut the corn, and is echoed back from the
hill-tops by the distant shepherd, it is necessary to

remember that the last note ought to be dwelt on

indefinitelj' :
—

liigi^^^gii^gi
A mezza notte iii pun - to

As midnight chimes are strik - ing

Si sen - te sea - rio -

Still hear we sounds of

F—F=^-F-
\=V-

I I I I

So-no li ca - rio - lanti lu

or weary .sons of la

1^131^^^^^^
Che st:m no a la - vo - rar.

Till - ing ihe fruit - fill soil.

Quest' e la via del pome,
Dove quel traditor

Venne a tradire la bionda

Per un bacin d'amor.

L'amore e una gran cosa :

La fame e peggio ancor ;

Quando il trent'un cl batte '

.Si ricorre a ramor.

Over the bridge, down yonder,

There dwelt the fair-hair'd maid.

Whom, with a kiss, a lover

So faithlessly betrayed.

Love is a mighty monarch,

But hunger sits above :

When hunger's pangs are Iceene-st

'Tis then one turns to love.

Apropos to music, the young Italian whom I men-
tioned as having been a model in Rome is a great

player on the Sampogna, or national bagpipes—a sort

of music of which, like that played in Scotland, one

can liave enough, though both are of a wild and mourn-

ful beauty, unsurpassed in their own place. Nothing

is more beautiful or more in harmony with its surround-

ings than this instrument when played on the moun-

tains. But one gets to dread it when it is played at

night under one's windows for an hour or two, just

when one is enjoying a first sweet sleep. And Gigi

Morganti (as this gifted youth is called) thinking to do

honour to those of us whom he had known in Rome by

serenading us on his return to his native village, inflicted

such terrible tortiu-e upon us for three successive

nights, that we all had the desperate idea of waler-

jiigs to quench his enthusiasm, and had at last to

beseech him to spare us. This was a delicate business,

as he thought lie was paying us the highest compli-

ment in his power. I know for a fact that when

he was in Rome he used to have an ' innaijiorata ' here

in Anticoli—because a friend of mine—an Englishman

—used to write his love-letters for him, beginning

' Carissima . .
.' as he himself was ' no scholar.' But

I learn that since his return the aff'air is all over, and

she has jilted him.

I have heard no details, and I sought not to gather

them, when I understood that it was his habit here

to serenade her every evening in the same manner as

he had begun with us. I shall be accused of saying

more than the truth when I state that he is absolutely

paid by other young men of his acquaintance to

serenade their spose promessc. Can it be that they

are paying this rejected lover as a delicate means of

' Literally 'when thirty-one strikes,' a purely provincial idiom

expressing hunger.
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relieving them of a wearisome and regretted engage-

mentj without incurring the possibilities of a breach of

promise ? So I am sometimes tempted to think, as I

lie awake at night and hear the lorn, lugubrious sounds

of the Sampogna, accompanied by a band of friends

of the bridegroom elect, who yell from time to time

a V\'agnerian caricature of discords—and wonder what

can be the ert'ect of these night-ravens on the fair one

whom they would fascinate.

The other day when we were riding—a party of us

—over the mountains to Saracenesco, some four miles

off, an incident occurred that for some moments caused

me no little anxiety. I need hardly sa}* that it was a

fesla, and on the road, about half-way, we came upon

a figure lying on its face, the coat off, and the head

between the arms. Only the trousers caught my eye,

and I could have sworn that they were those ofmy Eng-

lish friend in Rome. They were of a modern pattern

quite too unmistakably English, both in texture and

cut, and so individual a cachet had they, that, for a

minute or two, I could not but believe that it was my
poor English friend lying thus ignobly on the road

in a state of hopeless inebriation. One of the party,

that was dismounted, very kindly stirred him up with his

foot, and finally, finding this had not the slightest effect,

nonchalantly turned him over, with the same member,
on his back, when I was surprised, but much relieved, to

recognise the dull, half-conscious features of Gigi Mor-

ganti. He had been keeping the feast with too much
fervour, and was sleeping it off. The next day, meet-

ing him here, I not unnaturally asked for an explanation

of the trousers phenomenon, and my sense for the re-

cognition of well-cut clothes was much flattered by his

telling me that these rcaUi/ lictd been Ihe properiij of mij

friend, who had presented them to him on the hitter's

departure from Rome. Reckless extravagance and

uncaleulating generosity ! What could have induced

thee, O my friend ! to give such gracefully cut gai'-

ments to this unlettered hind, who could not appreciate

their flowing lines and distinguished pattern as thou

and I do ? What but the joyful thought that the

legs that were to wear them would be those that should

shortly l)ear the Sciiiipogiia, for at least three months,

from thy too enduring ears ?

Much might be written of our visit to Saracenesco.

of the journey there over the rough mountain passes,

steep and savage and rock-strewn, and of om- hospit-

able reception there by some of the Roman models,

now c/ie.z eii.r, and anxious to make a return to those

who had employed them in the capital. I might speak

of the expectant crowd who mobbed us on our arrival,

and who, seeing two Englishmen among the number,

called out for '.?o/rf/ .'' as naturally as a cockcrows at

the approach of dawn. How they followed us into

the house of one of the models, whom we had cap-

tured to perform the part of host, trying to crowd uj)-

stairs after us mitil resolutely ejected ; when they

remained l)elow. a picturesque crowd, content to

catch sight from time to time of an Englishman's form,

which to them meant the incorporation of inconceiv-

able wealth—gathered clouds of soldi, which at any

moment may break in pleasant copper showers on their

persistent shoulders, drawn down by their eloquent

e3'es and fascinating address. Of the omelette that

was made, supervised by the epicure of our party,

while all helped in pounding the peppercorns, break-

ing or beating the eggs, or cutting up the ham, with

which it was flavoured ;—how we ordered that only

models should be admitted to see us, and how on their

appearance we commanded them to return to their

houses, and to have the common decency to bring-

back with them at least a flask of their best wine ;

—

how one brought a salad, another a loaf of new bread,

while a third managed to send us some walnuts ; and

how we were all as merry and careless as crickets,

liitoijtiiil, and sharing the food, while the bolder of the

party embraced the buxom wife and blithe sister-in-

law of our entertainer frankly on the cheeks, to the

huge delight of their honest husbands ; and how,

at the end, two of the men persisted in walking

back to Anticoli with us, to guide us over the wild,

uncertain paths in the dark, mysterious glories of the

summer night, showing us where to lead our mules

so as to avoid breaking our necks, and recounting

naive stories of nights when they had been out in the

black winter-time, and, fearing the precipices, had

crawled on their hands and knees over the jagged

boulders to some distant light ; how these accom-

jianied us to the very house, supped with us, and slept

with resonant snores on the floor of the udoiie.

Ah, pleasant ! pleasant ! are these harmless esca

l)ades, these cheaply bought but dearly retained joys

of the ungilded. Here among these peasant mountain-

folk one is face to face with brave and kindly Nature

—

sweet, wholesome Mother Earth, and no wretched

clouds of Cockney conventionality hide from us her

joyous, steadfast smile.

Like the odorous, violet-laden breezes from the

dewy hills at moniing are these reminiscences—fra-

grant and grateful to those that must dwell in bitter,

soul-narrowing cities, manning and cleansing to the

dust-choked heart as a draught of clear mountain

water.

But as I look from the window, and the sun is low

and already summoning ' the clouds in thousand

liveries dight' to attend to swell the magnificence of

his royal departure—while now in the valley the girls

and women are returning from their work in the fields,

carrying their hoes on their heads,' it seems that this

too should have ending. And so, as the sun sinks

lower, and the evening-time an-ives, we will bid you

good night, Anticoli ! in your humble simplicity,

thankful if we have awakened some spark of sym-

' The gills carry everything on their heads here. If you give

one of them your paint-box, or send her for a packet of tol>acco,

she will promptly carry either the one or the other in this manner.
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pathy on your behalf, have hinted at the existence in

you of sonietliing more than tliat with which Kingsley

would have credited j'ou, who would

Leave to Robert Biowning

Beggars, fleas, and vines !

Leave to mournful Ruskin

Popish Apennines !

'

1 cannot leave this article without inscribing, for the

fair fame of this country, a little song which I believe

to be absolutely a child of the place.

I will write it down without comment, and leave it

to speak for itself in all its eloquent pathos and iia'irelc.

feeling that in so doing I shall be pajing the highest

of tributes, as well as adding the most characteristic

touch of local colom- to Anticoli-Corrado :

—

Lo mio amor ch'i; andato in guerra,

A difender la sua terra :

E che totni, o che non torni,

Lo mio amor senipre sara.

Lo mio amor che ando soldatn,

Ed ancor non c tornalo :

' O chetorni, o clie non torni

Lo mio amor sempre sara.'

l'En(^ SriinOEK.
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The New English Art Club, whose third exhibition is now

open, has become the centre of attraction for all who are at once

lovers of Progress and haters of Convention. The exhibitors,

whether members or non-members, are each animated by the

desire to study Nature with unprejudiced eyes, to probe into her

mysteries, and, by patient study and effort, to make her disclose to

them some of her jealously guarded secrets, and to convey their

impressions with loving faithfulness born of carefully acquired

knowledge. Experiments many of the pictures are and needs

must be, but all are justifiable and interesting, even when partial

failure is the result. It must not be forgotten that Rembrandt and

Velasquez—indeed that all art, either individual or culminative,

can only be led up to by tentative efforts. No one could glance

round the fivescore pictures now on view at the Dudley Gallery

without immediate conviction that the New English Art Club

Exhibition is a peculiarly distinctive one. Everywhere there is

manifest, amid all the varied, and sometimes perhaps eccentric,

idiosyncrasies of method and manner, the handiwork of the genuine

artist. Among the most striking characteristics of the exhibition

are the subtle effects of light and atmosphere in intensifying, or as

it were in bringing out, the soul of colour. The light that never

was on sea or land is certainly upon some of these canvases, yet

therein is no derogation from their quintessential truth. This is

the case in Mr. Theodore Roussel's 'Evening in June,' Mr.

Herbert Dalziel's 'Nightfall'—the one bathed in silver-grey va-

pn.iriness, the other irradiate wilh a soft green gloom in which the

lingering daylight harmonises wilh the advancing dusk ; Mr. Arthur

Tomson's pastel ' Moonrise,' luminous in its green tones and

poetic in sentiment, and the ' Spring Evening ' of Mr. Sydney

Starr. Notable among the land and sea scapes are ' Winter on the

Cairn,' by Mr. James Paterson, strong, and very true to nature ;

'A Clouded Moon,' by Mr. T. Hope M'Lachlan, recalling in its

poetical treatment the work of Mr. Cecil Lawson ; Mr. A.

Roche's delicate Corot-like ' Eventide
'

; Mr. Nelson Dawson's

'In the Dogger Bank'; Mr. Edward Stott's 'A Village Street,'

with its brilliant primrose-coloured sky ; and Mr. William Estall's

'Dawn.' Powerful sunshine pervades Mr. H. Scott Tuke's

' Bathers,' flickers dazzlingly through the foliage of his ' In the

Orchard,' and dyes with evening glow the meadow and boys of

the charming 'Water Frolic,' by Mr. Fred. Brown. Sunshine

also illumes Mr. J. Sargent's two pictures
—

' St. Martin's,

Siunmer,' very eccentric in treatment, and 'A Morning Walk,' a

girl strolling beside a stream whose colour is rendered marvellously

purple-blue by the reflection of a passing cloud. Mr. Jacques E.

Blanche exhibits two beautiful pieces of still life, delicate in colour

and workmanship. Mr. Walter Sickert has again chosen a

music-hall motive, but this year his treatment thereof is decidedly

more successful. 'I Like Him !— But He Loves Mel'—

a

pair of tennis-players who have turned from their game to the

more absorbing theme of love—by Mr. Francis Bate, is full of

subtle gradations of colour, strong and harmonious. Mr. Francis

E. James contributes two exquisite flower pieces, ' A Rose in a

Rummer,' and ' Cineraria,' both distinguished by their perfection

of colour and that peculiar quality of insight wherein Mr. James

as a specialist stands quite alone. Of the portraits, the most

remarkable is Mr. E. A. Walton's fine sombre ' Portrait of a Girl,'

rich in coloration, and masterly in workmanship : this portrait

forms the subject of one of our plates. Mr. P. Wilson Steer's

two striking colour studies are somewhat marred by coarseness

of fibre. Noteworthy also are Mr. Sydney Starr's portrait of the

young poet Mr. Raffalovich ;
' Verve,' by Mrs. Lily Delissa

Joseph, a spirited full-length figure of herself, robed in black

against a dull-red background ; the Whistlerian ' Portrait ' in

silver-grey tones by Mr. Maurice Greiffenhagen ; and the

delicately painted head of a child in a blue frock against a blue

background, by Mr. G. Clausen. Lack of space only permits me

to mention two delicate studies in silverpoint by Mr. George

Thomson, j\lr. Frank Short's aquatint ' The Curfew,' and excellent

pastels by Miss Elizabeth A. Armstrong (who also exhibits a

drypoint). Miss Annie Ayrton, Mr. Bernard Sickert, and Mr.

Henry Muhrman. The younger Scottish artists are well repre-

sented. Besides Messrs. E. A. Walton, A. Roche, T. Hope
M'Lachlan, Herbert Dalziel, and J. Paterson, there are interesting,

and in one or two instances valuable, examples of the art of Messrs.

T. Millie Dow, J. E. Christie, J. Guthrie, George Henry, Well-

wood Rattray, and J. Lavery, whose ' Note ' of the Glasgow

International Exhibition is excellent.

The Royal Institute of Water-Colour Painters.— It

would certainly be straining the quality of mercy beyond endurance

if we were to say that the show at the Royal Institute of Water-

Colour Painters was good, yet it certainly is not so bad as it has

been made out. That is chiefly owing to the work of outsiders,

which is occasionally very fine. Robert W. Allan's ' Breezy day in

Arran' (128) is fresh and unconventional, and offers a good example

of freedom to the hidebound technique about it. A lady's work

(172) is a hitherto unnoticed bit of sweet colour by Miss M. J.

Sherbrook, while near it is Nelson Dawson's ' Holy Island Sands'

(181), which is equal to his best work. Some small figure studies

by H. Cafiieri, R.I., are worth looking at, though too much alike,

with badly painted skies. 'Music hath Charms ' (240), by Henri

Dumont, is a charming piece of work, and very original in feeling.

What Mr. Tuke of Falmouth sends is always worth looking at,

and 328 and 535 are not exceptions to the rule. Charles H. Shan-

non's ' Red Mammoth ' (370) is a clever and astonishing production

after the manner of his oil in the Grosvenor last year, and is superb

in colour. There are several good specimens of Mr. East's work.

Josef Israels' sends two, one 'The Widower' (510), and the other

'Coming Home.' Mr. Stock, R.I., has by far the most striking

work by a member, and. ' Immortality's Sunrise ' (590) is worthy

both in feeling and execution, though it is not quite a success,

while a ' Musician's Fancies ' (S07) is very striking. What Claude

Hayes sends is also noticeable, 713 perhaps especially. Yet in

spite of there being as much good work as this (and a few others

besides) the general effect of the exhibition is not encouraging.

Mr. M'Lean in the Haymarket has a small collection of

British and Foreign pictures. Jules Breton's ' Cape of Antibes '

(5)

is fine in colour and tone, and well painted. Mr. Edwin Ellis's

'Morning Catch' is good, but, like all his work, a little heavy,

while the values are doubtful, to say the least of it. There are

several noticeable things by Mr. J. W. Goodward, the apt

follower of Mr. Tadema ; but the only thing in the room really

worth taking much trouble to see is Munkacsy's 'Love and Song'

(36), the painting of which is simple, and simply astonishing in its

cleverness. It seems the very acme of technical dexterity in almost

every part, for the faces, the hands, the flowers, and all the acces-

sories of the whole picture, could hardly be better, save perhaps in

the girl's dress, which is a little slovenly.

Mr. Tooth, next door, has a larger exhibition wilh much re-

markably good stuff in it. F. Eisenhut's ' I pray you for your

charity,' an Eastern begging scene, is as good as a course of lessons

in painting to many of the Englishmen whose work hangs near it.

There are several Meissoniers in the gallery, but they are not all

good specimens of the artist's work. A head by Bouguereau (64)

should be looked at, while D. Farquharson's ' Strathtay ' is better

than some one has seen of his of late. F. Del Campo's ' Harbour,

Capri' (So), is admirable in colour and composition, and strikes

one as very true. No. 92, 'The Last Shot,' by G. H. Staack-

mann, is a daring piece of painting, but succeeds in ex]5ressing an

instantaneous act very well indeed. P. Bedini's ' Under the

Lindens' (113), a nun under trees in strong sunshine, is admir-

able. The sole example of Fortuny here is ' Le Jardin du Poete,'

which is about fifty pictures in one, without a focus and tickled up

all over. Vet the colour is fine, and individual parts of the

painting very good. There are two of Frank HoU's earlier

pictures here, and they are wonderful, both of them, in feeling and

in execution, but the last, ' Gone ' (122), three female figures in a

station with a train departing, is tremendous. That HoU should

have been drawn aside by the power of money from this work to

portraiture is one of the most melancholy instances of genius mis-

applied and power wasted that this generation affords.

The French Gallery.—The exhibition of the work of Con-

tinental artists at the French Gallery is a very interesting one, and
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yet in some respects is a little disappointing. We go there ex-

pecting somehow to see eccentricities, and when we find only a

collection of work similar in subject and treatment (except perhaps

for more brilliancy of colour and an average of better drawing) to

what our own artists generally give us, we feel at first as if there was

a mistake somewhere ; but it is a feeling which soon passes away.

One of the chief works displayed is a large ' Descent from the

Cross,' by J. V. Kramer, well drawn, but, although intensely

realistic in every ghastly detail, without any real originality of

treatment. It is a picture which may be regarded with curiosity,

but never with reverence. Much better is the same artist's * The
Pharisee's Prayer ' (6), a fine study of a proud, ascetic, intellectual

man of eastern type, with a sublime self-confidence in his upturned

eyes ; very different in every way to the crafty, scheming ' Pharisee
'

(lOI) of M. de Munkacsy. Mrs. J. E. Benham Hay exhibits a

large decorative painting of a Florentine procession, but it is of no

exceptional merit, the composition being somewhat poor, and

without continuity. The best work in the collection is Josef

Israels' 'Grandfather's Consolation' (53), a beautiful and pathetic

rendering of a scene of French peasant life, executed with mar-

vellous tenderness and skill, as is also another work of his, ' The
Sempstress' (in). No. 83 (J. Weiser) is a clever painting of a

priest in full robes, as is ' Musicians at Fault ' (67, A. Holmberg),

although in the latter the merit of the chief figures is almost

entirely obscured by an over-elaboration of detail of the accessories

which would be scarcely permissible in a still-life study for a

school examination. ' Interior of an Iron Foundry, Bavaria ' (107,

F, Keller), is a clever and effective composition, as well as * Love

and Music ' (78, R. Poetzelberger). The landscapes generally

are not very good. Prof. K. Heffner sends a large collection,

many of them being studies of English scenery. No. 21, 'A
View near Norwich,' is good, but a little hard in colour, which

is indeed the common fault. No. 34, being better in this

respect, and the same painter's ' Studies in Rome,' although

somewhat microscopical in detail, are clever. Among other

artists worthy of notice, Meissonier has one small picture, ' Le
Rieur' (64), and J. B. C. Corot, J. Bertrand, Aug. Bonheur, and

C. F. Daubigny are also represented.

The Royal Hibernian Academy Exhibition.—The sixtieth

Annual Exhibition of the Royal Hibernian Academy, which is

now open in the Irish metropolis, is a remarkably good one, and

of the 510 works which make up the collection only few are below

the somewhat high average. So far as portraiture is concerned,

however, the exhibition is not a strong one, but Mr. George Hare's

strikingly beautiful ' Madam H ' would take a prominent

place in any collection, so charming is the pose of the graceful

figure, and so delicious is the quiet tone of the entire work. Miss

Purser's study of Lord Castlereagh, the youthful son of the Lord-

Lieutenant, ^laims attention too by reason of its special excellence,

as does also Mr. Walter Osborne's portrait of Dr. Corlay. Mr.

Osborne, however, is at his best in landscape, and here, as at the

Art Club Exhibition, he has several charming studies of village

life under the Downs, full of pathetic feeling and dehcately painted.

An unusually large number of the Academicians have contributed

remarkably good work this year, Mr. Colles Watkins having three

noble landscapes, Mr. Alfred Grey several large works, in which

Scotch cattle, powerfully painted, are prominent, and Miss Vincent

Duffy, Mr. Bingham, Mr. Guinness, Mr. Edwin Hayes, and others,

have sent landscapes and sea-pieces of more than usual merit.

For some reason or other Scotland is not this year largely repre-

sented. Mr. Kenneth Mackenzie and Mr. Johnston Inglis have,

however, contributed some splendid work. In water-colour the

collection is quite rich, and both in water-colour and in oils the lady

artists do more than hold their own.

ROME AND THE MIDDLE AGES.— II.

THE Roman first definitely made the arch the

basis of his arcliitecture, and thence learned to

draw the all-important distinction in the structure

of the building between the elements that fulfil an

essential function of active resistance and the pas-

sive elements serving other ends (slieltcr, for instance,

and covering), essential, it may be, to the usefulness

of the building, but not to its mechanical construc-

tion. The arch and the vault are the most charac-

teristic features of Roman architecture ; not the

column. Both, it is true, were already known ; it

has been establislied beyond a doubt tliat both

were employed in a rudimentary form in Egypt
and Assyria, as well as in Greece itself; but they had
not yet attained importance sufficient to influence

in any way the system of construction practised.

They remain but a tentative and halting extension

of trabeate construction, the blocks not radiating

arch-stones, but corbelled out in horizontal tables,

so as to exert mere vertical pressure without lateral

thrust. The Treasure-liouse or Tomb of Atreus

at Mycenae is the best-known instance in archaic

Greece of this numular system of vaulting. Its

extreme form may be considered as reached in the

monuments (necessarily small), wliere a single block

serves to cover the entire building, as in the Choragic

Monument of Lysicrates at Atliens, or, centm-ies

later, in the famous tomb of Theodoric at Ravenna.

Tliis latter is a curious instance of ' reversion,' seeing

that Byzantine art had by that time fully worked

out the cupola, and is presumably due to a barbaric

love of huge force and its display, the monolithic

covering block being said to weigh 470 tons. But

in India to this day the Hindu remains faithful to

tlie ' mensular ' vault in his dread of lateral thrust

;

' The arch,' according to the Indian proverb, ' never

sleeps.'

From the single arch to the barrel vault, and

thence to the cupola, were easy steps ; the intersec-

tion of two barrel roofs of equal span gave the

quadripartite intersecting vault. This further de-

velopment was an enormous advance, embodying in

reality the whole principle of concentrated thrusts,

paving, therefore, tlie way to all ribbed vaulting,

whicli it only remained for Gothic architecture to

work out in all its thirteenth-century perfection.

Tlie immediate cause of this great step forward is

debateable. It is usual to speak of tlie size of the

buildings required by the Romans as accounting

sufficiently for their divergence from Greek models,

but it would perhaps be juster to consider this

quite as much effect as cause. The Colosseum would

never have been undertaken by a people not yet

emancipated from Greek traditions. Reasons of
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economy—both of material and labour—had pro-

bably much to do witli it. The common idea of

the wealth and luxury of Roman building as com-

pared with Greek can only be accepted with great

reservation ; their system of construction was rela-

tively much less costly. The Greeks rarely attempted

a colossal building ; where they did, as at Agri-

gentuni, it is a failure. They were content with

comparatively small buildings ; but on these they

lavished the highest skill, materials and labour of

the costliest. They never required whole armies of

workmen, and were, therefore, able to give the same

skilled labour to the building throughout. The
materials are costly in themselves, in large blocks,

and selected with the greatest care ; the work is exe-

cuted witli a delicacy even to tlie smallest details,

which shows that every workman was an artist.

Parts which could never be examined, such as the

beds and joints of the masonry, or the backs of the

statues in the pediments, are all worked and sculp-

tured as conscientiously as the rest ; the walls are

invariably built solid, of the same material through-

out. Even in works of fortification, as in the Cyclo-

pean walls of Tiryns and IVIycenae, the luicoursed

polygonal masonry, though of ordinary stone, is

worked with a nicety and care that must have made

it quite as costly as regular ashlar-work. The
Romans, on the other liand, entered upon tlie path

of economy. They reached architecture through

engineering (to draw a distinction more easily recog-

nised than defined). ' The Greeks,' we must remem-

ber, means, after all, the inhabitants of a few small

cities isolated and without cohesion ; by far tlie

greater portion of the incomparable heritage of art,

letters, and science that comes to us from Greece we

owe to a single city, surpassed in size by many a

constituency of modern times. But the Romans,

who ultimately welded the world into a whole, re-

quired to execute great works of engineering, fortifi-

cations and roads, aqueducts and bridges. They

had to employ enormous numbers of men, the vast

majority of whom were probably their soldiers. In

comparison, the skilled workmen must have been

few, and it was natural to apply their skill to the

more important points in the construction. We
find, therefore, exactly the opposite of what we have

in Greece. Materials and skilled labour alike are

economised wherever possible, without risk to sta-

bility. The walls are often merely faced with

ashlar ; the nucleus of the construction is rubble

or concrete. Difficulties of construction, too, are

avoided. Penetrations in vaulting of unequal cm--

vature are steadily rejected, lo avoid the complicated

and difficult tracing of the resulting intersection.

Thus, where two barrel vaults communicate, if of

unequal span, the Roman architect sjirings the larger

from a line above the crown of the smaller. This is

constantly seen in the theatres and amphitheatres,

where the vomitories and enti-ances penetrate the

vaulted ambulatories or galleries running round the

building at every stage. Similarly, if a barrel vault

has to run into a cupola, the latter is sprung from

above the apex of the arch. It was left for the

Renascence architects to work out the problems of

iniequal penetrations, with the resulting intersec-

tions and lunettes, and in this the Renascence

inidoubtedly represents a great advance, though

exaggerated in the eighteenth century into all sorts

of complications as useless as Ikr-fetched (still to be

found by tlie ciu-ious in treatises on stereotomy). It

was the Gothic architects who followed faitlifully in

the path opened out by Rome, developing to its

highest possibilities the system of ribbed vaulting

and concentrated buttressed thrusts. In this sense

Gothic architecture is as truly the offspring of

Roman as is Byzantine, the latter also steadily de-

veloping the barrel vault, both simple and intersect-

ing, and, above all, the cupola.

One other characteristic difference between Greek

and Roman architecture remains to be noted. In

the Greek temple, as universally in the East, hori-

zontal lines are the predominant feature ; the

building forms a rectangular prism, divided by

strongly-marked lines into horizontal zones. In

a Gothic cathedral the vertical predominates as

strongly ; instead of the calm sweep of level line

'long drawn out,' we have constant grouping leading

the eye aloft ; the prism has given place to the

pyramid. The two are absolutely divided; between

them is Rome, serving as transition, but again

separating herself from Greece, and opening the

way for Western architecture. The two best in-

stances, perhaps, are the Baths of Caracalla and the

Basilica of Maxentius. In the former the great

central hall is very lofty, and the thrust of its

vaulting rests upon a series of smrounding build-

ings arranged like steps to buttress it in the latter

the great central nave has an intersecting vault

springing ostensibly from single columns, but really

buttressed by the lateral aisles, which are roofed with

transverse barrel vaults to receive the thrust.

Of course there is much in Rome that belongs to

trabeate architecture; often there is indecision be-

tween the architrave and the arch. It is not con-

tended that Roman architecture represents an abrupt

severance between the old and the new, the East and

the West ; it is only a transition and steady growth,

though, perhaps, the most marked and important

in architectural liistory. Enough, however, it is

lioped, has been said to vindicate the claim of Rome
to be no mere second-hand imitator of her more

art-gifted neighbour, but herself the maker of an

epoch and the founder of perhaps the fairest period

of evolution in tlie art. S. H. Ca^ppek.
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JULLIEN'S BERLIOZ.

ENCOURAGED by the reception of his Life of

Wagner, and incited by the desire to obtain justice,

even thougli tardily, for one who has been attacked

even more than Wagner has been, M. Adolphe JulHen

has recently published Berlios, Sa Vie el Ses Qiuvres.

The beautiful typography and the copious illustrations

combine to make a most attractive volume. Twelve

fanciful and very suggestive designs by M. Fantin-

Latour, apparently

lithographed from

chalk drawings,

offer a charming

variety in thewayof

illustration. Those

entitled ' Un Bal,"

' Lelio/ ' Harold en

Italia/ and ' Bea-

trice et Benedict,'

are the best where

all are good. The
excellence of these,

and of the carica-

tures scattered

throughout the

text, is in striking-

contrast to the hard

'theatre-bill' style

of some of the other

designs. The cari-

catures are parti-

cularly interesting.

They have been

selected from the

work of well-known

pens in contempo-

rary pages of Chari-

vari, Journal A7nu-

sant, etc.; and the

story of opposition

—sometimes good-

natured, oftener ill-

n a t u r e d — can
easily be read by

the light of these

amusing jeiix-cVesprit. The usual butt for their

satire is the large orchestra and unusual effects

Berlioz was so fond of using. The example which
we are enabled by the kindness of the publishers

to reproduce represents Berlioz in France con-

ducting a world-wide orchestra by means of an

electric baton. In addition, we have Berlioz's

splendid face presented to us as it appeared at

successive periods of his life. But after all, it is the

subject and matter of the book which is of greatest

importance, and it is difficult not to feel that the only

excuse for such a monument is to be sought for in

artistic friendship, patriotism, and the avowed and

laudable desire to obtain justice for a much-maligned

musician.

M. Jullien tells the story of Berlioz's life in thirteen

long chapters, and with great circumstantiality of

detail. There is little of exciting interest in the

narrative, except where the strong bias towards music

in the medical
student broke from

all restraint, and

forced him into

open disobedience

to his parents, and

where the romantic

episode in his life,

which led to mar
riage and unhappi-

ness, is related.

The whole story is

not familiar enough

to Scottish readers

to make a short

resume superfluous.

Born near Lyons in

1803, young Berlioz

was destined by
his father to follow

him in the practice

of medicine. His

early predilection

for music caused

the good physician

such anxiety that

he would not allow

him to study the

pianoforte, a cir-

cumstance which

sadlyhampered him
in after-life. His

acquaintance with

Rameau's theoreti-

cal works early

turned his thoughts

to composition, and at twelve years old he had finished

his second Quintette, which so far foreshadowed his

future work that it was at once pronounced too diffi-

cult by his performers.

He went to Paris in 1821 to study medicine, and

there the impression made on him by Gluck's operas

won the battle for music. An avowal of his intention

to thi'ow up his medical -studies brought down on him

the wrath of his father, who disowned hnn. Hence-

forth he was thrown on his own resources. For four

years he studied at the Conservatorium, and at last, in
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1830, carried off the blue I'ibbon—the 'Grand Prix

de Rome.' Proceeding in the terms of the prize to

Italy, he heard Romeo et GiuUeita ' d'un petit polisson

nomme Bellini/ and La Vestale, 'd'un miserable eunuch

appele Paccini.'

In Rome he met Mendelssohn, and played many a

joke on him in his own rough way, which was not

appreciated. Mendelssohn talks of Berlioz in his

letters as a ' perfect caricature without a shadow of

talent,' but he himself figures in the impressionable

Frenchman's correspondence as all that is good and

attractive :
' C'est un talent enorme, extraoi-dinaire,

superb, prodigieux.' He was at this time busy belying

Mendelssohn's unfair criticism in the composition of

the Symphonie Faiilasliqiie, ' Episode in the Life of an

Artist.' This work, however, did not win the approval

of the great historian and critic Fetis, whose opposition

to Berlioz always remained very strong.

M. Jullien throws copious light on the whole extra-

ordinary story of Berlioz's passion for Miss Smithson,

the Irish actress, her coldness, his public insult and

consolation in the arms of ' Ariel,' their reconciliation

and marriage.

The remarks on the famous Messe dc.i Moris are par-

ticularly interesting, but are too long for quotation.

In 18.S8 the failure of his opera, Benveiiiilo Cel-

lini (thirteen years later produced by Liszt at Weimar
with great success), drove Berlioz to the concert-room,

and it was at his first concert that Paganini fell down
publicly and kissed the hand of ' Beethoven's heir and

successor,' and next day wrote his extraordinary letter

enclosing 20,000 francs. M. Jullien has some curious

commentaries to make on this theatrical scene, which

according to him was acted much against the penuri-

ous Paganini's will, but insisted on for far-seeing rea-

sons by Janin. Liszt is given as the authority for this

explosion of an old and widely received story.

The next few years include a successful tour in

Germany (in Leipzig especially, where he was received

with great enthusiasm), and in Hungary and Bohemia,

where he collected material for his Damnalion de

Faust. 1847 saw him in Russia, and dining in Sans

Souci with King Frederick William of Prussia. A
short visit to Paris only afl^orded time for a furious

dispute with the directors of the Academy before he

set out to fulfil an engagement at Drury Lane. Rap-

turously received, 'i la fin on lui offrait meme un

souper on Miss Dobby (Dolby .'), Miss Lyon, et le tenor

Reeves chantaient en son honneur de " glees," ou

anciens madrigaux '—a touch worthy of Max O'Rell.

The papers hailed him with 'incredible warmth,' ' a

I'exception d'un vieux niais du Morning PosI,' but all

efforts to give a second Berlioz concert failed.

A great deal of space is given to L'Eiifimce du

Christ, and it is a pity that the numerous illustrations

do not include music ; for such motives as find place

in this work ought to be more widely known. It had

the most general acceptance of all his works. As
Berlioz says, ' II a un succes enorme. Toutes les

presses frangaises, anglaises, allemandes, beiges chan-

tent hosanna sur tous les tons.'

On his third visit to London in 1855 to conduct

the concerts of the ' New Philharmonic,' he found

himself side by side with Richard Wagner, who was

engaged by the ' Philharmonic' Both wrote to their

common friend Liszt of the pleasm-e they found in each

other, which, however, did not prevent Berlioz's in-

constant mind from doing his best to damage Wagner
and Tannliduser when it was produced in Paris.

A characteristic piece of Berlioz's wit is given in con-

nection with his libretto oi Beatrice el Benedict. He has

kept to Shakespeare's words, but has omitted all the

burlesque passages and introduced passages and per-

sonages of his own. One of these latter is a pedantic

chapel-master—(Fetis, chapel-master to the King of

Belgium)—who discourses in this style :
' The word

fugue comes from /»§«, a flight; that is why I chose a

double fugue, to remind young married people of the

flight of time !

'

Les Troyens was his last work, begun in 1856 on an

enormous scale. He had to contend with great ditti-

culties in his attempts to get it accepted. Two acts

were removed bodily and published separately as La
Prise de Troie, and the opera was at length performed.

Its staging and music afforded numerous opportunities

for satire, of which advantage was promptly and fully

taken. Abuse was heaped on it—the theatre lost

heavily ; the prima donna accepted another engage-

ment ; Berlioz himself was lying ill—and so the great

work was withdrawn. A journey to Russia preceded

his withdrawal to Monaco in shattered health, and he

died in Paris in 1 869.

So far M. Jullien has only supplemented and cor-

rected other ' lives ' of Berlioz. In the two chapters

which bring his work to a conclusion he sets forth his

estimate of Berlioz as 'L' Artiste et le Createur,' and
' Le Critique et I'Homme.' He gives him a high place

among the apostles of the New School (represented in

literature by Victor Hugo and in painting by Dela-

croix), whose dream and ambition was to combine all

the good tendencies of the Romantic influences— ' to

be heroic, like Spontini ; full of fantasy, like Weber

;

touching, like Virgil ; at once trivial and sublime,

like Shakespeare; grand, like Beethoven.' The revolu-

tionai'y element in this school strongly attracted

Berlioz, and he became thoroughly identified with it

;

so that, while his detractors find numberless points for

attack and ridicule in his ultra-romantic style of pro-

gramme, in his employment of such numbers of instru-

ments and effects, in his want of broad melody, his

advocates are supported not only by the many excel-

lences in his work, but also by the whole movement in

which Berlioz played so prominent a part.

A peculiar apology is offered for the notorious inac-

curacy and colouring in his Memoires. ' He wrote

them for his own pleasure—to amuse himself and his

readers, and by no means to give information. Besides,

he acknowledges that they are incomplete, and refuses
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to guarantee that they are exact. That was prudent !

'

The self-contradictory character of BerHoz's ideal, and

his method of embodying it, is pointed out with con-

spicuous acumen and fairness. ' He wishes to assign

to the Symphony a task infinitely more complex than

that which usually devolves on it, and yet he pretends

to respect established form. He insists that opera

might attain to a far higher degree of dramatic truth,

and yet he proposes to gain this without any modifi-

cation of conventional form : he acknowledges that

melody should be the vehicle of musical expression,

and yet he strives to render a sentiment not by a

general effect, but by the most subtle nuances, and

flatters himself that he is avoiding dangei'S of ' absolute

melody.' In a word, his desire was to reconcile the

irreconcilable. 'In general,' says Bei-lioz, in his Mi'-

moires, ' my style is very bold, but it has not the least

tendency to destroy what ought to be the constituent

element of art—on the contrary, I seek to add to the

number of these elements.' But in trying to extend

and enlarge forms which do lend themselves to inde-

finite extension, was he not exposed to the risk of

destroying them altogether, and of overturning the art

which he sought to enrich and consolidate ?

The great defect, in M. Jullien's opinion—and it is

impossible not to admit great force in his criticism

—

is that Berlioz did not dream of the intimate fusion of

poetry and music, which was becoming every year

more possible. He left that idea untouched, along

with a greatly improved orchestra, to his successor,

Wagner. To Berlioz it was quite the same whether ii

motive was intrusted to the voice or to any other

instrument ; it had the same meaning, which ought to

be equally easy to understand in either case. Wagner,

on the contrary, held that music is all the more com-

prehensible, and therefore effiective, if it have some

definite starting-point for its pathos, such as words

can give. Berlioz's melodies, again, ' of which every

tone taken by itself exhibits rare intensity of expres-

sion,' are not of the kind Beethoven hammered out

with such labour. They are from their very nature

incapable of contrapuntal or symphonic development,

so that instead of amplifying or elaborating the

initial musical phrase, or presenting it under a

different aspect, he is driven to announce a second.

It is impossible, on the other hand, to over-estimate

his services to music in multiplying eff'ects in in-

strumentation and timbre, or the importance of his

researches into the possibilities of light and shade

in expressive melodies.

The caustic style of his criticism and feuilleton-

writing made him many enemies. His hates and

enthusiasms were very marked, and knew no modera-

tion. His critical faculty was by no means infallible

;

witness his savage attack on Handel, ' Cet homme de

ventre ' ; and on Bach. His much extolled wit seems

a little poverty-stricken to our graver northern ears.

Here is a ' boutade vraiment drole ' : 'A sailor accus-

tomed to long absences from home said one day

;

" Every time I leave Paris on a long voyage I see La

Favorila advertised, and every time I return I find

Lucia occupying the boards." To which a comrade re-

plied :
" Come, now, you exaggerate ; they don't play

Lucia quite so often. When I leave for India I cer-

tainly see La Favoiita advertised, but when I return I

don't always find Lucia ; occasionally they are still

playing La Favorila."
'

His verse in Adelina Patti's album is a little neater

—

' Oportet Pati.'

' Les latinistes traduisent cet adage pav— II faiit souffrir :

Les moines par—Apportez le pate :

Les amis de la musique—II nous faut la Patti.'

It is in reference to the fund for the Festival in his

honour, and for the Berlioz statue, that the witty little

extract from Charivari is reproduced with its attendant

illustration.

' Cher collegue, votre souscription me touche d'autant

plus que vous avez attaque Berlioz pendant sa vie.'

' Oh ! maintenant qu'il ne peut plus faire de

musique . . .
!

'

Franklin Peterson.
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THE LAST OF THE SCOTTISH HOMERS.'

'

r 1
1HE last of the Scottish Homers ' is no title of my

JL invention ; nor do I mean to incjuire too closely

how far similarity of gifts and habits entitled the subject

of my brief sketch to be ranged in the line of those

who, in virtue of their relation to the Muses, have

claimed kinship with the wandering bard of Chios.

Upon his kinshij] with the minstrel of mediaeval times

even—albeit the critical Ritson has rather ruthlessly

sought to detract from the merit of the minstrel as a

'makkar,' as well as from his dignity generally—we
need not too strongly insist. Enough to maintain that

John Milne ' The Poet of Glenhvet,' with whom I pro-

pose to deal in the light of a typical character, as well

as in that of a bard, was a prolific versifier, who, dming
the thirty years of his productive time, never failed to

command the ear of a numerous and appreciative

audience ; that his habits and practice were those of

the peripatetic, ranging over a wide area as the

exigencies of his occupation required ; and that he

really was the last of the race of northern Scottish

versifiers who 'sang or said ' as well as sold ballads of

their own composition.

A word or two first as to our bard's personal history,

and the circumstances under which his rhyming pro-

clivities were developed, the chief source of informa-

tion on both points being letters of his own addressed

to a musical crony.

The date of John Milne's birth was 1792, and the

place of his nativity Dunnottar parish in the county of

Kincardine. The son of a ship's mate of good standing

who died abroad, and orphaned of both parents before

he had completed his fifth year, the child had at once

to face life as he could in the capacity of a farmer's or

crofter's herd-boy. Thereafter he had some experience

of the occupation of an hostler, but ultimately settled

down to the craft of a shoemaker. It were hard to

say what circumstances may shape a man's life to par-

ticular ends, however. And the fact of the sober-

minded shoemaker having married a wife fi'om the

braes of Glenlivet where the business of whisky

smuggling was universally practised, was evidently the

turning-point in his history. Familiar with and 'bred'

to the business of ' running ' whisky, it was deemed
fit that her accomplishments in that way should be

turned to account in the new region to which she had

been transplanted. John Milne's savings off the pro-

fits of his shoemaking were accordingly invested in a

ci'op of growing barley, which he bought with ulterior

intentions ; but as evil fortune would have it, the

season turned out very unpropitiously, and the barley

never ripened so as to be fit for malting. A few years

later on, his home having in the interim been changed

from Durris in Kincardineshire to Glenlivet in Banff-

shire, shoemaking, which had given him a sort of

chronic ' sore breast,' was foregone for the time.

Smuggling was still ' at a great height ' in Glenlivet

and surrounding glens ; and John Milne and his skilled

help-meet ' made some whisky ' like their neighbours

till ' the soldiers and preventives ' came upon the

scene in force and rudely interfered with the busi-

ness.

To put down smuggling in those days, whether as it

existed in the form of illicit distillation of whisky in

the upland glens, or the contraband importation of

' Hollands gin ' practised on the eastern seaboard of

Aberdeenshire, was no child's play, however, and 'a

great fight,' in which the Glenlivet men did their part

stoutly in aiding to resist and defeat the preventive

men, ensued, the field of battle being Glen Noughty,

several miles off. It was in celebration of this fight

that John Milne's muse first rose to the height of what

he deemed a 'great argument,' and that he found his

life's vocation. He had composed many inconsiderable

rhymes before, but nothing worthy the dignity of pi-int.

But now, so strongly was he moved by the divine

afflatus or other influence, that he ' composed thirty-

seven verses between breakfast and dinner-time sitting-

making shoes, and minded the whole without writing

a line of it.'

The date was 1826; and the two notable things

about the ballad of ' The Highland Lads; or, Noughty

Glens,' which extended to fifty-one four-line verses,

and was meant to be sung to the air of ' Johnny Cope,'

is the absolute crudeness of the rhyming, and the ex-

tent to which it had at once established the fame of its

author among a reputedly hard-headed and intelligent

peasantry as a ballad-writer. Of the ballad two brief

samples may suffice. The leader of the attacking force
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was Lauchlan M'Baiii ' an officer of excise/ and so we
are told :

—

First when M'B the preventives saw,

He cried, ' My brave lads, come awa
;

We '11 survey their glens and ruin a'

The Glen Noughty lads in the mornin'.

The task to do will be but small,

We '11 fleg the lads with powder and ball,

We '11 break their stands, and ruin all

The Glen Noughty lads in the mornin'.'

But the breaking of stands and burning of bothies

was not to be carried out so easily.

When Glenlivet men they came to know
Of such a fatal overthrow',

They said, ' My lads, we '11 join and go

For to help our friends in the mornin'.'

So off they marched to Noughty-side,

And at every shot they laid their pride

And stood on the defensive side

Among Noughty glens in the mornin'.

And so on the ballad goes, the general result, as we
are asked to believe, being that despite various ruses

attempted to capture or identify them, the Glenlivet

men beat the ' preventives ' with their boastful leader,

ill whose coat they had ' bored some holes ' with their

shot, off the ground. And, their valorous example

proving contagious, the excise were for the time baffled

and obliged to retire from all the neighbouring glens.

It was the bard's utter perplexity, caused by ' the

great demand for copies,' that first led him to conceive

the idea of printing the ballad. He had yet another

lesson to learn, however. When printed, it was sent

about to the shops on sale, and went rapidly off at

threepence per copy. But in addition to the mishap

of one untrustworthy agent, who sold seven hundred

copies and then drank the money received in payment,

the general herd of strolling ballad-singers and chap-

men, whose stock-in-trade consisted largely of the

literary productions of Dougal Graham, the Skellat

bellman of Glasgow—characters who had no rhyming-

gifts of their own—got hold of the piece, which they

reprinted piratically, and sold for their own behoof ' in

every town in Scotland.'

With the title of ' The Poet of Glenlivet ' freely

accorded to him—a title which he was wont to vary by

the more euphonious ' Livet's Glen,' as the exigencies

of rhyme might happen to demand—it was but natural

that when health again failed him, and smuggling

whisky had got to be so hazardous as to be well-nigh

impossible, John Milne should bethink him of vending

his own ' songs and poems,' as well as composing them.

And we by and by find him in full swing as a wander-

ing minstrel after his own fashion ; first cogitating over

the themes that happened to engross his thoughts, and

then, when the latest ' Touch on the Times ' had been

completed to his satisfaction, mounting the good grey

ass which was his faithful servant and the companion

of his wanderings for twenty years, to sally forth from

the quiet glen where his home lay for a long ride of

over fifty miles to the printing-press at Aberdeen. It

was his boast that he knew what printing ought to

cost, as he had tried various presses, and his issues

were by the thousand. The next stage was the start

inland for active business. Remounting his trusty ass,

with capacious canvas wallet, amply stored with 'new,'

and newly printed, ballads, slung by his side, his course

was a zigzag perambulation of the parts of Aberdeen,

Banff, Moray, and Kincardine shires which constituted

his regular beat, the leading aim being to put in

appearance at as many of the half-yearly feeing-markets

and other leading fairs as could be overtaken. And,

whether as seated on his primitive saddle astride of

the patient ass, trudging leisurely along the highway,

or as he stood at business in the feeing-market, the

centre of a noisy but warmly appreciative group of

rustics, the figure of the Glenlivet bard was distinctive

and sufficiently picturesque. His own words in relation

to the photograph from which the sketch of his head

accompanying this paper has been taken were—' I was

never a comely person, for my face was so disfigured

with the small-pox that no one that knew me before

would have known me again.' His customary garb

was the old-fashioned knee-breeches, with grey ribbed

stockings under, cut-away coat, ample Highland, or

' braid,' blue bonnet, and tartan plaid. And as he went

on, all undisturbed by the Babel of sounds of men and

cattle around, delivering 'The last new Song' in his own

peculiar chant—something between 'singing and say-

ing'—with abundance of facial contortion, breaking a

line now and again while he caught the coppers first

from one purchaser and then from another, and handed

the coppers' worth over in return from the pile of

ballad sheets under his left arm, he and his surround-

ings presented a study quite equal to anything that .

Wilkie has worked into his 'Pitlessie Fair.'

It was among the class of ploughmen and farm

labourers generally that the poet of Glenlivet found

his chief and most valued patrons. And while the

interests of ' the labouring classes' as a whole consti-

tuted a frequent theme for his muse, ' The Ploughman

'

was Sling as the most indispensable member of the

social community, and indeed extolled as a sort of

embodiment of all the manly virtues ; the merits of

himself and his class being made to contrast strongly,

in a favourable sense, with the tyrannies and meannesses

of the farmers as their employers

—

The very Queen that wears the crown.

And brethren of the sacred gown,

And Dukes and Lords of high renown.

Live by our gallant ploughmen.

And the same idea crops up again and again in

various measures :

—

Ploughmen, the stay o' a' the nation.

The very Queen maun thank your station.

An' a' the nobles in rotation

To you maun bow,

Toom wames, nae rent, black desolation

But for the plough.
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Thus far of the ploughman directly. ' I got letters

from servants from all quarters concerning their

masters,' writes the bard. And as the avowed cham-

pion of the servants what he has to say of their farmer

employers is veiy seldom complimentary. Of one ' bad

master," for example

—

A pest to a' the countryside

—

we are told

—

When he fees men he 's smooth an' fair,

When they come hame he 's hard an' sair ;

He takes good care they '11 no think lang,

For a' they say or do is wrang.

And the bard goes on to tell of the 'injustice' and
' greed ' of the man against whom he utters his warn-

ing to ' strangers and young men ' in strains that could

not fail to make identification of the obnoxious person

perfectly easj'. And a frequently recurring theme is

that touched upon in the opening of ' The Whitsunday

Fair,' where it is said

—

The farmers now beghi to try

To screw the wages doon,

But servants know it is their way,

And yield they will not soon.

A counteractive to low wages urged with noteworthy

persistency, always bearing in mind that the date was

well-nigh half a century ago, was emigration to

America. Wealth in prospect, with abundance of all

the good things of this life, and freedom from landlord

and clerical domination, were the direct incentives.

Besides, I 'II let you understand,

Vou soon might be a' lairds o' land,

By the great wages you would draw

Were you in the lands o' America.

For farmers, lairds, an' clergy here

Screw down men's wages every year.

But I 'd leave themselves to plough an' saw

And go to the lands o' America.

Uncouth in form as it might be, this teaching, iterated

and reiterated in the ears of thousands of sympathising

listeners, was not likely to be, nor indeed was it, with-

out its influence in stirring up democratic discontent

at home, and promoting a spirit in favour of emigration

abroad among the rustic community.

In ' The Whitsunday Fair ' the bard is about at his

best descriptively, and the following verses will ser\'e

as a sample of his power in that way :

—

As through the thrang we push our ways.

We 're jagget back an' fore,

Here 's kicket shins an' trampet taes,

An' aiths an' jokes galore.

Here busy too the feein' 's pushed,

'Mid laughter loud an' lang,

An' lassies get their bonnets crushed

Whan jostlin' in the thrang.

The lassies, bless the bonny dears !

Stan' lithely by the tents.

An' whan some weel-kent lad appears, '

They keek wi' sidelin's glints.

There in the tents wi' muckle din.

They 're gettin' on the batter,

An' waiter bodies bickerin' rin,

While stoups an' glasses clatter.

An' whan the feein' 's nearly through

The tents are very thrang.

An' fowk beginnin' to get fou

An' stoiter when they gang.

But while the rugged numbers, the pre-Raphaelite

sketching, and the sarcasms, not always too delicate

or refined, of John Milne gave immense satisfaction to

his patrons, and were the means of drawing many a

copper from their pockets, his range of subjects was a

wide one. He freely censured the errors of ' Our

Statesmen,' denounced ' Dear Meal,' sang a psan
' On the Repeal of the Corn Laws,' and was an ardent

advocate of political and social reforms generally. And
he was sufliciently loyal withal to welcome his sovereign

to her Highland home on Deeside, by the production

of ' A new Song in favour of Her Most Gracious

Majesty Queen Victoria,' extending to sixteen verses

in length.

One of the most notable episodes in the career of

the bard occurred at the time of the Disruption, when
he went to Edinburgh, ' the very week the ministers

came out,' with a piece composed for the occasion.

'The sale of it was,' we are assured, 'great,' though
' others had it reprinted and sold in every part of the

city before three days were over.' After leaving Edin-

burgh he was a month in Glasgow, and thereafter went

through Fifesliire, Perthshire, and Forfarshire, vending

the Disruption Ballad. Whether certain of the ballads

he fathered at this time were genuinely his own is

more than doubtful. The versification of one bearing

the title ' A New Song on the Free Church,' for

example, is so widely different from his usual uncul-

tured style as strongly to suggest that some person of

greater literarj' cultivation, and with church leanings,

had not disdained to make use of the wandering bard

as a fit medium of expression. This song, which was

adapted to the tune of ' Lochaber no More,' opened in

this wise :

—

Farewell to my parish, farewell to my frien's,

And likewise farewell to my stipend and tien's,

It 's saIr may I rue that I joined the Free core, -

For I '11 never return to my parish no more.

In polemics, however, as on certain social and other

(juestions, John Milne could vary his strains as the

occasion required ; and he was too democratic in his

general notions not to have something to say bearing

in an opposite direction from this. And accordingly,

in a ' New Piece of Poetry about Clergj^men,' of nearly

the same date, and which is certainly his own, the

rights of the quoad sacra ministers are vindicated, the

non-intrusion principle defended, and various church

leaders, who like Naaman of old were prepared to

worship Israel's God, and ' yet would bow to Rimmon,'

roughly satirised. And here are pictured the results

of patronage in filling the kirk vacancies :

—
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Those that linve means and able freen's

Just for to pay the patron,

They will succeed if they can read

As well as an old matron.

Old sermons they will read them fine ;

When they hold up their face

They point their finger to the line

For fear they lose the place.

But these new gospel readers a',

Though few may come to hear them,

^'et they the stipend weel can draw,

And that "s the thing will cheer them.

Such was the poet of Glenlivetj and .so did he sing.

Several years before the close of his days came in 1871,

his wandering journeys had entirely ceased^ and with

their cessation the era of ballad literature of the kind

he represented came to an end in Scotland. Neither

his interest in public affairs nor his rhyming propen-

sities, however, failed to the last ; for in the very year

before he died we find the old man of seventy-eight

inditing versified epistles to his most favoured corre-

spondent, referring to the ' Irish Kirk,' then about to

undergo disestablishment^ and expressing good wishes

for 'the working classes/ all much in the old strain,

but with an added feeling of pensive resignation at the

thought that he too must quit this scene, for

The longest life rolls gently on,

And all seems but a dream.

As his correspondence shows, the Glenlivet poet was

intensely self-conscious, and carried with him at all

times a due sense of the burden of his vocation. But

while he held in proper contempt the class of rivals

who simply sang ballads composed by other people.

and even went the length of believing that if he had

kept copies of all his ballads and published them in

volume form he might have made himself 'indepen-

dent,' he was not unwilling to admit his own
deficiencies on the purely literary side. It is Wilson

the ornithologist, I think, who tells a story of a ' local

poet ' encountered by him during his early chapman
(lays, and with whom he hoped to spend an hour in

congenial talk. On being asked how he liked Shake-

speai-e, Wilson's new friend asked where he lived and

what his occupation was. And thereafter, when some

of the immortal dramatist's poems had been submitted

to him, he failed to see that they quite equalled his

own compositions. John Milne acknowledged the just

fame of both Milton and Shakespeare, to say nothing

of Homer, and his lack of ' classical ' learning was a

frequent theme of lamentation. Upon that, indeed, he

laid so much stress, that he would probably have been

inclined to modify the maxim which speaks of poets

being born and not made, to the extent of causing it

to read that while they are born in the rough-hewn

state, the divinity that ought to come in to shape them
is the rules of syntax. In defence of his muse and her

products as they were, he says :

—

As for the critics, ruin seize them ;

For me, I do not try to please them ;

A faultless piece none e'er did see ;

There "s none that is from faults quite free.

The like of me has little knowledge

—

I never was at any college,

And for want of English grammar

Little wonder though 1 stammer.

William Alexander.

'^^<Mlf^M,l f,m.
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MADAME DE SEV^GNE AUX ROCHERS.

i^NE lovely May morning in 1S62 I found myself,

by the side of a very dear and very distinguished

friend, within the walls of the stately Ciiiiteau des

Rochers, the country house of the brightest and

wittiest lady of fashion who ever graced a royal Court

or gladdened the hearts

of her friends. Before

leaving Paris we had

paid a visit to the house

in the Place Royale,

where Madame de
Sevigne was born. The
house is still standing

in that quiet nook of

the sixteenth century

—

built, with all the other

houses, of that pretty

pink brick which no one

uses now. The Place

Royale is now the Place

des Vosges ; it has , J_ :__-__-,.f_ii-^..-

changed in nothing else.
'

No modern intrusion

breaks into its old-world retirement. We had seen the

Hotel de Carnavalet, not far oft", still adorned with fine

carvings by Jean Goujon, and still bearing its noble air,

the house got ready by Madame de Sevigne, with such

pathetic anxiety, for the reception of her daughter,

and where she lived for twenty years. The night

before we reached Les Rochers we had spent under

\vhat we fondly hoped might be Madame de Sevigne's

own roof. ' La Tour de Sevigne,' where she lived

during the session of the Etats in Vitre, is now an inn ;

the tower is gone, and there is little left of the old

structure but the main walls. And now we were to

realise the charming descriptions she has left of her

life in the country.

Few English people know the extent to which the

worship of Madame de Sevigne has been carried in

France. It was not enough to collect and preserve

and put the highest price on every scrap of her writing,

to make facsimiles and 'publish them in the daintiest

and most luxurious form of album. The slightest and

least significant allusion has been worked out and

recorded ; her casual and familiar expressions have

become standard idioms ; Madame de Sevigne and her

friends are better known to a certain French public

than the eminent personages of its own day. A life-

time is scarcely enough for the science, and its votaries

would be shy of admitting that a foreigner could be

worthy to enter this sanctuary of seventeenth century

erudition. A Life of Madame de Sevigne, however,

was at one time a project which Mrs. Gaskell enter-

tained, and no one who was not French by birth could

have been so well fitted to deal with the subject. But

as she penetrated further into these mysteries, and

perceived the extent of the Sevigne lore, she felt keenly

how much labour would be needed, and the task was

laid aside for a while that she might produce her

beautiful story of ll'ivcs and Daughters. This, as we all

know, she did not live

to finish. To the last-

ing grief of her friends,

and the irreparable loss

of the public, she was

cut down in the midst

of herwork, and her Life

of Madame de Sevigncj

among other things of

value, is lost to the

world. We can only

guess what that loss is.

As I'egards an English

version for Madame de

Sevigne, it does not

: ^ - jf « i.,».*,»>>-^'*'"'. seem likely that any

one will feel equal to

take up the tagk which

her hand was forced to lay down. Her large ac-

quaintance among the most cultivated Parisian society,

her singular gift of vivid realisation, and her sympathy

in expression, fitted her pre-eminently for the diflicult

undertaking.

It was impossible to be with her on this delightful

journey and not feel the magnetic force of the impres-

sions she received from everything she saw, and which

in her large-heartedness she was always ready and glad

to communicate. No wonder that as we travelled

along, as we entered these old haunts of the charming-

Marchioness, time seemed to roll back its three hun-

dred years, the present things seemed to ha\ e passed

away and the old things to become new. So it seemed

on that lovely May morning when, leaving Vitre early,

we slowly drove up the long hill which leads—five

miles in length—to Les Rochers. There had been

heavy rain the day before, but a rosy sunset had flushed

all the old brown towers of the castle at Vitre, now a

prison, where formerly the Etats of Brittany assembled

to empty their cofters into the king's exchequer when-

ever he was good enough to ask them. And now the

air was bright and fresh after yesterday's rain ; the wet

leaves flashed light upon us as we drove by.

The road was as straight as only a French road can

be, and looking back as we rose above the plain we

could see mile upon mile of young hedgerow oaks in

their tender golden green, which, as they closed uj)

their ranks in the distance, looked like a dense forest.

Now and then, from right or left, an unsuspected lane

plunged down beneath arching branches and was lost

in a yard or two. These are the chcmlns creitx so con-
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stantly used by the peasants to escape from the soldiers

during the War in La Vendee. They were not tunnels,

but simply Devonshire lanes. A turn in the road

brought Les Rochers into sight. The wood which had

skirted our road most of the way up was the Park so

much frequented and so dearly loved by the Chatelaine.

The house is a quaint jumble of square-built walls,

rounded bastions and tourelles, only to be matched, as

Mrs. Gaskell said, by castles in the east of Scotland,

for, indeed, they also were built by French architects.

And now that we stood in the very rooms which

Madame de Sevigne used to live in, and looked out

upon the formal strips of flower-garden in front, and

saw beyond in the vale which bounded it the orna-

mental iron gate which admitted to the Park, it seemed

as if Madame de Sevigne, with her dimples, her grand

manners—all that went to make up that ' Mere-Beaute
'

of hers—would step into the room and say some

gracious words to her guests. In the corner there

was the old inlaid escritoire, that tall form of cabinet

which lets down its lower jaw to make a desk, and

divulges row upon row of fascinating little drawers,

just fit to hold a lady's poulds, or ' only a woman's

hair ' tied up with silver cord. Here it was that

the sweetest and wittiest, the most brilliant letter-

writer in the world, ' laid the bridle on the neck

of her pen ' and let it gallop along to bear her pretty

fond messages to her idolised daughter, and lay them

at her feet. It was easy to fancy her rising from her

chair to receive one of those tiresome ' Madames,' as

she calls her country neighbours.

She was not tolerant. She was a great Court lady,

accustomed to the best Parisian society. ' If she had

wanted visitors,' she said, ' she would have stayed in

Paris and not come to Les Rochers.' But no doubt her

grand manners hid her real feelings. It is plain that

' Not at home ' had not as yet been invented as a

safeguard against intrusion. Sometimes as she was

walking in her woods she heard a carriage approaching,

and she would turn back till it was gone again, and

then scold the servants for not finding her. 'Ce sont

les friponneries,' she says, ' qu'on est tente de faire dans

ce paic' She once allowed a whole carriageful of

visitors to depart in pelting rain because her tongue

refused to speak the words necessary to detain them.

' Bad company,' she said, ' was so much better than

good. Instead of being sorry when bad company

departs, your heart dances with pleasure, and you

breathe freely again.' She confessed that she had very

little of that great virtue, patience, and when a vulgar

rich ' Madame ' drove up her hill from Vitre, and

begged for a cup of wine, she hardened her heart and

was sure the lady had only come to display her new

coach just built by Jean of Paris. How could she be

thirsty after five miles' drive from her own house ?

These ladies would stay many long hours, and even it

seems for days, if they came from a distance. Some-

times she was able to persuade them that the ' bel air

de la cour, c'est la liberte,' and then she would leave

her guests to sup alone while she escaped to her be-

loved glades. She always had some tapestry on hand.

(' I have some capital needles,' she writes to Madame
de Grignan ; ' shall I send you some .''

') And at this

tapestry she worked while these dull people talked to

her, and she dropped it as soon as they were gone.

What a touch of nature ! Three centuries have in-

vented no better method of getting through a tiresome

visit. She adds that she found her work as tedious as

her company, and never touched it at other times.

She was once detained in Vitre longer than she wished.

She dared not go back to Les Rochers, though she was

dying to find herself there again. ' On en a trouve le

chemin,' she says plaintively, 'il y avait Dimanche cinq

carrosses a six chevaux.' Only lier own chosen friends

were invited into the Park. Of the ladies so honoured

the younger ones would go into the Mail to play at

battledoor and shuttlecock. Madame la Duchesse de

ChaulneSj the Gouvernante of Brittany, would often

drive up while the Duke was holding the Etats at

Vitre, and, delighted to be quit of ceremony for an

afternoon, she would lie down and go to sleep on

Madame de Sevigne's bed while her ladies talked, or

she would wander with her hostess among the wood-

land paths and talk with her of Paris and Madame de

Grignan. Once they were caught in a shower, and had

to run back to the house completely drenched.

Madame de Sevigne supplied them all with dry clothes,

and sent them safely home.

One of the few neighbours Madame de Sevigne cared

to see besides her friend the Duchess was a German

Princess who had married into the great Breton family

of LaTremouille. We had seen the ancestral house nest-

ling- among the trees as we drove up. This lady was the

daughter of the Landgrave of Hesse-Cassel, and aunt to

the second Madame, as she was called, the successor of

the unfortunate Henrietta of England. Her father-in-

law must have been brother to the great Countess of

Derby who 'played the man' at Lathom House, and was,

as readers of Sir Walter Scott will remember, Charlotte

de la Tremouille,and Queen in Man. This Duke claimed

the crown of Naples in right of his great-great-grand-

mother—claimed it, but never got it. Only he annexed

the title of Prince de Tarente, and this title was borne

by his son. Madame la Princesse de Tarente, that son's

widow, was thus very nearly royal on both sides, and

her kindliness, added to her close connection with the

Court, made her very congenial to Madame de Sevigne.

Even on this great lady Madame de Sevigne took

care not to call very often, lest she should expect too

much of her company. She would accompany her to

her carriage which was waiting at the end of the

Park, though the Pi-incess begged her not to come so

far. ' Madame, you treat me like a German.' ' Yes,

indeed, Madame, I should have obeyed your daughter-

in-law (who was a Frenchwoman) before this.' 'Elle

entendait cela comme une Frantjaise,' Madame de

Sevigne remarks with her pretty insolence.

She was never so happy as when wandering alone
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among the trees of her park, eidre chieii el hup, in the

twilight, when the clew was falling, and the shadows

closing in. That was her favourite hour. She could

never be actually alone. It was not considered safe

—

perhaps even not proper—in those days. Her body-

guard consisted of Pilois, the gardener, whose conver-

sation she preferred to that of the M.P.'s of Rennes, of

Beaulieu, her faithful lacquey, and often of several

others, who always came to fetch her at the witching

hour. They were armed with guns ; for though gene-

rally there was nothing to fear but a squirrel or two,

sometimes there were wolves about. And when the

troops were stationed

at Vitre, Madame de

Sevigne was ordered by

her daughter to come

in an hour earlier.

Even in October she

would stay out till nine

o'clock. Herwoods were
then ' d'une beaute,

d'une tranquillite, dune
paix, d'un silence, a quoi

je ne puis m'accoutu-

mer.' As the years

went on, her daughter

entreated her not to

expose herself so reck-

lessly to the night air,

and one day she has

to confess to a little

escapade, which she describes in her prettiest manner.

Her servants came to tell her that the moon was

shining deliciously in the ' Mail,' the broad alley where

the ladies used to play at games. There was not a

breath of air, and the moonlight was playing all manner
of fantastic tricks with its black shadows. Madame
de Sevigne could not resist the temptation. She

set in motion her infantry, put on all sorts of caps and

cloaks, and came out into the Mail, where the air was

as still as in her own room. There she revelled in the

thousand strange phantoms which were conjured up

by the moon's light. Black monks and white. White
nuns and grey. Black men erect beside the trees.

Little men crouching under them. Robed priests in

the background. She apologises humbly for the indis-

cretion ; it was a mark of respect she could not help

paying to the moon. In the daytime, always attended

by one or more of her lacqueys, probably in brilliant

liveries, she spent hours among the groves sacred to

her daughter. One alley was known as ' L'humeur de

ma fille ' ; another which corresjjonded to it was
' L'humeur de ma mere.' Here she read and re-read

her treasured letters, and traced with happy tears the

mottoes which mother and daughter had together carved

upon the trees. As for one blessed tree, which once

had saved Madame de Grignan's life, she was tempted
to build a chapel over it : everything brought incense

to the shrine. Her devotion to her daughter was her

one and only passion. Well might she cry, ' ces

meres '

; but there were few like her.

It would have grieved her if she could have known
that posterity would find her son far more attractive

than her daughter. He had his mother's sunny nature,

her charming playfulness, her unselfishness, an unsel-

fishness which is the complete unconsciousness of self.

M. de Sevigne was not only tres-joli-gargon, but most

tender in his attentions to his mother ; a most affec-
.

tionate son while he was with her. ' The best com-

pany in the world,' Madame de Sevigne would say, ' et

ses lettres sont d'une maniere que si on les trouve

jamais dans ma cassette,

on croira qu'elles sont

du plus honnete homme
de mon temps.' This

is just what we say now.

He was the most gallant

gentleman of his time

—for this is the seven-

teenth centuiy mean-
ing of the term : in his

youth too fashionable

in his vices, but respect-

able after marriage, and

in the end rf«'o/. Mother
and son were in perfect

sympathy. The good

Princess wondered that

there was no touch of

the maternal in their

intercourse. At one time Madame de Sevigne was

expecting a visit from her son, but for three weeks

she had heard nothing of him, and was growing

anxious, when one day, as she was wandering as

usual in the Park, at the end of the Mail she saw

le Fraler (which was one of her names for him).

He threw himself on both knees as soon as he saw

her, "^se sentant si coupable d'avoir ete trois semaines

nuns tcrrc u chanter matins ' (this is not a very exact

description of his occupation) ; he thought he could

address her in no other way. ' I had determined,' his

mother adds, ' to scold him, but I did not know where

to find my anger, I was so glad to see him. You know
how amusing he is. He kissed me a thousand times.

He made the worst excuses in the world, which I took

for good ones, and now we chat together, we read

together, we walk together.' And when, after thirty

years of splendid health, the mother had to pay the

price of her indiscretions, of her faith in the Jolie cldmere

that she was immortal, when she was seized with an

acute attack of rheumatism—her first attempt at illness,

so she says, but a masterpiece—her son waited on

her, pitied her, amused her, wrote her letters to Madame
de Grignan at her dictation, so long as the poor

swollen hand refused its office, and never left her till

she was well enough to be carried in a chair through

the Park. After that, no more wanderings by moon-
light for poor Madame de Sevigne. She felt herself a
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poiile iiiouillce, and shrank from cold and damp. Hence-

forth she dared not go beyond the garden after sunset.

She would look longingly through the great gates at

the ' holy horror ' of the darkening foliage, and she,

who had never cared for big armchairs when she could

sit or lie under the trees, had now to spend the long

lovely evenings indoor.?. She is ready to die of eiiiiiii

;

at last it is too much, and she goes back to Paris.

The ultimate verdict of this great lady on a country

life is : 'II faut une grande sante pour soutenir la

solitude, et la campagne.'

Much more might be told of the life at Les Rochers

between l647 and I696 : of poor Madame du Plessis,

who was so constant in her visits, and was so merci-

lessly laughed at and hoaxed by everybody ; of I.a pelite

personne, who could not make out whether the day

after Easter Eve was a Monday or a Tuesday ; of the

good old Abbe de Coulanges, the Bien-bon, who spent

liis.life in looking after Ics beaux t/eux of Madame de

Sevigne's cassette. Then there were the festivities at

Vitre, to which, as a great landholder in the province,

Madame de Sevigne was bound to go during the session

of the Assembly. She describes with infinite amuse-

ment how the tables groaned with fantastic dishes

;

how the pyramids of fruit could not be brought through

the doors without having their tops knocked of; how
they dressed and how they danced ; how she was

dying of hunger in the midst of plenty ; and above all,

how glad she was to find herself at home again out of

the bustle and turmoil. Such is the ' divine chit-chat'

with which Madame de Sevigne was wont to amuse

her absent daughter. It is a pity that these letters,

which lie open to every cultivated person, should be so

seldom read nowadays. There is a delicate flavour

in the original which scarcely survives translation, a

grace and a bloom which droops and fades when it is

torn away from its native soil.

Isabel Sidgwick.

NOTES AND REVIEWS.

The Society of Lady Artists.—The decoration of palms,

and festoons of faint radda-ion&A draperies may add to the general

air of prettiness which pervades the exhibition, and which detracts

from that serious impression works of art shoidd, we think, produce

upon the mind. A closer inspection of the works on the walls

reveals, however, much that is clever and praiseworthy. We must

admit at once that the personal note is largely lacking in these

pictures by lady artists, and with it is lacking art's most fascinating

appeal. Conscientious work, a delicate appreciation and graceful

rendering of some of Nature's tranquil moods, some evidences

of sympathetic and humorous observation of animals, good

still-life painting, and a few clever genre pictures and portraits

are to be found in the exhibition. As a rule, the somewhat

precise touch of lady artists imparts a dulness to their technique ;

it often lacks the brio which is the most intimate expression of

the temperament of the painter. Miss Clara Montalba's 'The

Old Watchtower, Amsterdam' (242), occupies the place of

honour, and occupies it deservedly. The spirited touch, the

luminous colour, the fine grouping of the sails and buildings in

the shadow, are true painter's work. About Miss Montalba's

picture are grouped paintings contributed by some of the better-

known lady artists. Henrietta Rae (Mrs. Norman) sends ' Sylvia

'

(248), a delicately painted profile ; Miss Jessie MacGregor a some-

what heavily painted ' God of Love' (235), wearing a necklace of

roses; Miss Blanche Jenkins 'Little Buttercup' (241), a dainty

little maid, archly smiling at us from under the brim of her butter-

cup garlanded hat. Like all Miss Jenkins' winsome children, she

dates her descent from one of Sir Joshua Reynolds's immortal little

ones. Miss Emily Osborn sends 'Algerian Mirror' (255), and

from her floating studio on a barge ' Norfolk Wherries ' (219) and

' Sunset on the Bure ' (229), sketcljes that have the freshness of

work done in the very heart of nature. To our thinking almost

the best picture in the exhibition is M. E. Kindon's ' Free Seats
'

(345). It is strong and pathetic in conception, and the technique

is workmanlike. The physiognomies of the little group of poor in

the corner of a church are well individualised ; it is one of the few

pictures in the exhibition that lingers on the mind. Miss Bertha

Newcome sends two open-air studies (227, 231). The crudeness

of colour which marks the painting of the French fkin air school

is repeated in Miss Newcome's representations of nature. Her

work is interesting, sincere, ugly, and decidedly 'impressionist.'

We miss from the exhibition Mrs. Adrian Stokes's forcible pictures

and- sketches of peasant children and women. Miss Henrietta

Corkran's ' Harmony in Brown and Gold,' the portrait in pastels

of a lady in dark russet, tan, and amber draperies, is spirited and

harmonious. There is a pleasant ' go ' in the expression and pose.

Among the portraits in pastels is a clever boy's head (29) by

Miss Ellen Partridge. From Mrs. Jopling's prolific brush we
have a large painting of ' Charlotte Corday ' {319). We absolutely

refuse to believe that this good-looking young lady in red ever

assassinated Marat. Miss Moody's cats and dogs are humorously

observed and cleverly painted. Miss Hilda Montalba contributes

two poetic effects of Dutch landscape (520, 531). The latter, an

effect of twilight creeping over the low-lying country, is delicately

imaginative. The work in water-colour is on the whole superior

to that done in oils. Miss Rose Barton's tenderly painted,

misty ' Charing Cross ' and ' Corn Fields ' have distinction.

The latter shows a true appreciation of delicate modulations of

colour in the ripening fields. Kate Macaulay sends some notice-

able work. The five strongly painted effects of cloud and

river scenery by this lady are among the best things in the

gallery. ' Rain Clouds '

(159), a study of cloud-capped mountains,

is especially fine. Miss Helen O'Hara is represented by a number

of delicately rendered effects of foam, sea-birds, and flying clouds.

Mrs. Marrable, the Society's President, is in force with some

charming sketches from the south of France and rustic English

scenery. Mrs. Paul Naftel and Miss Mand Naftel's country scenes

and flowers have always a quality of sweetness and freshness. 439,

4^9' 53'i by Miss Naftel, are charming examples of her work.

In the still-life, in flowers, bric-a-brac, fungi, etc., in oil and

water-colour painting, the ladies are especially strong. We must

not omit to mention some fanciful little drawings of the goblin

world by Miss Edith Mendhani. A. C.

The Wingate and M'Taggart Sales.—The Lawton

Wingate Sale, which took place in the rooms of Mr. Dowell,

Edinburgh, on the 9th of March last, and the M'Taggart Sale,

which followed it, in the same place, on the 23d, are deserving of

more detailed and specific reference than we were able to give

them in our last issue. The Wingate oil pictures, 107 in number,

realised a total of £\-]2ii, 4s. ; the ' M'Taggart Portfolio,' including

131 water-colours, a total of £{i,'yjo, 17s. : and these excellent

prices—for works that were mostly of moderate size, comparatively

slight in execution, and, all of them, destitute of any appeal to the

merely popular demands of the uninstructed picture-buyer—are as

encouraging a sign as could well be wished for of the discernment
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and cultured taste which prevails among the classes in our country

in whose hands lie the patronage and the direction of Scottish art.

Both painters have, from first to last, been essentially true to their

own ideal, to their especial artistic individuality. They have

made no effort to meet the public half-way, to produce what would

be merely pleasing and would sell ; and both of them have had the

reward which, in the end, is sure to come to the earnest and original

artistic worker.

Of the two, Mr. Lawton Wingate is perhaps the more essentially

poetic in conception, the more perceptive of the quietly harmonious

aspects of Nature, of her moments of still delicate loveliness, of her

unity and her quiet subtleties of relation. In particular, he is a

most refined and delicate painter of the sunset—whether it be of

those minglings of potent colours which come when ' triumph takes

the sunset hour ' and the heavens are alive with the glow of

crimson and the flashing of gold, or of those softer blendings of

gentle hue which lead in the twilight. Of his treatment of the

former, the 'After-glow,' a little canvas, 14 by 11, which fetched

56 guineas on the gth, was a perfect example ; while in the latter

he has never surpassed his 'Winter Twilight,' exhibited several

years ago in the Royal Scottish Academy. But, though the

chosen hour of Mr. Wingate's art is the time of sunset, he is an

admirable painter of clear, tranquil, silvery daylight. ' The Swan's

Nest ' was one of his most notable efforts in this direction ; and in

his Sale other examples of eminent success of a similar kind

were afforded by works like ' Lintibert Farm, Muthill,' and
' Stack-building.'

In the art of Mr. M'Taggart, on the other hand, we find an

especially keen and delighted perception—an especially vivid

portrayal—of the motion and changeful glitter of Nature, of her

hurrying clouds, of her glinting sunshine, of the brilliancy of her

lightning, and the sharp intensity of her colouring. He is an

' impressionist ' in the best sense of that much-abused word ; and

conveys into his work—with an unrivalled appearance of fresh un-

laboured directness—the totality of a scene, in its broad relations

as a harmonious whole. As a painter of sea he stands alone

among Scottish artists of the present or the past . His ' Dulse

Gatherers,' 'Bathers,' and 'Sunday,' all in the Sale, were ad-

mirable examples of his marine painting; while ' Up the Burn,'

in the delicate division of its fleecy clouds and the infinite grada-

tion of its breadth of blue, was an admirable specimen of his sky-

painting. A very interesting portion of the Sale consisted of a

series of sketches originally made for the earlier pictures of the

artist, sketches which had recently again passed beneath his hand,

and been carried well towards completion. Introducing figures

with somewhat greater prominence than is the case in his later

work, and dealing, usually, with effects of placid diffused sunlight,

these drawings were particularly interesting on technical grounds

for the dexterous use made of charcoal lines, afterwards treated

with a wash of colour, in securing atmos lere and luminosity ; the

method employed being not dissimilar fr .n that adopted by David

Cox in some of his later water-colours.

We hope, at no very distant date, to return to Mr. Wingate and

Mr. M'Taggart, and to present our readers with a somewhat more

elaborate record of their artistic career, and a more adequate

estimate of their delicate and sensitive work. J. M. Gray.

Deat/Cs Disguises, and Other Sonnets. By Frank T. Marzials.

London : Walter Scott.

To make a sonnet is easy enough—we have all committed at

least one ; but tite sonnet, like other good things, rare to the

seeker and precious to the finder. If the sonnet is the easiest of

poetic forms, it is also, perhaps, the form in which the reader is

apt to be most fastidious in his expectations. Some licence may
be granted to most poets ; but the sonnet-writer choses his game,

and must be bound by the rules thereof. There are thirty-nine

sonnets in Mr. Marzials' little volume, each alone on a small but

sumptuous page ; and any one of them will stand the most rigid of

tests on the score of workmanship. Detached as they are in form,

they are so subtly akin that as a whole they present a certain theory

of life. This theory of life is neither wholly optimistic nor yet

wholly pessimistic and cynical, but is something of all of these.

No recent volume of sonnets contains more delicate and skilful

literaiy work, or a series of fresher or more original motifs. We
quote one sonnet, not by any means the best in point of craft, but

offering a forcible suggestion of a little-regarded antithesis between

culture and art :

—

PRIV.\TE VIEW DAY, GROSVENOR GALLERY.
(Picture of a Tramp, bv Millet.)

How bright the chit and chat ! Light laughter flies

A-rippIe o'er the deeps of art, and all

Glints gaily ; it is culture's festival

;

The pictures smile on us in sunniest wise.

But hush ! see here—beneath those pure, pale skies,

There in that frame, what wolfish thing, the thrall

Of ignorance and want, lurks bestial,

With the hate-hunger in its haggard eyes !

' O fit and few,' it seems to shriek, ' I curse

Your selfish soul-joys ! Why from age to .age

To glut your fulness should the gods amerce

Us, as dumb swine, of manhood's heritage,

And fling us but the husks of life—nay, worse.

Trap us like beasts, with brutishness for cage ?

'

Three Volumes of Essays : Essays ofJ. J!. Lowell ; Essays of

Dr. [ohnson ; Essays of William Haditt. London : Walter Scott.

An essay might well be written upon ' The Decay of the Essay.'

If one were to inflict upon one's-self the task of reading the contents

pages of the monthly reviews, one would find there matter-of-fact

articles upon all imaginable concrete subjects, and scarcely one essay.

We have, for example, innumerable articles upon ' Examination

versus Education,' upon 'The Russian Frontier,' upon 'Prince Bis-

marck as the '

' Man of Destiny," ' upon 'Agnosticism and the Future

of Reaction,' and other subjects upon which much that is not litera-

ture is written, and (worse luck) read. But of essays there is

scarcely ever one. When an essay, a bit of literary craftsmanship

pure and simple, does appear, it is of course neglected by the

crowd, but is looked upon with becoming awe by the elect. There

need not be anything wonderful about it except its isolation.

Thus, alone in a heterogeneous collection of unliterary writings, Mr.

Oscar Wilde's essay ' On the Decay of Lying,' shone out like a

new luminary. This was, perhaps, merely another appearance

in an unsuspected quarter of the essay comet, whose periodicity

might have been calculated if we had been sharp enough. It

was altogether a happy thought to publish in rapid succes-

sion three volumes of essays, two at least of which merit the title

without risk of challenge. Mr. Lowell'sare rather critical articles

than essays in the old sense ; but Johnson's in the past century, and

Hazlitt's in this, may stand for types of essays for all time com-
ing. It goes without saying that Johnson had by far more highly

developed than had Hazlitt the artistic instinct. He was under

no such delusion as Hazlitt professed to be that the artist-author

must ' hold the mirror up to nature.' ' The task of an author,'

says Johnson in the Rambler, ' is, either to teach what is not

known, or to recommend known truths by his manner of adorning

them,' that is to say, without any disrespect to the stout old

Puritan, and after the manner of Mr. Wilde, to lie about them.

And Johnson does it with perfect vigour. Many of his short

sketches in the Rambler, the Taller, and Adventurer are bits

of perfect literary craftsmanship, full of fancy, and without a

word of plain truth in them. Hazlitt, on the other hand, is pro-

saic not seldom, though he by no means adheres with rigidity

to the principles he lays down in his essay, ' On the Periodical

Essayists.' Mr. Lowell's critical essays, unequal as they are, are

su ;estive and entertaining, but they are likely to hold no such

pe lanent place in literature as are his Biglow Papers. The
Ap -logy for a Preface will not add to Mr. Lowell's reputation.

He seems to have undervalued the importance of the service Mr.

Scott was rendering his fame in introducing him to a great mass of

readers, to whom otherwise he would have perhaps remained

merely as the author of 'John P. Robinson, he'. The Johnson
essays have been compiled with a biographical introduction by
Mr. Stuart J. Reid, and the Hazlitt volume has been edited by

Mr. Frank Carr.
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THE KISS.

SEVEN years, and tliou art sweet.

Little maid ;

Half enraptured with the world,

Half afraid.

Should I kiss thee, not a tear.

Not a smile

—

t)n]y wonder. So I wait

For a while.

Seven more, and thou hast looked

Past the strife.

Through the bitterness of death

Unto life.

Dare I kiss thee, who hast prayed.

Who hast striven ?

Not on earth, little maid

;

But in heaven !

Seven more, and thou art fair.

Calm of face.

With the gentleness of queens,

And the grace.

Should I whisper of a kiss,

Imminent

Thou wouldst banish me, or blush

Thv consent.

'Tis a parable, my song

Of the kiss.

Do ye know the little maid,

Who she is ?

For since ever Beauty was

Is the time

Of the thrice seven years

Of my rhyme.

John VVAnHAcK,

gvTXa- cavaT- lapid em
non-vi- sep • siepe-cadendo

4

Edinburg-h : T. and A. Constable^ Prhtieis to Her Majesty.
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